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'Ship me somewheres east of Suez where the
best is like the worst,

Where there aren't no Ten Commandments
an' a man can raise a thirst."

KIPLING undoubtedly knew his east of Suez" when he wrote Mandalay" better than any man
living, just as he knows lots of other things outside the ordinary ken ; but the poverty-stricken, flea-

bitten and malodorous Orient of the modern Mohammedan Turks presents many strong contrasts to

the Orient of the great Abassid Caliphs, when Bagdad was the Metropolis of an Empire exceeding in

extent the widest limits of Rome, and the center of a wealth, luxury and profligacy, the like of which the world
has seldom seen; when the followers of the Prophet had carried the faith of Al Koran from the pillars of
Hercules to the Farthest Ind."

The first glimpse the Western world had of the wondrous life of this period was in the early part of the eighteenth cen-
tury, when Galland issued the first part of the Thousand and One Nights, in a French translation from the Arabic, which at
once became famous as '"The Arabian Nights' Entertainments." Mutilated, fragmentary, paraphrastic though these tales
were, the glamour of imagination, the marvelousness of the miracles and the gorgeousness of the life depicted at once secured
an exceptional success. For nearly two centuries these few Oriental tales were allowed to masquerade in abridged condition
in the literary world. Deprived of their beauty and originality, shorn of the very qualities which make them attractive, they
were printed and reprinted until famous scholars, Mr. Payne and others, carried away by their mysterious power, resolved to
give them and many others to the reading world in their original form.

As a result of the enterprize and devotion to art of John Payne, we have now in

"ORIENTAL TALES"

The Real Arabian Nights

The first complete and unexpurgated rendering into English of

The Book of The Thousand Nights and One Night
Translated from the Original Arabic by JOHN PAYNE and
Specially Prepared for the Francois Villon Society of London

a full and candid reproduction of the literature of Persia, India and Arabia, a literature redolent with the smell of incense; with the din of plain-
tive and alluring music; with beautiful women and strange dances; with weird influences and voluptuous beauty.

A NEW WORLD
The Orient, with all its luxury and laxity has been unmasked. The sombre and fantastic tapestries have been drawn aside, and behold ! there

is a new world—strange and dim and distant—real and still unreal—devotional and yet emotional—spiritual and yet intensely physical—a world
of men and women with ardent temperaments and strange beliefs—for the literature of the Oriental people was the story of their lives, inter-
mingled with their dreams.

These "Oriental Tales" are more than a collection—they are the literature of the people of the old Eastern world—they are the children of rare
imagination—of idealism and realism.

They tell the strength and force of the natural, and the strange and subtle beauty of the supernatural. Men and women stand confessed in

all the freedom and candor of nature.
They are in all their wealth and variety and uniqueness the most marvelous expression of fascinating national manners and customs in the

literature of the world.
We find within them a wonderful gathering of subtle truths and idle fancies—of human love in all its countless forms. The sadness of love

—

the wildness of love—love guided by duty and again by instinct

—

and always tinged by dreamy mysticism.
These volumes unmask and display for the first time to Western

| eyes life as it was actually passed by those who lived among the
F- F - l-ll

1

| glories of Oriental ease and luxury and freedom when the world
I was young.

BRUNSWICK SUBSCRIPTION CO.

Room 1116, Brunawick Bldg., New York City

|jj Please mail me descriptive circular and special terms on Oriental Tales,

|g without obligation on my part.

Name

Address

City State

We employ no agents.

A few sets of Oriental Tales will be avail- |
able to prompt buyers at an especially s

low introductory price and liberal terms J
of payment. Full information mailed |
on receipt of coupon. §

...,..,,"„
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E D I O R I A
Suppress the Rotten Pictures

HPHE COURTS at Albany, N. Y., have decided against

the Sunday motion pictures, and we are not surprised.

There are motion pictures that are fit to show on Sunday,

and there are a lot that are absolutely rotten and unfit to

show on any day in the week.

If the motion picture managers expect to continue to do

business, not only on Sundays, but on every day, they must

get rid of the rotten stuff that fhey are showing nine times

out of ten. "Rotten" is not a very pleasant word to use,

but it expresses exactly what we mean, and it is impossible

to understand why censorship is not more strict in many

instances.

More harm has been done in the congested districts of

our great cities by nasty, improper and corrupting motion

pictures than by the white slavers, the dens of vice and all

the other evil influences that corrupt the young of our great

cities.

The trouble with the pictures is that they have fallen

so largely into the hands of cheap, selfish and unscrupulous

men. They care nothing for the morals of the people.

They are money-makers first, last and all the time.

The difference between the conduct of the theatrical

and the motion picture business is marked. Why should

not men of the highest character control the pictures?

Why should not they aspire to educate, elevate and refine

the people and emulate the best of our play writers?

Why should not they pay royalties on good scenarios,

instead of seeking to buy them for a few dollars each, and

thus cheapen the market, instead of putting a premium

on the best that can be had?

The whole motion picture business needs reformation

from top to bottom—better men and cleaner pictures, bet-

ter and cleaner artists.

The stories that are told of the corruption of the picture

business are astonishing. Young women who apply for

places in some of the picture concerns must submit to the

grossest insults and to a sacrifice of honor itself to secure

a job.

We are preparing to tell the public the truth about the

motion picture business and are now arranging for a series

of articles, entitled "The Confessions of a Motion Picture

Actress." They will startle our readers.

Our purpose is to seek a reformation of a business that

has been debased and degraded all together too long, and

that is as honorable and desirable and can be made as up-

lifting and helpful as any influence exercised outside of

the churches.

Great Stuff

HPHE SCREEN, according to a noted comedian, is to be

olfactory as well as auditory. In other words, we see

the picture, we hear the gesture, and we smell the perfume
of the flower represented. In a love scene we get the odor

of the rose. In a vampire set incense is the proper thing.

A family quarrel is made known by any talcum powder
odor, and the scandals are formaldehyded. Added now to

the general staff of "bys" will be placed a new order, "per-

fumed by.
'

'

Great stuff

!



THAT NIGHT.
Posed especially for Film Fun.

That Night, the Best Known Character on the

Screen, Discusses Shakespeare and

the Motion Picture

ii \ H, THOSE were the good old days when Bill Shake-
"^ speare was alive!" sighed That Night, taking out

his make-up box, preparatory to adding another touch of

black to his already dark face. " You don't mind if I do

this while I talk to you, do you? I must help in a scene

again in a little while.

"Now, you want to know all about me, I suppose—I've

had experience with you newspaper people before. I be-

gan my stage career back in the days of Shakespeare. At

that time I was very young. But Shakespeare was a mas-

ter—he perceived possibilities in me from the first and be-

gan writing parts for me in his plays. At first, of course,

they were just small parts. It was that way in 'Twelfth

Night. ' You do not see my name often in ' Twelfth Night,

'

though it is quite true that the third scene in Act Two
could not be acted without my help. If you will open any

authentic volume of the immortal bard, you will see that

That Night is responsible for all of the action in that scene.

"As I grew older, I became more and more necessary

to Shakespeare's success. Take 'Macbeth,' for instance.

In that play, you must admit, I am indispensable. With-

out the assistance of the dark cloaks I lend to many of the

players, much of this tragedy could never be enacted.

Surely Macbeth could not have murdered the king half so

successfully had That Night not been there, nor would the

scene in which the mad Lady Macbeth walks about wring-

ing her bloody hands and reliving in detail the terrible oc-

currences have been half so effective had That Night not

helped in the staging of it.

"My greatest triumph was that greatest of romances,

'Romeo and Juliet.' Heading how many of the scenes do

you see my name, That Night? Could the famous balcony

scene have been so lovely and tender without me? I alone

am responsible for this greatest of all love passages.

"The rest you know. After Shakespeare had made me
so popular, other playwrights began to see my possibilities,

and That Night has appeared on almost every program that

has ever been printed and in every theater that has ever

been built. Then came the advent of the motion picture,

and I realized what a big field was opening up for me. I

plunged right into it, and in all modesty I can truthfully

say that That Night is to-day the best known screen actor

and assistant producer in the world. Think back over the

list of photoplays you have seen in the past few years.

You will be able to count on the fingers of one hand those

in which my name has not appeared in some connection.

"My particular forte lies in love scenes, and also in

murders, robberies and villainous deeds of every descrip-

tion, and I have been in every sort of picture imaginable,

both comedy and tragedy. That Night is tireless. I have

been in as many as fifty photodramas a day, and I am
always ready for more. Whenever there is a particularly

ticklish job, That Night is called in to help, and it is That

Night alone who can do so."

"That's all very interesting, " said the visitor, thinking

this a good time to say something. "But what about this

chap, Later, we hear so much of. He does much the same

sort of thing, doesn't he? He seems to be awfully popular,

too."

"Later is all right in his place," snorted That Night.

"He, too, got his start through Shakespeare, and I must

admit that he is very well known. Later is my first cousin,

you know, but he is merely copying my style. He can

never be so great as I, for he is not nearly so strong nor so

versatile, and he is never called upon to meet the same de-

mands as are made upon me. However, Later is a neces-

sary feature of any photoplay.

"And now, I am sorry to say, I must leave you. In

one of our new pictures the lovers are to elope. They

must, of course, have That Night to help them, as Later is

busy with a bank robbery. Are you sure I am quite black

enough? I shouldn't want anything to go wrong. Good-by

and good luck!"

m ©
Pastel Shades

Friend—Does Miss Film favor any of the warring

powers?

Director—No ; even her complexion is composed of neu-

tral colors.

m m
From the Start

Tick—That movie actor is a go-ahead chap.

Tock—Yes; he is a self-propeller.



TRIANGLE-KAY BEE

ENID BENNETT
Is a new star in the Triangle firmament. Any girl would look pleasant, naturally, when told that she has been

elevated to stardom; but Enid Bennett looks pleasant, anyhow—she cannot help it.



MUTUAL-AMERICAN

I William Russell and his pet gobbler "Claude" sit by the hour discussing current events.

William Russell and the Duchess of Butterfat
\\TILLIAM RUSSELL took the pipe from his mouth and

smiled lovingly at his pet turkey before getting up

from the grass where he'd been sitting.

"Gosh ! women make me sick !" he said then. "They
aren't leaving us men any privileges at all these days.

First they break into our clubs, and then they come round

yelling about equal rights, and now I see you've been run-

ning stories in your magazine about women farmers.

They've even butted in on us in that game. What do

women know about farms, anyway? It takes a man to run

a farm properly, don't you think so?"

We were discreetly polite. We were after an inter-

view, not giving one.

"I've got you," smiled Mr. Russell. "Well, now, I'll

tell you what I think about it. The trouble with women is

that they get too darned sentimental about things. I see

that Blanche Sweet said she wouldn't think of letting one

of her chickens be eaten, because she knows- them all by

name. Just fancy! Isn't that silly? I make more money
out of my broilers than anything else. Chickens are fool-

ish things to have around. Always scratching up your

backyard and making no end of mess. And they need so

much care. Every one of my chickens has a personal

maid. Why, it's an awful nuisance!"

Suddenly, with an anxious expression on his face, Mr.

Russell lowered his voice to a whisper. "My! I forgot

that the Duchess of Butterfat was asleep !" he said. "See,

that's the woman of it again—always has to be pampered.

We must be very careful with the Duchess. She sleeps so

badly. Any sudden shock would be bad for her. That's

because she's so swell. She has a valet with her always,

and a phonograph by her bedside. I like to encourage

taste for good music in my stock, though I must say that1

the Duchess has excellent taste now. We waken her to

music every morning—starts her off in a good humor.

They're all right if you only know how to handle them."

"What about turkeys?" we asked, by way of changing

the subject.

"Ah!" said he. "There you've hit it! Now, a turkey

is my idea of a sensible bird. My turkeys are the joy of

my life, especially Claude, here. Claude and I are great

pals. He has no use for the Duchess. In fact, just as you

came in, we were forming a Mutual Society for the Protec-

tion of Males, weren't we, Claude, old boy?"

Claude's beady black eyes sparkled mischievously.

"Claude and I are great pals. Whenever I get a chance,

I break away from the studio and hustle over here to him.

Then I get into a pair of old trousers and a flannel shirt

and take out my oldest pipe, and I'm perfectly happy.

Claude and I sit here by the hour discussing things—that



High Life

Two sons of the old sod

were watching a picture of

high life. The scene showed

the interior of a club house.

A number of men were drink-

ing rather freely, and all

showed signs of intoxication.

"An' phot do yez call

thot?" asked one.

"Phaix," replied the

other, "thot must be wan of

thim 'full' scenes we hear

about.
'

'

m m
The Tide of Events

The scene on the screen

showed a father ordering his

son from the house. After a

few more scenes the boy was

floating in the river.

"Isn't thot funny?" re-

marked an Irishman to his

wife. "The ould man sint

the boy adrift, and now he is

floating right back onthenixt

tide!"

ART CRAFT

Of course you recognize the Mary Pickford profile

;

but who would suspect her director, Maurice Tour-
neau, of tea-drinking habits? Just a consultation

'tween scenes, perhaps.

Shaping a Divinity

The scene showed a maid

dressing her mistress. After

several scenes had passed, a

cut back showed the maid

still fussing over her mis-

tress.

" By George, " remarked a

gentleman to his wife, "it's

taking that girl a long time

to get that woman into defi-

nite shape."

as m
Zig=jag Warfare

The scene represented a

tipsy man zigzagging up the

street.

"Is thot mon drunk?"

asked one Irishman of an-

other.

"He is either thot or else

he thinks thot wan of thim

submarines be after him,"

was the reply.

63 83

A film company has no use

for "dummy" directors.

HETTIE GRAY BAKER,
Who is the only woman title editor in the country.
They say her salary checks foot up to $15,000 a
year. But be that as it may, she wrote all the

titles for "A Daughter of the Gods."

HERBERT BRENAN FILM CORPORATION

LUCILLE ZINTHEO,
She is accustomed to a warm climate and is

trying to keep her ears warm with her hands.
But who is to keep her hands warm? Many a

bright lad we know



I IRA H. HILL

LINDA A. GRIFFITH

Early Struggles of Motion Picture Stars
When David W. Griffith, the Brilliant Director, Was Just Beginning to Shine

By LINDA A. GRIFFITH
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This series of reminiscences, written by Linda A. Griffith, the wife of David Wark Griffith, who pro-

duced "The Birth of a Nation," is replete with the intimate secrets of the first days of many a star who now
scintillates haughtily and brilliantly. Linda A. Griffith has seen the beginning of some of these screen stars.

Some of them now boasting of princely salaries might prefer to forget that they began at $3 a day. Mrs.

Griffith writes frankly in this series of the days when $25 a week was a consideration not to be ignored in

the Griffith family. She will tell the readers of Film Fun in the coming numbers of the magazine many in-

teresting incidents in the days of the "Old Biograph" as it is affectionately called by the screen people who
began their climb in its studios.

\ SHORT paragraph in the moving picture magazines
"^^ and trade papers, a few weeks ago, recorded the fact

that the Biograph Studio in the Bronx, New York City,

was for sale, that Mr. Kennedy, the president of the Bio-

graph Company since 1908, had withdrawn from the com-

pany, and that he would no longer be associated in any way

with moving pictures. Those of us still in the game had

for some time felt that the end was drawing near, as the

Biograph Company had ceased producing pictures some time

ago; but no one wanted to see the old trade-mark that had

stood for so much pass into utter oblivion.

Perhaps some of us who served our apprenticeship at



this one-time famous old studio, at No.

11 East Fourteenth Street, New York

City, may have paused a few moments

to think what that little news item

meant. The magic circled "A. B.,"

just a few short years ago, was as safe

a proposition to an "Exhibitor" as a

New York City bond is to the conserva-

tive investor. And along with this feel-

ing of regret, perhaps a few of us who

should might not have been ashamed

to speak a word of gratitude, if only a

silent word, for one of the squarest and

most considerate firms that any mem-
ber of a moving picture company could

ever hope to become associated with.

The other evening I happened to

meet an old-time "Biographer" whom
I had not seen for several years, Mr.

Dell Henderson. Meeting him brought

back some interesting memories of

early days, for Mr. Henderson joined

Biograph when we were preparing for

our first trip to California.

I had been some two winters with

Biograph, working day in and day out,

in either the stuffy, close studio on

East" Fourteenth Street or freezing to the marrow doing

"exteriors" in Fort Lee, N. J., and Central Park, New York

City, when little rumors began to be wafted on the breeze

that possibly the company would go to California for the

winter. If I only had some old photos, showing theplayers

huddled about a campfire built in the snow that covered

the Jersey landscape and under a thickly branched but leaf-

less tree which was to act as windshield, the reader could

understand in some small measure, at least, the hope and

the joy that filled our hearts when we first heard of the

possibility of a trip to balmy, flowery Los Angeles for the

winter months.

There is always something to be grateful for in any ex-

tremity of life, if we only look for it. In those days no

picture was quite complete without a
'

' chase.
'

' Therefore,

on these winter pictures taken in Fort Lee, when we weren't

warming our fingers or toes over the life-saving bonfire or

stealing guiltily over to Ferrando's Italian table d'hote

place for spaghetti and hot coffee, we were most often

taking part in the inevitable "movie chase." We were

grateful for the "chase" on winter days.

Winter days in Fort Lee recall one sweet face we saw

for only a short time on the screen, that of Eleanor Ker-

shaw, for some years now Mrs. Thomas H. Ince and the

mother of three lovely boys. She, as well as her husband,

spent a short time at the Biograph Studio. In this one of

the few pictures Miss Kershaw took part in, she played a

little waif in rags and tatters. It was such an icy day you

couldn't keep warm with a buffalo robe on. When the pic-

ture was finished and run off in a theater, all through the

audience you could hear people saying, "My, that must

have been some cold day! Just look at her breath!" It

Effie Johnson and Alfred Paget,

in a scene from "Love among
the Roses," a story of Spanish

California.

showed up like a thin white cloud on

the screen. She did suffer from the

bitter cold.

This incident brings to my mind

a similar one that happened in the first

picture Mr. Powell directed for Bio-

graph and which was taken on a

freezing cold day. This story, how
ever, required a summer setting. We
knew we could "get by" a summer
scene with leafless trees and vines,

and as there was no ice or snow to

be seen, the audience would not be

able to tell from the screen what the

thermometer registered. When Flor-

ence Lawrence, who was working in

the picture, began to play her scene,

her breath froze in such clouds that

Mr. Powell, knowing from the previous

experience how it would show up on

the screen, finally had Miss Lawrence

play the scenes without speaking and

hardly even breathing.

The first studio we had in California

was merely a large, empty lot, where a

board flooring, possibly seventy-five

feet square, had been laid to serve as

stage. Two small rooms of rough wood were erected for

dressing-rooms. In one of the business buildings in town

the Biograph rented two large rooms, and there we re-

hearsed and had our costumes sent. A developing-room

was built, and on a screen at one end were projected the

pictures when finished.

Mary Pickfcrd was one of the members of that first

company to go to California, as was also her brother Jack,

although he was not slated to go as a member of the com-

pany. Jack Pickford (Smith, he was then) was a small

boy in short pants and happened to go to California in a

most casual way. The company was gathered at the sta-

tion, saying farewells to relatives and friends, and when
"Little Mary" said "good-by" to her mother, sister Lot-

tie and Jack, Jack started to cry in true "kid" fashion.

To pacify him, Mary finally persuaded her mother to let

Jack go with her to the coast, and he boarded the train,

minus ticket or even a fresh collar or a suit of pajamas.

Mary was always a little mother to all her family, and when
she reached Chicago, she rushed over to Marshall Field's

to get Jack some necessary garments for traveling, etc.

When a theatrical company starts off on a road tour,

the. inevitable rule is that flat or railway fares only are

paid by the firm sending out the attraction; the individual

artist pays for Pullmans, sleepers and for all meals taken

in the dining-car. Therefore with great joy was the glad

news received that not only were the railroad fares to be

paid, not only were Pullman sleepers and drawing-rooms

to be provided for the women, but three dollars a day was

to be allowed for each person for all meals on the train

while en route to California. We were quite a happy little

family on that trip. At that time the sign of the Almighty



Linda Griffith with three famous riders—Charles Gorman, William Carrol and James Green.

Dollar had not become so firmly implanted before the mov-

ing picture artist's eyes as to blind them to the enjoyment

and appreciation of the simple and true things of life.

We had three or four young women who were to work

for twenty dollars a week (a four-days guarantee at five

dollars a day), so that these little kindnesses meant much
to them. Everyone in the company, from the twelve-dollar-

a-week property boy (then Bobbie Harron, now shining as

"The Boy" in "Intolerance"), received fourteen dollars a

week as expense money. Mary Pickford at this time was

getting thirty-five dollars a week, and others in comparison,
.

so that the fourteen dollars extra meant a lot to those who
had to send money "back home."

When we first began taking pictures in Los Angeles,

bystanders would get as near as they possibly could, with-

out getting within the range of the camera's lens, and then

comment about the actors, as if actors were strange people

born without ears to hear what was said about them.

I remember one picture taken in the hills of Holly-

wood, called "In Old California," a romance of the Span-

ish Dominion. Everyone in the cast of this picture was in

costume, and although we began working far off in the

foothills, twenty miles from town, the curious and the un-

employed soon found us. Therefore, later in the day,

when we used the Hotel Hollywood and its grounds for

"locations," not only did we have as audience the hotel

guests, but each guest had 'phoned a friend to "Hurry on

over. They are taking movies at the hotel—a whole com-

pany of actors is here." Mr. Powell, Mr. Frank Grandin,

Dell Henderson and Marion Leonard were playing in this

picture. In the middle of a most dramatic scene between

them, one of the spectators called out in a loud voice,

"My gracious ! I wouldn't dress up like that and look like

a fool for all the money in the world!" There are many
now that would be willing gladly to do more than wear a

Spanish costume for a very small part of Charlie Chap-

lin's or Mary Pickford's salary !

At the old Mission of San Juan Capistrano, seventy

miles south of Los Angeles, we produced a southern Cali-

fornian story, called "The Two Brothers. " Wally Walthall

was the leader of a band of Western outlaws in the story,

and as such did some wonderful riding. Mr. Griffith,

myself and a few others had made the trip by motor,

arriving at Capistrano at seven in the evening. The

rest of the company, including riders and horses (there

were about twenty of the two latter), left on the mid-

night train, arriving at their destination at two in the

morning.

I had just fallen into a much needed sleep, when I was

awakened by a tumult of shouts, pistols being fired off in

all directions, racing horses and general pandemonium.

As I slowly came to, I first thought of an earthquake, and

then followed in order in my mind all the known catas-

trophes of land and sea, until at last, being fully awakened,

I realized a very simple thing had happened. The Wild

West riders had arrived and were celebrating their arrival,

and this most alarming demonstration was merely their way
of giving expression to an exuberance of healthy animal

spirits, even if it was two o'clock in the morning. Colonel

Roosevelt knows all about this sort of an experience and

perhaps would have appreciated the celebration.

When, the next day, we were working on the picture-

taking scenes of these boys' riding, I could easily under-

stand the life-risking chances they took on their horses.

In answer to Mr. Griffith's offer of "A dollar for a fall,

boys," they fell on all sides, with the horses running on

madly without their riders, and in some cases the horse

never moving, but standing still by the side of the pros-

trate rider until the scene was finished. These boys some-

times made as much as ten or twenty dollars a day just for

"falls." Some of these Western riders have recently

thrilled us by their wonderful riding in the
'

' Ku Klux Klan"

scenes in "The Birth of a Nation," in scenes from Mr.

Thomas Ince's "Civilization," and more recently they no

doubt drove the chariots in the ancient Babylon that came

to life once more in Mr. Griffith's "Intolerance."



MUTUAL

"Sometimes I think my next adventure will be my last, but I know I cannot escape it. But if the scenario says

you must jump from a hundred-foot cliff—you just bid good-by to your friends and do it—that's all."

"Shooting" the Thrills With Helen Holmes
«nPHE THRILLS witnessed on the screen are every bit

as thrilling for the people who make them as they

are for those who see them," admitted Helen Holmes,

known throughout the motion picture world as "Helen the

Fearless.
'

'

Director McGowan is the greatest little inventor of

thrills, by which other people may or may not break their

necks, who ever had charge of a producing company. But the

first principle of success in motion production is confidence

in your director. So if it is 'in the story' that you've got

to toddle over a hundred-foot cliff into fifty feet of water,

and McGowan says it can be done, why, you just go ahead

and do it—that's all. Of course he has had the whole

thing tested out, and, anyway, you can only die once. So

when he shouts ' Camera !

' away you go, hoping.

I'll never forget, so long as I live, the ride I had on

a crazy lumber-train engine, with big, coal-scuttle smoke-

stack, when we were 'shooting' 'A Lass of the Lumber-

lands. ' The weather was awfully cold, and some of the

valves had frozen ; so when I put steam on the old con-

traption, I couldn't shut it off again, and away I went over

stumps and shrubs. When I finally did succeed in stop-

ping that lumber-camp teakettle, I made a solemn vow to

make them provide me thereafter with first-class mechani-

cal devices.

"Once I had to jump from a train that was traveling

at thirty miles an hour. The landing didn't seem to hurt

much, for it was broken by a lot of straw they had spread

forme; but it was the awful sensation of landing on my
left ear that made me feel so sort of one-sided. When the

rescue party picked me up, and I stood there close up,

dazed and, so far as the audience knew, dying, I tell you

honestly I thought I was going to die.

"Another lovely bit was when I had to jumpover a cliff

and slither about in loose gravel. I stumbled on the edge

of the 'take off' and actually did fall. They thought

I did it on purpose and said it was wonderful work. I

guess it was. I was skinned from head to foot.

"How would you like to crawl over a burning bridge,

with nearly all the supports gone? The rails were nearly

red-hot, and the air was like a furnace blast. If I had

turned back, the whole scene would have been spoiled.

'Helen,' I muttered, 'it's now or never!' When I reached

the other side, I fainted. They filmed that, too.

"Sometimes in my dreams I think the next adventure

will be my last, but still I know I can't escape it. The
thrill of the thrills is driving me forward, and I know that

when the time comes, no matter what McGowan tells me
to do, I'll do it. But, oh, do you wonder that I sometimes

jump in my sleep?"
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'
' I believe you, Berenice.

I am sure there were no
other girls in this room. '

'

FAMOUS PLAYERS

Berenice and her friend find themselves in the wrong hotel room,
which was bad enough, but worse when the friend's parents find

them there. They try to explain.

FAMOUS PLAYERS

FAMOUS PLAYERS

It seems the easiest way out for the friend to introduce Berenice and the strange young man as
'

' Mr. and Mrs.
Gardiner," which seems to be a plausible reason for their presence in town, enroute to the matinee.

Marguerite Clark in " Miss George Washington "

jDECAUSE she was reputed never to have told a lie, Bere-

nice Somers is presented with a handsome medal from

the Truth Society and nearly dies of laughter while the

presentation is being made. For Berenice can, as her

friends say, "give Ananias cards and spades and still

beat him" at the lying game. She has such a sweet, in-

nocent expression on her face that no one but her friends

know what a fibber she is—so they call her "Miss George

Washington." Berenice is so fast on her mental feet that

she needs neither memory nor notebook to keep her from

mixing stories. Having told one fib in order [to deceive

the head of the private school of which she is a pupil, she

starts an avalanche of lies and has to keep right on.
• The whole thing makes a screamingly funny farce that

is not dull for one moment. Marguerite Clark, as the girl

who cannot tell the truth, is charming and handles a few

of the scenes, that might very easily have become vulgar,

with just the right touch. We recommend "Miss George

Washington" as a gloom chaser.



FAMOUS PLAYEH8

This innocent deception made all sorts of complications, for the friend's parents immediately invite them all to a
house party. There is no way out of it—they have to acept.

FAMOUS PLAYERS

But Berenice has nimble wits. She extricates herself from an unpleasant situation by confiding to her hostess

that she has had a quarrel with her husband and is never, never going to speak to him again.



No one realizes
m°re fully the tre.

mendous effect of
cl°thes upon the
wearer than does
the motion picture
star, who must por-
tray perfectly so
man y different
types of character.
"Not only on the
scre en, but in
everyday

]ife as
Well

> our actions

reflect the clothes

we wear," they

have found. "No

one but we our-

selves can know

what sort of gar-

ment is best calcu-

lated to bring out

our finest charac-

teristics. That is

why so many of us

design our own

gowns."

MUTUAL

In these days of too short

dancing frocks, it is a re-

lief to find someone as love-

ly as Minneta Timayo still

clinging to the graceful and
dignified train—though in

this case it seems >to be the

train that's clinging to Min-
neta. "Straight lines and
simple ones" is Miss Tim-
ayo's motto, and so she de-

signs all her gowns just that

way.

Everybody Loves an Evening
Gown.

In the Book of Rules Above We Tell

You Why.

Mary Mersch's new evening
gown is blue chiffon over a
silver drop, and it is trim-

med with blue and silver

sequins. Whenever she has

nothing better to do, Mary
gets out her sewing box and
her big shears, and presto

!

she has a new dress with

which to startle the popu-

lace.

VITAGRAPH

Here's Edith Storey back
again. She says the fan is

to keep her from getting

overheated. No wonder
she's smiling, after that.

BALBOA

The lily is Ruth Roland's
favorite flower—that's the

reason she gives for her

gown of white taffeta.

E88ANAY

We don't know how Edna
Mayo sits down in this, but

it does look mighty pretty.

Standing is good for the fig-

ure, anyhow.



°f course, all
work and no play
would make even
these Jills very dull
girls. When they
work— which is

the greater part of
the time— they
work very, very
hard

; and so, when
they play, they
have to play twice

as hard, to make

up for it.
"And

the right kind of

playing clothes are

every bit as impor-

tant as the right

kind of working

clothes," they say

—you can see that

they know what

they're talking

about.

"Dear me, it's getting
cold!" said Joan Sawyer,
throwing about her shoul-

ders a beautifuil gauzy
scarf of tulle. We happened
to catch her while she

was standing still, long

enough for us to examine
this white chiffon dance
frock with gorgeous feath-

er trimming.

They're Ready—On With the
Dance.

Most Anyone Would Feel Like

Dancing in Gowns Like These.

LASKY

Nothing at all to make, my
dear. Just four flounces and
a bit of bodice is plenty for

a gown for Cherie Malone.
Of course it is strapped on
over the shoulders and made
of iridescent sequins. And
there is the tulle drapery

and the silk lining and
things. But with a coun-

tenance and manner like

Cherie Malone's, what mat-
ters her gown?

WHITE PHOTO

"It is so difficult," explains

Jane Grey, '
' to know how to

arrange one's arms in a pic-

ture." We find no fault

with her arms.

PATHB WHITE PHOTO

Grace Darmond likes yards
and yards of material in

her gowns. You can tell

that, can't you?

It isn't often we have the

opportunity to see Mary in

evening gowns, she is kept

so busy at ingenue parts.

Reading poetry, too

!



THANHOUSER

The cares of motherhood don't seem to have wrin-

kled Florence La Badie's brow. She looks almost

as young as the baby does.

VrTAGRAPH FLOYD, N. Y.

"Dear, dear, children are

an awful responsibility!"

says Anna Brady.

THANHOUSER

Carey Hastings was the mother of seven
in "The Vicar of Wakefield." No

wonder she looks so careworn.

THE MOTION F

By HAZEL

fTVHE HERO and the heroine must many trials endure;
•* To be run over, shot and drowned is not a sinecure.

Yet, when it comes to suffering, there's not a Picture Queen

But yields the palm in agony to Mother of the Screen.

She has to see her Only Boy by Gamblers led astray,

The Villain plot and counterplot to capture Daughter May,

While Father loves to tipple. Oh, that family's mighty

mean

To poor, old, white-haired Mother of the Motion Picture

Screen

!

Of course we know that W
But, then, it rhymes so

Screen.

MACK SENNETT-KEYSTONE STUDIO

Alice Davenport has

mothered more come-
dies than any other wo-
man on the screen, but

don't tell her we said

so. No mother likes to

hear her children called

"comedies."

Mary Maurice looks very proud of her

screen son, Marc MacDermott.

8ELIG-POLYSCOPE

At one time Eugenie Besserer

was known as the champion lady

fencer of the world. Now she is

a champion mother of the screen.



No reel mother, this very comfortable-

looking person, but little Bobby Connel-

ly's honest-to-goodness real mother.

;ture mother
CFARLANE

The Cruel Landlord turns her out if she can't pay the rent,

Or there's a Mortgage on the Farm that eats up ev'ry cent.

No sables, pearls, nor Paris gowns, no crested limousine

Are owned by sad-eyed Mother of the Motion Picture Screen.

Behold her as she "registers" that look of patient woe

(No candidate for martyr's crown has ever suffered so),

While down her furrowed cheek slow fall those tears of

glycerine

That are wept by tortured Mother of the Motion Picture

Screen.

: doesn't sanction glycereen,

tif'lly with Motion Picture

Here's Anita King playing a mother role and look-

ing as if she enjoyed it. The baby looks happy,
too; but, then, what baby wouldn't?

VITAGRAPH MOODY, N. Y.

Even gypsies have mothers,

but gentle Mary Anderson
doesn't always look like this.

BELZNICK PICTURES

Gertrude Berkeley knitting boots for

baby—in
'

' War Brides. '

' Screen moth-
ers must be very versatile—they ex-

pect so much of them.

Sweet and demure in this

bonnet tied under her chin is

Mollie McConnell, the Balboa
mother. 15

—

Chief of the Fox mothers is Mrs. Cora
Drew—who mothers the whole company.





THANHOUSERI MAPii-iuuacrt

The cares of motherhood don't seem to have wrin-

kled Florence La Badie's brow. She looks almost

as young as the baby does.

THANHOUSER

Carey Hastings was the mother of seven

in "The Vicar of Wakefield." No
wonder she looks so careworn.

No reel mother, this very comfortable-
looking person, but little Bobby Connel-
ly's honest-to-goodness real mother.

Here's Anita King playing a mother role and look-

ing as if she enjoyed it. The baby looks happy,
too; but, then, what baby wouldn't?

THE MOTION PICTURE MOTHER
By HAZELUAVFARLANE

rrVHE HERO and the heroine must many trials endure;

^ To be run over, shot and drowned is not a sinecure.

Yet, when it comes to suffering, there's not a Picture Queen

But yields the palm in agony to Mother of the Screen.

She has to see her Only Boy by Gamblers led astray,

The Villain plot and counterplot to capture Daughter May,

While Father loves to tipple. Oh, that family's mighty

mean

To poor, old, white-haired Mother of the Motion Picture

Screen

!

The Cruel Landlord turns her out if she can't pay the rent,

Or there's a Mortgage on the Farm that eats up ev'ry cent.

No sables, pearls, nor Paris gowns, no crested limousine

Are owned by sad-eyed Mother of the Motion Picture Screen.

Behold her as she "registers" that look of patient woe

(No candidate for martyr's crown has ever suffered so),

While down her furrowed cheek slow fall those tears of

glycerine

That are wept by tortured Mother of the Motion Picture

Screen.

VrTAGRAPH

"Dear, dear, children are

an awful responsibility!"

says Anna Brady.

Of course we know that Webster doesn't sanction glycereen.

But, then, it rhymes so beautif'lly with Motion Picture

Screen.

V-TAGRAPH

Mary Maurice looks very proud of her
screen son, Marc MacDermott.

MACK SENNETT-KEYSTONE STUDIO

Alice Davenport has
mothered more come-
dies than any other wo-
man on the screen, but
don't tell her we said
so. No mother likes to
hear her children called

"comedies."

VITAGRAPH MOODY, N. Y.

Even gypsies have mothers,

but gentle Mary Anderson

doesn't always look like this.

8EL1G-POLYSCOPE

At one time Eugenie Besserer
was known as the champion lady
fencer of the world. Now she is

a champion mother of the screen.

8ELZN1CK PICTURES

Gertrude Berkeley knitting boots for

baby—in
'

'War Brides.
'
' Screenmoth-

ers must be very versatile—they ex-

pect so much of them.

BALBOA

Sweet and demure in this

bonnet tied under her chin is

Mollie McConnell, the Balboa

mother. 15

—

Chief of the Fox mothers is Mrs. Cora
Drew—who mothers the whole company.



The Children's Hour |

The Ubiquitous A=B=Cs |

You'd think screen people |
would be too busy to hand out the j
usual fond-father tales about their |
bright boys at home, but they are I

as bad as the next one. This is the |
tale offered by a screen star who |
has a baby boy at home, just learn- I

ing some of the wicked ways of |
the household.

Father claims he asked for a |
second helping of cake at lunch I

one day and spelled the word, in §
order to get past the baby's notice. |

"I'll have some c-a-k-e," he I
spelled cautiously.

Baby Boy glanced up wisely 1

and waved his spoon in the air.

"I'll have some of those a-b-cs, 1
too," he remarked.

m m
What Did the Cat Ask?
Screen mother— Don't ask so 1

many questions, Bobby. Curios- 1

ity once killed a cat.

Studio son (after moment of I

thought)—What was it the cat I

wanted to know?

VITAGRAPH

Charles Kent, over at the Vitagraph, has never allowed his youthful
spirits to evaporate. The studio children beg him daily for stories.

TRIANGLE-FINE ARTS

Children never will be able to understand why grown-
ups have such a craze for soap and water. But Dor-
othy Gish, in "Children of the Feud," has views of

her own concerning wash-ups.

WILLIAM FOX

When little Jane Lee has a birthday party, she invites

all the children she can find. You can count the can-
dles for yourself and see how old Jane is.

Not in Her List

Lena Baskette and Elizabeth Janes, both busy child

actresses and busy little schoolgirls, too, were confiding

their schoolroom triumphs to their director, Marshall

Stedman, the other day.

"I got 100 in deportment to-day, " said Lena proudly.

"What did you get?" he asked Elizabeth.

Elizabeth gazed at him artlessly.

"Oh, I don't take that," she explained patiently.



Bobby Bumps and his pup want to go to the cir-

cus. When a boy wants to go to a circus, of

course he tackles dad. Bobby's dad is balancing

some books.

Dad leaves the room for a moment. Bobby and

his pup put their heads together. They simply

have to get to that circus. A boy wouldn't be a

boy if he didn't.

Bobby didn't mean a thing—he only wanted to

help dad balance the books, so he could hustle

up to that circus. However, dad didn't see it

that way.

Bobby isn't going to give up, though. For the
rest of the afternoon he carries water for the ele-

phants, in order to be allowed to look in under
the Big Tent now and then.

Undiluted

The picture showed the interior of a club house. Sev-

eral men sat at a table, drinking rather freely from a bot-

tle near them.

"Oi say," remarked Pat to his friend, "they certainly

are doing justice to that rye.
'

'

"Yez be roight, " was the answer; "and Oi'm thinking

thot they are not timpering it wid mercy."

88 88

The Other Chap

The picture showed a man with a black eye and a

bruised face.

"Phaix," said an Irishman to his friend, "thot man
must hov met somewan wid a striking resemblance to a

prize foighter."

No Narrow Path for Him
Two Irishmen were watching the antics of a tipsy man

on the screen.

"Oi wonder if a mon loike thot could ever take to the

straight and narrow path?" asked one.

"Be gobs," his friend replied, "a mon loike him
wouldn't hov room to stagger in any narrow path!"

88 88

Marriage Bonds

After the screen wedding Mr. Kross turned to his little

boy, remarking, "Wasn't that pretty?"

"Yes," he replied; "but I am never going to get

married."

"Why not?" his father asked.

"Because I have lived with married folks too long."



"Love—forty!" she shouts, believing
there is safety in numbers. There's
no reason to raise a racket about it,

though.
MOROSCO

Isn't she the cut-up? Kathlyn says a woman can beat a mere man every

time when it comes to real work, even if she does have to borrow his

trousers to do it

!

No Idle

Moments

In the day for Kathlyn

Williams. Like the

busy bee, she improves

each shining hour with

a few more shines.

From the moment when

she gayly chokes the

alarm clock that sings

its matin melody

promptly at six a. m.,

on through a full day of

chores, this lady is an

honest-to-goodness mo-

tion picture girl. She

is never idle for a sec-

ond.
MOROSCO

That's all she said

!

MOROSCO

Do you blame the dog for getting his foot scratch-

ed? What impartial male wouldn't do the same,

if he got the chance?



MOROSCO

Every dog has his day, but

every day is Fluffy 's. Fluf-

fy loves the studio, and he
gets up bright and early

every morning, so as to be

ready to start out with
Mistress Kathlyn and to

bark his approval of her
acting.

MOROSCO

"Speak for it!" says Kathlyn. She has no time for Fluffy now, and he must
wait while she and His Kingship play together. Mr. Lion seems to be every bit

as much afraid of h^r as Fluffy is. And they tell us women are the weaker sex

!

Back at her bungalow, our heroine dons a beautifully embroidered dressing gown and reads about her own narrow
escape while riding a frightened elephant. It was just fun for her, but, of course, it's all in the game to make it

seem as exciting as possible.



TRIANGLE-FINE ARTS

In "The Wharf Rat," Mae Marsh, as the orphan
Polly, dons boys' clothes and becomes a wander-

ing musician.

ART CRAFT

Mary Pickford, as the East Indian girl, falls in

love with the young English officer in
'

' Less Than
the Dust."

"The Wharf Rat," and What We Think of It

"DOLLY is an orphan, placed by her father's will in the

care of her stepmother, Mrs. McCracken. Grandpa,

a violinist and a woman-hater, lives with them. One day

he hears Roy, Mrs. McCracken's son, forcing his at-

tentions on Polly. He strikes Roy to the ground, and

thinking he has killed him, escapes, taking Polly with him.

Polly disguises herself as a boy, and boards an outgoing

steamer where they meet Eddie Douglas, also a woman
hater, and they become great friends.

At the end of the journey they separate, Eddie to go to

his father's lumber office on the dock. Polly and grandpa

obtain shelter in the cabin of an old ship at the same dock.

Of course she meets Eddie again, and of course it turns

out in the end that grandpa did not kill Roy at all. And

Eddie ends up, where all woman-haters do, before a

preacher—with Polly.

It does not matter in the least that in several parts of

this picture Old Man Coincidence is somewhat overworked.

Nor does it matter that in real life no boy with eyes in his

head could mistake Polly for one of his own sex for very

long. For a more charming boy than Mae Marsh in trou-

sers would be hard to find, and that is the important thing.

Robert Harron is always good, and as Eddie he is particu-

larly so. "The Wharf Rat" is a delightful picture, on

the whole, and Mae Marsh is the chiefest of its delights.

Less Than the Dust

TT IS a pity that Miss Pickford has been advised to at-

tempt to interpret the characters of all nations. As

Mary Pickford, in the winsome, piquant and altogether

appealing plays in which she first appeared on the screen,

she was delightful. In her later attempts, instead of indi-

cating versatility, she merely outlines her limitations and

causes her very good friends and admirers to sincerely

wish that she wouldn't try to do things that she cannot do.

In "Less Than the Dust," the directors of the play

give us a remarkable assortment of misinformation about

India. A girl of the age of Rahda would have been mar-

ried and not allowed to run at large among the men who
were plotting against the government. She would not

have eaten with men, nor would she have hastily grabbed

up the dishes before the men had more than started. She

would have waited for the second table.

Even though she was of white blood, her Eastern train-

ing would not have permitted her to slough off the results

of twelve or fourteen years of training and called it com-

edy to make laughter out of "eating the Sacred Cow."
Even the Pickford ingenuity was unable to rise above the

very patent strain that evinced itself throughout the pic-

ture. Our one hope is that the characters will soon be

exhausted, and that Miss Pickford will return to us the gay

little charmer as of yore.



MUTUW.

Kolb and Dill, in "A Peck of Pickles," have a little trouble with mice in their grocery store, but they regard
any customer as finicky who refuses to buy cheese just because a mouse jumps out of the delicacy. Who

would deprive an innocent mouse of a bite or two of cheese?

Shaking for the Enemy
Two sons of the old sod were

watching a battle scene. The
soldiers were lined up for in-

spection, just prior to the en-

gagement. One man in the front

row was seen to shake like a leaf.

"An' phot is thot mon shak-

ing about?" asked one.

"Thot is easy. Can't yez see

thot he is trembling for the lives

of the enemy?"

Ground Out

Two sons of Erin were watch-

ing a screen wedding. A very

uncouth man was being married

to a woman of the "belligerent"

type.

"Thot mon is phot yez would
call a diamond in the rough."

"Yis," was the reply; "but
don't yez worry. Thot woman
will soon grind him down."

An Installation

Mr. Dilly—Let me see now;
to-day I must pay the third in-

stallment on my books.

Mrs. Dilly—Yes; and to-night

MACK SENNETT-KEYSTONE

Ford Sterling, looked the part of Polly Moran's
henpecked screen husband.

we must see the first installment

of "The Adventures of Lizzy."

© m
Dead Ones

During a battle scene those

who had "died" for their coun-

try were seen to move several

times.

"Be jabers, " said Mrs. Casey

to her husband, "they be funny

dead men!"
'

' Yes,
'

' was the reply.
'

' They

haven't enough loife in thim to

play the corpse.
'

'

* m
Truly Unlucky

Scenario writer— Beware of

opal rings. They are unlucky.

Director—I know they are. I

gave one to a girl once.

Scenario writer— What hap-

pened?

Director—She married me.

Very Practical

Screenly—Filmer seems fond

of practical jokes.

Starleigh—Yes; he sells 'em

for a dollar apiece.



Fairbanks and the New Screen Tongue

IS

TS IT going to be like this?

Douglas Fairbanks says it i

Listen

!

, "Hey, there!" yells a mana

stronger during that love

scene!"

Instantly the audience is

submerged in a greater rose

atmosphere.

"Now in that revert,"

continues said manager,

"when we picture the old

home down on the farm,

make it strong with new-

mown hay; then when the

heroine becomes reminiscent,

add a few whiffs of rose-

mary."

Thus the director of odors

is kept busy playing on a set

of pipes, which give out per-

fumed vapor through tubes

which extend to scores of

apertures throughout the

room. Meanwhile the audi-

ence keeps en rapport with

each shifting scene, for there

is an odor for every emotion.

No, this odor-producing,

emotion-suggesting machine

hasn't been invented yet, but

the idea for the model still

remains where it was born

—

in the fertile brain of Douglas

Fairbanks. Doug says it's

going to be worked out in the

near future. He modestly

Confesses that he thought out

the scheme after observing

Belasco shooting incense out

over the audience just before

rolling up the curtain on an

Oriental play.

"The fact is," said Mr.

Fairbanks, when discussing

the future possibilities of the

screen, "we've got to have a

screen language. And when

we do, the moving picture

will move up a few pegs in

the art world. Oh, some

brilliant person will invent

it, all right, and in this new
scheme the olfactory nerves

are going to play an impor-

tant part. Just now music is

By EFFIE LEESE SCOTT

utilized to express emotions, and rapid advance has been

made in perfecting the idea; but science tells us that

odors express emotions, and, furthermore, that there is an

ger. '
' Make that rose odor odor for every emotion.

"We have got to have

something more satisfying

than we have to take the

place of the human voice.

Gestures are just beginning

to be developed, but for the

present drastic action is uni-

versally substituted.

"Just now film require-

ments are very exacting. A
screen star playing before a

camera must express emotion

in a flash. He doesn't have

thirty minutes to get in touch

with an audience, as does the

legitimate actor. It's a case

of 'do or die,' and do it darn

quick."

Those who are familiar

with Douglas Fairbanks's

Western plays may rest as-

sured that as soon as this new
machine is invented, Douglas

will immediately start a fac-

tory to manufacture a supply

of odors to suggest the moun-

tain atmosphere. To tickle

his olfactory nerves with the

odor of the pine will put him

in the prime of condition to

do a Western play in a way
that cannot be surpassed.

And Douglas says we are

going to have this machine.

Well, maybe!

Here's hopin'

!

m m
Just Out, but Not Extra

Newsboy (to screen actor)

—Extra! Just out! Extra,

sir?

Screen actor (indignantly)

—No, indeed ! I am a regu-

lar member of the company

!

as ©
A Handy Subject

Mr. Criss—I heard Dash-

leigh, the actor, spoke before

an audience of deaf mutes the

other day.

Mr. Cross—I suppose he

had his subject well in hand.

WHAT KEPT YOU, PATSY?
Patsy De Forest was on her way to the indoor pool

of her swimming club, when she happened to no-

tice the cover page of a Film Fun. Patsy is a
trick swimmer, but she held up the whole party

to have her picture taken with Hughie Mack on
the cover page. Patsy's curls, you might notice,

are waterproof, having been ironed in with the

"water system," which stays put.



THE NUTVILLE BOARD OF CENSORS.

MISS. SOURWEED.
(SPINSTER)

DOES NOT BELIEVE

IN KISSING- AND
LOVING ON THE
SCREEN.

AXLE SANDBAGSE
(CONSTABLE)

THE MOTION PICTURE

INDU&TRV APPEARS
CROOKED TO HIM ON

GENERAL PRINCIPALS.

FL°Kki—

m^ em,

Nutville Censors
By LOIS ZELLNER

WE'VE fixed it so them city fellers

That perduce the picture plays

Can't git over any rough stuff,

Can't git by with any tough stuff,

Down in Nutville nowadays.

No, siree ! We've careful censors,

And we know whut's fit to screen.

We can tell a reel that's proper.

If it ain't, you bet we stop 'er!

Best screen board you ever seen

!

Peter Knuckle—he's the chairman

—

Knows the drammer top to toe.

Owned the Opry House one season.

Natchelly you see the reason

—

After that, he oughter know.

There's a couple lady members,
Both good j edges of a show.
They won't stand fer fillums shady
Or that might offend a lady,

Like Jul-ius and Romeo.

Ev'ry town should have its censors,

Like we got down Nutville way.
Then the films, by all tarnation,

Would be means uv education—
Ain't that whut you fellers say?



The Reason Why
UT SEE," said the Film Fan, "that H. R. Durant claims

that authors do not consider ways and means of the

editorial office of a motion picture studio. He claims that

people who want to write acceptable scenarios should keep

in mind the fact that if a play is not good enough for a

70, 000-word novel or a good four-act play for the stage, it

is not good enough for a five-reel photoplay. He claims

this is the reason why editors purchase only one-half of

one per cent, of scenarios offered.

"Perhaps it is the reason, and perhaps it is not. There

is a lot of piffle about this scenario thing. In one office

where the editors were at loggerheads, scenarios were held

up for weeks until the personal matters between the two

could be adjusted. Each one held out scripts on the other.

Each one turned down any script recommended by the

other, regardless of its merit. The matter resolved itself

into a fight for personal supremacy— while the public

patiently waited for the purchase of the 'one- half of one

per cent-'

"An editor of another concern, who evidently has his

favorites where scenarios are concerned, and who can rec-

ognize no merit in any other, returned a scenario with the

usual rejection remarks. It happened to be a good sce-

nario, and later the president of the company, by chance,

heard of the scenario. He read it, accepted it and sent the

author to confer with the very editor who had peremptorily

rejected it. The editor praised it highly. The author

timidly wanted to know why he had rejected it some

months before, when it had been in his hands. He denied

any knowledge of it. He insisted that he had never seen

it before. Naturally he had to insist to save his face; but

if it was not good enough for him at first reading, why was

it an excellent script at second reading? The script had

not been changed—it was the same story.

"In another office the editor accepted a story, on the

condition that it be submitted as a synopsis only. The
author is an experienced scenario writer and offered the

synopsis and the continuity for the usual price received

—

$500. The editor refused the continuity. He offered $250

for the synopsis and said he had a trained continuity

writer to write the continuity. The trained continuity

writer was given $250 for the job. When it was ready for

the director, it was found that the continuity was not suit-

able. Another writer was called in and paid $150 for

writing another continuity. The script cost the company
in the long run the combined prices of the author's $250,

the first continuity price of $250 and the second continuity

charge of $150. The continuity, at that, was no better

than the scenario writer could have done and which would
have cost the company $500 at the start. Yet this com-

pany puts out a heap of inflated remarks about its care

in selecting writers and plays and the difficulty in finding

them.

"There are plenty of good scenarios to be had. There

are plenty of good writers to be had. But there are darn

few editors who know what they want. They have to

make a bluff to the manager, who must make a bluff to the

president of the company, who in turn must make a bluff

to the men who are putting up the money. And the public

pays for the entire amount of bluff.

"A scenario with plenty of snappy comedy in it was

offered to a well-known comedian, who claims that he reads

his own plays and that he selects them himself. He re-

turned it as being unsuitable to his type. Three months

later the play was submitted to his company, on request of

an editor who had heard the story outlined, and purchased

almost before it was received, on the strength of the outline

and the author's reputation. Another star in the constel-

lation was given the play, and the first star protested when
he heard of it. He wanted the play himself. He was in-

formed that he had turned it down, having had the first

chance at it. As a matter of fact, he had not read the

play at all.

"And once more let me say—there are plenty of good

scenarios; but if the editors will not read them, what can

the writer do?"

"You talk like a fish!" sneered the Grouch. "I sup-

pose you've just had a scenario turned down and want to

take it out on the editors."

"I may converse like an inhabitant of the water," re-

plied the Fan, with dignity,
e; but I have never written a

scenario in my life, and with heaven's help I never will.

I understand there is only one other man in my class in the

world, and we hope to some day form an association. I

have marked with mine own eyes the mass of drivel that

adds to the receipts of the post office and the gray hairs of

the editorial department, and I have also marked the rea-

sonably good tales that are turned down by young gents

whose judgment is not equal to their ego and who pose as

editors in the motion picture factories. They call for

something different, and when a writer brings them some-

thing different, they refuse it because it is

different. They want to do what the other

cha; is doing, and unless an idea has

been done on the screen, they are afraid

of it. And if it has been done, they re-

fuse it because it has been done, and

there you are. You can count on the

fingers of one hand the men in the mo-

tion picture business who have vision and

the daring to capitalize their vision."

"Who are'they?" asked the Grouch.

"You can count 'em on one hand, I

said, " returned the Fan. "Do your own
counting—you've got a hand as well as I

have, haven't you?"



ASCEND
It is men, and women, for the '"top" that

are wanted; those able to control, domi-
nate. Hud organize, with minds that can
think great productive thoughts, those with
healthy reliable bodies ; there is a position,

and prosperity waiting at the top for you.

TO
THE TOP

These Men That Reach the Top Are
Bulwarks in Business and Social Life
Men of Science have, for convenience, divided humanity into three dis=

tinct divisions, thus :— First, The successful—Second, The capable— Third,
The incapable.

First Division. Those who are capable, and have to some considerable extent
made a success of life ; that is, they are comfortably off, have fair health, and be=

cause of this, and possibly other successes, rest <as they think) satisfied. Never was
there a greater mistake, for these are the very people who are on the eve of prosperity in

the highest sense, and fail to recognize it.

Swoboda carries you over the border line, places you above the ordinary man. He develops
your Boundless Limitless=Self, makes you powerful, Strong, Thrilling, Vivid, Virile and Quick:

further, he gives you a graceful and a magnificent mentality.

This, and this only, is the plane of delightful health you should be on, and not rest in a fool's paradise.

Second Division takes the ordinary type of man who attempts, first one thing, and then another, failing at this

and that, often ailing, changeable, poor memory, frequently depressed, or else he is at the giddy heights of the
impossible. Experts know that this class of person lacks both physically, and mentally.

Third Division are the "low=downs," those who really EXIST, rather than LIVE, nearly always discouraged and weak
in body, but so engrossed with their disabilities that they have little, or no time, to enjoy the sweets of a happy life.

But Swoboda Makes Either of the Above into Men and Women of Endurance

SWOBODA'S MESSAGE TO YOU:—
1 can so vitalize every organ, tissue and cell of your body as to make the mere act of living a joy.
I can give you an intense, thrilling and pulsating nature. I can increase your very life. I not only
promise it, / guarantee it. My guarantee is unusual, positive and absolutely fraud proof.

There are those that are tyrannized by paralyzing- "suggestions," such as fear of death, future, loss, disease, sickness, temper, inability, worry, sug-
gestions that cripple their efforts, crush their attempts and hurl them back discouraged. Conscious Evolution opens the door to a dazzling realiza-

tion of the dominant latent power within, and these very people come out at the other side, boundless and free.

The reason so many women speak without reserve as to the value of Swoboda's system, is because
he has taught them what they should know about Self-Evolution. When they understand this, they
are conscious of being Powerful, Magnetic, Beautiful, Healthy and of Strong Feminine Personality,
therefore have become better women in every way.

Can YOU work at "top speed" week in, and week out. without feeling; fatigued? Can you
dominate those under and over you ? Can you sliow yourself to the world as a healthy, power-
ful competent, profound and systematic thinker ?

Can you twist difficulties into successes ? Can yon say "I can Concentrate- 1 have a
splendid [Memory -I have a strong: will? Come now! Can you honestly say this? Swoboda S <e\can! Interested! Of course vou are, how could you be otherwise? Why your very /k;V;
success in life is at stake if vou are not like Swoboda, and remember he is just what >^^P>

MESSAGES
FROM THOSE WHO HAVE

REACHED THE TOP
"Can't describe the satisfaction I feel."

"Worth more than a thousand dollars to me
in increased mental and physical capacity."

"I have been enabled by your system to do
work of mental character previously impossi-
ble for me."
"I was vnry sceptical, now am pleased with

results; have gained 17 pounds."

" The very first lessons began to work magic.
In my gratitude. I am telling- my croaking and
complaining friends, 'Try Swoboda.* "

" Words cannot explain the new life it im-
parts to both body and brain."
" It reduced my weight 29 pounds, increased

my chest expansion 5 inches, reduced my waist
6 inches."

*'I cannot recommend your system too highly,
and without flattery believe that its prop-
agation has been of great benefit to the health
of the country."

"My reserve force makes me feel that noth-
ing is impossible, my capacity both phys-
ically and mentally is increasing daily."

"lhave heard your system highly recom-
mended for years, but I did not realize the
effectiveness of it until I tried it. I am glad
indeed that I am now taking it."

" Your system developed me most wonder-
fully."

" I think your system is wonderful. I thought
I was in the best of physical health before I

wrote for your course, but I can now note the
greatest improvement even in this short time.
I cannot recommend your system too highly.
Do not hesitate to refer to me."
"You know more about the human body than

any man with whom I have ever come in con-
tact personally or otherwise."

" Your diagnosis and explanation of my
brain trouble was a revelation to me. I have
had the best physicians of my State, but your
grasp of the human body exceeds anything I

have ever heard or known. I have read your
letters to many people, also to my physician,
who marvelled at them.

he has made himself with Swobodaism. Suppose your health failed to-day, where
would your business go to? America is just full of money waiting? for "top men'
and "top women" to earn it. The times are too fast and strenuous for weak-
lings or slow brains to beep up with. The strong: and capable, are the men
who succeed; there is plenty of room at the top for you, and Swoboda can
take you there alright. _^^_^_^^^^^_-

When you board one of the mightv leviathan locomotives rushing madly from
New York to Chicago, vou simply take vour ticket, and rest comfortably until

you reach there. Th" worrv and care of the journey is not yours; you are
whirled along in restfulness and pleasantness. That is just how Swoboda
takes you along. He gives care to every student, and he trains, leads, and
teaches you right awav for health, and mental and physical strength , .

from the verv start. You just place yourself in his hands AND HE /4
DOES THE REST. _ S<\V

,0.

Because others have failed to g-et vou into the "pink of
health." don't think that Swoboda will fail—he will get you
there risht enough—absolutely, and thousands all over the
world will tell vou so.

ALOIS P. SWOBODA
2101 Aeolian Bldg.
New York City
N. Y.

ALOIS P.
SWOBODA

2101 Aeolian Hall

New York City

Swoboda's new book. "Conscious
Evolution "is just off the press. It

teaches an entirely N1CW DOCTRINE.
The very book itself breathes Light and

Cheer. It is an illuminating- and sensa-
tional book. If you fill in your name and ad-

dress below, he will mail you a copy Free.

tT

>^

To get to know the Secrets of Health and Swoboda-
ism it is necessary to read this book. Mr. Swoboda

gives you this opportunity at his own expense. You
will learn therein about Evolution, that wonderful Man-

and-Wnman-remaking system, scientifically described as
Self-Evolution and Self-Health-Maintenance.

JUST CUT THIS COUPON OUT AND POST
IT, SWOBODA WILL DO THE REST

NAME.

ADDRESS

Swobodaism means Longevity—Youthfulness—Mental Strength—Physical Mastery

—

Concentration—Health—Nerve Energy—Dash—and Courage. To get this, just put your

name and address above.



That ex-
quisitely
gowned
woman

—would not look half so exquisite

if there were a spot or streak of soil

to mar the beauty of her costume.

Five dropsof —

CleaningFluid
and a white cloth will eliminate a spot.

Keep a bottle on your dressing-table.

It is perfectly safe because Carbona
—will not explode

13c-25c~S0c.-Sl.0Obottles. At all druggists

Learn Music
AT HOME!

Lessons New Method-Learn To
Play By Note— Piano,
Organ, Violin, Banjo,

Mandolin, Cornet, Harp,
'Cello, Guitar, Piccolo, Clar-
inet, Trombone, Flute or to
singr. Special Limited Offer
of free weekly lessons. You
pay only for music and post-
age, which is small. Money
back guarantee. No extras
Beginnersoradvanced pupils. Every
thing illustrated, plain, simple, sys
tematic. Free lectures each course.
16 years* success. Start at once.
Write for Free Booklet Today—Now
U.S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Box 21

4

225 Fifth Avenue, New York City

STARTLE YOUR
FRIFMIl^t Mystify ii ml
M. MM.RMU r"« **&i amuse them
with maffie tricks. A mental tonic
after a hard business day.

$1.90 Worth of Tricks lor $1.00
Choice of 13 sensational card tricks
or 8 coin tricks and free booklets de-
scribing- scores of other tricks, sent
postpaid for only S1.00. 14= pocket
tricks freer, price $3.05) for only $2.00.
LEWIS LYON With THE MAGK,' SHOP

54 No. 13th St. Philadelphia, Pa.

ey la Your ideas
C & C PATENTS PROTECT THEM FOR YOU

Books "What to Invent" and "How to
Obtain a Patent" sent free. Send rough
sketch for (free report regarding patentability,
A C & C patent on your idea today may mean
independencetomorrow. Manufacturers constantly
writing us to buy patents. Patents advertised lor
sale at our expense.
CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE, Patent Attorneys
Est 21 tears. 958? Street. Washington, P. C.

Incorporate Your Business In Arizona
Least cost. Greatest advantages. Cost not affected by
amount of capital. Transact business and keep books
anywhere. Stock made full-paid and non-assessable by
using- our forms. Laws, blanks and directions free.
Special forms prepared without charg-e.

Stoddard Incorporating Company, Box 8N, Phoenix, Arizona

Branch Office: Van Nnys Building, Los Angeles, California

WRITE FOR MONEY
Send ub your Ideas for Pnotoploya, Stories, etc. We will .accept them
in ANY form—correct FREE—sell on commission. BIG REWARDS!
Hundreds miikino money. So can YOU I Write today for full detail*.- .

WriUr'e Selling Service 28 Main Auburn, N. Y.

TRIANGLE FINE ARTS

Anita Loos

Who is going to write all the sub-titles for Fairbanks's plays. He says so himself.
He says he has heard people laugh as much over her titles as they did at his comedy.

Besides, comedians cannot be funny all the time. Sometimes he likes to sit down
and catch a comfortable breath or two and let the titles do the comedy. Miss Loos is

a noted scenario writer as well.

The Girl on the Cover
Veta Searl is a new screen star, and she is as much surprised as anybody over it.

When Frank Powell, head of the Powell Producing Company, discovered Veta Searl,

he offered her a place in "Charity?" to appear in support of such noted stars as

Creighton Hale, Linda Griffith and Sheldon Lewis. Miss Searl is only four foot nine,

but she drew herself up to her full length—and hopped right into the front cover of

the January FILM FUN.

m s
Side=show Scenes

While Irene Fenwick was doing side-show scenes at Coney Island for "The Coney
Island Princess," she attracted the attention of the proprietor of a couple of real side-

shows. "Say, kid," said he, "you're there with the looks. There's too much class

to you for this. Take it from me, you ought to break away and get onto Broadway,
and I'm for you any time you start." Miss Fenwick is thinking of asking some
manager for a small part some day.

* ®
Sleight=of=hand Costumes

We knew the ladies weren't wearing much, these days, but we didn't know that

they could use a silk handkerchief as an article of apparel. Mons. Cne, the fashion

artist, says they can, so if you'll watch him in the Paramount Pictograph making
sleight-of-hand costumes with all sorts of odds and ends of silks, perhaps you can
learn how.

'

" Charity ? " Released by Mutual

"Charity?" by Linda A. Griffith, the first feature of the Frank Powell Produc-
tions, in which appear Creighton Hale, Linda A. Griffith and Sheldon Lewis, has been
acquired by the Mutual Film Corporation and will be released and handled by that

organization as a special feature.



Fay Tincher, the Village Vamp
Kipling wrote his poem, "The Vam-

pire," too soon. He should have

waited until he saw Fay Tincher ! She

would have inspired him to write up

her kind of vampire instead of the

catty creature who copped the title role

in the poem. Then Mr. Kipling would

have written something about
'

' a wag

and tone and a bang of hair, we called

her the vamp who didn't vamp fair;

for she wouldn't do what she said she'd

dare."

You see, Tillie, the hash slinger,

read a book about still another vam-

pire lady, and so she started out on a

wholesale vamping expedition of her

own, just to see how it felt. Since she

didn't really mean it, she just lamped

and vamped them all. Believe me, it

just raised Ned in that old town.

Just Stumbled onto It

Director (apologetically)— I meant

to tell about that hole in the ground,

Jim.

Screen actor (climbing out) — No
matter; I found it.

* m
Very Embarrassing

Sweet young extra—Mae had to save

a man from drowning yesterday.

Comedy lead—Mercy! How did it

happen?

Sweet young extra—He was teaching

her to swim.

© gg

Inflated Ego
Miss Reel—That actor is a very small

type of man.

Miss Film—Yes; and he is always

trying to magnify himself.

^.. :
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THE LAFAYETTE EUIMD |

SENDS COMFORT KITS TO THE SOLDIERS
OF FRANCE FOR TWO DOLLARS EACH j

The Kit contains the following articles : 1 Poncho (Combination Raincoat and Blanket)— 1 |
Pair Fleece Lined Drawers— 1 Fleece Lined Shirt— 1 Pair Woolen Socks— 1 Handkerchief. J—

1 Cake of Soap— 1 Pipe— 1 Package of Note Paper— 1 Pencil— 1 Can of Cretol Ointment. §

SEND ALL CONTRIBUTIONS TO
FRANCIS ROCHE, Secretary and Treasurer

Vanderbilt Hotel, New York, and your name will go in the Kit

All money subscribed goes to Kits—Expenses are met by the Committee %
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If you can draw a little and want to

draw more, you have an opportunity

to learn at small expense to yourself

EUGENE ZIMMERMAN
has an established reputation

as a cartoonist.

He has put some of the tricks

of his trade into a book,

"CARTOONS and
CARICATURES"

bound neatly in % morocco,
which will be sent to you
prepaid on receipt of $1.00.

Pin a dollar to the coupon
below and send it in today

:

'"i!ii mini immmiimil i imimmi nun

ZIM BOOK
Brunswick Bldg., 225 Fifth Ave.

New York City

Enclosed is one dollar, please send "Cartoons and Caricatures" to

F. F.—1-17

= Name.

Address .

mini Hiiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiii



MRS. GRANT
HAMILTON'S Pekingese

Puppies and grown dogs for sale from 1

the highest class imported prize-win- |
ning stock. I selected while in Eng- |
land fine individuals from the best 1

kennels. If you want a real pet or a 1

show dog, write me.

Hamilton Farms
Alstead New Hampshire j

Who's Who and Where

VoiceThrower
Learn to throw your voice into
a trunk, under the bed, out in
the hall or anywhere. Lots of
FUN fooling the Teacher, the
Janitor, Policeman, or Friends.

The Ventrilo
is a little instrument that fits

into the mouth out of sight Boys
"rlscanuseit. NEVER FAILS!

t page book on Ventriloquism
with the VENTRILO for -f ACt
Royal Novelty Co. J*v

45 SO. NOEWALK, CONN.

THE MONO EX-RAY

With this eye glass you can apparent-

ly see through cloth or wood: see the

bones in the body; makes the flesh look transparent.

A wonderful optical illusion. By mail 10 cts. Stamps or

coin The Ardee Co., Box 205, Stamford, Conn.

CARTOONISTS, ILLUSTRATORS
AND ART STUDENTS
Read and endorse The Student Illus-

trator as the Magazine of Art. Full

of inspiration, suggestions, practical

advice, instruction and ideas. Arti-

cles on leading cartoonists, illus-

trators, etc. $1.00 per year.

STUDENT ILLUSTRATOR
Dept.W, Schwartz Bldg.,Wash.,D.C.

<K5ft tn $1ftft W<>Pklv Writing moving pic-
«D£JV IV »P1W WVCUMY ture p|ays in spare
time. Great demand. YOU can write them. We
show you how. Experience not necessary. Send for

free booklet of valuable information and special
Prize Offer.

Chicago Photo-playright College, Box278-Gll,Chl'go

U l?«lfMfli

ROCKETmo
Illustrated Catalogue Included.

Send 6 Cents In Stamps

MAGIC CO., Sta., 5. 470 8th Avenue., NEW YORK

$-01d Coins Wanted—

$

$4.25 EACH paid for U. S. Flying Eagle Cents dated 1856

$2 to $500 EACH paid for hundreds of Coins dated before 1910.

Send TEN cents at once for our New Illustrated Coin Value

Book, size 4x7. It may mean your fortune. Get posted.

CLARKE COIN CO., Box 26, LE ROY, N. Y.

AT ONPF —ten ladies to travel,de-
*»* VrllVli monstrate and sell well es-

tablished line to our dealers. Previous experience
not necessary. Good pay. Railroad fare paid.

Goodrich Drug Co. Dept. 88. Omaha, Nebraska.

Eileen (Babe) Sedgwick is being

featured in a series of one- and two-

reel comedy-dramas being filmed at

Universal City.

m
"Somewhere in Chicago" they are

smearing Leo White over several thou-

sand feet of film. Leo is engaged in

the manufacture of giggles with Max
Linder, the famous French comedian.

m
'

' Take two heaping teaspoonfuls of

adventure, a large dash of peril, a

goodly portion of mystery, flavor with

romance, and there, " says Pearl White,

"you have a genuine elixir of youth."

Bebe Daniels has lost ten pounds by

a secret treatment—she orders apples

by the box and eats nothing else. "An
apple a day keeps the doctor away,"

says she. Oregon apple growers, please

copy.

m
Billie Ritchey had to lie in bed half

a morning recently, waiting for a cat

to wag its tail, so as to tickle his bare

foot in a manner approved by the di-

rector. Billy says it was a tedious as

well as a ticklish situation.

m
"Get your husbands now," is Ralph

Kellard's advice to American girls.

"After the war ends, there will be a

great influx of women of foreign na-

tions, who will rush over here and gob-

ble up your American men."

89

What are we coming to ? FirstTheda

Bara comes out and says she learned

vamping from the birds, and now here's

Marie Wayne saying she learned it

from a kitten. To be original, the next

one will have to choose a flower

!

©
The Shadow in Little Mary Sun-

shine's play,
'

' Sunshine and Shadows, '

'

is Leon Perdue, black as a ton of coal

and nearly all eyes. This little African

boy is an excellent actor. He will ap-

pear in at least three of the Little

Mary Sunshine plays.

"Gee, but you're a lucky guy!" said

a man who was repairing roads in Long

Beach, Cal., to Will E. Ritchey, the

writer who was never known to take a

rest. "All you have to do is push a

pencil. Look at me—I gotta work!"

What "we writers" have to stand for!

Will M. Ritchey, chief of the see*

nario department at Balboa studio, says

that he has found only one good script

out of thousands submitted during a

period of eight months. Which goes

to prove that scenario writing is an

art. Stokers and spade hands can't do

it. And sometimes scenario writers

fail.

m
Cleo Ridgely has turned farmer.

She has over a hundred hens and is

now selling eggs to her associates at

the Lasky studio at something over the

prevailing market price. Cleo's cus-

tomers say that some day she will be

known as the Egg Queen—she is show-

ing symptoms of the same qualities

that have made John D., Andy and

J. P. so successful.
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Dennis J. Sullivan, the new assistant

manager of the Mutual Film Company,

at Chicago, is a very nice person. He
has had charge of their specials—seri-

als like "The Girl and the Game,"
"The Secret of the Submarine," and

"A Lass of the Lumberlands. " He is

a peach of an Irishman and one of the

most efficient men in the business. It

must be so, for Betty Shannon says so,

and Betty, she knows. Betty is also

a very nice person, and any time she

sends us an item, it's going to be

printed, be it ever so.

m
The Castle is a paper published on

Governor's Island, by some very well-

intentioned boys who had some slight

difference of opinion with Uncle Sam.

While they are waiting, they print a

paper and some bits of real literature.

They are such good picture fans that

we reproduce the following:

One of the recent arrivals in the

Castle was once upon a time a sergeant.

And a darn good sergeant, too, as the

following little story will show. Mod-
est as he is, he implored us not to tell

anyone about it. "Ye see," he told

us, "these here fellers might think that

I'm bragging about it. And I ain't

—

not at all. Well, my captain, he
thought a whole lot of me. One day
we were out a-drilling, and everything
went wrong. The captain grew mad
and madder, and at last shouted, ex-

cited like, 'I'll have to give it up!
You need some fool to drill you ! Ser-

geant, take over the company!' And
so I drilled the company. You see, he
had confidence in me, or he wouldn't
have done it."



1" Purely Nutritious and Simply Delicious"!

Are the most carefully-

made of all confec-

tions. At certain times

they will appeal to you

more than heavy choc-

olates. At the show

—

nothing to soil the most

delicate gown or hand

covering,

520 West 36th Street

30 West 34th Street

50 Broadway
New York City
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Never say die ! Herbert Standing is

seventy years old and still going strong

!

Colin Chase spent the whole of one

lovely afternoon cleaning his auto re-

cently. "Why don't you do that in

the evening?" a neighbor asked him.

"Why," said Chase, looking up in

amazement, "that's when I get it

dirty!"

m
William Stowell has taken unto him-

self a flat—with a kitchen and every-

thing. As soon as it is furnished, Bill

will be at home to his bachelor friends.

Anyone who sniggers at his cooking

will not be invited twice. Bill says

he is an artist when it comes to bacon

and eggs and coffee.

Tom Chatterton has made a study of

trees, grains, weeds and flowers. He
has quite a collection in his garden

and seems to be able to make anything

grow there. When Tom's leading-man

days are over, he is going to turn

farmer. His big ranch is already pay-

ing its way.

m
Grace Cunard is in receipt of a let-

ter from an adoring kiddie, who in-

forms her "deer Grade" that she cuts

out all the pictures of Miss Cunard

from magazines and papers and is cov-

ering her nursery walls with them.

"Nerse likes sem to," adds the child.

Miss Cunard says she wouldn't throw

that letter away for anything.

m
Florence La Badie has a little girl

friend who believes her beloved star

can do absolutely any feat. Florence

went to a Halloween party, and her lit-

tle friend was there. The host put a

valuable ring at the bottom of a wash

bowl filled with flour and announced

that the one who picked it out with his

teeth could have it. When it came

Florence's turn, she drew in her breath

and plunged in. Out she came, almost

smothered, without the ring. Again

and again she went after it, without

success. She was 'almost angry and al-

most suffocated, but she did not want

to be beaten. She made a final des-

perate attempt— and failed! "Aw,
Florrie, " said the little girl reproach-

fully, "you're not trying!" Florence

collapsed.

SI Jewels.
Adjusted to
the second

Adjusted to
temperature

positions and
isochronism.

The BurlingtonSMASHES
AllWatchCompetition

LOOK!
SI Ruby and Sapphire Jewels—
Adjusted to positions—
Adjusted to temperature—
Adjusted to isochronism—
25-year gold strata case—
Genuine Montgomery Railroad Dial-
Hew Ideas in Thin Cases.

Qniy$
Xnd all *KAnd all
of this for $2.50-
only $2.50 a J At
month for the fl H mf^—ff,
masterpiece oi^K^^^^ MOIlin
watch manufacture—direct toyou—pos-
itively the exact price that the wholesale

dealerwould have to pay. Think of the
high-grade, guaranteed watch we offer
here at such a remarkable price. And, if you
wish, you may pay this price at the rate of
$2.50 a month. Indeed, the days of exhorbitant
watch prices have passed. Write today—now.

The NewestCases
In our newwatch book, that we will send
to you free and prepaid, you will see illustrated
the newect ideas in watch cases. The latest
triumphs of the master goldsmiths. Notice
especially the Inlay Enamel Monograms, Block
and Ribbon Monograms, Lodge Emblems and
Diamond Set Cases. All offered direct to you
on this startling offer. Send the coupon today.

See It First!
You don't pay a cent to anybody until
you see the watch. You don't buy a Burlington
watch without seeing it. Hold it in your hand
and admire it. Notice the design, handsomely
shaped—aristocratic in every line. Then look at
the worksl There you will see the masterpiece of
thewatch makers' skill. A perfect timepiece ad-
justedtopositions,temperatureandisochronism.

Free Watch Book
Get the Burlington Watch«!
Book by sending this cou- f Burlington Watch Co*
pon now. You will know / 19tb St and MarshallBlvi
a lot more about watch * DepU59l Chicago. Illbuying when you read S _, - , .,
it. You will be able to / Please send me (with-

"steer clear" of / out obligations and pre-

the over-priced * Pai<j» y°<"; free book on
watcheswhich are f watches with full explana-

no better. Send * tion of your cash pr $2.50
the coupon to- / .. month offer on the Bur-
day for book / lington Watch,

and our offer. *

Name .

Burlington *
WatcbCo. /
19th St. and *

Dept.159!^ Aaaress..

Chicago^



Instant Bunion Relief

Don't send me one cent—just letme prove it to you as £ have done for
57,532 others in the last six months. I

claim to have the most successful remedy
for bunions ever made and I want you to
let me send you a treatment Free, en-
tirely at my expense. I don't care how
many so-called cures, or shields, or pads
you ever tried without success— I don't
care how disgusted you are with them
all—you have not tried my remedy and I
have such absolute confidence in it that
I am going: to send you a treat-
ment absolutely FREE, it is a
wonderful yet simple home remedy which
relieves you almost instantly of the pain;
it removes the cause of the bunion and
thus the ugly deformity disappears — all
this while yon are wearing tighter shoes
than ever. Just send your name and ad-
dress and treatment will be sent you
promptly in plain sealed envelope.

FOOT REMEDY CO., 3550 W. 26th St., Chicago.

DON'T YOU LIKE
My Eyelashes
and Eyebrows?

<) ' You can have the same

A Hair Food
applied once each day, will abso-

f Iutely produce thick and long eye-~/" brows and eyelashes. Easy to apply
/—sure in results. Lashneen is an Ori-

"
-. /ental formula. One box is all you will

need. Not sold at Druggists. Mailed on receipt

of 25c coin and two cents postage, or Canadian
money order.

Beware of Imitations!

LASHNEEN COMPANY (Dept. 25) Philadelphia

THE "LETTERS OF A SELF-
MADE FAILURE"

Ran serially for ten weeks in Leslie's and were quoted by

more than 200 publications. If you sit in "the driver's seat"

>r merely plod along beside the wagon, whether you are a

success or think yourself a failure, you will find this book
lull of hope, help and the right kind of inspiration. If you
oelieve that it is more important to know why ten thousand

ail than why one man succeeds, read this book. The Let-

:ers are written in epigrammatic style with a touch of irre-

sistible humor, aud they impart a system of quaint philosophy

that will appeal to everyone regardless of age, sex or station.

Price SI.00

LESLIE-JUDGE CO., 225 Fifth Ave., New York City

HEW SCIENTIFIC WONDER

t-> i va r \j i* I
""

*n #\%/^? Yon apparently see thru Clothes, "Wood,
13 ^J X ^9 Stone, any obiect. See Bones in Flesh.

MARVEL MFG. CO. Dept. 45, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

New Ford Joke Book 1917
All the latest jokes on the Ford Auto. Hundreds of

them and all good ones. Spring a new one on yonr
neighbors. Large book with colored cover by mail, 4 n.

NEW ENGLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Box 23 So. Norwalk, Conn.

Comics, Cartoons, Com-
mercial, Newspaper and
Magazine Illustra ting.
Pastel and Crayon Portraits-

Earn «25 to $200 a week.
Uj our flimplo method your
talent Is quickly developed with-

out interfering with present work.

By Mall or Local Classes. Small Bums you now fritter away pay your tui-

tion. Write for terms, list of eucceflBful pupils and instruction method FREE.

ASSOCIATED ART 8TCDIOS 2208 Flatlron Building, New York

GK&£&

mm*
' Wire & Steel

PUZZLES
ire leaders and trick

card, 10 cents.

WESTERN PUZZLEWORKS
Dcpt.K. SI. PAUL, MINN.

Puzzle : Find an Ince production in

which Howard Hickman does not ap-

pear in the cast. Howard works all

the time and thrives on it.

Pauline Frederick killed Willard

Mack the other morning, and did it so

artistically that he showed his appreci-

ation by asking his murderess to lunch-

eon. Mack had spent a great deal of

time planning that murder scene in

"Nanette of the Wilds," of which he

is the author and in which he is also

appearing. There is nothing like en-

joying one's own death while one is

about it.

m
George B. Seitz, who writes such

thrilling serial scenarios, was asked

how, in the midst of plot and counter-

plot, he never made the mistake of

bringing a player who had been

"killed" back into the picture again.

"Easy," said Seitz, pointing to a string

from which dangled a long line of paper

dolls, each one labeled with a name.

"When a character dies or is killed, I

just remove from the string the doll

representing him !"

Wiliam Stowell, when he played in

"The Overcoat," was supposed to feel

the pinch of poverty and the want of an

overcoat. Soon afterward he received

a letter from a little tailor in the mid-

dle West, who evidently thought he

saw a way of combining business with

pleasure. In his letter Mr. Levy said

that he had seen the picture and liked

it. Incidentally he mentioned that he

had a fine line of overcoats and would

sell Stowell one at cost, if the latter

would acknowledge it in a letter he

could put in his window.
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Director Edward Jose is having a

hard time thrilling Theodore Friebus,

the "heavy" in "Pearl of the Army."

Friebus was literally raised on blood

and thunder. Early in his career he

created the lead in
'

' Queen of the White

Slaves." During a season of fourteen

months around New York, he dislocated

a knee, seriously injured one eye,

slashed an ear, mashed his foot, cut

his scalp open, wrenched his back,

knocked out two teeth and artistically

bruised his body black and blue. He
defies Edward Jose and George B. Seitz

to do worse.

"STEADY WORK."
By Enoch Belles

This clever picture,

in full colors, 11 x 14,

mounted on a heavy

mat, ready for the

frame, sent prepaid

for twenty-five cents.

Judge Art Print Department
225 Fifth Avenue New York City
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BIG WONDER PACKAGE
1 Great North Pole Game
(size 18x11),] Big RollStage
Money, 1 Game Authors (48
Cards), 1 Cribbage Board,
1 Checker Board and Men,
1 Pack Pinochle cards (48
cards), 38 other Games, 19

L,essons in Magic, 1 Set of Dominoes, 27 Autho-
graph Verses, 12 Money Making Secrets, Wireless
Telegraph Code, 25 Pictures of Pretty Girls, 2 Puz-
zles, 100 Conundrums, 85 definitions of Flowers.
All the above for 10c. -with large catalogue,
ROTAIj GAME CO., Box 3 So. Norwalk, Conn

Big KNOCKOUT Package
Contains One Dancing Scotchman 8 in
high, will dance or walk. One new coin
trick. One Pack of Hot Air cards, will
win your Girl for you. One Roll of
Stage Money, One Cribbage Board,

One Illustrated Booklet on How to
Pitch.One Book on How to Throw

f» your Voice. One checker board. 3
,1 New Puzzles and 32 page *i A i

% > book of tricks. All for *v cts.'

Vs ARDEE Co. Box E Stamford Conn

Our FREE
CATALOG
contains
best books
on the Writ-

WRITEfORMONEY
iner ard Selling- of Photoplays, Short Stories, Poems. Also
other ii?oney-makingf books. Atlas Pnb. Co., 948, Cincinnati.

WE PAY $80 A MONTH SALARY
and furnish rig and all expenses
to introduce our guaranteed
poultry and stock powders.
BIC'.ER COMPANY, X 430, Springfield, Illinois
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Once the Plague-Spot of the World—Where a I

I
Revolution Was Born Every Minute^-A Moral I

I
Fester, the Mecca of the Parasites of Society I

Who Live on Vice J

How Uncle Sam Spent $375,000,000 (

1 in making the Panama Canal an accomplished fact is one of the biggest human interest stories ever told—

a

I

I story that will never grow old or stale so long as there are red-blooded men to admire and emulate this match- |
I less achievement of Yankee brain and brawn. This volume not only tells, in all its interesting details, about |
1 the construction of the Canal itself, the Herculean obstacles overcome, but also about the marvelous change;; I

wrought in the moral and sanitary conditions of Panama. The Panama Canal, |

Man's Greatest Adventure, |

had its appropriate setting in a land of romance where for generations "Gentlemen Ad-
venturers," Pirates and Buccaneers disputed with Spain for the possession of the spoil 1
of the new world—where richly laden galleons discharged their cargoes of gold and sil- =
ver, stripped from the temples of the Incas, for shipment to the Old World—a land that 1
had echoed to the roar of "'long toms," that had trembled beneath the tread of mailed I
warriors—that had already written many a bloody chapter in the pages of History long §j

before the first English settlements in North America. §

A Land Rich in Romance §

No spot in the Western Hemisphere is so rich in history and romance as that nar- j
row strip of land now pierced by the Panama Canal, linking together the two great 1
Oceans, and realizing the dream of Columbus and the early Sea Rovers of a Western 1
passage to the fabled riches of Cathay. Read the stories told in 1

Panama: The Greatest Engineering Feat j

in the World j
of the early history of the Isthmus—of how Columbus visited it; of Zalboa who, "Silent, 1
upon apeak in Darien," first saw the Pacific Ocean; of the founding of Old Panama in 1
1519; and how for nearly two centuries it was the center of the richest trade in the 1
world; of gallant Sir Francis Drake and bloodthirsty Sir Henry Morgan and the rake- .1
helly freebooters who sailed under the "Jolly Roger," whose names were the terror of 1
the surrounding seas. 1

It Will Pay You J

to get acquainted with this land whose history stretches back through the mists of the
centuries, that is now YOUR LAND, THE CANAL ZONE, where the government of the United States has constructed the §
crowning achievement of man's greatest undertaking, his most colossal and daring adventure in the conquest and control of I
Nature's forces, The Panama Canal,

, |

The Eighth Wonder of the World |

Did you know that an Isthmian Canal was proposed and surveys actually made as long ago as 1543? 1
Do you know the interesting story of the Panama Railroad, once the best-paying railroad in the world; and of the thou-

sands of gold-seekers, the "forty-niners," who rushed across the Isthmus to the newly discovered fields in California? Do you 1
know the tragic story of the French who sunk $260,000,000 in attempting to build the canal; and of the sad end of the career 1
of Count Ferdinand de Lesseps under whom the work first took definite form? Do you recall what happened when the Colom- 1
bian Government thought "Teddy" was merely bluffing? This is all told in this beautiful volume. B

:.::;:;: : .: 'i

lICid
Sent now brings the book to ["" your door charges prepaid. I

• Then in 30 days send a final
[

payment of $1.50. But order |

| now. The demand will be enormous—and the
j

j supply is limited. Money back if not satisfied. |

Rich Cloth Binding; Illuminated Cover; Il-

lustrations in Four Colors; Hundreds of

Views; Map of Canal Zone; Pronouncing

Gazetteer. Size of Volume 11 x 8 inches;

Beautiful Print and Paper.
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BRUNSWICK SUBSCRIPTION COMPANY
1116 Brunswick Bldg. New York City



Because
I want ambitious men to become high salaried

Draftsmen through my practical working training—

ThisSet ofDrawing Instruments
Yes, I will give you this complete draftsman's outfit abso-
lutely free. It does not cost you a penny. Besides these im.

ported instruments shown here, / also give you absolutely free

a 20x25 inch drawing board, a 24-in. T-square, a draftsman's ,*==-

triangle rule, supply of drawing paper, two triangles and^^
French curve, pencils and erasers, drawing thumb tacks, etc., in fact ^*^gMM|
a complete and first-class regular Draftsman's Working Outfit /tfmk
as soon as you enroll. This is just the same kind of an outfit I use
myself. You could not get it for less than $15.00. But now, on this *
special offer, 1 will give it to you absolutely free. ^ ~ - ^S

And TrainYou for a $200.00 Position

SPECIAL!
For a limited time I am
making aspecial price
offer in order to com-
plete a new class ready
to start. Send for free
book at once, today.

I am Chief Draftsman of a large and well-known
company. There is a constant demand for trained drafts-

men all over the country and I will give you just the hind

of training that will qualify you to hold one of these big

paying positions. $150 to $200 a month straight salary is

ordinary pay for a good draftsman. Start earning money
as soon as you are my personal student. I know the kind

of training that you must have in order to get the highest salary— and that is just

exactly the kind of training that I will give to you. During the last twenty years I

have trained some of the highest paid men. You can do aa well— or better than

^ they. Don't miss this wonderful opportunity.

Chief Drafts-
~^

man Dobe ^^
Engineer's Equipment Co. '

D'»- 1591 — Chicago, Illinois

Without any obligation
to me whatsoever, please
mail your book. "Successful
Draftsmanship," and full par-
ticulars of your liberal

'

' Personal
Instruction" offerto a fewstudents.
It is unders'ood that 1 am obligated
in no way whatever.

Name..

Address..

I
Put your name and address in the coupon or on a letter or\ postcard now and send to me at once for my new book "Successful

Draftsmanship.** Find out about the golden opportunities that await you in our pro-
fession. Find out how you can get ju3t exactly the kind of training that you

^k need to hold a position paying from $125 to $200 a month. Absolutely no
^^^ obligations in getting the book. Just put your name and address on the• coupon. But aend it now—immediately while 1 am making this special offer.

^W Cilif»f Rr» fkman Dfihp Engineer's Equipment Co., Inc.
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FILM FUN PRICE 10 CENTS
SUBSCRIPTION $1.00 PER YEAR

FEBRUARY
And The Magazine of Fun, Judge's Library and Sis Hopkins' Own Book Combined
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A STARTLING STORY!!

"Confessions of a Motion Picture Actress
99 1

BEGINS IN THIS NUMBER
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COPYRIGHT, 1917.

LESLIE-JUDGE CO., NEW YORK
A HUMAN TRAIT
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Free Book
on Signal Engineering
THERE are thousands of miles of railroad that must be equipped with block signal sys-
•* tems. To superintend these installations and to maintain the systems now in use thousands of men are

necessary. Golden opportunities are Offered. Every ambitious man in America should write (or the free book on Signal

Engineering. It will be sent to you prepaid—without obligation. Send the coupon now.

Men Are Needed to Accept High- Salaried Positions
«M^HMMk When you stop *o consider that, at the present time, less than one-fourth of the pas-

Department of Signaling \ senger lines in this countryare equipped with automatic block signal systems—and when you read that

Dent. 1592 — 1810 Wilson Avcn
Kuvcnsivood Station, Chicago, Illinois

Gentlemen:—Please send me absolute
ly free and prepaid your big new bock
on Signal Engineering. Also full par-
ticulars about your great special free out'

fit offer. It is distinctly understood that I

assume no obligations of any ltind.

\the day is fast coming when the law will compel railroads to install them, you will realize what
markable opportunities are offered to ambitious men in the profession of Signal Engineering. The

\ work is big — broad — high salaries are paid. $250.00 a month is an ordinary salary for a

\
Signal Engineer.

\
\

Addr,

Age Occupatio

Send the Coupon!
Put your name and address in the coupon, or a letter or post card now and get the

t.
free book about Signal Engineering. Too, we will tell you how you can get the

\ training that you need in order to become a Signal Engineer. You will be under no

obligation by writing for this free book. Do it now.

Department of Signaling
Dept. 1592 — 1810 Wilson Avenue

Ravenswood Stntion, Chicago, Illinois
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E D O R A
A Tribute to a New Art

PRESIDENT AND MRS. WILSON celebrated their first

wedding anniversary by going to a motion picture

show. It is said that it was their first visit to a motion

picture. We are inclined to take that statement with a

grain and a half or maybe two grains of best table salt.

Surely any two people who have been so frequently and

persistently photographed as President Wilson and Mrs.

Wilson must, at some time or other, have yielded to the

temptation to slip into the last row of a picture theater, if

only to see how they looked on the screen.

But to celebrate a wedding anniversary by devoting an

entire evening to a feature film is another thing. It marks

a democracy of spirit that is not above being entertained

by a new art that has already leveled class spirit in its re-

lation to amusement. We are glad to welcome the Presi-

dent and his wife into the ranks of the picture fans. As a

means of entertainment, the motion picture is always at

hand. As a strong factor in the promotion of political

publicity, it has been used for practically the first time in

the recent political campaign. Perhaps that is why Presi-

dent Wilson has been moved to give it the public seal of

his approval.

m m
Competition

A/fARY GRAY PECK, a most efficient member of the

Motion Picture Committee of the General Federation

of Women's Clubs, who is now making an extensive travel

campaign for better motion pictures, declares that the mo-

tion picture is the first rival that has ever been able to suc-

cessfully compete with the saloon.

Thus far William Jennings Bryan, that gentle dove of

peace, who ever hovers in the rear of conflict, has not

turned his attention to the motion picture as a successful

rival of the saloon. Brother Bryan prefers oratory; but

oratory as a weapon has never made much headway on the

thorny path of intemperance. The one thing that has done

more to defeat the saloon than any influence the world has

produced is the motion picture house. The saloon may well

look upon it as the greatest competitor the price of a drink

has ever had to meet. A picture program lasts well over

an hour. The influence of a drink cannot outlast that.

* m
Are Men Stars Doomed?

nPHE MALE screen star seems to be having a struggle

for existence. A prominent company has recently

declared against him. They say men stars do not draw.

The public clamors for the staresses.

Even the schoolgirl wants the beautiful lady star to

adore. She admires the beauteous creature who does the

hero parts, but her ardent sympathies lie with the charm-

ing star whose curls cluster coquettishly on her neck and

who emerges triumphantly from every situation.

Naturally she does. For there is a chance that she,

herself, could become such a star. She worships the staress

because of her ambitions. No longer is the adoring school-

girl content to worship the hero from afar. She yearns to

become a star for herself and outshine him on his own
ground.

It. is becoming difficult to get boys for the pictures.

They know they stand no chance. In a recent production

a director advertised for 500 boys for a motion picture. If

he had advertised for 500 girls, every one of the 500, ac-

companied by a special friend, would have stormed the

gates half an hour before the time set. It was a struggle

to get half the number of boys. They were either in

school or at work or the price offered did not tempt them.



"CONFESSIONS OF A MOTION PICTURE ACTRESS"

Beginning in this number, Film Fun will print a series of articles which will throw a bit

of limelight on conditions in the motion picture business as the author of these articles has

found them. The identity of the writer necessarily must remain a mystery. It is enough
to say that she was well known in the world of drama before she entered the motion picture

field, where she has also scored successes and where she has been in a position to know
personally of the incidents mentioned in this series. She writes with a graphic pen and a
strong sense of dramatic values and gives a most startling expose of actual happenings in

motion picture offices and studios. You cannot afford to miss a single chapter.

ITOWEVER painful the truth about a thing may be, it is

* good for the soul to tell it once in a while. To throw

the limelight of publicity on the secrets of the inner cham-

ber has at times a purifying effect on a whole organization.

Accumulations of dirt and dust will remain hidden in the

dark corners of a room as long as the light does not pene-

trate to those dark corners; but once a bright searchlight

illumines the dirt heap, the filth is then swept to the center

of the room, gathered up in a dustpan, thrown in with the

other refuse and sent on its way to the purifying fires of

the garbage furnace. And so I hope, before very many

more years roll by, that a little light may filter in onto the

unhappy and sordid conditions obtaining behind the sacred

portals of motion picture studios.

An actress'knows that thoughts are things and in time

write themselves in lines on the face. And that must

never happen, especially to a moving picture actress. With

a frankly brutal camera recording the expression of each

tiny muscle of the face, she well knows that she can keep

her public only so long as she remains young looking,

sweet expressioned and freshly pretty. She must keep

cheerful, even if she dies in the attempt.

But, oh ! sometimes, in spite of all my efforts to keep

cheerful, I do get just so blue, sometimes I feel I want to

be blue—dark, indigo blue

!

I know it is proper and Christian-like to be happy and

rejoice over the success of others, and I have so rejoiced

often in the past and will try to continue to do so. But

sometimes, when an unknown actress, with no claim to

ability, talent, personality or brains (brains do show on the

screen, though some managers delude themselves into

thinking they do not), and not even possessing what we

illllllllllllllllllllllllllllliliiiiliiiiiilllliilllllllllllllllllllilll

term in
'

' movie' ' vernacular '
' screen looks' '—when such an

actress as I have described has her name blazoned forth

in a huge electric-light sign, and the press comes forth

with a glowing tribute to the extraordinary beauty and tal-

ent of the new star, then it is that I become so indignant I

can almost explode like good, old-fashioned Fourth of July

fireworks. Being on the inside and having had a few ex-

periences of my own, it does not require more than the

most ordinary imagination to ponder how and why it hap-

pened. The injustice and untruth of it plunge me for a

time into the depths of despair. I've tried so hard to

"arrive" by fair and honest means—I keep pegging along

—and I say to myself, "Genius is patience and an infinite

capacity for hard work." If 'tis so, I've outstripped the

"Divine Sarah" ; but I cannot seem to convince -the mana-

gers that if they would only give me a real chance, I know

I'd prove a "box-office attraction."

What is the trouble? I make a good start, get sincere

praise for my work, the public like me when they occa-

sionally get a chance to see me on the screen—one of the

big producers, witnessing my work in a small part, even

went so far as to make the remark that I was a genius—

I

photograph well, and am told I have that intangible some-

thing that means more than all the other attributes put to-

gether
—"screen personality." But I get just so far, and

then everything stops, and I have to begin all over again.

I am not ashamed to say that the only bona-fide offer to be

featured in pictures that I ever had came from one of the

heads of a very wealthy new concern, but the conditions of

the offer were so revolting as to be instantly dismissed.

Some day, however, a straightforward, genuine, clean

proposition will be made to me, and I promise you I am



'If I get this position for you, will you be nice to me?'"



going to spend my first week's salary in advertising, and I

am going to announce the fact to the whole moving picture

world in flaring headlines, beginning With "Stop, look and

listen, for a wonderful thing has happened," etc., etc.

It all began quite a long time ago. I was six years old,

and I am now one year younger than dainty Marguerite

Clark's professional age. It was my first year in school,

when, exhibition day coming, I was chosen, with two other

little girls, to take part in a three-cornered dialogue. We
were to be little flower girls, and on the important day I

had on a crisp, white, stiffly starched dress, a lovely blue

silk sash, and a tiny basket with morning-glories in it.

Each little girl had a verse to speak, and I remember the

first line of mine well. It ran like this: "I am the gentle

convolvulus flower." I was quite intoxicated with my
importance and at playing I was a flower, but I haven't the

faintest idea why I should have had to struggle with that

dreadful word, "convolvulus," when I was only a little

morning-glory. However, the dark seed was sown, and

later on, on the stage and more recently on the screen, ever

since I was that little "morning-glory," I've been playing

at being things and persons that I am not, although some-

times I play my simple self. After this, my first appear-

ance, no school program was quite complete without me;

Thanksgiving and Washington's Birthday and Lincoln's

Birthday found me with a new recitation added to my ever-

increasing repertoire.

And then came time for me to go to high school, and

there I joined the dramatic club, and we put on one-act

plays and little plays in French and Shakespeare, of course.

In all of these productions I always had a star part. These

days drawing to a close, I began to send for college curric-

ulums. I wanted to go_to the one where I could learn the

most about the drama. My stage ambitions were burning

very brightly now. I had just about decided on my alma

mater, when 'the thing happens that does sometimes—my
father's illness. His business failed, the family exchequer

became depleted, and it suddenly dawned upon me that

playtime was over and it was up to me to find some way to

support myself, or at least to make my contribution to the

household expenses.

So I took stocki of myself. I had good looks, large,

expressive eyes, well-shaped^head, a quantity of soft, fluffy

hair, and I was small—and that meant a great deal, the

present day favoring so strongly the little woman. It

didn't take me long to decide what I wanted to do—I knew

that always. I wanted to go on the stage. But I had

something else to consider besides my desire and my am-

bition—I had to do something where I could be somewhat

assured of earning a little money. I could get some sort

of office work and go to night school and learn stenography,

and in six months' time earn twelve dollars a week; but I

hated offices and office work, and I soon discovered that I

never could make more than twenty dollars a week if I re-

mained a stenographer all my life. And then the thought

came to me—I could be a nurse and take myself off the

family's hands. Nursing would mean two years' train-

ing, and then I could earn twenty-five and thirty dollars a

week, and during the two years I would be studying at the

hospital I would have my home there, and my dresses,

aprons and caps would be furnished. But I didn't want to

be a nurse. I had no inclination that way whatever. I

only wanted the one thing I had always loved, and, oh ! I

did want that so much, and I knew I'd never be satisfied

in this world until I tried it; and so I went on the stage,

and then, later, I went into pictures.

In the city where I lived there was a stock company

that played all through the year, and two other theaters

that housed traveling companies. These traveling com-

panies sometimes played a week, and sometimes would

stay six or eight weeks, putting on a repertoire of plays.

First I went down to the all-year stock company, thinking

that would be the best to connect with. It so happened

that a play was being rehearsed that required a lot of extra

people. I was told to see the stage director, which I did,

and he engaged me. I had to furnish two dresses—a ball

gown and a street dress—and I was to receive three dollars

and a half a week. But I was happy ! Soon I discovered

that the stage director was a member of the same lodge

that my father was, and a letter from my father influenced

the stage director to give me a small part, and so in the

next bill I had about a three-minute scene with the leading

man, and received seven dollars and a half for the week.

A year later I got a contract to play "bits" at twenty dol-

lars a week. I had made my start!

It is an accepted fact that in any career the "start" is

the only hard part. This, no doubt, holds of many pro-

fessions and businesses, but not so on the stage or in pic-

tures. There you are continually making new "starts,"

unless some man of influence or money comes to your res-

cue. In motion pictures he can save you from many mate-

rial discomforts—from weary rounds of the agencies, from

waiting hours in the outer offices and wasting smiles and

entreaties on office boy or telephone girl, from insults from

ignorant men who a year or so before were probably shoe

clerks or chauffeurs ; but, of course, the man of influence

or money who comes to your rescue doesn't do so because

he likes to admire at a distance 'the color of your hair or

eyes. Getting in to see some producers requires the strength

of Hercules and the patience of Job. One motion picture

magnate, who has all his offices and studios in the East, is

much more difficult to get to than the President of the

United States. A very clever newspaper man has been try-

ing to see this same manager for two months and hasn't

seen him yet. Not long ago this same man had occasion

to seek an interview with our President, and fifty minutes

after he stepped off the train in Washington, D. C, he was

in conference with the first citizen of the land. So if a

man with years of newspaper experience in getting to peo-

ple tries for two months to see a producer without success,

you will appreciate what the poor, struggling motion pic-

ture artist is up against.

So, to continue my narrative, after having made my
"start" in my home town stock company and having saved

the price of a railroad fare to New York, possessing a

modest wardrobe and enough money to live on for two

months, I fell for the lure of New York City and the hope

of a metropolitan engagement. Arriving in Manhattan, I



joined the mad throng of Thespians haunting the dramatic

agencies, " looking for work. " It didn't come. One day

I met a friend. We exchanged greetings, which in the

theatrical parlance of that day usually consisted of:

"Doing anything?"
'

' No ; I cannot seem to connect up.
'

'

"Ever try moving pictures?"

"No; I don't know anything about them. How do you

get in and whom do you see?"

This all happened in 1910, before the agencies began

actively placing people in pictures as they do to-day. I

made a note of whom to see and the best way to go about

it, as told me by my friend, and set out to apply for an en-

gagement at one of New York's motion picture studios.

Sorry I cannot chronicle the fact that I participated in the

now famous "good old Biograph days," for I worked al-

most everywhere but there. I secured a hearing, and a few

days later was sent for by a producer for a "part." The

remuneration was to be ten dollars a day, and I was mighty

thankful to get it. Things went along fairly well in this

first company I affiliated with, and there I served my mov-

ing picture apprenticeship. I was always conscientious in

my work, and it suddenly dawned upon me that those who

took it much easier than I did, and who had no more pleas-

ing physical attributes or talent than I had, were getting

along better than I. They were selected to play in the

finer pictures and were given showier "parts."

Once when seeking, out home, an engagement with a

visiting stock repertoire company, I had an experience, the

memory of which has often come back to me these days.

I was very young, and my knowledge of the world was piti-

fully limited. The manager of the theater kept me coming

in 'most every day to see him about this particular engage-

ment. One day he read a letter to me from the owner of

this visiting company with which I was hoping to "sign,"

in which was said, "Am in favor of young blood and am
satisfied with your word as to the young girl you speak of.

Will be glad to use her as ingenue with the company."

This was one of the great moments of my life. My eyes

fairly danced, my heart beat wildly, and the color mounted

to my cheeks. And then he added, "Now, if I do this for

you, will you be nice to me?" In all innocence I answered,

"I'd always be very grateful to you. Good-day."

I didn't get the engagement, and it wasn't until some
years later, and I had knocked about a bit and the "green"

had washed off me, that I understood why. So when I came

to this "stand-still" position in my motion picture work,

the incident of former years often came to my mind, and

I thought to myself, "I wonder! Are motion pictures

going to be like that, too? Is it going to be just as hard

to get on unless you are 'nice' to someone in authority?

Are there to be the same temptations? Is it inescapable,

I wonder?"

Had I known then what I know now, I would have been

happier had I secured work in a department store and

measured ribbons for a living

!

(To be continued.)
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A
In Film Town

By JAMES G. GABLE

MOS BILLDUSH never goes to a photoplay,

father is blind, too.

His

Maymae Bilks says she knows she was born to be a

great screen actress, for her false hair curls just like Mary
Pickford's.

-?-

Percy Fitz Miggle says that his ideal is the clever girl

that can wear, a baby stare while watching "Damaged
• Goods" and get away with it.

-?-

Old Man Simpkins, our shoe-repair man, says he is

going to see "A Traffic in Soles," when it comes, as he

believes in knowing all about his chosen profession.

-?-

They had a pie social out to Crow Ridge Saturday night.

Ot Powell set down on a custard pie and siled his new nine-

dollar suit. Ot says it made him look like a Keystone hero.

Lem Bates took his best girl to the picture show twice

last week. Deacon Gubsing says the extravagance of

the rising degeneration is just naturally tempting Provi-

dence.
"?-

Of the fourteen girls and five boys at high school, six-

teen have announced their determination of becoming

screen actors. The other three were absent the day the

poll was taken.
,

«?-

Asa Sproggins says that the things they do to Mary
Pickford in " Poor Little Pepperpot" ain't right, and that

if she will come to Crick Neck Creek, he'll make her queen

of his heart and his hundred acres.

-5-

We have been greatly worried over our two leading

amusements. Last night the passenger train was twenty

minutes behind time, and as a result the Motion Picture

Palace was a half an hour late in opening.

-?-

Percy Fitz Miggle bet four bits that Deacon Gubsing

would be the first one to buy a ticket for "The Evil Women
Do." Deacon Gubsing says that the gambling and irrev-

erence of the rising degeneration is almost past belief.

-?-

Deacon Gubsing says he would like to have a moving

picture of himself taking up the collection. Percy Fitz

Miggle says it would be more fun to see a close-up of the

deacon's face when he separates himself from a nickel and

adds it to the collection.
-?-

Percy Fitz Miggle, our leading—and only—tonsorial

artist, went to Scroggins Center last week. Hi Jenks ac-

cused him of going there just to see "Where Are My Chil-

dren?" but Perce only winked and said nothing. Deacon

Gubsing says that the wickedness of this day and age ex-

ceeds that of Soda and Goborrow.

m m
Absolutely

Actor's wife—If I should die, would you forget me?
Actor—Heavens, no ! My dyspepsia is incurable.
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TNTHE picture, "Miss

George Washington,"

Marguerite Clark does

not always exactly follow

the established theory on

which the truth-telling

reputation of George

Washington is founded;

but you can tell from

the way she looks that

in her heart she really

does approve of George

and of his predilection

for telling the truth.

Do you wonder that, when the Queen asked her mirror that

old, old question,

"Mirror, mirror, on the wall,

Who's the fairest one of all?"

it .always answered, "Snow White"? Even George Washington

looks inclined to agree with that.

\\TH EN Marguerite

Clark was a little

girl, she read "Snow

White"—as most little

girls do—and she says

that sometimes she used

to dream that she was

the charming little prin-

cess who had such inter-

esting adventures. And

who can say that these

are not the days of

"dreams come true"?

For here she is as Snow

White.

Marguerite Clark

IN TWO OF HER RECENT PLAYS, "SNOW WHITE" AND " MISS GEORGE WASHINGTON."



MCCLURE PICTURES

Nance O'Neil makes all her
women friends green with envy.

FOX FILM CORPORATION WORLD FILMS WHITE PHOTO

Fanny Ward was not satisfied with
having the beautifullest moleskin coat
in the country—she raised the moles

herself on her English estate.

Virginia Pearson likes fur hats and stoles-

and quaint rings, as per the picture.

Every Woman Loves

Furs.

T^URS never were so expensive
•* as they have been this season,

and consequently every screen ac-

tress has been mad about furs. It

makes mighty little difference what

the fur is—anything from a rare

silver fox or a beautiful sable to the

remnants of old gray Tabby, who
used to lead a domestic life, catch-

ing mice and raising families.

Tabby disappears now and reap-

pears in stoles, muffs and trim-

ming strips on the most gorgeous

costumes. The coon who used to

roost high in trees and eye the

hunters and the dogs below with a

merry twinkle is now a rare bird,

so to speak, and the cunning little

mole, who used to be such a nui-

sance in plowing ridges in the care-

fully shaved lawns, is now swell-

ing around with a lot of import-

ance, since his skin has gone up

to seventy-five cents each. New
York, if you please, has become

the center of the fur trade since

the war.

Alice Brady really doesn't wear
them in this fashion, of course.

PACH PHOTO NEWS INC.

Lucille Lee Stewart's bank account
always moans in despair when she is

turned loose in a furrier's. We would say
that she was a good picker. Don't you?



Bessie Love in "The Heiress at Coffee Dan's

TRIANGLE FINE ARTS

Carl, the erratic musician (Frank Bennett), forgets, in a truly artistic and temperamental manner, to eat the

food Waffles has placed before him. But, then, no one who knows that Waffles is Bessie Love could blame him
for that, we are sure. Even the certain charms of "ham and " sink into insignificance before her.

TRIANGLE-FINE ARTS

Yes, this is Waffles, not pigtailed now, but fluffed and ruffled, and not so happy as she was at Coffee Dan's.

Which would tend to show that it is not always pretty clothes that make for happiness—at least, not in the

case of a girl like Waffles. For of what use are pretty clothes when the one man may not see them?

A Variation

Waffles, the waitress at Coffee Dan's, is selected by Bert

Gallagher and Clara Johnstone, a pair of crooks, to repre-

sent a missing heiress, whose story they have read about in

the papers. Waffles herself was orphaned at an early age

and, remembering nothing of her childhood, believes the

story and convinces the lawyer that she is the bona-fide

heiress. Mrs. Johnstone installs Waffles in a beautiful

house, appointing herself chaperon. But, with unlimited

means, Waffles has only three desires—to publish the music

written by her sweetheart, Carl Miller; to adopt the baby

that a Mrs. O'Shaughnessy is too poor to care for, and to

buy the little restaurant for her old benefactor, Shorty Ol-

son. Mrs. Johnstone prevents her from doing all these

things, cleverly breaks up the friendship between Carl and

the girl, and persuades the latter to become engaged to

Gallagher. Just before the ceremony, however, Carl learns

the truth, prevents the marriage, the police arrive just in

time, and the crooks go to jail. The real heiress turns up,

and Waffles goes back to the hash house. But for the

crooks' arrest they receive fifteen hundred dollars, so

Shorty buys Coffee Dan's, Carl publishes his music, Waffles

adopts the baby, and they all live happy ever after.

"Original plot number seven" the whole thing might

be labeled; but along comes charming Bessie Love to the

rescue to play Waffles, and it makes not the slightest differ-

ence whether the plot is original or not. You'll like this

picture—it's on the white list.
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LAS KY-PARAMOUNT

Marie Doro viewing with apparent approval her

own interpretation of the title part in "Oliver

Twist." Queer what a lot of difference a few

good clothes make, isn't it? And little did Charles

Dickens dream, when he wrote the story, that some
day it would be visualized so successfully.

LAS KY-PARAMOUNT

iiw
Max Linder

HY, you're dead!" someone

greeted Max Linder at the

wharf.
•

'

' I am not,
'

' replied Linder, stick-

ing his hands deep into his trousers

pockets and smiling his inimitable

smile.
'

' Don't believe everything you

see in the papers."

And if anyone ever looked less like

a dead one than this European barrel

of fun, which Essanay is preparing to

empty upon the American public, we'd

like to see him. And besides being a

very -live wire, he is a very brave man
as well. When the war broke out, he

entered the army as a volunteer and for

some time was an automobile scout,

using his own machine. After his car

was blown up by a bomb, by which he

was not injured, he was enlisted in the

artillery service.

At the battle of Aisne he was shot

through the lung, just above the heart.

This would be sufficient experience for

most men, but, when recovered, Linder

joined the aeroplane service. His lungs

could not stand the change of air in ris-

ing to the necessary heights, however,

and he was honorably discharged.

Whereupon he accepted a proposition

to come to America to make pictures.

As it is his first visit to these shores,

the celebrated comedian is having a

pretty hard time getting acquainted

with American customs, for although

he speaks German, French, Spanish

ESSANAY

Max Linder, the French comedian, em-
phatically denies that he was killed in

the war. He sends us a recent picture

to prove his assertion.

A few Dickens characters brought to life by top-
notchers on the screen. There is Marie Doro, of
course, as Oliver Twist; Tully Marshall as Fagin,
Hobart Bosworth as Bill Sikes, and Raymond
Hatton as the Artful Dodger. You are picking a
good show when you go to see "Oliver Twist."

and Italian, he knows hardly a word of

English. Of course he carries an in-

terpreter, but the latter seems to find

as much trouble as Max in making
Americans understand them. Perhaps

it was because of this, or perhaps be-

cause of a little natural hesitation in

telling his age, that when we asked

Max how old he was, he chattered with

the interpreter in Italian for two min-

utes, then in Spanish for three minutes,

then in German for four minutes, and

then in French for five minutes, before

we succeeded in getting "Thirty-two."

Though why he should hesitate is

more than we can understand. To be

famous at thirty-two is quite a feat,

we think.

m m
She Knew the Way

Writer—I have a writer in this

scenario. I want to get rid of him,

but I don't know how to manage it.

His wife—Why don't you starve

him out?

A Tight Squeeze
Kriss— Is Short, the movie actor,

being pressed for money?

Kross—Yes; but his creditors can't

squeeze a cent out of him.

© m
The Natural Way

Movie actor—Act the part of an

idiot?

Director—All you have to do is to

act your natural self.



"THE HONOR SYSTEM"

WILLIAM FOX

When this scene from "The Honor System" was shown at Sing Sing, by permission of the warden, the mem-
bers of the Mutual Welfare League forgot prison welfare and yelled encouragement to the escaping convicts.

The film makers accepted it as a real compliment.

HTHEY tell us in the Book of Statistics

-* that 500,000 people are led in

and thrust out the gates of our penal

institutions every year. And at that,

nearly all of us know a few more who
ought to be there. Be that as it may,

some of our prisons are not exactly

comfortable, even though the inmates

are there for punishment and not for

reforming purposes merely. "The
Honor System," produced by William

Fox, written by Henry Christeen War-

nack, and directed by R. A. Walsh, is

a timely bit of prison propaganda.

Aside from its mission, it is a grip-

ping story, although there is a bit too

much "sob stuff" inserted for the peo-

ple who enjoy having a good

cry over other people's miser-

ies. The snake scene could

easily be eliminated, without

interfering in any way with

the punch in the picture. It

was filmed in Yuma and Flor-

ence, in the Arizona State

prisons, and — listen — 600

convicts actually took part in

it. It is a story of a young

American inventor, who finds

himself in prison for a

Gladys Brockwell, who plays "Trixie Bennett,"
in "The Honor System," says she has worked
hard at her art for fifteen years. She went on
the stage when she was three years old. Still,

Gladys, you are a star now.

murder committed in self-defense.

The evils of the old prison regime

are exhibited in all their horror.

Not a scene is overdrawn, for not

so long ago such scenes could be

seen daily in many a State prison.

The young inventor, through the

interest of the warden's daughter,

gets a parole of a few days to per-

fect his invention of a wonderful

wireless. He means to get back on

time, but some of his enemies seek

to prevent it. He eventually gives up

his life for the honor system.

Whether or not you believe with

some prison welfare workers that

the majority of convicts are not nor-

mal, or whether you believe

with others that they are nor-

mal and only need guidance

and not discipline, this pic-

ture is a worth-while one,

barring, as we have said, a

few scenes that could be cut

out without detracting from

the strength of the story. All

convicts do not reform imme-

diately on hearing a hymn
sung by a beautiful girl. Some

may—but not all.



The Thriller
As Viewed by the Audience

By HAZEL MACFAELANE

SCHOOL GIRL TO HER CHUM
" He's marvellous ! Just marvelous I

So handsome, strong and brave !

Oh, how I wish that stupid Jim

Was just a little bit like him!

I rave, my dear, I rave !"

fox William Farnum in "Battle of Heaits."

fox Vivian Martin in
'

' Merely Mary Ann. '

'

REGULAR BOY, WHO DOESN'T FIND
ENOUGH BLOOD AND THUNDER

" Come on, dere ! Say, wot's wrong wid youse ?

Dat makes me weary ! Gee !

Youse call that sop soap stuff a fight?

Gimme me coin back. It's not right

To woik dat game on me I"

NERVOUS OLD LADY
" Oh, dear ! I wish I hadn't come !

They're killing him I Oh ! Oh !

Why don't they send for the police?

John, I can't watch this awful piece,

I'll really have to go
!"

L'ENFANT TERRIBLE, WHO HAS BEEN
THREATENED WITH HOME
" Well, momma, if you take me home

Just watch me snitch on you !

Got Ben an' me in for a dime

An' him fifteen at Christmas time.

Quit pinchin* me. Boo, hoo !"

FAMOUS PLAYERS

Frank Mclntyre in 'The Traveling Salesman."



WINTER SPORTS

VITAGRAPH

Lillian Walker internes her auto at

the first snowfall and gets Dobbin
and the sled out of the moth balls.

She loves the snow, that girl.

VITAGRAPH

Every winter Dorothy Kelly takes a
week or two off up in the New
Hampshire hills. With plenty of

furs, of course, one can keep warm
in a sleigh if the driver—well

—

WORLD FILM CORP.

Frances Nelson doesn't mind a tumble in a
snowdrift. Not when Robert Warwick is near

to help pick her up. Lots of girls might envy
Frances. They are crazy about Robert.

Gracious, but William Farnum looks stern.

And he is nearing the' 'End of the Trail," too..

A woolen scarf may make a nice, warm sash,

but should he not wear it on his neck?



SNOW SHOWS

WILLIAM FOX

"Make it long and lingering," said the director of "A Modern Thelma." And the funny part of it is that Harry
Hilliard doesn't seem to mind at all, though it's awfully cold and the people in the sleigh are getting impatient.

But, then, things do look pretty warm and friendly for him.

PATHE

And here's little
Pearl White getting

her knees damp and
spoiling her new
velvet gown, just to

make us sob in
"Hazel Kirke."
Pearl should have
her cap on and her

mittens and her
overshoes, for the

day is cold and the

snow lies thick upon
the ground.

WORLD FILM CORP.

Lost in the snow is

Kitty Gordon, her
famous polished

shoulders for once
clad in fur. The
picture for which
this scene was filmed

was "The Crucial

Test." They named
it well. Trying to

look soulful while
your feet are getting

colder and colder

—

well, it's a test.

It's worth falling when you can get sympathy and attention like this.



Early Struggles of Motion Picture Stars
When David W. Griffith, the Brilliant

By LINDA

CAMPBELL PHOTO

LINDA A. GRIFFITH
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This series of reminiscences, written by Linda A. (
Griffith, wife of David Wark Griffith, who produced |
" The Birth of a Nation," ends with this issue. It 1
is replete with intimate secrets of many a screen 1
star who now scintillates, but who began at $3 a day. I

Mrs. Griffith writes frankly of the days when $25 |
a week was a consideration not to be ignored in the |
Griffith family.

COME of us who have been watching the motion picture

game for the last eight years or so are apt to become

discouraged at times and imagine things in Picture Land

darker than they are. They're not really dark at all, but

striding along at a wonderful gait. It is but natural al-

ways to hope the greatest things of one's children, even

though at times they become unruly, and perhaps I may
not look it, but I have a very motherly feeling toward the

motion picture. And so I refuse to become discouraged or

full of fear regarding the future.

Now, in order to realize how much has been accom-

plished and how far we have traveled the path of progress,

Director, Was
A. GRIFFITH

Just Beginning to Shine

it were well to look backward a few years and take stock

briefly of conditions as they were, say, in 1908, which is

as far back as I can go, giving my own observations. Un-
til the late spring of 1908 neither Mr. Griffith nor I had

ever seen a motion picture, and I do not even recall having

heard about one. So when, eight years ago, Fate led our

steps "pictureward" to the old Biograph Studio, at 11 East

Fourteenth Street, we decided it was up to us to find out

what we could about these queer things called "motion

pictures." As we were living up on Washington Heights,

we scurried about the neighborhood, looking for some place

where pictures were shown. We found a theater in a store

on Amsterdam Avenue and 160th Street, and there I saw
my first motion picture. It was a very good one, too, a

Vitagraph picture called "The Dispatch Bearer." It had

been directed by the late William Rainous, and I recall Mr.

Griffith saying, "I'd like to work awhile for that man, if

I'm to stay in pictures, and learn something about them."

A few days later, however, the Biograph people handed Mr.

Griffith a story and told him to produce it in pictures. He
did so and has been doing so ever since.

Speaking of the little stoie on Amsterdam Avenue and

160th Street brings me to my first comparison of pictures

past and present—that is, in the theaters themselves and

the manner of presentment. True, Keith and Proctor's

Fourteenth Street, Twenty-third Street and 125th Street

theaters and the old Fourteenth Street Theater gave mov-

ing picture programs ; but that was in New York City only.

Even in Manhattan the theaters were in stores, and a great

many of them were dark, dirty and strongly reminiscent

of garlic and other such refreshing odors, and you never

were quite sure when the person sitting next to you would

fall asleep and incline his head on your shoulder. Condi-

tions were somewhat different in the smaller cities where

"homes" obtained, for there mother, father, children, the

neighbors and their pet dog left their cozy firesides, aband-

oned the evening's innocent game of cards, the chat over

the events of the day— even forgot that the children said

their evening prayers regularly at eight p. m.—and fol-

lowed the crowd to the little picture house around the cor-

ner. The picture house in the smaller cities and villages

was also without exception a store that happened to be

vacant. Some enterprising man would rent it, sweep out

the dirt, give the place a bit of dusting, put a screen at

one end and a projecting machine at the other, fill the

room with ordinary wooden chairs—and his theater was

complete. The chief concern was to place one's self in a

vacant chair and not in a spectator's lap.

The other day. while passing the Strand Theater with a

friend, we stopped and looked at the photographs in frames

and the large hand-colored pictures on display in the lobby.

My friend confided to me that she might now be a famous

motion picture star, if in former days they had advertised

in that respectable way. It seems that when her oppor.



tunity came, those flaming, lurid, sensational posters that

used to flutter in the breeze over a moving picture theater

entrance way, and that have now almost passed into ob-

livion, were the only form of advertising used, and she said

she looked up at them and thought, "No, I'll not work in

motion pictures and have myself part of a display like that

—not for a million dollars, and not if I starve to death by

refusing." You couldn't blame her much. So, you see,

the exhibitor has done his part, and to ask for finer moving

picture theaters than we already have would be impossible.

It isn't so many years ago that the only time a bona-fide

newspaper made mention of such a thing as a motion pic-

ture was when a small boy got into serious mischief, and

when parents or judge in the courtroom asked him how it

happened he came to do this wicked thing, he would look

naively up into the eyes of whoever was reprimanding him

and say, "I saw it in a motion picture," and he was im-

mediately forgiven. And how the newspapers did love

to rub it in to us! I can say in all truthfulness the

newspapers never took the slightest cognizance of us at any

other time excepting when a small boy got into trouble.

Browning's "Pippa Passes," which was produced as a

moving picture in October, 1909, brought the first criticism

of a motion picture in a New York newspaper—a column

article in the New York Times. To-day the newspapers give

us as much space as the spoken drama and just as fair re-

views.

In connection with the newspaper, I will tell a little

story about the topical review. About seven years ago, at

a dinner, Mr. Griffith and I had as one of our guests the

editor of a New York paper. During the course of the

dinner the talk drifted to pictures, and Mr. Griffith hap-

pened to say that the day wasn't so far in coming when the

public would go to a theater at night and see thrown on a

screen the pictured events of that day, the same as they

would be recorded in an evening paper- , Our guest thought

that was a pretty wild flight of fancy, but just this spring

I saw the preparedness parade on Fifth Avenue from a win-

dow in one of the offices of this same paper at two-thirty

o'clock p. m., and at seven that same evening on the screen

of a Broadway motion picture theater I saw the photo-

graphed parade.

Wonderful strides have been made in motion picture

photography. One thing in the photographic line I hope

many come soon, and that is color. I think the reason

the costume photoplay has so little appeal is because of

lack of color. I do not think a picturization even of the

Holy Grail would get over in the black and white photog-

raphy, but I think it would be tremendous in color.

Now we have much good direction in pictures and good

acting and photography and pleasant settings, when we can

enjoy the finished photoplay, set to appropriate music. I

think I have been quite optimistic. But here I stop, for

we haven't made the same strides in STORIES. The photo-

playwright has yet to come into his own. He has yet to

come into his own as far as credit for his part of the work

is due him and remuneration that will stand some compari-

son to the salaries of directors and stars. Great stories must

be written for the screen if the photoplay is to take its

place as a great creative art. Adaptations of plays and

books are all very well, and some of them make very good

photoplays, and there is a public that likes to see the "six

best sellers" on the screen, even if they nap between reels.

But in my opinion the photoplay will never be truly great

until we encourage men and women of brain and imagina-

tion to write original screen stories. We have made the

least progress in the photoplay story. Let us work for

better stories, and let us fight censorship—and the future

will take care of itself.

The End

MARIE DORO

The Love o' the Light=man
By HARRY J. SMALLEY

Of the crush and the rush and the hum and the purr
In the big studio, I'm a part.

Ev'ry day and oft nights I toil at the lights,

O'er dancing and wooing and dangers and fights.

I know little of art,

But there's joy in my heart

When I work on a set for her

!

When she comes on the scene, in my heart is a stir

That is caused by herself, nothing less

!

She has smiles for us all, and some to me fall

—

Those moments are precious, while waiting the call

!

Oh, it's true, I confess,

I'm near heaven, I guess,

When I work on a set for her!

"All ready now? Lights! Camera! Shoot!" With a
whir

Our set with activity teems,
While I love from afar, because of Fate's bar

—

I'm only a light-man, and she is a star,

Quite the brightest that gleams

—

And so, too, are my dreams,
When I work on a set for her!



TRIANGLE-KEYSTONE

A cow isn't exactly the sort of pet you want on your
front lawn, and the hired man would never have led her

to the front if the director hadn't insisted.

'^rnKsTii

LASKY

Fannie Ward came out fine-

the dog moved, evidently.

-but

TRIANGLE-KEYSTONE

"Now, kitty," said Louise Fazenda, "don't you scratch.

You sit right up and say 'please,' like a nice kitty -cat."

Naturally George Walsh is

embarrassed at being the

only man on the page, ex-

cept Bobbie Vernon; but
there are advantages in

being one of two men guests

at a party. But George is a

shy creature, and he is liable

to lead that coy-eyed mule
away any minute.

VITAGRAPH

"Jackpot" is the name of

Hyland's dog, and if she sil

to rest a bit between scenes,

is her devoted companic
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TRIANGLE-KEYSTONE

From the expression on Gloria Swanson's face, in"Haystacks and Steeples," this perfect-
ly good porky-pig might be a mouse. And Bobbie Vernon doesn't look as if he was much

protection. He is scared to death, too.

This little piggy didn't go to markei
No, sir! It is Mary Miles Minter's pc

pig, and no cruel butcher will get it



TRIANGLE-KEYSTONE

Hisses rhyme with "kisses," and
that is why Ora Carew says that

geese are readily much more intelli-

gent than we give them credit for.

rom a Menagerie These
iys

a invariably carried a small but superior

And what has become of the poodle? For
the screen people. They have as many
aments on the screen. From tigers to

dern screen actress evinces a lot of orig-

A dog is faithful, and a horse is intelli-
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she has three geese—three proud, wad-
at the porkers. A pig is really a clever

i grunting around all the time. Cats, of

material for pets for years; but would
lady would pick on a horse to love and

: of us have a den in our homes, to be
ptivity than we have suspected.

A young tiger, now, is an odd compan-

ion; but a basket of them ought to

make the days fly quickly. Valentine

Grant always picks odd pets; but a

bushel of tigers to buy milk for at pre-

sent high prices—whew

!

pathe still, kissing felines

is apt to bring on diphtheria and

other dreadful ailments. She just talks to her cat-

Helen Chadwick grew so fond of this

horse that played in "The Challenge"
that she never left the studio at night

without taking a last look to see that

the faithful animal was comfortable.

IANGLE-FINE AHT8

ar that? Julia Fay likes cats. She
rs cats have so much soul and so
ich mystery. Well, perhaps they do.

BALBOA

This amiable brown bear could send Little

Mary Sunshine to the mat with one stroke of

his clumsy paw, but he is a devoted pet.

Would you have believed that Annette Kel-

lermann ever wore a riding habit? We have
seen her only in abbreviated bathing suits.
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Helen Chadwick grew so fond 01 UUi

horse that played in "The Challenge

that she never left the studio at night

without taking a last look to see that

the faithful animal was comfortable.

MUTUAL u..

This little piggy didn't go to marK

No, sir ! It is Mary Miles Minters i*

pig, and no cruel butcher will g'

TRIANGLt-FINE ARTS

Hear that? Julia Fay likes cats. She

says cats have so much soul and so

much mystery. Well, perhaps they do.

This amiable brown bear could send Little

Mary Sunshine to the mat with one stroke of

his clumsy paw, but he is a devoted pet.

Would you have believed that Annette Kel-

lermann ever wore a riding habit? We have

seen her only in abbreviated bathing suits.



PICK YOUR FAVORITE

MUTUAL

William Kolb feels almost sure

you'll pick him. He is merely

waiting for the decision.

MUTUAL

Max Dill says give him his old

pipe and the evening paper and

he is happy.

TRIANGLE-KEYSTONE

Charles Murray looks queer, hut

this is just one of his facial ex-

pressions that gets a laugh on the

screen. "Give us plenty of the

funny faces," write the soldier

boys from the trenches. Well,

here's one of 'em.

Arthur Shirley can look mighty

dignified when he wants to. But

who could smile with that stern

pose across the page looking right

at him?

FOX .

William Taylor seems to be think-

ing what he'll order for dinner.

Roast? No. Chop? No. A
nice steak, medium? Yes!

TB FOX

Fi George Walsh is a temperamental

ly lad, judging from that nonchalant

hair and the soulful eyes of him.

PATHE

Well, well ! Here's Harold Lloyd,

who is doing a lot of good comedy

in the Lonesome Luke series.

Personally, we think Harold is

much funnier without the mus-

tache and the attempt to imitate

any comedian but himself—but

then

MoCLURE PICTURES

A nice, comfortable, steady sort

of a face, Holbrook Blinn has.



HOW ABOUT THESE?

SELZNICK

Some people are born with a droop to

the right eye, others acquire it later

on. We leave it to you to decide in

what class Norma Talmadge belongs

—

we've given it up. But it's a very
fascinating droop, for all that, and
when the effect is completed by a large

white picture hat above and a magnifi-

cent ermine scarf below—well, just

look steadily at this picture for a
while, and see how long it will be be-

fore you feel a funny little droop in

your own eye.

FAMOUS PLAYERS

Making up is easy enough, but taking

it off the cheeks and eyes is what takes

time and cold cream. It takes so much
of Irene Fenwick's time to make up

that she won't quarrel.

VITAGHAPH

"That was a funny one," says Dorothy
Kelly. "Tell me another." Every-
thing looks bright to Dorothy; but

why not? With youth, beauty, wealth

and unbounded admiration—gracious,

that girl ought to look happy

!

WITZEL

Dorothy Love Clark's folks say there

never was so restless a baby as Dorothy.
Even when she was a very tiny tot, she

was dancing all over the house, and
she's been dancing her way to fame
and fortune ever since. Light as this-

tledown is Dorothy—and if you think
this is an easy stunt to do, just try it

in front of your mirror before going to

bed to-night.

MeClURE PICTURES

Here's Ann Murdock in the latest thing

in boudoir costumes—nifty knickers,

they're called, and all the studio folk

are wearing 'em. "You can't see any
knickers," you say? They're there,

just the same—black satin ones that

cut off right below the knee. Miss
Murdock is starring in "Envy," one
of the Seven Deadly Sins Series filmed

by McClure Pictures. Though what
anyone so young and pretty and suc-

cessful has to be envious about is more
than we can fathom.

ARTCRAFT

"I'm a believer in peace at any price,

"

says Mary Pickford. "Now, then,

Spot, keep still and shake hands with
his duckship. " Still, somehow, this

doesn't look like Mary.



HELEN AT HER HAZARDING

"Hist! I have you in me power!" drawls the villain (he's there,

even though you can't see him). "Not yet!" proudly returns

Helen Gibson, and as the train thunders by, she calmly bends
back her hand, and zip ! goes the rope.

There isn't a train going can keep Helen off it.

'Oh, bless these roomy skirts", breathes Helen, "I
couldn't have done this a few years ago."

With the villain's grasping hands almost upon her, our
heroine clutches the railing of the train and swings

over into safety.

Its fierce ! All a poor star can do is grit her teeth and trust that everything will happen according to schedule.



When Movie=actor=itis Breaks Out

M(

By One

rOVIE-ACTOR-ITIS breaks out like a

rash.

In fact, it is the rashest of all rash

diseases—and desires.

Movie-actor-itis is a terrible state to

be in, and being a state, can be '

' bounded'

'

as in geography.

It is bounded on the north by a great

yearning to see yourself cavorting on the screen.

It is bounded on the south by a throbbing desire to draw

down a movie actor's salary of one hundred dollars an hour

which every actor gets—in the press notices.

It is bounded on the east by a secret and constant and

blushing wish to hug and kiss all the pretty movie actresses

—unless you are a girl. Then the secret throb of your

tender heart is to be kissed by the manly and curly-haired

movie-actor hero.

It is bounded on the west by a large gob of wishes to

the effect that you could just get into the game a few days,

if only to show some people who have been at it for ten

years what simps they are and how they should really act.

First, you attend the movies. You laugh at the rube

sheriff, and you weep when the poor, unfortunate girl is

deceived by the base shoe clerk into believing the honest

young hero is in love with the adventuress in the awning-

striped dress.

The next night you go and clinch your fist angrily—it

doesn't matter which fist; this depends on which hand

your companion is holding at the time—when you see the

cruel uncle force his ward to marry the wicked slob of a

count.

On the third night you sigh pensively when the heroine

sits in her boudoir and has her raven tresses dressed by a

chic maid, or when the handsome hero has his valet bring

him a whole cigarette and the morning paper.

On the fourth night it occurs to you that you could do

better than any of them

!

On the fifth night you sorter wish you could have taken

the part of Reginald or Muriel in the photoplay, because

you know you' could have done it better.

On the sixth night you go home and toss about, and get

up and pose before the mirror, and go to bed again and

dream and dream and dream.

And on the seventh night you eat baked beans and fish

balls and frankfurters for tea, and kid yourself into the

belief that the funny feeling you have is pure tempera-

ment ! You realize now that you should have been a movie

actor, and you begin to figure out how

you can prevent the great army of pro-

ducers from tearing each other limb

from limb when you announce that you

are about to become a movie actor and

can give your services to only one con-

cern.

Now you have movie-actor-itis

!

You want to become a movie actor,

of 'Em

and, by gracious !—or heck ! depending on the sex—you

are going to be one. Of course, all the professionals will

weep and tear their hair and curse—you don't know that

cursing above sotto-voce is forbidden in the business

—

when they learn your intentions.

All this is from my own experiences. One sweet,

charming young lady came to me and said, "Oh, Mr.

Flicker—I don't know your real name"
"That's my reel name. Shoot," I replied; but she

didn't have a gun.

"Oh, Mr. Flicker, I just simply know I could be as

funny as you are on the screen, if I only got a chance!"

"You'd be funnier in my—er—shoes," I assured her.

"All my friends say I am so funny"

"Your friends are quick to size up

funny things," I told her.

"I am going to call myself 'Clarice

Flicker,' and"

But I beat it. I didn't know whether

it was a compliment or a proposal—which

is quite the reverse. She had one form

of movie-actor-itis.

I never saw a pale, anemic, knock-kneed young book-

keeper but what longed to become a film hero—longed and

yearned to throttle the life out of Bill the Bite with his

own bare hands, or leap fearlessly over a hundred- foot cliff

into the raging rapids, or swim three miles across a surg-

ing river just to keep a date with Kit, the trapper's daugh-

ter. Or else he yearned to mount a bucking bronco and

dash fearlessly fifty miles across the torrid desert and res-

cue the heroine from a band of Indians.

And I have met scores and oddles—anyway, I've met

bushels of pale, skinny, squint-eyed, scraggly-haired, gum-

chewing girls, whose little hearts just ached to become the

tall and voluptuous and queenly and ravishingly beautiful

princess in the movies, who spurns the dissipated prince

and married the young chauffeur, only to learn, after all,

that he is a changeling and the real prince; or else she

longs to leap from a burning building, or shoot the wicked

burglar, sitting in bed all dolled up.

They've got it, the poor dears ! they've got movie-actor-

itis.

"But," so many have said to me,

"what shall we do when we have this

thing you call 'movie-actor-itis'—when

we yearn and yearn and long to pose

for the moving picture camera?"

And then I tell them.

Were you ever a child? A young-

ster? A kid? And did you ever hear

the advice about the rain? "It is rain-

ing," someone states. "What shall I

do?" And the village cut-up always

replies, "Let it rain."

Just so with movie-actor-itis. Go
ahead and yearn.



In Search of Types
By ESTHER LINDNER

ALL THE motion picture world is "type" crazy. On
^^ almost every street there resides some impressionable

young miss, trying to out-sweeten Blanche Sweet or wiggle

her eyebrows like Marguerite Clark, merely because some

well-intentioned friends have informed her that she is the

Sweet or Clark "type" ; and as for the Douglas Fairbankses

and Jack Barrymores—they can't be counted.

So that I was not surprised when, one morning, I was

told to interview the casting directors of some of the studios

on "picking types." Notwithstanding the fact that I had

been told that interviewing

was a tedious task, it seemed

to me that all one would have

to do would be to go in and

"talk, and then get out again,

and that was all there would

be to it.

I landed first at the Selz-

nick Studio, at East 176th

Street, where I asked to see

the casting director. With a

lordly gesture a very officious

young man motioned me to a

seat. He was twirling a do-

liceman's club at the time,

which he informed me was

to "keep people from getting

fresh." All about me were

men and women of the "pro-

fession," boosting their own
reputations with one breath,

only to knock their sisters and

brothers in art with the next.

From time to time one or an-

other of them would take from

some hidden recesses bits of

film—miniatures of them-

selves—hold them up to the

light and expatiate upon how
wonderful Director So-and-so

thought them in that role.

It was amusing, but as they

were all there because they

were out of work, it was pa-

thetic as well.

After a few preliminaries I was admitted to the office

of Mr. Morhange, who shares, with Albert Capellani, the

distinction of being general director of the Selznick forces.

To him I made known my wants.

"I know that everyone is talking 'types,'" said Mr.

Morhange; "but it is all greatly exaggerated. Of course

we are always on the lookout for types, but we consider it

of much more importance to have people who can act a

part, even though they are not of the exact type required,

and make them up to resemble it as closely as possible.

Occasionally we do pick up absolutely inexperienced people,

just because they happen to be an unusual type.

Norma Talmadge in a teary type. Every girl

who sees this will practice crying before her
mirror at once.

"The hardest types of all to get are the men. There

are many types of women— the ingenue, the mother, the

vampire. We can usually find someone for every part.

But men are different. What we do in those cases is to get

men who are good actors and make them up to the type.

Sometimes, however, this is difficult. For instance, if we
must have a butler in a picture, it is much better to take a

man who has really been a butler than one who has been a

gentleman—comparatively—all his life and whose idea of

portraying a butler is to wear 'sideboards' and stick hi3

elbows out in front of him.

We have men in our studio

who play only butler roles.

They get big money for it,

too."

"Well," thought I, "that

was easy. Guess I'll go over

to Fort Lee and finish 'em all

up to-day.

"

It was then quarter of one.

By quarter to two I was at the

Universal Studio in Fort Lee,

asking to see a casting direc-

tor. Here, too, I was lucky,

for I had no difficulty at all

in gaining access to Mr.

Brownell, and to him, too, I

told my story. "I'm from

Film Fun," said I, "and I'm

trying to get a story on pick-

ing types.
'

'

"What kind of a story?"

he wanted to know.

"Oh, how you do it, and

what happens, and if it's diffi-

cult — the usual line, you

know."

"It is very difficult, " said

Mr. Brownell, "and the di-

rector is often fooled. For in-

stance, one day a beautifully

dressed, well-groomed and

well - mannered young man
came in to me. He said that

he had a great deal of experience, had played with Mary
Pickford and Famous Players, and would like to try

Universal for a while, if we had a part to give him. He
seemed in every way to be an ideal 'type' for a part I

had in mind. I took him to one of the directors, who
cast him at once as a 'heavy' in a picture we were then

filming. And when he got in front of the camera, we
found that he didn't even know how to hold a girl's hand

!

That's one way of picking. Another way is to go upon

well-known reputations. We know that a certain actor can

play a part, and we keep after him until we get him. Peo-

ple come in with all sorts of stories, but I have found that

it is more often the men who attempt to lie and 'bluff' than



Albert Capellani was too. busy to talk types. He
was in the studio, chuckling over the antics of

Edward Kimball dressed as a negro mammy.

the women. An inexperienced person, however good a

type, is never cast for,large parts. He is usually started

in mob scenes and trained until he can be given small

parts, and so on until he becomes well known. It is much

better to have experienced men and women who can act

than unusual 'types' who cannot. The most difficult type

of all to find is the male 'juvenile.' Lots of very good

types come to the studio, but they cannot act and are fit

only for mob scenes. Here are some of them," and he

drew out a drawer crammed full of photographs. "These

people are all excellent types, but they can't act and prob-

ably never will be able to. So, you see, we directors do

have our troubles."

Having thanked Mr. Brownell, I wandered off down the

street to the Paragon Studio, where Mary Pickford's pic-

tures are filmed.

"Who's your casting director here?" I asked the girl

in charge.

"We have no casting director," said she.

"Well," I wanted to know, "to whom am I going to

talk? Isn't there any director here?"

"There's only one," she answered, "and you can't see

him. You leave your photograph, and if the director likes

it, he'll send for you."

"Gosh!" I said, "I don't want to be a movie actress.

I'm from a magazine, and I've got to interview somebody."

"Oh!" she said, "that's different. Mr. Tourneur's on

the floor just now, but you can sit down and wait for him."

People wandered in, looked at me queerly, and wan-

dered out again. In the studio, which I could see from

where I was sitting, something seemed to be going on; but

I did not dare to go in and find out, for just ahead of me
was an enormous card, bearing in large, very black type

this legend:

"Stop! Do not go into this studio without per-

mission ! If you do, you will be ordered out."

Now, I defy anyone to say I haven't the requisite amount

of nerve for the average person, but—well, you can see for

yourself that was forbidding.

"I'll be back later to see Mr. Tourneur, " I told the girl

at the desk, and clutching my storm coat—it had been cold

crossing the ferry—I hurried down the street to the Fox

Studio. Studio builders, I find, have a queer habit of hid-

ing their doors, or else of putting in three 01 four of them,

just for the fun of telling you to go round to another one.

At last, after circling the entire building several times, I

did succeed in locating the dooT intended for use and

charged boldly up the steps. And there, stuck in the glass,

was a card reading thus:

"Keep out—this means you ! Positively no cast-

ing done here. See me at my New York office,

126 West Forty-sixth Street M Kingston."

With a sigh I hustled down the steps and to the street.

The friendly conductor on the trolley cai had told me thai

I should also find the Eclair Studio in the same row. 1

did, but going up to it, I found also that owing to a fire

the Eclair had been merged into the World Peerless, "just

around the corner." In the hall crowds of people were

standing around, and many men and women in make-up

were waiting apparently to be called for a scene. I had

never seen them^made up before. It fascinated me, but as

it was getting late, I marched up to the man at the desk

and asked to see the casting director.

"There isn't any. Every director does his own cast-

ing, and you can't see him," said that authority paradox-

ically. But by that time I had learned that the doormen

must be humored.

"Listen," I said. "I'm not looking for a job. Just

tell your director that I'm from Film Fun, and that I want

to talk to him. I think he'll see me."

It is much better to have experienced types who
can act as well as photograph well—Vivian Mar-

tin, for instance.



Mr. Tourneur was gone, but Mary Pickford was
intently studying the camera. Probably looking

for the pretty bird.

"I'll tell Mr. Burkart, " he relented; "but you'll have

to wait." So I sat down once more, while up and down

the stairs trooped "butchers and bakers and candlestick-

makers." There was Muriel Ostriche in a fluffy pink bal-

let costume, Alice Brady in a red one, and Carlyle Black-

well, screen idol supreme, standing around, talking just

like regular persons; and children—lots of them—the most

self-possessed youngsters I had ever seen.

Meanwhile I speedily discovered who Mr. Burkart was.

But after he had passed and repassed me several times, my
patience was exhausted, and I looked around for my door- •

man. In the pastime of hugging promiscuously most of

the girls who were standing in the corridor, he had quite

forgotten me. It seemed to me to be about time for me to

take matters into my own hands. The next time the

director passed me, I stood up right in front of him.

"Can I talk to you for five minutes?" I asked him.

"Yes," he answered. "Come in here." And the ex-

pression on that doorman's face as I was led into an inner'

office more than repaid me for my waiting.

"All that is required for picking types is a little com-

mon sense," began Mr. Burkart, after I had told him what

I wanted. "A director must be able to look over the men
and women who apply to him for parts and be able to tell

just how they will look and photograph when made up. The

picking of types depends absolutely upon the director.

Some directors prefer to get a good type, regardless of how

much or how little experience goes with it. 'Leave the

acting to me, ' they say. ' We want the type. ' Others pre-

fer to use an experienced person made up to represent the

required type. Once in a while we do find an unusual type

with ability to act as well. A director must be able to see

possibilities in his subject. For example, a little girl once

came to me for a part. I considered her unusual, but could

find no one to agree with me. I took her before a big star

and a score of directors. No one could see her. 'Wait,'

said I. 'Watch her grow.' To-day that girl is at the head

of her own feature company—she's great! Lots of people

try to bluff, but unless a director is absolutely green, he

catches right on".
'

'

Here Mr. Burkart lapsed into silence and looked at his

watch. I hurriedly started the ball rolling once more.

"Er—er—what do you consider the hardest type to

get?" I asked, taking a long chance on an old standby.

"The hardest type to get," said Mr. Burkart, "is the

blond juvenile—both male and female. Scores of them
come in, good looking, well dressed, wearing their clothes

well ; but when we get them in front of the camera, they

photograph badly."

And at this point, just as I was letting a long sigh of

relief escape me, the 'phone bell rang. It was provoking!

Mr. Burkart answered it, spoke for a few minutes, slammed
down the receiver, snatched some papers from his desk and

rushed out of the room. "You'll have to excuse me," he

called back over his shoulder.

Of course I saw that I would, but decided to wait, when
my old friend, the doorman, poked his head in at the door.

"Going to keep this office all night?" he wanted to know.

That was my walking cue, I realized, but I was not

going to be shoved out thus unceremoniously.

"No," I said politely. Almost immediately Mr. Bur-

kart hustled back. He seemed surprised at finding me still

there, but summoning all my dignity, I rose, uttered a

"Thank you for seeing me," and walked out, nodding at

the doorman as I passed him.

"Can I see Mr. Tourneur now?" I asked the girl at

Paragon.

She was completely surrounded by chauffeurs, but she

gave me her attention long enough to tell me that he was

still busy. Back I went to my old chair. In the studio

the same noises were going on, the same people passing in

and out Stopping a man who happened to pass at that

moment, I asked to see Mr. Tourneur.

"Mr. Tourneur isn't here," he told me.

The Fox types are so temperamental that they

require music during rehearsal.



"Not here?" I gasped "Why, the girl told me to

wait."

"Well, he's not here, ' he repeated. "Here's the man
you want to see—Mr. Smith."

A man whom I had seen often that afternoon lounged

over,

"I want to see Mr. Tourneur, " I told him, "but if I

can't talk to him, I must talk to some director. Are you

a director?"

"I'm here with a director," said Mr. Smith non-com-

mittally. "But it's another company. Mary Pickford's

company isn't here at all this week. Famous Players is

using the studio in their absence."

"Then I'll talk to Famous Players," said I. "I was

going down to the New York studio in the morning, any-

way. Now can you tell me"—and I was off again on the

old line.

"I don't go in for publicity," was Mr. Smith's modest

answer. "You just go down to New York and ask for Mr.

Kaufman. He likes that sort of thing."

"All right," said I. "I'm glad I spoke to you, any-

way. I'd have waited here all night for Mr. Tourneur."

"Yes," he answered. ''I wouldn't wait around here

any longer if I were you."

Now somebody was fibbing, but whether it was the girl

at the desk or Mr. Smith, I couldn't decide.

The following morning, at nine-thirty, I called at the

Famous Players New York studio and asked to see Mr.

Kaufman.
'

' Mr. Kaufman is busy,
'

' said the doorman there.
'

' You

can see a director only between nine-thirty and ten o'clock,

and we've engaged everyone for to-day."

Here it was again. I patiently explained that, unusual

as it might seem to him in a female of the species, I had

absolutely no desire to woo Fame as a motion picture ac-

tress, that it was then one minute past nine-thirty, and

that I had come from a magazine to talk to Mr. Kaufman.

After that I was politely told to "Follow me," and led

through to an office directly behind the outer waiting-room.

There I was given into the charge of Miss Rose, Mr. Kauf-

man's secretary.

"It's too bad you weren't here earlier to watch me
picking out angels," said Miss Rose. "If you could sit

here with me for one day, you'd know more about picking

types than Mr. Kaufman could tell you in a week. How-

ever, I'll tell him you're here; but he's busy now, so I'm

afraid you'll have to wait."

I was used to that, so I seated myself, in a comfortable

easy chair. After a little while a young man bustled in,

looked at me and went through to a room still further back.

Then Miss Rose went in to announce me, and after about

two minutes someone called out, "Tell the lady to come in."

"I guess that's me," I said—in moments like these,

what does a little grammar matter?—and in I went.

"The question of types is a very difficult one to discuss

offhand," began Mr. Kaufman. "We prefer to use them
'straight'—as near the type as possible. The hardest part

we ever had to cast was the Queen Mother in 'Snow White,'

for the woman who played that part had really to portray

four roles instead of one. In the beginning of the story

she is very ugly, you remember. She then goes to a witch,

who transforms her into the very beautiful woman whom
the king marries. So we had to have a beautiful woman
with a good form, who would really look like a queen in

court robes. But later she has herself transformed into

the old apple woman who tries to poison Snow White, and

later still she plays the part of the beggar woman with the

poisoned comb. We hunted high and low for a woman who
could do all this and look the parts as well, and finally,

just by chance, the exact type we wanted walked in here.

That was Dorothy Cummings. She had a great deal of

stage experience, but had never before registered with us.

"No inexperienced girl can be given large parts. Some-
times we have girls come in who would, I know, be won-

derful. But their names have no box-office value, and the

theaters that pay big money for our service will not take

them. What we do is to give girls like these small parts,

until they become better known. But this is difficult, for

it is usually the little girls who make the successes, and

it is hard to cast them. For in a picture like one of Mar-

guerite Clark's, we surround her with a notable cast, but

we must see to it that there is no other little girl like her.

She is the little girl in that picture."

We were getting on beautifully—when in came Miss

Rose, with the announcement that someone was waiting

outside to see Mr. Kaufman.

"You'll have to excuse me one minute," said the latter.

"I'll be right back. " But my heart sank. It had been my
experience that, once they got awav, they never came back.

And I was right. For five minutes later he poked his head

in at the door. "There are several companies waiting for

me. I'm afraid I'll have to go," he told me. "Come
back late some afternoon, say about four or five o'clock,

and call me up personally before you come, won't you?"

I said that I would, but in my heart I knew that I would

not. I was through with interviewing and sick to death of

"types," and—thank heaven, that's over

\

VITAGRAPH

Bobbie Connelly reads about the Allies—but you
will notice the soldiers are German.



What's the Matter with the Motion Picture

Business ?

TT LOOKS to me as if the picture business ought to look
A up some, now that President Wilson has taken to going

to see the motion pictures. It shows judgment in the Presi-

dent. And I understand William Fox wants to build a

monument to the Tenth Muse, which he calls "Cinema."

It isn't a bad idea. Terry Ramsey wants to give them a

new title, called "Pix," which is a bad idea—so there you

are.

As to the spread of the pictures, there is scarcely a

country you can mention where motion pictures have not

arrived. They have really beaten the Gospels in getting

spread. The consuls in foreign countries are putting them

in their reports now. According to consuls' reports, over

in Darien, Manchuria, the people are crazy over pictures.

The South Manchuria Railway runs one of the three thea-

ters in the province, and they are usually packed when a

performance is on. The British government sends a sort

of traveling motion picture equipment through India, allow-

ing it to stay in each village from three days to a week.

The natives throng to the village for miles for this enter-

tainment and break into roars of laughter over the Ameri-

can comedies. They cannot always understand the titles,

but they get the humor of the picture—which is a triumph

for the people who believe that a real motion picture does

not need a sub-title.

In Havre, for instance, where the audiences rise and

sing the national airs of the Allies before each perform-

ance, the tobacco shops give coupons with each purchase of

tobacco, which are accepted at the motion picture theaters

as half the price of admission. In Yokohama, Japan, the

picture theaters are crowded every day and every night.

They demand two- and three-reel dramas and one-reel

comedies. They are strong on comedies. They like

American slapstick and are sending over their own Japan

students to learn all about the motion picture business, in

order that they may return and make Japan pictures with

Japan titles.

The Swiss want thrillers. They clamor for detective

and "Injun" stories and wildly applaud the Wild West pic-

tures of America, and fondly believe that Chicago, Denver

and Kansas City are surrounded by dense forests, wherein

Indians lurk and buffalo and mountain lions play tag with

each other. In Valencia, Spain, the picture fans can rent

an entire box, holding five people, for an afternoon for

forty cents, and remain for three delightful hours, seeing

America first.

The pictures have done something else than girdle the

globe, near as I can make out. I dropped into my club the

other day and fell into conversation with an old and valued

friend, who was musing on the progress of the picture busi-

ness. He told me, with some awe in his voice, that he had

just met a young man on the street, who had informed him

that he was prospering in the motion picture business—in

the financial end.

"By George!" said my friend, "only six years ago that

chap was my office boy. I believe he got something like

six dollars a week. Now he is drawing seventy, he tells

me. Very nearly what I get myself, as a result of long and

painstaking years at my chosen vocation. It has taken me
years of work and study to climb to that salary. He jumped
at his in less than a year. Wonderful what money they

spend in the motion picture business—for inexperience.
'

'

It isn't inexperience; it's bluff. The shifting of the

sands is caused by personal ambition. Every time a new
company or a new magazine is formed, there is a surge of

talent that way. Trouble is that everyone in the picture

business, no matter what department he may be in, thinks

he is a genius. He knows that his genius is not appreci-

ated. When the new company graciously makes room for

his services, he feels that at last his chance to make his

talents known in the motion picture business has arrived.

And he joins the new organization and pits his inexperi-

enced genius against the stern wall of reality that confronts

him. He soon finds that they dp not appreciate his genius

any more in the new job than they did in the old. He
bluffs his way to another job, and so on, until he wakes up

to the fact that the motion picture industry, like every

other industry, can use best the same old plodding busi-

ness virtues that plow a furrow to success in any line in

which they may be employed. Too much genius and too

little experience—that's what's the matter with the motion

picture business.

88 88

Blame It on the Pictures

"Hit wus de love of dress of mah wife dat brung me to

dis co't of jestice, " complained the old negro who had been

arrested for chicken stealing. "Hit wus mah wife, suh,

and she git hit fum dem movin' pitenures."

"Why was it your wife's fault?" queried the judge.

"You admit you took the chicken."

"Yas, suh; yas, suh," admitted the negro. "But mah
wife wusn't satisfied to cook 'n' eat dat chicken; she had

to put de feathers in her hat and parade de evidence, suh.
'

'

88 88

He Is Discouraged

XVTALTER PRICHARD EATON has taken a whack at

the motion picture folks. He says the screen has

nothing to offer, anyhow, that the stage cannot do much

better. Added to that sting, he goes on to say that most

of the screen stories are written over Sunday and are

stereotyped.

After a while, when they begin to accept Walter's sce-

narios, he will feel more cheerful about it. They always

write that way, at first, till they get going. Fortunately,

the scenarios are not written for the dramatic critics.



Why Live An Inferior Life?
I know that I can easily, quickly and positively prove to you that

you are only half as alive as you must be to realize the joys

and benefits of living in full ; and that you are only half as well as

you should be, half as vigorous as you can be, half as ambitious as

you may be, and only half as well developed as you ought to be.

in yourself and make the most of your every
opportunity ? It is easy when you know
how. The Swoboda System points the way.
It requires no drugs, no appliances, no diet-

ing, no study; no loss of time, no special

bathing; there is nothing to worry you. It

gives ideal mental and physical conditions
without inconvenience or trouble.

Your Earning Power
—your success, depend entirely upon your
energy, health, vitality, memory and will

power. Without these, all knowledge be-
comes of small value, for it cannot be put
into active use. The Swoboda System can
make you tireless, improve your memory,
intensify your will power, and make you
physically just as you ought to be.

THE fact is that no matter who you are, whether you are young or old,

weak or strong, rich or poor, I can prove to you readily by demonstra-

tion that you are leading an inferior life, and I want the opportunity to

show you the way in which you may completely and easily, without inconve-

nience or loss of time, come in possession of new life, vigor, energy, develop-

ment and a higher realization of life and success.

Become Superior to Other Men
The Swoboda System can make a better

human being of you physically, mentally
and in every way. The Swoboda System
can do more for you than you can imagine.
It can so vitalize every organ, tissue and
cell of your body as to make the mere act

of living a joy. It can give you an intense,

thrilling and pulsating nature. It can in-

crease your very life. I not only promise
it, I guarantee it. My guarantee is unusu-
al, startling, specific, positive and abso-
lutely fraud proof.

Why Take LessThanYour Full

Share of Life and Pleasure ?

Are you living a full and successful life ?

Why not always be at your best—thorough-
ly well, virile, energetic ? Why not invest

MyNewCopyrightedBook isFree
It explains the SWOBODA SYSTEM OF CONSCIOUS EVOLUTION and the human body as it has

never been explained before. It will startle, educate
, fe^^n. and enlighten you.

My book explains my new theory of the mind
and body. It tells, in a highly interesting and
simple manner, just what, no doubt, you,
as an intelligent being, have always
wanted to know about yourself.

You will cherish this book for hav=
ing given you the first real under*
standing of your body and mind. It
shows how you may be able to ob=
tain a superior life ; it explains how
you may make use of natural laws to
your own advantage.

My book will give you a better under=
standing of yourself than you could obtain

from a college course. The information which
it imparts cannot be obtained elsewhere at any price. It shows the
unlimited possibilities for you through conscious evolution of your cells;
it explains my discoveries and what they are doing for men and women.
Thousands have advanced themselves in every way through a better
realization and conscious use of the principles which I have discovered
and which I disclose with my book. It also explains the dangers and
after=effects of exercise and excessively deep breathing.

Mail the Coupon Today
Write today for my Free Book and full particulars be=
fore it slips your mind.

You owe it to yourself at least to learn the full facts
concerning the Swoboda System of conscious evolution
for men and women. Mail the coupon or a post card
now, before you forget.

CONSCIOUS

The
Swoboda
System
is as
Effective
for
Women
as for
Men

What
Others

Have to Say
"Worth more than a thousand dollars to
me in increased mental and physical
capacity."

"I was very skeptical, now am pleased
with results ; have g-ained 17 pounds."

"The very first lesson began to work
magic. In my gratitude, I am telling- my
croaking- and complaining* friends, 'Try
Swoboda'."

"Words cannot explain the new life it im-
parts to both body and brain."

"It reduced my weight 29 pounds, in-
creased my chest expansion 5 inches, re-
duced my waist 6 inches."

"My reserve force makes me feel that noth-
ing is impossible, my capacity both phys-
ically and mentally is increasing- daily."

"I thihk your system is wjonderTul. I
thought I was in the best physical health
before I wrote for your course, but I can
now note the greatest improvement even
in this short time. I cannot recommend
your system loo highly. Do not hesitate
to refer to me."

"You know more about the human body
than any man with whom I have ever come
in contact personally or otherwise."

A FEW OF SWOBODA'S
PROMINENT PUPILS

F. W. Vanderbilt A. W. Armour
Alfred I. Du Pont Maxine Elliott

Simon Guggenheim Anna Held
W. G. Rockefeller, Jr. y
Charles Evans Hughes ^^^ ^S
Frank A. Vanderlip
W. R. Hearst
Charles F. Swift
Woodrow Wilson
Howard Gould jr
Oscar Strauss _/ ^'

yf Please send me your free

y^ copyrighted book, "Con-
scious Evolution."

/ Alois P.
^ Swoboda
1993 Aeolian

Building
New York City

ALOIS P. SWOBODA
1993 Aeolian Building New York City .' Address

Name.

_/ City State.



Don't Send a Penny
Examine Watch Free

9fJEWEI£|50
ffPM SantaTe Special

''90Smooth

The REAL triumph of watch manufacturing.
Sent without one Penny down. Wear it 30
days FREE.
Write for FREE Watch Book Today—
shows newest watch case designs in & colors. READ
the so-called SECltKTS of watch making:. READ how
you can save from ONE-THIltD to ONE-HALF of your
money—Buy "Direct," cut out the wholesale jewel-
er's profit.

Buy The BEST RAILROAD
Watch—The Famous
"Santa Fe Special"

—the one watch "That's Guaranteed for Life," thin
model, all sizes, adjusted to positions, adjusted to
isochronisin, adjusted to temperature, adjusted to
the second.
EASY PAYMENTS TO SUIT YOU-Wri te today
—your name on a postal brings the FREE watch book.

SANTA FE WATCH CO., Dept. 255, Topeka, Kan.

"Motion Picture Acting"

Will not only help you decide whether you are
adapted for this profession, Lut will prepare you
at home to face the greatest test of all— securing

a position. Don't throw your chance away. Send
for this book. Let us help you decide. Let us
tell you first—What the Director's Photo Test Is

—How to Prepare for This at Home—Whether
You Are Fitted for Comedy or Drama—How
the Director Works—Whom to Apply to for a
Position—Where the Studios Are Located

—

What Personal Magnetism Is—Salary—Make Up
—and a great many other important facts that
are absolutely necessary for you to know.

Don't Trust to Luck
Looking for a position. The stakes are too big.

Be sure you are right—then go ahead. Directors
are constantly looking for Types. You may be
the one to have the personality, the ability to
make good.

I am offering for a short time—to readers of
this magazine

—
"Motion Picture Acting" for

only fifty cents a copy. Enclose either stamps or
money in an envelope with your name and
address. My book will be promptly mailed
and your money promptly returned if you are
not satisfied. I guarantee this to you and to
"Motion Picture Classic."

H. E. GRIFFIN, Dept. F., 353 E. 55th Place,

Chicago, 111.

VoiceThrower
Learn to throw your voice into
a trunk, under the bed, out in
the hall or anywhere. Lots of
FUN fooling the Teacher, the
Janitor, Policeman, or Friends.

The Ventrilo
. is a little instrument that fits

into the mouth out of sight Boys
or Girls can use it. NEVER FAILS!
A 32 page book on Ventriloquism
sent with the VENTRILO for -f ACt

Royal Novelty Co. J-V
Dept. 45 SO. NORWALK, C0NN„

You Can Have
Beautiful

Eyebrows and Lashes
by applying **Lash-Brow-ine" nightly.

It nourishes the eyebrows and lashes,

malting them long, thick and luxuriant,

adding wonderfully to your beauty, charm
and attractiveness. "Lush-Brow-lne" is a

guaranteed pure and harmless preparation,

need successfully by thousands. Send 25c (coin)

and wo will mail you "Lash-Browlne" and our

I beauty hooklet prepaid in plain sealed cover.

1M YUKM, LABORATORIES, 4008-18 Indiana Ave., CHICAGO

The Girl on the Cover is Dale
Fuller, a Triangle Favorite.

OUR READERS' COLUMN
|

This department belongs to the readers 1

of Film Fun. Write us and tell us what |
you think about it. If we can help you, |
write and tell us so. If you like our maga- |
zine, tell us about it. If you do not like 1
it, tell us anyway. We want to know 1
just what you think about it. 1

Dear Editor-— I want to tell you how
much we like the girl on the cover in

your January number, Veta Searle.

We have been constant readers of Film

Fun for some time. We consider your

editorials very instructive. You cer-

tainly are trying to uplift the silent

drama. E. G., New York.

-?-

Dear Editor—We like Film Fun
better than any motion picture maga-

zine we see, but we liked the big, laugh-

ing head covers better than the pretty

girls. We girls have our favorites

among the heroes of the screen, and

we would like to see them on your

cover. Bashful, Norfolk, Neb.

Let us know who your favorites are,

and perhaps we might consider putting

one or two of them on the cover.

«?-

Dear Editor—I have read somewhere

of some actress who is making a col-

lection of dolls. Can you send me her

name and address? You will greatly

oblige an interested reader of Film

Fun, who desires to add to the collec-

tion of dolls. An Interested Reader,

San Francisco.

The fad of doll collecting is one that

several actresses have acquired. All

who like dolls please speak up for our

San Francisco admirer.

-?-

Dear Editor—We read your magazine

regularly and depend upon it for infor-

mation about clean pictures. We would

like to get some good, instructive films

to use in church and school entertain-

ments. Will you please tell us what

would be suitable, where to get them,

and about what they will cost us?

P. G., South Carolina.

We have forwarded to you a complete

list of excellent pictures suitable for

school and churches. A price list ac-

companies them.
-?-

Dear Editor—What is the best place

for an aspirant for screen honors to

consider as a home—New York or Los

Angeles? I want to be right on the

spot where there are good chances for

employment. Aspirant.

New York is running Los Angeles a

One of the "Men Who
Are Making America"

ANDREW CARNEGIE

oig.Businessmen

started reading the

"Men Who Are Mak-
ing America, " now
running in Leslie's,

because it was being

written by B, C.

FORBES, the coun-

try's leading industrial

and financial writer.

Big and little business-

men and the rest of

the country, too, are

reading it now, . be-

cause they realize that

it is the greatest his-

tory of modern Amer-

ican enterprise ever

compiled.

A five dollar bill brings

Leslie's for a year. Back
numbers containing the Forbes
articles that have already
appeared will be furnished at

ten cents each while they last.

Illustrated Weekly Newspaper
Established m 1855

225 Fifth Avenue, New York City



hard race as a central producing point.

Many studios are located at Jackson-

ville, Fla., because of the climatic ad-

vantages there, and Chicago is not to

be forgotten when you are selecting a

point from which to search for screen

fame.
-5-

Dear Editor—I am a reader of Film

Fun and enjoy it very much. I am
anxious to have a picture of Thomas

Chatterton, whom we enjoy seeing on

the screen. Please tell me where I can

get a picture of him and of Crane Wil-

bur and Juanita Hansen. We have just

received our January number and are

immensely pleased with it. Z. L.,

Roseburg, Oregon.

You can doubtless get a picture of

Thomas Chatterton by applying to the

American Film Company, Santa Bar-

bara, Cal., and sending twenty-five

cents in stamps for same. The screen

stars would like to send out their pic-

tures freely to their admirers, but with

the photographic studios charging from

fifteen to forty dollars a dozen, what

can they do, poor things? It would

take all their salary to buy pictures.

You can reach Crane Wilbur at Horsley

Studio, Los Angeles, Cal., and Miss

Hansen at Fox Studio, Los Angeles.

-?-

Dear Editor—We are glad to note

that you are not afraid to print the ex-

act conditions of some of the motion

picture studios. While many of them

conscientiously endeavor to protect the

young women, so far as they can, who

seek employment there, we who have

encountered the dreadful conditions at-

tendant upon some of the others are

glad that some magazine has the cour-

age to print the truth regarding them.

Please remember that we stand ready

to assist you in any way. Disillusion-

ized, N. Y.

Yours is only one of many letters re-

ceived since our announcement that we

were to print the plain truth about

motion pictures in our series of arti-

cles, "The Confessions of a Motion

Picture Actress." Club women who

are interested in seeing clean pictures

and better conditions in the studios

have congratulated us, and the better

class of the motion picture producers,

actors and all connected with the busi-

ness declare the same intention to stand

behind this movement of Film Fun to

clean up the motion picture field, as

far as is possible.

Nuxated Iron to Make New Age
of Beautiful Women and

Vigorous Iron Men
Say Physicians—Quickly Puts Roses Into the Cheeks of Women and Most

Astonishing Youthful Power Into the Veins of Men—It Often Increases

the Strength and Endurance of Delicate, Nervous ' Run Down"
Folks 200 Per Cent, in Two Weeks' Time.

A Wonderful Discovery Which Promises to Mark a New Era

in Medical Science

SINCE the remarkable discovery of
organic iron, Nuxated Iron or "Fer
Nuxate," as the French call it, has
taken the country by storm. It is

conservatively estimated that over three
million persons annually are taking it in

this country alone. Most astonishing
results are reported from its use by both
physicians and laymen. So much so that
doctors predict that we shall soon have a
new age of far more beautiful, rosy-
cheeked women and vigorous iron men.
Dr. King, a New York physician and

author, when interviewed on the subject,
said: "There can be no vigorous iron
men without iron. Pallor means anemia.
Anemia means iron deficiency. The skin
of anemic men and women is pale. The
flesh flabby. The muscles lack tone ; the
brain fags and the memory fails and
often they become weak, nervous, irri-

table, despondent and melancholy.
When the iron goes from the blood of
women, the roses go from their cheeks.
"In the most common foods of America,

the starches, sugars, table syrups, can-
dies, polished rice, white bread, soda
crackers, biscuits, macaroni, spaghetti,
tapioca, sago, larina, degerminated corn-
meal, no longer is iron to be found. Re-
fining processes have removed the iron of
Mother Earth from these improverished
foods, and silly methods of home cook-
ery, by throwing down the waste pipe
the water in which our vegetables are
cooked, are responsible for another grave
iron loss.

"Therefore, if you wish to preserve your youthful
vim and vigor to a ripe old age, you must supply
the iron deficiency in your food by using some
form of organic iron, just as you would use salt

when your food has not enough salt."

Dr. Sauer, who has studied abroad in great Euro-
pean medical institutions, said : "As I have said
a hundred times over, organic iron is the greatest
of all strength builders. If people would only
throw away patent medicines and nauseous
concoctions and take nuxated iron, I am con-
vinced that the lives of thousands of persons might
be saved who now die every year from pneumonia,
grippe, consumption, kidney, liver, heart trouble,
etc. The real and true cause which started their
disease was nothing more nor less than a weakened
condition brought on by a lack of iron in the blood.
"Not long ago a man came to me who was nearly

half a century old and asked me to give him a pre-
liminary! examination for life insurance. I was
astonished to find him with the blood pressure of a
boy of twenty and as full of vigor, vim and vitality
as a young man; in fact, a young man he really was,
notwithstanding his age. The secret, he said, was
taking iron—Nuxated Iron had filled him with re-

newed life. At thirty he was in bad health ; at
forty-six he was care worn and nearly all in. Now
at fifty, after taking Nuxated Iron, a miracle of
vitality and his face beaming with the buoyancy of
youth. Iron is absolutely necessary to enable your
blood to change food into living tissue. Without
it, no matter how much or what you eat, your food
merely passes through you without doing you any
good. You don't get the strength out of it, and as
a consequence you become weak, pale and sickly
looking, just like a plant trying to grow in a soil

deficient in iron. If you are not strong or well,
you owe it to yourself to make the following test

:

See how long you can work or how far you can
walk without becoming tired. Next take two
five-grain tablets of ordinary nuxated iron three
times per day after meals for two weeks. Then
test your strength again and see how much you
have gained. I have seen dozens of nervous, run-
down people who were ailing all the while double
their strength and endurance and entirely rid
themselves of all symptoms of dyspepsia, liver and
other troubles in from ten to fourteen days' time

simply by taking iron in the proper form. And
this, after they had in some cases been doctoring
for months without obtaining any benefit. But
don't take the old forms of reduced iron, iron ace-
tate, or tincture of iron simply to save a few cents.
The iron demanded by Mother Nature for the red
coloring matter in the blood of her children is, alas

!

not that kind of iron. You must take iron in a
form that can be easily absorbed and assimilated
to do you any good, otherwise it may prove worse
than useless. Many an athlete and prize-fighter
has won the day simply because he knew the secret
of great strength and endurance and filled his
blood with iron before he went into the affray, while
many another has gone down in inglorious defeat
simply for the lack of iron."
Dr. Schuyler C. Jacques, another New York

physician, said : "I have never before given out
any medical information or advice for publication,
as I ordinarily do not believe in it. But in the case
of Nuxated Iron I feel I would be remiss in my
duty not to mention it. I have taken it myself and
given it to my patients with most surprising and
satisfactory results. And those who wish quickly to
increase their strength, power and endurance will
find it a most remarkable and wonderfully
effective remedy."

NOTE;—Nuxated Iron, which is prescribed and
recommended above by physicians in such a great
variety of cases, is not a patent medicine or a sec-

ret remedy, but one which is well known to drug-
gists and whose iron constituents are widely pre-
scribed by eminent physicians both in Europe and
America. Unlike the older inorganic iron products,
it is easily assimilated, does not injure the teeth,

make them black, nor upset the stomach ; on the
contrary, it is a most potent remedy in nearly all

forms of indigestion as well as for nervous, run-
down conditions. The manufacturers have such
great confidence in nuxated iron, that they offer to
forfeit $100.00 to any charitable institution if they
cannot take any man or woman under 60 who lacks
iron, and increase their strength 200 per cent, or
over in four weeks' time, provided they have no
serious organic trouble. They also offer to refund
your money if it does not at least double your
strength and endurance in ten days' time. It is

dispensed by all good druggists.
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America's cleverest humorists and America s

best Illustrators have chosen Judge as the "happy
medium" of expression for their most interesting

contributions.

No wonder Judge is so widely quoted at home
and abroad by exchange editors who clip the best

there is in representative American humor.

You probably see Judge in your club, library,

or reading room, but does your wife see it too?

You'll find the "happy medium" is the best

kind of a week-end visitor to take home if you want

to please the whole family.

One dollar puts Judge on trial for three months.

If you try it that long we know you will want it as

a regular visitor. $5 for a year.

The Happy Medium

F. F.-2-I7JUDGE
225 Fifth Avenue, New York

Enclosed find ($5.00) or ($1.00) for which please send me JUDGE for

(1 year) (3 months).

Name

Address
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Who's Who and Where
"My saddest experience," relates

Charles Arling, "was in a town called

Glad Brook, la. I was snowbound there

for seventy -six hours and nearly starved

to death."

We read in the Fox News that Frank

Morgan is a distant relative of Goethe,

and that Goethe was about as well

known in his day as a poet as Morgan
is to-day as a film artist! And still

they say that modesty is a thing of the

past!

Somebody tapped Grace Stevens's

wire in her dressing-room to find out

who's that guy, '
' Red, '

' whom she calls

up half a dozen times a day. "Is this

you, Red, old boy?" asked Miss Stev-

ens. "Bow-wow!" said Red. Bang!

went extension number two in disgust.

| Order your FILM FUN
|

I early to prevent losing out |

| on the " Confessions of a |

I Motion Picture Actress." j
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George Larkin wants his admirers to

know that the thrills he creates for the

screen are strictly on the level—there is

no trick photography or quick changes

there. Larkin's stunts bring out such

large crowds in Jacksonville that spe-

cial police protection is necessary to

keep the camera '
' lane' ' clear of people.

-?-

"Well, my little man, are you going

to be a motion picture star when you

grow up?" asked a kindly visitor of

one of the dwarfs who acts with Mar-

guerite Clark in
'

' Snow White. " " Grow

up nothing, madam !
'

' was the reply.

"I'm old enough to be your father."

As a matter of fact, the seven dwarfs

in the picture are bona-fide midgets,

whose ages range from forty to seventy

years.

-?-

True Boardman has a grievance.

He can't lose the name of "Stingaree,

"

the character of the bold, bad Austra-

lian bushman which he created. Board-

man's instincts run the other way—he

wants to be known as the "good man

of the films." He says that nobody

calls Marin Sais a "Social Pirate, "but

that wherever he^goes he is followed by

a crowd of small boys who hail him

affectionately as "Stinggy."



Learn Music
AT HOME!

Lesf ons Given >"ew Method-Learn To
J^Play By Note — Piano,

Organ, Violin, Banjo,
Mandolin, Cornet, Harp,
'Cello, Guitar, Piccolo, Clar-
inet, Trombone, Flute or to

sing. Special Limited Offer
of free weekly lessons. You
pay only for music and post-
age, which is small. Money
back guarantee. No extras.
Bejrinnersoradvanced pupils. Every-
thing illustrated, plain, simple, sys-
tematic. Free lectures each course.
16 years' success. Start at once.
Write for Free Booklet Today—Now.
U.S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Box 314
225 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Wear a genuine Lachnite for 10 full days.
Putit to every diamond test. If you can
tel it from a diamond send it back at our
exjienBe. If you decide to buy pay only
a few cents a month. Write for catalog.

Sot In Solid Gold
Lacl nite Gems keep their dazzlin? fire
fore -er. Cut by diamond cutters. Stand
diamond teats—fire—acid and cut glass.
Writo today for new jewelry book—free.

HAROLD LACHMAN CO.
D«pt. 1599.12N. Michigan Av„ Chicago

Trm MONO EX-RAY
10
cts.
With this eye glass you can apparent-

ly see through cloth or wood: see the
bones in the body; makes the flesh look transparent.

A wonderful optical illusion. By mail 10 cts. Stamps or

coin. The Ardee Co., Box 205, Stamford, Conn.

LOOK! LOOK! 10c
ENOUGH TO AMUSE THE WHOLE FAMILY
Roll of Stage Money, Disappearing Coin

Trick, Mysterious Bottle, How to cut glass with

icuaors.WonderfulWine andWaterTrick. Magic

Age Teller. Rules for Love Making. 13 Tricks

with Cards. 1 5 Parlor Games, 7 Fortune Tell- - .--»-

~

ing Secrets. 39 Magical Experiments. 50 Money Making Se-

crets 1 4 Flirtations, 7 Parlor Games, 10 Funny Readings, 71

Toasts. 21 Puzzles, and over 300 Jokes. 4®=All for IOC.

JOS. H. DESKAU,Dept.S4, 491 Ridgewood Ave.Brooklyn.N.Y.

Incorporate Your Business In Arizona

Least cost, Greatest advantages. Cost not affected by
amount of capital. Transact business and keep books
anywhere. Stock made full-paid and non-assessable by
using our forms. Laws, blanks and directions free.

Special forms prepared without charge.

Stoddard Incorporating Company, Box 8N, Phoenix, Arizona

Branch Office: Van Nuys Building, Los Angeles, California

$-01d Coins Wanted—

$

$4.25 EACH paid for U. S. Flying Eagle Cents dated 1856.

$2 to $500 EACH paid for hundreds of Coins dated before 1910.

Send TEN cents at once for our New Illustrated Coin Value

Book, size 4x7. It may mean your fortune. Get posted.

CLARKE COIN CO., Box 26, LE ROY, N. Y.

TAL OK PROFESSIONAL
Leather Card Case FREE
vith each order. Write for
Samples and Type List.

ELITE CARD PRINT CO.
Sta. 14, Jackson, Mich.100 50,

200 KINDS ^"e/sue.
PUZZLES

2 wire leaders and trick

card. 10 cents.

WESTERN PUZZLE WORKS
Dept.K. ST.r.U'I„ MINN.

WE PAY $80 A MONTH SALARY
and furnish rig and all expenses
to introduce our guaranteed
poultry and stock powders.
BICLER COMPANY, X 430, Springfield, Illinois

WRITE FOR MONEY
Send us your idees for Photoplay*. Stories, etc. ^"'"""P',^™,
in ANY form-correct FREK-sell on commission. I 1G lttVVA KUSI

Hundreds making money. So e.n YOU! Wnte today for full details.' .

WriKr-. SaUinj Service- 28 Main .

Auburn, N.

All the while she was playing the

part of a happy, artless girl in "The

Price of Silence," Vivian Rich was

haunted by the knowledge that she was

working to pay for an operation that

might save her mother from blindness,

due to an accident. To the everlasting

credit of the young actress, be it told

that, in spite of the grief and anxiety

close to her heart, she played her part

in the photodrama with captivating

womanliness and charm.

-?-

Director Frank Reicher, of the Lasky

company, wishes to announce that he

has discovered a highly emotional cow,

and that said cow will make its appear-

ance as a member in good standing of

the supporting cast cf Marie Doro.

Mr. Reicher is greatly taken with the

way in which the honest bovine chews

its cud and predicts great things for it

on the screen.

l|llllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!!IIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIII>(

| Order your FILM FUN |
| early to prevent losing out j

| on the "Confessions of a |

I Motion Picture Actress." |

Slowly but expensively Vivian Mar-

tin is replacing the lovely new samples

of the modern furniture maker's art,

which make her new California home

so beautiful, with genuine antiques.

The line of "antique" dealers forms

on the right every morning at the Mar-

tin home, and the price of gimlets,

birdshot and other weapons for adding

centuries of "age" to new furniture

has risen violently.

•?-

Jack Pickford strolled into a Fifth

Avenue department store recently and

startled a floorwalker by announcing

that he was looking for a pair of short

trousers. The floorwalker took one

look at Jack, who was dressed rather

ultra-ultra, as it were, and led him

gently to the riding suits department.

"Breeches, you mean, do you not?" he

murmured. "Not on your life!" de-

clared Jack. "I want pants— plain

pants—the kind I graduated from a few

years ago. I am going back to them,

my dear sir, because long trousers tic-

kle my shins and make me nervous."

And the dazed floorwalker stood by and

watched while Jack actually bought a

pair of short trousers. Not being a

picture fan, of course he couldn't be

expected to understand.

Prove It At My Expense
Don't send me one cent™just let

me prove it to you as 1 have done for

57,532 others in the last six months. I

claim to have the most successful remedy
for bunions ever made and I want you to
let me 'send you a treatment Free, en-
tirely at my expense. I don't care how
many so-called cures, or shields, or pads
you ever tried without success— I don't
care how disgusted you are with them
all—you have not tried my remedy and I

have such absolute confidence in it that
I am going to send you a treat-
ment absolutely FREE. It is a
wonderful yet simple home remedy which
relieves you almost instantly of the pain;
it removes the cause of the bunion and
thus the ugly deformity disappears — all

this while you are wearing tighter shoes
than ever. Just send your name and ad-
dress and treatment will be sent you
promptly in plain sealed envelope.

FOOT REMEDY CO., 3550 W. 26th St., Chicago.

Ley In Your Ideas
C & C PATENTS PROTECT THEM FOR YOU

ks "What to Invent" and "How to
Obtain a Patent" sent free. Send rough

^sketch for [free report regarding patentability.

|A C & C patent on your idea today may mean
/independencetomorrow. Manufacturers constantly
I writing us to buy patents. Patents advertised for

/ sale at our expense.
CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE, Patent Attorney!

Est. 21 Tears. 9 58f Street, Washington. 0. C.

New Ford Joke Book 1917
All the latest jokes on the Ford Anto. Hundreds of

;hem and all good ones. Spring a new one on your
neighbors. Large book with colored cover by mail, jn„

NEW ENGLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Box 23 So. Norwalk, Conn

AHighSchoolCourse
In Two Years JSisS

plete, and simplified high school course that you can
finish in two years. Meett all college entrance re-
quirements. Prepared by leading- members of the
faculties of universities and academies.

Write for booklet Send yoar name and address forourbook-
let and full particulars. No obligations. Write today—now.

American School of Correspoodence, Dept Pi 592 Chicago, U.S. A.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN

ENTERTAINING
Books, Novelties and Pretty Pictures,
you should by all means get our cata*

logue. Send dime for good samples and
our big illustrated catalogue of Beauti-
ful Girls, Novelties, etc. You'll want
more after seeing samples.

Globe Co.aiwIchic-igV.ue.Chicago

CHALK -TA LK
artists are always in demand. Get into a line of art that
PAYS well. Let me start you out with a complete pro-
gram, guaranteed to be the very best on the market for

the money, $1. Particulars, testimonials and a sample
evolution free.

CLYDE TRUMAN, Room C, 1755 E. jjjjh St.. Clcyelaod, 0.

J t^oTTtm "1 Illustrated Catalogue Included.
I M m il « 1^ I Send 6 Cents In Stamps

MAGIC CO.. Sta.. 5,

Send 6 Cents In Stamps

470 8th Avenue., MEW YORK

AT* f|]\| p —ten ladies to travel,de-
** * V/ll\/l^ monstrate and sell well es-

tablished line to our dealers,
not necessary. Good pay.
Goodrich Drug Co. Dept. 81

Previous experience
Railroad fare paid.
Omaha, Nebraska.

PHOTOPLAYS -STORIES-POEMS
Write for FREE CATALOG of best books on writ-
ing and selling- Photoplays. Short Stories. Poems.
Also our BARGAIN TYPEWRITER OFFER to
authors Atlas Publishing Co., 943, Cincinnati, O.

$50 to $100 Weekly ^fijriSfe
time. Great demand. YOU can write them. We
show you how. Experience not necessary. Send for

free booklet of valuable information and special
Prize Offer
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It is a shame
for any woman to
wear soiled white
kid shoes!

Rub them lightly with a
white cloth and a little

—

CleaningFluid
—and they will not only look like

new, but will be dry and ready to
wear in an instant.

This is true likewise of the light

colored glazed kid shoes that are the
fad of the day, because Carbona can-
not injure the most delicate color.

Use Carbona day or night-

it cannot explode
15c.-25c.-50c.-$1.00 bottles. At all druggists

Shoes made with "F.B. & C." white, bronze, and
fancy colored kids are cleaned with Carbona
Cleaning Fluid.

BIG WONDER PACKAGE
1 Great North Pole Game
(size 18x11 ),1 BigRollStage

|
Money, 1 Game Authors(48
Cards), 1 Cribbage Board,
1 Checker Board and Men,
1 Pack Pinochle cards (48
cards), 38 other Games, 19

Wessons in Magic, 1 Set of Dominoes, 27 Autho-
graph Verses, 12 Money Making Secrets, Wireless
Telegraph Code, 25 Pictures of Pretty Girls, 2 Puz-
zles, 100 Conundrums, 85 definitions of Flowers.
All the above for 10c. with large catalogue.
ROYAL GAME CO., Box 3 So. Norwalk, Conn

MEW SCIENTIFIC WONDER

LVERONLY-BlQ fun
C* #\\/C You apparently see thru Clothes, Wood,D V/ ¥ w Stone, any object. See Bones in Flesh.
MARVEL MFG. CO. Dept. 45, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Big KNOCKOUT Package
Contains One Dancing Scotchman 8 in
high, will dance or walk. One new coin
trick. One Pack of Hot Air cards, will
win your Girl for you. One Roll of
Stage Money, One Cribbage Board,

One Illustrated Booklet on How to

Pitch.One Book on How to Throve

|| your Voice. One checker board. 3
JL New Puzzles and 32 page "• A
^Nbook of tricks. All for *v cts.
Vv ARDEE Co. box E Stamford Conn

ComicB, Cartoons, Com-
mercial, Newspaper and

J Magazine Illustrating.
Pastel and Crayon Portraits.

Earn $25 to $200 D week.
1ST our simple method your
talent is quickly developed with-

out intorfi'rinR with present worlc.

Small sums you now fritter away pay your tul-

snccesaf'il pupils and instruction method FREE.

ASSOCIATED ART STUDIOS 2208 Flatlroo Building, Now York

li y Mall or Local Clause

TRIANGLE-FINE ARTS

CARMEL MYERS.
When Rabbi Myers, of Los Angeles, was consulted by David Griffith for
historic details in the filming of "Intolerance," his daughter Carmel's
unusual type of Oriental beauty attracted the attention of Griffith. He
offered her a position with the Triangle-Fine Arts. Did she take it? Well,

here she is.

Zoologically Speaking

The other day two young actors thought to have some fun with an old Irishman
employed in the mechanical department of the studio. An auto filled with actors
setting out for a location had just passed when the two came along.

"Pat," called out one, with a wink to his companion, "did you see an auto-load
of monkeys just go by here?"

"Sure !" replied Pat instantly. "Did the two of ye fall off?"

-?-

Never Again

The following conversation was overheard between two of the colored "property
boys" employed in one of the large Western studios.

"Sam," exclaimed the first one, "Ah ain't neveh goin' to sleep on one o' them
horsehaih mattresses again—no, suh!"

"Fo' why not?" asked his companion.

"Why, boy," replied the first, "Ah had th' nightmare all night!"



'Ship me somewheres east of Suez where the

best is like the worst,
Where there aren't no Ten Commandments

an' a man can raise a thirst."

KIPLING undoubtedly knew his "east of Suez" when he wrote "Mandalay" better than any man

living, just as he knows lots of other things outside the ordinary ken ; but the poverty-stricken, flea-

bitten and malodorous Orient of the modern Mohammedan Turks presents many strong contrasts to

the Orient of the great Abassid Caliphs, when Bagdad was the Metropolis of an Empire exceeding in

extent the widest limits of Rome, and the center of a wealth, luxury and profligacy, the like of which the world

has seldom seen ; when the followers of the Prophet had carried the faith of Al Koran from the pillars of

Hercules to the Farthest Ind."
The first glimpse the Western world had of the wondrous life of this period was in the early part of the eighteenth

tury, when Galland issued the first part of the Thousand and One Nights, in a French translation from the Arabic

once became famous as "The Arabian Nights' Entertainments." Mutilated, fragmentary, paraphrastic thoi'

were, the glamour of imagination, the marvelousness of the miracles and the gorgeousness of the life depicts."

an exceptional success. For nearly two centuries these few Oriental tales were allowed to masquerad*

in the literary world. Deprived of their beauty and originality, shorn of the very qualities which -•

were printed and reprinted until famous scholars, Mr. Payne and others, carried away by their lo

give them and many others to the reading world in their original form.

As a result of the enterprize and devotion to art of John Payne, we have now in

"ORIENTAL TA ^&"
The Real Arabian Ni^ ts

The first complete and unexpurgated rendering into English of

The Book of The Thousand Nights and One Night
Translated from the Original Arabic by JOHN PAYNE and
Specially Prepared for the Francois Villon Society of London

a full and candid reproduction of the literature of Persia, India and Arabia, a literature redolent with the smell of incense; with the din of plain-

tive and alluring music; with beautiful women and strange dances; with weird influences and voluptuous beauty.

A NEW WORLD
The Orient with all its luxury and laxity has been unmasked. The sombre and fantastic tapestries have been drawn aside, and behold ! there

is a new world—strange and dim and distant—real and still unreal—devotional and yet emotional—spiritual and yet intensely physical—a world

of men and women with ardent temperaments and strange beliefs—for the literature of the Oriental people was the story of their lives, inter-

mingled with their dreams. ....
These "Oriental Tales" are more than a collection—they are the literature of the people of the old Eastern world—they are the children of rare

imagination—of idealism and realism.
,

.

They tell the strength and force of the natural, and the strange and subtle beauty of the supernatural. Men and women stand confessed in

all the freedom and candor of nature.
, .

,

They are in all their wealth and variety and uniqueness the most marvelous expression of fascinating national manners and customs in the

literature of the world. „

,

, . ., . „. , .,
We find within them a wonderful gathering of subtle truths and idle fancies—of human love in all its countless forms. The sadness of love—

the wildness of love—love guided by duty and again by instinct

—

and always tinged by dreamy mysticism.
mm mmi iiminmiim iiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiimmmimiiim imiiiii. mum i mil u iim mi iiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiimiiiiiiiiim These volumes unmash and display for the first time to Western

eyes life as it was actually passed by those who lived among the
glories of Oriental ease and luxury and freedom when the world
was young.

A few sets of Oriental Tales will be avail-

able to prompt buyers at an especially

low introductory price and liberal terms

of payment. Full information mailed

on receipt of coupon.

BRUNSWICK SUBSCRIPTION CO. F. F.—8-17

Room 1116, Brunswick BIdg., New York City

Please mail me descriptive circular and special terms on Oriental Tales,

without obligation on my part.

Name.

Address .

City.

We employ no agents.

State.
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'^fcu Get The Job
"We've been watching you, young man. We know you're made of

the stuff that wins. The man that cares enough about his future to

study an I. C. S. course in his spare time is the kind we want in this

firm's responsible positions. You're getting your promotion on what
you know, and I wish we had more like you."

The boss can't take chances. When he has a responsible job to fill, he picks a man
trained to hold it. He's watching you right now, hoping you'll be ready when your
opportunity comes. The thing for you to do is to start today and train yourself to do
some one thing better than others. You can do it in spare time through the Inter-

national Correspondence Schools without losing a day or a dollar from yourpresentwork.

TEAR OUT HERE

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
[

BOX 4212, SCRANTON, PA.
Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the !

position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.
]|

ADVERTISING MAN
] Salesmanship
3 Commercial Law
3 BUSINESS (Complete)
U Certified Public Aeeonntant
3 Higher Accounting
3 Bookkeeper
3 Stenographer and Typist
2] Railway Accountant
3 WINDOW TRIMMER
IlShow Card Writer
3 Outdoor Sign Painter
3 Common School Subjects
DGood English
3 Teacher

Civil Service
J Railway Mail Clerk
3 CIVIL ENGINEER
3 Surveying and Mapping
3 MECHANICAL ENGINEER
3 Mechanical Draftsman
3 Machine Shop Practice
3 Stationary Engineer
3 Gas Engineer

Name

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
Electric "Wiring
Telegraph Expert
Practical Telephony
Railroader
Mine Foreman or Engineer
Metallurgist or Prospeetor
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
Plumbing and Heating
Sheet Metal Worker
OIIEMICAL ENGINEER
Illustrator
Designer
Textile Overseer or Snpt.
AGRIOULTURE Spanish
Navigator German
Poultry Raising French
AUTOMOBILES ^Italian

Present
Occupation^

Street
and No

No matter where you live, the I. C. S. will come
to you through the mails. No matter how humble
or important your present job, I. C. S. training will

push you higher. No matter what your chosen
work, some of the 280 practical I. C. S. home-study
courses will suit your needs.

Choose Your Career
Do you like advertising? Salesmanship? Many of the foremost

Advertising and Sales Managers in this country were I. C. S. trained.

Commercial Law? Accounting? All over America bookkeepers,
accountants, private secretaries, office managers, are reaping the

rewards of training gained in I. C. S. spare-time study of these sub-
jects. Engineering? Architecture? Electricity? Chemistry? Hun-
dreds of thousands of men have climbed into big jobs in the techni-

cal professions through the I. C. S. help.

The first step these men took was to mark and mail this coupon.
Make your start the same way— and make it right now.

City.
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CONSCIOUS ^

What
Others

Have to Say
'Worth more than a thousand

dollar? to me in increased mental
and physical capacity."

"I was very skeptical, now am pleased
with results ; have g-ained 17 pounds."

"The very first lesson began to work magic. In

my gratitude, I am telling my croaking: and com-
plaining-friends, 'Try Swoboda'."

Words cannot explain the new life it imparts to both
body and brain."

"It reduced my weight 29 pounds, increased my chest

expansion 5 inches, reduced my waist ti inches."

"My reserve force makes me feel that nothing is impossi-

ble, my capacity both physically and mentally is increas-

ing daily."
"1 think your svstem is wonderful. I thought I was in

the best physical health before 1 wrote for your course.

but I can now note the. greatest improvement even in

this short time. I cannot recommend your system too

highly. Do not hesitate to refer to me."

"You know more about the human body than any man
with whom I have ever come in contact personally or

otherwise."

A FEW OF SWOBODA'S PROMINENT PUPILS

F. W. Vanderbilt W. R. Hearst Oscar Straus

W. G. Rockefeller, Jr. Alfred I. Da Pont Simon Guggenheim

Howard Gould A. W. Armour Maxine Elliott

Percy A. Rockefeller Charles F. Swift Anna Held

Frank A. Vanderlip

Why Miss the Super-

Pleasures of Life?
What would it mean to you if you doubled your
mental and physical capacities? What would it

mean to you if your vitality, energy and recuper=

ative powers were doubled and if the strength of

your heart were wonderfully modified; your
nervous system energized; if your powers of

comprehension were made unusually keen—if, in

other words, your physical, physiological and
mental personalities were doubled ? This is pre=

cisely what we can do for yourself through the

conscious use of the principle of evolution. What
would it mean to you ? Do you intend that other

men and women should have the benefit of these

advantages while you miss them?
Become superior tO your present Self. Conscious Evolution can

make a better human being of you physically, physiologically and mentally.

You can do more for yourself through the conscious use of the principles of

evolution than you can imagine. Evolution can so vitalize every organ, tis-

sue and cell of your body as to make the mere act of living a joy. It can

give you an intense, thrilling and pulsating nature. It can increase your

very life. I not only promise it— I guarantee it.

The pleasure which is had through the possession of a greater men-

tal, physiological and physical personality is unlike any other pleasure of

which a human being can become conscious

—

you are missing something.

Why permit your weaknesses of body and personality to

cheat you out of the real and highest joys of life?

My New Copyrighted Book is Free

It explains the SWOBODA SYSTEM OF CONSCIOUS EVOLUTION and the human body

as it has never been explained before. It will startle, educate and enlighten you.

Mv book explains my new theory of the mind and body. It tells, in a highly interesting

and simpfe
P
manner, just what, no doubt, you, as an intelligent being, have always

wanted to know about yourself.

You will cherish this book for having given you the first ™a' «^s
f̂
°*?/ °' ,^5

body and mind. It shows how you may be able to obtain a superior lite
,

it explains

how you may make use of natural laws to your own advantage.

Charles Evans Hnghes

/

The
Swoboda
System
is as
Effective

'for

Women
as for

Men

My book will give you a better understanding of yourself than you could obtain from a

college course. The information which it imparts
cannot be obtained elsewhere at any price. It

shows the unlimited possibilities for you through
conscious evolution of your cells; it explains my
discoveries and what they are doing for men
and women. Thousands have advanced
themselves in every way through a better

realization and conscious use of the prin
clples which I have discovered and which
I disclose with my book. It also explains

the dangers and after-effects of exercise

and excessively deep breathing.

Mail the Coupon To-day

Write to-day for my Free Book and full particulars before it slips .

your mind You owe it to yourseliat least to learn the tuU&cts /
concerning the Swoboda System of conscious evolution of men y
and women. Mail the coupon or a post card now, before you forget. < City

Alois P. Swoboda, 2108 AeoIianBldg.,NewYorkCity / ^^

/ Alois P. Swoboda

2108 AeoIianBldg.

/ New York City

*/ Please send me your free

/ copyrighted book, "Con-
scious Evolution."

Name-

Address

lution in Film Fun is too good to be true.
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Mrs. Vernon Castle pauses just a moment on her way out to explain that she is going
over to France for a visit with her aviator husband, who is flying for the allies' cause.
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E D I R I

No Wonder the Screen Stars Shine

ACCORDING to testimony given by picture magnates and

managers in the recent legislative inquiry as to why

there should not be a tax on pictures in New York, more

money is lost than made in the pictures. With all due re-

spect for the natural shrinkage of any property on a tax in-

quiry, we are forced to believe that the fabulous profits of

the motion picture industry seem to have burst somewhere

between the box-office receipts and the stars' salary checks.

And even the pseudo salaries paid to pseudo screen stars

shrunk before the inquiry like a pair of washable kid

gloves on their first visit to the wash.

It was learned that "Mysterious Myra," a film made

by the International Film Company, mysteriously made

much money. Myra, it appeared, yielded $45,229 in regu-

lar money. The Kalem Company admitted that a film

called "Social Pirates," contrary to the general conception

of piracy, lost considerable money.

Mitchell Mark, president of the Strand Theater Com-

pany, boldly averred that fully 85 per cent, of the pro-

ducers are losing money.

Yet between 10,000,000 and 11,000,000 people daily

attend picture shows in this country. The average price

of admission is between eight and nine cents. Just figure

out for yourself the amount of money that passes from the

people to the producers. At a fair average. $900,000

changes hands daily. Somebody gets that money-

A recent picture, considerably advertised, made a lot

of money. Of the amount made, 55 per cent, went to the

3tar_whose work was not a bit better than some of the

$100-a-week players in the same picture. Of the rest,

the directors scooped a big bunch—and what was left of

the overhead charges went to the producer.

We have been accustomed to consider the producer as

a business man with average intelligence. But any busi-

ness man who will pay one employee 55 per cent, of his

receipts would not draw any loud plaudits in his immediate

vicinity.

Why not tax the salaries of the stars?

Cut Out the Cancer

FROM every portion of the country is coming a demand

for clean picture plays. Since the meeting of the

General Federation of Women's Clubs in New York in

May, 1916, when the problem of the motion pictures was

brought to the attention of the visiting clubwomen through

the initiative of Film Fun, the motion pictures have played

an important part in the club movement of the different

States. Many of the visitors saw in New York, for the

first time in their lives, picture plays of undeniable worth

and beauty. When they returned home, they demanded

the same class of pictures in their home towns.

We cannot have good motion pictures from a bad studio

or a bad management. Many of the motion picture studios

are cancerous with evil. Film Fun is not afraid to say so.

Since our announcement was made that we were about to

print a plain statement of the cancerous condition of the

motion picture field, we have been in receipt of hundreds

of letters from those who are in a position to know what

they are stating. They commend us for our stand. They

offer to give us their own experiences. They uphold our

claim that in many studios there is a canker at the root of

every picture produced—a canker that cannot fail to be not

only far reaching, but absolutely evil in its influence.

Cut out the cancer. Produce clean atmosphere in the

studios and offices, and clean pictures must result.



"CONFESSIONS OF A MOTION PICTURE ACTRESS"

| The first installment of this remarkable story, which began in our February issue, |

|
brought us many expressions of approval of our determination to throw the limelight of 1

|
publicity on conditions in the motion picture business as the author of these articles has |

|
found them. As we said before, the identity of the writer necessarily must remain a mystery. |

|
But we repeat that she was well known in the world of drama before she entered the motion |

|
picture field, and that she has been in a position to know personally of the incidents men- |

|
tioned in this series. No exaggeration of the happenings in motion picture offices and I

|
studios, about which she tells so graphically, has been necessary—the facts speak for them- |

| selves. Startling as was the first chapter, the subsequent ones will be even more gripping. |

| You cannot afford to miss one of them. |

I"""" i i ill""" i i i i mum i i iiiiiiiiiiinii iinilll i inn m iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiin mail miiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiii hi iimiiiii niiiniiii niiiiiiiiiiiiinii minimis |

\ S TOLD in the first installment of my '

' Confessions, '

'

r_T it was in 1910 that I first became associated with the

motion picture. In the seven years that I have been strug-

gling to get a foothold in motion pictures, but have accom-

plished little, I have learned well the meaning of two stock

phrases of so many motion picture directors and producers:

"Will you be nice to me if I do this for you?" and "If

I help you, are you going to be kind to me?" or words to

this effect. I have often wondered why it never occurred

to some ambitious song writer to make either one of these

lines the title for a popular song. It would be popular, I

am sure.

When in my youth and ignorance I was first asked how
"nice" or how "kind" I was going to be in return for what

would be done for me in the way of advancing me in my
work, I always returned such a childishly naive answer

that I presume I was put down as "hopeless." My inno-

cence was a protection. Not having the faintest suspicion

of the meaning of what was being said to me, any intended

harm fell from me like water from a duck's back.

Now, after seven years of battling the world and fight-

ing the flesh and the devil, I merely pretend that I do not

get the meaning of what is being said. Through repeated

and miserable experiences, all alike, with men in authority

in the picture world—through association with the older

women of the profession and the sophisticated younger

ones—hearing and overhearing in dressing-rooms studio

gossip (in motion picture parlance, "dirt")— it will be

readily understood that neither innocence nor ignorance

could long remain to protect one. But in the interim,

while I was being metamorphosed from a state of sweet

simplicity to a condition of worldly'wiseness, I learned to

correctly interpret the most cleverly veiled insults and to

answer according to the man I was dealing with.

I was always grateful for one thing: I never had any
fear, for I early learned that men who insult women are

cowards at heart. Knowing that I had to keep the direct-

or's or producer's or manager's feeling toward me a friendly

one and maintain an atmosphere of good-fellowship (to the

good-fellowship kind), I grew in time even able to laugh

at coarse jokes and elemental conversation. When I would

return to my own little lodgings after an interview with a

manager of this type, I often wished I could be thoroughly

fumigated and lose my sense of contamination. A hot

bath and a complete change of clothing, both inner and

outer, was the usual method of physical purification, and to

read Emerson on "Character" or "Self-reliance" and other

helpful metaphysical writers comprised my mental re-

generation.

There was an intermediate period of my growth from

the wide-eyed, wondering child to complete sophistication

—the time of youthful indignation. It will suffice to tell

of but one tragic experience of this period—very, very

tragic then, but funny now. While at the time the man in

the case was no doubt more than surprised at my conduct,

I think he must have smiled after he recovered his equilib-

rium. In the course of the routine conversation on the

day I made my call at this manager's office (he was a type

of the fat, sleek male person), he suddenly leaned over and

said casually,

"Come, give us a kiss!"

There was an ink bottle on his desk. I seized it and

replied indignantly,

"I'll throw this ink bottle in your face!"



" I'll throw this ink bottle in your face," I said, indignantly, when the

manager leaned over and asked me to kiss him.



My emotion subsiding, my righteous indignation being

relieved by the explosion, I pulled myself together, re-

placed the ink bottle and made a heroic exit, leaving a

much surprised man to wonder just what it was all about.

That was one office to which I never returned.

They don't ask you for simple kisses any more. Now
you are immediately asked to luncheon, at which the sub-

ject of "sex" only is discussed. How I have tried not to

show my insufferable boredom of this same old drivel ! I

often wonder is there nothing else in the world these men
care to talk about. During Christmas week I saw, down

in the congested business streets of New York, not a few

working horses on whose foreheads rested a cheery red rose

or piece of bright holly that a kind driver had placed there

in true holiday spirit. I wanted to climb right up to the

seat with the homely truckman, for I felt quite sure here

were men who wouldn't talk "sex" to me.

I have a little friend who has been going the rounds of

the studios for a year or more. She is a splendid screen

type, young, pretty and about twenty. Up to the present

she has been unable to get more than the ordinary "extra"

work. She has suffered all sorts of humiliations, standing

hours in line to get a sandwich at lunchtime, and hours in

line again at the end of the day to get her miserable little

stipend of three dollars for the day's work. She wouldn't

have to stand waiting in a long line these cold winter days,

with an indiscriminate lot of extra people, common, igno-

rant and wholly ambitionless, if her moral viewpoint were

different! She is very pretty and attractive, but she is

married, loves her husband and is a good girl. So she

stands in line and waits for a meager pay.

Some of my readers may think that
'

' marriage' ' would

mean protection to a girl. Let me disabuse your minds of

any such false conclusions. If it becomes known that you

are or have been married, you can expect 'most anything

to be said to you. The "line of talk" that is "handed"

you if you possess either a past or present husband and

have physical charms, and which I have heard corroborated

by a number of girls, is so similar that I quote it as follows:

Manager (noticing your wedding ring)—I see you are

married. So am I, so why can't we know each other bet-

ter? It can't make any difference when you're married.

We'll have dinner together.

Girl (stalling)—But I cannot go out with you when you

have a wife.

Manager—My wife isn't acting now. She keeps a home

for me. She would never be in places where we'd go. She

does not dine out.

Girl—But someone who knows her and knows you might

see us and tell her. She may make it mighty unpleasant.

Manager (contemptuously)—How far do you think you'll

get with the wild ideas you've got in your head?

And right then and there you know just how far you'll

get with this man. You might just as well save your

breath and shoe leather and never go near that particular

office again, or if you do, you may be prepared to have the

telephone girl say, "Mr. Blank is in conference and can-

not see you to-day." You may return a few more times,

not wanting to judge too hastily, but in a very short

time you scratch the name of this office from your calling

list.

Some conversations I have overheard at studios (dress-

ing-room walls are thinly built sometimes) are startling

beyond belief. If my reader forms a conclusion that I

have been " snooping around, " deliberately hiding myself

in corners in an effort to "get a line" on the secrets of the

inner chambers of the motion picture world, he is mis-

taken. I have often been "making up" in my dressing-

room, and stories have been told as if I were not present.

Often when I'd overhear bits of gossip from an adjoining

dressing-room, I'd deliberately cough, to let it be known
that their words were penetrating. Sometimes voices

would drop to whispers, but more often no attention what-

ever was paid to the gentle hint I gave of my nearness.

Those talking thought, no doubt, I needed enlightenment.

I didn't—but I confess I wasn't beyond being shocked.

I remember a very well-known star, who was talking in

her dressing-room to an ambitious aspirant for stellar

honors. They were both working for the same firm, and

one of the magnates of the concern had approached the

young actress who was trying desperately to "arrive."

She was an attractive little thing, and the man was tem-

porarily quite smitten. He was often that way. No one

took it seriously. He promised to do big things for her if

she would only be "his little girl." The girl couldn't see

it in that light. She confided her troubles to the older

established actress.

"Well, why not?" was the cool answer. "He'll get

tired of you soon. He won't bother you long. His fancies

soon die out. You'll get a nice, strong contract for a cou-

ple of years, anyhow. You'll play in good stories and have

regular 'releases,' and when your contract is up, you'll be

'made.' Then you'll be perfectly independent. So why
all the fuss? What are you worrying about? Look at me
—I have my limousine and solid silver and cut glass for

my dining-room!" Contemptible talk to one who craved

and needed the best advice

!

4

A telephone message was waiting for me one evening

on my return home. It was from a rather prominent di-

rector. He asked me to call at the studio the next day. I

was overjoyed. My hopes mounted skyward in anticipa-

tion of getting a good part in one of his pictures. I had

never met the man, but had been interviewed by his assist-

ant at the studio some time previous; so I concluded the

assistant had given a favorable report on me. When I

called the next day, I was promptly ushered into the direct-

or's private office. It opened directly off the studio, which

at the time was deserted. I met the director, and he in-

formed me that the part he wanted me for was already

filled, and he knew I wouldn't care for the only other part

in the picture, as I wasn't "the type." He maintained a

running conversation on everything but the picture. I rose

to go, saying that I would come to see him again some

time, now that I had had the good fortune to meet him,

that I was sorry the part had been filled, etc. "Yes, so

am I," he beamed; and taking one of my hands between

his two, he walked the length of the empty studio to the

elevator with me. As I was about to enter the elevator,



he gazed intently down into my eyes and said fervently

and with much depth of meaning, "Now, do come and see

me again." I confess I didn't quite fathom the game he

was playing. I was never sent for again, and somehow I

was never interested in making another call. I suppose I

should have made some suggestion about "luncheon"

or asked him to call on me. But having done neither,

he no doubt concluded that I was too stupid to be tol-

erated.

I know a young actress—a glorious creature she is. A
few years ago she was a big favorite with the picture fans.

Then the concern she had been with for so long and that

had been so fine to her changed hands. Cheap people came
in, and the girl was given her "notice. " For a time she

found it hard to "connect up" again, but was finally for-

tunate in closing a good contract with one of the big pro-

ducing firms. She was presented in one or two worthy

five-reel features, and then her pictures weren't so good.

The casts were poor, stories worse, direction bad. I won-

dered what was wrong.

She was a clever girl, and the public liked her; but

why were they killing her off like this? They seemed to

be making every effort to sound her death knell. The firm

evidently wanted to break the year's contract she had, but

couldn't; so they let it die out, and she with it, because

of the miserable pictures in which she was presented. When
she was no longer with the firm, she told me all about it.

The general manager had wanted to be more than friendly,

and she had refused to accept his attentions. Could he

have broken the contract he had with her, he would have

dismissed her then and there; but not being able to do so,

in return for her having turned him down so flatly, he did

all he could to kill her professionally.

Not long ago I was very happy in securing an interview

with a big producer that I had been trying to obtain for

some time. When I called, I was ushered into his sumptu-

ous offices. He smilingly received me. His hat was off,

and for a wonder he wasn't smoking, or rather chewing,

his customary big black cigar. He rose to greet me. I

was all "done up" in a new winter coat and had a jaunty

little hat perched a bit rakishly on my head. I was made
up that day for what, in the language of the Rialto, is

termed a "chicken " I could make up equally well for a

"vampire" or a "chicken," by rearranging my hair and
wearing an entirely different style of clothes.

"Well," said the man as I entered, "you're a rather

cute little thing. Sit down. '

'

I sat. He continued,

"You look young—don't know whether you are or not.

I'm a business man. Now, what would I do with you?"
"Put me out in one big picture, and I'll prove a good

investment for you," I replied.

"But," he said, "you have no box-office value."

"No," I said; "but you could create one for me, if you
would only give me the chance. I only need one picture
to become established. I can act—I have proved it—and I

have screen looks and personality."

"Um—yes," came his answer. "Yes, I can see that.

You'd photograph well, and you're full of life—yes, you're

all right. Have you got a good figure? Take off your

coat.
'

'

I took it off.

"Yes, I guess your figure's all right. Well, can you

find someone to make you known—someone to do some-

thing for you?"

I asked, "What do jou mean? Someone to pay for a

production for me?"
"Oh, no! I'll do that. But get a lot of advertising

—

get known."

"But we have no royal princes in America with whom
I might elope and become covered with notoriety."

"Well, think up something and come and see me again.

Try and find some rich man who can buy you an electric

sign on Broadway."

And I was ushered out.

I have made several return calls, but he has always

been "in conference" at the moment of my call. But I

think I'll follow this up and see what develops. I'm curi-

ous and a bit hopeful, and if I can only persuade him to

give me a fair opportunity, I know he will never regret it.

He has the power and the money to make me a star. Will

he, without being privileged to make love to me? I wonder

!

(To be continued.)

MOROSCO-PARAMOUNT

"How'd you like to be the ice-man?" asks George Beban.



Never Put Off 'Till To=morrow===

MUTUAL

May Cloy and Thomas Chatterton are so afraid of what

those dreadful censors say that they've even had to in-

vent an armless kiss—which, as everyone knows, is

just about as useful as a three-legged dog. What is

that motion picture industry coming to, anyway?

TRIANGLE-FINE ARTS

"Well, if we had Roy Stuart's place for one minute,

Lilian Gish wouldn't have to look at us as pleadingly

as all that" That's right, boys. Them's our

sentiments, exactly. She's going to get it, though.

Don't worry.

TRIANGLE-FINE ARTS

Smiling tenderly, Elmer Clifton

drew the fair Bessie Love into his

arms and—oh, why couldn't they

have postponed that fadeout one
second?

"Tantalize him, girls; make him think

you don't want it," says the writer on
these delicate matters. So Valkyrien

coyly turns away her face and gives him
a handful of curls to chew instead.

PATHE

"One must express one's self in

one's acting," said William Cour-

teney. But his form of self-ex-

pression suited Alice Dovey per-

fectly, so she didn't mind at all.



When Cupid Slipped

Hiram (Sid Jordan) may not be much on love mak-
ing, but he knows what he wants. And what he

wants is Lizzie (Victoria Forde).

Lizzie's pa (Pat Chrisman) knows what he wcnts,

too—or, rather, what he does not want. And that

"not" applies to Hiram as a son-in-law.

T IZZIE is "there"' when it comes

to good, solid home cooking.

And, of course, men are mighty

material -minded beings, and that

cooking looks awfully good to Hiram
—so good, in fact, that he offers to

let Lizzie fry his eggs for life. But

the course of true love runs most un-

even. Lizzie's pa does not approve

of the union, and he sends Hiram
about his business. "Begone from

my house!" shouts he, according to

the sub-title; and though what he's

really saying, probably, is, "Darn it!

this rain will spoil all the skating,"

still, the effect is just as good, and

you can't help clasping your hands

—

clamber into a buggy and go in search

of a minister. Pa discovers their

escape and starts in pursuit.

Meanwhile, the sheriff of the

county receives word that a couple

of "nuts" have escaped from an asy-

lum. Pa unfortunately spies this

pair, who are also driving along, and

follows them. Too late he discovers

that they are strange to him, but

takes them to jail. The sheriff, of

course, goes out to hunt for the luna-

tics and mistaking Lizzie and Hiram

for them, he takes them off to jail.

Here they meet Lizzie's pa, every-

thing is straightened out, and it's

back to potato peeling for Lizzie.

How was she to know that the sheriff
would make such a foolish mistake?

"No dad's going to

keep me from getting

married to my Hiram,
though," says Lizzie.

"We'll elope. All
those society dames are

doing it."

or someone else's

—

tight, and feeling aw-

fully sorry for Hiram.

Lizzie is not to be done

out of her romance,

however. Being an

enterprising young per-

son, she decides to

elope with her swain.

They steal downstairs,
Lizzie decides that though peeling potatoes
isn't romantic, it is safer than eloping.



Just Kids

Well - brought - up kiddies

pretend to believe every-

thing they are told, so when
the camera man said,

'

' Now
watch the birdie, " they fast-

ened their eyes on the cam-

era most politely, as though
they expected the birdie to

hop right out of it. But you
can see that the tiniest one
down in front isn't fooled at

all.

TRlANGLE-FINE ARTS

"Oo-oo, aren't they the adorable things?"
breathed the women; and "Some kids!"
laughed the men. And that settled it

—

the picture was bound to be a success.

RED FEATHER

It looks as if the

game's going to bust

up in a free-for-all;

but what game ever
played by real, hon-

est-to-goodness boys,

worthy of the name,
didn't break up that

way ? And when it's

a case of calling a ball

a strike, a fellow can't

be expected to keep
quiet and not kick up

a row, can he?

^ TRIANGLE-FINE ARTS

A study in contentment. It's a problem
to decide which one looks the happiest

—

but then, of course, they've all got per-

fectly good reason to.



Girls, Please Notice!

KLEVER COMEDY-PARAMOUNT

'A laugh every minute" is Vic-

tor Moore's motto.

AMERICAN MUTUAL

Hasn't Alan Forest the most beau-
ti-ful hair you ever saw?

McCLURE PICTURES

George Le Guere has no difficulty

in following his nose.

They talk about women
being conceited, but

they're not one, two,

three when it comes to

the conceit of men. Our
men stars complained so

about the amount of

space we've been giving

to their fair rivals, that

we simply had to give

them this whole page to

keep them friendly.
"Why bother to keep

them friendly?
'

' you say.

We happen to be females

ourselves, you see

!

Frowns produce wrin-
kles, my dear Leo D.

Maloney, and you're

much too good-looking

for frowns.

TRIANQLE-KEYSTONE

"My face is my fortune, sir," said

Victor Potel. It has been, too.

"Daredevil George Larkin,"
they call him. Anyone who
has seen him doing thrillers

knows why.

Directors are always com-

plaining that men stars are

hard to get. "Eenie, Meenie
>

Minee, Mo, I'll take you,"

says one. "Oh, no, you won't;

he's taken," pipes up another.

And the stars smile and smile,

and just dare those eggs to

jump another quarter in price.

They can afford to. VOSUE-MUTUAL

Paddy McGuire smiles for many rea-

sons, but principally because—guess.
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ESSANAY

Max Linder packs for his trip to America. Max doesn't mind
packing—not at all. Why should he?

Max Comes Across

/"\N THE eve of Max Linder's departure
^"^ for America, where he is to produce

comedies, a submarine sinks a big Atlantic

liner. He and his friend, Ernest Maupain,

who is crossing with him on the steamship

Espagne, are frightened. No submarine

appears, however, and they are calmed. By
way of a joke, Max persuades the captain

of the vessel to make Maupain believe a

U-boat has torpedoed the Espagne. At the

same time Maupain persuades the cap-

ESSANAY

But he who laughs
first usually gets

left. Max discov-

ers that the acci-

dent is not a joke.

.£&£ £&

ESSANAY

Even life-preservers, it seems, must
meet around the middle. Max, being a

bachelor, is greatly amused.

tain to make Max believe the same thing.

When a freight steamer really does ram
the Espagne, and the passengers rush terror-

stricken to the decks, Max and Maupain

believe it is their joke. They soon dis-

cover the truth, but Maupain gets the last

remaining life-preserver, and Max finds

himself locked in the salon. At first he is

badly frightened, but when he overhears

the captain saying that the leak has been

stopped up and that all is safe, his terror

passes. He seats himself at the piano and

is playing a lively tune when they find him.

Whereupon he is unanimously voted the

hero of the hour and calmly permits all the

girls aboard to kiss him.
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ESSANAY

We don't know just where the rest of the

lady is—but, according to Max, she is

"some kicker."

ESSANAY

Max is voted a hero—personally, we
think he should have paid to be allowed

to do this scene.



Mrs. Garrigan Lays Down the Law
By JAMES

i(\\TRY "DO they call thim 'Cinnamon' theayters?"

asked Mrs. Grogan.

"Because they're the spice av life, I suppose," Mrs.

Garrigan replied.

"Have ye seen anny good plays lately?"

"I have that same," answered Mrs. Garrigan. "'Twas

called 'Two Bits.' Naw, that wasn't it, ayther. 'Fifty-

Fifty, ' that was the name. 'Twas got out by the Tangled-

File-Out paple, an' writ wid wan hand by Lulu O'Brien,

wid the ladin' part mistook by Nora Tallmidget."

"Ah," said Mrs. Grogan impatiently, "forget the orna-

ments an' get down to the furniture."

"Well," Mrs. Garrigan went on, "Fred Hairman is a

broker"

"Hiven help us!" cried Mrs. Grogan. "For what is a

broker?"

"A broker," explained Mrs. Garrigan, "is wan that

gets rich by makin' other paple broke. Hairman calls

himself an honest broker, which is the same as if ye said

'biling ice' or 'red-hot snow.' "

"I see."

"He visits a friend av his who is an artist. Wan av

thim ducks that paints a fortygraft av a smoky boiler fac-

thry an' miscalls it 'Impressions av a Black Cat in a Dark

Alley at Midnight. ' This artist has a bunch av pictures

hangin' in his artery, an' Hairman is walkin' around,

thryin' to conceal his rale falin's toward thim, whin he

sees Nomy, an' not bein' busy at the time, he promptly

falls in love wid her. 'Tis a grate match. Ye know, Mrs.

Grogan, matches are made in heaven. '

'

"Yis," Mrs. Grogan conceded ; "but the sulphur comes

from the other place."

"That may be," Mrs. Garrigan agreed. "This had a

little av both. Nomy is a model, which manes that she's

not a model for home folks to imitate. They live happily

for a year, which proves that he was no relation av Ter-

ence Garrigan. Then Helen Clew, who had hoped to marry

him and spend his money, hatches a plot which makes the

wake-minded husband apply for a divoorce. The judge,

who knows somethin' besides politics, though that is a hard

thing to belave, sees through the plot— it bein' so thin an'

his eyesight bein' good—reunites husband an' wife, an'

Helen Clew goes to the Old Maids' Home."

"What else have ye seen?" demanded Mrs. Grogan.

"Well, 'The Wreath av Coughdrops More' was fine.

'Twas a Cold Steal Flim, writ just befoor he woke up by

William B. Among, produced by William B. Among, wid

the ladin' part mistook by William B. Among, an' the

seenery, customs, scrubbin', swapin' an' bill postin' all

done by that selfsame industhrious William B. Among."

"Did he take in the tickets, too?" Mrs. Grogan de-

manded.

"I dinnah, " Mrs. Garrigan admitted. "I slipped in

whin he wasn't lookin'."

'"Tis a lucky day ye was born in!" said Mrs. Grogan

admiringly. " Go on wid your story.

"

G. GABLE
'

' Coughdrops More has a grudge agin the town barbei

an' old man Reeves, so casts his dispersions agin the en-

tire family. He mates the high cost av livin' by boy-

cottin' soap an' watther. 'Tis a man's right to be ugly,

but Coughdrops abuses the privilege. He spends all his

time blackgardding Reeves, especially av a Sunda', whin

we are tould that we must toil not, nayther must we chin.

Reeves is mare av Barton. He is clothed wid authority,

but is wearin' the wrong suit. He owns a grocery store

an' a lumber camp, turnin' the sawdust into breakfast food

an' gettin' rich at it."

"Huh!" snorted Mrs. Grogan. "It must have been

some av his dope that I had for breakfast this marnin'."

"Well," resumed Mrs. Garrigan, "More has a son an'

Reeves a daughter, who have been spendin' a lot av money
an' gettin' a little edification in the East. They thravel

home on the same car, unbeknownst to ache other. Young
More is a good Christian. He belaves in lovin' his naybor

as himself—if she's purty; an' Reevy Reeves, the gyurl in

the nixt sate, is rale asy to look at. They sthrike up an

acquaintance, which soon double-ups into a plutonic

friendship."

"What is that thing ye just mintioned?" demanded

Mrs. Grogan suspiciously.

"A plutonic friendship, " Mrs. Garrigan explained, "is

where they start a fire widout striking a match."

"Oh, I see," Mrs. Grogan replied. "Well, go on."

"Ye know, Mrs. Grogan, 'tis aisy to plant a crop av

trouble. If the old folks had left the young wans alone,

they wud have forgotten all about their little flirtation;

but matin' wid constant opposition, the boy's friendship

soon ripened into love, an' she soon returned his affliction.

Charlie goes to his father an' tells him av this important

fact.

" 'Furthermore,' says he, 'old Reeves declares that if I

marry his daughter, he'll shoot me on the spot, though he

doesn't say what spot. 'Twould be a good joke on him to

run away wid her. ' Old man Coughdrops not only gives

his consent, but promises to do all in his power to aid

thim. Thin the bright young man goes to Reeves. 'I'm

in love wid your daughter, ' he says. 'I've tould me father,

an' he's in a furious rage. He says if I marry her, he'll

cut me off wid a dollar, an' a dollar doesn't go very far

these high-priced days. Wouldn't it be a good joke to

elope wid her? 'Twould serve the old man right.'

"Reeves is mighty tickled to think av gettin' back at

his enemy. He promises to help thim elope, an' does so,

for he's a man that kapes his word an' annything else he

can get his hands on. Reeves helps thim elope, an' they

drive to old man More's an' are married. Now I lave it to

you, Mrs. Grogan, isn't that some boy?"

"What did the old fools do whin they found they had

been thricked?" demanded Mrs. Grogan.

"Well," admitted Mrs. Garrigan, "it was awful hard

on thim, but the directions said to take it—and they

did."



FAMOUS PLAYERS

Who's this? Pretty Valentine

Grant, you say? Gosh! never

would have believed it ! Where's

the other eye gone to? Still, even

one of hers is dangerous enough.

VITAGHAPH

It doesn't make a bit of differ-

ence what Lilian Walker wears

—

just so it isn't a mask. There's

only one pair of dim pies like these

in Filmdom.
MUTUAL

Rhea Mitchell had even us fooled

at first—until we noticed that beau-

tifully manicured thumb nail. Then
we knew it couldn't be true. Sad
experience has taught us it takes

time and money to keep 'em looking

like that.

MUTUAL STAR

"Soup of the Evening, Beauootiful

Soo-oop, " sang the Mock Turtle in

Wonderland, to Alice. He didn't

know Linda Griffith, either!

Cheer up, my dear Lois Meredith

!

A little less eyework and a bit

more elbow grease will finish 'em

up in a jiffy.

Eileen Sedgwick says she felt just

like Cinderella while this picture

was being taken. And no hope of

a Fairy Godmother to whirl her

away to the ball.



TRIANGLE-INCE WITZEL PHOTO

"Buon giornio, signor!" smiles

Clara Williams — meaning, in

sunny Italy, "Good-day, sir!"

Oh, that's all right—we had to

look it up ourselves

!
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"As long as the director had to do
this, I'm glad he did it when I had
on this kind of a dress, what with
the cost of living so high," says

Madge Kirby, Pollyannishly.

TRIANGLE-KEYSTONE WITZEL PHOTO
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"I'll make up for this in my next
picture, you see if I don't!"
cries Dorothy Hagar. "You just

wait and see all the stunning
gowns I'm going to spring

!"

PATHE

Mary Sunshine, watch what you're

doing! We can stand a little

water in our milk, but a finger in

the soup is too much to swallow.

MACK SENNETT-KEYSTONE WITZEL PHOTO

Don't you just feel like singing

"Polly put the kettle on, and we'll

have tea," when you look at this

picture? Polly Moran looks as if

she could do it, too.

NORMAN D-KEYSTONE

"Come, now," unblushingly fishes

Mabel Normand. "Admit that I

look as nice in this simple dress

as in some highfalutin' creation.

"





FAMOUS PLAYERS

Who's this? Pretty Valentin.
Grant, you say? Gosh! never
would have believed it! Where's
the other eye gone to? Still, even
one of hers is dangerous enough.

RIANGLE-

"Buon giornio, signor!

Clara Williams — meaning, in

sunny Italy, "Good-day, sir!"

Oh, that's all right—we had to

look it up ourselves!

It doesn't make a bit of differ-
ence what Lilian Walker wears

—

just so it isn't a mask. There's
only one pair of dim pies like these

in Filmdom.

Gingham
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MUTUAL

"As long as the director had to do

this, I'm glad he did it when I had

on this kind of a dress, what with

the cost of living so high," says

Madge Kirby, Pollyannishly.

Rhea Mitchell had even us fooled
at first—until we noticed that beau-
tifully manicured thumbnail. Then
we knew it couldn't be true. Sad
experience has taught us it takes
time and money to keep 'em looking

like that.

MACK atNNITT-KIVITONI

Don't vim |U»t feel like singing

"Holly put the kettle on, end we'll

have tee,"when you look at this

picture? Polly Moran looks as if

. mild do it. too.

Soup of the Evening, Beauootiful
OP. 'sang the Mock Turtle in

Wonderland, to Alice. He didn't
know Linda Griffith, either'

""UAL STAH

Cheer up my dear Lois Meredith!

mn H CSS eyew°'k and a bitmore elbow grease will finish 'em
up in a jiffy.

UNIVERSAL

Eileen Sedgwick says she felt just

like Cinderella while this picture

was being taken. And no hope ot

a Fairy Godmother to whirl her

away to the ball.

"I'll make up for this in my next

picture, you see if I don't!'

cries Dorothy Hagar. "You just

wait and see all the stunning

gowns I'm going to spring
!"

Mary Sunshine, watch what you're

doing! We can stand a little

water in our milk, but a finger in

the soup is too much to swallow.

NORMMD-KIVtTONI

"Come, now," unblushingly fishes

Mabel Normand. "Admit that I

look as nice in this simple dress

as in some highfalutin' creation."



LILLIAN WADE

One of the " Younger Set

"

T^HE KIDDIES seem to be having it all their own way these days, and

instead of discussing the time when Harold will be President or

Genevieve First Lady of the Land, Genevieve's mother watches anxiously

for some signs of resemblance to Mary Pickford, and dad insists that Har-

old climbed over that chair just exactly as Charlie Chaplin would have

done it. But Baby Lillian Wade's mother doesn't have to do that. Just

looking like herself is enough for Baby Lillian, for she is one of the screen

youngsters who has become truly famous. She is known as one of the few

children who fearlessly appear in animal pictures. Having given up act-

ing to devote her entire attention to school and her studies, this clever

youngster has staged a "come back" and is to appear soon in Selig plays.

Silent Anger

Villain—What am I supposed to do?

Director—Just put on an angry look and register an oath.

An " Oh, So Different " Vampire

SPHERE'S a new pair of dimples entered Filmville—and they're gaining

in popularity every day. Though they are among the most precious

possessions of the newest addition to the ranks of screen sorceresses, she

is not stingy with them and shows them to an admiring public on every

possible occasion. Dorothy Dalton, if you please, came mighty near being

a Chicago society belle—but luckily, just when preparations for her debut

into the most select inner circle were in progress, someone who knew what

he was talking about came along and told her that she was destined for

greater things than that. It is Miss Dalton's ambition to play sweet, girl-

ish parts, but she is making such a hit in the art of refined vamping that

she has come to the conclusion that, like Topsy, she "must just have

growed that way."

m *
Impossible

Screener—My first wife had far more sense than you had.

Wife— I cannot see why. She married you, didn't she?

TRIANGLE-KAY BEE

DOROTHY DALTON

MACK 8ENNETT-KEY8TONE

POLLY MORAN

Polly Moran and Her Hasty Plan

TN FILMING a kitchen scene in "His Wild Oats," Polly Moran sug-

gested in a burst of enthusiasm that she put her hand accidentally on

a hot stove, and in the shock following, fall into the wood box. The

director grabbed at the idea, and as she had planned, Polly touched the

stove and fell into the wood box. But, as she had not planned, Mack

Swain, meanwhile, in the wings, was being loaded up with wood. While

Miss Moran was yelling to be pulled out of the box) Mack calmly walked

over to it and dropped his armful of wood over her, though she kicked and

screamed, and the camera clicked steadily on. Mack Swain is still trying

to apologize for being a brute.

Suspended Judgment

Actor—Do you think my work shows promise?

Director— Yes; but I have got to have more than promises.



ART CRAFT-COHEN

Marguerite Snow combines great beauty with a liberal supply of gray matter, and
proves conclusively that the old saw about a pretty face hiding an insipid mind is

not a true one.
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Hank Mann, who does some of the funniest work
of his career as the wandering artist in "The

Cloud Puncher," fries his eggs in the sand.

Ann Murdock, the star of the first of the "Seven
Deadly Sins," discovers her brother (Robert

Cain) in a house in the slums.

"The Cloud Puncher"

/"\NCE again have Hank Mann's bashful eyes and care-

^^ less feet combined to make a winner, and as the rain-

maker in "The Cloud Puncher," a Fox comedy, he has

made a sure-fire laugh.

The story centers around a village in which there has

been no rain for weeks, and not even the weather bureau

can foresee signs of rain approaching. An artist (Hank

Mann), wandering along a country road, comes to the hut

of a hermit inventor who is dying of thirst. The artist

paints a picture of a reservoir so realistically that the water

overflows, and by way of reward the hermit gives him a

number of rifle shells, which, when fired at the sky, will

produce rain.

The village villain tries to kidnap the town beauty, but

is foiled by our artist. With one of his shells the artist

brings rain to the village. The villain steals the rest of

the shells, brings about a cloudburst, and shoots the hero-

ine into the clouds. Undaunted, our hero converts himself

into an airship by using an electric fan as a propeller, res-

cues the fair damsel, and they live happy ever after—until

the next scenario is written.

"Comedy," in some motion picture studios, is too often

merely a symbol for slapstick and foolish horseplay—

a

difficult thing to avoid in the filming of this type of photo-

play. And though a bit of this horseplay has crept into

"The Cloud Puncher," it is lost sight of amid the really

effective comedy situations in which the picture abounds.

Hank Mann, who is a recent addition to the Fox Film

forces, will even make you forget those frostbitten fingers

and toes—which we consider the final test these days.

" Envy"
a T^NVY, " according to McClure pictures, is the first of

the "Seven Deadly Sins." Eve Leslie, a poor

country girl, envies Betty Howard, a famous actress.

But Betty's hard work on the stage has so affected her

health that she is given but two more years to live by

her physician unless she retires. Moreover, she has

been seeking for several years a man, Rocco Irwin, who,

mistaking her kindness, attempts to blackmail her.

Betty, motoring with Stanton Skinner, who wants to

marry her, collapses and is taken to Eve's home and the

two girls become friends. The rest of the scenes are

worked to the nth power of sensationalism. How it hap-

pened that the particular man Irwin picks out to rob

should be Skinner, and how Betty happened to faint right

near the particular house she did, and why she didn't tell

Rocco that she was his sister and avoid all that trouble

in the first place, is more than we uninitiated ones can say.

We also marveled how a girl as sick and tired out as Betty

is supposed to be could faint and be throttled so many
times, and still survive it. In our modest opinion, that

diving and running around she did ought to have finished

her up much more quickly than anything she ever die

on the stage. However

Ann Murdock played the role of Betty with just a bit

too much waving as to arms, but she looked charming al-

ways, and particularly so in the boudoir costume of black

satin knickers. Shirley Mason was a captivating Eve, and

as for George Le Guere as Adam—we couldn't blame Eve

for liking him. Robert Cain as Irwin did some really

creditable work.



MUTUAL

Charlotte Walker, as the wife in " Pardners,
'

' turns

to her piano and her son for solace from the sup-

.

posed villainy of her husband.

TRIANGLE-FINE ARTS

Wilfred Lucas, as the genial Jim Bludso, swaps
stories with the barkeeper in the Fine Arts pic-

turization of John Hay's poem.

" Pardners "

<«PARDNERS," the novel from the pen of Rex Beach,

refixed and refurbelowed, has made a very present-

able photoplay.

Justus Morrow, a young Englishman who has been dis-

inherited by a wealthy uncle for marrying Olive, a little

country school teacher, goes to the Klondike to make his

fortune. Olive goes back to teaching, out of which means

of livelihood she is hound-

ed by Alonzo Struthers, a

reporter, who also wanted

to marry her. She then

goes on the stage, where

she makes a great success.

Morrow drifts into

Rampart City, where he

"cleans out" a dance hall,

winning the iriendship of

Big Bill Joyce. Here

Struthers, on the trail of a

story, finds him, and ob-

taining a faked picture of

him embracing a girl of

the hall, sends it to Olive,

who determines to divorce

her husband.

Just in time, however,

Morrow and Big Bill strike

it rich, hurry home, and

the whole tangle is cleared

up, with Olive in her hus-

band's arms.

As Olive, Charlotte

Walker was excellently

cast and did some fine act-

ing. There are many bits of

fine photographyand thrills

aplenty in " Pardners."

We recommend it.

Notwithstanding the saying that a man can't do
two things well at the same time, William Farnum
does not hesitate to undertake managing two young
ladies at once—and does it very successfully, too.

The girls start in at a very early age to fall for

William's curly locks and pearly teeth, and they

don't seem to get over it as they grow older, either.

"Jim Bludso"

ANOTHER "made-over" is "Jim Bludso," a picture

** based on the poem by John Hay, and under careful

direction it has made an excellent release.

Jim Bludso is engineer on the "Prairie Belle," in the

days before the war between the North and the South.

When the country takes up arms, Jim enlists with the

North, and his wife returns to the South—her home.

When he returns home
*

Jim finds his little son in

the care of Kate, the

daughter of the village

shopkeeper. Ben Mer-

rill, who ran away with

Jim's wife and then desert-

ed her, is in town under

an assumed name, putting

through a crooked levee

building job, and he and

Jim become enemies.

Then follow many ex-

citing scenes—the river

overflowing the levee and

sweeping into the town,

the scenes aboard the pack-

et, the race of the

"Prairie Belle" with an-

other boat, and the final

burning of the old Missis-

sippi River boat with her

nozzle against the shore

are intensely realistic and

furnish genuine thrills.

As Jim Bludso, Wilfred

Lucas gives a particularly

fine and likable characteri-

zation, and the atmosphere

of river life has been per-

fectly portrayed.



William Russell doesn't seem at all frightened by the fortune Mary Miles Minter finds in his palm. But then,

he doesn't have to. You can see just from this picture that William was born under a very lucky star.

Trie Picture Piano Man
By HAZEL MACFARLANE

OH ! lucky, lucky) man who pla^s

The music at the picture show",

.You ne^er ha-v"e to paj) a cent

Though afternoon and night you go !

You see fne lovers fond embrace

And tinkle softly, "Lome's Sweet Song;"

You hang loud ^hen the Villain shoots,

You "rag" when "Charlie" comes along.

The soldier boy^s go marching by"

To "Dixie" or "Red, White and Blue;"

How" very queer a picture show

Would seem if it w'ere lacking you !

Oh ! lucky, luck}? Music Man
What if 3?our hands are "sveary quite

You nev*er ha-Oe to pa;9 a cent

To see the pictures noon and night

!



What is

An Internal Bath?
By R. W. BEAL

UCH has been said and volumes have been

written describing at length the many kinds

of baths civilized man has indulged in from

time to time. Every possible resource of the

human mind has been brought into play to

fashion new methods of bathing, but, strange

as it may seem, the most important, as well

as the most beneficial of all baths, the "In-

ternal Bath," has been given little thought.

The reason for this is probably due to the fact that few people

seem to realize the tremendous part that internal bathing

plays in the acquiring and maintaining of health.

If you were to ask a dozen people to define an internal

bath, you would have as many different definitions, and the

probability is that not one of them would be correct. To

avoid any misconception as to what constitutes an internal

bath, let it be said that a hot water enema is no more an

internal bath than a bill of fare is a dinner.

If it were possible and agreeable to take the great mass of

thinking people to witness an average post mortem, the sights

they would see and the things they would learn would prove

of such lasting benefit and impress them so profoundly that

further argument in favor of internal bathing would be unnec-

essary to convince them. Unfortunately, however, it is not

possible to do this, profitable as such an experience would

doubtless prove to be. There is, then, only one other way to

get this information into their hands, and that is by acquaint-

ing them with such knowledge as will enable them to appre-

ciate the value of this long-sought-for, health-producing

necessity.

Few people realize what a very little thing is necessary

sometimes to improve their physical condition. Also, they

have almost no conception of how a little carelessness, indif-

ference or neglect can be the fundamental cause of the most

virulent disease. For instance, that universal disorder from

which almost all humanity is suffering, known as "constipa-

tion," "auto-intoxication," "auto-infection," and a multi-

tude of other terms, is not only curable but preventable

through the consistent practise of internal bathing.

How many people realize that normal functioning of the

bowels and a clean intestinal tract make it impossible to be-

come sick? "Man of to-day is only fifty per cent efficient."

Reduced to simple English, this means that most men are try-

ing to do a man's portion of work on half a man's power.

This applies equally to women.

That it is impossible to continue to do this indefinitely

must be apparent to all. Nature never intended the delicate

human organism to be operated on a hundred per cent over-

load.. A machine could not stand this and not break down,

and the body certainly cannot do more than a machine. There

is entirely too much unnecessary and avoidable sickness in

the world. How many people can you name, including your-

self, who are physically vigorous, healthy, and strong? The

number is appallingly small.

It is not a complex matter to keep in condition, but it takes

a little time, and in these strenuous days people have time to

do everything else necessary for the attainment of happiness

but the most essential thing of all, that of giving their bodies

their proper care.

Would you believe that five to ten minutes of time devoted

to systematic internal bathing can make you healthy and

maintain your physical efficiency indefinitely? Granting that

such a simple procedure as this will do what is claimed for it,

is it not worth while to learn more about that which will ac-

complish this end? Internal Bathing will do this, and it will

do it for people of all ages and in all conditions of health and

disease.

People don't seem to realize, strange to say, how impor-

tant it is to keep the body free from accumulated body-waste

(poisons).. Their doing so would prevent the absorption into

the blood of the poisonous excretions of the body, and health

would be the inevitable result.

If you would keep your blood pure, your heart normal,

your eyes clear, your complexion clean, your mind keen, your

blood pressure normal, your nerves relaxed, and be able to

enjoy the vigor of youth in your declining years, practise in-

ternal bathing and begin to-day.

Now that your attention has been called to the importance

of internal bathing, it may be that a number of questions will

suggest themselves to your mind. You will probably want to

know WHAT an Internal Bath is, WHY people should take

them, and the WAY to take them. These and countless other

questions are all answered in a booklet entitled "THE WHAT,
THE WHY and THE WAY OF INTERNAL BATHING,"
written by Doctor Chas. A. Tyrrell, the inventor of the "J. B.

L. Cascade," whose lifelong study and research along this

line make him the pre-eminent authority on this subject. Not

only has internal bathing saved and prolonged Dr. Tyrrell's

own life, but the lives of a multitude of hopeless individuals

have been equally spared and prolonged. No book has ever

been written containing such a vast amount of practical in-

formation to the business man, the worker, and the housewife;

all that is necessary to secure this book is to write to Dr. Chas.

A. Tyrrell at Number 134 West 65th Street, New York City, and

mention having read this article in Film Fun, and same will

be immediately mailed to you free of all cost or obligation.

Perhaps you realize now, more than ever, the truth of these

statements, and if the reading of this article will result in a

proper appreciation on your part of the value of internal bath-

ing, it will have served its purpose. What you will want to

do now is to avail yourself of the opportunity for learning

more about the subject, and your writing for this book will

give you that information. Do not put off doing this, but

send for the book now while the matter is fresh in your mind.

"Procrastination is the thief of time." A thief is one who
steals something. Don't allow procrastination to cheat you

out of your opportunity to get this valuable information which

is free for the asking. If you would be natural, be healthy.

It is unnatural to be sick. Why be unnatural when it is such

a simple thing to be well? {Adv.

)



BALBOA

Few girls can look as pretty in

negligee as does Ruth Roland—
which is one more reason for her

to be happy.

T AM HAPPY because the

moon still shines at night,

and there are stars to shine

like friendly angels, and be-

cause after night comes day,

with its sunrise and early dews

that caress the trees and

grasses and make them young

again—new days, with God's

unwritten page on which to

record hours filled with happi-

ness—the happiness of work

well done, of having friends,

good books to read, being able

to laugh, and the great out-

of-doors to smell, feel and see.

I am happy because there

are friendly trees; because

there are sunsets and roses,

pansiesand lilies, and because

spring comes yearly with the

spirit of love breathing
through it, and the purple

"Why I Am Happy!"
trees bloom on the highways ; because they

make good automobiles; because there are

motion pictures, and I spend a good part of

the day working for them; because I see

colors and feel sunshine on my face; be-

cause I can fox-trot and one-step, and be-

cause no one knows my middle name.

I am happy because I have a good, faith-

ful bulldog; because I am able through my
work to give pleasure to others ; because I

can remember being a little girl and the

joys of childhood; because I can remember

having a wonderful, sweet and good mother;

because I know that happiness only comes

from within ourselves and dwells in every-

thing about us if we will but see it; because

I have worked hard and achieved some
measure of success, and because I have only

to live in the NOW and not in the past or

the days to come ; because I have sense to

find happiness in the little things of life

and not go a-hunting it when it lies in my
own heart just waiting to be let out. For

all these things I am happy.

Ruth Roland.

* SB

Cat!

Miss Reel—Why do you call her a kite?

Miss Film—Because she is a regular tale

bearer.

Shirley Mason really isn't this dark and gloomy
—it's just the effect "Seven Deadly Sins" is

having upon her. By the way, Shirley, while
you're waiting for something to do, you might
remind the plump lady who last had her picture

taken with you that they didn't wear watch
bracelets in Cleopatra's time.

VITAGRAPH

Every true daughter of Eve
knows what Alice Joyce is go-

ing to say in just about one
hour from now. That's right

—all together, girls: "I've
just washed my hair, and I

can't do a thing with it."

The Question

The censors, they are very
good, or else they wouldn't
be

Placed in their proud posi-

tion to enforce morality;

And thus we wonder, when so

good (the best there's to be
had),

How they, without experi-

ence, can tell what's real-

ly bad.

A Natural Question

Tick—The motion picture

poet tells me that he is bur-

dened with unexpressed

thoughts.

Tock -What is the mat-

ter? Can't he raise enough

money to send them away?



Former United States Senator Mason
Pioneer in Pure Food and Drugs Legislation, Father of Rural Free Delivery System

Takes Nuxated Iron
to obtain renewed strength, power and endurance after the hardest

fought political campaign of his life in which he was elected Con-
gressman-at-large from the State of Illinois. The results he

obtained from taking Nuxated Iron were so surprising that

SENATOR MASON NOW SAYS
Nuxated Iron should be made known to every nervous, run

down, anaemic man, woman and child.

Opinion of Doctor Howard James, late of United States Public
Health Service who has prescribed and thoroughly tested

Nuxated Iron in his own private practice.

WHAT SENATOR MASON SAYS:

"I have often said I would never recom-
mend medicine of any kind. I believe

that the doctor's place. However, after

the hardest political campaign of my life,

without a chance for a vacation, I had
been starting to court every morning with
that horrible tired feeling one cannot de-

scribe. I was advised to try Nuxated
Iron. As a pioneer in the pure food and
drug legislation, I was at first loath to try

an advertised remedy, but after advising
with one of my medical friends, I gave it

a test. The results have been so bene-
ficial in my own case I made up my mind
to let my friends know about it, and you
are at liberty to publish this statement if

you .so desire. I am now sixty-five years
of age, and I feel that a remedy which
will build up the strength and increase the
power of endurance of a man of my age
should be known to every nervous, run-
down anemic man, woman and child."

Senator Mason's statement in regard to

Nuxated Iron was shown to several physi-

cians who were requested to give their

opinions thereon.

Dr. Howard James, late of the United
States Public Health Service, said

:

'

' Senator Mason is to be commended on
handing out this statement on Nuxated
Iron for public print. There are thou-
sands of men and women who need a
strength and blood-builder, but do not
know what to take. There is nothing like

organic iron—Nuxated Iron—to give in-

creased strength, snap, vigor, and staying
power. It enriches the blood, brings roses

to the cheeks of women and is an unfail-

ing source of renewed vitality, endurance
and power for men who burn up too rap-

idly their nervous energy in the strenuous
strain of the great business competition
of the day!"

Dr. King, a New York physician and
author, said: "I heartily indorse Senator
Mason's statement in regard to Nuxated
Iron. There can be no vigorous iron men
without iron. Pallor means anemia.
Anemia means iron deficiency. The skin of anemic
men and women is pale; the flesh flabby; the
muscles lack tone; the brain fags, and the memory
fails, and often they become weak, nervous, irri-

table, despondent and melancholy.
"Therefore, if you wish to preserve your youthful

vim and vigor to a ripe old age, you must supply

the iron deficiency in your food by using some form
of organic iron—Nuxated Iron—just as you would
use salt when your food has not enough salt."
Dr. Saner, a Boston physician who has studied

abroad in great European medical institutions,
said: "Senator Mason is right. As I have said a
hundred times over, organic iron is the greatest of
all strength builders.
"Not long ago a man came to me who was nearly

half a century old and asked me to give him a pre-
liminary examination for life insurance. I was
astonished to find him with the blood pressure of a
boy of twenty and as full as vigor, vim, and vitality
as a young man; in fact, a young man he really
was, notwithstanding his age. The secret, he said,
was taking organic iron—Nuxated Iron had filled
him with renewed life. At thirty he was in bad
health; at forty-six he was care-worn and nearly
all in. Now at fifty, after taking Nuxated Iron, a
miracle of vitality and his face beaming with the
buoyancy of youth. Iron is absolutely necessary to
enable your blood to change food into living tissue.
Without it, no matter how much or what you eat,
your food merely passes through you without doing
you any good. You don't get the strength out of it,

andasaconsequenceyoubecomeweak,pale and sick-
ly looking, just like a plant trying to grow in«. soil

deficient in iron. If you are not strong or well,
you owe it to yourself to make the following test:

See how long you can work or how far you can
walk without becoming tired. Next, take two
five grain tablets of ordinary nuxated iron three
times per day after meals for two weeks. Then
test your strength again, and see how much you
have gained. I have seen dozens of nervous, run-
down people who were ailing all the while double
their strength and endurance and entirely rid
themselves of all symptoms of dyspepsia, liver and
other troubles in from ten to fourteen days' time
simply by taking iron in the proper form. And this,

after they had in some cases been doctoring for
months without obtaining any benefit. But don't
take the old forms of reduced iron, iron acetate or
tincture of iron simply to save a few cents. The
iron demanded by Mother Nature for the red color-
ing matter in the blood of her children is alas ! not
that kind of iron. You must take iron in a form that
can be easily absorbed and assimilated to do you
any good, otherwise it may prove worse than use-
less. Many an athlete and prize-fighter has won
the day simply because he knew the secret of great
strength and endurance and filled his blood with
iron before he went into the affray: while many
another has gone down in inglorious defeat simply
for the lack of iron."

Dr. Schuyler C. Jaques, Visiting Surgeon of St.
Elizabeth's Hospital, New York City, said: "I have
never before given out any medical information or
advice for publication, as I ordinarily do not believe
in it. But in the case of Nuxated Iron I feel I

would be remiss in my duty not to mention it. I

have taken it myself and given it to my patients
with most surprising and satisfactory results. And
those who wish quickly to increase their strength,
power and endurance will find it a most remarkable
and wonderfully effective remedy."

NOTE—Nuxated iron which is prescribed and recommended
above by physicians in such a great variety of cases, is not a
patent medicine nor secret remedy, but one which is well known
to druggists and whose iron constituents are widely prescribed
by eminent physicians both in Europe and America. Unlike1

the oldei' inorganic iron products it is easily assimilated,
does not injure the teeth, make them black, nor upset the stom-
ach; on the ronti-ary, it is a most potent remedy in nearly all

forms of indigestion as well as for nervous, run-down conditions.
The manufacturers have such great confidence in nuxated iron
that they offer to forfeit $100.00 to any charitable institution if

they cannot tnke any man or woman under 60 who lacks iron,

and increase their strength 200 per cent or over in four weeks'
time, provided they have no serious organic trouble. They also

offer to refund your money if it does not at least double your
strength and endurance in ten days' time. It is dispensed in
this city by all yood druggists.

Former United States Senator Wm. E. Mason,

recently elected Member of the U. S.

Congress from Illinois.

From the Congressional Directory,

published by the United States Govern-
ment—"Wm. E. Mason, Senator from
Illinois was elected to the 50th Congress
in 1887, to the 51st Congress in 1891

—

defeated for the 52nd Congress 1892—
Elected Senator to the 55th Congress
1897 to 1903."
Senator Mason is now Congressman from

the State of Illinois.

Senator Mason's championship of Pure Food
and Drugs legislation, his fight for the rural
free delivery system, and his strong advocacy
of all bills favoring labor and the rights of the
masses as against trusts and combines, made
him a national figure at Washington and
endeared him to the hearts of the working
man and the great masses of people through-
out the United States. Senator Mason has
the distinction of being one of the really big
men of the nation. His strong endorsement
ofNuxated Iron must convince any intelligent
thinking reader that it must be a preparation
of very great merit and one which the Senator
feels is bound to be of great value to the
masses of people everywhere, otherwise he
could not afford to lend his name to it, espec-
ially after his strong advocacy of pure food
and drugs legislation.
Since Nuxated Iron has obtained such an

enormous sale— over three million people
using it annually—other iron preparations are
often recommended as a substitute for it.

The reader should remember that there is a
vast difference between ordinary metallic
iron and the organic iron container! in Nux-
ated Iron, therefore always insist on having
Nuxated Iron as recommended by Dr. Howard
James, late of the United States Public Health
Service; Dr. Schuyler C. Jaques, Visiting
Surgeon of St.Elizabeth's Hospital, New York,
and other physicians. In this connection
Dr. Howard James says

:

"Iron to be of the slightest value to the
human system must be in acombinationwhich
may be easily assimilated. In the case of
metallic salts of iron, iron acetate, etc., it is

very doubtful if sufficient actual iron can be
taken up and incorporated into the blood to
be of any service, especially in view of the
disadvantages entailed by its corrosive action
upon the stomach and the damaging effect
upon the dental enamel. When, however, we
deal with iron in organic combination, such
for instance as albuminate, or, better still,

Nuxated Iron, a far different story is told.

We will observe no destructive action upon
the teeth: no corrosive effect upon the stom-
ach. The iron is readily assimilated into the
blood and quickly makes its presence felt in
increased vigor, snap and staying power."
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with privilege to mme, ^^ na rwn niounl

WEAR IT CDEX
TEN DAYS r HEX
Send no money whatever. Just state which item
rou prefer and we will send it to you promptly,
f ring, send string showing size around your fin- „
ger. State lady's or gent's. If you think it's worth £3 Yin"allwe ask, simply pay $3 on arrival and pay balance p~'Hjr„
53 per month, until our Special Introductory rermr

Who's Who and Where

Half
Carat ,

Tifnite
Gem
S12.2S I

S3.00
upon

53 per _

Price is
days.

aid in full, otherwise return it to us at end of 10
/ill promptly refund your money. Simply

your request brings a magnificent Tifnite Gem to you '

for 10 days' free wear. Send no money. Sendfor
yours today—now—while the supply lasts*

THE TIFNITE GEM CO.,
, Rand McNally Bldn.. Dept. 93 Chicago

Valllera—Solid Gold.16 in. Cha
^carat Tifnite Gem. black enan

mounting, $14.25. S3 upon,
arrival . $3 per r

V Ladies' Ring
' Tiffany Mounting

Solid Gold. One
Carat Tifnite Gem

k
$12.25-$3.00
Upon Arrival

iv $3 per Mo. .

Gent's Ring
Claw Mounting
Solid Gold. On
Carat Tifnite Ge
$12.25 --$3.00
Upon Arrival

. $3 per Mo. J

BIG "WONDER PACKAGE
1 Great North Pole Game. 1 Big
Roll Stage Money, 1 Game Au-
thors, lCribbageBoard, 1 Check-
er Board and Men, Pinochle
Game, 37 other Games. 19 Les-
sons in Magic, 1 Set of Domi-
noes, 27 Autograph Verses, 12
MoneyMaking Secrets, Wireless
Telegraph Code, 25 Pictures of
Pretty Girls, 2 Puzzles, 100 Co-
nundrums,All the above I

O

with larpecatalog for | U Cts
ROYAL GAME CO. Box 408 So. Norwalk, Com.

You Can Have
Beautiful

Eyebrows and Lashes
by applying "Lash*Brow-Ine" nightly.

It nourishes the eyebrows and lashes,
making them long, thick and luxuriant,

adding wonderfully tn your beauty, charm
and attractiveness. "Lash-Brow-ine" is a

guaranteed pure and harmless preparation,
used successfully by thousands. Send 25c (coin!

and we will mail ynu "Lash-Brow-ine" and our

I

beauty booklet prepaid in plain sealed cover.

MAYBELL LABORATORIES, 4008-18 Indiana Ave., CHICAGO

incorporate Your Business In Arizona
Least cost, Greatest advantages. Cost not affected by
amount of capital. Transact business and keep books
anywhere. Stock made full-paid and no n -assessable by
usin« - our forms. Laws, blanks and directions free.
Special forms prepared without charge.

Stoddard Incorporating Company, Box 8N, Phoenix, Arizona

Branch Office: Van Nays Building, Los Angeles, California

Comics, Cartoons, Com-
mercial, Newspaper and
Magazine Illustrating.
Pastel arid Crayon Portraits.

Earn $25 to $200 a week.
By our simple method your
talent is quickly developed with-

out interfering with present work,

you now fritter away pay your tul-

:essfil pupils and instruction method FREE.

ASSOCIATED ART STUDIOS 2208 Flatiron Building, New York

WE PAY $80 A MONTH SALARY
and furnish rig and all expenses
to introduce our guaranteed
poultry and stock powders.
BICLbR COMPANY, X 430, Springfield, Illinois

ByMailorlocalClasses. Small

it CT!rnT»Tl *l Illustrated Catalogue Included.
Ill mil * 1^ I Send 6 Cents In Stamps

MAGIC CO.. Sta.. 5, 470 8tll Avenue. MEW YORK

99v 10 $1UU fVCCKIy ture plays in Spare
time. Great demand. YOU can write them. We
show you how. Experience not necessary. Send for

free booklet of valuable information and special
Prlii- °"*r Chicago Photii-plojrlBht College, Box STS-Gll.Chl'go

Gladys Hulette fell twenty-six feet

from a hotel window in New York City

recently, but thanks to a life net and a

camera man, they "got" her safely.

-?-

Extra ! French invasion of the Fa-

mous Players studio ! Marguerite Clark

is playing a French girl of the Empire,

and Pauline Frederick is another
French girl of a much later period.

-?-

In several scenes in "The Fortunes

of Fifi," Marguerite Clark wears a

Roman costume which she first donned

two years ago, to appear with Madame
Sarah Bernhardt at the Palace Theater,

New York.
-?-

Tom Cameron's hobby is collecting

pipes. "Many a man would stand

higher in people's esteem," says Tom,

"if he would save pipes, instead of

going around collecting cigars among

his friends."
-?-

Having become rid of a swollen jaw

from a blow received in his last pic-

ture, William Russell is now nursing a

cut and sprained hand, the result of a

too realistic bit of acting in
'

'My Fight-

ing Gentleman. '

'

-5-
Florence La Badie can sketch and

paint, and she wants you to know that

when in "The Lonely Heart" she does

a portrait of an old man, it is not a

trick of the camera that shows the like-

ness gradually coming on the easel.

-?•

At last George M. Cohan's patriotism

and love of fireworks, brass bands and

noise in general is explained—he was

born on the Fourth of July! Unlike

most newcomers at the studios, the,

more racket and hammering there is,

the better he likes it.

-?-

Wireless messages received recently

declare that Sessue Hayakawa and his

company of players were having a rough

time of it on their voyage to Honolulu.

They ran into a big storm, which was

so wild that the chips kept falling off

the table and completely spoiled the

game.
-?-

Tom Meighan, noble son of Erin that

he is, is soon to appear as a Frenchman.

Even Thomas's sunny disposition has

nearly cracked under the strain of this

hardship, but he is hard at work learn-

ing to say
'

' Mon Doo, " " Silver Plate,
'

'

"Donker Shane," "Oi Oi," and other

well-known French expressions.

In "A Modern Monte Cristo," Vin-

cent Serrano jumps from a bridge some
fifty feet above the water, dives from a

schooner into a stormy sea, dives from

a raft for pearls, and finally puts on a

diver's suit and goes under in that.

"It's a clean picture," says Mr. Ser-

rano.
'

' Plenty of water, plenty of div-

ing, but no 'dive' scenes."

-?-

Louise Huff has proven a great dis-

appointment to her former co-workers

at the Famous Players studio. No
sooner did she get her trunk unpacked

St the studio, than she sat right down

and began to write those "Wonderful

California, beautiful, exquisite, unsur-

passed, delightful, etc., etc.," blurbs

that every true daughter of the East

always begins to pen the moment she

crosses the Rockies.

I " CONFESSIONS OF A MOVING I

I
PICTURE ACTRESS."

I Are you reading the graphic de-
|

| scription of the atmosphere of
|

|
some of the motion picture stu-

|

| dios and offices to which your
|

| daughters must
|

go in search of f

|
positions in the motion pictures ? §

| Are you willing to permit such an
§

|
atmosphere to continue to sur-

|

I round them ? Read " Confessions
|

| of a Motion Picture Actress" in
§

| this issue. §
iiiiiiiiiimiiiimmmiimimimiHiiimmmiimiimiiiiiiii iiuiiiiiiiuiiiiimiiiii :!m:i!ii!i:iinii!iillliilinitiiiim

If you have any suggestions on how
to make a cow act, kindly forward same

to Frank Reicher, at the Lasky studio

in Hollywood. Though Reicher, in di-

recting the picture, has no difficulty in

making Marie Doro register horror

whenever the cow approaches her, he

cannot seem to distract the attention

of the bovine from its cud.
-?-

Our old friend,
'

' Constant Reader,
'

'

has bobbed up again. He sends Film

Fun the following paragraph from the

Passing Show and admits that "he
laughed fit to kill at this joke." To
please our constant reader, we are go-

ing to give our other constant readers

a chance to laugh at it, too.

WAITING FOR A SHADOW
Policeman (giving evidence)—After

being ejected from the cinema, he was
discovered with a large bouquet in his

arms on the doorstep of the back en-

trance to the picture palace.

Magistrate—Did he give any reason

for his extraordinary behavior?

Policeman—His speech was very in-

distinct, yer worship, but from what I

could gather, he was waiting to see

Mary Pickford 'ome.



At the Fox studios actors have found

a new way to gamble. They gather in

little groups, watch Hank Mann's feet,

and make bets on whether he's coming

or going.
«?-

Harry O'Conner has decided that it

doesn't pay to save money. Some bur-

glars broke into his home and took a

nice, fat sum he had stored away there,

leaving this note: "We like your work

immensely in the films. How do you

like ours?"
-?-

Martin Kinney is learning to play

the cornet. The only time he has to

practice is in the evening, and that

seems to be the only time his neigh-

bors have to sleep, so he may decide

to take swimming lessons instead.

They're not so noisy.

| "The Confessions of a Motion §

| Picture Actress " is not a muck- 1

| raking process. It is an attempt |

.

| to rouse the parents to demand a
|

1 cleaning-up of totally unnecessary
|

|
conditions in the motion picture 1

I offices. It is to such conditions I

|
that we owe lurid and indecent

|

| pictures. |

Can anybody find a job for Colin

Chase? All he did last week was to

play the lead in a new photoplay, write

a successful scenario and paint a por-

trait of Mile. Adoni Fovieri, a prima

donna formerly with the Opera Co-

mique, which is to be hung—the pic-

ture, not Mile. Fovieri or the Opera

Comique—at the Academy of Fine Arts,

in Chicago. Chase says his spare time

hangs heavy on his hands.

-5-

To Louise Huff has come a kimono

from far Japan, sent by a Japanese boy

who claims to have made it all him-

self. She has also received a pair of

Australian love birds, and says that it

is quite embarrassing to watch the

carrying on of this couple; but as the

gift came from an old lady, who writes,

"I am one of your ardent admirers,

not a silly boy, but an old lady of sev-

enty-two years," she guesses she will

keep them. Miss Huff says she wishes

someone would mail her a couple of

tons of coal, now that winter is here.
-?-

Nothing Given Away
Flint—Clara Film says her husband

is dreadfully stingy.

Flam—Sure; he won't even give her

grounds for divorce.

TheCrimesWeCommit
AgainstOurStomachs

By Arthur True Buswell, M.D.

A MAN'S success in life

depends more on the co-

operation of his stomach
than on any other factor.

Just as an "army moves
on its stomach," so does

the individual. Scien-

tists tell us that 90 fo of

all sickness is traceable

to the digestive tract.
Eugene Christian Ag pr ^.^ gwett
Marden, the noted writer, says, "the brain

gets an immense amount of credit which
really should go to the stomach." And
it's true—keep the digestive system in

shape and brain vitality is assured.

Food is the fuel of the human system,

yet some of the combinations of food we
put into our systems are as dangerous as

dynamite, soggy wood and a little coal

would be in a furnace—and just about as

effective. Is it any wonder that the aver-

age life of man today is but 39 years

—

and that diseases of the stomach, liver

and kidneys have increased 103 fo during
the past few years?

And yet just as wrong food selections

and combinations will destroy our health

and efficiency, so will the right foods cre-

ate and maintain bodily vigor and mental
energy. And by right foods we do not
mean freak foods—just good, every day
foods properly combined. In fact, to fol-

low Corrective Eating it isn't even neces-

sary to upset your table.

Not long ago I had a talk with Eugene
Christian, the noted food scientist, who is

said to have successfully treated over
23,000 people without drugs or medicines
of any kind, and he told me of some of his

experiences in the treatment of disease

through food.

One case that interested me greatly was that of
a young business man whose efficiency had been
practically wrecked through stomach acidity, fer-

mentation and constipation resulting in physical
sluggishness which was naturally reflected in his
ability to use his mind. He was twenty pounds
irnder weight when he first went to see Christian,
and was so nervous he couldn't sleep. Stomach
and intestinal gases were so severe that they caused
irregular heart action and often fits of great mental
depression. As Christian describes it he was not
50 per cent, efficient either mentally or physically.
Yet in a few days, by following Christian's suggest-
ions as to food, his constipation had completely
gone although he had formerly been in the habit
of taking large daily doses of a strong cathartic.
In five weeks every abnormal symptom had dis-
appeared—his weight having increased 6 lbs. In
addition to this he acquired a store of physical
and mental energy so great in comparison with
his former self as to almost belie the fact that it

was the same man.

Another instance of what proper food

combinations can do was that of a man
one hundred pounds over- weight whose
only other discomfort was rheumatism.
This man's greatest pleasure in life was
eating. Though convinced of the neces-

sity, he hesitated for months to go under
treatment, believing he would be deprived

of the pleasures of the table. He finally,

however, decided to try it out. Not only
did he begin losing weight at once, quickly
regaining his normal figure, all signs of

rheumatism disappearing, but he found the

new diet far more delicious to the taste

and afforded a much keener quality of en-

joyment than his old method of eating and
he wrote Christian a letter to that effect.

But perhaps the most interesting case
that Christian told me was that of a multi-

millionaire—a man 70 years old who had
been traveling with his doctor for several

years in search for health. He was ex-

tremely emaciated, had chronic constipa-

tion, lumbago and rheumatism. For
over twenty years he had suffered
with stomach and intestinal trouble which in
realty was superaciduous secretions in the
stomach. The first menus given him were de-
signed to remove the causes of acidity, which was
accomplished in about thirty days. And after
this was done he seemed to undergo a complete
rejuvenation. His eyesight, hearing, taste and all
of his mental faculties became keener and more
alert. He had no organic trouble, but he was starv-
ing to death from malnutrition and decomposition

—

all caused by the wrong selection and combination
of foods. After six months' treatment this man was
as well and strong as he had ever been in his life.

These instances of the efficacy of right eating I

have simply chosen at random from perhaps a
dozen Eugene Christian told me of, every one of
which was fully as interesting and they applied to
as many different ailments. Surely this man Chris-
tian is doing a great work.
There have been so many inquiries from all parts

of the United States from people seeking the benefit
of Eugene Christian's advice and whose cases he
is unable to handle personally that he has written
a little course of lessons which tells you exactly
what to eat for health strength and efficiency.

These lessons, there are 24 of them, contain
actual menus for breakfast, luncheon and dinner,
curative as well as corrective, covering every con-
dition of health and sickness from infancy to old
age and for all occupations, climates and seasons.

With these lessons at hand it is just as though
you were in personal contact with the great food
specialist, because every possible point is so thor-
oughly covered and clearly explained that you can
scarcely think of a question which isn't answered.
You can start eating the very things that will pro-
duce the increased physical and mental energy you
are seeking the day you received the lessons and you
will find that you secure results with the first meal.

If you would like to examine these 24 Little
Lessons in Corrective Eating simply write The
Corrective Eating Society, Dept. 1123, 460 Fourth
Ave., New York City. It is notnecessary to enclose
any money with your request. Merely ask them to
send the lessons on five days' trial with the under-
standing that you will either return them within
that time, or remit $3.00, the small fee asked.

Please clip out and mail the followingform instead of njjriting a letter, as this is a copy of the

official blank adopted by the Society and nxjill be honored at once.

CORRECTIVE EATING SOCIETY, Dept. 1123, 460 Fourth Ave., New York City

You may send me prepaid a copy of Corrective Eating in 24 lessons. I will either remail them to you
within five days after receipt or send you $3.00.

Name. Address



Learn Music
AT HOME!

Lessons New Method-Learn To
Play By Note — Piano,
Organ, Violin, Banjo,

Mandolin, Cornet, Harp,
'Cello, Guitar, Piccolo, Clar-
inet, Trombone, Flute or to
sing. Special Limited Offer
of free weekly lessons. You
pay only for music and post-
age, which is small. Money
back guarantee. No extras
Beginnersoradvanced pupils. Every
thingr illustrated, plain, simple, sys
tematic. Free lectures each course
16 years' success. Start at once
Write for Free BookletToday—Now
U.S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Box314
225 Fifth Avenue, New York City

MoneyTalks, Flash a BankRoll.Fool YourFriends

Fac-simile Confederate bills of 1862.
Looks like real money.

Seven $10.00

bills for 25c,
e i g h t e e n
$10.00 bills
for 50c, forty

$10.00 bills
for $1.00;
coins or
money order
only.

The Universal Novelty Co., Call Box B1390, Jacksonville, Fla.

-mite Gem. Theii
brilliance is eternal — they stand fire I

acid tests and cut tflass like diamon
Cost but l-3uih as much. Set in solid gold.
The newest designs. Sold on Free Trial.

Write for Big Jewelry Book
[Your name and address io enough. 1N0 I

obligations whatever. Write today—now- [

i HAROLD LACHMAN CO.
,12 N. Michigan Ave.. Dept. 1 1593 Chicago I

Boys, grab this latest scream—Charlie
Chaplin comic squirt pin. Fastens on
coat lapel, rubber hose attached to

squeeze ball filled with water concealed.
Every boy comes to see DOPY, mash
squeeze ball, a fine stream of water
squirts in his face. Huge uproar ensues.
Order one today and get your share of
this big fun. Sent postpaid for 20c coin
,only.

THE UNIVERSAL NOVELTY CO.,

Call Box B1390 Jacksonville, Fla.

Big KNOCKOUT Package
Contains One Dancing Scotchman 8 in

high, will dance or walk. One new coin

I trick. One Pack of Hot Air cards, will

win your Girl for you. One Boll of
Stage Money, One Cribbage Board.

One Illustrated Booklet on How to

Pitch. One Book on How to Throw
your Voice. One checker board. 3
New Puzzles and 32 page \ (|

, S book of tricks. All for *v cts.

, \S ARDEE Co. box E Stamford Conr

New Ford Joke Book 1917
All the latest jokes on the Ford Auto. Hundreds of

them and all good ones. Spring a new one on yonr
neighbors. Large book with colored cover by mall,

|
n„

HEW ENGLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Box 23 So. Norwalk, Conn,

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN

ENTERTAINING
Books, Novelties and Pretty Pictures,
you should by all means get our cata-

logue. Send dime for good samples and
our big illustrated catalogue of Beauti-
ful Girls, Novelties, etc. You'll want
more after seeing samples.

Globe Co. si w"'hicag 'Ave.Chicago

—ten ladies to travel,de-

monstrate and sell well es-

tablished line to our dealers. Previous experience
not necessary. Oood pay. Railroad faro paid.
Goodrich Dru£ Co. Dept. 88. Omaha, Nebraska.

AT ONCE

OTTO SARONY CO.

LOIS ZELLNER.

While the Map Is Being Altered

Virginia Pearson, the William Fox

star, received a letter from a large busi-

ness corporation last week, which had

a small map of Europe beneath the

company's name, with this legend un-

der it:

"Business going on as usual during

alterations."

«?-

Fanning the Blaze

In one scene a man was trying to

get rid of an old sweetheart; several

scenes later he was covering her face

with kisses. Two girls were speaking

of the man's inconsistency. Said one,

"I thought he was trying to put his

old flame out."

"Perhaps he thinks," was the an-

swer, "that he can smother her with

kisses."

-?-

A Heavy Show
The service at the movie theater was

wretched that night. Finally it got so

poor that a patron got up and left in

disgust. As he went out the door, he

remarked to his companion,

A New Picture Writer

iy/fRS. LOIS ZELLNER is

a young picture writer

who is rapidly coming to

the front. Her work is in

such demand among the

companies that three or four

of them are making a bid

for her exclusive services.

Mrs. Zellner prefers abso-

lutely frre lance writing.

She has been writing pic-

tures for three years and

only the first-class picture

companies ever get a sight of

her scenarios. Mrs. Zellner,

by the way, began writing

pictures as a means of whil-

ing away the time while

waiting for her commuting

husband to come home to

dinner. She soon graduated

from these chance moments
of writing to a real desk

and typewriter and office

hours for work.

She wrote "Little
Brother," in which Enid

Bennett is to star and which

studio writers say is the

best scenario of the year.

jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiu

"This show's too heavy for me."
"How's that?" asked the friend

curiously.

"Too many waits in it," replied the

disgusted one.

It's Hard To Tell

Patrick was waiting for the lights to

be dimmed at his favorite movie house.

A polite stranger approached him,

saying,
'

' I beg your pardon, but has anybody

got their eye on that seat next to you? '

'

"Ut's hard to tell," Pat replied.

"Oi jist picked up a set of false teeth

from it."

Judging from Looks

A wedding scene was being screened.

Two sons of Erin were exchanging

views.

"Be gobs, there be another wan thot

has taken a doive into the sea of marti-

mony," said one.

"Yis," replied the other; "and Oi

bet that the woman will kape that poor

man down."



In Our Town
By JAMES G. GABELLE

Percy FitzMackle is a regular woman

hater. He hates to see a girl go to the

picture show with anyone but himself.

-3-

George Saunders is so popular with

the fair sect, it is roomered around

that he is a motion picture actor in

disguise.

-?-

The minister told Bart Leenbach to

always watch the actions of the good

girls on the screen, but Bart says all

girls look good to him.

Deacon Gubsing is such an out-and-

out pussfist that he won't watch a bat-

tle scene at the picture show or give a

nickel to the Salvation Army.
-?-

Every kid in our town would sooner

be Virgil Thomson than be President.

He plays the pianny at the picture show

an' gits to see all the pictures free.

-5-

Maxwellton MacGregor says, "It is

too bad there is so much trouble over

the moving picture censorship; but,

then, the Scotch can't look after every-

thing."
«?-

Bee Hume has heart trouble. He

says that ever since he seen Marguerite

Clark in "Miss George Washington,"

his heart has been bothering him some-

thing awful.

George Saunders was greatly touched

by Theda Barry's rendition of Isabel in

"East Limb." When he got home, he

found he'd been touched ten dollars an'

fifteen cents' worth.

-5-

It is roomered that the proprietor of

the picture show is goin' to buy a mo-

tor car of a cheap an' well-advertised

make. Deacon Gubsing declares that

it is another evidence of the rapid ac-

cumulation of rapid an' ill-gotten

gains, that what our town really needs

is a nice hearse an' a big hoodlum

wagon.
-?-

Dad Cooper divides society in Cen-

tropolis into two classes: they both

patronize the Empire Picture Theayter,

but the aristocracy stop at Adam's Drug
Store an' buy five-cent sodas, while the

oil polloly come to his store, swipe his

apples, munch his crackers, sample his

pickles, step on his cat, kick his dog,

an' tell what better stars they would

make if they were in motion pictures.

The crowning
touch

—to a beautiful costume, is a
pair of white kid gloves.

But they must be absolutely

dean. As clean always as when
new.

To send them constantly to a
dry-cleaning shop will soon wear

out even the best kid.

Do it yourself with a little

CleaningFluid
Use it day or night —it cannot explode

15c.—25c.—50c.—$1.00 bottles. At all druggists

TJ? you can draw a little and want to draw
/ / more, you have an opportunity to learn
J at small expense to yourself. Eugene

Zimmerman has an established reputation as

a cartoonist. He has put some of the tricks

of his trade into a book, "CARTOONS
AND CARICATURES," bound neatly in

three-quarter morocco, which will be sent

to you prepaid on receipt of price, $1.00.

ZIM BOOK, Bru„s^W, 225 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

OPEN—A permanent teaching

and business opportunity. Either

sex. Other positions pending.

WRITE PROMPTLY. ,

Terms as low as $1.00 down—$1.50 per
Mandolin or Guitarsent on approval.
1 new GibBon violin construction has

set the whole Mandolin and Guitar world talking. Get
our new Free Book—U2 pages—Ul illustrations, a valuable
fund of information for player and teacher. Also Free
treatise on "How to Practice."

Exclusive Features that Make Every Gibson Matchless:
\ Stradivarius arching—scientific graduation from
% thickneesat center to thinness at rim,securing strength
\ —sensitiveness—free vibration of entire sounding
» board. Tilted neck, nigh bridge with extension
string-holder, securing increased string pressure that
vibrates a larger sounding board, producing a bigness
of tone never before realized. Keinforced, non-
warpable nock—elevated Guard plate or finger
rest—easy action—adjustable string-bearing at
bridge overcoming sharping of heavier strings in
upper positions.

Make $1800 to $5000 orMore aYear
Teaching and Selling the Gibson

Become a teacher. Splendid opportunities for either
;

eex in every locality for private and class instruc-
tion and tho sale of Gibsons. Gibson instruments

"Everyone A "Gibson'-ite"
The Aeolian The Hazard

Mandolin Quartet Quartet

GIBSON MANDOLIN GUITAR CO.

L3 .* 68SHarrisouCt., Kalamazoo Mich,

have "made" many a teacher, professionally and /Gentlemen: —Without obhga-
financially. 0. V. Buttleman, Jackson, Mich., ,' tlfm Ken '

Teaoher and Director writes; "A $7000 Gibson /.Plete Catalog, free treatise, also

rear." O. A. Temp'°"""< *
- gross business forthe>«&

WM. PLACE, Jr., .AMEMCA^SJ3REATE^iMANDO!rjKYIjmjOSOJ ._Star Soloist for / D Mandolin

business for mine this year." O. A. Templeman, 5 information about instrument
Teacher,_J3ioux City._JTa,, _writes: _ "$4500 gross business for the year." /checked. If teacher check here

Victor Talking Machine Co.. UNQUALIFIEDLY ENDORSES THE GIBSON. | r ,.

r»*v B»«Sn*»»<» *»« rt..>- ^*-.n :4.-.l If a teacher, beoome our agent. # LJ Mandola
DO BUSineSS OnOur Capital stock furnished. We help sell. I Mando-ceHo
Agent's territory protected. You make the profits. "We pay the ad-
vertising. You pay for goods when sold; return goods not sold. Try our $ Name
•'Still Hunt". Catalog and thematic list free. Fill in coupon now. #
GIBSON MANDOLIN GUITAR CO., 683 Harrison Court, Kalamazoo, Mich. I Address

Mando-bass
Guitar
Harp-guitar

you have checked instrument.



Instant Bunion Relief
Prove It At My Expense

Don't send me one cent—just letme prove it to you as I have done for
57,532 others in the last six months. I

claim to have the must successful remedy
for bunions ever made and I want you to
let me send you a treatment Free, en-
tirely at my expense. I don't care how
many so-called cures, or shields, or pads
you ever tried without suecess— I don't
care how disgusted you are with them
all—you have not tried my remedy and I

have such absolute confidence in it that
I am going- to send you a treat-
ment absolutely FREE. It is a
wonderful yet simple home remedy which
relieves you almost instantly of the pain;
it removes the cause of the bunion and
thus the ugly deformity disappears — all
this while you are wearing tighter shoes
than ever. Just send your name and ad-
dress and treatment will be sent you
promptly in plain sealed envelope.

FOOT REMEDY CO., 3550 W. 26th St., Chicago.

VoiceThrower
Learn to throw your voice into
a trunk, under the bed, out in
the hall or anywhere. Lota of
FUN fooling the Teacher, the

' Janitor, Policeman, or Friends.

The Ventrilo
,

is a little instrument that fits

into the mouth out of sight Boys
"-Is can use it. NEVER FAILS!
page book on Ventriloquism
with the VENTRILO for \ ACt
Royal Novelty Co. \ -

±v
' 45 SO. NOEWALK, CONN.

ey In Your Ideas
& C PATENTS PROTECT THEM FOR YOU

Books "What to Invent" and "How to
Obtain a Patent" sent free. Send rough
sketch for (free report regarding patentability.
V C & C patent on your idea today may mean
independencetomorrow. Manufacturers constantly
writing us to buy patents. Patents advertised for
sale at our expense.
CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE, Patent Attorneys
tsU 21 tears. 9 58 F Street, Washington, D. C.

NEW SCIENTIFIC WONDER

C. SLVEH OlLY.g
| Q p"(J [S|

g» J^\#C You apparently see thru Clothes, Wood.
E3 \J T ^«F Stone, any obiect. See Bones in Flesh.

MARVEL MFG. CO. Dept. 46, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

THE MONO EX-RAY
10
cts.
With this eye glass you can apparent-

ly see through cloth or wood: see the
bones in the body; makes the flesh look transparent.
A wonderful optical illusion. By mail 10 cts. Stamps or

coin. The Ardee Co., Box 205, Stamford, Conn.

$-01d Coins Wanted—

$

$4.25 EACH paid for U. S. Flying Eagle Cents dated 1856.

$2 to $500 EACH paid for hundreds of Coins dated before 1910.

Send TEN cents at once for our New Illustrated Coin Value

Book, size 4x7. It may mean your fortune. Get posted.

CLARKE COIN CO., Box 26, LE ROY, N. Y.

WRITE FOR MONEY
Send us your ideas for Photoplays, Stories, ete. We will Maff ttam

111 ANY form-correct FKEKA-sell oo commission. BIG REWARDS!
Hundreds mnking money. So enn YOU I Write today for full details.'

200 KINDS 'wT,"^.
PUZZLES

2 wire leaders and trick

card, 10 cents.

WESTERN PUZZLE WORKS
Dept-K. ST. PAUL, MINN.

PHOTOPLAYS - STORIES -POEMS
WRITE FOR FREE COPY "Hints to Writers of

Photoplays, Short Stories. Poems "Also catalog of

best books for writers. ATLAS PUBLISHING CO.,

D-43, Atlas Bldg., Cincinnati, O.

OUR READERS' COLUMN
j

This department belongs to the readers 1
of Film Fun. Write us and tell us what

|
you think about it. If we can help you, 1
write and tell us so. If you like our maga- 1

zine, tell us about it. If you do not like
|

it, tell us anywav. We want to know
|

just what you think about it. §

The Girl on the Cover is Louise

Huff. It is Jack Pickford who
Wants to Kiss Her.

I have taken Judge ever since it was
first published, and Judge's Library as

long as it lasted, and then Sis Hopkins,

and now I am taking their successor

—

Film Fun—as I like to recreate by-

reading something funny after my
arduous labors of the day. I buy from
our home dealers, and I never miss
buying a number. G. S. R.

-?-

I enjoy Film Fun very much and
have been a subscriber for a year and
a half. Ann Pennington is my favor-

ite, and I would like to see her on the

cover and an interview with her. I

also want to see Lillian Gish on the

cover. I like an assortment, one month
a girl and the next month a man.
L. W. H.

-*-

I assure you that Film Fun has a

place of honor on our library table, al-

though it is seldom in its place. Too
many in the family want to see it, and
our copy is almost worn out before the

next one comes. The thing we like

best about Film Fun is that it is not

afraid to speak right out and tell the

truth about the pictures. Mrs. B. L. G.

-S-
Our children have every copy of

Film Fun saved since we subscribed

for it, nearly a year ago. When a pic-

ture comes to our theater that has been
mentioned in Film Fun, we let them
go to see it with a clear mind. "We
saw a picture of that girl in Film Fun,
mother, '

' they say, and that is a pass-

port for them to the theater that shows
that picture. A Mother-of-Three.

«S-
We have read the first installment of

the " Confessions of a Motion Picture

Actress" with a deep interest. Our
oldest daughter had an ambition to go
into the pictures, but after a week of

similar experiences to those related in

the story, she returned home. Her
experience was enough to warn every

mother against allowing her daughter to

go to the picture studios or offices

alone. Fortunately my daughter knew
how to take care of herself and decid-

ed that she did not wish to pay the price

that success demands of some of the

screen stars. I hope every mother reads

the "Confessions." Experience.
-?-

Do you know of a club of writers by
which one might obtain and exchange
views and experiences by correspond-

ence? I think a club of this nature

might be very helpful to those of us
who are writing photoplays. G. M. S.

We have had so many inquiries for

such a club that it has occurred to us

that our Film Fun readers and writers

might like to start such a one for them-

selves. We will be glad to set the ball

rolling by forwarding any letters to the

above address or to any address that

may be furnished us.

Please tell me a good formula for

developing and finishing a motion pic
ture film. J. G. S.

Send stamped envelope and full ad-

dress, and we will gladly furnish you

with the names of good formulas for

developing and finishing your pictures.

Naturally we could not give such ad

dresses in this column.
?•

I want to start a moving picture

route. Must I have a license to show
pictures all over the States at small

towns? How do I arrange for it?

R. J. E.

You must arrange for your license

at each town, as there is no traveling

license for pictures. There will be no

difficulty in obtaining a license, as long

as your pictures meet with the approval

of the town authorities.

-?-

Can you tell us where we can obtain

lists of warranted films to be given in

our town? We have a committee from
our club selected to choose such a list.

Our exhibitor tells us he will secure

them for us if the charge is not excess-

ive. Can you give us such a list?

Member of Committee.

On page 26 of this number you will

find an article describing such a list of

pictures. We are forwarding you the

address of Mrs. Michael, who, no

doubt, will be glad to give you the

benefit of her experience.

«?-

Like many others, I have an ambi-
tion to write photoplays. Is there any
chance for an unknown to land with
the best class of companies or do they

have their own writers? Ambitious.

Do the very best work you can, be

willing to accept criticism and aim for

the very highest. The best companies

are always looking for good stories.

But they want the very best. If you

can write a good picture, they can find

plenty of experienced continuity writers

to put it together. One of the best

scenario writers I know wrote industri-

ously for three years before a single

picture was sold; but she kept right on

trying, and now she has only to offer

her work to get a quick acceptance.



''Ship me somewheres east of Suez where the
best is like the worst,

Where there aren't no Ten Commandments
an' a man can raise a thirst."

KIPLING undoubtedly knew his east of Suez" when he wrote "Mandalay" better than any man
living, just as he knows lots of other things outside the ordinary ken ; but the poverty-stricken, flea-

bitten and malodorous Orient of the modern Mohammedan Turks presents many strong contrasts to

the Orient of the great Abassid Caliphs, when Bagdad was the Metropolis of an Empire exceeding in

extent the widest limits of Rome, and the center of a wealth, luxury and profligacy, the like of which the world

has seldom seen; when the followers of the Prophet had carried the faith of Al Koran from the pillars of

Hercules to the Farthest Ind."
The first glimpse the Western world had of the wondrous life of this period was in the early part of the eighteenth cen-

tury, when Galland issued the first part of the Thousand and One Nights, in a French translation from the Arabic, which at

once became famous as "The Arabian Nights' Entertainments." Mutilated, fragmentary, paraphrastic though these tales

were, the glamour of imagination, the marvelousness of the miracles and the gorgeousness of the life depicted at once secured
an exceptional success. For nearly two centuries these few Oriental tales were allowed to masquerade in abridged condition
in the literary world. Deprived of their beauty and originality, shorn of the very qualities which make them attractive, they
were printed and reprinted until famous scholars, Mr. Payne and others, carried away by their mysterious power, resolved to

give them and many others to the reading world in their original form.

As a result of the enterprize and devotion to art of John Payne, we have now in

"ORIENTAL TALES"

The Real Arabian Nights

The first complete and unexpurgated rendering into English of

The Book of The Thousand Nights and One Night
Translated from the Original Arabic by JOHN PAYNE and
Specially Prepared for the Francois Villon Society of London

a full and candid reproduction of the literature of Persia, India and Arabia, a literature redolent with the smell of incense; with the din of plain-
tive and alluring music; with beautiful women and strange dances; with weird influences and voluptuous beauty.

A NEW WORLD
The Orient, with all its luxury and laxity has been unmasked. The sombre and fantastic tapestries have been drawn aside, and behold ! there

is a new world—strange and dim and distant—real and still unreal—devotional and yet emotional—spiritual and yet intensely physical—a world
of men and women with ardent temperaments and strange beliefs—for the literature of the Oriental people was the story of their lives, inter-
mingled with their dreams.

These "Oriental Tales" are more than a collection—they are the literature of the people of the old Eastern world—they are the children of rare
imagination—of idealism and realism.

They tell the strength and force of the natural, and the strange and subtle beauty of the supernatural. Men and women stand confessed in
all the freedom and candor of nature.

They are in all their wealth and variety and uniqueness the most marvelous expression of fascinating national manners and customs in the
literature of the world.

We find within them a wonderful gathering of subtle truths and idle fancies—of human love in all its countless forms. The sadness of love

—

the wildness of love—love guided by duty and again by instinct

—

and always tinged by dreamy mysticism.
These volumes unmask and display for the first time to Western

eyes life as it was actually passed by those who lived among the
glories of Oriental ease and luxury and freedom when the world
was young.

F. F.-3-17BRUNSWICK SUBSCRIPTION CO.
Room 1116, Brunswick Bldg., New York City

Please mail me descriptive circular and special terms on Oriental Tales,

without obligation on my part.

Name

Address

City State

We employ no agents.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

A few sets of Oriental Tales will be avail-

able to prompt buyers at an especially

low introductory price and liberal terms

of payment. Full information mailed
on receipt of coupon.

III!
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The masterpiece cf watch manufacture—theBurlington
—21 jewels, adjusted to the second—adjusted to posi-

tions—adjusted to temperature—adjusted to isochronism.

Your choice of the newest cases: Inlay EnamelMono-
grams, Block and Ribbon Monograms, Diamond Set,

Lodge, French Art, Dragon Designs. Open face or

hunting case, ladies' or gentlemen's 12 and 16 sizes. Write.

Special Offer!
The Superb Burlington Watch now at the
direct rock-bottom price—the same price that even the

wholesale jeweler must pay—and in order to encour-

age everybody to secure this watch at once, pay this

rock-bottom price either for cash or $2.50 a month
on this great special offer. Send the coupon today.

Jewel
Burlington

( The Master Timepiece)

A
Month

Burlington Watch Co.
19th Street and Marshall Boulevard
Dept. 1593 — Chicago, Illinois

Please send me (without obligation and
prepaid) your free book on watches, with
full explanation of your rock-bottom direct
offer for cash or $2.50 a month on the Bur-
lington Watch.

Ihtttie

Yes, you may pay tne rock-bottom price at the rate

of only $2.50 a month. Only $2.50 a month for the
master timepiece. 21 jewels. Adjusted to positions,
adjusted to temperature, adjusted to isochronism. The newest
gold strata cases are yours to choose from. Write at once.

We send the watch on approval—prepaid.
You risk absolutely nothing—you pay nothing
—not one cent, unless you want this exceptional offer

after seeing and thoroughly inspecting the watch.

New Book on Watches!

Send the Coupon Now!
^ Learn the inside facts about
^^ watch prices and the many superior

points of the Burlington.Writenow for book.1 \L

^:J
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Burlington Watch Co.
19th Street and Marshall Boulevard

Dept.1593 — Chicago. Illinois
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"Ship me somewheres east of Suez where the
best is like the worst,

Where there aren't no Ten Commandments
an' a man can raise a thirst."

KIPLING undoubtedly knew his east of Suez" when he wrote Mandalay" better than any man
living, just as he knows lots of other things outside the ordinary ken ; but the poverty-stricken, flea-

bitten and malodorous Orient of the modern Mohammedan Turks presents many strong contrasts to

the Orient of the great Abassid Caliphs, when Bagdad was the Metropolis of an Empire exceeding in

extent the widest limits of Rome, and the center of a wealth, luxury and profligacy, the like of which the world
has seldom seen; when the followers of the Prophet had carried the faith of Al Koran from the pillars of

Hercules to the Farthest Ind."
The first glimpse the Western world had of the wondrous life of this period was in the early part of the eighteenth cen-

tury, when Galland issued the first part of the Thousand and One Nights, in a French translation from the Arabic, which at
once became famous as "The Arabian Nights' Entertainments." Mutilated, fragmentary, paraphrastic though these tales

were, the glamour of imagination, the marvelousness of the miracles and the gorgeousness of the life depicted at once secured
an exceptional success. For nearly two centuries these few Oriental tales were allowed to masquerade in abridged condition
in the literary world. Deprived of their beauty and originality, shorn of the very qualities which make them attractive, they
were printed and reprinted until famous scholars, Mr. Payne and others, carried away by their mysterious power, resolved to
give them and many others to the reading world in their original form.

As a result of the enterprize and devotion to art of John Payne, we have now in

"ORIENTAL TALES"

The Real Arabian Nights

The first complete and unexpurgated rendering into English of

The Book of The Thousand Nights and One Night
Translated from the Original Arabic by JOHN PAYNE and
Specially Prepared for the Francois Villon Society of London

a full and candid reproduction of the literature of Persia, India and Arabia, a literature redolent with the smell of incense; with the din of plain-
Live and alluring music; with beautiful women and strange dances; with weird influences and voluptuous beauty.

A NEW WORLD
The Orient, with all its luxury and laxity has been unmasked. The sombre and fantastic tapestries have been drawn aside, and behold! there

is a new world—strange and dim and distant—real and still unreal—devotional and yet emotional—spiritual and yet intensely physical—a world
of men and women with ardent temperaments and strange beliefs—for the literature of the Oriental people was the story of their lives, inter-
mingled with their dreams.

These "Oriental Tales" are more than a collection—they are the literature of the people of the old Eastern world—they are the children of rare
imagination—of idealism and realism.

They tell the strength and force of the natural, and the strange and subtle beauty of the supernatural. Men and women stand confessed in

all the freedom and candor o( nature.
They are in all their wealth and variety and uniqueness the most marvelous expression of fascinating national manners and customs in the

literature of the world.
We find within them a wonderful gathering of subtle truths and idle fancies—of human love in all its countless forms. The sadness of love

—

the wildness of love—love guided by duty and again by instinct

—

and always tinged by dreamy mysticism.
' ' """" ' ' """" ' ' ' " """ """ "'"""" These volumes unmas': and display for the first time to Western

eyes life as it was actually passed by those who lived among the
glories of Oriental ease and luxury and freedom when the world
was young.

F. F.-4-17BRUNSWICK SUBSCRIPTION CO.

Room 1116, Brunswick Bldg., New York City

Please mail me descriptive circular and special terms on Oriental Tales,

without obligation on my part.

Name

Address .

City

We employ no agents.
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State.

A few sets of Oriental Tales will be avail-

able to prompt buyers at an especially

low introductory price and liberal terms

of payment. Full information mailed

on receipt of coupon.
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E D I o R I A
Misfits of Moving Pictures

n^BE NEWSPAPERS of New York City contributed glow-

ing accounts of Miss Ethel Barrymore as a photoplay

star and splendid words of praise for her work in her latest

screen vehicle, " The White Raven. " Why? we ask. Miss

Barrymore certainly has no claim to stellar honors on the

screen. It is ridiculous to be asked to take Miss Barry-

more seriously in such a role as "The White Raven" offers

her. When in the course of a photoplay we are supposed

to tremble with fear for the moral safety of a young girl,

we must be given a creature that approximates " fragile

femininity" sufficiently for us to feel some concern for her

moral welfare at the hands of bold, bad men. Ethel Barry-

more, physically at least, was the equal, if not the supe-

rior, in point of avoirdupois and muscle, of the wicked

male person who had her in his clutches, and she certainly

looked capable of knocking him out should it have become

necessary for her to do so to preserve her virgin soul.

It is demanding too much of a long-suffering public that

it be asked to accept " mature - looking mothers of chil-

dren" as helpless "wisps of girlhood. " It cannot be done.

Moving picture audiences no doubt tire of the eternal in-

genue skipping barefootedly over the grass or wetting her

toes by the mossy brookside or peek-a-booing from behind

the forest trees; but if a naughty man appears upon the

scene and threatens to rob her of girlhood's priceless treas-

.

ure, the situation is, to say the least, not laughable. At

such times an audience, if heeded, would be heard petition-

ing the "makers of pictures" to give them a heroine under

forty and not weighing over one hundred and twenty-five

pounds.

How can an actress like Miss Barrymore, who has given

us much that is of the finest on the spoken stage, whose

name for years has been associated with the best in Ameri-

can drama, lower her art by appearing in a role so entirely

unsuited to her? Aside from screen personality, which she

lacks, she has no claim to "screen beauty," and in the

short dapcing skirt which she wore, and her bare arms and

neck, she was pitifully self-conscious of her well-developed

figure.

4, But it is all in the day's work. If the motion picture

producers will only give us all the worn-out older ladies of

the stage and the younger ones who happen to be tempo-

rarily jobless, we may hope to sooner see "feature" photo-

plays that will be something besides so much celluloid

reeled off before our weary eyes, exploiting these women
from the stage, who have neither the physical attributes

necessary to give a semblance of beauty nor any knowledge

of the technique of screen acting.
J
Then the capable, hard-

working screen actresses, who know their business and have

given it years of study and who photograph well, will sooner

come into their own. Then they, too, will be given a

chance to count a few of the shekels that fall so easily into

the laps of the "stage" stars when they turn their gaze

screenward.

If motion pictures are to be a great creative art and

take the place in the world of art that is rightfully theirs,

the producers must begin to cease reflecting. At the pres-

ent time the motion picture gets the reflected light of the

stage star, the reflected light of published stories and plays

that have been produced, done over into motion picture

scenarios. About the only thing the photoplay hasn't bor-

rowed is the camera and the film. Will the time ever come
when a novelist, before he can have his book published,

must first have had it made into a "movie," and will a

stage star come to have no value until she has made first a

name on the screen?



HARTSOOK PHOTO

WILLIAM FARNUM
Although we have William on our double page, we just couldn't resist giving this

close-up of him, to show the beau-ti-ful dimple in his chin.
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"CONFESSIONS OF A MOTION PICTURE ACTRESS"

The first two installments of this remarkable story, which began in our February issue,

brought us many expressions of approval of our determination to throw the limelight of

publicity on conditions in the motion picture business as the author of these articles has

found them. As we said before, the identity of the writer necessarily must remain a mystery.

But we repeat that she was well known in the world of drama before she entered the motion

picture field, and that she has been in a position to know personally of the incidents men-
tioned in this series. No exaggeration of the happenings in motion picture offices and

studios, about which she tells so graphically, has been necessary—the facts speak for them-

selves. Startling as were the first chapters, the subsequent ones will be even more gripping.

You cannot afford to miss one of them.
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<
I > PLANT one's foot on the first rung of the ladder

leading to motion picture fame was a far easier task

six or seven years ago than it is now. It was easier, in the

first place, because you came into immediate personal con-

tact with the producing director the first time you applied

at a studio for work. Now the beginner has to be previ-

ously passed upon by agents, assistants and sub-directors

innumerable before gaining an audience with his kingship,

the head director. In the days long gone by you made your

call at the studio at 9 a. m., walked in unannounced (the

doors to the working stage were not then barricaded as they

are now), spotted the director, nabbed him at an opportune

moment and asked sweetly but timidly, "Anything for me
to-day?" The director would most often answer, "Don't

know just what I am going to do as yet. You might wait

and see."

And so you stayed, with no definite promise of work,

but were glad to do so, for you could watch the rehearsing

and "learn things" about motion picture acting. While

waiting, you always picked out a niche on the studio stage

where you would be within the director's line of vision, so

that he could not fail to see you when he paused to look

about between rehearsals. You hoped during one of the

pauses that his eye would rest upon you sufficiently long

for your personality to sink into his consciousness, that he

would suddenly decide that the scene he was working upon

needed a maid or extra guest or "walk-on" person, and so,

of course, it would follow that you would be the one for

him to choose to portray the interpolated part. You were

constantly sending out telepathic messages along these lines

to the director. Though the lips were silent, the eyes

spoke with pleading eloquence, as if to say, "Use me, oh,

please use me!"
Sometimes hours of patient waiting rolled by, while the

director rehearsed other actors and taking occasional scenes,

before he made your heart glad by turning to you and say-

ing, "Urn, guess I could use some sort of servant here.

You, young lady, make up for a maid." Like a bad penny,

that "maid part" would eventually materialize, and you

hoped that the part would call for an ex,tra little piece

of "business," so you would have an opportunity of show-

ing what you really could do if only given the chance.

You felt it would open the way to better and bigger

things.

As I recall these incidents, I realize how innocent-

minded I was, and how confident, how absolutely assured

that my good work only would be the criterion for future

advancement. What a wide-eyed, trusting child I was,

until, quite some time later, a little light filtered into my
understanding, and I realized that the way of a director,

with a maid, was strange.

Many '

' maid' ' parts and other bits fell to my lot in the

course of time. My associations in the studio were all

very pleasant, but I wasn't getting ahead as I wanted to.

One day, or rather evening, I was hurrying to my dressing-

room just after having heard the director's welcome words

sung through the megaphone, "You can take your 'make-

ups' off. That's all for to-day." As I turned to enter the

dressing-room, I caught my director's eye. He motioned

that he wanted to speak to me. I went to him. He said,

"Don't be in any hurry. Linger after the others."

'All right," I answered, and I thought, "Here is where



I am promoted to play 'leads.' He wants to talk confiden-

tially to me about it."

That night I very leisurely cleaned up and got dressed.

I took no part in the usual mad rush in the dressing-room,

the splashing on of much cold cream to rub off the grease

paint, the hurried twisting of the hair secured by a hairpin

or two, the "jumping" into one's clothes and the quick

packing and locking of the make-up box.

I made up a tale of a fictitious later engagement to tell

the other girls (six of us were dressing in the one room),

as the reason for my deliberate dressing. I waited until

nearly all had left and the atmosphere was clear, and then

sauntered over to the director's desk. It was there that we
received our little printed slips calling for the daily wage,

which was afterward presented at the treasurer's window,

where the five-dollar bill was handed in exchange for the

slip;

How jealously in the past I had treasured the one little

intimate moment when I could go up to the director's desk

and get my slip ! Sometimes he'd ask me to sit down for a

moment, and, oh, then I did feel so important ! And as he

would give me the little piece of paper and gently press my
hand in doing so, saying I had wonderful eyes for the

screen, I was then and there raised to the nth degree of

happiness. And often as I started to go, he'd crown my
joy by saying, "I'll need you to-morrow."

But that night I had been asked to wait, as he had some-

thing particular to say to me. As I came to his desk, he

asked me to sit down a moment. He was putting things

to rights before closing shop for the day. As he pulled

down the roller top of his desk, he said,

"Let's go have a bite of supper. You don't have to re-

port at home, do you?"

"No," I answered. "My home is far from here. I

board.
'

'

'

' Ah ! So much the better.
'

'

We ate at a quiet little place. The talk was mostly

"pictures" and studio small talk. He paid me some pretty

compliments. He was a romantic sort—at least, on this

outing he was. He quoted Swinburne. I still remember a

line or two, although I have never worshiped at the shrine

of the fair Algernon. I think I can recall a verse offhand

well enough to quote:

"To hunt sweet Love and miss him,
Between the bud and blossom,

Between white arm and bosom,
Between your throat and chin.

To say of Love, what is it?

Of Virtue, we can miss it.

Of Sin, we can but kiss it,

And it is no longer Sin."

This was a new philosophy to me—a bit tempting, I

must confess. Had I been a more sentimental young miss,

I might have found myself falling a bit in love with my
poetically inclined director. As the dinner progressed and

the black coffee arrived, he said,

"Some night, when we finish early, I'll get a car, and

we'll take Miss and G " (naming one of the "reg-

ulars" among the men) "and have a joy ride and a shore

dinner somewhere."

"That would be fine! I'd just love that!" I replied,

perfectly assured as to the propriety of the affair when

there were to be four of us. The eventful evening arrived.

The quartet was on hand, and we motored to one of the

near-by beaches. On the way there I sat in the back seat

with the director, while the other girl and young man sat

on the two small seats in front.

Although it was summer, a light rug felt comfortable

over our laps ; but I shortly discovered that the rug was

used for other reasons thcin warmth. I soon felt Mr. Di-

rector's arm about my waist. I unfolded it, but it imme-

diately returned, and after a dozen unsuccessful attempts

to make him keep his arm where it belonged) and feeling

unable to object aloud owing to the presence of othars, I

finally let it stay. Then he patted my cheek and caressed

my leg from knee to ankle, saying how beautifully slender

it was, and that I was far too clever and good-looking to

stay on the "straight and narrow path," for it would profit

me nothing. All this in undertones, but •our companions,

•evidently aware of the passionate love making taking place

on the rear seat, began to sing like true good fellows, which

lessened a bit my discomfiture. Getting braver, my director

began to kiss me and tried to draw me up into his lap.

He tried, but not more than twice. I felt my muscles

stiffen like steel, and I don't think it would have been any

effort for me to have lifted him bodily out of the c^r and

dropped him in the roadway as we speeded along the

boulevard.

Soon we arrived at the beach. We had a splendid din-

ner, which I couldn't but would so have liked to enjoy, for

such tempting delicacies did not often come my way.

Shortly afterward we started back for New York. On the

return trip we changed places in the car, the other girl sit-

ting in the back seat with the director. After we were well

on our way, I foolishly and thoughtlessly happened to turn

to say something to Miss , and there she was cuddled

up in Mr. Director's lap, both of them oblivious not only to

our presence, but to all the world.

I was not asked on any more joy rides, but I overheard

others in the studio talking about parties, etc. I pegged

along at that studio a year, doing small "parts." The di-

rector was always pleasant to me, but only on rare occa-

sions, when a role was so peculiarly suited to my tempera-

ment that I could play it better than anyone else, did I get

a big part, such as the other girl of that first motor party

was now always cast for. Occasionally, when a crowd was

asked to luncheon, I was asked to join. I think I amused

the director a bit. He seemed to like to talk to me. In

his heart he probably admired my rebuttal, but as for ad-

vancing me in my work, no, that he would not do.

The "cuddly" little girl of the joy rides is now a big

movie star, and while she has beauty and ability, I can re-

peat in all truthfulness what others say, and that is that

she would not be where she is to-day had she relied solely

on her beauty and ability. All this took place some years

ago, but conditions in motion picture studios have not

changed with the years. To relate a recent experience of

mine will show how similar they still are.

Not very long ago I was chosen as one of a company to



"I felt my muscles stiffen like steel when the director tried to draw me into his lap and
T don't think it would have been any effort for me to have lifted him bodily out of the car."



go to the mountains on a picture that required "exterior"

settings. I was tickled foolish by the thought of getting

out of hot, humid New York for two or three weeks in

August, to smell the fragrant pine instead of the gasoline

on Broadway, perhaps to get a swim after work hours in

the fresh-water mountain lake near the place where we
were going, to rest my eyes on fresh green grass and sweet

field flowers, to forget the close, smelly Subway and the

noisy " Elevated, " and to see the stars twinkling in the

heavens at night instead of Broadway's cheap and garish

electric light display. So to the country I went. It was

such a pretty place ! I loved it, and I felt I was going to

be so happy here for a little time. It proved to be for a

very little time.

The inn where we stopped was an old-fashioned, simple

place, and there were only a few guests besides ourselves.

The hotel was three stories high, and our rooms were all

on the same floor. We weren't more than eleven or twelve

in the company, and there was only one girl besides my-

self. Things went along very nicely for a few days. All

of us were busy getting started, fixing our costumes, etc.

After work hours, for the first few days, the director and

camera man would be out finding locations for the next

day's scenes, so as not to waste valuable sunlight.

We used a pretty Colonial farmhouse in some scenes of

this picture in which I worked. The people who lived in

this farmhouse were very charming, hospitable folk and in-

vited us (that is, the director, one of the actors and my-

self) to come over for some music after dinner. We
motored out there that evening. It was about a six-mile

ride, and we spent a very pleasant few hours. Coming
home in the motor car, I sat in the back seat with the

director. He had asked me to. The one other member of

the party and the chauffeur were in the front seat. (The

automobile, as you see, plays its part in the affairs of mo-

tion picture companies. ) As we rode along, the director,

whom I shall call Mr. Z , put his arm around me, say-

ing as he did so,

"Tired?"

"Yes," I answered. "I am a bit tired." We had had

a long, hard day. A six-o'clock call had given us an early

start. I think I was photographed in nearly every foot of

the two thousand feet of film that had been exposed that day.

Mr. Z next gently placed my head on his shoulder.

I let it stay there. I knew we would be back to the hotel

very shortly, and I didn't feel like offering remonstrances

or being righteously indignant. The affections alone do

not always influence the "female of the species" to incline

her fair head upon a man's strong, broad shoulder. Fatigue

and weariness have often been influential factors.

We rode along in silence. After a few moments my
companion spoke again.

"You don't get a bit of fun out of life. What are you

afraid of? You're always so reserved."

"I'm not so reserved," I answered. "I'm just myself.

Can't help how I'm made."

Mr. Z : "Even if you cared for a fellow, you'd

think it sinful to give yourself a 'thrill,' wouldn't you,

now? Ever have a thrill?"

The bluntness and coarseness of his remarks hit me be-

tween the eyes. I felt my blood run cold, but I answered

calmly, as if I hadn't been shocked in the least,

"I don't think it necessary to have an 'affair' with

every man or any man I work with, if that is what you are

driving at.

"

Mr. Z (calm as ever): "No, I don't mean that;

but why don't you unbend a bit—get a little fun out of life

—live? You'd be a better actress. Look at Bernhardt.

She didn't deny herself 'love.'
"

I wondered if any of these men I had come in contact

with around the different studios had any conception what

the word "love" meant. I had heard it so completely and

horribly desecrated.
'

' But,
'

' I replied,
'

' I am not Bernhardt. '

'

Mr. Z : "Don't you want to become a great actress?

Don't you want to be famous? What are you in this busi-

ness for, anyhow? How did it ever happen?"
'

' I am the most ambitious woman you probably know.

My work is my whole life, and I'll never be quite happy

unless I achieve my ambition."

We were getting to our hotel. There was a long stretch

of beautiful maple trees leading to the inn, and as we turned

a curve in the road, the searchlights from our car lit up the

trees, so lovely in their sweet, fresh greenness. The.moon
was almost full and shining softly on the lake some miles

distant. It made me feel so sick at heart, and so lonely

—

so unutterably, miserably lonely ! I felt the strong human
instinct of wanting to share with some sympathetic soul this

beautiful night world on which my eyes were resting. My
companion didn't even know it existed. As I had schooled

myself to dismiss immediately unpleasant happenings, the

effect of his vulgar, sordid remarks soon left me, and I

reveled in the glory all about me.

But in another moment I was back on earth, roused out

of my dream by a voice that fell discordantly on my ears,

saying,

"May I come in and say 'good-night' to you?"

"Come in and say 'good-night' to me," I thought to

myself.

Did he mean to ask if he might come to my room at

this late hour? Oh, I well knew what he meant to imply

!

Why try to deceive myself? I was to be given the acid

test as to whether I still coveted my virtue, was a poseur

as far as my moral life was concerned, or had tasted man's

liberty in these matters and forgotten the old copy book rule

that "virtue is its own reward."

I answered, "Why, surely you can say 'good-night' to

me," but I didn't say, "You can come in and say 'good-

night' to me."

Mr. Z 's room was on the same floor and on the

same side of the hall as mine was. He came with me to

my door. I started to unlock it, but the key stuck ; so Mr.

Z unlocked the door for me, entered my room and

turned on the light.

I said, "Good-night." He said nothing. He didn't

even try to kiss me. I was rather surprised at that. He

just smiled and left. Saying nothing left me in doubt as

to what his plan might be. I thought, "Now what? Is he



coming back later?" Must I sit up and await develop-

ments? Stay awake to anticipate his rap, so that I could

answer sotto voice that I was retiring and could not see

him? Why sit up? He surely didn't expect to come to

my room at midnight, particularly as he must have been

very much in doubt as to whether he would be welcome or

not.

I got ready for bed. No one came. Finally I fell

asleep. Whether Mr. Z returned later and rapped at

my door, I never knew. But I did know, by the events of

the following days, that I had not played the game as he

wanted me to. My brief popularity waned and soon was

no more. And as it departed, in like proportion, the light

of favor fell upon the other young girl in the company.

The encouraging words I had received for my work turned

to unfavorable criticism, until finally I became so nervous

at the continual fault finding that I grew self-conscious.

Under the circumstances no one's work could have been

good.

I had always "screened" well and took great pains with

my "make-up." I'd often start a half hour before the

others, shadowing out, with a gray grease paint, parts of

my face that were a trifle full, thus getting a perfect con-

tour. I had studied my eyes, experimenting with a dozen

different "make-ups" on them, in order to get them soft

and expressive. Every director I had ever worked for told

me I "made up" wonderfully. But no more with this com-

pany was my "make-up" good. Every little trick of the

art I had mastered that before brought me praise now

brought forth such remarks from Mr. Z : "Why do

you put 'gray' under your nose?"

"I've always done it. It shortens my nose. You've

always liked it before."

"Well, don't do it any more. It looks awful !"

So everything was wrong. I played no more "close-

ups." Instead of being a large figure in the foreground of

the picture, I now shrunk as I retreated further and further

back. The other young lady now came forward. I gradu-

ally diminished in size, until finally I disappeared out of

the picture altogether. The little miss did her part also

in "queering" me with the director. The continued criti-

cisms I was the recipient of seemed to have the subtle handi-

work of the gentler sex somewhere concealed behind them.

Finally, one evening, I was abruptly told I was '

' through'

'

in the picture. I wasn't told that I should leave for New
•York before the rest of the company did; but I took my
cue, and with my face wreathed in smiles, as if I was dying

to get there, I answered,
'

' Oh, then I can go back to New
York to-morrow!" So I came back to hot New York the

next day, alone, to hunt another job. Forever and forever

hunting a job, getting one, doing my bit as well as I knew

how, and losing the job because I wasn't "game. " Always

another beginning to be made, with the never-failing though

desperate hope that this time it would be different.

The first thing I did when I got back to the city was to

call on the agent through whom I had secured the engage-

ment. How horribly shocked I was when he showed me a

telegram from Mr. Z , saying that I had fallen down

miserably in my work, and that I had been absolutely hope-

less in the part! I couldn't keep back the tears, and I ex-

plained, in part, as best I could, how unfairly I had been

treated.

I went home with a heavy heart that night. My dis-

couragement had reached the point where I began to wonder

what was the good of it all, anyway, and that night I con-

cluded
'

' the game was not worth the candle.
'

'

(To be continued.)

A Close-up

The scene showed the interior of a bedroom. A man
was just getting into a folding bed, when it closed up on

him.

A girl, turning to her escort, remarked, "What kind of

a scene do you call that?"
'

' Why, '

' he replied,
'

' that is known as a close-up view. '

'

TRIANGLE-FINE ARTS

CONSTANCE TALMADGE.
A new and a very bright star, who has come to

shine in Filmdom's firmament. Few girls not yet
eighteen can boast of having reached the top rung
of the ladder of success in one profession, but lit-

tle Miss Talmadge might have done so in two.
For as far back as she can remember, Constance
has been what she herself calls a "water rat."
No mystery to her are the "trudgeon crawl" and
the "jackknife flip"— she's on the friendliest

terms with 'em, every one. And for a long time
it was an almost even draw whether she would go
in for honors as a swimmer or as a screen actress.

Fortunately for us, she chose the latter—and here

she is.



AMERICAN-MUTUAL

MARY MILES MINTER
Who, as soon as she had finished work on "The Gentle Intruder," locked up the little

screen star and emerged the little girl, with just a few days to do what she wanted.

And how hard it was to decide which of the many things she wanted to do first !

—

which accounts for this very thoughtful expression with which we found her.



FAMOUS PLAYERS

It isn't true that nobody loves a fat man, for Ruth Elliott (Doris Kenyon) had no sooner looked at jolly Bob
Blake (Frank Mclntyre) than she fell plum in love with him, in "The Traveling Salesman."

Three Fingers Up
I don't know how it is with you, but I believe that

some of these scientist fellers are not so impractical as a

good many people think. Now, wait awhile; don't argue.

Wait till I tell you. One of them mussed up some news-

paper space with the declaration: "Every man has an oc-

casional impulse to commit crime." Now, I'll admit that

that sounds like a lot of their deep stuff—a bit woozy, eh,

old file? Score one for you. But wait till I get the old

bean going—40-11 centimeter!

The other night I crawled into an aisle seat in my
favorite coop, intending to rest my hands and face while

absorbing some mute manifestations of virile life (I heard

a guy say that). Well, what's wrong with an innocent in-

tention like that? I leave it to you. Entirely forgivable

is right, Gert. Well, sir, just as I got comfortably cramped,

with the toe of my cordovan neatly tucked in the little

opening at the lower corner of the seat ahead, and was sob-

bingly sympathizing with poor

Aaron, It came in. Now, get all

excited. This is the funny part.

But don't make too much noise, or

we'll all be thrown out. You see,

I'm sitting in the chair, all calm

and everything. And this feller

comes in— all fair? Yup! Shoo-

hoot!

He was quite mellow, if you

know what I mean. As it was rain-

ing, he wore a raincoat—though he

seemed not to mind being wet in-

side. And while waiting for me to

rise and bow him into the seat at

port, he removed the garment, pre-

senting the sleeve to me in the

conk. Good-evening!

It was very wet. Oh, decided-

FAMOUS PLAYERS

Frank Mclntyre again—at peace with
the world.

ly ! Of course I objected ^vigorously (if mentally), and

whispered into my hat that- this egg was not only a con-

summate ass, but a drunken one as well.

You know I said I had my toe tucked in the seat in

front, remember? Well, that toe was the bone of conten-

tion, as you might say if you are as clever as I am at dodg-

ing. To save me, I couldn't release it. So I had to stand

on one leg, with the other in the air, half bent, the while I

wrestled with the toe. But no action absolutely.

Well, he thought the way was clear and started in.

Now, I admit frankly that I have never been blessed—or

cursed, have it your own way, I'm a quiet guy—with what

you might call corn-fed lower knees. In fact, as far as

their elasticity is considered, they're all but metallic. The

poor coot was torpedoed amidships, as the bos'n said, and

he foundered badly right then and there. He rested with

half of his anatomy on one side of my knee and half on

the other side—50-50. And he yelled blue murder. My
dear, you should have seen it!

Everybody turned around and

stared and said, "Tck! tck!" They

probably thought I was going to

spank him. And the usher came

down and said, "Here, here!

Watsamatta, watsamatta?" And I

got all red and everything. Well,

we got settled after a while. He

sobbed himself to sleep. But the

whole show was curdled for me. I

tried to get that little doofingle off

the mechanical candy box, to stick

down the man's throat or into his

eye, and couldn't. But I certainly

felt that impulse to commit crime,

right there on the spot, ybetcha!

Do you think that's funny? I don't,

eyether. So long

!



Truly Rural

Margaret Landis is a firm believer in neutrality, and so, while she puts the biscuits within reach of Edward
Peters, she turns the batteries of her most fetching smile full upon R. Henry Gray. Never having sampled
Margaret's cooking, and being rather peacefully inclined ourselves, we hesitate to say which one has the bet-

ter of the bargain—though we'd like to be in R. Henry's boots for a while.

Cullen Landis, in love with Jackie Saunders in "Jane,"
is jealous of Frank Mayo, the "city dude."

But poor Cullen is not alone in his sulks—and the

donkey looked so gentle, too.



AMERICAN MUTUAL

William Russell tells studio youngsters just how he uses his sword in "My Fighting Gentleman."

Some Day
By LOIS ZELLNER

'Member when you and I were kids ?

And it got too dark to play,

We'd sit on the steps and talk a lot

—

You and I and Tom and Dot

—

'Bout what we were going to be some day ?

You said you would be a pirate bold
And sail on the bounding seas,

Wear a big black mask and a sword of steel,

And turned-in boots with a golden heel

And live a life of ease.

And Dot and I were to go to war
Where the cruel bullets sting,

To nurse the soldiers back to life,

And after the end of the bloody strife

To be the bride of a handsome king.

And Tom was to be an engineer

On the fast Nine-Ninety-Nine,

To blow the whistle and ring the bell,

And streak through the town with a screech and a yell

The Hero of the line.

Nowadays when the youngsters chat

Of the future that they plan,

You'll hear them say, with the greatest glee,

"WHEN I GROW UP I'M GONNA BE—
A MOVIN' PICHSHER MAN!"



Styles in Plain and Fancy Bare=lback Dressing

BALBOA HOOVER ART CO.

To be sure, it isn't at all polite of

Ruth Roland to turn her back on
us like this; but when one has
Ruth's kind of back to turn, why
care a fig for politeness? "What
a foolish way to dress in midwin-
ter!" you say? What about that

new straw hat you've set your
heart on getting—that one in Ma-
dame 's window, you know?
Anyway, the necklace keeps her

warm.

INTERNATIONAL BRADLEY STUDIOS

"Evening gowns may be worn very
decollete this season, but under no
circumstances must a strictly mod-
est girl permit her ears to remain
exposed," announced Dame Fash-
ion emphatically. So Dorothy
Green, ever keeping pace with that

exacting lady, hurriedly rolled her
lovely hair into two knots and
lengthened the straps over her
shoulders. "That's too easy!

Next!" dared she.

"Mercy, Mary Sun-
shine, aren't you
ashamed of yourself?

Go right home and put
some clothes on ! What
will our readers say?"
But Baby Mary just
glanced at the rest of

the girls on this page
and went right back to

her study of the pretty

rose she held in her
hand. "Ashamed? Of
what?" she smiled; and
we had to leave her
here. For to look like

this little star is surely

not a cause for shame.

TRIANGLE-KAY BEE

"Why pretend?" said Mary Maclvor, and she

went and had her picture taken just like this.

"A-ha, I'll get you yet!" snarled Old Man
Grippe; but she refused to let it worry her.

INTERNATIONAL

Not to be outdone, Mineta Tamayo grabbed a
lace curtain, but not quite having the courage
of her convictions, she couldn't resist letting

down her raven tresses as a sort of shield.



ARTORAFT

If a woman is really only as old as she looks and a man as old as he feels, Mary Pickford and Maurice Tour-
neur ought to be out on the street, somewhere, playing hop-scotch. For though the camera man was patiently

waiting to begin filming Mary's newest picture, "A Poor Little Rich Girl," Director Tourneur just couldn't
help holding up the proceedings until he had squeezed the doll's tummy to make it say "Ma-ma."
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What a perfectly wonderful man J. G. Tarver would be to play "London
Bridge" with! Jim Marcus, Fox veteran, takes off his hat to him; R. A.
Walsh, who staged "The Honor System," has to look at him through smoked
glasses, and even big "Bill" Farnum gasps in amazement as he looks at Tarv-

er' s seven feet five inches of manhood.



Tillie Wakes Up

WORLD

At No. 003 Finddet Ave-
nue lives Tillie Tinkle-

paw, who, the knowing
neighbors say, is shame-
fully neglected by her
husband Henry. Directly

above Henry and Tillie,

on the fourth floor front,

reside Mr. Pipkins and
his wife Luella. Here
the husband has become
merely the

'

' henpecked
meal ticket" for Luella,

whose various women's
clubs and societies call

her often from the fire-

side and interest her
much more than does her

husband's welfare. But
the worm turns at last,

and one evening, when
Luella has nagged even
more than usual at her

meek little husband, Mr.
Pipkins, unable to stand

it any longer, sets out to

see what chance has to

offer. Henry, too, has

been very "crool" that

evening, and at the floor

below Mr. Pipkins finds

Tillie with the same idea

in mind. So what could

be more natural than for

the two to join forces and
start out together to paint

the town red?

WORLD

Their pursuit of pleasure

leads them direct to that

haven of all true pleasure

seekers in the summertime
—Coney Island. Here Tillie

and Mr. Pipkins visit the

bearded lady, see everything

there is to be seen, fill them-
selves full of peanuts and
pink lemonade, and finish up
by sliding down into one of

those bowls that go round
and round and make one's

insides feel for all the world
like scrambled eggs

—

though, to be sure, anything
that can make one feel
'

' eggy
'

' in these days of high
living has its advantages.

Forgetting that they are too old to

"hitch behind," the runaways climb
into an ice wagon and freeze to the ice

so hard that they have to be cut away.

And when'Henry and Luella find them
trying to use a photographer's automo-
bile as an ocean liner, all is forgiven

and forgotten.



EDUCATIONAL, INDUSTRIAL, AND SCIENTIFIC

BETTY DODSWORTH
As Cora in " Trooper 44," the five-reeler in which the State Police Troop A, of

Pennsylvania, played a prominent part.

WHITE PHOTO



BACK '

WORLD

Even on a farm a girl can't be too

careful, so Alice Brady clasps Peter

Rabbit tight in her arms and smil-

ingly waits for Mr. Third Party to

come along.

TRIANGLE-KAY BEE

Years ago a man married a delicate, shrinking violet

sort of person, to take care of her; but nowadays

—

well, here's Margaret Thompson to speak for herself.

"Your hand, me
ing radiantly at

out a lily-white

queenly air, sh

from her ne 1



E FARM

Collins, smil-

and stretching

with a right

icefully down
Dxmobile.

"M-m-m-m, just like mother used
to make!" said Margaret Landis.

And we took her word for it.

SELIQ

Two laps with but a single dog— Remember the

days when the old schoolhouse had shut down for the

summer, and there was nothing to do but fish all

morning and fool through the long, lazy afternoon?

Ah, but those were the days!
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well, here's Mar^rTtTK
r; but nowadays—Margaret Thompson to speak for herself.

FOX HH
"Your hand, melon), said Jose Collins, smil-

ing radiantly at her admirer and stretching

out a lily-white ban"- And with a right

queenly air, she SBPP^d gracefully down

from her new M" m°del Oxmobile.

BALBOA

"M-m-m-m, just like mother used

to make!" said Margaret Landis.

And we took her word for it.

Two laps with but a single dog— Remember the

days when the old schoolhouse had shut down for the

summer, and there was nothing to do but fish all

morning and fool through the long, lazy afternoon?

Ah, but those were the days

!

'



wThe Little Brother in

Jerry finds out that a girl "newsie"
hasn't much of a show and decides

that she can sell more papers if

she adopts trousers.

fAVING made her initial bow
to the public as the blind

girl in "Princess of the Dark,"

Miss Enid Bennett, has donned

the garb of masculinity, and for her second appearance

on the screen portrays the role of a boy in "The Little

Brother," a scenario from the pen of Lois Zellner.

The story centers around Jerry Ross, bright, lovable

daughter of the East Side, who "little mothers" her uncle,

Dan Burke, and his two sons, and watches over half the

little waifs of the tenement district. By selling papers she

earns enough pennies to support her charitable enterprises,

and discovering that a boy has a much better chance at

that sort of thing than a girl, she sallies forth in trousers.

On the corner she gets mixed up in a "free-for-all" with

the other "newsies," a window is broken, and Jerry is

hauled up before the magistrate in the Children's Court.

Here she is paroled in charge of a "Big Brother,"

Frank Girard, who takes Jerry to his country home and

proceeds to make a man of her. Girard is an expert in

mineralogy and is engaged in a series of experiments for

extracting opals from their rock by a chemical process.

When he is called to Mexico to take up his work there,

Jerry goes to a co-educational college. There her secret

1
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TRIANGLE-INCE

Jerry, after a street fight, is paroled by the Chil-

dren's Court in charge of a "big brother."

leaks out, and she is transferred to the girls' side of the

institution, and, later, wins the highest honors in work in

special branches of mineralogy.

She then goes out to join Girard, whose work, held up

by successive failures, has brought him to the verge of

ruin, explains that she is not a little brother, but a little

sister, sets to work to help him out, foils a burglar, finds

the long-lost formula for extracting the opal from the ma-

trix and enters into a life partnership with the Big Brother.

Miss Bennett, as Jerry, gives one of the most charming

performances we have seen in a long time, and proves, in

the fight scene, that there are some girls who can use their

fists. The staging and the settings of the whole picture

are excellent. In "The Little Brother" Mrs. Zellner has

again struck the human note, and, what is more import-

ant, that most elusive of things, a "different" note. "The
Little Brother" is "a photoplay that is different"—which,

in our opinion, puts it in Class A.

TRIANGLE-INCE TRIANGLE-INCE

Jerry assumes her rightful attire and guards "Big Brother's'

laboratory secrets when a rival seeks to obtain them.
Jerry foils the attempt of a crook to rob her
benefactor and forces him to give up the spoils.



Just Half a

Dozen Screen

Weddings
VOGUE-MUTUAL

Rena Rogers and Arthur Moon, in

"A- Mix-up in Photos." She
seems pleased, anyway.

TRIANGLE-FINE ARTS

Douglas Fairbanks always smiles, even
when he was being married in "The

Americano."

FALSTAFF-MUTUAL

Thank goodness, here's somebody smiling at a wed-
ding. It is Frances Keys and Jay Yorke.

VITAGBAPH

My ! but E. H. 'Sothern does look romantic when he
is being married on the screen to Peggy Hyland.

RIANGIE-KEYSTONE

Juanita Hansen lures William Armstrong on the rocks of domestic wreckage in "Black Eyes and Blue." No-
body seems to be happy over it.
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Not a smile in this crowd. What's the matter? Isn't anybody going to wish Pe?rl White a happy married
life, even in "The Iron Claw"?



Have You Seen These ?

AMERICAN-MUTUAL

The water isn't a bit deep, and if Mary Miles Minter were alone, she could step right over with no trouble at

all; but—well, with a chance like this in "Environment," and George Fisher waiting on the other side—we
girls understand!

VOGUE-MUTUAL

Ben Turpin and Paddy McGuire in a scene from
"Jealous Jolts." Paddy is a good worker and has

no difficulty in burying Ben—all but the feet.

'Member those old tintypes your ma looks at and
says,

'

' My, I was a populargirl' ' ? Here are Stuart

Holmes and June Day in "Twenty Years Ago."



Young America

'

' Dear, dear, now, youngsters, buck up ! Are you
forgetting that little girls are supposed to be
made of sugar and spice and everything nice

—

not

of salt-water tears?" But Marin Sais just

laughs and says that they're not cry babies at all,

and that they're only pretending. Marin has
adopted these two little girls and is bringing them
up as her own. She calls them her "umbrella
twins," because they will cry any time she tells

them to—well, yes, and a few times when she

does not.

With pictures of nice, juicy bones playing tag

with each other in his mind, Fuzzy, being a wise
young dog, thinks it advisable to obey his master's

voice.

ARTCRAFT

After watching Douglas Fairbanks climbing trees and doing a few more
stunts, the monkey recognizes him as an equal and condescends to

shake hands with his friends.

No, this isn't a youthful romance we've
interrupted—it's just Jane and Kather-

ine Lee trying to prove what loving

sisters they are.



I

Gale Henry, as the hired girl in "Out for the

Dough, '

' takes the shortest and best route to

the heart of "Wandering" Webster (William
Franey), Knight of the Road.

Illusionmen

t

nPHERE'S a joy in my breast that is warm as the sun

and as deep as the fathomless sea. Through the

glad heart o' me does a song ever run—she looked from

the screen at me ! All the world seemed a heaven where

happiness glows, and the fairest of angels was she ; all

the earth was a garden, and she was a rose—she looked

from the screen at me

!

So my heart makes a melody out of her eyes, and

the lilt of it's joyous and free, as the birds make a mel-

ody out of the skies—she looked from the screen at me

!

Though a critic may say, with a technical sneer, that

she looked in the cam'ra, you see—still my heart tells

me diff*rent, and memory's dear—she looked from the

screen at me

!

—Harry J. Smalley.

A Storm Due

A domestic drama was being reeled off. A woman
was standing in front of her home, waiting for her hus-

band and registering temper.

"She certainly has a cloud on her face," said Henn.

"Yes," replied Peck; "and it hasn't a silver lining,

either."

m as

The Better Half

Camera man—That screen star says he is wedded to

his art.

Extra girl—Yes; but the trouble is that he thinks he

is the better half.

Movie Mottoes

T DOESN'T take many feet of some pictures to make
one reel.

Yes, Edna, the movie films run just as fast in Phila-

delphia as elsewhere.

A clean play sometimes seems dirty to a patron whose

mind needs censoring.

A great many more people pose for the movie cameras

than are photographed by them.

It is bad luck (for everybody around you) to eat onions

or garlic just before going to the movies.

Some of the people whose pictures in motion you see

are a great deal better than you think them, and some are

worse.

If we knew any people who did the things our children

watch in the movies, we wouldn't let our children go near

those people.

A great many people believe that all who fail in the

speakies go to work for the movies. But this is not true.

There aren't that many actors in the movie business. Many
of those who fail in the speakies stay right on in them.

We have seen them lately.

A great many people wonder how Doug Fairbanks can

stand it to play his parts in the movies, and what exercise

he takes to enable him to do so. It is only by playing so

vigorously in the movies that Doug keeps strong enough to

stand the exercise he takes.
—Strickland Gillilan.

AMERICAN MUTUAL

"How dry I am!" sighs Francelia Billington, snatching

a bit of refreshment—purely of the variety known as

"soft"—between scenes of "My Fighting Gentleman."



Mrs. Garrigan Lays Down the Law
By JAMES G. GABELLE

i(\ WINT in to see Alasky Sorehat's new play lasht

night," said Mrs. Garrigan, as they waited in front

of Semans's barber shop, where their respective lords and

almost-masters were getting their week-

ly shaves.

"Did ye?" asked Mrs. Grogan in-

terestedly, as her husband took a seat

in a vacated chair. "An' what did it

consist of?"

"Twinty-five new dresses, sivinteen

new hats an' two different ways av

dressin' the hair."

"My! but she is lucky!" Mrs.

Grogan commented enviously.

"She shure is lucky," Mrs. Garrigan agreed. "She

always dresses in the heighth av style, an' yit has niver

wanst been arristed for it.
'

'

"What else have ye seen?"

"Well, I seen Theedy Bury in 'The Flaxen.' 'Twas a

moveless movin' pitcher. I misdoubt whether the operator

turned the crank at all or not. 'Twould have been nothin'

without Theedy. Ye see, Elsie Drummond has both eyes

out for the main chance an' a heart that bates for herself

alone. She's dyin' av ongwee"

"Hivens!"

"Ye don't understand, Mrs. Grogan. Ongwee is a dis-

ase that ye have whin there's nothin' the matther wid ye.

Well, so Elsie's father not only looks upon the wine when

it's red, but tastes it arly an' often," Mrs. Garrigan went

on. "Elsie's sister Helen is about to marry Martin

Stevens, but her brother—-who is small for his size an'

very fond av farmin', his wild-oats crop bein' wan av

the biggest on record—has taken a couple av eye-openers

that marnin', so he can see a few things himself, an' hints

that if Helen marries, Elsie will have to stay at home an'

nurse her father whin the house is dicorated wid delayem

trimmin's. Elsie gets wise at wanst an' annexes Stevens,

only to give him his sponge" -

"What d'ye mane—sponge?" Mrs. Grogan demanded.

"That's Frinch for givin' him the grand razoo, which

manes that she kicked him out when she dishcovered that

because her brother had stolen ivry cint the man had, he
'

was nearly broke. Then Helen annexes Knolls Money, an'

Elsie grabs him an' lades him to the

haltei. He promises to love, sarve an'

Ray her gamblin' debts forever afther,

but finds it too much av a job; an'

Elsie- starts to make eyes at Martin

Stevens, who by the aid av a little in-

dusthry an' not too much honesty has by

this time become a millionaire an' Hel-

en's finance. However, she overraches

herself, an' just because she is too modest to mintion bare

facts, so dressed them up gracefully, her sisther was mane

enough to call her a liar for her throuble. So the poor,

misundherstood Elsie goes back to her husband an' his

A -Sis.

pocketbook, for—outside av a few dozen others—he is the

only man she iver raly loved."

"I seen a grate play lasht night," declared Mrs. Grogan.

"'Twas called 'Broken Chins,' got out by the ' Beerless-

World' paple. Shure, I thot that the dear, dead days was

back agin, an' I was a gyurl goin' wid Pat Grogan to see

wan av me ould favorites."

"I seen Mary Picklefoot in 'The Pride av the Clane.

'

'Tis a fine Scotch play an' "

"H'm!" sniffed Mrs. Grogan. "To hear the Scotch

talk, ye'd think they invinted the arth in wan day an' wint

fishin' the other sivin."

"Well," admitted Mrs. Garrigan, "give the diyil his

due"

"I'm willin'," Mrs. Grogan interrupted. "He kin

have all the Scotch."

"Mrs. Grogan," flashed her friend angrily, "I'm thry-

in' to give ye inflammation, an' ye do be all the time

a-corruptin' me!"
"Well, go on wid your story. I suppose 'tis all about

Mrs. McGroorty, who washes her face

twice a wake, winter an' summer, an'

is always boastin' av the fact."

"It has nothin' to do wid Mrs. Mc-

Groorty," Mrs. Garrigan declared.

"It's a swell play, wid the ladin' part

mistook by Mary Picklefoot. She's the

daughter av the chief av the clane an'

loves the English as little as if she'd

had the honor av bein' born in dear ould Ireland. Her

father is drowned and at her father's death Marget becomes

the head av the clane. Jamie Campbell thinks mebbe she

will marry an Englishman, but she tells him av the law av

the clane that none can iver marry anny av that hated

name. So they become engaged, 'two soles widout a single

thot, ' as the pote puts it. Marget is very proud av him,

for he cud ate more peas wid his knife than anny other

man cud wid a scoop. Jamie's mother gives him a lettherto

mail. Two months afther she asks him if he mailed it. He
tells her he has, an' the shock kills her. Afther the funeral a

Sassenach woman cooms to the island. She turns out to be

his rale mother an' recognizes him to wanst, aven tho he

hasn't the usual pickled strawberry mark on his lift shoulder.

It seems that Mrs. Campbell was the Countess av Pillow-

sham's nurse an' ran away wid the barn, as thim misguided

Scotch call all childher, not bein' able to use English, poor

an' unreviled, as the sayin' is. Jamie doesn't dare to tell

Marget av his relationship, so she gits jelous av the stran-

ger an' thries to drown herself in the wet watther; but

Jamie rescues her, an' she decides to marry him, aven if

he is English, for a head of the clane has made the law,

an' another can break it."

"Well," declared Mrs. Grogan, "I'm glad she did. I'm

very broad-minded meself. I always said that an Eng-

lishman was as good as a white man—if he behaved him-

self."
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Sands Up

!

TRIANGLE-INCE

Some enterprising dentifrice company ought to get a couple of men who act with William S. Hart to help 'em
advertise. There's nothing like biting the dust every so often to make one appreciate good tooth paste.

MUTUAL- "MUSTANG

The outlaw took careful aim,

and—zip !—down went another

extra

!

Charles Cummings is very efficient and
finds no difficulty in tending to business

and pleasure at the same time.

urn. id <jn

"Look out, woman! The darned
thing might gooff!" And the

villain registers very real fear.

'I regret that I have only two lungs to give for my company!" shouted George Walsh heroically, lifting his

arms high above his head to show his manly physique.



As Others See Them

TRIANGLE-KEYSTONE

Gloria Swanson making sure that she has on something old, something

new, something borrowed and something blue.

TRIANGLE-FINE ARTS

'Nothing like practice," says Carmel Myers.

Ruth Roland knows that a girl can't be too particular

how she looks, even when retiring—some burglars

are quite nice looking.

TRIANGLE-FINE ARTS

Here's Bobbie Harron. Lookout! Don't push him ! He'll bite it off

!

ARTCRAFT

Mary Pickford can't decide whether

she likes him or not.



At Last! At Last!

The Fading Comets of the Moving Pictures

By LINDA A. GRIFFITH

CAMPBELL PHOTO,

LINDA A. GRIFFITH

\ DIM light is breaking on the horizon, and each and
^^ every one of us who has the welfare of the motion

picture at heart has cause to rejoice. The long-suffering

public that has been uncomplainingly shelling out its pen-

nies on wishy-washy motion picture stars, and not under-

standing, but wondering why it does not enjoy the "movies"

as it used to, has cause to rejoice. The backbone of the

insidious "star system" is creaking a bit. Let us hope it

will break with a loud crash in the not too distant future

—

break and fall into shattered bits that can never be pieced

together again.

No other profession and no other art since time began

has had less intelligence applied to its development than

the motion picture art. Of course, this applies more di-

rectly to the period since the star system became the vogue,

four years ago.

Once a picture trade-mark had a meaning and value.

Any exhibitor could pack his little theater every night in

the week by placing outside it a sign reading, "Biograph

Night." The public knew the quality of the stories it

would see under that brand, and knew they would be well

produced and well acted. There was a keen intelligence

directing the policy of that one-time famous company—an

alert brain that knew stories, could write stories, and knew
how absolutely necessary it was to have a story before you
could have a good motion picture.

Then the business got side-tracked. One night, at a
little theater on East Fourteenth Street, New York, an ex-

hibitor, wanting to do "something different," placed out-

side his theater a sign saying, "Mary Pickford here to-

night," and in just such an innocent way the whole messy
business of "stars" began. Humans are much like sheep,

but in no business is the resemblance closer than in the

motion picture industry.

Then Adolph Zukor conceived the idea of showing Sarah

Bernhardt in a film. All well and good ! Bernhardt is the

supreme dramatic genius of the age. We would not belit-

tle her by calling her a "star," least of all "a motion pic-

ture star." A record of her work and living moving

photographs of her should be shown and preserved for fu-

ture exhibitions to generations yet to come. But before

we knew what had happened, the public was being asked

to- accept as "stars" 'most any little graduate of the Zieg-

feld Follies chorus. And for some years past the public,

as a consequence, has had to sit and suffer in silence.

Stories by men of brains, even masterpieces of litera-

ture, have been distorted to fit the dramatic limitations of

so-called
'

' stars.
'

' Plays by our cleverest playwrights have

suffered by the whims and incompetencies of those glitter-

ing orbs—the motion picture stars. Even acknowledgment

of an author's work was begrudgingly given him. The
name that stood for the big, creative brain, without which

no star could ever so dimly twinkle, was printed in the

smallest type on the program. The author counted for

little, but some piffling personality, who was struggling to

get away with an interpretation of one of the author's char-

acters, had her name in large, heavy black type.

The genius who produced "The Birth of a Nation" did

not need stars, and he never tortured a story to suit the

fancy of any actor or actress. Through good motion pic-

ture stories he made "stars." Then a new firm rises

mushroom-like from the ground. "Stars!" they say.

"We'll have 'stars!' 'Stars!' Never mind about the

stories—we'll fit stories to them; the public wants 'stars'
!"

One of the "stars" made by this generally accepted fore-

most producer of America was grabbed by one of these new

firms some years ago, at a bigger salary than she had ever

dreamed of getting. After doing for her all in their power

they could do, they have let her go, saying her "box-office

return" was not commensurate with her salary. In a few

years she will peter out and be no more.

One of this same producer's young actresses is now
being featured as a star without a rival. She will soon be

seen in her new brand of pictures. With no one to coach

her in every little gesture as in the past, without the dis-

cerning mind of a Griffith who would never make the mis-

(Continued in advertising section.)



Grow Younger as You
Grow Older!

Younger in Body, Younger in Spirit, Younger in Ambition, Younger in Every

Characteristic that Gives Greater Earning and Living Power, Greater Thought

Power, Greater Pleasure-Obtaining Power and Greater Health-Promoting Power

r'HE number of years a man has lived

does not tell how old or young he is.

A man is as old or as young as his

energy, his vitality, his capacity for work
and play, his resisting power against dis-

ease and fatigue.

A man is only as old or as young as his memory
power, will power, sustained-thought power, per-

sonality power, concentration power and brain
power. He is only as old or as young as his digest-

ive power, his heart power, his lung power, his

kidney power, his liver power. Age is measured
by the age of our cells, tissues and organs, and not
by the calendar

!

Cultivate the Cells
Everybody knows that the body and brain are

made up of millions of tiny cells. We can be no
younger than those cells are young. We can be no
more efficient in anyway than those cells are effi-

cient. We can be no more energetic than the com-
bined energy of those cells.

By conscious cultivation of these cells, it is as
natural as the law ot gravity that we become more
efficient, more alive, more energetic, more ambi-
tious, more enthusiastic, more youthful. By con-
sciously developing the cells in our stomachs, we
must improve our digestion. By consciously devel-
oping the cells in the heart, we must increase its

strength in exact proportion. By consciously de-
veloping the brain cells, the result can only be
multiplied brain power—and so with every organ
in the body.
What e are and what we are capable of accom-

plishing depends entirely and absolutely on the
degree of development of our cells. They are the
sole controlling factors in us. We are only as
young and as great and as powerful as they are.

There Is No Fraud Like Self-

Deception
You may think you are young, strong, brainy, en-

ergetic, happy, yet when compared with other men
or women, you are old, weak, dull, listless and un-
happy. You do not know what you are capable of

acco m p lishing
*£^ _<*i*. because you have

not begun to de-
velop the real
vital powers

within you. The truth is you are only a dwarf in

health and mind when you can easily become a
giant through conscious development of every cell,

tissue and organ in your body and brain. By ac-

celerating the development of the powers within
you, you can actually become younger, as you grow
older—yes, younger in every way thatwill con-
tribute to your health, happiness and prosperity.

Conscious Evolution—the Secret

Swoboda proves that Conscious Evolution gives

energy and vitality to spare, digestive power to

spare, self-reliance to spare, and gives many other
desirable characteristics to spare. He proves that
Conscious Evolution makes people disease-proof,

fatigue- proof. He maintains that to possess suffi-

cient vitality and energy and to keep the body in

normal health under the most favorable conditions
is no more health prosperity than to have only
enough money from day to day to meet current ex-
penses. Great reserve health, great reserve energy
is what we must acquire if we are to successfully
nullify the ravages of time, and to easily overcome
every adverse condition and thus enjoy the benefit

of our health power and the advantage of our
energy.

Beware of Health Poverty

As Swoboda says, " There are individuals who
seek work only when their last cent is gone. Like-
wise, individuals live from minute to minute and
from day to day, seeking health and energy only
as they need them badly."
Conscious Evolution is for them— for everyone.

It is a simple scientific and practical system by
means of which every part of the brain and body is

energized, strengthened, awakened, so that we be-

come possessed of a super health and mentality

—

the Swoboda kind of health and mentality. Con-
scious Evolution makes for good fortune by devel-
oping the resources and the ability and power of
personality.
Strange as it may seem, this revolutionary

method of consciously awakening and developing
weakened and lifeless cells requires no drugs, med-
icines or apparatus of any kind. It does not re-

quire dieting, deep breathing, excessive exercising,

cold baths, electricity or massage. It takes only a
few minutes a day, yet so startling is the effect of
Swoboda's system that you begin to feel younger,
renewed, revitalized, re-energized after the first

day.

The
Swoboda
System
is as
Effective

for

Women
as for

Men

AN AMAZING BOOK FOR YOU
Swoboda has published for distribution

a remarkable book which explains his

system of Conscious Evolution and what
it has already done. Write for this book
—not because Conscious Evolution has
meant so much to 200,000 other men and
women, not because there is scarcely a
prominent family in the country that
hasn't at least one member a pupil of
Swoboda, including Chas. E. Hughes,
Rockefeller, the Vanderbilts, the Goulds,
the Huntingtons, the Armours, the Cud-
adys, the Swifts—but write for the book because it means so much to
YOU in multiplied living power, earning power and resisting power.
It is a big book filled from cover to cover with the vital facts about
yourself and how you can acquire the degree of perfection in body and
mind that you so much desire. It exposes the dangers of excessive deep
breathing, excessive exercise, and excessive muscular development.

Regardless of how you may feel, of how efficient you may think you
are—regardless of how active, energetic and alert you may consider
yourself—regardless of how happy, how contented you may pride your-
self on being—regard less of how healthy, wealthy or successful you may
be, you cannot afford, in justice to yourself, to miss the interesting and
instructive secrets explained for the first time in this startling new book.

A mere reading- of "Conscious Evolution" will so fill you with enthusiasm and
ambition, that you will not rest until you have yourself acquired the Swoboda
kind of health and energy by cultivating- and revitalizing intensely every cell,

tissue and organ in your own system. Tear out the coupon on this page, write
your name and address on it or write a letter or a postal card and mail it today.
Even if you gain but one suggestion out of the 60 pages you will have been re-

paid a thousandfold for having read it. I urge you by all means not to delay,

not to say "I'll do it later, " but to send NOW, while the matter is on your mind.
Remember, the book is absolutely free for yon to keep—there is no charge or
obligation now or later. Write NOW. Address

ALOIS P. SWOBODA, ^"n^^rVcW^
Beware of individuals pretending to be my agents or represent-

atives. All such are impostors and frauds.—SWOBODA.

REMARKABLE
PERSONALITY

Swoboda, himself, is perhaps the most
perfect example of what Conscious Evolu-

tion can accomplish. As Swoboda gains in
years, he grows younger in enthusiasm, younger

in vitality, younger in health; he is becoming' strong-
er, more energetic, more confident, more dominant
and more alive by capitalizing his creative powers
through Conscious Evolution, What Swoboda is ac-
complishing lor himself, you too can accomplish—
every individual can accomplish, for every individual
is governed by the same laws and principles, and
every individual has it within himself to make use
of these laws and principles. Swoboda's mind and
body are so alert and so active that in his presence
one feels completely overpowered. His personality
dominates everything with which it comes in contact;
yet Swoboda is real!— there is absolutely nothing
mysterious about him. He knows not what fatigue
is—he is a tireless worker. He delights in making
sick people well and weak people strong. He loves
his work because he feels he is of benefit to humanity
—making a better, more vital, more potent race of
men and women.

Swoboda Has Over 260,000
Followers !

25,000 In New York
14,000 in Chicago
15,000 in Philadelphia
S,00o in Boston
5,000 in Pittsburgh
4,000 in St. Louis
800 in Clevelaud

1,200 in Cincinnati
2,000 in Los Angeles
1,000 in Washington, D. C.
25,000 in England
162.000 in other places
262,000 Men and Women

Conscious Evolution has fol-
lowers all over the world, in
all countries of the globe
Swoboda has followers in
the Fiji Islands, in Java
in New Zealand, in Aus-
tralia, in the Philip-
pines, in China, in
Japan, in Brazil, in
Argentina, in Bo-
livia, and in all
of the Southern
and Central
American
countries as
well as in
C a nadaand,
Mex- x / Name

Alois P. Swoboda

2037 Aeolian Bldg.

New York City

Please send me your
free copyrighted book,

"Conscious Evolution."

City State



Instant Bunion Relief
Pro At

Don't send mo one cent—just let
nie prove-it to you as I have done for
57,532 others in the Vast six months. I
claim to have the most successful remedy
for bunions ever made and I want you to
let me send you a treatment Free, en-
tirely at my expense, i don't care how
many so-called cures, or shields, or pads
you ever tried without success— [ don't
care how disgusted you are with them
all—you have not tried my remedy and I
have such absolute confidence in it that
I am going: to send you a treat-
ment absolutely FREE. It is a
wonderful yet simple home remedy which
relieves you almost instantly of the pain;
it removes the cause of the bunion and
thus the ugly deformity disappears — all
this while you are wearing tighter shoes
than ever. Just send your name and ad-
dress and treatment will be sent you
promptly in plain sealed envelope.

FOOT REMEDY CO., 3550 W. 26th St., Chicago.

At Last! At Last!

VoiceThrower
Learn to throw your voice into
a trunk, under the bed, out in
the hall or anywhere. Lots ofFUN fooling- the Teacher, the
Janitor, Policeman, or Friends.

The Venfrilo
is a little instrument that fits

into the mouth out of sight Boys
-rlscanuseit. NEVER FAILS!

! paere book on Ventriloquism
with the VENTRILO for J ACt

_ Rpyal Novelty Co.\ ':iw
Kept. 45 SO. NORWALK, CONN.

Big KNOCKOUT Package
Contains One Dancing Scotchman 8 irj

high, will dance or walk. One new coin
trick. One Pack of Hot Air cards, will
win your Girl for you. One Roll of
Stage Money, One Cribbage Board.
* One Illustrated Booklet on How to

Pitch. One Book on How to Throw
f| your Voice. One checker board. 3
JL New Puzzles and 32 page "t A

,

*\N book of tricks. All for *w cts.
Vv ARDEE Co. box E Stamford Conn

MOVIE ACTING!
A fascinating profession that pays big. Would you

like to know if you are adapted to this work ! Send 10c.

for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or Key to
Moving Acting Aptitude and find whether or not
you are suited to take up Movie Acting. Instructive and
valuable. Send dime or stamps today. Interesting, Illus-

trated Booklet on Movie Acting included FREE

!

Film Information Bureau, Sta. H, Jackson, Mich.

You Can Have Beautiful

LASHES and BROWS %m
(just like mine)

EYE-BROW-INE, a food for the Lashes *Tp
and Brows sine in results—absolutely I.

harmless. Improves your looks—ever so v£^
much. Don't lie mislead by substitutes. \V «3
EYE-BROW-INE is highly recommended bv Vi^l
itas many users. Mailed in plain sealed ci-vcr \
on receipt of price -25c and 2c postage. Extra \;
strength— 50c and 4e postage.
BEES MRJ. t'OMPANY, 0.V2 Columbia Av^.. Philnft

$50 to $100 WeeklyKt^
time. Great demand. YOU can write them. We
show you how. Experience not necessary. Send for
free booklet of valuable information and special
Prize Offer.

Chicag0 rhoto-playrii-ht College, Box278-ei4,Chi'go

Mmfrm

POCKETTRIG"nm
MAGIC CO.,

Illustrated Catalogue Included.
Send 6 Cents In Stamps

Sta.. 5. 470 8th Avenue.. NEW YORK

TRICKS
Puzzles. Jokes, Masric Goods, Plays, Wigs, Sensa-
tional Escapes, Illusions and Stage Supplies. Large
illustrated catalog Free.
OAKS MAGIC CO., Dept. 397. OSHKOSH, WIS.

(Continued)

take of miscasting her, her future un-

der the new regime will be interesting

to watch.

Honor where honor is due, so at the

feet of that unique triumvirate—Mary
Pickford, Charles Chaplin and Douglas

Fairbanks—we place our tributes, for

they have survived even without good

stories. To-day even the peerless Mary

is beginning to realize she cannot go on

much longer without a story, and she

is soon to shine forth in Eleanor Gates's

play, "A Poor Little Rich Girl, " which

both as book and play has been read

and seen and loved by the American

public. She is also to be seen in Kate

Douglas Wiggin's delightful story, "Re-

becca of Sunnybrook Farm."

The Triangle (Fine Arts Brand) is

producing pictures at the Eastern Studio

in Yonkers

—

but there are to be no stars.

William Sherrill has given us "The
Witching Hour," a beautiful produc-

tion of Augustus Thomas's play, with

no star. The policy of the Frohman

Amusement Company is to spend the

money on the production and not all on

the one actor. There is a Rex Beach

Corporation for the production of the

Beach stories, and there will be no stars

there. Rex Beach, the author, is the

featured one. A company is now un-

der way to visualize on the screen the

novels of David Graham Phillips

—

no

stars—and the name of David Graham
Phillips is to come first. And we al-

ready have Winston Churchill's "The
Crisis"—no star featured.

And so, as all things work out right

in the end, the motion picture actors

and actresses who have conscientiously

given their interest and devotion to the

study of the motion picture art will

come again into the place to which

they rightfully belong. Because they

had never appeared in a dramatic pro-

duction in a theater on New York's

Broadway or in the Forties adjacent

thereto, and so could not ask a million

dollars a minute for their services, is

the only reason they were shoved to

the wall.

The salvation of the motion picture

industry now, in the most critical mo-
ment of its history, lies in the break-

ing down of the star system. The cry-

ing need is good stories. There are

numbers of clever, competent actors to

portray the parts— competent actors

that the public will take to its heart if

only they are given the chance. Then

the producer and exhibitor will not

flounder on the rocks and "go broke"

endeavoring to pay the star's exorbi-

tant and ridiculous salary.

Producers must come to realize the

tremendous part an author plays in the

making of a good motion picture.

Commensurate remuneration, acknowl-

edgment and rightful prestige must be

given the author

!

The motion picture has been for some

years and still is the cleanest, most

wholesome and inexpensive pastime for

the masses and a very pleasant enter-

tainment for the leisure classes. But

the motion picture story must begin to

be more than a vehicle for the exploita-

tion of the fair charms of a would-be

actress, if the motion picture itself is

to be classified (as it has every quali-

fication to be) as one of the greatest of

the arts since time began.

FAMOUS PLAYERS

Marguerite Clark essays Pierrot in
"The Fortune's of Fifi," the tale

of a tiny French actress—an adap-
tation of the play from the pen of

the late Molly Elliot Seawell.

On His Way
The scene showed a tipsy man stag-

gering down the street toward a ceme-
tery.

"Goodness me!" remarked Mrs. Huff
to her husband. "That man looks as
if he was on the way to a drunkard's
grave. '

'

"Well," he replied, "he seems to be
staggering in the right direction."



Mother Why Don't
You Take Nuxated Iron

And Be Strong and Well and Have Nice Rosy Cheeks Instead of Being Nervous and Irritable All

The Time and Looking So Haggard and Old?—The Doctor Gave Some to Susie Smith's

Mother and She Was Worse Off Than You Are and Now She Looks Just Fine.

NUXATED IRON WILL INCREASE THE STRENGTH AND ENDURANCE OF
WEAK, CAREWORN, HAGGARD LOOKING WOMEN 200 PER CENT

IN TWO WEEKS' TIME IN MANY INSTANCES.

THE CHILD'S APPEAL

The

There can be no Beautiful.
HealthyRosy Cheeked women

without Iron.
"

F. KING

"There can be no healthy,
beautiful, rosy cheeked women
without iron." says Dr. Ferdi-
nand King, a New York physi-
cian and author. "In my re-

cent talks to physicians on the
grave and serious consequences
of iron deficiency in the blood
of American women, I have
strongly emphasized the fact
that doctors should prescribe
more organic iron—nuxated iron— for their nervous, run-down,
weak, haggard looking women
patients. Pallor means anaemia
anaemic woman is pale, the flesh flat

muscles lack tone, the brain fags and the
memory fails, and often they become weak,
nervous, irritable, despondent and melan-
choly. When the iron goes from the blood
of women, the roses go from their cheeks.

"In the most common foods of America,
the starches, sugars, table syrups, candies,

polished rice, white bread, soda crackers, bis-

cuits, macaroni, spaghetti, tapioca, sago, far-

ina, degerminated cornmeal, no longer is iron

to be found. Refining processes have removed
the iron of Mother Earth from these impover-
ished foods, and silly methods of home cook-
ery, by throwing down the waste pipe the
water in which our vegetables' are cooked
are responsible for another grave iron loss.

"Therefore, if you wish to preserve your
youthful vim and vigor to a ripe old age, you
must supply the iron deficiency in your food
by using some form of organic iron, just as
you would use salt when your food has not
enough salt.

"As I have said a hundred times over, organic iron
is the greatest of all strength builders. If people would
only throw away habit forming drugs and nauseous
concoctions and take simple nuxated iron. I am con-
vinced that the lives of thousands of people might be
saved, who now die every year from pneumonia, grippe,

consumption, kidney, liver, heart trouble, etc. The
real and true cause which started their disease was noth-
ing more nor less than a weakened condition brought
on by lack of iron in the blood.

"On account of the peculiar nature of woman,
and the great drain placed upon her at certain per-

iods, she requires iron much more than man to help

make up for the loss.

"Iron is absolutely necessary to enable your blood

to change food into living tissue. Without it, no
matter how much or what you eat, your food mere-

ly passes through you without doing you any good.

You don't get the strength out of it, and as a conse-

quence you become weak, pale and sickly looking,

just like a plant trying to grow in a soil deficient

in iron. If you are not strong or well, you owe
it to yourself to make the following test: See
how long you can work or how far you can
walk without becoming tired. Next, take two
five grain tablets of ordinary nuxated iron three
times per day after meals for two weeks. Then
test your strength again, and see how much you
have gained. I have seen dozens of nervous, run-
down people who were ailing all the while double
their strength and endurance and entirely rid

themselves of all symptoms of dyspepsia, liver and
other troubles in from ten to fourteen days' time
simply by taking iron in the proper form. And this,

after they had in some cases been doctoring for

months without obtaining any benefit. But don't
take the old forms of reduced iron, iron acetate or

tincture of iron simply to save a few cents. The
iron demanded by Mother Nature for the red color-

ing matter in the blood of her children is alas!

not that kind of iron. You must take iron in a

Dr. Ferdinand 'King, New Yorlc physician

and author, tells physicians that they should

prescribe more organic iron—Nuxated Iron—
for their patients—Says anaemia—iron de-

ficiency—is the greatest curse to the health,

strength, vitality and beauty of the modern

American Woman.—Sounds warning against

use of metallic iron which

may injure the teeth, cor-

rode the stomach and do

far more harm than good;

advises use] ofj only nux-

ated iron.

You can tell the women with:

plenty of iron in their blood-

beautiful healthy rosy cheeked
women full of Life,Vim and

Vitality

form that can be easily absorbed and
assimilated to do you any good, other-
wise it may prove worse than useless.

I have used Nuxated Iron widely in my
own practice in most severe aggravated
conditions with unfailing results. I have
induced many other physicians to give it a
trial, all of whom have given me most sur-
prising reports in regard to its great power
as a health and strength builder.
"Many an athlete and prize fighter has

won the day simply because he knew the
secret of great strength and endurance and
filled his blood with iron before he went
into the affray; while many another has
gone down in inglorious defeat simply for

the lack of iron."
Dr. Howard James, late of the United States

Public Health Service, said: "I have never
before given out any medical information or
advice for publication, as I ordinarily do
not believe in it. But so many American
women suffer from iron deficiency with its

attendant ills — physical weakness, nervous
irritability, melancholy, indigestion, flabby,
sagging muscles, etc.—and in consequence
of their weakened run-down condition they
are so liable to contract serious and even
fatal diseases that I deem it my duty to ad-
vise all such to take Nuxated Iron. I have
taken it myself and given it to my patients
with most surprising and satisfactory re-

sults. And those who wish quickly to in-

crease their strength power and endurance
will find it a most remarkable and wonder-
fully effective remedy."

NOTE—Nuxated Iron which is prescribed and recom-
mended above by physicians in such a great variety

of cases, is not a patent medicine or secret remedy, but

one which is well known to druggists and whose iron

constituents are widely prescribed by eminent physicians both in

Europe and America. Unlike the older inorganic iron products it

is easily assimilated, does not injure the teeth, make them black, nor
upset the stomach; on the contrary, it is a most potent remedy in

nearly all forms of inditrestion as well as for nervous, run-down con-

ditions. The manufacturers have such great confidence in nuxated
iron, that they offer to forfeit $100.00 to any charitable institution if

they cannot take any man or woman under 60 who lacks iron, and
increase their strength 200 per cent or over in four weeks' time, pro-

vided they have no serious organic trouble. They also offer to refund
your money if it does not at least double your strength and endur-
ance in ten days' time. It is dispensed by all good druggists.



"/ saved this
dress for

"You remember that awful grease
spot? I took it out with

—

GWWA
CleaningFluid

And, my dear, you can use Carbona
on anything because it will not injure

the most delicate fabric or
color.

I like it, too, because it is

perfectly safe to use day or
night—you know Carbona
is the one cleaning fluid

1 that—

will not explode,** *

15c—25c—50c—$1.00 bottles

At all druggists
s£^ry
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BIG WONDER PACKAGE
1 Great North Pole Game. 1 Big
Roll Stage Money, 1 Game Au-
thors,! CribbageBoard, 1 Check-
er Board and Men, Pinochle
Game, 37 other Games. 19 Wes-
sons in Magic, 1 Set of Domi-
noes, 27 Autograph "Verses, 12
MoneyMaking Secrets, Wireless
Telegraph Code, 25 Pictures of
Pretty Girls, 2 Puzzles, 100 Co-
nundfums.All the above I fl

with large catalog for | U Cts
ROYAL GAME CO. Box 408 So. Norwalk, Conn.

You Can Have
Beautiful Eye-
brows and Lashes

by apply ing*
b Lash-Brow-ine" nightly.

It nourishes the eyebrows and lashes,
making them long, thick and luxuri-

ant, adding wonderfully to your beauty,
charm and attractiveness. "Lash-Brow-

ine" is a guaranteed pure and harmless
preparation, used successfully by thou cands.

25c (coin) and we will mail you "Lash-
Brow-ine" and*our beauty booklet prepaid in

plain sealed cover. Beware of worthless Imitations.
LABORATORIES; 4UOM-18 Indiann Ave.. CHICAGO

THE MONO EX-RAY

With this eye glass you can apparent-
ly see through cloth or wood: see the
bones in the body; makes the flesh look transparent.

A wonderful optical illusion. By mail 10 cts. Stamps or
coin. The Ardee Co., Box 205, Stamford, Conn.

Comics, Cartoons, Com-
mercial, Newspaper and

gazine Illustrating.
' Pastel and Crayon Portraits.

Earn $25 to $200 a week.
By our Bimple method your
talent is quickly developed with-

out interfering with present work.

By Mai! or Local Classes. Small Bums you now fritter away Pay your tui-

tion. Write for termu, list of eucceBflful pupils and mutructlon method FRi.E.

ASSOCIATED ART STUDIOS 2208 Flatlron Building, New York

WRITE FOR MONEY
Send ua your ideas for Photoplays, Stories, etc We will .accept thn»
In ANY form—correct FREK—sell oh commission. BIG REWARDS*
Hundreds mnkinR money. So can' YOU I Write today for full details.* .

Wriuri Selling Service 28 Main .
Auburn, N#Y.

1 OUR READERS' COLUMN
[

I This department belongs to the readers 1

1 of Film Fun. Write us and tell us what \

1 you think about it. If we can help you, |
I write and tell us so. If you like our maga- i

|
zine, tell us about it. If you do not like

|

1 it, tell us anyway. We want to know i

1 just what you think about it.
|
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The girl on the cover needs

no explanation. She is Mabel

Normand, up to this date without

an equal as a screen comedienne.

We are new readers of Film Fun,
and we think it is the best magazine
yet. We admire your stand on the con-

ditions in the motion picture studios,

and some of your articles are read for

study and discussion in our Study Club.

We enjoy them very much, and we
hope you will keep them up. Mrs. A.

D. H., Omaha, Neb.
-?-

Would you kindly inform me if Clara

Kimball Young is or has been married

and would a communication reach her

if addressed to Selznick Studios? J. M.

Clara Kimball Young was married to

James Young, well known in both the

stage and screen world. She was di-

vorced from him last year. A letter

will find her at the Selznick Studio.

«*-

Will you 'please tell me just* what
pay a girl would expect if she went
into the pictures as an extra? Do they

pay by the week or by the month?
Screen Crazy.

An extra is paid anywhere from

$2.50 to $5.00 a day, according to the

nature of the part played. The extras

are paid off every night, but the stars

may wait a week and get their money

all in a lump.
«£-

I am anxiously awaiting the next

number of Film Fun, to read the next

installment of "Confessions of a Mo-
tion Picture Actress. " It is proving a

very interesting story, and even more
interesting to the players than to the

general public. Goodness knows that

a lot of us could make confessions that

would open the eyes of the public to

the fact that a motion picture player's

life is not all sunshine and roses.

Screen Actress.

-?-

I take Film Fun and Photo Play, in

order to get a line on the best in the

picture world. I would not be without

either of these two magazines. I read

them thbroughly and know just what

is going on in the picture business, and

get an idea as to how these pictures are

going to look on the screen and how
they will be taken by the audience.

Here is one New York exhibitor who
wants to help along the work of clean-

ing up the pictures. It pays. There

is more money in clean pictures than
in the rotten ones, and a man has the

satisfaction of knowing that his house
has a good reputation. B. J. S., New
York.

-S-
Perhaps you might like to know how

much my children like Film Fun. The
oldest one took it to school the other

day, and when his teacher saw him
giggling over it in school hours, she
very properly took it away from him.
When school was over and he asked her
for it, he found her poring over it her-

self, and when she handed it back, she
smiled and told him she did not blame
him so much for being interested in it,

for it was a nice little magazine and
she was going to buy one for herself

A Booster for Film Fun.
"5*

Perhaps this column may be the

proper place for the complaint of an
exhibitor. I am the exhibitor. We ge
plenty of kicks, but not often an oppor
tunity to air our grievances. I have
picture house in a good, live little town
I want to put on the best pictures I can
get. I believe that the town will sup
port the best plays. I see these club

women are kicking because there are

no good children's programs. It is al-

most entirely the fault of the women.
I wrote to each of the presidents of the

four clubs in our town, to ask them
for suggestions for the pictures they
wanted. I told them I would try to get

them anything they asked for. / did

not receive a single answer ! So don't

blame the exhibitor too much. He is

doing the best he can and too often

without support from the very ones
who are the first to condemn him.
New Jersey Exhibitor.

-5-

I certainly do enjoy reading Film
Fun. It is a fine little magazine, and
we could not do without it. I get it

every month at the news-stand and
never miss a word in it from cover to

cover. You ask for favorites for the

cover page. Mine are Ruth Roland,

Henry King, Francis Ford, Grace Cun-
ard and Kathlyn Williams. Can you
tell me the name of Mary Fuller's lat-

est play? What company is Paul Pan-

zer with? Does Margaret Gibson play

for Fox? J. S. D., Trenton, Tex.

We hope to put some of your favor-

ites on the cover page soon. You can

obtain prints of any of the full-page

photographs in Film Fun, large size,

mounted for framing, for ten cents, for

postage and packing. Mary Fuller is

playing leads with Lou-Tellegen for

the Lasky Company. Her latest picture

at this time is "The Long Trail."

Margaret Gibson was recently with the

Horsley Company, in California. Paul

Panzer has just finished a series of pic-

tures with the Monmouth Picture Cor-

poration.
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Miss Dorothy Cish of the Triangle

Films is one of the beauties of
the modern photo play who use
and endorse Ingram's Milk'

weed Cream.

AiAAAAAAAAAAAA.AAA-AAAAA

Since Sarah Bernhardt began the

use of Ingram's Milltvjeed
Cream, over twenty years Qgot

it has been a favorite of
theatrical stare.

Photo by
BARTSOOK

ItigftClttfS Mitfav&ed Ct&am
"I find Ingram's

Toilet Specialties
absolutely essential on

my toilet table. Ingram's

Milkweed Cream and
Velveola Souveraine Face
Powder make my best

'beauty treatment'."

Dorothy Gisb

Send us 6c in stamps

for our Guest Room
Package containing In-

gram's Face Powder and
Rouge in novel purse
packets, and Milkweed

Cream, Zodenta Tooth
Powder, and Perfume
in Guest Room sizes.

No test of complexion is so exacting as that of the motion picture.

For enlarged photographic reproduction the skin must be free of blemish

and of perfect texture.

Ingram's Milkweed Cream is very generally used by the stars of the

"movies" because of its peculiar virtue of keeping the skin in a clear,

healthy, youthful condition.

It is more than a cold cream—there is no sub- ^
re

jfi> Every
stitute for it. Beauty \"^ Jot

Buy It In Either Size 50c or $1.00

"Just to show a proper glow'' use a touch of Ingram's

Rouge on the cheeks. A safe preparation for delicately

heightening the natural color of the cheeks. The color-

ing matter is not absorbed by the skin. Daintily per-

fumed. Two shades—brunette and blonde

—

50c.

Frederick F. Ingram Co.
Established 1885

Windsor, Canada 32 Tenth St., Detroit, Mich., U. S. A.
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IfYou CanTell aLachnite
froma Diamondjw/rw
YES, we'll send you one of these exquisite man-made gems and you

can wear it for 10 full days at our expense. Put it to every diamond test

you ever heard about—fire—acid—the diamond file. Compare its bril-
liance with the brilliance of a mined diamond. Notice how it is cut—by world renowned diamond
cutters. Test it in every way. Wear it everywhere you go. Then after ten days— if you are able
to tell which is your Lachnite and which is youi diamond—or if any of your friends have been able
to tell the difference—send the Lachnite back to us. The trial does not cost you a penny. If yon
decide to buy the Lachnite pay only the rock-bottom pi ice, and if you wish—at a rate of a few
cents a day. Our new jewelry book (sent free) tells all about our generous terms. Write today.

Pay As You Wish Set Only in Solid Gold
Do not decide to buy a genuine Lach

nite Gem until you have worn it for
10 full days. Then—if you wish

—

you may pay for it at the rate of

Harold "^W °n^y a ^ew cents a day. Terms
^^ as low as 3 l-3c a day—

LaChman CO. ^^ no interest. You do not

, n »x »»• 1 • a ^W payfortrial.Noredtape.
12 N. Michigan Ave. ^ y0Ur credit is good
Dept. 1594 Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen: Please send me
absolutely free and prepaid your
new jewelry book and full particulars

of your free trial, easy payment plan.

I assume no obligations of any kind.

Na

Lachnite Gems are mounted only in
solid gold. To hold these splendid jewels we have
secured the latest and newest ideas in solid gold
settings. In our new catalog you will see illus-

trated rings by |the score for both men and
women—bracelets, La Vallieres, stick pins, cuff

links— all the newest jewelry— made of solid

gold. Write for our new catalog today. It's

free—and it has a message for you.

Send the Coupon
for OurNew Catalog t
Put your name and address in the coupon or on a
postcard and get our new jewelry book. It shows hand-

some illustrations of the newest solid gold mounting! 1

, from
which you have to choose. Too— it tells the interesting story

of how Lachnites aremad°—and whvtheir brilliance is guar-
anteed to wear forever. You'll be delighted with thi? new hook.

Write for it today— it is free—no obligations. Send the coupon.
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THE ORIENT UNMASKED
THE sombre and fantastic tapestries that so long hid from modern gaze the Eastern world during the height

of its luxury and laxity have been drawn aside, and behold ! a new world—strange and dim and distant

—

real and still unreal—devotional and yet emotional—spiritual and yet intensely physical—a world of men and women with
ardent temperaments and strange beliefs. Though the lutes are silent, and the beautiful women who fascinated and allured the

ancient kings and princes with their smiles and dances are gone; though the warm blood no longer courses through their veins,

and all the ancient Gods and phantom hosts and wizards with their magic arts are dead—that wondrous vivid life—so poetic and
intense— which found expression in a thousand merry, roguish tales, can now be enjoyed through the John Payne translation of

"ORIENTAL TALES"
THE REAL ARABIAN NIGHTS

Being the first complete and unexpurgated rendering into English of The Book of The Thousand Nights and One Night. Translated from the Original Arabic

by JOHN PAYNE and Specially Prepared for the Francois Villon Society of London.

/"~"\ <^

A MARVELOUS WORK
The first glimpse the Western world had of the wondrous

life of this period was in the early part of the eighteenth cen-
tury, when Galland issued the first part of The Thousand and One
Nights, in a French translation from the Arabic, which at once became
famous as "The Arabian Nights' Entertainments." For nearly two cen-
turies these few Oriental tales were allowed to masquerade in abridged
condition in the literary world. Deprived of their beauty and originality,

shorn of the very qualities which make them attractive, they were printed
and reprinted in English unlil famous scholars, Mr. Payne and others,

carried away by their mysterious power, resolved to give them and many
others to the reading world in their original form.

So John Payne, the most eminent Orientalist of his day, set to work
to translate these many tales and mystic legends, with all their passionate
and languid charm, into the English tongue; to reproduce fully and can-
didly the literature of Persia, India and Arabia—a literature redolent
with the smell of incense, with the din of plaintive and alluring music,
with black-haired women and strange dances—subtle and suggestive

—

with weird influences and voluptuous beauty; to render into English the
sports and caprices of those old peoples—keeping nothing back—and to

let the finished work stand as its own apology; to translate these won-
drous stories exactly and literally as they were told by the Oriental peo-

ple themselves, with all their Oriental freedom and candor.
When the work was finished it was received by the privileged few

among whom
it circulated
as a marvel-
ous, almost a
in i raculous,
contribution
to the liter-

ature of the
world.

I"
BRUNSWICK SUBSCRIPTION CO. F.F.—5-17

Room 1116, Brunswick Bldg., New York City

m Please mail me descriptive circular and special price

1 on "Oriental Tales," without obligation on my part.

AN ENCHANTED ATMOSPHERE
These " Oriental Tales" are the literature of the people of

the old Eastern world—the children of rare imagination—of
idealism and realism.

They tell the strength and force of the natural, and the strange and
subtle beauty of the supernatural.

They take us into dimly lighted halls canopied by rich draperies
where the incense burns amid its luxurious surroundings and sends its

gray smoke curling lazily through the scented air. We walk in imagi-
nation through enchanted, perfumed corridors and feel the freedom of the
antique world. The soft rugs yield beneath our feet and we pause to
listen to the playing of the fountains, or to watch the graceful nymphs
idling the hours away.

We see the Oriental dances, so wonderful in their mystic, tropical
grace, so different from the imported burlesques of to-day. We watch
the gorgeous barges floating on the placid Tigris, decorated with glitter-
ing gold and bearing radiant women languishing beneath wreaths of
flowers on silken divans, fanned by slaves and lovers, and smiling with
voluptuous content as with half-closed eyes they look upon the gorgeous
scene of many-colored domes and minarets and royal palaces that line the
shores. They believe that the great God Allah will cheerfully forgive
them everything they do

These Tales, in all their wealth and variety and uniqueness, are the
most marvelous expression of fascinating national manners and customs
in the literature of the world.

There is nothing iike them—they stand alone—unaccounted for

—

magnificent works of genius.

They unmask and display for the first time to Western eyes life as it

was actually passed by those who lived among the glories of Oriental
ease and luxury and freedom when the world was young

H Name |
I | A few sets of "Oriental Tales" will be available to Film Fun

| readers at an especially low price while they last. Full infor-

| City state | mation sent on receipt of coupon—BUT MAIL AT ONCE.
(We employ no agents)
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E D R A
The Housecleaning

ASA RESULT of the publication of the series now run-

^^ ning in this magazine, "The Confessions of a Motion

Picture Actress, " Film Fun has received countless letters

of opinion, some commendatory and some distinctly other-

wise.

Some of the screen stars who have reached a point in

screen art at which their commendation is worth much

wire us that they glory in our courage and urge us to keep

on until the housecleaning is complete. Others, good and

tried friends, warn us that we are digging our own grave

in thus exposing actual conditions to the knowledge of the

public.

Even those who denounce us for telling the truth admit

that these conditions exist. And Film Fun believes that

ignoring a serious condition will do nothing toward eradi-

cating it. We have no desire to pander to the depraved

appetites of such people as are looking for mental and

moral filth. But we do intend to call attention to the need

of a housecleaning in the motion picture studios. Half-

way measures will accomplish nothing. We fear the dis-

pleasure of none.

The director or manager who has a clean backyard

need lose no sleep in anxiety as to the future of any mag-

azine that has the courage and daring to demand a

clean-up.

Many daughters of good families desire to enter screen

work. Parents who have the interest of their family at

heart have commended us for wanting to make it possible

for their sons and daughters to work under clean and moral

conditions in the studios. The screen stars who have

emerged successfully and triumphantly with unsullied souls

from the struggles they have undergone to climb the ladder

of success are with us. They' know it will make it

easier for the young women who are to come after

them.

And if Film Fun is digging its own grave through its

work of calling attention to these things that need atten-

tion, and by demanding clean pictures, produced under

clean and decent surroundings, by men and women whose

honesty, integrity and devotion to their art has already

stood the test of stern trial, and who are ready to work

hard for their future in screen work—whose ability is

above reproach and not below it—then we will dig it

bravely and unafraid. If to demand decency and honesty

means the grave, then we gayly shoulder our shovel and

start the procession.

The housecleaning will continue.

Since the beginning of time the period of housecleaning

has been condemned by those whom it makes uncomfort-

able. Never yet has a long-neglected house undergone a

necessary cleaning without bringing to light certain piles

of debris that have lain unnoticed and neglected in obscure

corners, filling the place with a vague mustiness and at-

mospheric distrust that are noticeable on entrance. And

although the denouncers of housecleaning have denounced

and declaimed for centuries, the housecleaning still goes

on; for there are plenty of citizens left, thank God! who

have an ambition to keep their own dooryards and their

own surroundings in a state of commendable cleanliness.

When the motion picture industry has learned the lesson

of the modern housewife and has effected a complete and

efficient organization that will keep its offices and its stu-

dios and its management clean and wholesome by steady,

constant and conscientious attention, the big housecleaning

will be unnecessary.



TRIANGLE-INCE WITZEL PHOTO
CHARLES RAY

Is a "regular fellow" and a real baseball fan. Not only is he an enthusiastic watcher of the

game—he is still sufficiently young and undignified to enjoy running bases himself and
is right there with the bat and in field work—even if he can't tie his neckties quite straight.
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The foregoing installments of this remarkable story, which began in our February issue, j

| brought us many expressions of approval of our determination to throw the limelight of §

1 publicity on conditions in the motion picture business as the author of these articles has |
found them. As we said before, the identity of the writer necessarily must remain a mystery, j
But we repeat that she was well known in the world of drama before she entered the motion j

| picture field, and that she has been in a position to know personally of the incidents men- |

| tioned in this series. No exaggeration of the happenings in motion picture offices and §

| studios, about which she tells so graphically, has been necessary—the facts speak for them-

selves. Startling as were the first chapters, the subsequent ones will be even more gripping. j

| You cannot afford to miss one of them. j
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TN A MANAGER'S outer office one day, while waiting

my turn for an interview, I sat reading my customary

book. This was a habit I had early acquired when going

the rounds of agencies and managers, as I felt I could

thereby put to some good account the time spent in wait-

ing. ' While I was thus engrossed in my book this day, as

the door to the private office opened, I heard a girl's voice

saying, "Then you won't want to see me before the end of

next week? All right; I'll drop in then. Good-day!"

The voice was familiar, and I looked up to see a girl I

had worked with for some time during the preceding fall

and summer in a New Jersey studio. We had shared the

same dressing-room and had always got on beautifully to-

gether. She was an intelligent girl, with a sweet disposi-

tion and a lovable nature, and we grew to be good friends.

As has become the method when the winter snows begin

to loom upon the horizon, motion picture companies go

either south to Florida or west to balmy, sunny California.

My little friend (who for the purposes of this story shall

be called "Myra") was fortunate in being included with a

company routed for Los Angeles. She was to get a very

nice salary and good parts in five-reel features. The com-

pany was to be gone a year or more.

As hardly six months of this time had elapsed, and here

was the girl back in New York hunting a job, I was at the

moment more than surprised. Not seeing me, she started

directly for the elevator, and as she did so, I quickly crossed

the room, seized her hand and in emphatic tones said,

"Why, Myra, don't pass me by like this! When did you

get back ? What happened ? '

'

"Oh!" she exclaimed, immediately recalling me.

"Well, I am glad to see you ! I only got in yesterday.

Oh, I've a million things to tell you ! What are you doing?"

I shrugged my shoulders in answer.
'

' Nothing much.

It's the same old story with me. Had quite a few 'nib-

bles'; occasionally they amount to something 'nice, ' and

just as occasionally they amount to something 'not nice.'

But tell me about yourself, Myra. I'm just crazy to hear

about everything! I hadn't heard a word about your com-

ing back."

"Well, my dear, it's a long story, and not the most

pleasant one, either. You don't have to wait to see this

manager, do you? No? Then let's go over to my room,

and I'll unburden myself. I've got to get some things out

of my trunk—haven't begun to unpack it yet—and—look

at me ! I'm in rags ! So while I dig out some respectable

garments, I'll enlighten you. It's a messy story, I warn

you beforehand."

"Hardly think you can shock me. I'm willing to take

a chance. It's a bit consoling to hear of someone else's

sorrows and tribulations.
'

'

Later, in her room that afternoon, Myra told me of the

"happenings" on the coest, and without commenting, and

as faithfully as I can, I will retell them. And the story

shall be told in Myra's own words.

"You didn't even know that I'd left the Y Com-
pany, did you?"

"I hadn't seen you in their latest picture from the

Coast Studio, but there really wasn't any part in it suited

to you, so I didn't think anything about it one way or the

other. I knew you had had bad weather, and then I've

—

well, I've been somewhat engrossed in my own troubles."

"I don't know if the climate affects directors and mana-

gers when they reach the coast, or whether they feel they



are so far from home it doesn't matter what they do. Any-

how, we had no sooner gotten out there than—well, you

knew who my director was. Do you know, the cameras

were hardly out of their cases before he became very atten-

tive. He was so solicitous about me and my work—how I

was located, if I liked Los Angeles, if I was happy, etc.

—

until the thing began to get on my nerves. You know he's

married and has a dear, sweet wife; but she had remained

in New York, planning to come to the coast later. And

here was the husband (and they had only been married a

few months at that
!
) ready to make violent love to me if

I'd give him the slightest encouragement. Things became

so uncomfortable for me after a while that I felt I couldn't

stand it, job or no job, so I made up my mind to get out.

But I didn't care much about giving my notice, as that

would mean paying my way back to New York in case I

couldn't connect up in Los Angeles. I couldn't afford that.

I didn't even have the money for a return ticket.

"So I began to nose about and see if I could get with

some other company out there. I got a fairly decent half

promise of work from one manager, and fully realizing the

chance I was taking, I quit the Y Company. I knew

that with this company it was a case of either becoming

the director's sweetheart or refusing and being dismissed

by him. I anticipated his move and deprived him of at

least the joy of 'firing' me.

"Oh, I quit all right, and after a time managed to set-

tle with a company. You said you wanted to hear all about

it, so here goes from the preliminaries to the grand finale.

"

"I'm listening with both ears," I broke in. " Con-

tinuez, s'il vous plait.
'

'

'

'A big New York manager had just arrived on the coast,

bringing only his star and leading woman, planning to get

the rest of the company out theie. I 'phoned for an ap-

pointment, got it, and at the appointed hour I called. I

was shown into the inner office, and the door was closed.

The manager wanted to know whom I had been with. I

told him. He asked my salary. I said one hundred. He
said he couldn't possibly afford to pay that much right

away, but if I would be willing to start in on checks at five

dollars a day, he would do better for me later on—if he

liked me. I told him that wouldn't be quite the thing for

me to do, as I had been getting a good salary and was

pretty well established in pictures. He seemed to have

difficulty in hearing me and drew his chair up close to me.

Finally I concluded he was either deaf or pretending to be

so. He said I spoke too low, leaned over to me, his cheek

almost touching mine, and drew his chair up so that our

knees almost touched. All this time he was playing with

a string of beads I wore, twisting them until they were

tight about my neck and patting my cheek as he did this.

I knew now he was pretending to be deaf. Finally he asked

me to come back at five o'clock that day, as his secretary

would be away then, and he could talk more freely with

me. I mentioned salary again, but he replied he could not

say until he found out how well he liked me—not the pub-

lic, mind you, but himself. I never went back.

"I tried one of the stock companies next. I called at

the studio and asked for the manager. The stenographer

came out on the little porch of the office (which was a log-

cabin affair) and said he was somewhere about the plot and

she would point him out to me. All this time, however,

he was standing in a corner, 'taking me in.' Shortly after

he beckoned to the stenographer. She went to him. He
took her aside, and I knew he was asking her who I was.

Then she came back to me and said he'd be right over, and

that I was to go into his private office and wait for him.

He came in immediately; the stenographer introduced us

and left the room. This being my second adventure, I'll

designate this manager as Mr. B . Just as well I don't

tell you who he is, anyway. I wouldn't want to prejudice

you beforehand against him should you some time have oc-

casion to talk business with him."

"Well, I suppose it's just as well you don't tell me who
he is, Myra, " I said; "only I've gotten to the point where

I don't expect much any more. In fact, I'm rather sur-

prised when I'm treated just fairly decent. You know, the

sad part of it all is that not a few of these men who now
hold positions of authority around motion picture studios

previous to their 'picture' debut were either shoe clerks,

street-car conductors or valets, even. They hardly know
the difference between a street walker and a lady."

"I'm afraid you're right; but let's be charitable, any-

way, and say that our experiences have been particularly

unfortunate.
'

'

"I'm willing; but tell me about Mr. B .

"

"Well, I believe I left myself in the office with Mr.

B . The door was closed, and the interrogations be-

gan. 'Whom had I been' with?' I told him. But first of

all he asked me to take off my hat, as he wanted to see my
hair.

" 'Are you a really, truly blonde?' he asked me.
" T certainly am a really, truly blonde,' I answered.

" 'What is your salary?'

"J told him.

"He said he couldn't possibly pay it. It was custom-

ary with his firm to try out applicants in one picture, to

see how they photographed and get the personality, etc.

He would like to try me in one picture and would give me
ten dollars a day as long as it lasted. 'You'll do one little

picture for me on these terms, won't you?' he asked me
coaxingly.

"I answered I would, for I. was nearly broke—bur I

didn't tell him so. I was to report the next day.

"I awoke the following morning to find a steady down-

pour of rain, but as I had been told to report at the studio

'rain or shine' at nine o'clock, I arose, dressed, break-

fasted, and with my little 'make-up' box under my arm
trotted off. I knew this much about Mr. B : He liked

blondes and curls, so I made up like Mary Pickford, with

bunches and bunches of curls. I just stuck them on in

hunks. Then I waited to see what we were to do. (This

studio had not yet installed artificial lights, so sunlight was

indispensable in order to work.

)

"It rained all day long, and all day long Mr. B
kept coming to my dressing-room. He lingered about the

place and kept calling for a girl (I'll name her 'Susan').

Well, 'Susan' finally made her appearance. Mr. B



Why, you don't mind kissing a man ' good night ' who is old enough to

be your father, do you ?"



introduced us and seemed to want me to ' make friends'

with 'Susan' right away. After having been introduced,

'Susan' stayed in my room, and every few minutes Mr.

B would appear and say to her, 'Do you remember

such and such a party? Remember that party we had out

at V Country Club? Didn't we have a good time?'

Suddenly he turned to me and said, 'Why don't you give

me a party at your apartment?'

"As I had to give my address when engaged for the pic-

ture, of course he knew I lived in an apartment. Then he

continued by saying, 'If you will, I'll bring the beer.'

"I answered, 'If you want to drink beer, you'll surely

have to bring it yourself, as I never have intoxicating

liquors in my apartment.'

"That didn't phase him in the least. So I said, T think

it will be lovely to have a party at my apartment. When
do you want to come?'

"The date was fixed for the following week. You see,

he had never thought of the possibility of my being mar-

ried, let alone the possibility of my husband being in town.

But he was. The dramatic company he had been with in

San Francisco had closed, and he had come down to join

me. So on account of my husband being with me, I read-

ily consented to the party and was looking forward with

great anticipation to Mr. B 's meeting him and seeing

what effect his knowledge of my being married might have.

I had sized him up as preferring his fair artists unattached.

"The second day the sun came out, and we got in a

good day's work. Work finished, I took off my make-up

and was starting to dress, when Mr. B called for

'Susan.' Her dressing-room was next to mine. She had

gone for the day. So he knocked at my door and said,

'Are you dressed?' 'Yes, ' I replied; 'just putting on my
hat to go home.' 'Can I come in?' 'Certainly. Come
right in.' He continued, 'Going right home?' 'Well, I'm

going in a few minutes.' He started to put his arm

around me. I repulsed him, saying I was not that kind of

a girl, to which he answered, 'Why, you don't mind kiss-

ing a man " good-night' ' who is old enough to be your father,

do you? I like you because you don't look like a 'fast'

girl. You look as though you were particular.'
"

However vulgar or common this conversation may sound

to the reader, I vouch for the truth of every word of it.

The pity is there seems to be no escaping such experiences.

In their variations they come to every ambitious girl, no

matter how conservative she may be, unless she has money

to buy a block of stock in the company. Every clever and

pretty girl who is struggling to get ahead in the motion

picture profession and doesn't seem to make any progress

will have the same story to tell you, if she will confide it

and not lock it up within her heart to ache and rankle there.

Myra continued her story.

"The next day it rained again, and we could do no

work. An hour or two after luncheon Mr. B called at

my dressing-room and said I might as well have the after-

noon to myself, as there was no use waiting any longer for

light. Previous to telling me this, he had appeared at my
dressing-room door to say he was going downtown, and I

was a bit surprised that he hadn't gone. In a half hour I

was ready to leave. As I passed the office, I noticed he was
still there. More surprise on my part. I was hurrying

down the street to get my trolley, when I heard a motor

car come up behind me and Mr. B 's voice saying,

'Wouldn't you like to ride with me?' I thanked him and

got into the car. 'Where is your apartment?' he asked. I

told him, but said I wasn't going directly home, as I had

some shopping to do at a department store and would be

pleased if he would drop me there. He said he would be

glad to and did.
'

' It was an ironclad rule at this studio that all artists

must report at 8:30 and be made up by 9 a.m., but as I

stepped out of the motor, Mr. B said, 'You won't have

to be made up before nine-thirty or ten to-morrow. We
won't be ready to "shoot" before then.' I thanked him
again, said ' Good-by, ' and went on my merry way.

"The next two days were beautiful, so we worked out

'on location, ' and again each night he took me home in his

.

car. He talked only about how he could not afford to be

seen with promiscuous women. Would I go out with him?
'Are you here alone?' 'Where are your folks?' 'Are you

living with your mother? ' etc. , etc. He threw these ques-

tions at me in rapid succession.

"I did not want to tell him just yet, for business rea-

sons, that I was married. I thought I'd try to get my con-

tract first, which I felt quite confident would be forthcom-

ing in a few days now, just as soon as he saw my picture.

I had also planned I would have my contract before the

party, which was scheduled for the following week, came
off. So I said, 'Yes, I'm living alone—just a maid with

me.' 'Why are you living alone?' he asked. 'It just hap-

pens, I suppose.'

"This picture, my 'try-out,' was completed on a

Wednesday, but the next day we were to do ' close-ups. ' It

turned out to be a murky day, and we were ' shooting' scenes

between clouds. I looked up suddenly to see Miss M. D .

You know, there is no one in or out of the dramatic or

musical-comedy profession who doesn't know her. She

had come by appointment to talk over a picture with Mr.

B . She had been such a bully good friend to me when
I first went upon the stage as an extra girl in one of her

companies that in my exuberance of joy at seeing her here,

I rushed up to her while she was talking with Mr. B .

Miss D said,

" 'Why, you dear girl, what are you doing out here?'

" 'Oh,' I said, pointing my finger at Mr. B , 'he's

going to give me a contract, he's so pleased with my work.

'

"Then Miss D continued, 'This little girl came to

New York to try her luck, and I gave her her first oppor-

tunity, and afterward I had occasion to befriend her. She

is worthy of anything you can do for her.'

"Then she turned to me, saying, 'Where is your hus-

band? Isn't he with you?' And I answered, 'Oh, yes!'

" 'That's right, my dear. Never separate from your

husband in this business. A separation usually results in

a calamity.

'

"Mr. B 's face, on hearing these words, was a sight

to behold. His chin dropped, his eyes grew dark and ab-

solutely expressionless. I went back to my dressing-room



to take off my make-up, and then I went home. But—no

auto came up behind me to take me home.

"The next day, which was the last of the picture, I

went up to him and innocently asked when he would be at

my house for the party. He growled at me in reply, ' Can't

go—going to Nebraska to-night.' He snapped the words

at me and walked away.

"My work being finished, I went out to the studio the

following Tuesday for my check (Tuesday was pay-day).

Mr. B was walking across the lot, with his arm around

a blond girl who had probably taken my place. I waited

hours on the porch of his log-cabin office for him to come

and talk to me, but I waited in vain. Finally he sent the

office boy to me to say that I needn't bother coming back

to the studio, as he would, 'phone for me when he needed

me. Up to the time I left the coast, I hadn't received the

'phone call.

"Had enough for this time? I've got to get this suit to

a tailor, and I'm famished for a cup of tea."

"Oh, but, Myra, I want to hear the rest! What hap-

pened at the next place?"
'

' I refuse to discuss them both on the same day. This

will have to suffice for the present. I'm going to forget if

now and think of clean and decent things. Let's have din-

ner together some night next week, and then I'll tell you

the rest.
'

'

"All right; then I'll leave you now. I have an ap-

pointment in fifteen minutes, anyhow." So I came away.

Well, I thought to myself, what are you going to do

about it? Whichever way you turn, it's the same wretched

story

!

(To be continued.)

Carney and the Movies

By HARRY J. SMALLEY

Bill Carney was a teamster for an art firm, you can

betcha—they sold oil paintings, "dollar down, and dollar

when we catcha !" It kept Bill busy taking out and bring-

ing back those beauties when second dollars failed to show;

'twas one of Carney's duties. Said Bill, "I'll quit! I'm

weary, quite, of these installment mixtures. I'm going to

work in the movies hence, for I've got a lot of experience

in the art of MOVING pictures!"

And strange to say, Bill kept his word; he got a job at

Whosem as extra man—three bucks a day he'd get when

they could use him. One morn at three they rousted Bill

and chased him on location. He worked till nine o'clock

that night, which filled him with vexation. Said Bill,

"This is too fast for me—there are no contradictures. I've

trotted and jumped and galloped and ran for eighteen

hours; now I understan' why they call them MOTION
pictures!"

A Poor Pun
The scene showed a rich girl marrying a poor man.

"That woman has no reason to marry a man like that,

"

remarked Mrs. Tiff to her husband.

"You're right," he replied; "and I bet the man would

give a poor excuse for marrying her."

MARY PICKFORD,
As she appears in "A Poor Little Rich Girl," the

story of a little girl who is rich in money, but
poor in the things that really make childhood
worth while. "Little Mary" holds a unique
place in Screenland, for she has kept every bit of

the popularity she first gained back in the old

Biograph days—and you wouldn't believe us if

we told you how many years ago that was, for in

no scene in "A Poor Little Rich Girl" does she
look or act more than about fourteen years old.



TRIANGLE-KAY BEE

DOROTHY DALTON

Is a member of the newer school of vampires. Refined and ladylike in her methods,

Dorothy is, nevertheless, a decidedly quick worker, and can lure men to destruction even

with her profile.



And the Villain Still Pursued Her!

VITAQRAPH

No longer does the small boy keep hidden under
his pillow tales of dark deeds and thrilling ex-

ploits. No longer, after everyone else in the house
is asleep, does he strain his eyes over the chapters

of Frank Merriwell and Dick Deadeye. Gone is

the day of the dime novel—for that same two
nickels now will pay for a seat in a picture

house, and who wouldn't rather spend it watching
Edward Elkas steal the papers and the chee-ild?

VITAGRAPH

A new recruit to the ranks of the villains is John
Ardizonia, who demonstrated that he was a novice

at the game, by letting himself be killed in his

first villainous role— a thing which no well-

brought-up dabbler in crime should permit.

Stuart Holmes's record speaks for itself: Persons

killed, 1; deaths caused by him, 2; abductions,

10; families broken up, 13; reputations ruined,

3. However, Holmes has been killed five times,

so things are pretty nearly evened up.
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INTERNATIONAL

There's nothing like acting in a serial to tax the
ingenuity of even the most lawless villain, and
week after week, as Baron Huroki in"Patria,"
Warner Oland has had his hands full to keep his
laurels as the champion dynamite user of the
world. Note the mustache and the cigarette

—

sure signs in themselves of his depravity.



M US1C Hath Char m s

Yes, the silent drama has its merits-—casting no
aspersions on Richard Bennett and Rhea Mitchell.

When Miriam Cooper sings hymns, St. Peter has

to call out the reserves to clear the sawdust trail.

MUTUAL-HORKKEIMER

Cullen Landis casts his eyes to heaven for inspi-

ration, but to Jackie Saunders it sounds like—er

—fierce.

TRIANGLE-KEYSTONE

"Ye gods, how much longer do I have to stand
this?" breathes Peggy Pierce; but Glen Cavendef

neither knows nor cares.



TRIANGLE-FINE ARTS

Every so often Bessie Love tires of being a dignified young lady star, and when she1 does—well, there's no tell-

ing what she's likely to do. This pose, by the way, we guarantee to reduce the hips at least four inches—if

you stick at it long enough.

No, You're Not!
By AMABEL JENKS i

VYTHEN $ou-de tucked j)our kalf-read paper co$\y underneatk your arm,

And decided tkat all "safety first" is rot,

So leaped from off a full-speed car and never come to Harm

—

Don't tkink you're Douglas Fairbanks
—

'cause you're not

!

Or wken tripping on your tootsies until vtfell into tke nigkt,

Xou kav^e danced witk ev^ery belle upon tke spot.

Don't misconstrue ;y"our partner's smile as being pure deligkt

—

Don't tkink y^ou're Vernon Castle—for y^ou're not

!

Wken little girls toss 'round in bed because curl-papers pinck,

And take tkeir fair complexions from a pot,

Tke$ needn't fancy beauty" is suck an av?ful cinck

—

Or tkink tkey're Mar? Pickfords
—

'cause tke^'re not

!

Don't jog your sister's elbow" wken ske's eating steaming soup,

And look unconscious wken ske makes complaint.

Don't trp to look too funny^ wken tke>) pkotograpk a group

—

You ma;p dress like Ckarlie Ckaplin—but $ou ain't

!



Are You There ?

LASKY-PARAMOUNT

"Well, of all things!" "listens in" Fanny Ward. "I knew that

Mrs. Jones across the way wasn't as nice as she tries to pretend!"

UNIVERSAL

Five guesses as to what Ben Wilson is saying! Here's our own
guess, to start the ball rolling: "Yes, dear, I'm very busy, and I'm

afraid I can't get home to dinner. " Who agrees with us?

Virginia Pearson's thoughtful expres-

sion means: "Shall it be the pink
foulard or the blue taffeta

—

and has

George the price of a taxi?"

When Ollie Kirkby talks through the telephone, she wears all her
rings, and smiles sweetly. Operators have become very tempera-

mental of late and must be treated with the respect due them.



ETHEL LYNNE
EVANS I. A.

Is the kind of looking girl who is responsible, in a large measure, for the existence ot the

Spring Poet, and she knows two very good reasons why "hypnotize," "mesmerize" and
"Paradise" still rhyme with "eyes," in the good old way.

,

II



EIGHT HC

NORMANO FEATURE FIIMS

No, the mallet swung so jauntily

over Mabel Normand's shoulder

does not mean that she's a knocker.

Cullen La
Saunders
fashion, r<

Ro
I

Harry Carey bids a sad

farewell to his lady fair,

and, like young Lochin-

var, is about to ride out

of the West.

or

Four o'clock, and he isn't here yet," says Gladys Brockwell. Whether the dog is bored

r only very breathless, you'll have to decide according to your own sex and your con-

victions.

LA8KV

Marie Doro ever

at her whip,



E-POWER!

on in awe and wonder while Jackie

rides her fiery steed. A lady of

Fifth Avenue in her newest Rolls-

:hing on Jackie for queenliness of

)ose and expression-

Very trim and smart in her habit
of white and black is Valeska
Suratt. Note the satisfied expres-
sion on the face of her horse,

showing that he knows he's a
mighty good picker.

ustrous orbs
iractice.

It's worth riding farther than to Banbury Cross to see Anna
Luther on a white horse—which reminds us of the days when
we used to go through some mystic maneuvers every time
we'd seen a white horse, and then bury a wish in the sand.

It had to be Mildred Man-
ning or the horse, so

—

who can blame us?





EIGHT HOftSE-P° WER!

or °onIy°v

C

e^ brTath^Tyl*^ Whether «* d<* is b°»*
victions

§ y°Ur 0Wn S6X and your con- Marie Doro even rolls her lustrous orbs

at her whip, by my of practice.

3X . -

It's worth riding farther than to Banbury Cro^ to see Anna

Luther on a white horse-which reminds us of the days when

we used to go through some mystic maneuvers myliM
we'd seen a white horse, and then bury a wish in the sand.

VITAOUAPM

It had to be Mildred Man-

ning or the horse, so

—

who can blame us?



PAUAS-MOROSCO

George Beban, who for many years has won fame
as an Italian character actor, has broken his long-

standing record and appears for the first time as a

screen Frenchman, in "The Bond Between."

The Burst Bubble

By FAIRFAX D. DOWNEY
TVTO MORE do the movies hold me spellbound in their

thrall. The strong grip of realism has relaxed; the

delicate bubble of illusion has burst and melted away in

the thin air. I have taken up lip reading.

It is the end of the last reel, and the handsome hero is

about to clasp the lovely heroine to him. He leans toward

her, and his lips move in a whisper. Alas! Has the

"silent drama" lost us some tender sentiment, dear to a

lover's heart?

The Hero—"Fake this clinch! My wife's behind the

Camera ! '

'

The father has found his beautiful, long-lost daughter

after many sad years of separation. His joy is so real and

great that it is pitiful. He strains her to him.

The Daughter—"Leggo, leggo! Want to break my
back?"

The film shows us the interior of a Mexican adobe hut.

Enter a poor, blind, old Mexican peon, his sightless eyes

staring straight before him. He stumbles painfully against

a chair, and his lips form a patient protest that those of us

who do not know lip reading feel sure must be in accord-

ance with his noble character.

The Peon—"Carranza, Carranza, or whatever us Mexi-

cans swears! That bloomin' 'props' ought to know enough

to set a clear stage for a blind man."

A thrilling fight is in progress. The hero is beating

the villain down to his knees with a chair. The villain

snarls impotently.

The Villain—"Say, this realism stuff is all right, but

if you don't crown me more easy with that chair, evil is

gonna triumph in this combat!"

Mr. and Mrs. De Riche are receiving at an exceedingly

fashionable musicale, at which, little as they reck, a thrill-

ing robbery is to occur. For each one of the advancing

guests, the hostess has a kindly word of greeting or some
polite little pleasantry.

The Hostess—"Oh, howdy do, Mrs. Vandergilt! Wel-

come to me palace. Move on, Mabel—don't block the

line ! Say, Clarisse, they sure cast you with some slick -

lookin' husband! I wouldn't be seen with him in a 'Life

on the Bowery' reel. Hi, Eddie, meet up with my hus-

band! Ain't you got no manners? Come up, come up
with that paw! None of us fashionable dames shakes

hands below the chin.
'

'

A dainty boudoir meets our gaze, and next a "close-

up" view of a fair-haired, angelic little girl, kneeling by

her bed in prayer. She is praying for her abandoned

mamma, now far away from home at a wicked cafe. With

eyes turned upward and earnest expression, she murmurs.

The Pious Maiden— '

' For the love of Mike, Mac, shut

off that camera! I can't look holy much longer."

Yes, the bubble of illusion is no more.

Miserere

Oft in the stilly night

My rest is badly broken,

By thoughts of cruel words
That editors have spoken.

Oh, photoplay

That "will not pay,"
How oft have you departed

With prayer and fear,

But still you're here

To make me heavy-hearted

!

Thus in the stilly night

My rest is badly broken,

By thoughts of cruel words
That editors have spoken.

—Hazel P. Macfarlane.

ILUBDIKU

Yes, Louise is Lovely—in person as well as in

name. In fact, in "The Gift Girl," we're in-

clined to say she's a bird.



If War Comes
By HARRY J. SMALLEY

RfcD FEATHER

Wasn't it thoughtful of the handsome hero to have his head
wounded?—the bandage holds his part in place so beautifully.

T ET 'ER come! Prepared? Sure, we are! Why,' say

—

listen ! Our film folks alone could handle the scrap

and bring it to a guhlorious finish

!

It's all fixed, only President Wilson isn't telling anyone

these hectic days. Me—I have an armful of inside infor-

mation. Got it from my ol' pal, T. Lawson Leak. Here

it is:

Now, first

—

Well, of course, the first thing to do will be to squelch

the picture censors. Being pests in time of peace, they'd

only be in the way in wartime and annoy us some more,

some way.

We'd have to interne them or put them in jail or some-

thing. Maybe we'll evolve a newfangled system of ex-

change. For instance, if the enemy caught

one of our soldiers when he wasn't looking,

we could give ten censors to get him back

—or twenty. What do we care how we
spend censors? We've got 'em to spare

!

Our* fortifications? Say, we'd post Ros-

coe Arbuckle on the Atlantic coast, Hughie

Mack at the more or less Golden Gate, and

Kate Price on the Mexican fringe. There

you are ! Get the idea? Why, no enemy
could ever get past those three ! Of course,

these three fortifications of ours would

kinda shut off our own light and air, but

that is one of those vicissitude things that

go with a big wrangle.

Then there is Will Shoot Hart. 'Atta

boy! Just give him a car-load of six-

shooters and stick him on the end of Sandy

Hook.' No hostile fleet will ever toss mean
old shells among the chorus chicks on

Broadway with that guy on the job ! No,

sir!

I was just thinking of those doggone

censors again. Maybe we'd better kill 'em

now. Food will be scarce if we horn in on

this free-for-all slaughter soiree, and why
waste good grub on a censor?

The railroads would be placed in the

hands of Helen Holmes. That's settled

!

She knows more about box-cars and loco-

motives than the Germans do about Lim-

burger! That's a strong statement, but

it's true.

Mary Pickford would be commander-

in-chief. Every man of us would follow

her to where the censors are eventually

going! Yes—and we'd skate along after

her when it freezes over, too

!

Pearl White and Marguerite Clark

would have charge of the recruiting. Oh,

boy ! Just let those two say, '
' Come to

arms!" and ten million guys would tram-

ple over each other to get there first ! Ain't I right?

I guess, after all, it would be best to put those censors

in the front ranks. They'd stop a lot of bullets which

otherwise might hit human beings

!

And we need not shudder over a possible invasion of

the Pacific coast. Not a chance for a shud ! Why, Charlie

Chaplin could just stand on the dock down there at 'Frisco,

pull off some of his stunts—and the enemy would laugh it-

self to death ! Betcha they would

!

It Takes Money

Actor—There are things better than money in this world.

Director—Yes, but it takes money to buy them.

VITAGRAPH

Here's Earle Williams also holding three men at bay. No self-

respecting screen hero would lower himself by taking on fewer
than that number at one time.



Here you see Hayward Mack demon-
strating the latest methods of polite war-
fare. No longer is it necessary for

soldiers to lie on their stomachs in the

mud and pump lead into one another in

an unkind and unbrotherly fashion.

No ; a much better way is to get into a
trim and snugly fitting uniform, plenti-

fully besprinkled with braid loops, re-

gally draw yourself up to your fullest

height, fix the enemy with a' piercing

glare, and sternly and uncompromis-
ingly twirl your mustache at him un-

til he is put to utter rout. Note the

long sash on this uniform. It is an
indispensable accessory to warfare,

serving the double purpose of accentu-

ating the waistline—where there is one
—and acting as a good swatter for that

pest—the fly.

TRIANGLE-FINE ARTS

What girl wouldn't be willing to enlist with the Red Cross, for the

privilege of draping this artistic bandage around Frank Bennett's

head?

WORLD

We couldn't decide whether
the strained expression on
Carlyle Blackwell's face is

due to the fact that he's been
shot—or only

'

' half-shot.
'

'

The bandage, you know,
might answer for both.

PATHE

« No soldier, no matter how
rough and ungallant, would
have the heart to pull a gun
on Pearl White, and any man
would be more than happy to

unconditionally surrender his

arms to her.



Let 'Er Come!
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Because it is seldom that a great

historical event and a great dra-

matic genius can be shown at one
and the same time, we couldn't re-

sist letting in this photograph of a

bit of real warfare from the new
Sarah Bernhardt picture,

'

' Mothers
of France." No "faking" was
necessary for the war scenes in

this photodrama. The action is

woven in with scenes actually taken
on the battlefield and in the hos-

pitals of France. In the fore-

ground Sarah Bernhardt, as Mme.
Joan Marsay, seeks her loved ones
in the trenches. It seems to us
particularly fitting that Mme.
Bernhardt, who typifies the undy-
ing spirit of France, plays the lead-

ing feminine role in this picture.

AMERICAN-MUTUAL

If we had anything to say about it

—which we have not—we would
insist that the equipment of every
naval officer include a dimple lo-

cated in the exact center of the

chin—like Thomas Chatterton's.,

for example.

TRIANGLF-INCE

Just looking at the medals on How-
ard Hickman's manly chest gives

one a feeling of safety and confi-

dence—even if he did win 'em for

chasing a couple of extras off the

lot.

VITAGRAPH

Of course, when a man is as

good-looking as Antonio Moreno,
it would be a sin for him to

permit himself to be shot, and
"Ugly men first" ought to be a
hard - and - fast rule every time.

But he is a brave, valiant-looking

chap and would grace the front

ranks of any army. His uni-

form is not so antiquated as it

would appear at first glance.

Belted models are to be all the

rage this season, and as this one
fits him perfectly, it could be
brought up to date with very little

trouble. Tony would stand no
fooling from the enemy—from the

stern set of his chin and the man-
ner in which he grasps his trusty

sword, you can see that.



^The Barrier 11

THE Rex Beach Pictures Company, Inc., has made an excellent beginning
in its initial release, "The Barrier," which is a remarkable and an ab-

R€X BEACH PICTURES COMPANY WHITE STUDIO

Mabel Julienne Scott, who, as Necia,

gives one of the best performances
seen on the screen in some time.

sorbing photoplay. It was formed for the purpose of producing Mr. Beach's

novels in motion pictures, and closely follows the swift action and striking

situations of the book, avoiding the common mistake made by so many pro-

ducing companies—that of trying to change a good story into an impossible

scenario.

"The usual thing in motion pictures is to feature a star," say the pro-

ducers. "We are doing the unusual and featuring an author, but with so

strong a production as to enable every member of the cast to become a star.
'

'

And that is just what has been done. "The Barrier" is the story as Rex
Beach wrote it; the characters are the living, breathing people whom he drew

—people of strong passions, of primitive emotions, real Americans, every one.

The story of "The Barrier" is familiar to almost every one. In the pro-

logue, Merridy, grown tired of waiting for her lover, John Gaylord, who has

gone gold hunting, marries Dan Bennett, an unscrupulous scoundrel. The

marriage proves an unhappy one, Bennett forcing his wife to lead a shameful

life in the dance hall of which he is the proprietor. When Gaylord returns,

Merridy begs him to take her little daughter, Necia, to safety. Necia, grown

to girlhood among friendly Indians, believes herself to be a half-breed—the

barrier to her marriage with the lieutenant whom she loves. 'Poleon Doret,

a French-Canadian who loves Necia well enough to care only for her happi-

ness, though that happiness cause the breaking of his own heart, unravels the

tangle and leads her to her heart's desire.

To Edgar Lewis, who directed "The Barrier," belongs most of the credit

for the excellent production it has been given. Mr. Lewis has done his work

artistically, and, what is of even greater importance, he has done it under-

standing^. The selection of the cast has been wisely done, and every type is

perfect. Victor Sutherland is Lieutenant Meade Burrell. Russell Simpson is

John Gaylord in the prologue—John Gale of the story. Mabel Julienne Scott

is Merridy, and, later, Necia, the heroine of the tale. Howard Hall is Dan

Bennett, and, later, Ben Stark. Edward Roseman is Runnion. W. J. Gross

is "No Creek" Lee. Mary Kennevan Carr is Alluna. And last, but by no

means least, comes Mitchell Lewis as 'Poleon Doret, the lovable French-

Canadian. While Russell Simpson is a good John Gaylord, he is an infinitely

REX BEACH PICTURES COMPANY

Necia falls in love with Lieutenant
Meade Burrell (Victor Sutherland).

REX BEACH PICTURES COMPANV

Lieutenant Burrell, driven to the wall by 'Poleon Doret (Mitchell Lewis), confesses that he cannot marry Necia,
who believes herself to be a half-breed.



better "Old Man Gale"; and Miss Scott, who is a charming Merridy, proves

herself a really sterling actress as Necia. Her characterization of the pretty

half-breed girl is fine, her touch is sure, and her understanding of the finer

conception of the part is perfect. But to Mitchell Lewis goes out thanks for

showing us the best portrayal we have seen in many a year. To be sure, Mr.

Lewis does start in with one advantage, for 'Poleon is perhaps the greatest and

the most sympathetic character in the book. But it is a small advantage, for,

where he might have fallen short, Mr. Lewis has made his 'Poleon equally

great and unforgettable. He is 'Poleon, the big, unselfish French-Canadian,

who, loving Necia, is still great enough to give her up. His every motion

and look pulls at the heartstrings, and even when one is smiling at bis sallies,

the tears are never far below the surface.

The major setting of the picture is in Alaska, where all that is red-blooded

in men comes to the surface. And these are red-blooded men. No simulated

fights are those which take place in "The Barrier," and the men who partici-

pate in them are not afraid of getting hurt—that is obvious. And the ending

of the picture, which might so

REX BEACH PICTURES CO. I© MOFFETT, CHICAGO

Rex Beach, who, as the author of

"The Barrier," is the featured

person in that production.

REX BEACH PICTURES COMPANY

Necia tells Lieutenant Burrell that she

has been playing with him.

easily have been spoiled, is per-

fect. Having given Necia into

the arms of the lieutenant, the man she really loves, 'Poleon paddles out into

the river alone. No final tableau is brought in to mar the beauty of the

situation and send the spectator home comforted with a happy ending—only

'Poleon going away alone. And as he goes, he sings:

Oh, the voice of the North is a-calling me,
To join in the praise of the day;

So whatever the fate that's befalling me,
I'll sing every sorrow away.

* *
Disguised

In the play being screened a woman was taking the part of a hypocrite.

When Sunday arrived, she was flashed sitting in church.

"By George!" said a man to his wife. "I didn't recognize her as the

same person."

"That is because," she replied, "she is all wrapped up in a cloak of

religion."

REX BEACH PICTURES COMPANY

John Gale (Russell Simpson), under pretense of cleaning his revolver, tries to kill Ben Stark (Howard Hall),

the man who has ruined him.



Some Comedies

FOX FILM

Once upon a time there were two society in-

they slept, they had a terrible nightmare. The
this is only one of the things that happened to

you can see

dividuals who spent a rough night. And while
men were Henry Lehrman and Billie Ritchie, and
them. In "The House of Terrible Scandals"
the rest.

Here are R. A. Caven, Gale Henry and Lillian Peacock. It looks very much as though
Gale is flirting with Caven or the egg, but it's really neither of them. She's only think-

ing up some new laughs for her part in
'

' The Careless Cop. '

'

VOaUE-MUTUAL

The young gentleman in the exact center of this picture is Fido, who plays the leading role in "Freed by
Fido." Sharing honors with Fido is Lillian Hamilton—she takes a trip through Chinatown, is kidnapped,

hidden in cellars, and otherwise gently treated, until she is finally rescued by Fido.
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TRIANGLE-KAY BEE

Dear, dear, shades of our

grandmothers ! As if to make
amends for Mary ' s lack of pro-

priety, here's Enid Bennett

wearing a good, old-fashioned

flannel "nighty," with long

sleeves, and firmly sitting on
her feet! It's a good thing

Enid is playing the role of a

blind girl in this picture, else

she would blush to see herself

thus modestly attired.

MUTUAL

Mary Miles Minter couldn't

go to bed without letting the

rest of the family see her new
outfit. As usual, the bald

heads are in the front row;
and we gather that there ap-

pears to be standing room
only.

MUTUAL-VOOUE KAUFM'N AND FABRY

Modesty becomes a woman,
but pink silk pajamas with

ruffles become Gypsy Abbott.

Gypsy is a brave girl. She is

afraid of nothing—except the

dark.

AMERICAN

Anna Little is a believer in

prohibition—you notice that,

unlike Gypsy, she has banned
even the lightest of nightcaps
— though, to be sure, her

dreams will be just as pleas-

ant without it, so refreshing is

her
'

' nighty.
'

' Anna has done

her best to look pretty—not

that we blame her. Even the

Sand Man—well, you know
how it is.



HTHESE critics have it soft. They get first look-see at

all the reprehensible films, and then have the privi-

lege of going out and panning them for effect. Here's this

new eugenic picture, "Birth." The men critics filled the

place, eager to see what they thought was going to be a

sensation. One or two of 'em broke engagements for tea

to get there. A few wearied women critics discreetly gath-

ered about Beulah Livingston, publicity maker for the play,

and watched the developments of the proper care of infants

from the time of birth until they are taught to say their

prayers all in a kneeling row.

"I do not understand why all the men crowd in here,"

whispered one of the young women. "All they can see is

the stuff that men take up golf to get away from."

" Wha-dy-mean, get away from?" demanded one of the

men.

The young woman looked him bravely in the spot

where his eyes gleamed viciously.

"Don't men play golf all day Sunday to get away from

just such dear little domestic touches as the children being

washed and dressed and fed?" she returned. "You. came

down here because you thought there was going to be some

mysteries unveiled to your curious eyes—and all you find

is a very good picture teaching the proper care and feeding

of babies. Huh!"
The scene in which a stillborn infant is restored to life

was too much for the nerves of one of the women critics.

She made a dash for the door at the close of the picture.

"Tea somewhere!" she gasped, her brows wrinkled in

pain. "I've got motor illusions—I always get 'em at these

pictures."

Which is a painful result, as it were, of a college edu-

cation and an academic atmosphere. If she hadn't known

what "motor illusions" were, she probably would not have

had 'em.

m m
The taking of a motion picture always draws a crowd.

We have a girl in this office who says she is the most un-

fortunate of human beings—she is never present at exciting

moments. She says she has never seen a house on fire, or

an automobile accident, or a motion picture being taken,

or a man losing his garter. And she has an adventurous

spirit.

A patient spirit is always rewarded. Gwendolyn's

hopes were fulfilled quite unexpectedly and in a heap the

other day, when a group of advertising women, members

of the Women's Advertising League, were having their pic-

tures taken in front of an antique shop on Twenty-eighth

Street. There's a funny little place there, where quaint

gargoyles grin cheerfully and quite informally, with more

dignified types of Venuses and other scantily garbed ladies

of the earlier Greek period. Gwendolyn saw the crowd

and horned in. Even the occupants of the office building

on the other side of the street were interested as the cam-

era man ordered the bewildered advertising women to

"form in a line, two deep." These intructions were too

deep for them until explanations were vouchsafed, and they

were given the usual instructions not to look in the camera.

And then Gwendolyn discovered the surprise and joy of

her day. She revels yet in the consternation of those very

smart and good-looking advertising women when they dis-

cover it on the picture. For the busy and hurried director

had grouped them directly under a sign,
'

' Roof Tree Inn

Antiques" !

Gwendolyn hurried to a side street to allow her emotions

time and place to subside. And she saw a fire—a small

one; but a fire. An automobile, endeavoring to escape

from the coming hose machine, crashed into a curb, and

Gwendolyn happily mixed in with the policemen and the

driver and the bystanders.

It was a full day for Gwendolyn. As she came in at the

entrance door to the building, she saw a very dapper young

man stop, clutch at his ankle and dart frantically toward

the cigar stand. She heard a tinkle of metal on the tiled

floor and boldly looked. It was a lavender silk garter,

escaped from its moorings and dragging on the floor.

You would think Gwendolyn would be happy now that

all her ambitions for adventure had been satisfied in one

afternoon, wouldn't you?

She says she has lost a grievance in fulfilling her ambi-

tions, and on the whole she would rather have an interest-

ing grievance to air than a satisfied ambition.
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Speaking of ambitions, there is a director in New York

who is also president and owner and general manager of

his company. He has an ambition to produce the worst

films in the business, and up to date he has been doing very

well at it. One of the worst of them and the pride of his

heart was shown before a censor board recently. The

G. M. walked nervously back and forth in an anteroom,

awaiting the verdict of the board. Some of the scenes, to

put it mildly, were raw—no less. Comstock would have

turned in his grave at the mere mention of them. The

women members of the board spoke right out in meeting as

the picture unrolled its filthy stretch of erotic thought.

"What did you think of it?" begged the G. M. as the

lights were flashed on after the picture.
'

' I think you should be arrested for thinking of such a

picture, let alone producing it," flashed the answer.

The G. M. grinned happily and rubbed his hands with

satisfaction as the censors left.

"It'll go big," he announced. "That's the stuff!

When it makes them women mad, the public wants it."

The public did not want it, and it is still on the shelf.

The public wants clean pictures.



The Smile of Super

Health and Power
You can't smile wholly, fully, sincerely, if your heart or liver, stomach
or nerves are not completely alive, healthy and co-operating with your
brain. You can't smile unless you can take your full share of pleasure
and success without noticing mental or physical exhaustion.

By W. W. WASHBURN

ON my way to California, I met a crowd of my old friends.

I was down and out, physically, mentally and person-

ally. I had lost my nerve. I had lost my business

sense. I feared to let go of a dollar because I did not

believe it would ever come back to me. I was afraid to invest

in government bonds for fear that somebody would change the

government and in some manner I would lose my money. . I

was afraid of my own shadow. I was afraid of my friends. I

was afraid of everything. I could not eat a moderate meal.

I could digest practically nothing. Doctors had me living on
food that seemed to me only fit for sick infants. I had no
pleasures. I never smiled. I had no hope. I had constipa-

tion, indigestion, stomach acidity, anemia, nervous prostration,

weakness all over. I was going to California because I was
sent there by my doctors who believed it would ease my mind
and also ease my wife's anxiety.

While passing through Wyoming, just west of Cheyenne, we
passed a cemetery. It is strange what thoughts flash through a

sick man's mind when he passes a cemetery. We were all

seated in the observation car, some of us were talking while

others were reading, and I had in my hand a copy of the Satur-

day Evening Post. Among other things which seemed to have
no interest for me, I read an advertisement and an announce-
ment, promising superior health, confidence, virility, youth,

strength, a healthy stomach, superior kidneys, a new heart—in

short, super health and mind power. Ordinarily I would have
paid no attention to it, but every word sounded so sincere that

I decided to write for more particulars. I said to my friends

that I would become interested, and that I believed that here

was something radically different, that there was something
that sought to make you better from within instead of attempt-

ing to benefit you by putting something into your system from
without. After showing this momentary burst of confidence

and hope, my friends all laughed.

They were all healthy. At least, they thought they were.
They could laugh. But, on my part, I was serious. I made up
my mind to write a postcard which I did. In a few days I ob-

tained the information for which I was looking. Never in my
life did I read such a book as was sent to me. It gave me a
clearer insight into my own human condition than all the doc-
tors I had consulted. It gave me more information about my-
self than I secured all through my college years.

I learned that there were 25,000 followers of Swoboda in New
York City. I discovered that there were 12,000 in Chicago

—

15,000 in Philadelphia— 7,000 in Boston—5,000 in Pittsburgh.
I discovered that there were 25,000 in England. I discovered
that in all there were over 262,000 followers of this man who
had devoted his life to making other people healthy and happy.

I also received the most wonderful guarantee of satisfaction I

have ever read. It made me the sole judge of whether or not I

was benefited. It asked me to give up nothing that I wanted to

do. There was nothing objectionable about the proposition at

all. There were no cold tub baths, electricity or massage—no
dieting, no deep breathing, no apparatus of any kind. There
was nothing to take internally. There was no violent exercise.

It required no drugs or medicines of any kind.

The whole thing was as clear as a bell. The book explained
how the body is made up of billions of tiny cells—how our
health depends entirely on the condition of these cells. It

showed that by consciously energizing every cell, tissue and
organ in the body, health, strength, power, ambition, must in-

evitably result. It showed that it was totally unnecessary for

anyone to take less than his full share of pleasure and success.

It showed the close relationship between physical health and
mental energy.

Page after page I read. I was fascinated. I read the state-

ments of some of the 262,000 people who had adopted SWO-
BODA' S System of Conscious Evolution. I had tried practically

everything. I was on my way to California almost as a last

resort. Since there was nothing that could possibly hurt me

—

and since I was risking absolutely nothing in view of the star-

tling guarantee sent to me, I grasped the opportunity as a

drowning man grasps a life-preserver. When the first instruc-

tions arrived I tried them at once. The first five minutes I be-

gan to feel better. The next day I devoted a few minutes longer

to the instruction. In an amazingly short time, I became well,

strong, vigorous, manly. I developed every desirable charac-

teristic; I even discovered that in Conscious Evolution not only
the physical and physiological forces are modified, amplified,

and thus highly organized, but that the personality is intensi-

fied; and that through Conscious Evolution not only immediate
results of a wonderful character were accomplished for me, but

that I also obtained an ultimately permanent advantage in the

form of higher consciousness, a more intense consciousness.

In the realization of this fact, I looked back to that observation

car way out in Wyoming when I gave expression to my hope, in

seeing the announcement in the Saturday Evening Post of Con-
scious Evolution, and I wonder how many unfortunate human
beings neglected to write for the literature offered free.

Fate chuckles in her sleeve at many a man and woman who be-

lieve themselves smart, and highly efficient, and who fail to

consciously evolutionize because they are satisfied. Fate laughs
at many an individual who laughs at the idea of creative evolu-
tion. If you want to smile, if you want unusual health, un-
usual vitality, unusual living power, unusual pleasure obtaining
power, unusual youth, unusual thought power, get that booklet
of Swoboda's as I did. It will enlighten you. It will educate
you. It will show you that what you think is health is only
sickness.

Regardless of how young you may feel, of how efficient you may
think you are—regardless of how active, energetic and alert

you may consider yourself—regardless of how healthy, wealthy,
or successful you may be, you cannot afford, in justice to your-
self, to miss the interesting and instructive secrets explained
for the first time in this startling new book.

A mere reading of "Conscious Evolution" will so fill you with
enthusiasm and ambition, that you will not rest until you have
yourself acquired the Swoboda kind of health and energy by cul-

tivating and revitalizing intensively every cell, tissue, and or-

gan in your own system. Write a letter or a postal card and
mail it today. Even if you gain but one suggestion out of the
60 pages you will have been repaid a thousandfold for having
read it. I urge you by all means not to delay, not to say, "I'll

do it later," but to send NOW, while the matter is on your
mind. Remember, the book is absolutely free for you to keep
—there is no charge or obligation now or later. Write NOW.
Address ALOIS P. SWOBODA, 2043 Aeolian Bldg., New York
City.

(Advertisement.)



The Young Lady Usher
By ARTHUR

T^HE Young Lady Usher escorted an irri-

table old gentleman along the dark-

ened passage, and turned her attentions to

a sad guy sitting in an end seat in the

middle row, with his feet in the aisle. He

was sobbing into a dirty handkerchief.

She inquired the reason for his depression,

and between snivels he told her that it was

because the monologist was pulling the

jokes his old mother had told him when

[, they used to sit in front of his father's

\S steam boiler in the city hall, yeahs and

yeahs ago.

The Young Lady Usher told him that that was the

third time she had spoken to him about his feet, and that

he must remove them, or she would speak to the special

officer,' who was asleep over the ticket chopper outside.

But the man was deaf to her urge, having sulkily with-

drawn into the velvet collar of his overcoat. As she did

not have the heart to strike him with her flashlight, The

Young Lady Usher sighed and shoved aside the muddy

shoes herself. They were very heavy, and the exertion

resulting from the necessary tugging brought a more than

natural flush to her pretty cheeks. Finally she had the

feet safely cached beneath the seat ahead and left the sad

guy to grouch it out by himself.

When she had assisted an intoxicated gentleman to a

seat, and he had fallen heavily into it, with his drowsy

head resting on the lean shoulder of a horrified maiden

lady, initiatory to a quiet nap, The Young Lady Usher

continued her noiseless tour of inspection (Wear Sureslip

Rubber Heels—the yellow splug does it—ask Father; he

don't know), smiling dazzlingly though unseeingly at six

different young men, each of whom swallowed hard in

delicious embarrassment and assured himself that he was

the chosen one.

The Young Lady Usher agreed with a mildewed old

dame that them mermaid ones were the best yet; it was so

interesting to see the girls distorting around in the water.

The lady contended that the only detracting point about

such pictures was the superfluity of male attendance; that

the last time she had seen one, every person seated in the

row ahead was a man, and they were all bald-headed. The

Young Lady Usher said, "Yes, the old fools were worse

than the young ones.

"

In one of the back rows The Young Lady Usher came

C. BROOKS

upon a gentleman from the outlying districts, squintingly

contemplating the little metal candy purveyor attached to

the back of the seat in front of him and mumbling inco-

herently to himself. She asked Ezry the reason for his

perturbation, and he informed her that he

was ready to swear on the stand that, he

had put a nickel into the dad blamed thing,

but that it wouldn't give up a drop, and

there was nothing he liked better than nice,

sweet, chocolate candy, with plenty of

nuts in to craunch on. He querulously

demanded his money back.

The Young Lady Usher was just in the act of restrain-

ing him from smashing the box with the head of his cane,

when their attention was held by the peculiar actions of a

stout woman seated immediately in front. She was in

some sort of distress, mainly exemplified by a convulsive,

not to say spasmodic, disorder of the shoulders and back.

The Young Lady Usher thought it was St. Vitus's One-step

and was just expressing her sympathy for the unfortunate

woman, when the latter turned around sharply, and exhib-

iting a very red face, told them tersely that somebody

around there was trying to get gay by dropping cold objects

down her back, and if that old fool was endeavoring to flirt

with her, she'd smash him in the jawr,

that's what she'd do, the old fossil!

The Young Lady Usher politely re-

quested the indignant lady to stand up for

a moment. They heard the coin strike

e1 the floor with a gentle thump. The

Young Lady Usher used her flashlight

—

[f[
thus literalizing the hymnic injunction to

brighten the corner where she was—in

finding the coin, and hurried it back to

the impatient old gentleman, who had al-

ready begun to worry.

The Young Lady Usher left the old man contentedly

gnawing his sweetmeat, and, by virtue of the niggardly

quality of his eyesight, consuming as much tinfoil as

chocolate, and after a final glance over the sea of heads,

knobby and otherwise, moved back to where the house

manager was taking it all in. To his salaaming query as

to whether it was a bustling afternoon, she replied that, no,

it was slow if anything, she having difficulty in finding

adequate occupation, and that she expected things to speed

up a little as evening came on, thank you.

4L



City Physicians Explain Why
They Prescribe Nuxated Iron

To Make Beautiful, Healthy Women and Strong Vigorous Men

NOW BEING USED BY OVER THREE MILLION PEOPLE ANNUALLY

Quickly transforms the flabby flesh, toneless tissues, and pallid cheeks of weak, anemic men and women into a perfect glow

of health and beauty—Often increases the strength of delicate, nervous, run-down folks

100 per cent, in two weeks' time.

IT
IS conservatively estimated that over three

million people annually in this country alone

are taking Nuxated Iron. Such astonishing re-

sults have been reported from its use both by doc-

tors and laymen, that a number of physicians in

various parts of the country have been asked to ex-

plain why they prescribe it so extensively, and

why it apparently produces so much better results

than were obtained from the old forms of inorganic

iron.
.

Extracts from some of the letters received are

given below :

D r . Ferdinand

King, a New York
physician and med-
ical author, says:
" There can be no
vigorous iron men
without iron.

"Pallor means
anemia.
"Anemia means

iron deficiency.

The skin of anemic
men and women is

pale; the flesh

flabby. The mus-
cles lack tone, the

brain fags and the

memory fails, and they often become weak, nerv-

ous, irritable, despondent and melancholy. When
the iron goes from the blood of women, the roses go

from their cheeks.

"In the most common foods of America, the

starches, sugars, table syrups, candies, polished

rice, white bread, soda crackers, biscuits, maca-

roni, spaghetti, tapioca, sago, farina, degerminated

cornmeal, no longer is iron to be found. Refining

processes have removed the iron of Mother Earth

from these impoverished foods, and silly methods

of home cookery, by throwing down the waste-

pipe the water in which our vegetables are cooked,

are responsible for another grave iron loss.

"Therefore, if you wish to preserve your youthful

vim and vigor to a ripe old age, you must supply

the iron deficiency

in your food by us-

ing some form of

organic iron, just

as you would use

salt when your
food has not
enough salt."

Dr. T. Alphonsus
Wallace, a physi-

cian ofmany years'

experience in this

country and who
has been given
many honorary ti-

tles in England,
says: "Nuxated
Iron gives the weak
and run-down that

great vim, energy
and endurance so

envied by the
weakling. Its

widespread use should bring about the most start-

ling results everywhere. The pale, anemic, nervous

people now seen at every turn shuffling lifelessly

along the streets should become sturdy, alert men

and women of snappy stride, brimming over with

vim and vitality."

Dr E. Sauer, a Boston physician who has studied

both in this country and in great European Med-
ical Institutions, says: "As I have said- a hundred
times over, organic iron is the greatest of all

strength builders. If people would only take Nux-
ated Iron when they feel weak or run-down, in-

stead of dosing themselves with habit-forming

drugs, stimulants and alcoholic beverages, I am
convinced that in this way they could ward off

disease, preventing it becoming organic in thou-

sands of cases and thereby the lives of thousands

might be saved, who now die every year from

pneumonia, grippe, kidney, liver, heart trouble

and other dangerous maladies. The real and true

cause which started their disease was nothing more

nor less than a weakened condition brought on

by lack of iron in the blood.

"Not long ago a man came to me who was nearly

half a century old and asked me to give him a pre-

liminary examination for life insurance. I was
astonished to find him with the blood pressure of a

boy of 20 and as full of vigor, vim and vitality as a

young man; in fact a young man he really was,

notwithstanding his age. The secret, he said, was
taking iron—nuxated iron had filled him with re-

newed life. At 30 he was in bad health; at 46 he

was careworn and nearly all in—now at 50 after

taking Nuxated Iron a miracle of vitality and his

face beaming with the bouyancy of youth.

"Iron is absolutely necessary to enable your blood

to change food into living tissue. Without it, no

matter how much or what you eat, your food mere-

ly passes through you without doing you any good.

You don't get the strength out of it, and as a conse-

quence you become weak, pale and sickly looking,

just like a plant trying to grow in a soil deficient

or well, you owe it to
in iron.

"If you are not stron

yourself to make
the following test:

See how long you
can work or how
far you can walk
without becoming
tired. Next, take

two five grain tab-

lets of ordinary
nuxated iron three

times per day after

meals for two
weeks. Then test

your strength
again, and see how
much you have
gained. I have seen

dozens of nervous,

run-down people
who were ailing all

the while double

their strength and
endurance and en-

tirely rid themselves of all symptoms of dyspepsia,

liver and other troubles in from ten to fourteen

days' time, simply by taking iron in the proper form.

And this, after they had in some cases been doc-

toring for months without obtaining any benefit.

But don't take the old forms of reduced iron, iron

acetate or tincture of iron simply to save a few

cents. The iron demanded by Mother Nature for

the red coloring matter in the blood of her chil-

dren is, alas ! not that kind of iron. You must take

iron in a form that can be easily absorbed and

assimilated to do you any good, otherwise it may
prove worse than useless. Many an athlete and

prize-fighter has won the day simply because he

knew the secret of great strength and endurance

and filled his blood with iron before he went into

the affray; while
many another has
gone down in in-

glorious defeat
simply for the lack

of iron."

Dr. Schuyler C.

Jaques, Visiting

Surgeon of St. Eliz-

abeth's Hospital, of
New York City,

said: "I have never
before given out
any medical in-

formation or ad-

vice for publica-

tion, as I ordinarily

do not believe in it.

But in the case of Nuxated Iron I feel I would be

remiss in my duty not to mention it. I have taken

it myself and given it to my patients with most
surprising and satisfactory results. And those who
wish quickly to increase their strength, power
and endurance will find it a most remarkable

and wonderfully effective remedy."
Dr. Howard'

James, formerly

Resident Physician
of New York City

Hospital and Assis-

tant Physician of

New York State In-

stitutions, says:
"Patients in an en-

ervated and devi-

talized state of

health, those for in-

stanceconvalescing
from protracted fe-

vers those suffering

from a long-stand-

ing case of anem-
ia, all such people,

in my opinion, need
iron. Of late, there

lias been brought
to my attention,

Nuxated Iron. In practice, I have found this an
ideal restorative and upbuilding agent in these

cases above mentioned."

NOTE—Nuxated Iron, -which is prescribed and recommenced

above by physicians in such a great variety of cases, is not a

patent medicine nor secret remedy, but one which is well known

to druggists and whose iron constituents are widely prescribed

by eminent physicians both in Europe and America. Unlike the

older inorganic iron products it is easily assimilated, does not

injure the teeth, make them black, nor upset the stomach; on

the contrary, it is a most potent remedy in nearly all forms of

indigestion as well as for nervous, run-down conditions. The

manufacturers have such great confidence in nuxated iron, thai:

they offer to forfeit $100.00 to any charitable institution if they

cannot take any man or woman under 60 who lacks iron, and

increase their strength 100 per cent, or over in four weeks' time,

provided they have no serious organic trouble. They also offer

to refund your money if it does not at least double your strength

and endurance in ten days' time. It is dispensed h- all good

druggists.



Isn't it a
shame—
the way your
very nicest and
daintiest lace
collars or your
cuffs of

fine sheer

mull will

come back
from the
washlook-
ing frayed, shrunken and cheap?

Thousands of women have learned

the economy of

CleaningFluid
You just have to pour a little Car-
bona over them and press them and
they will be like new.

You can use Carbona at night as well

as in the daytime, because it—
will not explode

15c -25c.-50c -$1.00 bottles. At all druggists

You Can Have
Beautiful Eye-
brows and Lashes

by applying* 4 Im
It nourishes the
making them lo

ant. adding womle
charm and attracti

h-BroW-ine" nightly,
jyebrows and lashes,

g. thick and luxnri-
fully to your beauty,
ness. "liash-Broi

ine"" is a guaranteed pure and harmless
preparation, used successfully by thousands.

Send 35c (coin! and we will mail you "Lash-
Bi-ow-ine" and our beaniy booklet prepaid in

plain sealed cover. Beware of worthless Imitations.

LABORATORIES, 4008-18 Indiana Ave., CHICAGO.

Big KNOCKOUT Package
Contains One Dancing Scotchman 8 in

high, will dance or walk. One new coin
trick. One Pack of Hot Air cards, will

win your Girl for you. One Roll of
Stage Money, One Cribbage Board,

One Illustrated Booklet on How tc

Pitch. One Book on How to Throvs

f» your Voice. One checker board. 3
"JL New Puzzles and 32 page \ (i
"^Nbook of tricks. All for *v cts.

SS ARDEE Co. box E. Stamford Com

Boys, grab this latest scream—Charlie
Chaplin comic squirt pin. Fastens on
coat lapel, rubber hose attached to

squeeze ball filled with water concealed.
Every boy comes to see DOPY, mash
squeeze ball, a fine stream of water
squirts in his face. Hugeuproarensues.
Order one today and get your share of
this big fun. Sent postpaid for 20c coin

(

only.

THE UNIVERSAL NOVELTY CO..

Call Box B1390 Jacksonville, Fla.

rtiSook]
Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $200
Cash in your "happy thoughts' writing
in spare time. No previous experience
necessary* Our easy home course^
affords thorough Instruction and turns out
successful scenario writers. Write at once for
our FREE Book. Rneclal Price and Prize Offei

Chicago Photoplaywright College,
Box -US <M:t, j-hlcago

$-01d Coins Wanted—

$

$4.25 EACH paid lor U. S. Flying Eagle Cents dated 1856.

$2 to $500 EACH paid for hundreds of Coins dated before 1910.

Send TEN cents at once for our New Illustrated Coin Value
Book, size 4x7. It may mean your fortune. Get posted.

CLARKE COIN CO., Box 26. LE ROY, N. Y.

if I^ITTJTTTM "I Illustrated Catalogue Included.M Bdl A i^ I Send C Cents In Stamps

MAGIC CO., Sla., 5. 470 8th Avenue., NEW V0RH

Who's Who and Where
Crane Wilbur says he can stand al-

most anything, but when people tell

him "how pretty" he is, he wants to

haul off and let them have what's com-

ing to them.

«?-

Marguerite Clark is to star in an

adaptation of the "Sub-debutante"

stories, written by Mary Roberts Rine-

hart and appearing in the Saturday

Evening Post.

-5-

Frank Goldsmith is a great lover of

astrology. He says that this month the

stars are saying just what they've been

saying for several months past— "I

want a larger salary."

"?-

Stuart Holmes says that one advan-

tage of being a villain is that he can

always get a seat in the subway. As

soon as people recognize him, they get

right out of his way.
-?-

Cleo Madison has severed connec-

tions with the Stern Motion Picture

Company and is to produce and direct

her own plays, under the name of the

Cleo Madison Film Company.
-?-

At last a male form of the word

"vampire" has been found. A "he-

vampire," ladies and gentlemen, is,

according to the Balboa scenario staff,

a "chicken-hawk." Dictionary writ-

ers, please copy.

«?- -

Mary Miles Minter has a collection

of fifty dolls, of all sizes and condi-

tions. Mary says she loves them just

as much as she ever did and likes to

have them near her, for they seem just

like members of the family.

-?-

Zoe Ray says she'll never marry a

man who drinks or swears. She asked

her father how she could tell if he had

those habits or not. "You can smell

his breath,
'

' answered her father. Now
Zoe wants to know how she can smell

swear words.

-?-

"At last," says the Fox publicity

bureau,
'

' Theda Bara has revealed the

secret of her remarkable screen im-

personations, which have held millions

enthralled by her consummate skill.

Miss Bara is self-hypnotized when por-

traying vampire roles!"

-?-

Josie Sedgwick and the rest of the

Universal Company worked straight

through from eight-thirty Wednesday

morning to ten-thirty on Thursday, re-

;
cently, to complete a picture. Whic
goes to show that all is not gold

Not that the last line fits, but we had to

finish up with something, didn't we?
-?-

Shorty Hamilton is so fond of his

horse,
'

' Beauty,
'

' and talks to her so

much, that people around the studio

have fallen into the habit of referring

to them as "Beauty and the Beast."

Shorty hasn't decided yet whether he's

going to feel insulted or not.

-5-

There is to be a bear in George Be-

ban's next picture, and the latter has

been very busy learning the bear lan-

guage and getting acquainted with Mr.

Bruin. Donald Crisp reports that the

actor is making excellent progress, par-

ticularly when the bear lets out a roar

and Beban bolts for the tall timber.

-?-

Five Hudson River boats have been

named for the five Goldwyn stars—Mae
Marsh, Maxine Elliott, Mary Garden,

Jane Cowl and Madge Kennedy. Mary
Garden's last act before sailing from

New York for Vigo, Spain, was to or-

der a gold monogram plate to be put

on her namesake, which was formerly

"City of Plainfield."

-?-
Geraldine Farrar went over to Fort

Lee recently to watch her husband play

an important scene. She very seldom

does that, but in this particular case

the actor was toying with a huge Sibe-

rian wolf, as an incident to the filming

of the action. It is not clearly stated,

however, whether Miss Farrar went to

cheer Lou-Tellegen or the wolf.

-?-

Lillian Hamilton has ordered ten

thousand postal cards, on which is to

be written

:

I am not married.

I am not going to be married.

I do not want to marry you.

I live with my mother.

I am perfectly contented as I am.

Lillian says that she has to do it in

self-defense.

-?-

Poor Frank Losee seems to be in for

it. After hobbling about with a ball

and chain fastened to his ankle in

"Great Expectations," he is tied tight

to a chair in the first scene of "The

Dummy. '

' Losee declares that if there

is one yard of rope listed among the

properties in his next picture, he will

walk out of the production and retire

to his farm in Yonkers.



Hank Mann says it's dangerous for

him to eat pie with his meals—he al-

ways has an irresistible desire to sling

it at someone.

Ruth Lackaye says that the feminine

sex is not one bit less capable than the

male, and that you find competents and

incompetents among both sexes. 'Ray

for Ruth

!

Pity the poor umpire when
Shirley Mason gets at the bat

!

'

' Madame Butterfly' ' is the name of

Kathleen Clifford's Japanese sleeve dog,

but she calls it "Lili" for short. Lili

has gone on the pay-roll for "three

bones," though Miss Clifford says the

dog is too delicate for such coarse food.

Here's Silas E. Snyder's opinion of

New York: "Ice and other kinds of

skating. Much nut chatter. Stale air,

stale tobacco, stale jokes, stale folks.

Tons of rouge. Miles of hosiery.

Graft. Greed." Well, anyway, ac-

cording to Silas, we're pretty bad, we

New Yorkers.

Chester Conklin is ' 'raising beans for

the navy.
'

' Chester has a bean ranch

into which he has put all his money,

and it is paying so well that it seems

to be making him a rich man. Chester

says the boys can make fun of him all

they want to, just as long as the profits

from the beans go into his own bank.

«?-

Creighton Hale holds the long-dis-

tance record for the number of letters

he receives from feminine admirers.

His friends suggest that, in view of the

high cost of paper, he ought to buy a

paper baler and sell the letters at one

dollar per hundred pounds, to keep him

in gasoline for his car.

-?•

The residents around Klondike Park

are trying to collect $45,000 from Wil-

liam Fox, since the latter staged a war

scene in that neighborhood. They say

that the battle was so noisy and so ex-

citing, that after it the nerves of the

residents were severely strained, and

that their cows gave less milk. One

more argument for the pacifists.

-?-

All the while she was acting in "Lit-

tle Lost Sister," Vivian Reed was suf-

fering from a severely bruised foot.

But though she was under the doctor's

care, she refused to hold up work on

the production, and went through the

scesne without even limping, register-

ing joy and sorrow. You may rest as-

sured, however, that whenever she ex-

pressed pain, it was the real article.

-?-

Universal City is having an epidemic

of patriotism. The men have formed

a military body for use of their coun-

try in case of war, and the women, not

to be outdone, have organized a Red

Cross service. Every screen actress at

the city who can spare the time is tak-

ing a course in "First Aid," in order

to be ready to care for the wounded and

sick, if her services are needed.

-?-

Eddie Barry thought he had just

about everyJrind of animal that could

be needed in a motion picture, for

among his zoological treasures are a

goat, any number of dogs, several

horses, rabbits and a parrot. He even

had an elephant staked in the back-

yard, until the neighbors raised a fuss.

Recently, though, one of the property

men, as a joke, 'phoned down to him
for a whidah-bird, and Eddie has been

all broken up since, because he wasn't

able to furnish it.
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Any Watch want
on CREDIT

One Customer Writes : '££%J?£*
today and our watch inspector says its the best time keeper on

the road. Mease find enclosed my last monthly payment ot

$1.00.
'

' We haye thousands o£ such letters on file from satisfied

customers, who haye bought from us on

30DdyS Trial no MoneyDown
You take no chances with me. I am ' Square Deal" Miller and

I trust the people. That is why I am doing the greatest credit

Watch, Diamond and Jewelry business in the world.

watches Guaranteed tor 25 Years

I Smash the Terms
NO REFERENCES DEMANDED
My terms will surely suit you. Tou get unlimited credit.

ArharM drrnilllf the same kind of credit J°acnarge flctwiiii
get from your grocer No

matter where you liye or what your income might be, you

can now own the finest of watches, a beautiful diamond ot

any rare jewelry and neyer miss the money.

/'•tt'tlArf CDCC Send me your name and ad-

C(fEaaV{£ 1 I\LI> drasssol can mail you Free

and postpaid the most beautiful catalog of its kind eyer print-

ed. I want you to haye this book. It's a gem. Write TODAY

Square Deal MILLER, Pres.
Miller- Hoeter Co. 830 Miller Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

NEW SCIENTtFIC WONDER

|y C.sil e-j<"-Big fun
^Ii/W/C ^ou apparently see thru Clothes, Wood,
|3 \J T ^^ Stone, any obieet. See Bones in Flesh.

MARVEL MFG. CO. Dept. 45, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Inventions Wanted

!

Manufacturers constantly writing- m for

patents. List of inventions actually re-

quested and book "How to Obtain a Patent"
sent tree. Send rough sketch for free re-
port regarding- patentability. Special as-
sistance given our clients in selling" patents.
Write for details of .interest to every in-

ventor.

Chandlee & Chandlee, Patent Attorneys

Est. 21 Years 958 F St.,Washington,D.C.

Baseball Curver!
Fits the hand, cannot be seen. With it

you can throw Big Wide curves. Also

our illustrated booklet telling how to

Pitch all kinds of curves. Boys, get this

Baseball Curver and you can Fan 'Em as

fast as they come to bat. By mail, 10c
3 for 25c, and bigcatalog of 300 Novelties.

Ardea Co., Desk 3 j Stamford, Conn.

aanaiag
20% DOWN, 10% MONTHLY
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Toilet Arti-

cles, Sent on approval; Charges prepaid.
Guarantee with #ach Diamond. 10 per
cent discount for cash. Write To-day for

Catalog No. 28, FREE TO TOU—160 Paget, 4,000 Photos.

JAMES BERGMAN, 37-39 Maiden Lane, New York

PHOTOPLAYS -STORIES-POEMS
WRITE FOR FREE COPY "Hints to Writers of
Photoplays, Short Stories, Poems." Also catalog of
best books for writers. ATLAS PUBLISHING CO..
D-43, Atlas Bldg., Cincinnati, O.

WRITE FOR MONEY]
Send us your ideas for Photoplays, Stories; elc^W* will Aflcept tfcea

in ANY form—correct FREE—sell on commission. BIG REWARDS!
Hundreds making money. So can YOU I Write today for full details.' .

WriUr** Selling Service 28 Main . Aubum, N.Y.



VoiceThrower
Learn to throw your voice into
a trunk, under the bed, out in
the hall or anywhere. Lots ofFUN fooling- che Teacher, the
Janitor, Policeman, or Friends.

The Venirilo
.

is a little instrument that fits
into the mouth out of sight Boys
-Is can use it. NEVER FAILS!
page book on Ventriloquism

with the VENTRILO for -f ACtRoyal Noveltv Co. iv
' 45 SO. NORWALK. CONN.

milium iMliiiMii

NO /\m.

2ftP"$2MONTH
".,12 /^Genuine 15-1 7-19-21-W' <vw jewel E| 2' n > Waltbam. Howard,

nr.im^fc lk or a "f watch you want, send for

FREE CATALOG
6f96 pages of wonderful values, dfa-
'monds, watches, rings, jewelry, up-

^
rto-o?,te designs. Buy the Ware Way,ryoa will never miss the money. Get

"posted, write today.

"ALFRED WARE CO., Dept. 711 St. Loais, Mo.

VENTRILOQUIST Outfit.
Consists of Imported "TALK-A-
PHONE ' (which fits in the mo-
uth,) Our VENTRILOQUIST
DOLL (face nearly life size,)and

Art of Ventriloism.Throw your
VOICE into the cellar, in a tru-

nk or anywhere, Give a SHOW.
Our DOLL has a Spring Mouth
which opens and shuts. All the

above Outfit by mail • ft *»#<E
ARDEE Novelty Co. *v ^»^

box 6 5 Stamford Conn,

MOVIE ACTING!
A fascinating profession that pays big. Would you

like to know if you are adapted to this work ? Send 10c.

for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or Key to

Moving Acting Aptitude and hnd whether or not

you are suited to take up Movie Acting. Instructive and

valuable. Send dime or stamps today. Interesting, Illus-

trated Booklet on Movie Acting included FREE!

Film Information Bureau, Sta. H, Jackson, Mich.

You Can Have Beautiful

LASHES and BROWS
(just like mine)

ETE-BROW-INE, a food for the Lnsl
and Brows—sure in results—absolut
harmless. Improves your looks—ever so
much. Don't be mislead by substitutes
EYE-BROW-1NE is highly recommended by
its many users. Mailed in plain sealed cove
on receipt of price—'i^c and 2c postage. Extra
strength— 50c and 4c postage,
KEES MFG. COMPANY, 952 Colombia Atp.. rhilnuVlphln, I'it.

PayAs You Wish
WS&Ts3"*S&X&&.'* Lachmte Gem for 10

~. Put it to every diamond test

—

fire—acid — the diamond file—make it cut glass—
then if yon can tell it from a mined diamond, Bend
it back at our expense. If you decide to keep it
pay as you wish. Write* today for new catalog:.

Set in Solid Gold
Genuine Lachnito Gems keep their dazzling
fire forever. The newest mountings—all kinds
of jewelry. Write for new jewelry book.

HAROLD LACHMAN COMPANY.
12 N. Michigan Ave.. Dept. l fiftj; Chicago, III.

Incorporate Your Business In Arizona
Least cost. Greatest advantages. Cost not affected by
amount of capital. »Transact business and keep books
anywhere. Stock made full-paid and non-assessable by
using- our forms. Laws, blanks and directions free.
Special forms prepared without charge.

Stoddard Incorporating Company, Box 8N, Phoenix, Arizona

Branch Office: Van Nays Building, Los Angeles, California

Comics, Cartoons, Com-
mercial, Newspaper and

f Magazine Illustrating.
Pastel and CrayoD Portraits.

Earn $25 to $200 a week.
Hy our simple method your
talent is quickly developed with*
out Interfering with present work.

By Mail or Local Classes. Small Bums you now fritter away pay your tui-

tion. Write for terms, list of eiu-ccBsful pupils and instruction method FREE
ASSOCIATED ART STUDIOS 2208 Flatlron Building. New York

$50 to $100 Weekly™St^
time. Great demand. YOU can write them. We
show you how. Experience not necessary. Send for

free booklet of valuable information and special
Priio Offer, rhlrngo Photo-pliiyrhtlit Police. Roi 278-Glo,Chl'Ko

Chmt/

OUR READERS' COLUMN
This department belongs to the readers

of Film Fun. Write us and tell us what
you think about it. If we can help you,
write and tell us so. If you like our maga-
zine, tell us about it. If you do not like
it, tell us anyway. We want to know
just what you think about it.

. . Minimi. ':ir.ui: mill i
i luilMiiimilimillllllillu

Please tell me where I can send a
letter to Annette Kellermann. Would
she answer personally and send me a
photograph? An Interested Reader.

You can write to Miss Kellermann,

care of the Fox Film Corporation, 126

West Forty-sixth Street, New York City.

If she is not too busy, she will answer

your letter and your question as to

the photograph.

«?-

I have been a constant reader of

Film Fun for some time and enjoy it

very much. I have often wanted to

know who it is that plays opposite Mar-
guerite Clark in "Mice and Men."
Where could I get a photo of him?
D. K., Muncy, Pa.

Marshall Neilan played opposite Miss

Clark in "Mice and Men." You can

write him for his photo, unless you

prefer to wait a few months, as Film

Fun will soon print a good picture of

him.

->
I read Film Fun and think the stories

are dandy. I enjoy the Readers' Col-

umn especially. I am very anxious to

become a motion picture actress. Can
you tell me how? D. J., New Haven,
Conn.

Our advice to you is, give up the idea

of becoming a motion picture actress.

The field is already overcrowded, and

there is no room in it for inexperi-

enced girls. The road to success is a

very long and a very hard one, and you

would do well to think twice before

courting heartache and discouragement.

-?-

I like Film Fun. It is a fine little

magazine, and I prefer it to other mag-
azines, because you answer questions.

Please tell me whether Marguerite

Clark has ever been married, and if so,

to whom. I cannot understand why
actresses object to having the public

know of their marriages. W. H., Way-
cross, Ga.

A few actresses foolishly believe that

it would detract from their popularity

if their marriages were known to the

public. Marguerite Clark has never

been married.

m m
No Evasion

A society play was in progress.

A close-up was flashed of a very thin

girl in a low-neck dress.

"Isn't she fearfully flat-chested!"

remarked a girl to her companion.

"Yes," was the reply; "and she

doesn't make any attempt to Conceal it.

"

BE AN ARTIST
MAKE Money Drawing Comic Pic-

tures. Let the World's famous

cartoonist, Eugene Zimmerman, spill

a few ideas into your head. Get the

Zim Book—it's chuck full of valuable

suggestions. Price $1.00 postpaid.

Bound in 3-4 Morocco. Satisfaction

guaranteed. Money back if book re-

turned in ten days.

Address ZilTl SOOK Desk FF5

Brunswick Building New. York

Drum FREE
Devote some of your spare
moments to the fun of
learning to drum. We
teach by mail. No pre-
vious musical knowledge
required. Our lesson
Isneets, Illustrated with
moving pictures, ana-
lyze the beats. With first

r
'lesson we send you a splen-

'did professional orchestra
"drum and best hickory sticks

and give them to you absolutely free at

- tneend of your first term. You pay lor lessons

weekly as you take them. Write for circular. Weteach
and supply all brass band instruments.

International Cornet School, 7i2FederaiSr.,Boston, Mass

LEGAL NOTICE.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGE-
ment, etc., required by Act of Congress of August

24th, 1912. Film Fun and the Magazine of Fun:
Judge's Library & Sis Hopkins' Own Book Com-
bined, published monthly at New York, N. Y., for

April 1st, 1917.

State of New York \
County of New York

)

Before me, a Notary Public in and for the State
and county aforesaid, personally appeared Reuben
P. Sleicher, who, having been duly sworn accord-
ing to law, deposes and says that he is the Business
Manager of Film Fun and the Magazine of Fun:
Judge's Library and Sis Hepkins' Own Book Com-
bined and that the following is, to the best of his

knowledge and belief, a true statement of the own-
ership, management, etc., of the aforesaid publica-
tion for the date shown in the above caption, re-

quired by the Act of August 24th, 1912, embodied in

section 44S, Postal Laws and Regulations, towit-
1.—That the names and addresses of the publisher,
editor, managing editor, and the business manager,
are: Publisher, Leslie-Judge Company, 225 5th
Ave., New York, N. Y.; Editor, Elizabeth A. Sears,

225 5th Ave., New York, N. Y.; Managing Editor,

James A. Waldron, 225 5th Ave., New York, N. Y.;
Business Manager, Reuben P. Sleicher, 225 5th Ave..
New York, N. Y. 2.—That the owner is, and stock-
holders owning or holding 1 per cent, or more of
total amount of stock, are: Owner, Leslie-Judge
Company, 245 5th Ave., New York, N. Y.; Stock-
holders, John A. Sleicher, 225 5th Ave., New York,
N. Y., Anthony N. Brady Estate, 54 Wall St., New
York, N. Y. 3.—That the known bondholders,
mortgagees, and other security holders owning or

holding 1 per cent, or more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages or other securities, are: John A. Sleicher,

225 5 th Ave., New York, N.Y.; Mary Peckham
Sleicher, 710 Madison Ave., Albany, N. Y.; Reuben
P. Sleicher, 225 5th Ave., New York, N. Y.; City
Real Estate Company, 176 Broadway, New York,
N. Y.; Anthony N. Brady Estate, 54 Wall Street,

New York, N. Y. 4.—That the two paragraphs next
above, giving the names of the owners, stockholders
and security holders, contain not only the list of
stockholders and security holders as they appear
upon the books of the company, but also, in cases

where the stockholder or security holder appears
upon the books of the company as trustee or in any
other fiduciary relation, the name of the person or

corporation for whom such trustee is acting, is

given; also that the said two paragraphs contain
statements embracing affiant's full knowledge and
belief as to the circumstances and conditions under
which stockholders and security holders who do not
appear upon the books of the company as trustees,

hold stock and securities in a capacity other than
that of a bonafide owner; and this affiant has no
reason to believe that any other person, associa-

tion or corporation has any interest direct or indi-

rect in the said stock, bonds or other securities

than as so stated by him. Some stock and bond
holders may represent others. If so, affiant does
not know whom they represent. REUBEN P.

SLEICHER. (Signature of the Business Manager.)
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 20th day

of March, 1917. A. EDWARD ROLLAUER, No-
tary Public, Queens County No. 962; Certificate

filed in New York County No. 39; New York County
Register's No. 7065; Commisiion Expires March 80th,

1917.



Here's a
Suggestion

Can you think of a

better decoration

than these five jolly

girls from Judge?

Five brilliant paint-

ings by

James Montgomery Flagg

Mary Lane McMillan

Paul Stahr

in full colors, 9 x 12

inches, mounted on a

heavy mat, ready for

the frame, for

One Dollar
(25 cents apiece)

Just pin a bill, check,

money-order or stamps to

the coupon below, fill in

your name, and send it in

to-day to the Art Print

Department of

The Happy Medium

F. F.—5-17

JUDGE ART PRINT DEPARTMENT
225 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Please send me the five pictures from Judge,

for which I enclose $1.00.

'WALL-NUTS" "GOOD-NIGHT, NURSE'
By James Montgomery Flagg

Name

Address

tar
yi<aneZr SUlTs £1**£&**



HERE is the most amazingly liberal offer ever made on wonderful gems. To quickly in-
troduce into every locality our beautiful TIFNITE GEMS—which in appearance and
by every test are so much like a diamond that even an expert can hardly tell the dif-

ference—we will absolutely and positively send them out FREE and on trial for 10 days' wear.
But only 10,000 will be shipped on this plan. To take advantage of it, you must act quickly.

Send the coupon NOW
! Send no money. Tell us whiteh item you prefer— Ring, Fin

or LaValliere. We'll send jour selection at once. After you see the beautiful, dazzling
gem and the handsome gold mounting— after you have carefully made ah examination and
decided that you like it—if you believe you have a wonderful bargain and want to keep it,

you may pay for same in small easy payments as described in this advertisement. If, how-
ever, you can tell a TIFNITE GEM from a genuine diamond, or for any reason you do not
wish it, return at our expense.

TIFNITE GEMS-Solid Gold Mountings
are recognized as the closest thing to a diamond ever discovered. In fact, it requires an expert to dis-
tinguish between them. In appearance, a Tifnite and a diamond are as alike as two peas. TIFNITE
GKMS have the wonderful pure white color of diamonds of the first water, the dazzling fire, brilliancy,
cut and polish. They stand every diamond test—fire, acid and diamond file. The mountings are exclu-
sively fashioned in latest designs—and guaranteed solid gold.

Send No Money—Send No References
Just send coupon. You do not obligate yourself in any way. The coupon—only the coupon—brings

you any of the exquisitely beautiful pieces shown and described here. If you want ring, state whether
ladies' or gentlemen's, be sure to enclose strip of paper showing
exact finger measurement as explained below.

Send coupon now and get a TIFNITE GEM on this liberal

\ offer Wear it for 10 days on trial. All set in latest style
solid gold mountings. Then decide whether you want to keep

FREE Trial Coupon

Rand-McNally Bldg., Dept. 129,

No on 10 days' approval,
ma be sin.- to enclose size as described \

Send mo..,
(In ordering:
lll)OVe).

If satisfactory. I asi to pay $3.00 upon arrival, and \balance at rate of $8.00 per month. If not satisfactory, I »
will return same within ten days. 1

Chicago, 111. \ jj- or no); Send for yours now—today—sure.

In Ordering Rinas ? '
"" riRht '"" RinB

'
<"lt 8trlp olm" v"" UCI *"« **IIIg» paper so that the ends exaetly meet when d

l tightly around "•

\ earelul that Ih

\ at the eonlt joint.

and joint of finger on whieh .Ton want to wear the ring,
iring paper tits snugly without overlapping, and men:
Send the strip of paper to ns with order coupon.

Name.

Address

THE TIFNITE GEM COMPANY
Rand-McNally Building, Dept. 1 29, Chicago, III.

Flat Belcher Ring

No. 1. Solid gold mounting.
Eight claw design with flat

wide band. Almost a cai.it,

guaranteed genuine Tifnite
Gem. Price $12.75; only $3.00

upon arrival. Balance $3.00

per month. Can be returned
at our expense within 10 davs.

Ladies' Ring

No. 2. Solid gold Tiffany
mounting. Has a guaranteed
genuine Tifnite Gem, almost
a carat in size. Price 812.25;

only $3 00 upon arrival. Bal-

ance $3.00 per month. Can be
returned at our expense with-
in 10 days.

Tooth Belcher Ring
No. s. Solid gold, six-prong

tooth mounting. Guaranteed
genuine Tifnite Gem almost a
carat in size. Price $12.25;
only $3.00 upon arrival. Bal-
ance $3.00 per month. Can be
returned at our expense with-
in 10 days.

Ladies' LaValliere

No. 4. Solid gold through-
out. Chain 15 inches long.
One -half carat guaranteed
genuine Tifnite Gem artistic-
ally mounted in genuine latest
style Black enamel circle.
Price $14.25; only $3.00 upon
arrival. Balance $3.00 per
month. Can be returned at
our expense within 10 days..

Scarf Pin

No. 5. Solid gold through-
out. A beautiful open circle
mounting. Half-carat guar-
anteed Tifnite Gem. Price
$12.25; only $3.00 upon arrival.
Balance $3.00 per month. Can
be returned at our expense in
in days.
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OLIVE THOMAS

READY, UNCLE SAM!
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THE ORIENT UNMASKED
THE sombre and fantastic tapestries that so long hid from modern gaze the Eastern world during the height

of its luxury and laxity have been drawn aside, and behold ! a new world—strange and dim and distant

—

real and still unreal—devotional and yet emotional—spiritual and yet intensely physical—a world of men and women with
ardent temperaments and strange beliefs. Though the lutes are silent, and the beautiful women who fascinated and allured the

ancient kings and princes with their smiles and dances are gone; though the warm blood no longer courses through their veins,

and all the ancient Gods and phantom hosts and wizards with their magic arts are dead—that vvondrous vivid life—so poetic and
intense—which found expression in a thousand merry, roguish tales, can now be enjoyed through the John Payne translation of

"ORIENTAL TALES"
THE REAL ARABIAN NIGHTS

Being tlie first complete and uncxpurgated rendering into English of The Book of The Thousand Nights and One Night. Translated from the Original Arabic

by JOHN PAYNE and Specially Prepared for the Francois Villon Society of London.

A MARVELOUS WORK
The first glimpse the Western world had of the wondrous

life of this period was in the early part of the eighteenth cen-
tury, when Galland issued the first part of The Thousand and One
Nights, in a French translation from the Arabic, which at once became
famous as "The Arabian Nights' Entertainments." For nearly two cen-
turies these few Oriental tales were allowed to masquerade in abridged
condition in the literary world. Deprived of their beauty and originality,

shorn of the very qualities which make them attractive, they were printed
and reprinted in English until famous scholars, Mr. Payne and others,

carried away by their mysterious power, resolved to give them and many
others to the reading world in their original form.

So John Payne, the most eminent Orientalist of his day, set to work
to translate these many tales and mystic legends, with all their passionate

and languid charm, into the English tongue; to reproduce fully and can-
didly the literature of Persia, India and Arabia—a literature redolent
with the smell of incense, with the din of plaintive and alluring music,
with black-haired women and strange dances—subtle and suggestive—
with weird influences and voluptuous beauty; to render into English the
sports and caprices of those old peoples—keeping nothing back—and to

let the finished work stand as its own apology; to translate these won-
drous stories exactly and literally as they were told by the Oriental peo-

ple themselves, with all their Oriental freedom and candor.
When the work was finished it was received by the privileged few

among whom
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllimilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliilliiiiiillilill 1111111 it circulated

as a marvel-
ous, almost a
mi raculous,
contribution
to the liter-

ature of the
world.

BRUNSWICK SUBSCRIPTION CO. F.F.— 6-17 1
Room 1116, Brunswick BUg., New York City

jj

Please mail me descriptive circular and special price J
on "Oriental Tales," without obligation on my part.

H Name.

= Address .

1 City State.

(We employ no agents)

AN ENCHANTED ATMOSPHERE
These " Oriental Tales" are the literature of the people of

the old Eastern world—the children of rare imagination—of
idealism and realism.

They tell the strength and force of the natural, and the strange and
subtle beauty of the supernatural.

They take us into dimly lighted halls canopied by rich draperies
where the incense burns amid its luxurious surroundings and sends its

gray smoke curling lazily through the scented air. We walk in imagi-
nation through enchanted, perfumed corridors and feel the freedom of the
antique world. The soft rugs yield beneath our feet and we pause to
listen to the playing of the fountains, or to watch the graceful nymphs
idling the hours away.

We see the Oriental dances, so wonderful in their mystic, tropical
grace, so different from the imported burlesques of to-day. We watch
the gorgeous barges floating on the placid Tigris, decorated with glitter-
ing gold and bearing radiant women languishing beneath wreaths of
flowers on silken divans, fanned by slaves and lovers, and smiling with
voluptuous content as with half-closed eyes they look upon the gorgeous
scene of many-colored domes and minarets and royal palaces that line the
shores. They believe that the great God Allah will cheerfully forgive
them everything they do.

These Tales, in all their wealth and variety and uniqueness, are the
most marvelous expression of fascinating national manners and customs
in the literature of the world,

There is nothing like them—they stand alone—unaccounted for

—

magnificent works of genius.

They unmask and display for the first time to Western eyes life as it

was actually passed by those who lived among the glories of Oriental
ease and luxury and freedom when the world was young.

I A few sets of "Oriental Tales" will be available to Film Fun
1 readers at an especially low price while they last. Full infor-

| mation sent on receipt of coupon—BUT MAIL AT ONCE.
... : 1. ..1 :..;..: ,!.."•:.:
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picture studios.

A Safe Place for Any Girl

[R. L. W. McCHESNEY, manager of

the Edison Motion Picture Studios,

tt\fc=* w _ is given space in the Morning Telegraph

VrL I H to "deplore the publication" of articles

which, he points out, may do a great in-

jury to the motion picture industry by

pointing out the evils and injustices that

avowedly lurk in a number of motion

Mr. McChesney, however, weakens his

argument by admitting that he "can speak with certainty"

of conditions only as they exist in the Edison studios, which

he says are absolutely above par. He clears the skirts of

the Edison company of any moral obliquity, and Film Fun

offers both himself and the studio he represents sincere

congratulations. We are always glad to learn of any studio

management that prides itself on the absence of such con-

ditions as have been truthfully depicted in the
'

' Confes-

sions of a Motion Picture Actress,
'

' a serial that has been

running in Film Fun.

Knowing nothing of conditions in other studios, how-

ever, should bar Mr. McChesney from making sweeping

assertions. Besides his admissions that he knows nothing

of them, he naively admits that such conditions as we have

pointed out may exist—but he wishes that we wouldn't say

anything about them. He assumes, in other words, that it

is not the condition itself that would work harm to the

motion picture industry, but the publication of it. He ad-

mits that "even the large companies might have been con-

trolled at times by groups of men who would be a disgrace

to any industry." He agrees with us that "there are girls

who have had unpleasant experiences in the cheap, fly-by-

night organizations. " Yet he insists that any publication

with courage enough to point out these dangers and to in-

sist upon the elimination of them "is doing an injury to

the motion picture business."

If the industry is suffering from such attacks, it has its

remedy within reach. A simple process of applying a

moral vacuum cleaner to the studios would solve the prob-

lem. Throwing dust in the eyes of the public to avoid the

real issue is an old game and one entered by Mr. McChes-

ney when he presents a few smooth sophistries in the place

of arguments.

Film Fun believes that nothing but the bright light of

publicity is going to clean up the motion picture industry.

Many studio managers and producers and office employees

have '

' deplored' ' the articles we have printed. We expected

it. Lift any stone that hides decay and rottenness in any

slough, and you will find scores of beetles and bugs scut-

tling for other dark places in which to hide and deploring

the investigation that causes them discomfort. If there is

any motion picture studio that cannot bear the light of in-

vestigation, it should be pointed out and cleaned up.

The motion picture industry has become one of the

largest and most important industries of the time. It

should be started out on the right foot. Publicity, not

evasion, is needed, if the motion picture industry is to be

purged of its ulcers and set squarely on a standard of de-

cency, honesty and efficiency.

Make the motion picture industry a safe place for every

girl.

Make it an unpleasant place for the "cheap, fly-by-night

organizations" and for the "groups of men who would be a

disgrace to any industry.
'

'



o r m s

" I believe that not only every man, but every woman
as well, should be well armed," said William Farnum,
as he v ent to pose for this scene from "A Tale of Two

Cities.
'

'

TRIANGLE-KAY BEE

Margery Wilson's eyes are cast down in
the most approved maidenly fashion

—

and what does it matter that she is

tickling Frank Keenan's chin with her
hair and leaving all her make-up on his
lapel, so long as the resulting scene in
"The Bride of Hate" is pleasing to even
the most sensitive Guardian of the Pub-

lic Morals?

MUTUAL-AMERICAN

They had William Russell hurt his hand in
"My Fighting Gentleman." But what does a
bandaged hand matter? One strong left arm
is all any man needs, especially when the girl
is as willing as Francelia Billington seems
to be. Camera! All ready for a close-up,

please.



Your Country Needs You

COLD SEAL

"It's wasting a good arm, dear," says Neva
Gerber. "Yes," replies Herbert Rawlinson; "but
it's also arming a very good waist." And belted

models are to be all the rage this season, anyway.
—Scene from '

' The Great Torpedo Secret.
'

'

TRIANGLE-1NCE-KAY BEE

Louise Glaum, in "Sweetheart of the Doomed,"
says, "Always stand with your chins up, girls.

You'll be prepared for anything." Charles Gunn
doesn't seem very quick at translating the enemy's

signals.

Lee Hill is not quite comfortable in this arm-y
collar, but Dorothy Davenport is confident that

she can persuade him to join the "Save the Home"
corps.—Scene from "The Ivy and the Oak."

FOX FILM

Hank Mann is being " Chased into Love, " whether
he wants it or not. In the spring the old maid's
fancy lightly turns to love, but Hank prefers the

more sudden death from a bomb.



Spring Styles in Vamping

Virginia Pearson is an exam-
ple of the quick-working type

of vampire. "I never waste
time,

'

' says she.
'

' When I see

what I want, I go after it."

T^OR a long time the leading heroes,

heroines, juveniles and ingenues

have been telling the public all about

themselves, and divulging freely, both

verbally and in print, the secrets of

their popularity and beauty. They

keep nothing to themselves. "If you

would have eyelashes like mine, '

' kind-

ly and unselfishly offers a lovely star,

"brush the eyes with 'Lashcurl' three

times daily"; and, "Boys, I smoke

Turkish Delight cigarettes and chew

Peptoneen gum," some well-known

screen actor tells the boys who write to

him for advice on "How To Become

a Motion Picture Star— in Twenty

Reels." True, there are some who

contend that said stars have their palms

well crossed with the currency of the

realm before offering such advice, but

By ESTHER LINDNER

—well, we are wandering. The fact does remain that they have been

open and aboveboard.

Not so the ladies who form the third side of the triangles of which one

man is the base, the unknown quantity of every screen equation—in short,

the vampire ladies of the screen. They have maintained an unbreakable

and inscrutable silence. Quietly and secretly they have gone on their way,

luring the hearts of men from the paths of righteousness and duty, leav-

ing destruction in their wake, sowing the seeds of discord and dissension

wherever their shadows have been cast. They have successfully evaded all

the attempts of prying persons to inquire into the secrets of their power;

they have avoided being interviewed and questioned. But Film Fun has

been persistent—and at last has been privileged to enter the inner sanctum

where the potent charms are brewed, and to hear from the lips of the en-

chantresses themselves the secret of their marvelous power.

To begin with, I must admit that it was with some misgivings that I

set out upon this examination of the age-old secrets of Eve. We are all

more or less well-oiled machinery, but we are human, and, therefore, sus-

ceptible. With swift-beating heart I entered the boudoir of Virginia Pear-

son. Miss Pearson was seated with her chin resting in the hollow of her

hands, her lustrous brown eyes gazing unseeingly into space. "You will

excuse me if I do not rise," she began. "This is a favorite pose of mine.

Do you know, there is something about space that awes me. There is so

much of it, and it is free—the only free thing there is left in this country

of ours, I think. That is what makes it so much fun to gaze at it. I ad-

vise all girls who would be vampires to cultivate the trick. It has the ad-

vantage of helping one to remain quite silent, which alone, if it is a woman,

Mme. Olga Petrova, who believes that a hard-working vampire

should take her time and rely on personality to do the trick.



smacks of the mysterious and unexplainable. There is one other point.

All vampires should wear pearls. Pearls suggest tears—heaven knows they

cost enough money to make anyone weep—and what is a surer way of win-

ning a man than to suggest tears, and still not redden the nose with them?

A man can forgive anything except a woman with a red nose. My methods

are very quick. I never waste time. When I see what I want, I go after

it, and I usually get it." I shivered. I fled.

Still trembling, I went to visit Mme. Olga Petrova. Mme. Petrova is

the possessor of a perfect figure, and her face is classical in its beauty.

She smiled a slow, sweet smile and gave me the full benefit of her lovely

profile. "I rely upon personality, " said she; "personality and dress. For

one cannot dress well unless one has personality, and personality without

dress I have also found unadvisable, since people no longer have any soul

for true art and must have their amusement censored. I practice no tricks,

and I never deliberately try to lure anyone on. 'Take your time' is my
motto. I believe that the vampire is the best friend the exhibitor can

have. Leads and pretty ingenues draw, yes; but when a vampire is an-

nounced, the 'Standing Room Only' signs come out." I tore myself away

—figuratively speaking—and went to where that greatest of vampires,

Theda Bara, gazed into a crystal ball.

"I cannot tell you anything about anything," she breathed. "For I

am a mystery, even to myself. Never understand yourself, for if you do

not, no one else will be able to understand you either, and there is nothing

in this world that attracts as a mystery does. I am always wondering

about myself, and consequently I have always something to think about,

and I am happy. To prevent the contingency of my ever understanding

myself, I have hired an excellent corps of publicity writers. They turn

out new stories about me every day. I am a reincarnation of Cleopatra,

MUTUAL-AMERICAN

Charlotte Burton is the sulky, stormy type of vampire. She be-

lieves that, when everything else fails, a good fight helps a great

deal.

Theda Bara is a complete and
unsolvable mystery to herself.

"A mystery is the most at-

tractive thing in the world,"
says she, "and if you are a
mystery to yourself, you are a

mystery to everyone."

the Serpent of the Old Nile. My com-

ing was foretold by Rhames, High

Priest of Sett. I am a quite modern

advocate of suffrage, and my acting

is caused by self-hypnosis. It is

fascinating not to understand one's

self."

My final visit was to pretty Char-

lotte Burton. '

' I am the sulky type of

vampire," she began, resting her arms

on a table. "Men say there is murder

in my eye. No soft, winning ways or

mysterious appeals for me. I am
changeable as an April sky. I am the

thunder and lightning, the brooding

clouds of summer. I am harsh and

violent. If I don't get what I want, I

yell. There's nothing like a good yell

to bring 'em around."

You see, there is no formula.

Either you are born a vampire, or you

are not, that's all.



BESSIE EYTON

Isn't at all worried that some one may say "Birds of a feather—." She knows that

both she and the cat are pretty good specimens of their kind.



"CONFESSIONS OF A MOTION PICTURE ACTRESS"

This series of articles, which began in our February issue, has been one of the most |

remarkable stories of its kind ever published. Disclosing truthfully and without exaggera- |

tion happenings in motion picture offices and studios as the writer has found them, it has j

called forth much favorable and unfavorable comment—the former from real friends of the |

industry who realize that if it is to be the Art it deserves to be, such things must be exposed j

and done away with ; the latter from certain persons who, because of a consciousness of guilt, |

have sought to silence us, lest the attack be directed against themselves. The writer of this |

series was well known in the world of drama before she entered the motion picture field |

and she has been in a position to know personally of the incidents she has mentioned.

ilium

play, and I was overjoyed at being able to carry the finan-

cial burden long enough to give him an opportunity to work

out his play—free from financial worries.

"About this time Mr. C offered me his car and

chauffeur one afternoon to take me home. I accepted

thankfully, for I was tired with an unusually severe strain

of the studio work. We were putting on a big picture

—

one of which we had great hopes. My every thought was

absorbed by it. Mr. C had been kindness itself to me.

I accepted his offer in the spirit in which I thought it had

been made, and for two weeks I came and went daily to the

studio in his comfortable car. Mr. C had never per-

sonally directed me in any of the pictures. He had merely

supervised the work of the director. Now he sent for me
and complained that my director was not selecting big

enough stories for me.
" 'You are worth more than he is doing for you,' he ex-

plained. 'I will take you over into the other company and

direct you personally.

'

"I was wild with hope and happiness. I was sure that

he had tested me out and had proven to himself that I was

worth promotion. I felt that my raise was on the way.

He sought me frequently and always to ask my advice about

themes, scenes or costumes. Often he invited me to drive

into town, twelve miles away, to help him with some shop-

ping. We grew friendly and chummy on these trips. I

felt myself absolutely safe with Mr. C , his manner was

so dignified and respectful.

"'I like the blond type for the screen,' he said one

afternoon, when we were returning from one of these shop-

ping trips.

" 'That is fine for me,' I returned smilingly.

" 'The blond type is often cold and distant,' he went

A/fORE than one aspirant for screen honors is possessed

of talents in kindred lines of art. Myra possessed a

remarkably sweet and clear soprano voice, well cultivated.

As a dancer she might have made fame for herself had she

so chosen. And after her abrupt dismissal from the studio

of which I told in the preceding chapter, her courage had

so completely deserted her that she forsook the picture field

for the time being.

She found an engagement just at this time in a musical

stock company playing in one of the local theaters in Los

Angeles. It was only a six weeks' engagement, but for her

it proved to be a pleasant and profitable season. Every-

body she had known in the pictures went to see her. Our

fellow-professionals—when they can forget themselves for

a few moments and think of others —always want "to be

shown," you know. They wanted to see if Myra really

could act. One of the Western film colony who went to see

her believed that she could. He sent for her the next day.

"He offered me only an average salary to start with,"

said Myra, "but said he would give me a contract with no

'two weeks' notice' clause. This was a point not to be de-

spised by any means. I signed with him. Mr. C told

me, when T closed with him, that within six months I

could demand my own salary. He said he would make me
a famous motion picture star. I swallowed everything he

said. He spoke in such a sincere manner that I could not

impugn his motives, and I truly believed that he thought I

had talent, and that together we could put some pictures

really worth while on the screen. He was married, and

happily so, as far as anyone knew. My own marriage, I

believed, would protect me from any unwelcome attentions.

So we went to work, and for six months I was the happiest

girl you ever knew. My husband was hard at work on a



on, 'but something about your eyes leads me to hope that

you are not of this type, even though you are blond. Won't

you prove to me that you are not?' he continued eagerly."

Righteous indignation outwardly expressed is fine on

the screen; but if one must listen to suggestions like the

above, with a car running thirty miles an hour, one can

scarcely jump out, scream or express it in any of the fash-

ions so feelingly described in books. Myra could only

choke down her anger and pretend not to understand. We
in this profession early learn that the safest way to counter

such thrusts is to pretend not to understand. She forced a

blank stare into the eyes about which he was fondly whis-

pering, and thanked her lucky stars that a sudden blowout

distracted his attention and gave her a moment's respite

and opportunity to reconstruct her opinion on the gracious-

ness and dignity of Mr. C .

"I thought he had forgotten the incident," she ad-

mitted, "for the big pictures went right on, and I had the

center spot continually. Two weeks later, on the pretense

of talking over one of the important scenes, Mr. C in-

vited me to remain downtown and have dinner with him at

an exclusive cafe. I refused, with what seeming reluc-

tance I could command. I dared not anger him with the

inference that I did not choose his company.
" 'Now, isn't it a shame!' I countered. 'I have an en-

gagement for to-night'—and, fortunately, I had. Other-

wise, I would have been forced to invent one for the occasion.

" 'Whom are you going out with?' he asked suspiciously.

'You cannot fool me—I know your husband is in San Fran-

cisco this week.

'

' '

' Mr. and Mrs. R have asked me for a theater

party for to-night,' I said, with what composure I could

command. I had begun to feel a definite, forboding fear

of the man. And my heart contracted at the dread of hav-

ing the peaceful, happy days at the studio spoiled. My
husband was in the midst of his biggest scenes in his play

and negotiating for the production of it. I could not bur-

den him with my worries just now. He would have ordered

me to leave the studio instanter, if he had known.

"As my friends and I entered the theater that night, I

saw Mr. C 's car drive up. He entered the box directly

in front of us. When he saw me there, he left his party,

entered our box, and under cover of greeting us whispered

imperiously to me, 'Shake your crowd and join us later at

the M Club. 'Get me? I am counting on you.'
"

'Impossible!' I returned firmly. I realized that the

time for evasion was over. I hoped that when he under-

stood that our relations were to be on a business footing

only, he would center his attentions elsewhere and leave

me alone. Such things, I knew, frequently happened in

other studios. And when an actress unequivocally outlined

her platform on such things, and her position was under-

stood, she was allowed to go on with her work undisturbed.

I hoped it would prove so in my case.

"Mr. C flushed quickly, gave me a puzzled look

—

but left the box. I did not see him again for several days.

Then he sent for me and ordered me to put on a ' colored'

make-up. Now, my features lend themselves to a colored

make-up about as readily as a morning-glory would grow a

pumpkin, but I assented quietly. I realized that something

was working itself out in his mind, and I bided my time.

There was nothing else for me to do. It had been custom-

ary for us to use his car when we desired a trip to town for

costumes, so when I asked for his car while I drove into

town for a wig and the required make-up, I did so perfunc-

lorily, as it was an understood thing that I was always to

use the car when necessary. He bestowed a baleful glare

on me.
" 'Take the property car out there—it's a perfectly

good Ford.'

"My heart was in my boots when I returned and made
up for the scene, He was waiting for me impressively on

•the set. Just as I left my dressing-room, garbed in my
black, greasy make-up, one of the women members of the

company slipped into my dressing-room apologetically.

Several times I had done her a good turn, and she was
grateful.

' '

' Mr. C is mad as hops at you, ' she began, in a

whisper. ' He has a notion that you have a case with young

B , who is cast opposite you, and I just overheard him
order several rehearsals in that kissing scene for you and

B . Look out for him—he is trying to get your goat.'

"And with these inelegant remarks sizzing in my ears,

I went out for rehearsal. He kept us at the kissing scene,

with the disgusting black grease paint rubbing off, for fully

an hour. It ended in a wild burst of hysterical tears on

my part, and I ran back in my dressing-room, utterly ex-

hausted from the strain and my sobbing. I caught his

fixed, sneering, twisted smile as I ran, and I knew that my
days of peace were over. Once let a director get you in

his bad graces, and your time of torture begins. Only the

thought of my husband kept me from screaming my way
out of the studio and all the way to my bungalow.

"I left the studio. The incidents of the following week
were so varied in fiendish ingenuity that I knew the only

•course for me to take was to leave. Mr. C grinned

triumphantly when I gave him notice. 'Suit yourself,' he

said nonchalantly. 'You can stay if you choose, you know
—and work right.

'

"Three days later his secretary, who had always been a

warm ally of mine, sent me word and warning. She said

she had just been instructed to write twelve letters to twelve

of the most important managers, cautioning them not to

employ me in any capacity, as I had just left the studio in

the middle of a picture.
'

' I found myself blacklisted at every good studio ! And
every studio manager believed the accusation

!

"The end was not yet. When it was definitely known

in the studio that I would not buy my way to stardom

by submitting to the unwelcome attention of Mr. C ,

a sub-director came to see me. He asked me if I would

like to join a party that was being arranged for the pres-

ident of an important company, who was coming out

from New York. The party would include a motor trip

to San Diego for the exposition. The affair was prop-

erly chaperoned, and I went and enjoyed it greatly. On
our return to Los Angeles, Mr. Sub-director invited me to

a dinner dance with the entire party. On our way home



"Shake your crowd and join us later at the M— Club. Get me?"

("Confessions of a Motion Picture Actress."-—See opposite page.)



he explained that he had always had his eye on me, but

that Mr. C 's attentions naturally came first. As long

as I had broken with the manager, he wanted to know what

chance he had.

" 'What do you pay for your bungalow?' he demanded.

" 'I pay fifty dollars a month,' I replied. 'In what way

does my rental interest you?'

" 'Why, I'll pay it,' he returned. 'Married women are

safer for sweethearts, for then there is ho trouble over mat-

rimony. I'll pay your rent and invite you out to dinner

often, and we'll get along fine as sweethearts.'

"I had passed the point of mere anger in such incidents.

Anger accomplished nothing; they seemed to expect it as

part of the preliminaries. I tried another tack.

" 'And can you star me, too, if I assent to your condi-

tions?' I asked.

"'Sure!' he went on. 'Why, the president is my
brother-in-law, and one of these days I'll get C out

and get his place. There's no
j
limit to the place you can

have—the higher, the better. I'll be proud of you. Is it

a go, then?' But when I had spoken to him previously

about the raise that Mr. C had promised me and had

not given me, he had shaken his head knowingly and re-

plied, 'Well, what can you expect me to do about a raise

for you? I am not the manager. '
"

Well, what's the use? She dismissed him quickly and

gave up the attempt of making any of them understand that

there are a few of us who will pay the price only of hard

work and indefatigable effort to win a name for ourselves

on the screen. It has been done. Many a famous actress

on the screen to-day has won out of this sort of thing, by a

persistent refusal to understand or to notice anything but

that which is clean and decent.

But I'm tired of it. I'm tired of the probation period,

in which one must be tried out and classified before one is

given an opportunity to work on merit alone. And so is

Myra. Her unselfish endeavor and her firm refusal to bur-

den her husband with her worries gave him the opportunity

of his life. His play succeeded.

"I'll enter a hospital and take the training for the work

of a nurse," she said to me, when she had finished her

recital.
'

' They say you spend a year there with a bucket

of soapsuds, cleaning and scrubbing halls and bathtubs, be-

fore they let you loose in the sickroom. I'd prefer it to the

muck in some of the studios in which I've worked. Heaven

knows they need a moral cleaning that would take more

soapsuds and scrub brushes than one hospital could supply.

Of course I do not mean that all the studios need it. That

would be unfair. There are some in which every employee

is safeguarded. But the aspirants cannot differentiate.

"

It's bad enough for those of us wrfo can protect our-

selves. And if the public could see, as I have seen, the

hordes of eager young women, burning with zeal to become
known on the screen, absolutely ignorant of the conditions

into which they find themselves flung and surrounded im-

mediately with barriers and pledges that so cloud their out-

look and confuse their decisions—the public, too, would

say with me—it's

TIME TO CLEAN UP!

Vola Vale, featured star in Fortune Photoplays.

The Eight-foot Kiss
(As required by the laws of Pennsylvania)

The censors have taken away all that's thrilling,

We can't have safe cracking nor dope fiends nor killing,

And now they propose (though those old friends we miss)
To bar out all films that have nine feet of kiss.

Can you hear the director to lovers fond say,

"Eight feet is the limit. Hey, there! Break away!"
Just think of his tearing those young things apart

!

Oh, cruel board of censors, you sure have no heart

!

Self-reminder

Click—Is that movie actor absent-minded?

Clack—In a way; but he never forgets himself.

* m
Pay Dirt

Ripp—Did Gray strike a mine of motion picture humor?
Rapp—Yes ; but he said that it lacked pay dirt.



Marie, the Smelling Salts

!

PALLAS-PASAMOUNT

George Beban plays a Frenchman in "The Bond Between" for the first time in his screen career; but that had
nothing to do with the girl's fainting on his handy shoulder. He seems to know just what to do about it.
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You can hardly blame Frank
Keenan for looking worried
like this, when Margery Wil-
son fainted dead away in his

arms in "The Bride of Hate."

VOGUE-MUTUAL

"I'm going to show those motion pic-

ture audiences that my hair is 'abso-

lutely natural," said Gladys Coburn.
Which accounts for this scene in "The

Primitive Call."

This may have been one of the

reasons "Why Ben Bolted,"
but we'd like to be around
next time Gypsy Abbott takes

it into her head to faint.



w The Raiders From Rub-a-Dub Land

"

From Mrs. Blackton's "Country Life Stories "

VITAGRAPH

"Here, see if you can read these dispatches, comrade. They're
all in words of one syllable." "Oh, I see—in cipher!"

VITAGRAPH

"H'm! we're ordered to raid the enemy's
transport base. Difficult work ! '

'

VITAGRAPH

'Here is Jack—good dog, Jack! "We'll

send him out as decoy, and then follow."

VITAGRAPH

Back safe with the prize in their own camp again. "HURRAH!
We'll be decorated with a strawberry sundae for this!"



MUTUAL

Jackie Saunders will tend

furnace with the best of

them.

The Moving Picture Army
By MILES OVERHOLT

HERE we are, gentlemen, every last one of us,

Ready to start for the front any day.

Look at the nerve and the general run of us

;

Show us the game, and we're into the fray.

Talk about training for trips that are arduous,

Doing wild stunts at a general's whims!
Nothing like fighting can ever look hard to us,

After a season at work in the films.

Jumping from housetops or crushed by a jitney bus,

Leaping a chasm or scaling a wall

!

Fight with the Germans? Why, that'll be nuts for us,

Ready to go at the very first call

!

Chasing through flames just to get up an appetite,

Riding or running or slathered with paint.

Take it from us, it will not be a happy fight

—

Not for the enemy—he will be ain't!

Hardships of war? It would only be play for us,

After a season of comics and thrills.

Just turn us loose, and you don't need to pray for us;

We will go to it without any frills.

Here we are, gentlemen, each one in fighting trim

;

Just holler, "Sic 'em !" We're peppy and keen.

Point out the enemy; we'll soon be biting him

—

Give us a rest from the work on the screen.

1
UNIVERSAL

Grace Cunard has her

fighting clothes on.

Kathleen Clifford is ready to wheel supplies to the army or carry away the wounded

in her trusty little monowheel.

Shirley Mason will don
her nifty leather suit to
lead the aviation corps

any time.



Tramp! Tramp! Tramp!

FAMOUS PLAYERS

Denman Thompson has told a pretty good one, no doubt, but it looks as

though Weary Willie is going to top it off with a much better one. As
soon as the Food Commission gets in working order, by the way, the

Weary Willies aren't going to have it quite so easy as they used to.

Farmers will be too busy hoeing potatoes to sit and chat, and a knight

of the road will have to earn his hand-out by helping to plant onions

and radishes.

Liquid food may lend a particularly be-

coming rosy hue to the nose, but it

does not, apparently, go very far toward
making the trousers fit more snugly
around Harvey Clark's waist. But
what of that?—there's always plenty

of good clothesline to be had.

GEORGE KLEINE

"A clear sky, a bench to sleep on, a
square meal, and what more does a man
need to make him happy?" says Harry

Watson. Harry can smile, however.

With a comfortable studio to return to,

even tramping can be borne.

"Yes, it takes courage for a girl to walk alone through the woods, but

not half so much courage, " says pretty June Caprice, "as it takes for

her to lay aside pretty gowns and get into a ragged old outfit like this

one. "Look frightened," ordered the director, and June did—that is,

as frightened as a girl can look at meeting two mere men, when she's

been used to being surrounded by a round half dozen or more.



IRA L. HILL

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
May look like this when he starts out, but we'd like to bet that if he gets anywhere near

the enemy he's going to peel off his hat and coat and gloves and go at 'em right.



HOME

"Ahoy, mates!"
says James Mor-
rison.

'
' Is that a

U-boat that I see

before me?" "No,
comrade ; only one
of Henry Ford's

peace party, com-
ing up for air."

—

Scene from "Col-
ton, U. S. N."

VITAGRAPH

One look at Harry Morey, and any
young man would yearn to see him-

self in khaki.

'

' I regret that I have only one curl to

leave with my mother."—William
Russell.

IA8KY-PARAMOUNT3KY-PARAMOUNT . . ,

Everything depends on the point of view with which you look at things. Some people might think that,

with Maude Fealy to give them a send-off, war can't be as bad as Sherman says it is. Then, again, it

wouldn't take a strict pacifist to object to leaving her at all.
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William Desmond is either a
spy or a writer of spring poetry.

In our opinion, one is just as

deadly as the other. In fact,

no well - equipped regiment
should be without its poet.

When all other means fail, he
might prove of great help.

During our long years of edit-

ing, we've seen a lot of verse

that would make even the most
hardened German feel faint.

PALLAS-PARAMOUNT 3LIVER MOROSCO PHOTOPLAY CO.

Vivian Martin's mother probably didn't raise her girl to be a
soldier, but in these days of advanced feminism, there's no tell-

ing what a girl's liable to do.
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Marshall Neilan is deter-

mined not .0 be a "slack-

er," andtfcere will be no
weddingb^lsforhim and
Blanche Sweet until he
comes ttck victorious

just what Marshall would
do in real life, we can't

say; but it s a pretty safe

bet that anyone who can
break away Irom thg
charms ot Blanche Sweet,
even on the screen, would
have strength enough to

beat up a whole regiraent
oftermans.

IGLE-INCE

William Desmond is either a

spy or a writer of spring poetry.

In our opinion, one is just as

deadly as the other. In fact,

no well - equipped regiment

should be without its poet.

When all other means fail, he

might prove of great help.

During our long years of edit-

ing, we've seen a lot of verse

that would make even the most

hardened German feel faint.

PALLAS-PAflAMOUNT © OLIVE* MOHD6CO PMOTOPLAV CO.

Vivian Martin's mother probably didn't raise her girl to be a

soldier, but in these days of advanced feminism, there's no tell-

ing what a girl's liable to do.



"Motherhood"

MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION

Marjorie Rambeau, as Louise, in a thrilling scene from "Motherhood."

TN THE number of best plays of the spring must be in-

eluded "Motherhood," a Frank Powell production in

which Marjorie Rambeau is featured. The play was writ-

ten by Frederick Arnold Kummer, who shows us in the be-

ginning of the picture a typical American home, where all

is happiness and contentment. With this as a background,

there is unfolded a story within a story. The happy young

father brings home a book to read to the young mother.

And as they read it together, the incidents are unfolded

upon the screen. It is a story of a home in another land,

in which live a young couple in love and contentment.

Without any warning the husband is called to the colors.

Across the border, in the country of the enemy, a cap-

tain is called to lead his troops to war. In times of peace

this captain has been a God-fearing, home-loving husband

and father, tenderly loved by wife and children. Under

stress and strife of war his moral fiber weakens and is

broken. War has demoralized him. He is quartered in

the house in which Louise lives with an old woman of the

village and the two young sons of the latter. Louise re-

sents the captain's advances, and the two young boys of

the household are shot in the endeavor to defend her.

Later Albert returns to his home. He learns that not

once since the birth of her child has Louise looked at the

baby or kissed it. She avoids it with pitiful terror. Albert

seeks an explanation of this strange, unmaternal conduct—
and learns the truth. As he lifts his hands in horrified an-

ger, to kill the innocent child in the cradle, the stifled

mother-love, hitherto hidden under a load of resentment

and grief in the heart of Louise, bursts forth, and she in-

tercedes for her child. Albert, in an agony of grief and

pity for both his wife and her child, clasps her in his

arms.

And then, while a story within a story is seldom capa-

ble of sustained interest, the tragic climax of this thrilling

picture is saved from collapse by once more showing the

audience the peaceful fireside of the little American home
in which the father and mother have been reading this

eventful story. Leaving the open fire before which they

have been reading, they hurry to the nursery, to find their

baby girl sleeping peacefully, with her beloved Teddy bear

warmly clasped within her arms.

It has been somewhat difficult to find suitable mediums
for Miss Rambeau, for her interpretation of emotion in the

plays given her has run ahead of the ticket, as politicians

would say. She has call on more emotional ability than

her pictures have given her room for, as a rule; but in

"Motherhood" she rises to every crisis with a zest in her

art that would indicate her hold on screen fans to be both

sure and absolute. *



w Her Torpedoed Love
•>•>

The jealous butler interrupts

pedoed Love'' and orders the

kitchen. His entrance surprises

a domestic scene in "Her Tor-
husband of the cook to leave the

the loving pair, as you observe.

A/fACK SENNETT'S formula for a comedy runs some-
"* * thing like this:

"Take a bit of real comedy, add a few thrills, season

with a stunt or two, and stir all together with a stout slap-

stick."

It seems to work in "Her Torpedoed Love, " which con-

tains a laugh as often as the audience have any right to

expect or any sides with which to laugh. A Keystone

comedy is usually like an invitation to dine with friends

whose chef is beyond reproach—you almost know you are

going to enjoy the evening.

Mr. Sennett works a bit too hard for his fun in this

comedy. Humor that has to be ground out painfully is apt

to be tiresome, especially when the leading lady has been

told so often by her director that she is funny that she

comes to believe it herself.

Ford Sterling, as the butler of the wealthy invalid, in

whose home a faithful servant (Louise Fazenda) has been

rewarded for years of service by being made the beneficiary

of the will of the invalid, puts over his customary laughs.

He wants to marry the faithful servant himself. Nothing

but a lazy husband of the servant stands in his way. Way-

land Trask plays the indolent husband and gets all the fun

there is in the part. The invalid, who is contemplating

an ocean trip, receives a cablegram warning him that there

is danger of being torpedoed en route. The scheming but-

ler gets the cablegram first and cautiously writes in "no"
before the danger. He sends the invalid on his way, pro-

cures a job as sailor on the boat for the husband, doctors

up the note the latter sends back to his trusting wife, and

returns himself to endeavor to win the heart, hand and

bankroll of the beneficiary of the invalid.

From this time on fun and thrills run rampant through

the picture. Louise is almost married, a ship is torpedoed

at sea, and the usual fight scenes of a Keystone predomi-

nate. Two or three exciting hairbreadth escapes add a bit

of momentum to the story, during which time automobiles,

trolleys and trains miss colliding with each other by the

fraction of a second. The villain butler gets his reward at

length by being blown up by a can of gasoline to which a

lighted fuse has been attached, the husband returns, and

the story ends most effectively and happily, as comedy pic-

tures should do.

The humor of the entire picture would be greatly im-

proved if it were aided a bit by the sub-titles, which are

exceedingly trite and far from being up to the mark. The

handwriting of the doctored notes differed so materially

from that of the original that even a four-year-old would

not have been deceived. These defects are totally unnec-

essary in a picture and indicate careless editing. But, on

the whole, "Her Torpedoed Love" furnishes some very good

laughs—which is, after all, ample excuse for its existence.



Stars and Bar

THANHOUSER

After publishing this picture of Florence La
Badie, we expect even Billy Sunday won't be able

to keep young men out of prison.

FAMOUS PLAYERS

When a girl has a mouth like Marguerite Clark's,

she ought to be forbidden to put it in such a

tempting position. Keep back there, fellers ! We
reserved the last cell in this prison long ago for

just such an emergency as this one. "The first

vacancy," you say? All right, we'll see what we
can do.

.'AMOUS PLAYERS

It's beginning to look as though someone
ought to get the police after the Famous
Players' studio. By the way, we can
stand Pauline Frederick being thrown into

prison, but Pauline Frederick in a shape-

less garment is not our idea of what one
goes to the pictures to see.

Get ready for the crash. When Douglas Fairbanks gets

this pugnacious expression on his face, it means that

something is going to be knocked over in a hurry.

Whether the bandage means a hang-over or a knock on
the head, we leave you to decide. Of course, we have
our own opinions; but these be exciting times, and

we're playing safe.



Second Childhood

LA8KY-PARAM0UNT

Any time Fannie Ward gets tired of acting before the camera,

she can make her fortune by writing a series of beauty hints

on "How To Look Sixteen Though"— Aw, Fannie, we
weren't going to tell, anyway.

MUTUAL

These days you can wonder of every woman
you meet, "Is she twenty or forty?" and be
wrong nine times out of ten. Even Jackie

Saunders's dog is getting worried about it.
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ARTCRAFT

'Most anybody can follow the old rule, "Work
when you work, and play when you play,

'

' but
it takes real youngsters like Mary Pickford and
Maurice Tourneur to do both at the same time.

You'd think that taking care of such a large family
would give Anna Luther wrinkles, but she says her

children are very well-behaved and no trouble at all.

Anna's secret of youth is
'

' Smile 1, 440 times every day.

"
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Any time Fannie Ward gets tired of acting before the camera,

she can make her fortune by writing a series of beauty hints

on "How To Look Sixteen Though"— Aw, Fannie, we
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MUTUAL

These days you can wonder of every woman
you meet, "Is she twenty or forty?" and be
wrong nine times out of ten. Even Jackie
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'Most anybody can follow the old rule, "Work
when you work, and play when you play," but
it takes real youngsters like Mary Pickford and
Maurice Tourneur to do both at the same time.

You'd think that taking care of such a large family
would give Anna Luther wrinkles, but she says her

children are very well-behaved and no trouble at all.

Anna's secret of youth is
'

' Smile 1,440 times every day.

"



Punch, Brothers, Punch!

RED FEATHER

Yes, boys, there's more to motion pic-

ture acting than smiling and looking

pleasant. Ask Eddie Polo or Frank
Mayo about this scene from "The

Bronze Bride."
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VITAGRAPH

"Be sure the bottle's empty, brother,"

said William Duncan to Webster Camp-
bell. "Prohibition's coming soon

enough !"

VITAGRAPH

When Harry Morey wants a fight, it takes a whole reg-

iment to hold him back.

LASKY-PARAMOUNT

Blanche Sweet demonstrates in "The Evil Eye" that

hair pulling is no longer woman's favorite method of

defense.

VITAGRAPH

William Duncan is for leaving the fist in pacifist every

time. Here he is again with George Holt.



Knock-out Drops

FAMOUS PLAYERS

"Let the fools fight for me," says Pauline Frederick, in "The Moment Before."

RED FEATHER

Jack Mulhall, alias "Mr. Dolan of New York"

—

a sure-fire hit.

It sounds very pretty and poetic to hear woman
called "the weaker sex"—but it looks as though
the poor poet will have to hunt up some new sub-

ject for his lays. Men have no special rights any
longer, and we don't doubt at all that the "Wom-
en's prize fight only" days are not very far dis-

tant. And they won't use hat pins, either.

—

Scene from "The Mystery of the Double Cross."

FOX

News item: Leading motion picture companies keep all sizes and styles of false teeth on hand, that there may
be no delay in filming fight scenes.—Scene from "The Beast."



"The Public Is To Blame for It"

I HAVE authority for this statement. I heard it stated

by a man who has put a lot of time and money in both

the silent and the speaking drama.

The man who stated it came out flat-footed and said that

about all you had to do to insure the damnation of a play

in New York is to advertise the fact that it is a clean, de-

cent show, such as you would not be afraid to take your

children to see, and that meant that it would play to empty

seats.

"Let a pin-headed dramatic critic, who knows nothing

about art or the drama, condemn a play as salacious or

downright nasty, and everybody in town flocks to see it,
'

'

he snapped. "It does not pay to be decent in the theater

or the motion pictures any more—AND THE PUBLIC IS

TO BLAME FOR IT."

The critics are to blame for their share of it. A critic

forgets that there is considerable audience present at the

show besides himself. A show may not be to his taste;

but if the house is packed with people who have bought

tickets and who display their appreciation with laughter

and applause and favorable comment, what right has that

critic to viciously denounce the play without mentioning

how the audience received it? He is pitting his opinion

against that of hundreds of play-goers who buy their entry.

A theatrical man who is becoming interested in the pic-

tures sat in a comfortable club chair the other night and

told what was the matter with the drama. He called it

*
' drammer, '

' just like the people who support his show shop.

"I'll tell you what's the matter with the drammer," he

said, slapping the arm of his chair emphatically. "People

don't take it seriously enough—that's the trouble."

"Who could take the drahma seriously?" drawled a

dramatic critic, with some amusement. "The drahma of

the modern tendency, I mean."

The theatrical man thrust his left hand into his pocket

and poked at the front of his collar with a characteristic

gesture.

"Say," he continued, "at the last Army and Navy

game I met a man who was taking Sir Herbert Tree to the

grounds. He said he was going to introduce him to the

President. Get that? Introduce him to the President, b'

gosh ! What dramatic or screen actor in the United States

to-day could get by with an introduction to the President

at an Army and Navy football game? Why, the cops

would have him arrested before he had reached the Presi-

dent's box!"

"But Sir Herbert Tree was knighted by King George,"

explained the dramatic critic kindly.

"Exactly!" roared the theatrical man, stopping to snap

his fingers in the air. "And so was Sir Henry Irving and

Sir Forbes-Robertson and half a dozen others. The crowned

heads of Europe, what there is left of 'em, take the dram-

mer seriously. They give it a standing. What has ever

been done for it in America?"

"Didn't a bunch of wealthy men build a theater espe-

cially for the drahma right here in New York?" ventured

the dramatic critic.

The producer whirled on him quickly.

"Yes, they did!" he snapped. "They subscribed two

million dollars and lost a million and a half of it before

the show shop closed down. And they had subscriptions

of sixty thousand dollars a month. And when I started my
show shop to produce clean, decent drammer and asked for

like subscriptions, how many do you think we got? NOT
A SINGLE DARN SUBSCRIPTION ! I tell you, it's get-

ting to be so that all you have to do to insure the damna-

tion of a play in New York is to advertise the fact that it

is a clean and decent show, such as you would not be afraid

to take your children to see, and that will mean that it will

play to empty seats. It does not pay to be decent in the

play or the picture any more. AND THE PUBLIC IS TO
BLAME FOR IT!"

And the public is doing its best to undo its own work.

The theatrical man may have been right in his opinion that

the decent picture does not pay, but he isn't going to be

right long. The public is going to see to it that the decent

picture does pay. There are far more people who prefer to

see a pleasing, clean and wholesome play, either on the

speaking stage or the silent.

And that is one thing that the overproduction of the

motion picture business has done for the spoken drama—it

has cleaned it up.

But it gets no credit for it.

I Sometimes Wish

By MICHAEL GROSS

I know
That when I pay a jitney

To see a
'

' movie,
'

'

I always get my money's worth
Out of it,

In amusement
And instruction

And entertainment.

That's why I never kick

About the hard seats

And the perfumed disinfectant

They squirt around every now and then.

But, gee ! how I sometimes wish

That the swell blonde

Who sits in the little cage

Outside the show
Would sometimes, when I asked her

For '

' One, upstairs, please,
'

'

Look at me
As though I were more of a human being

And less of an insect,

Instead of gazing away over my head

And saying, with her eyes,

"I'll bet this guy
Don't know any better

Than to disturb me for a ticket,

The poor fish!"



Why Be Satisfied With Near Vitality—Near Energy—
Near Health—Near Success—Near Enthusiasm and Near
Pleasure.

You Can Attain Real Vitality—Real and Unusual Energy
—Real and Unusual Health— Real Pleasures—Real En-

thusiasm and Real and Complete Success. CONSCIOUS

Regardless of how alive you may believe you are, regardless of

how active, energetic and alert you may consider yourself, regardless of how successful

and developed in every department of personality and body you may think yourself,

regardless of how healthy, wealthy and successful you may be, you cannot afford in

justice to yourself, to miss the energizing and greater life creating influence of Con-

scious Evolution.

Conscious Evolution can give you personal energy,

vitality, and health as you have never had.

You may think yourself strong, brainy, energetic, vigorous, high-

ly vitalized, exuberantly healthy and successful, but you have not attained one-half of

what is possible for you. You are in reality living an inferior life. Conscious Evolu-

tion can prove it to you. Conscious Evolution can make of you a giant, physiolog-

ically and personally.

Become a giant in body and personality. Cultivate all of the desir-

able characteristics of a giant, and the energy of a giant without retaining the negative

conditions, such as the crude and undesirable characteristics.

Conscious Evolution gives energy and vitality to spare, self-

reliance to spare, health power to spare, thinking power to spare. Conscious Evolu-

tion develops gigantic cell power. Conscious Evolution makes the body, brain and

personality fatigueproof. It creates reserve health, reserve energy, reserve vitality, and

reserve mentality.

Over 260,000 Followers!
800 in Cleveland

1,200 in Cincinnati

2,000 in Los Angeles

1,000 in Washington, D. C.

25,000 in England

162,000 in other places

Total, 262,000 Men and Women
Conscious Evolution has followers all over the world, in all

countries of the globe. Swoboda has followers in Fiji Is-

land, in Java, in New Zealand, in Austria, in the Philip-

pines, in China, in Japan, in Brazil, in Argentina, in Bolivia, and in all

of the Southern and Central American countries as well as in Canada
and Mexico.

25,000 in New York
14,000 in Chicago

15,000 in Philadelphia

7,000 in Boston

5,000 in Pittsburgh

4,000 in St. Louis

What Others Have To Say
"Can't describe the satisfaction 1 feel."

"Worth more than a thousand dollars to me in increased mental and

physical capacity."
"1 have been enabled by your system to do work of mental character

previously impossible for me."
"1 was very skeptical, now am pleased with results; have gained 1 7 TL

pounds."
. • j i

ine
"The very first lessons began to work magic. In my gratitude 1 am C L,.,],

telling my croaking and complaining friends, 'Try Swoboda.'

"

m
OWODOUa

"Words cannot explain the new life it imparts both to body and brain.

"It reduced my weight 29 pounds, increased my chest expansion 5

inches, reduced my waist 6 inches."
"1 cannot recommend your system too highly, and without flattery be-

lieve that its propagation has been of great benefit to the health of the

country."

"My reserve force makes me feel that nothing isunpossible, my capac-

ity both physically and mentally is increasing daily."

"I have heard your system highly recommended for years, but I did

not realize the effectiveness of it until I tried it. I am glad indeed that I

am now taking it."

"Your system developed me most wonderfully.'

"I think your system is wonderful. I thought I was in the best of

physical health before 1 wrote for your course, but I can now note the

greatest improvement even in this short time. I cannot recommend your

system too highly."

My New Copyrighted Book is Free
It explains the SWOBODA SYSTEM OF CONSCIOUS

EVOLUTION and the human body as it has never been ex-

plained before. It will startle, educate and enlighten you.

My book explains my new theory of the mind and body. It

tells, in a highly interesting and simple manner, just what, no

doubt, you, as an intelligent being, have always wanted to know
about yourself.

You will cherish this book for having given you the first real

understanding of your body and mind. It shows how you may
be able to obtain a superior life; it explains how you may make use of nat-

ural laws to your own advantage.

My book will give you a better understanding of

yourself than you could obtain from a college

course. The information which it imparts can-

not be obtained elsewhere at any price. It

shows the unlimited possibilities for you
through conscious evolution of your
cells; it explains my discoveries and
what they are doing for men and
women. Thousands have ad-
vanced themselves in every

System

is as

Effective

for

Women
as for

Men

Mail the Coupon Today
Write today for my Free Book and full

// Alois

/
,

P-

^ Swoboda
// 2216 Aeolian

way through a Letter realiza-

tion and conscious use of the

principles which I have discov-

ered and which I disclose with
my book. It also explains the dan-
gers and after-effects of exercise and
excessive deep breathing.

Building

New York City

r Please send me your
particulars before it slips your mind. You / free copyrighted book,

owe it to yourself at least to learn the + "Conscious Evolution."

full facts concerning the Swoboda *
System of conscious evolution for /"
men and women. Mail the S kt.j f iname *•*•••
coupon or a post card now +
before you forget. r

Alois P. Swoboda/ Address

2216 Aeolian Bldg. S
NewYorkCity / City State

Beware of individuals pretending to be my agents or representatives. All such are imposters and frauds.—Swoboda.
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"EYES THAT THRILL"
Bring out that hidden Charm, Beauty and Expression
This popular preparation is unexcelled for eyebrows
and eyelashes. Something new. Unlike any other preparation
now sold. Absolutely harmless. Marvelously assists nature in
growing 1oh£, satin-like, smart eyelashes and eyebrows. Easily
applied. Satisfaction assured or money refunded.

Price 25c box by mail (stamps or coin), 3 boxes 50c

LASHTONE
FRFF* 100 Beautiful Pictures of Leading Screen Avtista, such
* IVl-il-i as Dustin Farnum, Bud Duncun, Hamilton. Maud
.Pealey. Blanche Sweet, Anita Stewart, Francis X. Bushman, Elsie
Janis, Earl "Williams, Mary Pickford, Bryant Washburn, Mary
Fuller, etc., printed on beautiful paper. A treat for all sending
25c for one Ijox Lashtone. Sold only by

M. E. LASHTONE COMPANY
3700 Lyndale St. Chicago, 111.

VENTRILOQUIST Outfit.
Consists of Imported "TALK-A-
PHONE ' (which fits in the mo-
uth,) Our VENTRILOQUIST
DOLL (face nearly life size,)and

Art of Ventriloism.Throw your
VOICE into the cellar, in a tru-

nk or anywhere, Give a SHOW.
Our DOLL has a Spring Mouth
which opens and shuts. All the
above Outfit bymail 4 ft f»tc
ARDEE Novelty Co. *v *» *

^

box 6 5 Stamford Conn,

MOVIE ACTING!
A fascinating profession that pays big. Would you

like to know if you are adapted to this work? Send 10c.

for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or* Key to

Moving Acting Aptitude and find whether or not

you are suited to take up Movie Acting. Instructive and

valuable. Send dime or stamps today. Interesting, Illus-

trated Booklet on Movie Acting included FREE!

Film Information Bureau, Sta. H, Jackson, Mich

PayAs YouWish
<^M\\ll/Mi> We'll send you a genuine Lachnite Gem for 10

i Kk!» full days free trial. Put it to every diamond test-
fire—acid — the diamond file—make it cut glass

—

then if you can tell it from a mined diamond, send
it back at our expense. If you decide to keep it
pay as you wish.. Write today for new catalog.

Set in Solid Gold
Genuine Lacbnite Gems keep their dazzling
fire forever. The newest mountings—all kinds
of jewelry. Write for uew jewelry book.

HAROLD LACHMANLCOMPANY,
N.Michigan Ava-

r
_ Dept. A flfiQ, Chicago, lll.

|

Who's Who and Where

$-01d Coins Wanted—

$

$4.25 EACH paid for U. S. Flying Eagle Cents dated 1856.

$2 to $500 EACH paid for hundreds of Coins dated before 1910.

Send TEN cents at once for our New Illustrated Coin Value

Book, size 4x7. It may mean your fortune. Get posted.

CLARKE COIN CO., Box 26, LE ROY, N. Y.

PHOTOPLAYS STORIES POEMS
WRITE FOR FREE COPY "Hints on Writing
and Selling Photoplays, Short Stories, Poems."

Atlas Publishing Co.. D-243 Atlas Bldg.. Cincinnati 0.

Elda Millar is thinking of getting a

red, white and blue gown, especially as

stripes are very good this year.

-?-

Madge Kennedy says there's some-

thing even sadder than a man without

a country—that's a country without a

man.
-?-

George Bronson-Howard, well-known

author and playwright, has taken charge

of the scenario department of the Fox

Film Corporation.

"5-

How'd you like to be a plotter? Vio-

let Palmer has been accepted as a sort

of reserve detective by the Department

of Justice. Her duties consist chiefly of

keeping her eyes and ears open and

trailing all persons whose talk sounds

suspicious.

there beds of onions, peas, cauliflower,

beans, potatoes, cabbages and other

staple vegetables.

«>
Blue-eyed men, here's your chance.

Jewel Carmen says that if a brown-

eyed person marries someone with blue

eyes, the marriage is invariably un-

happy. "When I marry," says she,

"I'm going to select a man with blue-

eyes, like my own. '

'

-?T
Harry Harvey has organized a ma-

chine gun company of sixty-nine offi-

cers and men as a home guard and for

protection of the border. Mr. Harvey

was awarded a medal of honor by act

of Congress, in 1900, for distinguished

gallantry in the Philippines, and the

War Department will give him two

Vivian Reed occupies her spare time nowadays in talking for suffrage.

H. B. Warner is planning to enlist as

a guardsman. He has seen military

service and knows what it means. "I

am ready whenever there is a need,"

says he. "Anybody can wave a flag,

but this takes deeds, and they come

from the heart."

-?-

Bessie Love is personally trying to

fight the high cost of living. Back of

her Los Angeles bungalow she has a

small farm and scientifically plants

machine guns, ammunition and equip-

ment for his company.
«?-

Theda Bara has had a dream—yes,

brothers, a mar-vel-ous dream! This

dream is that some woman who has had

no participation in the world war will

be the person who will make peace pos-

sible. Somehow, 'we can't help won-

dering whether the name of the woman
Theda saw in her dream doesn't begin

with a "T" and end with "a."



Fritzie Brunette has been engaged to

act as leading lady for Sessue Haya-

kawa in his next picture. This marks

Miss Brunette's first appearance for

Paramount.
-?-

June Caprice announces that she is

very superstitious, and that she would

not think of running through a glass

door, on account of the pane ! Don't

blame us—we're not responsible !

-?-

Crane Wilbur has been so bothered

with girls calling him up and telling

him how wonderful he is that he has

asked the telephone company to have

his number taken out of the book.

-f-
Helen Holmes has started a "back-

yard farm." A large section of un-

used land back of her home has been

broken, and every morning and even-

ing she is hard at work there with hoe

and rake.
-5-

In some of Gertrude Selby's former

work which was especially dangerous,

her little brother put on skirts and did

stunts for her. Now, however, Jimmie

Selby is growing fast and furious, and

Gertrude is looking around for another

double.
-?-

At Columbia University there is a

cinema club, consisting of seventy-five

students. The organization devotes

itself entirely to the writing of motion

picture synopses and the construction

of photoplay scenarios. It is conducted

by Dr. Victor Freeburg.

«?-

Herbert Rawlinson is responsible for

this bit of philosophy: "It is one form

of cowardice to get panicky, and get-

ting panicky shows a want of faith in

that grand old gentleman, Uncle Sam.

We must all keep a firm upper lip and

do all we can to keep everyone cheer-

ful and happy. '

'

-?-

Charlie Chaplin has accumulated

over a million dollars since he has

been a motion picture actor. On his

twenty-eighth birthday, April 10th, he

admitted to a group of his studio friends

that his fortune was past the million

mark, and that it has reached nearly

to $1,500,000!
«?-

The Lee kiddies have been doing

their "bit" for Uncle Sam, by aiding

in the recruiting service in New York.

Jane, in an exact copy of the khaki

uniform of a second lieutenant of the

United States infantry, spends her time

around Bryant Park, Forty - second

Street and Sixth Avenue, distributing

recruiting literature. Katherine, in

the uniform of a Red Cross nurse, is

doing the same. Jane says she doesn't

mind kissing men at all, and will kiss

'em all if they'll enlist.

Triangle directors and camera men

have been working at the United States

Naval Training Station, at Goat Island,

on a film that is to be presented to the

United States government to assist in

the recruiting of the navy. The film

shows just how Uncle Sam takes a

young American in civilian clothes and

turns him into an able seaman and

first-class fighting man afloat.

-?-

Gail Kane is a member of the Trench

Club, formed among New York theat-

rical stars. Miss Kane writes letters

to five young French soldiers at the

front, and receives letters in return

from all of them. She prizes these

letters highly. They are written on

all sorts of paper scraps, and one is on

the cuff of what the soldier declares to

have been "an officer's dress shirt."

-?-

Now then, boys, if you want to be a

picture star, take courage. George M.

Cohan, Uncle Sam's pet nephew, says

that to make good in motion pictures,

you don't have to have stage experi-

ence.
'

' In fact,
'

' says he,
'

' you have

more chance if you've never been on

the stage, because if you have been a

' legit' actor, you have to unlearn prac-

tically all you know about acting, ex-

cept make-up— and even that's dif-

ferent."
-5-

Balboa studio offers some excellent

"don'ts" for the consideration of the

film-struck. Here are a few of them:

"Don't think that a pleasant smile,

nice teeth, straight legs and the ability

to dance will get you into the pictures.

All combined might get you in, but if

you lacked certain other qualifications,

they'd get you out.

"Don't think that stars are made

overnight. Publicity may smear a girl

all over the map, but if she stays on

the map, she must have star stuff in

her.

"Don't think the movies need you.

They don't.

"Don't think the picture game a joy

ride. It's a hard road to success, just

as is any other road to any success

worth while."

Never Mind How STRONG
You are—

What d'ye Know?

Today it's a battle of wits—and

brains win. Muscle and brawn don't

count so much as they used to.

The great question now is 'What
do you know?" It draws the line

between failure and success.

What do you know? Have you
special ability in any one line?

Could you "make good" in a big

job right now ?

For 25 years the International

Correspondence Schools have been

helping men to get ready for better

work and bigger salaries. They
can do the same for YOU. No
matter where you live, what hours

you work, or how little your edu-

cation—the I. C. S. can train you
for a more important and better-

paying position.

Mark and mail the attached cou-

pon—it won't obligate you in the

least— it won't cost you anything to

find out how you can get this salary-

raising ability right in your own
home, during you spare time.

MARK THE COUPON NOW
^ ^^ ^^ ^ TEAR OUT HERE ^^ ^™" "^ ^m '

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 4213 , SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for
the position, or in the subject, be/ore which I mark X.

3 ELEOTRIOAL ENGINEER
3 Electric Lighting
3 Electric Railways
3 Electric Wiring
3 Telegraph Engineer
3 Telephone Work
J MECHANICAL ENGINEER
3 Mechanical Draftsman
3 Machine Shop Practice
3 Gas Engine Operating
3 CIVIL ENGINEER
3 Surveying and Mapping
3 MINE FOREH'N OR ENG'R
I] Metallurgist or Prospector
3 STATIONARY ENGINEER
3 Marine Engineer
3 ARCHITECT
3 Contractor and Builder
3 Architectural Draftsman
3 Concrete Builder
3 Structural Engineer
3 PLUMBING AND HEATING
3 Sheet Metal Worker
3 Textile Overseer or Supt.
3 CHEMIST

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Window Trimmer

3 Show Card Writer
3 Sign Painter
3 Railroad Trainman
3 ILLUSTRATING
3 Cartooning
3 BOOKKEEPER
3 Stenographer and Typist
3 Cert. Pub. Accountant
3 TRAFFIC MANAGER
3 Railway Accountant
3 Commercial Law
DGOOD ENGLISH
3 Teacher
3 Common School Subjects
3 Mathematics
3 CIVIL SERVICE
3 Railway Mail Clerk
3 AUTOMOBILE OPERATING
3 A uto Repairing | Spanish
I] Navigation Id German
3 AGRICULTURE ID French
Q PoultryRaising ID Italian

| Name_
Present
Occupatioo-
Street
and No

City-



Instant Bunion Relief
Prove It At My Expense

Don t send me one cent—just letme prove it to you as I have done for
57,532 others in the last six months. I
claim to have the most successful remedy
for bunions ever made and I want you to
let me send you a treatment Free, en-
tirely at my expense. I don't care how
many so-called cures, or shields, or pads
you ever tried without success— I don't
care how disgusted you are with them
all—you have not tried my remedy and I
have such absolute confidence in it that
I am going; to send you a treat-ment absolutely FREE. It is a
wonderful yet simple home remedy which
relieves you almost instantly of the pain;
it removes the cause of the bunion and
thus the ugly deformity disappears — all
this while you are wearing tighter shoes
than ever. Just send your name and ad-
dress aud^ treatment will be sent jou
promptly in plain sealed envelope.

FOOT REMEDY CO., 3550 W. 26th St., Chicago.

C4R0QNA
Cleaning Fluid

White and
fancy colored

kid shoes and
cloth uppers
are not hard to clean if you use

Carbona. Ready to wear instantly.

Carbona cannot explode

15c 25c 50c $1 At all druggists

Big KNOCKOUT Package
Contains One Dancing Scotchman 8 in
high, will dance or walk. One new coin
trick. One Pack of Hot Air cards, will
win your Girl for you. One Boll of
Stage Money. One Cribbage Board,

One Illustrated Booklet on How to
Pitch. One Book on How to Throw

|l your Voice. One checker board. 3
JL New Puzzles and 32 page "i fl i

*\ > book of tricks. All for *vctsJ
V. AEDEE Co. box E Stamford Conn

Baseball Curver!
Fits the band, cannot be seen. With it

you can throw Big "Wide curves. Also
our illustrated booklet telling how to

Pitch all kinds of curves. Boys, get this

Baseball Curver and you can Fan 'F,m as

fast as they come to bat. By mail, 10c«

3 for 85c, and big catalog of 300 Novelties.

Ardea Co., Desk 3 , Stamford, Conn.

Incorporate Your Business In Arizona
Least cost, Greatest advantag-es. Cost not affected, by
amount of capital. Transact business and keep books
anywhere. Stock made full-paid and non-assessable by
using- our forms. Laws, blanks and directions free.
Special forms prepared without charge.

Stoddard Incorporating Company, Box 8N, Phoenix, Arizona

Branch Office: Van Nays Building, Los Angeles, California

Comics, Cartoons, Com-
^ tnercial Newspaper and
Magazine Illustrating.

Pastel and Crayon Por-
traits. BY MAIL OR LOCAL
CLASSES. Write for terms,
list of successful pupils.

ASSOCIATED ART STUDIOS, 2208 Flatiron Building, Mew Tort

^OldOi^D

EE[T
E3EB1

POCKETam
Illustrated Catalogue Included.

Send 6 Cents In Stamps

MAGIC CO., Sta., 5, 470 8th Avenue. NEW YORK

$50 to $100 Weekly Writing moving pic-

time. Great demand. YOU can write them. We
show you how. Experience not necessary. Send for

free booklet of valuable information and special
Prize Offer. Chicago Photo-playrlght College, Box 2J8-G16,ChPgo

OUR READERS' COLUMN
This department belongs to the readers

of Film Fun. Write us and tell us what
you think about it. If we can help you,
write and tell us so. If you like our maga-
zine, tell us about it. If you do not like
it, tell us anyway. We want to know
just what you think about it.

Yesterday I read Film Fun for the

first time. From now on I shall not
be without it. No other magazine, to

my mind, has the variety and the abun-
dance of pictures that you offer. Mrs.
R. D., Denver, Col.

-5-

My opinion of Film Fun is that it is

the merriest little sixpennyworth of

fun I have seen. I can only get it at

one place here and have to pay out
carfare to go after it each time, but it

is well worth the extra price. A. E.

E., London, England.

-?-

My club asks me to write you to ex-

press our appreciation of your efforts

to make the pictures cleaner and better

fit for our children to see. When we
see a picture in Film Fun, we know it

is all right to see on the screen. Cen-
sor Club, Springfield, 111.

«*•

I am glad that you put in a plea for

the author as well as the star in pic-

tures. Many people do not stop to

think that if it was not for the man
who works out the story that there

would be no picture for the star. I

think all the authors are glad to see

Film Fun stand for the story as well as

the star. Rev. J. S., Chicago, 111. 30

Jackie Saunders has given up her furbelows and fripperies to don khaki for the

time being and seems to be hard at work transcribing wireless orders.

In the March issue of Film Fun I

note a desire on the part of some of

your readers to organize an amateur
composition club for the purpose of ex-

changing ideas. I think it is a splen-

did chance for beginners and hope it

will work out. I would like to hear
from some of your readers who are

writing picture plays. W. W., Denver,
Col.

«?-

I have just read your editorial on
'

' Housecleaning' ' in the May Film Fun,
and it has stirred me to voice my opin-

ion. I agree with you most heartily in

your effort to clean up the films, and I

admire the writer of the "Confessions
of a Motion Picture Actress" for her
courage in writing these things. If we
had more of such articles, we would
have more clean directors. I love

Film Fun and wish you much success

in your effort to clean up the pictures.

C. R. L., Wisconsin.

I have been working off and on for

two years in the studios, and in all that

time have not heard one word from
manager, director, camera man or actor

that was in the least insulting. I dis-

agree with my sister confessor about

conditions in the studios and venture

to say that in most cases the fault lies

entirely with the woman. I found that

as I improved I was advanced, and
that my efforts received recognition

without any familiarity on the part of

anyone. There are no more tempta-

tions in this business than in any other

walk of life. J. D., Los Angeles, Cal.



Will you tell us just what is the Na-
tional Board of Review of Motion Pic-

tures—how it is chosen, the compensa-

tion of the members, and the work
done? We are a bit new to this work
and find our information rather vague.

Texas Motion Picture Club.

The National Board of Review of

Motion Pictures is made up entirely of

unpaid workers, including a General

Committee of 35 members, self-perpet-

uating, from which is selected an Ex-

ecutive Committee, which, in turn,

elects members of the Review Commit-

tee. This latter committee is divided

into sections, which attend from 25 to

30 picture reviews weekly. In 1916

members of this committee reviewed

1,186 meetings and reviewed 9,550

reels of film. The General Committee

is a court of appeal for any pictures

which may be held for further consid-

eration. It was formed in 1909 and

has always been gladly recognized by

the manufacturers, exhibitors and pro-

ducers. Last year it caused to be elim-

inated 46,990 feet of objectionable

films. Among those on the General

Committee are: Roland Haynes, of the

Committee on Recreation of the Board

of Estimate and Apportionment ; Ralph

Folks, Commissioner of Public Works;

Dr. Frank Oliver Hall, Church of the

Divine Paternity; Henry E. Jenkins,

District Superintendent of Schools; P.

F. Jerome, Business Bureau of the In-

ternational Committee of Y. M. C. A. 's;

Burdette G. Lewis, Commissioner of

Correction, New York City; Orlando F.

Lewis, General Secretary of Prison As-

sociation of New York; Dr. Charles S.

Macfarland, General Secretary Federal

Council of Churches of Christ in Amer-

ica; W. Frank Persons, Director of the

Charity Organization Society; and Ed-

ward F. Sanderson, Director of the

People's Institute. On the National

Advisory Committee are: S. Parkes

Cadman, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Shailer

Mathews, Chicago, 111. ; Felix Adler,

Robert E. Ely, Professor Franklin H.

Giddings, Bishop David H. Greer, Ja-

cob H. Schiff, and Oscar S. Strauss, of

New York City.

-?-

Please tell me the addresses of Mary
Pickford, Marguerite Clark and Mary
Miles Minter. D. D. D., Baltimore,
Md.

Mary Pickford's address is Artcraft

Pictures, 729 Fifth Avenue, New York;

Marguerite Clark, Famous Players, 130

West Fifty-sixth Street; Mary Miles

Minter, Mutual Film Company, 220

South State Street, Chicago, 111.

Nuxated Iron Makes Strong,

Vigorous, Iron Men and Beautiful,

Healthy, Rosy Cheeked Women
Dr. Howard James, late of the Man-

hattan State Hospital of New York and

formerly Assistant Physician Brooklyn

State Hospital, says:

"Iron is absolutely necessary to enable

your blood to change food into living tissue.

Without it, no matter how much or what
you eat, your food merely passes through

you without doing you any good. You don't

get the strength out of it, and as a conse-

quence you become weak, pale and sickly

looking, just like a plant trying to grow iu

a soil deficient in iron. A patient of mine
remarked to me (after having been on a six

weeks' course of Nuxated Iron), 'Say, Doc-
tor, that there stuff is like magic'

"If you are not strong or well you owe it

to yourself to make the following test: See
how long you can work or how far you can
walk without becoming tired. Next take

two five-grain tablets of nuxated iron three

times per day after meals for two weeks.
Then test your strength again and see how

Gee! That there staff (Nuxated Iron)
acts like magic. It certainly puts the
ginger ofyouth into a man.

much you have gained. From my own ex-
perience with Nuxated Iron, I feel it is such
a valuable remedy that it should be kept in

every hospiial and prescribed by every phy-
sician in this country."

Nuxated Iron, recommended by Dr. James, is for sale by
all good druggists on an absolute guarantee of success and
satisfaction or your money refunded.

Leslies

Leslies

At every news-stand Ten cents every week
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$767 Mis For This Home
JVO MONEV iN ADVANCEI

"Build to Stay-The HARRIS WAY," and
be sure of the utmost possible in Quality, Economy
and Service. Profit directly by our 24 years experience
as the originators of the "Direct-To-You*' Home Building
Industry. "THE HARRIS WAY" has merits possessed
by no other home building method. It is the best, safest,
most sensible way to build your, home right—without waot~
tug a penny I

Your Home Sensibly Cut-To-Fit
Shipped Complete in One Car

The material used In all Harris Homes Is sensibly cut-to-f It
with absolute accuracy—you pay for no waste! Our mam-
moth material stations are centrally located for quick de-
liveries.no matter where you live, at lowest possible freight
cost.Your complete home shipped in one car—all at one time.

Send Vs Vour Lumber Bills

,

Our $10,000,000.00 buying power
gives Harris customers a big price ad-
vantage. We can—and do—undersell
othersl Proof? Send us your lumber
bills. Get our figures and compare
them item for item.

B?RFF $10,000 Plan Bookmet oflOO Harris Homes
Writ© for latest edition of the famous
•10,000 Harris Homo Book of Plana.
100 designs with descriptions, materi-
al specifications, prices, etc. Saves you $50 to $75 for
architect's plans right at the start. FREE on request.

Harris Brothers Co., Dept.DH-263, ChicagoBBEIBnOH
JUDGE HAS THE LARGEST

CIRCULATION OF ANY

HUMOROUS PERIODICAL

For Sale On All News-stands

You Can Have
Beautiful Eye-
brows and Lashes

by applying^Lash-Brow-Ine" nightly.

It nourishes the eyebrows and lashes,

making them long, thick and luxuri-

ant, adding wonderfully to your beauty,
charm and attractiveness. **Lash-Brow-
ne" is a guaranteed pure and harmless

preparation, used successfully by thousands,

pend 25c (coin) and we will mail you "Lash-
Brow-ine" and our beauty booklet prepaid in

plnin sealed cover. Beware of worthless Imitations.

IffAYBETiT, LABORATORIES, 4008-18 Indiana Ave., CHICAGO

NEW SCIENTIFIC WONDER

|n Jft\[^£ You apparently see thru Clothes, Wood,
13 V/ T <w Stone, any ob.iect. See Bones in Flesh.

MARVEL MFG. CO. Dept. 45, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

PayAsYou Wteh
We'll send yon a genome Lachnito Gem for 10
full days free trial. Put it to every diamond teBt—
fire—acid — the diamond file—make it cut glass—
then i f you can tell it from a mined diamond, send
It back at our expense. If you decide to keep it

pay as you wish. Write today for new catalog.

Set in Solid Gold
Genuine Lachnite Gems keep their dazzling
fire forever. The newest mountings—all kinds
of jewelry. Write for new jewelry book.

HAROLD LACHMAN COMPANY.
12 H. Michigan Ave.. Dept. A 1 69 Chicago. Ml.

WRITE FOR MONEYI
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Little Jane Lee doing her bit by standing in uniform all day long at a recruit-

ing station in New York, urging young men to enlist.

Everybody
By HARRY J. SMALLEY

Los Angeles, Cal., March 17th.—Miss

Dottie Green, the well-known screen

comedienne, last Monday jumped in to

save fr^m wat'ry grave a cam'ra man
named Bundy. '

' 'Twas nothing, '

' she

said modestly. '
' I only did my duty ! '

'

Miss Dottie Green will soon be seen in

"Who Was Tutti-Frutti?"

"Bunk!" * said Ev'rybody;
"That thing did not occur.

Press agent got that story up;
It's just an ad for her!"

* But it really happened.

Fort Lee, N. /., March 19th.—-"Big

Bill" McCann, the leading man for

Reelo's Realy Features, a hero was to-

day, because he saved two little crea-

tures. From burning flat he saved a cat

and dog from being cinders ! Though

somewhat burned, all praise he spurned.

Said he, "Although it hinders our work

upon'The Irish Don,' we'll finish it, by

thunder! 'Twill be released soon West

and East, and, honest, it's a wonder!"
'

' Press agent wrote that story,
'

'

Said Ev'rybody then.

"It beats the Dutch what they will do
To boost their leading men !" *

* But the story was true.

New York City, March 22d.—"We
guard the screen," says M. T. Bean,

the well-known picture censor, "from

things that we don't like, you see

—

though fans are very dense, sir, they

understand when we have canned a pic-

ture, and they heed us. They love us,

too, and what we do, and swear that

they all need us!"

"He lies!" * cried Ev'rybody.

"And here's a little tip:

Let's build a ballot submarine
And sink this Censor Ship!"

* And for once Ev'rybody was right

!



'WALL-NUTS'* "GOOD-NIGHT, NURSE"
By James Montgomery Flagg

Here's a
Suggestion

Can you think of a

better decoration
than these five jolly

girls from Judge?

Five brilliant paint-

ings by

James Montgomery Flagg

Mary Lane McMillan
Paul Stahr

in full colors, 9 x 12

inches, mounted on a

heavy mat, ready for

the frame, for

One Dollar
(25 cents apiece)

Just pin a bill, check,

money-order or stamps to

the coupon below, fill in

your name, and send it in

to-day to the Art Print

Department of

The Happy Medium

V. F.-6-17

JUDGE ART PRINT DEPARTMENT
225 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Please send me the five pictures from Judge,

for which I enclose $1.00.

«**£,a"e Aj,
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"A^ T* BV**11^ Name...

Address
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THE memories that music brings—all the poignant

beauty, majestic grandeur and soul-thrilling splendor

of the immortal music that, once heard, haunts

memory's chambers forever, is echoed in the tone of

Columbia Records.

HPHE voice of Barrientos, Lazaro,

Sembach, Nielsen or other world-

famed artists ; the playing of Ysaye,

Casals, Hofmann, Parlow ; the tri-

umphs of the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra— all glow with life on
Columbia Records.

Xeiv Columbia Records on sale

the 20th <>/ d'ery month

~V"OU will be thrilled again by the

glorious symphonies, immortal

arias and supreme conceptions of the

world's eternal Masters of Music if your

home is enriched by the precious pos-

session of the records that wake mem-
ories to life. " Hearing is believing'

1
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THE ORIENT UNMASKED
THE sombre and fantastic tapestries that so long hid from modern gaze the Eastern world during the height

of its luxury and laxity have been drawn aside, and behold ! a new world—strange and dim and distant

—

real and still unreal—devotional and yet emotional—spiritual and yet intensely physical—a world of men and women with
ardent temperaments and strange beliefs. Though the lutes are silent, and the beautiful women who fascinated and allured the

ancient kings and princes with their smiles and dances are gone; though the warm blood no longer courses through their veins,

and all the ancient Gods and phantom hosts and wizards with their magic arts are dead—that wondrous vivid life— so poetic and
intense—which found expression in a thousand merry, roguish tales, can now be enjoyed through the John Payne translation of

"ORIENTAL TALES"
THE REAL ARABIAN NIGHTS

Being the first complete and unexpurgated rendering into English of The Book of The Thousand Nights and One Night. Translated from the Original Arabic

by JOHN PAYNE and Specially Prepared for the Francois Villon Society of London.

/"~X ^

1
A MARVELOUS WORK

1 The first glimpse the Western world had of the wondrous

| life of this period was in the early part of the eighteenth cen-

| tury, when Galland issued the first part of The Thousand and One
I Nights, in a French translation from the Arabic, which at once became
| famous as "The Arabian Nights' Entertainments." For nearly two cen-

I turies these few Oriental tales were allowed to masquerade in abridged

| condition in the literary world. Deprived of their beauty and originality.

1 shorn of the very qualities which make them attractive, they were printed

1 and reprinted in English until famous scholars, Mr. Payne and others,

1 carried away by their mysterious power, resolved to give them and many
| others to the reading world in their original form.

So John Payne, the most eminent Orientalist of his day, set to work
| to translate these many tales and mystic legends, with all their passionate

| and languid charm, into the English tongue; to reproduce fully and can-

| didly the literature of Persia, India and Arabia—a literature redolent

| with the smell of incense, with the din of plaintive and alluring music,

| with black-haired women and strange dances—subtle and suggestive

—

| with weird influences and voluptuous beauty; to render into English the

| sports and caprices of those old peoples—keeping nothing back—and to

| let the finished work stand as its own apology; to translate these won-

| drous stories exactly and literally as they were told by the Oriental peo-

| pie themselves, with all their Oriental freedom and candor.

I When the work was finished it was received by the privileged few
I among whom
IllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllSlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllNIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIW

BRUNSWICK SUBSCRIPTION CO. F.F.—7-17 1
Room 1116, Brunswick Bldg., New York City

Pleasemail me descriptive circular and special price |
on "Oriental Tales," without obligation on my part.

Name.

it circulated
as a marvel-
ous, almost a
m i raculous,
contribution
to the liter-

ature of the
world.

AN ENCHANTED ATMOSPHERE
These " Oriental Tales" are the literature of the people of

the old Eastern world—the children of rare imagination—of
idealism and realism.

They tell the strength and force of the natural, and the strange and
subtle beauty of the supernatural.

They take us into dimly lighted halls canopied by rich draperies
where the incense burns amid its luxurious surroundings and sends its

gray smoke curling lazily through the scented air. We walk in imagi-
nation through enchanted, perfumed corridors and feel the freedom of the
antique world. The soft rugs yield beneath our feet and we pause to
listen to the playing of the fountains, or to watch the graceful nymphs
idling the hours away.

We see the Oriental dances, so wonderful in their mystic, tropical
grace, so different from the imported burlesques of to-day. We watch
the gorgeous barges floating on the placid Tigris, decorated with glitter-
ing gold and bearing radiant women languishing beneath wreaths of
flowers on silken divans, fanned by slaves and lovers, and smiling with
voluptuous content as with half-closed eyes they look upon the gorgeous
scene of many-colored domes and minarets and royal palaces that line the
shores. They believe that the great God Allah will cheerfully forgive
them everything they do.

These Tales, in all their wealth and variety and uniqueness, are the
most marvelous expression of fascinating national manners and customs
in the literature of the world,

There is nothing like them—they stand alone—unaccounted for

—

magnificent works of genius.

They unmask and display for the first time to Western eyes life as it

was actually passed by those who lived among the glories of Oriental
ease and luxury and freedom when the world was young.

= Address

.

City State.

(We employ no agents)

Hill

A few sets of "Oriental Tales" will be available to Film Fun
readers at an especially low price while they last. Full infor-

mation sent on receipt of coupon—BUT MAIL AT ONCE.
|
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E D T O R A
The Universal Illusion

"DERHAPS the illusions of life that convince all of us
A that we would have been shining lights in any other

profession save that in which we find ourselves chained in

a bread-and-butter bondage are good things to encourage,

after all. Sometimes they are the only roseate tinge of

hopeful dreams that stern reality allows us.

The registration cards of the various motion picture

companies tell a story that is pathetic. Every aspirant for

screen honors must fill out an application card. One such,

who frankly gives her age as that at which most women are

letting their waist line go its own happy way and ordering

shoes that really fit, admits that her occupation is that of a

dressmaker. She says that her chest measure is 32 inches

and her weight 98 pounds. She can ride horseback and is

willing to learn how to swim and to drive an auto or dance,

but she draws the line at fencing. "NO !" is her horrified

answer to the question that inquires if she can fence. Her

specialty is acting, and her wardrobe consists of one trunk

!

Between the lines one can read of the starved emotions

of this middle-aged, frail, little dressmaker, who dreams

of real salaries earned in screen work. Her youthful

visions of dramatic ambitions have remained with her.

One can imagine that she has stitched into the gowns she

has made all of these years something of the beauty of

which she could only dream—and never realize. She is a

pathetic little figure, and her photograph is not needed to

get the pathos of her appeal to " go in the pictures.
'

'

She naively admits that her experience has been lim-

ited.
'

' I have no experience,
'

' she writes, in her cramped

and unaccustomed hand; "that is, no experience on the

stage. But I know that good acting is asking God to help

us and knowing that we can act each part by feeling and

seeing what we are acting.
'

'

It was given to us as a bit of comedy, this story. To
us it is not comedy; it is tragedy. It tells a story—this

registration card — that spells the tragedy of a hard-

working, self-sacrificing life of work. But underneath the

dreary routine of the day, and bubbling to the surface to

relieve the routine and the deadly monotony, is a hope, a

half-stifled glimpse of better things, that leads the poor

little dressmaker to shed her chains of day labor and get

out into the open and the fancied freedom of the pictures.

She has probably pictured herself as winning applause and

admiration on the screen— she has seen herself, for a mo-

ment or two, beautiful, wonderfully gowned, the center of

attention.

And she is not so far wrong in her estimate of "good

acting.
'

' She has put it in crude language, and the man
who picked up the registration card no doubt smiled at it

and thought it good material for a press story. But who
of us can give a better description of "good acting"?

"It is asking God to help us," she says, "and knowing

that we can act each part by feeling and seeing what we
are acting."

More experienced actresses might put it in smoother

language, perhaps. But the thought is there. And, to our

mind, her crude little sentence is worth getting acquainted

with.

Heaven help the little dressmaker, whose chest is only

32 inches and who weighs only 98 pounds and who wants

to "get into the pictures," to keep for many a year the il-

lusions that have helped to smooth her days of stitching at

beautiful gowns for other and more fortunate women to

wear.



Douglas and Mary and Charlie
By F. GREGORY HARTSWICK

DOUGLAS and Mary and Charlie one day-

Met in the Summer weather
;

Each of the three had drawn his pay
And they smiled as they stood together.

"What are you up to, now that you've met?"
The Public asked the three.

"Oh, we think we'll retire the National Debt,

If we don't buy out John D.

—

Scads of silver and gold have we !

"

Said Douglas

And Mary
And Charlie.

Afill k

Douglas throws smiles and Charlie throws bricks,

And Mary just shakes her curls

;

Each raises thrills with his box of tricks

In the hearts of stage-struck girls.

Why should we think about Germany,
And quarrel and fume and fight

When Douglas and Mary and Charlie we see

On a thousand screens a night ?

"There's one born a minute, so we're all right!"

Said Douglas

And Mary
And Charlie.



UNIVERSAL

GRACE CUNARD

Graciously consented to take a few moments off from her duties as author and star of Uni-
versal serials, to pose for us in her newest afternoon gown. You can see, of course, why

she turned her back—and isn't it too bad the streamer from her hat got in the way ?



"CONFESSIONS OF A MOTION PICTURE ACTRESS"
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This series of articles, which began in our February issue and which is concluded in

this number, has been one of the most remarkable stories of its kind ever published. Dis-

closing truthfully and without exaggeration happenings in motion picture offices and studios

as the writer has found them, it has called forth much favorable and unfavorable comment
—the former from real friends of the industry who realize that if it is to be the Art it de-

serves to be, such things must be exposed and done away with ; the latter from certain per-

sons who, because of a consciousness of guilt, have sought to silence us, lest the attack be
directed against themselves. The writer of this series was well known in the world of

drama before she entered the motion picture field and she has been in a position to know
personally of the incidents she has mentioned.

| COULD tell through endless future "Confessions" of

experiences similar to the personal ones I have re-

counted. I could parallel the stories told me by my sister

professionals, until by repetition they would become monot-

onous. So with a few observations, I will, in this install-

ment, bring my "Confessions" to a close. Some of my
readers have, no doubt, been skeptical as to the truth of the

confidences that have been given them. If so, let me most

emphatically state that they need have no doubts as to the

verity of what has been told.

The experience of one ambitious girl who endeavors to

reach the smiling heights of success, with no money, in-

fluence or friends among the "powers that be," is the ex-

perience of a thousand. My own trials are those and have

been those of any number of motion picture actresses.

The heartaches of the girl you know in these "Confessions"

as "Myra" have come to countless young aspirants just as

they came to her. I know, as I have been forced, and un-

willingly forced, to see with open eyes, that the insults I

have been the recipient of from producers and managers in

•my efforts to advance myself have been identical with those

of the girl who followed me as well as of the girl who im-

mediately preceded me. This type of studio official has a

line of talk and a method of procedure with every girl who
comes to him, looking for work or advancement in her pro-

fession, so similar that any girl who will be confidential

enough to compare notes with me could continue my story

from any point at which I chose to stop.

Every girl sooner or later establishes her "Rulesof Con-

duct,
'

' and to these she adheres no matter what the cost.

To realize her ambition has led more than one woman to

sacrifice her soul. I am happy to say I know of many who

iiiinii:iiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiii!i;;iiiiiiiii!iiiii!iiim

have sacrificed their ambitions and kept their souls. Surely

God did not plant within us an unconquerable longing for

some expression of art if it wasn't right to have it, but I

am almost tempted to say, "Heaven forbid it come in the

form of motion picture art !" Alone in his room, whether

a bare attic or a comfortable studio, the artist works on his

canvas with his brushes and paints, and, his work finished,

offers it to the public. On its merits it lives or dies. A
man writes a poem, and a woman a novel. They do their

work alone, unhampered by the thousand and one unpleas-

ant contingencies that come to vex one in a motion picture

studio.

The artist and the writer work only with the simple

tools of their trade, and the thing each conceives is given

to the world in a form similar enough to their original

creation to be at least recognizable to the author as his

own. But in the motion picture world how different ! After

many buffetings and knocks, you wedge your way in and

are engaged for a small part in a production. To take one

of many instances, let it be a part with a woman star.

You are young and pretty and have talent. The star, older

by some fifteen years than you, is a recruit from the spoken

drama. Her name has glittered in electric lights over a

Broadway theater. She became a convert to the movies at

the time when producers were making so much money, and

making it so easily, that they didn't know what to do with

it. So with money for bait, they lured the dramatic stars

from the art they loved so well that only filthy lucre could

tempt them from it.

The photoplay in which you are supporting this star is

finished. You are not, however, invited into the projection

room to see it when it is first run. Only the star, "leads,"



director and photographer are at the first showing. A
month or so later the picture you played in is on view in a

theater, and with great hopes and as many fears you ven-

ture in. The reels begin to unwind. You look for your

first little bit. It isn't there. Oh, something is dreadfully

wrong! That effective little scene you had is cut out.

The reels continue to unwind. Your next scene seems

shorter than when you played it at the studio. Your heart

begins to ache and the tears come to your eyes. You had

hoped so much from this picture. The star being so prom-

inent and the picture playing one of the popular theaters,

you knew every manager and director in the business would

see it, and that would have helped quite a bit toward your

better establishment as a motion picture actress. But

there is so little of you left by the time the picture reaches

the public, that when it is run no spectator could be ex-

pected to remember whether you had any part in it or not.

But you, watching catlike every foot of film as it was

projected on the screen, saw enough of yourself to at least

give you confidence to continue in your work. What it

would have meant to you if they hadn't cut out your best

scene, you don't dare think. Even judging merely from

the fragmentary bits of your work that remained in the

picture, any manager could make you one of those "over-

night" stars if he chose to. It has been done, and the

method is simple. First, an expensive press agent is en-

gaged. Some thousands of dollars are spent on advertising

in theatrical papers and magazines, some new thousands

on smart frocks and fetching hats and the other accessories

of dress, and some hundreds of dollars on striking photo-

graphs. Then, presto! overnight, 'most any little curly-

headed, ordinarily cute trick becomes a Mary Pickford.

At least the public is asked to accept them as Mary Pick-

fords or Marguerite Clarks, and, sad but true, if they are

fed to the public long enough and constantly enough, the

public accepts them as such. It has been done

!

One of the biggest men in the motion picture business

to-day established in just such a way one of the genus "in-

genue" as a world-famous star. He himself is credited

with having said, "It just happened to be her—could as

easily have been any young girl who happened along at

that time. I might just as well spend my dollars on mak-

ing an unknown known, for, in the first place, I won't have

to pay a star's exorbitant salary. I'd have to advertise the

expensive star just the same, so I sign a long-term contract

with little Miss Unknown and proceed to make her known.

It's a good investment. I'll make money, and when she

leaves me at the expiration of her contract, she can com-

mand a big salary from some other concern; but just now
she'd be glad to work for tea and cakes."

To go back in my story to that unhappy day when you

were mostly "minus" on the screen when the picture you

played in with the woman star was shown: You swallow

your disappointment, pull yourself together and go back to

this same producing company to see if there is anything for

you in the next picture. There most emphatically "isn't"

anything for you. You meekly accept the "isn't," but are

told to "drop in and see us." You keep up a lingering

interest in this star's next release, and out of curiosity

chiefly you go to see it, and having seen it, you go away a

wiser and a sadder girl. For the supporting woman in this

cast is so far from being fair to look upon, that you do not

care to look upon her at all.

If you were a layman and not of the profession, you

would have worried to weariness your little head trying to

understand why the beautiful Miss So-and-So should have

chosen such a homely woman to play with her in her pic-

ture. There was no reason in this wide world why you

shouldn't have played it. But the beauteous star who had

to have the studio lights "just so" for her best photographs,

and who supervised the general "cutting" of the film, was

not going to permit rivalry in the form of that, to her, fatal

combination of both youth and beauty. So in the one pic-

ture in which you worked with her, she had your part

trimmed down to nothing, and the next time she wouldn't

have you in it at all. So you conclude there is nothing for

you with a woman star.

How about the man star? You try for an opening

there. The opening materializes. You play a part with

the man star. You finish your work. In the time it takes

to produce one feature, either the star has become fond of

you and would be glad to retain you, with the privilege of

making love to you and the promise of becoming his lead-

ing woman, or he remains indifferent, being unable to see

you even with a spyglass. In these days of the dominance

of the star and the almost Hohenzollern power of directors,

it seems futile for the poor, struggling beginner to come up

through these controlling forces and begin to feel support

beneath her feet. Good-fellowship and parties more or

less gay help to smooth the rough edges, and one can thereby

make helpful friends if one cared for that sort of thing.

But many don't, and it is foolish to bluff a liking for such

affairs for which one has neither aptitude nor desire.

Many hold to a generally accepted statement that no

girl in any walk of life is ever insulted unless she lays her-

self open to insult by her conduct or manner. In a meas-

ure that is true. There are young girls and women work-

ing in or "hanging about" motion picture studios looking

for work who by their conduct invite from a man any in-

solent or ribald remark he may choose to make. They get

what they ask for, and some would not criticise a man un-

der such circumstances for whatever he might say or do.

But what does hurt is that there are a number of men di-

recting .and managing companies who cannot differentiate

(or have no desire to differentiate) between the clean, self-

respecting class of girl and the free and easy kind.

To my mind comes an experience. I had known the

director for years. He surely could have had no doubts as

to my principles. But when I called at his office not long

ago, merely to exchange courtesies and have a little busi-

ness chat, he refused absolutely to talk business, but ar-

rived immediately at the question of what I was doing this

night. He said he had a great part in a future picture for

me, that only I could play it—the part suited me "to the

ground." If it had been written for me, he said, it couldn't

have been more my type of a part. And then, what was it

to be—did I want to "sport" first or work first. I told him

I had an engagement for the evening. Then, nothing
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44 You must be sweet and pleasant to the exhibitor, and jolly him along."

("Confessions of a Motion Picture Aofcress. "

—

See opposite page.)



daunted, he asked what I was doing Saturday. I said I

didn't know just yet. He asked me to 'phone him at the

studio on that day. I said, "All right." I had no inten-

tion of doing so, but I wanted to get away with as little

unpleasantness as possible.

Saturday came. I purposely stayed away from my room

all day, but when I returned in the evening, I found three

'phone calls awaiting me from him. I ignored them, and

I have never seen or heard from him to this day, and this

all happened six months ago. Of course there would have

been no wrong in my taking dinner with the man, but I

should not have enjoyed the conversation that went with

the dinner. And, then, I knew his wife and had accepted

hospitality from her, which, to my way of thinking, made

the whole thing despicable. He certainly had no honor.

He made things mighty plain to me, and so it had to end.

When all is said and done, the right thing is not always

the easiest to do. No one knows this more than the girl

who is alone in a city like New York, a thousand miles

from home and family and friends. Seldom, if ever, has

she any money but what she earns, and in the dreadful un-

certainly of dramatic work, when she makes a few dollars

she must hold onto them. Bright and cheerful places in

which to eat her dinner do not come in her category. It

is the dismal, dreary, cheap table d'hote, or often prefer-

ably crackers and milk in her hall bedroom, or a tin of

soup heated over that life-saver, canned heat. Do not

think it is easy to forever say "no" to an honest-to-God

dinner in a first-class hotel or brilliant cafe of which New
York City boasts so many. Music, soft lights and laughter,

out of the grayness of a lonely, empty life—how one's

heart may long for them ! But it is better to accept the

loneliness, for men with influence to do "things" for you

seldom do them unless you are willing to give in return

more than friendship.

With money and business ability or a good manager in

the shape of a fond and doting mamma, there are other

ways of beating down the bars that lock so firmly the en-

trance to the road of success in the moving picture world.

Take, for instance, the case of a very young girl. A
mother can tell a child that she is very clever and very

beautiful, and if only she tells this often enough, not only

the child but the managers and agents that the mother

takti her child to in the endeavor to secure an engagement

come to believe it. Not a few mothers of those children

and young girls of the motion picture profession who have

risen to positions of prominence deserve the credit for their

daughter's success. The child may be clever and it may
not be. The mother's ability lies in her power to convince

managers that the child is clever. You can tell the public

how talented and wonderful a certain player is, and if you

only keep on telling it, keep on pounding at the fact, the

public in a large measure accepts your statement. This

has often happened in stock companies, where an actor, no

matter how bad he may be, if he only stays with the com-
pany long enough, becomes a popular idol eventually.

An actress with some money and brains can, as some
have, after failing to "arrive" by the ordinary conven-

tional methods, depart from these shores and sail for for-

eign parts. After six months or so she returns to the

United States of America. In the interim she has adopted

a new name, preferably Russian, a Continental manner, an

eccentric method of arranging her hair, odd clothes, an un-

American temperament and a foreign accent practiced and

acquired in, let us say, Petrograd. Metamorphosed in such

a way, on her return to New York City she will be accepted

as a rare, exotic plant from a far-away land, and in the

twinkling of an eye 'her name will be flashed forth in

brightest electric lights. Overnight a new star has arisen

to shine in the firmament of motion picture players. The

same manager who didn't have a moment to see Sadie

Jones, from Missouri—or, if he had the moment, couldn't

see Sadie, no matter how closely he looked at her and how
wide open his eyes were when he looked—now welcomes

with open arms and generous pocketbook the same Sadie

Russianized.

I must not forget to say a word anent the Exhibitors'

Ball. Player folk the world over are a good-natured and

generous lot. We all know how they respond to any call

for their services to help in a charitable cause. But I do

think the Exhibitors' Ball is an imposition. To go and let

the public look at you by simply paying a dollar, as if you

were a lot of monkeys, is asking a great deal of a self-

respecting picture player. But one must go, for one can-

not afford not to stand in the good graces of the exhibitor,

and, of course, it is good advertising, but cheap. You
must be real sweet and pleasant to the exhibitor, and if you

jolly him along and have several dances with him, he not

only will put his fat arm around you and call you "dearie"

before the night is over, but what really counts is that

afterward he will ask the exchange man for more of your

"releases." This, you know, makes your concern feel you

are becoming very popular with the public, and you go up

a peg or two in their estimation. So the Exhibitors' Ball

may be a necessary part of one's work, but it is certainly a

most unpleasant part.

I think I have "confessed" from nearly every angle

touching the life of a motion picture actress. I have told

truths, and the truth is not the most popular thing one

might tell. We do not like to hear it told either of our-

selves or others. They let Christ live only thirty years

because He told it. But it is everlastingly true that "the

truth shall make you free!"

My hat is off to the many fine men and women of the

profession. What a wonderful thing it would be if they

could co-operate in protecting the innocent from the insults

of the cheap, vulgar, ignorant men whom the great and

wonderful motion picture profession could so easily do

without—and some day, I trust, will do without

!
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Unlimited Edition

On the lips of the maiden he printed a kiss,

That brought joy to the heart of the sweet movie miss.

Said she, "Dear extra, won't you print a lot more?"
"Yes," replied he. "We will have editions galore."

Ripp—What kind of a screen artist is he?
Rapp—He can draw anything but a salary, and make

anything but a living.



Fans, and How to Use Them

One fan held to the lips, one black velvet hat, one pair of Edna Goodrich eyes between—'nuff said!
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Fay Tincher uses her

fan like a Spanish se-

norita—minus the bull.

Veta Searl doesn't even bluff about using her fan to

keep cool—it's so much more becoming as a back-

ground.

A sweet, simple pose?
'

' Well, not so simple as it

looks,
'

' says Jose Collins.



Son Chasers

VITAGRAPH

Think how dreadful it would be if, on a close-up,

one should discover a freckle on the fair Anita
Stewart's countenance!

Leah Baird calmly plants her parasol beside her

in the sand, shuts her eyes, and dares the eun to

do his worst

!

MUTUAL-AMERIC

Mary Miles Minter likes summer, because she
can use her fluffy sunshade; and as for her com-
panion—everyone knows that the dog-days come

in August.

Even Old Sol will fall one of these days, when
Virginia Pearson rests her parasol over her shoul-

der, tantalizingly turns her head and puts that

come-hither twist to her mouth

!



Play Ball!

Bessie Love prefers her baseball
played with a football—it's so
much easier to hit. Watch this

one, and mind your heads, you
fellers out in the bleachers

!

'

' Three and two, and the bases full

!

Take it easy now, Ida Schnall.

Don't let 'em get you rattled.

Plenty of time. ATTA BOY ! Sev-

enth inning. Everybody stretch
! '

'

If it doesn't go through Shirley

Mason's fingers, and the signals

don't get mixed, this ought to be
a good catch.

INCE-TRIANGLE

Charles Ray is a REGU-
LAR ball player. Is al-

ways good for a home run.

MUTUAL

Harry Pollard and his wife, Margarita Fischer, are fond of all outdoor sports,

and whenever they can find time, they get out and play ball with the studio kid-

dies. Margarita is telling Harry that if he makes base, she'll bring him home.



Reel Ropers

BED FEATHER

It must be a wonderful feeling to be "The Hero of the Hour," like

Jack Mulhall—even if the chaps and guns are a part of the prop.

FOX FILM

This may be the new way of salut-

ing, out where Tom Mix posed for
'

' Hearts and Saddles.
'

'

Test a man's love. See whether he
grabs first for your lips or the food.

—Fritzie Brunette and Ed. Coxen,

in "Who Shall Take My Life?"

TRIANGLE-INCE-KAY BEE

The last word in screen cowboy-ism.—William S. Hart, in "The Gun Fighter.

GOLD SEAL

"A 44-Caliber Mystery"—what will it mean when Harry Carey's thumb
turns down? Apparently Claire DuBrey knows, so it's all right.



MUTUAL-AMERICAN

WILLIAM RUSSELL

Has some very definite ideas about the dress of the male of the species. He believes that

man makes the clothes, not clothes the man, and to prove it he has just ordered seven new
suits and four new top-coats—hence the smile.



Man Proposes —

"Mistakes Will Happen"—so Vic-

toria Forde is making sure right

at the start of the size of the spark-

ler Tom Mix slips on her finger.

He still has a reel of "Her Be-
loved Enemy " left in which to

plead his cause.

VlTAGRAPH

Anita Stewart knows it's a good
stunt to keep 'em guessing, but

she also knows that if you give a
man too long to think it over, he's

just naturally going to think of

the High Cost of Living—which
accounts for this scene in "The

Glory of Yolande.

"

TRIANGLE

Bessie Love likes men to read

poetry to her while they propose

—as in this scene from "Nina,
the Flower Girl."

June Caprice is "A Modern Cin-

derella"—the other Cinderella

had the prince at her feet, too.

MUTUAL-VOGUE

You've got to hand it to a man who's got the nerve to do his proposing while maw and paw look on, but we should say

that he doesn't deserve to get the young lady of his choice.—Gypsy Abbott and Paddy McGuire in "Jealous Jolts."



Indoor Sports

RtD FEATHER

Ruth Stonehouse, in
'

' The Law and the Lady,
'

' evidently feels that a
queen by his side ought to be worth two on the table; but it's funny
how unromantic men get about things when there's money at stake.

Violet Horner deserves to be a
star. In "The Marble Heart" she

gets excited over dominoes.

TRIANGIE-INCE

Charles Ray is a great chess fan

and often sits by himself figuring

out moves.

i '..' i urn

Peter,,the Great's chief indoor sport is eating—that is, when he gets a

spare time off from supporting his mistress, Margarita Fischer, in photo-

plays.



Little Grains of Powder, Little Drops of Paint—

Eyelashes are to be worn dark and curly this season, but not too sticky. "It's the last part that takes the

time," says Peggy Hyland.

MUTUAL

If we were Yerza Dayne, we'd demand at least one scene like this one in

every picture in which we played.

FRANK POWELL PRODUCING CORP.

Montague Love preparing for old age. You see, it isn't only the ladies

who keep their hair on the bureau.

Marjorie Rambeau putting on the
finishing touches—"a bit of
powdered sugar, " one might say.



Ministering Angels

A scene from Mme. Sarah Bernhardt's picture, "Mothers of France"—actually filmed in the hospital at

Rheims. Just as the memory of Joan of Arc has lived through the ages, so will the "memory of the

deathless soul of Mme. Bernhardt be ever fresh in the hearts of men.

It's our private opinion that Allan Holubar is stalling a little

—though with Nellie Allen to cool his fevered brow, you
can't blame him.

What hospital did you say June
Caprice is from? Come on, you

bomb throwers ! We're ready

!



The Woman's Part

'The Danger Zone," starring Aimee Davis, was actually filmed in the danger zone, "somewhere in France," and
shows the part thousands of brave women are playing in helping to carry on the war.

LASKY-PARAMOUNT

Yes, they're discharging him, but his heart is incurably
affected. No, it will never be any better. Got it from be-

ing nursed by Mae Murray in
'

' The Primrose Ring.
'

'

LASKY-PARAMOUNT

They're small, but, oh, my!—any soldier will be
glad to get 'em,* after seeing Marie Doro in "The

Heart of Nora Flynn.
'

'



Getting in the Pictures
By VERA VLADIMIR

nTHE OTHER day I met an old friend—
•*• a miniature painter of note. He
censured me for having seemingly no am-

bition above that of being the best stenog-

rapher and bookkeeper I know how to be.

"I hate to see you waste your ability

in a dingy office, " he said. "I'm ashamed

of you ! You can act. Why don't you try

to get into the motion picture game.

You'll succeed if you do."

Succeed? When I think of the ex-

Jf\ 1)1 \\ perience I have gone through in the last

r r ^.?^ J \\ year, I firmly believe that nowadays a

girl would have a better chance to be-

come the first lady of the land than she

would to succeed as a motion picture actress. From my
experience I would judge that there are at least three hun-

dred girls for each position open in the pictures.

I am a Russian type. I can dance, swim, act—being a

direct descendant of the great actress, Olga Thomashefski.

I ride, drive any kind of a car, play tennis, and I photo-

graph unusually well. At school— a private school— I

played the leads in every play we put out, directed and

coached two plays as well as played the leading part. I

had to leave school after the first year, because of reverses

at home, and set out to earn my living as bravely as I could

under the circumstances.

My mother strenuously objected to my being in pictures

when I had an opportunity to play in an educational pic-

ture. She thought I would lose all social position, as well

as the respect of my friends, for she was not a patron of

the pictures as I was. I persuaded her

that everybody had accepted the pic-

tures as one of the new arts and gained

her consent to go into the picture.

It was a most delightful experi-

ence. I rehearsed for five weeks. I

received a splendid salary and was

wise enough to deposit most of it in

a safe bank. Critics and directors

spoke warmly of my work, and I had

no fears for the future. I felt that my success in this

picture paved the way for success in the films for good.

I had some stunning new clothes made, paid consider-

able attention to my looks and my grooming, and came to

New York with roseate hopes and plans. I had several

excellent letters to well-known directors

and had every reason in the world to

believe that I would soon get a good

position in the pictures. I was not the

least worried as to the outcome.

I went to a good hotel, and early

the next morning I called at the Vita-

graph studio in Brooklyn. I had with

me a letter to Mr. Vic Smith. I in-

quired for Mr. Smith and was told by
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a boy in the office that he was out of

town.

"You can see Mr. Blank," sug-

gested the boy. I accepted the sug-

gestion gratefully and presented the

letter to Mr. Blank. He gazed com-

pletely through me. He had an

appraising look in his eye that

I tried not to notice or to believe

that it was merely what I had to expect.

"We got more chickens hanging round dis joint dan we
need in a hunderd years," he snapped. "But, say, I like

your looks, kid—suppose you come in early in the morn-

ing, and we'll see what I kin do fer you."

I thanked him and promised to be on hand bright and

early. I did hope so to make good. I was there at nine

prompt, and after an hour's wait Mr. Blank appeared and

handed me a dress about five sizes too large for me, with

orders to go into an adjoining dress-

.^gggft So>-£0^ ing-room and don it. It reminded me
®i S^f^iT °f a maid we had once who applied

^KP\\/ for a job. My mother needed her, and

Nora needed the place so badly that

she immediately took off her hat and

put on the black gown the former maid

had left. The maid before her was a

large, fat woman, and Nora was a

little, thin thing, and we laughed so much at her when she

came in to serve dinner in that baggy dress that she re-

tired in tears and confusion. I was wondering if I was go-

ing to emulate Nora, when Mr. Blank appeared once more.

"Here, kid," he ordered, "join demob. Dis is a shoit-

waist strike. Act bostrious—act mean and mad.

"

I assumed that he meant that I was to act "boisterous.

"

I tried to, but I am sure that no one ever saw me in that

picture, for a tall, fat man insisted on standing between me
and the camera. If it had been a sunny day, he'd have

made a grand shade; but I wanted to get in the picture, so

I did not appreciate him. Along about five-thirty they

paid me five dollars for my day's work. When I asked to

see Mr. Blank, I was told that he had left. I was asked to

leave my name and telephone number, and when I gave the

address of my hotel—one of the best in the city—they

looked at me in amazement. I had spoken once or twice

during the day to several of the girls there, and on the car

coming back to town we fell into conversation—a group of

us. They told me that they "filled in" occasionally at the

studio, but that work was so scarce that

they had only worked two days that

month. When I was in my room once

more and recalling what had been said,

I decided that if I was to struggle along

for the next year or two as they had

been doing, I need never worry about

the attentions of the director— for I

felt sure they would never notice me



enough to tell whether my eyes were

blue or brown.

Next I went to the Famous Players

studio. I had a letter of introduction to

Mr. Al Kaufman. He was too busy to

see me and sent out word that if I would

come back the next afternoon, he would

see me. I waited almost two hours the

next time before they admitted me to his presence. He

sighed when he saw me, and his eyes seemed to say, "An-

other stage-struck girl! Will they never cease coming!"

But after talking to me a few moments, he said,

"You are a splendid type, and you look as if you had

ability; but the Famous Players cannot bother with begin-

ners. To tell you the truth, I haven't even the time to give

you an opportunity to show me what you can do."

Mr. Kaufman was courteous in his refusal, and I real-

ized that he was sincere in what he said. I tried to think

how I would act if my time was taken up with film-struck

young women wanting to act in the pictures, and I suppose

after a while I would be as weary and blase as he was. I

thanked him for giving me the interview and went sadly

away.

I had another letter of introduction to Charles Taylor,

of the Metro. He could only give me a letter to their Mr.

Hooper, but with the letter he gave me much encourage-

ment and a kindly welcome. I went out to the studio with

a lighter heart and hunted up Mr. Hooper.

"Had any experience?" he asked.

I patiently went over my experience in the pictures.

He looked at me in despair.

"Why, I have over a hundred girls here on my list who

have had from one to three years' actual stage and film ex-

perience," he said, while my heart sank down into my
boots. "We do not need anyone just now, but leave your

name and address, and if we need you, I will let you

know." . He turned his eyes to the perusal of a manuscript

and bid me a curt adieu. Judging from the manner in

which he received and dismissed me, I would say that he

was not on friendly terms with any Russian.

The next day and for several days after I attempted to

interview Robert Vignola, but could not see him. Either

he was out or he refused to be bothered with me. About

this time some friends gave me a letter to Mike Higgins,

of the Fox Company. Hope rose anew in my heart, and I

hurried there. I could not tell exactly what position he

held with the company, but his name and his hearty man-

ner were enough to make one feel at home in his presence.

He was very courteous.

"I'll tell you," he explained. "We probably won't be

doing any casting for the next three

weeks, but if you'll"

I could supply the rest of the sen-

tence by this time—"leave your name
and address, and we will let you know."

We get so we have that sentence en-

graved deep on every brain cell. I used

to wake up in the middle of the night

with it ringing in myear.s. But at least,

when it is said to us courteously, it takes away some of the

sting, so that I left Mr. Higgins with a warm spot in my
heart for his pleasant manner.

Frank Powell came next in my list. I went out to the

Powell studio, at College Point. I found the studio empty,

guarded by a carpenter and the stage manager, who gave

me to understand that it was far easier to see the Crown
Prince of Germany than to see Mr. Powell. After one look

at him, I believed him. I did not even wait for him to

finish the usual sentence, "If you'll leave your name and

address," etc. I went on out to the Gaumont studio, at

Flushing, and while the office of the company was still

there, they told me they were not making any pictures just

then. I felt that I would have given anything to have been

a man just long enough to swear loudly while they were

saying, "If you'll leave your name and address," etc.

That remark began to get on my nerves. i

I refused to give up yet. I went out to Yonkers to see

Allan Dwan. The gate was locked, and a boy out on the

street gratuitously informed me that there seemed to be

some misunderstanding about a picture someway, and Mr.

Dwan was in the city and not out at Yonkers. The boy

was talkative, but I tore myself away and looked dubiously

at my thin-soled shoes. It was a long walk from that

studio to the cars. The boy was trying to tease an auto-

mobile into really starting, and I sat

down despondently and watched him.
" Look here," I ventured; "if I

start that thing for you, will you drive

me back to town?"

He gladly agreed, and an examina-

tion showed us that the tank was empty.

He went for gasoline, and we gayly

started back for New York. The tears

came to my eyes when I got my hands on that wheel, and

memories of the happy days when I had two cars at my
disposal at home rushed over me. I was tired in body, but

when that little car stopped in front of my hotel and I

turned over the wheel to the boy, I was still more tired

and sick in mind and heart. However, I plucked up cour-

age the next morning to go to the Frohman studio, at

Flushing. I stood in their office door, hesitating a moment,

when a pleasant Southern voice requested me to have a

seat. The voice was so kind and so courteous that tears

came once more to my eyes. The owner of the voice infor-

med me that he was the studio manager and listened to my
plea most patiently. It was the same old story. They all

admitted that I was a good type, but—no position just then.

I spent two months and every dollar I had in New York,

trying to get in the pictures. Now I am back at my type-

writer again, pounding, debeting and crediting and balanc-

ing my books. I do not like this work, but in order to

eat, have a place to sleep and a decent suit to wear, I must
keep at it. So when my friend suggested that I try to get

in the pictures, I smiled. I have earned the right to smile

at such suggestions.

Julia Sanderson has been signed by John R. Freuler to

appear in a series of Mutual Star Productions.



HPHE Motion Picture Players' Association has been ac-

* tively engaged for weeks in doing its bit for the con-

test for humanity as seen in the present war. Many of the

players are hard at work in pictures, but they spare time

each day to hustle out for recruits and to make up comfort

kits for the soldiers. They are not going to let the stage

women get ahead of them. The motion picture people

stand on boxes at street corners, urging men to enlist, hold

committee meetings and give generously of both time and

money to raise funds for the soldiers. Between whiles in

the studios, they are busily at work making comfort kits;

all of them cannot knit, but any one of them can fill a com-

fort kit.

An odd bit of information was brought to light at one

of the committee meetings, at which fully thirty-five of the

best known picture stars were present. It transpired that

not over five of them knew each other. One has a general

and vague idea that all of the motion picture stars know

each other. But as introductions went on, even the stars

themselves relaxed and smiled at the almost universal

greeting when two stars met each other. There were the

Gish girls and Norma Talmadge and Alice Brady and Doris

Kenyon and Ruth Roland and Jane Gail and Roshanara

and Valentine Grant and Mae Marsh and Anita Stewart and

Alice Joyce and a score of other shining stars, who looked

at each other hopelessly and repeated again and again,

"Oh, yes, I have seen and admired you on the screen

immensely, but this is the first time I have ever had the

pleasure of meeting you !"

This statement was, repeated so many times that the

screen lights began to regard it as a joke. Yet it was an

odd occurrence that among those thirty-five stars, only five

or six had met personally. Perhaps not so odd, after all,

for picture players are busy people and have little time for

recreation or visiting.

The screen stars have joined in the general spirit of

conservation. Even Fatty Arbuckle has taken to dieting.

He says he has cut out French pastry and ice cream and

heavy roasts, and has had compiled for his especial benefit

a diet that will satisfy him, cut down the bills and leave

no trace on the avoirdupois that is one of his assets. The

screen people are sensible about the cutting down of their

bills. They feel that it is a duty now to keep a balanced

amount of money in circulation, but they are cutting out

unnecessary expenses, in order to have more money to buy

Liberty bonds and fill comfort kits. At the same time,

they are demanding higher prices than ever. The produ-

cers are almost flattened against the last wall of retreat,

and if action is equal to reaction, and in a contrary direc-

tion, as our schoolbooks taught us in our credulous youth,

we may look to see some of these demanding stars looking

at their salaries through the small end of the telescope.

One of the high-priced ones, whose largest call on a high

salary is the fact that she knows how to wear clothes and

dance and how to procure the proper amount of publicity,

was surprised herself when a company with which she was

dickering for a salary came across at her price. A friend

of hers was calling on her when an agent for the company
called with the contract for her to sign.

"Gosh!" she sighed ine'egantly. "I never thought

you'd pay the price—honest, I didn't!"

But she was careful not to say it until the contract was

signed. A leading lady for one of the expensive male stars

hangs on for a mere pittance of a couple of hundred a week.

A few months ago she kicked for a larger salary. She

pointed out that he would find it difficult to get another

leading woman with whom he could work so congenially,

but he came right back at her. He is troubled slightly

with a pinching of the coins in his bank roll at all times.

"Why, I made you !" he said. "You wouldn't be worth

two cents anywhere else. Go on out and hunt a job if you

want to. You'll be idle for weeks, and then glad to pick

up something at fifty a week. I give you leave to try."

The leading lady did not try. She realized that he

spoke something like the truth, although he can ask almost

any price he wants and get away with it. But some day

the producers will wake up and find that the authors are

demanding equal constellation privileges with the stars,

and that it may come down to a fifty-fifty basis between

the author and the star. And there'll be just as many
stars. They'll reduce the swollen size of their mental head

bands and be perfectly willing to take a reasonable salary.

The talk of taxing the pictures has naturally suggested

that the screen stars pay back a bit of their inflated salaries

in taxes. This may result in a trifle less boasting of what

they draw per week. If they had not talked so much about

the enormous salaries they were getting, the Assembly

hounds would not have gotten on their trail. They are all

having moccasins fitted nowadays and will walk with a

silent trail in the future. If they have money, they are not

going to talk about it, which is a lesson that able financiers

have learned long since. Naturally, if you let the public

know you have money, it is going to try to separate you

from some of it.

The motion picture industry has merely gathered to it-

self the publicity in all the details of its business that must

come to any industry that suddenly lands on the crest of a

wave of unprecedented prosperity and publicity. Out of

the restlessness that is merely symptomatic of an underly-

ing prosperity and sturdiness that will endure will come a

ferment that will permeate the business and steady it

eventually into a permanent and solid industry.

Auto salesman—Our 1916 output was quickly exhausted.

Screen idol—Yes; I bought one, and it gave out* com-

pletely in three days.



It isn't often that one catches five celebrities together like this, but here are stars and humorists hobnobbing to-

gether just like regular people. Left to right: Fred Schaefer, General Film Company; Corinne Griffith, leading
lady for her next-door neighbor, Earle Williams; K. C. Beaton ("K. C. B."), of the New York American, writer

of "Ye Towne Gossip" ; and Roy K. Moulton, of the Evening Mail.

In Our Town
By JAMES 'G. GABELLE

Miss Lyda Lott, our dressmaker, says this is sure the

age of combinations. Almost any day now she expects to

hear of mothers-in-law, sewing machine agents, motion pic-

ture censors and other moral contagions forming a union.

*?-

Ed Dyball wishes to correct the statement that he said

he had read the dictionary through while waiting for his

wife to get ready for the movin' picture show. It wasn't

no dictionary; it was an encyclopedia.

-?-

There is grate excitement in Centropolis. Hen Reardon

has fell in love with Mary Pickford, and his wife is crazy

over Tom Forman. Our whole town is worked up over it.

Some folks take his part, and others take hers, and then,

of course, there's a few people left who mind their own
business.

-?-

It might be a good idea at that to kinda finish this here

war thing before it started. We don't want this Land of

the Screen and Home of the Reel all mussed up. Why,

some of the movie theaters would have to close up if those

enemy chaps broke in on us ! That would never do ! We
could send Douglas Fairbanks and Charlie Chaplin over into

the enemy's country! Chances are that Doug and Charlie

would clean 'em up right there and keep our sidewalks and

front yards from being all cluttered up with enemies and

things.

Francis X. Bushman and Warren Kerrigan would have

charge of the Red Cross nurses. They've busted many a

heart; let 'em mend some! Besides, we mustn't keep 'em

away from the girls

!

I wish we knew what to do with those censors, though.

I'm strong for loading 'em into cannon and shooting 'em

at the enemy. It would be tough on the enemy, but war is

war, and somebody must suffer. Why not the enemy?

The Happy Ending
By RUTH WRIGHT KAVFFMAN

Flower-face, half like a rose,

Petals pellucid and pale;

Half as the violet grows
Down in an indistinct dale.

How your long lashes exhale
Vi3ions you never intend

!

What if there blow up a gale?
That is the way it will end.

Once, among old cameos,
I had found features as frail,

Destined for loves and for woes;
Catalogue all can retail.

Bravely your heart did not quail.

What should your soul apprehend?
Pride conquers foes that assail:

That is the way it will end.

Courtship and marriage—and blows;
Scenes that a poet would veil;

Villain that mockingly throws
Innocent husband in jail;

Heart that is nearly for sale;

Kisses that nearly impend

—

Catastrophe part of the tale?

That is the way it will end.

Director, your art must prevail;

Your star you must somehow defend.
Since pictures are meant not to fail,

That is the way it will end.

•f-

Sounds Something Like It

A chauffeur and his taxi had quite a prolonged scene in

a certain film, and when it was over, Mrs. Ahearn drew a

long sigh of admiration.

"'Tis a foine business, thot, and it does me proud to

think me bhoy, Timothy, is studying to be a shofer.

"

"Ye don't say!" ejaculated her companion, in surprise.

"Yes, 'tis so. 'Twas only yesterday he sint me a letter

fr-rom Chicago, saying he is taking a course in taxidermy.

"



HARRIS HOME-P-HlSjjfe

3 $767 fctl For This Home
NO MONEY IN aOVRNCE!

"Build to Stay-The HARRIS WAY," and
be sure of the utmost possible in Quality, Economyand Service. Profit directly by our 24 yeara experienceas the originators of the •Direct-To-You'' Home BuildinlIndustry. "THE HARRIS WAY" has merits possessedby no other home buildine method. It is the best safestmosUienBible way to build your home right—without waaC

Your Home Sensibly Cut-To-Fit
Shipped Complete in One Car

The material used In all Harris Homes Is sensibly cut-to-lltwith absolute accuracy-Koii pay for no waste! Our mam-moth material stations are centrally located for Quick dehvenes.no matter where you live, at lowest possible freight
cost.Your complete home shipped in one car-all at one time

Send lis Your Lumber Bills I!
Our S10.O0O.O00.OO buying power
gives Harris customers a big price ad-
vantage. We can—and do—undersell
others! Proof? Send us your lumber
bills. Get our figures and compare
them item for item

FREE $10,000 Plan Book
of 100 Harris Homes

Wrltefor latest edition of the famous
110,000 Harrie Home Book of Plant*!
100 desierna with descriptions, materi-
al specifications, prices, etc.
architect's plana rierht at theWHS.—.* ~ ,-.,.. ,o hkiiv ob 1,110 t3L.ii v.. rnjLEj on requ<

Harris Brothers Co., Dept. dh-263 , Chicago P- B -j-MTFmr-lr

y°g JET to 875 for
rruLbi on request.

JUDGE HAS THE LARGEST

CIRCULATION OF ANY
HUMOROUS PERIODICAL

For Sale On All Neivs-stands

DON'T YOU LIKE
1 My Eyelashes and Eyebrows?

You can have the same
LASIIM I \, a hair food, applied
once each day, will absolutely pro-
duce thick and long eyebrows and eye-

lashes Easy to apply— sure in results
Lasbneen is anOrientalformula. One box
3 all you will need. Not sold at druggists.

Mailed on receipt of 25c coin and 2c postage
LASIINEI Pf rOMPANY, Dept 25, Philadelphia

Incorporate Your Business In Arizona
l.c-ast cost. Greatest advantages. Cost not affected bvamount of capital. Transact business and keep book's
anywhere. Stock made full-paid and non-assessable bv
using our forms Laws, blanks and directions free"
Special tonus prepared without charge.
Stoddard Incorporating Company, Box 8N, Phoenix, Arizona
Branch Office : Van Nays Building, Los Angeles, California

WRITE FOR MONEY
Hundreds ofinexperlenced people make BIS M0NEF vrilin,* Pk„.
plays. Stories, Etc I So can you I We ,111 accept jour id eo,£ '1%y5™
—correct FRKE-iell on commission. Big rewards I Make'mone» V, T
oatodayforfulldotailB. Writer'8 Service, Dept, 38 Anbnrn.Mly! I

PHOTOPLAYS STORIES POEMS
WRITE FOR FREE COPY "Hints on Writing
and Selling- Photoplays Short Stories, Poems."
Atlas Publishing Co., D-243 Atlas Bldg., Cincinnati,

$50 to $100 Weekly t

WritiIf movi^ *<-
I „ ,

"' ture plays in spare
time. Great demand. YOU can write them. We
show you how. Experience not necessary. Send for

p
r

-t

e
O
bo"klet of valuable information and special

'' Chicago Photo-ployriirht College, I)oi2i8-G17,Chl'go

TRIANGLE-KEYSTONE

Polly Moranand Jory Jacobs, in "Cactus Nell," are afraid
the handsome hero won't come in time to rescue the beau-

tiful heroine from the hands of the scheming villain.

Wireless !

Sure, 'tis little I care
How she flirts on the screen

!

When that kiss flung to air
(A-ah, she knew I'd be there!)
Was for me, straight an' fair,

Ye can catch what I mean
Of how little I care
When she flirts on the screen

!

Every curl of her hair,

An' each laugh in her een
(Och, an' aren't they the pair?
Blue as heaven, I swear!)
Cries her message: "I dare

Play to you; naught between!"
Sure, 'tis little I care
Though she flirts on the screen

!

m m
We Expect It of Douglas

While filming one of his recent re-

leases, Douglas Fairbanks and his com-
pany were on location in the country.

When dusk came on and the party

started back home, they stopped at a

farmhouse to get a drink.

The hired man was running the milk

through a cream separator, with Doug-
las an interested watcher; the moment
the former let go the handle, Douglas

went up and studied the machine.

Sixty revolutions a minute, '
" he

read aloud, slowly, the words on the

handle. Then he began to search on
each side of the separator, below it, on
its feet, around the tank ; in fact, each
part was subjected to intense scrutiny.

"It's here somewhere, I know," he
was heard to murmur; "but I can't

seem to find it."

" What are you looking for, Mr. Fair-

banks?" queried dainty Jewell Carmen.
He raised his eyes soberly to hers.
'

' Why, ' Made in Mexico, ' of course. '

'

* 8
Arrested Development

Ripp—I have several mental pic-

tures for a good photoplay.

Rapp—I bet that you will never get

them developed.



* I ''HE RECORD played on the Columbia Grafonola is more than a record
*- —it is reality. Through the marvelous Columbia reproducer, every indi-

vidual musical pulsation—every modulation of every note comes back with
volume and warmth the same as the original itself.

The splendid resonance so essential to reproducing orchestral music; the
delicacy needed to carry the notes of whispering woodwinds and murmuring
strings; the ability to convey the living warmth that gives great voices their

personality—these make up the miraculous perfection of the Columbia repro-

ducer and Columbia TONE.

Clear, natural, brilliant, true—these words are hardly enough to describe

it. Only one word can truly tell all that "Columbia tone" implies—and that

single word is: LIFE!

Look for the music-note* ' trade-mark—the

mark of a genuine Columbia Grafonola



Baseball Curver!
Fits the hand, cannot be seen. With it

you can throw Big Wide curves. Also
our illustrated booklet telling how to
Pitch all kinds of curves. Boys, get this
Baseball Curver and you can Fan 'Em aS
fast as they come to bat. By mail, 10c»
3 for 25c, and bigcatalog of 300 Novelties.

Ardea Co., Desk 3 , Stamford, Conn.

Who's Who and Where

You Can Have
Beautiful Eye-
brows and Lashes

by applying "Lash-Brow.Ine"nightly.
It nourishes the eyebrows and lashes,
making them long, thick and luxuri-

ant, adding wonderfully to your beauty,
charm and attractiveness. "Lash-Itrow-

Inew is a guaranteed pure and harmless
paration, used successfully hy thousands.

Send 25c (coin) and we will mail you "Lash-
Brow-Ine" and our beauty booklet prepaid in

Plain sealed cover. Beware of worthless Imitations.
MATBETJ, LABOim'OKlKS, 4U0S-1H Indiana Ave.. CHICAGO

Big KNOCKOUT Package
Contains One Dancing Scotchman 8 in
high, will dance or walk. One new coin
trick. One Pack of Hot Air cards, will
win your Girl for you. One Roll of
Stage Money, One Cribbage Board.
> One Illustrated Booklet on How to

Pitch. One Book on How to Throw
§| your Voice. One checker board. 3
A New Puzzles and 32 page % A^^ book of tricks. All for *"cta.
Vv ARDEE Co. box E Stamford Conn

VENTRILOQUIST Outfit.
Consists of Imported "TALK-A-
PHONE ' (which fits in the mo-
uth,) Our VENTRILOQUIST
DOLL (face nearly life size,)and

Art of Ventriloism.Throw your
VOICE into the cellar, in a tru-

nk or anywhere, Give a SHOW.
Our DOLL has a Spring Mouth
which opens and shuts. All the
above Outfit by mail % O /tfo
ARDEE Novelty Co. *v *••»

box 65 Stamford Conn 3

NEW SCIENTIFIC WONDER

ga |^\/C You apparently see thru Clothes, Wood,D V/ ¥ w Stone, any object. See Bones in Flesh.
MARVEL MFG. -CO. Dept. 45, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Driver* Agents Wanted
Drive and demonstrate the Bush Car. Pay for it out of
your commissions on sales. My agents are making money. Ship-

I «* ~i, mentsarepromDt.
fZ2xZ% tires Bush Cars guar-

anteed or money
back.

., Write at once fop
' my 48-paee cata-
log and all partic-
ulars. Address J.

- .-.? Wheelbase^S^ Beptf
u
?-V

PreB -

Delco Ignition-Elect. Stg. &Ltg.
va»>t» *

^r

*Vm fflOlOB COfflTAJIY, fiosb lemplo, CUttgO* UUaotoi

$-01d Coins Wanted—

$

$4.25 EACH paid for U. S. Flying Eagle Cents dated 1856.
$2 to $500 EACH paid for hundreds of Coins dated before 1910.
Send TEN cents at once for our New Illustrated Coin Value
Book, size 4x7. It may mean your fortune. Get posted.
CLARKE COIN CO., Box 26, LE ROY, N. Y.

Comics, Cartoons, Com-
i mereial Newspaper and
Magazine Illustrating.

Pastel and Crayon Por-
traits BYMAILOR LOCAL
CLASSES. Write for terms,
list of successful pupils

ASSOCIATED 4RT STUDIOS, 1208 Flatiron Building, New York

LTJrT.T?]! T Illustrated Catalogue Included.
r * 1M * *m * StnA 6 Cents In Stamps

MAGIC CO., Sta.. 5, 470 8th Avenue., NEW YORK

Sally Berch has educated feet. She
can say more with them than most peo-

ple can with their eyes and mouth.
-?-

The Criminal Prison Hospital at

Danemora, N. Y., has adopted motion
pictures as a means of entertainment

for its inmates.

-*•
Fritzie Brunette has signed up with

the Selig Company and is to begin work
on a feature under the direction of

Colin Campbell.

-?-

Doris Pawn says that some people

remind her of the motion picture '
' sets'

'

of building exteriors. They are all

front, with nothing inside.

-?-

The Fox publicity department is re-

sponsible for this: "Virginia Pearson

—is an expert cook. Her next release

will be 'Wrath of Love.'" There's

only one connection that we can see.

-5-

Slim Summerville has had a cigar

named after him. It was meant as a

compliment, but Slim has been so

swelled up about it ever since that there

is danger of his getting too stout to

hold down his job.

-?-

Juliette Day, who last appeared in

the "legitimate" as the "baby vamp"
in " Upstairs and Down, " is to appear in

a series of photoplays released through

Mutual. The series, will be produced

under the direction of Rollin S.

Sturgeon.

•f-

Margaret Illington has returned to

New York, after completing two pro-

ductions for Lasky. The first of these

pictures is "Sacrifice," and the second

an adaptation of Basil King's novel,

"The Inner Shrine." Frank Reicher

directed both productions.

«?-

Marie Cahill believes that the one

way to really do something for your

country is to make a big sacrifice. Ac-

cordingly, she has offered to the gov-

ernment, as a submarine chaser, her

greatest treasure—a motor boat that

can travel forty miles an hour.

-*-

The other day Polly Moran roped a

steer, threw it as it lay on the ground,

took it by the horns and twisted its

head toward the camera. "Best bull

thrower on the lot!" exclaimed Mack
Sennett, when he saw it. Whereupon

Polly applied to the publicity depar
ment for a job.

Ann Ivers says she doesn't mind
being slapped in the face with an open-

faced pie, but since her latest picture,

in which she was stuck with a fork and
burned with a hot iron and had to fall

over a railing on the side of a house,

Red Cross work under shrapnel fire has
no terrors for her.

-?-

"Skip and grow thin" is Marjorie
Rambeau's advice to fat people. Miss
Rambeau's morning exercise consists

of skipping rope. "If women com-
plaining about increased weight would
begin with ten skips and work up to

fifty a day," says she, "they would
soon be rid of their troubles."

-?-
The following is a partial list of the

expenses for the making of Fatty Ar-

buckle's "A Reckless Romeo": Three
dozen dinner plates, five dozen cups and
saucers, one dozen platters, five vege-

table dishes, two soup tureens, sixteen

bread and butter plates, twenty-five

saucers and a couple of punch bowls.

-?-

Norma Talmadge's idea of paradise

is a Connecticut farm, where motion
picture directors and camera men are

unknown quantities. As soon as she

finishes work on each one of the pro-

ductions she makes at her Forty-eighth

Street studio, she jumps into her car

and starts for the country to recuperate.

*?-

Among the various thrills in Mary
Pickford's newest picture, "The Little

American," will be scenes showing the

sinking of the Lusitania. For one of

these scenes a tank, measuring fifty by
one hundred feet, is being built at the

Lasky studio in California, in which
the ballroom of the liner will sink. It

is said that this feature will cost about

ten thousand dollars.

-5-

Several weeks ago Tom Santschi

proudly announced that he was about

to give old H. C. of L. a knockout blow,

by raising his own chickens in the

backyard of his own home at Los An-
geles. The other day, after taking in-

ventory, he found that his chickens

were as expensive to feed as an auto-

mobile, that he had expended more time
and money in going through periodicals

that tell how simple a matter it is to

get ten eggs from ten hens daily, and



that he had gathered in just five real

eggs. Tom has given up the chicken

business for good.
-?-

Kathleen Kirkham has joined the

American-Mutual forces and will make

her appearance soon in a forthcoming

William Russell production.

-5*

Vivian Reed had a birthday recently.

Vivian admits she's twenty-two, doesn't

care who knows it, and hopes that she

looks it. She says there are too many

movie actresses who refuse to grow out

of their 'teens.

-?-

Georges Renavent, the young French-

man who has been playing all winter

with the French Players at the Theater

Francais, New York, has signed a con-

tract to appear under the direction of

Allan Dwan at the Triangle studios in

Yonkers.
-?-

While acting in a fighting scene in

"Freckles," Billy Elmer was knocked

against an iron girder at the side of a

bridge, and his collar bone was broken.

The broken bone was set by the doctor

at the lumber camp where the company

was making its temporary headquarters.

-?-

A swimming pool, forty feet wide,

sixty feet long and ten feet deep, is

being installed at the Lasky studio. It

will serve the double purpose of cool-

ing the temperaments of the stars and

the fevered imaginations of the scena-

rio writers, and will incidentally afford

numerous opportunities for staging

aquatic scenes.

Taylor Holmes has signed a contract

with Essanay to star in the picturiza-

tion of the "Efficiency Edgar" stories

which appeared in the Saturday Evening

Post. In announcing Mr. Holmes's en-

gagement, nothing has been said re-

garding the star's salary—an unusual

procedure for a publicity department.

-5-

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation is fast

making good its promise that twelve

completed pictures will be ready for

inspection by exhibitors by September.

Mae Marsh is now on her third picture,

and by the date mentioned will easily

have completed two more, making a

total of five. By the same date Madge
Kennedy will have completed two pic-

tures, and perhaps three. Maxine El-

liott has finished two and sailed for

Europe. Jane Cowl will have com-
pleted two, and Mary Garden, begin-

ning work in July, will have at least

her first picture ready September 1st.

Doctor Says Nuxated Iron Will

Increase Strength of Delicate

People 100% in Ten Days
In many instances—Persons have suffered

untold agony for years doctoring for nerv-

ous weakness, stomach, liver or kidney

disease or some other ailment when their

real trouble was lack of iron in the blood.

—How to tell.

New York, N. Y.—In a recent discourse Dr. E.

Sauer, a Boston physican who has studied widely
both in this country and in great European medi-

cal institutions, said: "If you were to make an
actual blood test on all people who are ill you
would probably be greatly astonished at the ex-

ceedingly large number who lack iron and who are

ill for no other reason than the lack of iron. The
moment iron is supplied all their multitude of

dangerous symptoms disappear. Without iron the

blood at once loses the power to change food into

living tissue and therefore nothing you eat does

you any good; you don't get the strength out of it.

Your food merely passes through your system like

corn through a mill with the rollers so wide apnrt

that the mill can't grind. As a result of this con-

tinuous blood and nerve starvation, people become
generally weakened, nervous and all run down
and frequently develop all sorts of conditions. One
is too thin; another is burdened with unhealthy
fat; some are so weak they can hardly walk; some
think they have dyspepsia, kidney or liver trouble;

some can't sleep at night, others are sleepy and
tired all day; some fussy and irritable; some skinny
and bloodless, but all lack physical power and en-

durance. In such cases, it is worse than foolishness

to take stimulating medicines or narcotic drugs,
which only whip up your fagging vital powers for

the moment, maybe at the expense of your life

later on. No matter what any one tells you, if you
are not strong and well you owe it to yourself to

make the following test. See how long you can
work or how far you can walk without becoming
tired. Next take two five-grain tablets of ordinary

nuxated iron three times per day after meals for

two weeks. Then test your strength again and see

for yourself how much you have gained. I have
seen dozens of nervous run down people who were
ailing all the time double, and even triple, their

strength and endurance and entirely get rid of

their symptoms of dyspepsia, liver and other trou-

bles in from ten to fourteen days' time simply by
taking iron in the proper form, and this, after they
had in some cases been doctoring for months with-
out obtaining any benefit. You can talk as you
please about all the new wonders wrought by new
remedies, but when you come down to hard facts

there is nothing like good old iron to put color in

your cheeks and good sound, healthy flesh on your
bones. It is also a great nerve and stomach
strengthener and the best blood builder in the
world. The only trouble was that the old forms of
inorganic iron like tincture of iron, iron acetate,

etc., often ruined people's teeth, upset their stom-
achs and were notassimilated and for these reasons
they frequently did more harm than good. But
with the discovery of the newer forms of organic
iron all this has been overcome. Nuxated Iron for

example, is pleasant to take, does not injure the

teeth and is almost immediately beneficial."

NOTE—The manufacturers of Nuxated Iron have such
unbounded confidence in its potency that they authorize
the announcement that they will forfeit S100.00 to any
Charitable Institution if they cannot take any man or

woman under sixty who lacks iron and increase their

strength 100 per cent or over in lour weeks' time, pro-

vided they have no serious organic trouble. Also they
will refund your money in any case in which Nuxated
Iron does not at b-ast double your strength in ten days'
time. It is dispensed by all good druggists.

If You Can Draw
a little and want to draw more, you have an opportunity to

learn at small expense to yourself. Eugene Zimmerman has

an established reputation as a cartoonist. He has put some of

the tricks of his trade into a book,

"CARTOONS AND CARICATURES"
bound neatly in three-quarter morocco, which will be sent to

you prepaid on receipt of price, $1.00.

ZIM BOOK, Brunsw^kBuiiding, 225 Fifth Ave., New York City

Diamonds *' Watches
ijggpfi
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.
BARGAIN

f.

Send for This Handsome 116-Page
I Catalog, containing over 2,000 illus-

!| trationsof Diamonds, Watches, Jew-
,1 elry. Select anything desired, either
A for personal wear or for a gift, then
jB ask us to send it for your examin-

i ation, all charges prepaid by us.

\
You See and Examine the Article

•

\ Right in Your Own Hands

!

J If you like it, pay one-fifth of theI purchase price and keep it, balance
\ divided into eight equal amounts, payable

J J monthly. Our free Catalog tells all about
our easy credit plan. Send for it today.

The Loftis "Perfection
Diamond Ring is our great
special. Only tine, high-grade
Diamonds, perfect in cut and full

of fiery brilliancy, are used. Skill

fully mounted in our famous Loftis
"Perfection" 14k solid gold six-
prong ring. Our Catalog shows
Wonderful Values at $25,
$40, $50, $75, $100, $125,

EASY CREDIT TERMS
Our prices on guaranteed
Watches are always the lowest.

LOFTIS BROS. & CO., National Credit Jewelers
Dept. A 930 100 to 108 N. State St., CHICAGO, ILL.
(Established 1858) STORES IN: Chicago : Pittsburgh ; St. Louis : Omaha

fi^

THE BEST GIFT OF ALL
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Hotel Lenox
North Street, at Delaware Avenue

BUFFALO, N. Y.

A modern, fireproof and distinctive hotel of 250 all

outside rooms. Ideally located. Excels in equip-
ment, cuisine and service.

Operated on the
European Plan

$1.50 per Day and Up
C. A. MINER,
Managing Director

Write for complimentary "Guide of Buffalo and
Niagara Falls."

"Far from a Big City's Noise,
Close to a Big City's Business"

:
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AMERICAN
QUEENS

JAMES MONTGOMERY FLAGG, CHARLES
SARKA and ALONZO KIMBALL drew eight

covers for Judge which attracted widespread atten-

tion. Requests from readers and subscribers poured

in for copies of these pictures, and so the Judge Art

Department gathered the eight prints into a flexible port-

folio stitched with silk cord.

This album is now offered to the public for $2.00.

These pictures, which' attained such remarkable popular-

ity, will be a valuable addition to any library table and

they will make any walls attractive. Their appeal is not

only in their individuality, but in their striking artistic

merit, as a glance at the artists' names indicates. $2.00

with the coupon below will put this album in your home.

r: aluminium iiiinii iiiimiimmiiiimimiiiiii : "I inn

JUDGE
225 Fifth Avenue

New York

Enclosed find $2.00. Send me one copy
of AMERICAN QUEENS.

Judge
225 Fifth Avenue

New York
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OUR READERS' COLUMN
j

This department belongs to the readers I

of Film Fun. Write us and tell us what 1

you think about it. If we can help you, \
write and tell us so. If you like ourmaga- §
zine, tell us about it. If you do not like \
it, tell us anyway. We want to know |
just what you think about it.

imiiimiinm mi iiiiiimiuimii imimiiim niiiiiimiimmmimimmiim i

I wonder if you get any letters of

appreciation from Ireland? I hope so,

for we all like Film Fun, and our only
complaint is that, since the war, we
cannot always get it at our news deal-

ers. They tell us they cannot get them
across now, because of the shortage in

ships, and we miss it more than any
of the others. Mrs. D. M., Dublin,
Ireland.

-?-

Let me congratulate you on your ex-

cellent pictorial make-up. I find Film
Fun just the thing for a busy man who
wants to keep up with the newest in

pictures and who has not the time to

wade through long stories of the films.

I derive great pleasure from looking
over the pictures in Film Fun, and the

family enjoy especially your excellent

captions. Every page is good for many
laughs. A Business Man, Chicago, 111.

-?-

For the first time I have read Film
Fun and find it a captivating maga-
zine. I was in search of a magazine
that would give me information re-

garding photoplay plots, and I read in

your column the letter signed "W. W.,
Denver, Col." I would like to get in

touch with him. I think it would be a

good idea to exchange plots with young-
sters in the business, for it would save
them many heartaches that come to the
beginner who tries to do things the

wrong way. F. Z., N. Y.

-?-

I have just read the first installment

of "Confessions of a Motion Picture

Actress" and believe that her articles

will prove to be a safeguard to the

young woman who aspires to be a mo-
tion picture actress. I am also pleased

with "At Last! At Last!" written by
Miss Linda Griffith. I am glad to know
that the film companies recognize the

fact and are endeavoring to improve
matters along this line. I think Film
Fun is the best and brightest motion
picture magazine of them all. E. F:

H., Chenoa, 111.

«?-

Perhaps you might be interested in

knowing how eagerly we who are deep
in the mud and the trenches look for-

ward to the coming of Film Fun. We
pass it along from hand to hand. The
motion pictures have been the greatest

help to the soldier. And you might
be surprised to know that we keep up
with all the latest films. We know all

the stars, and how we shout when our

favorites appear at the screen shows
that we see infrequently enough, al-

though it means a great deal to us to

have them provided for us at all.

Trenches, Somewhere in France.
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The Finished Expression

of the Dramatic Artist

ffffff

Triangle players are artists—in every sense of the

word. They are picked for their sincerity, for their

highly developed talent, for their Heaven-given
ability to interpret character. And Triangle players

know life, and live the parts that they make so real.

Triangle artists are students. Their work is

never finished though their unspoken expression

is. They find the keenest dramatic value in even
the commonplace things of life. They find new
human interest in mankind's attributes of weakness,
of strength, of passion or of tenderness and love.

TRIANGLE PLAYS
THE FOREMOST PRODUCTIONS

IN MOTION PICTURES
are written around subjects that are dear to the human
heart. Good is shown in vivid contrast to evil. Hate is

used only to illustrate its dominance by love. Passion is

made to yield to gentleness. But above all, Triangle plays

are alive with action and spontaneous realism. The char-

acters live and breathe. They have a tremendous appeal.

Triangle artists carry you to the point where you are one
with them—and hold you in spellbound fervor.

And Triangle comedies are crowded with rollicking,

side-splitting fun that keeps up in a bubbling stream. It's

clean fun too, that all can see and enjoy. Take your wife
or sweetheart to any Triangle Play and you'll be sure that

they will find genuine amusement in a healthful atmosphere.
Look for the theatres where Triangle Plays are shown.

Triangle Distributing Corporation
1457 Broadway

New York
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IfYouCanTell aLachnite
froma Diamond Sendaback
YES, we'll send you one of these exquisite man-made gems and you

can wear it for 10 full days at our expense. Put it to every diamond test

you ever heard about—fire—acid—the diamond file. Compare its bril-
liance with the brilliance of a mined diamond. Notice how it is cut—by world renowned diamond
cutters. Test it in every way. Wear it everywhere you go. Then after ten days—if you are able
to tell which is your Lachnite and which is youi diamond—or if any of your friends have been able
to tell the difference—send the Lachnite back to us. The trial does not cost you a penny. If you
decide to buy the Lachnite pay only the rock-bottom price, and if you wish—at a rate of a few
cents a day. Our new jewelry book (sent free) tells all about our generous terms. Write today.

Pay As You Wish Set Only in Solid Gold
Do not decide to buy a genuine Lach

nite Gem until you have worn it for
10 full days. Then—if you wish

—

you may pay for it at the rate of

HaXOlcl ^W. °n ^y a ^ew cents a day* Terms
^^ as low as 3 l-3c a day—

Lachman Co. ^W «° interest. You do not
.

' __ __. , . . ^^ pay for trial. No red tape.
12 N. Michigan Ave. ^ y0Ur credit is good
Dept. B-159 Chicago, 111,

Gentlemen: Please send me
absolutely free and prepaid your
new jewelry book and full particulars

of your free trial, easy payment plan.

I assume no obligations of any kind,
dilute (jemA* N

l^i/uM li»!uni)nGmi[Miiu|

Na

Address

Lachnite Gems are mounted only in
solid gold. To hold these splendid jewels we have
secured the latest and newest ideas in solid gold
settings. In our new catalog you will see illus-

trated rings by |the score for both men and
women—bracelets, La Vallieres, stick pins, cuff

links— all the newest jewelry— made of solid

gold. Write for our new catalog today. It's

free—and it has a message for you.

Send the Coupon
tot OurNew Catalog!
Put your name and address in the coupon or on a
postcard and get our new jewelry book. Itshowa hand-

some illustrations of the newest sol Id gold mountings from
which you have to choose. Too— it tells the interesting story

of how Lachnites aremad»—and why their brilliance is guar-
anteed to wear forever. You'll be delighted with this new book.

Write for it today— it is free—no obligations. Send the coupon.

Harold Lachman Co., 12 N.Micliigan Ave.,Dept B-is^Chicago,!!!
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WOMAN, lovely woman, of every race and clime, in every variety
of costume—from the smile and the neat fitting suit of sunshine |
of the belles of tropical Polynesia and Melanesia to the furs of the |

natives of the home of the Frost King—greet the reader on every page, in |
hundreds of photographs never before reproduced, in

TOMEffOMEN
OFALL OFALl

NATIONS NATIONS

TAJOYCf T.UOVC!
MA. If MJk. &

NSOHOMAS me'fflO)'*

WOMEN-MLL NATIONS

WOMEN WOMEfl

OFALL OFALl

NATIONS NATION!

TAJOYCf lAJOYCE
MA.f/ .'MJA.'VV'

ramows (wrrtowi

^^N^i

An interesting and splendid set of books for every man or woman who loves to study
human nature. The only standard work that describes the women of all races and nations

from studies made on the spot. Read a woman's description of the life of the veiled

ladies of the Harem ; of how the women of China, India and other remote parts of the

earth, make love, many, keep house and treat their husbands. The vast collection of

photographs reproduced in these volumes show you exactly how they look.

Tli e psychological characteristics of women are discussed ; their toilettes are depicted, and the fashions range
from the laces and frills of the Parisienne down to the next to nothing of the Fijian belle.

A standard,, authoritative work, by such men as Prof. O. T. Mason, of the Smithsonian Institution; Mr. Arch-
ibald Colquhoun, Lady Ramsay, Lucy M. J. Garnett, and many others, who as the result of first-hand studies

have made WOMEN OF ALL NATIONS as interesting and readable as a story book.

A Picture Gallery of Women of All Lands

Customs of Love-Making and Marriage

A History of Woman
A Thrilling Library of Travel

The 4 sumptuous volumes are large quarto size (ll 3-8 x

inn

BRUNSWICK SUBSCRIPTION CO.
1116 Brunswick Building, New York City

I enclose $1.50 first payment on one complete set of WOMEN OF
ALL NATIONS. If satisfactory, I will remit you $1.00 a month
until the price, $15.50, has been paid. Otherwise, I will, within 5

days, ask for instructions for the return of the books at your ex-

pense, whereupon my $1.50 is to be refunded.

1 Name

Address

Occupa t ion

1 F. F.— 8-17

1-4 inches), printed on superb paper and handsomely |
bound in cloth. Magnificently illustrated with hun- |§

dreds of photographs brought from every part of the ||

world for this purpose and never before used. Among
the pictures is a series of superb plates in color.

$1.50 Down Tnis unique work is pub-
jg

At,-* f\n n/i .i lished by Cassell & Com- H
$1.00 per Month pany , Limited, of London, |
the famous art publishers. The value of the work g
in years to come can hardly be exaggerated, for as

civilization advances, the customs and costumes shown
in this set will disappear. |j

The supply available at this price and on these terms
is strictly limited.

Illlllllilil
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E D T O R A L
Women at Work

nPHERE is perhaps no business in modern industry that

offers such tempting possibilities to women as the

motion picture industry. Practically all of the highest-

priced stars—with few exceptions—are women. There are

as many high salaries paid to women in the business end of

the industry as to men. The sales department of the films

are offering untold inducements and possibilities to women.

Many of the high-salaried directors are women. The best

of the scenarios are written by women. Women are filling

executive positions that carry with them heavy responsibil-

ities and salaries commensurate with the responsibilities.

Women not only dominate the business field, but in many
instances have dictated many of the policies that have

resulted in radical changes for the better in the offices.

There is room for more of them in the business end of

the pictures. The sales departments are looking for good

business women, who are capable of earning good salaries.

A Little More Funny Stuff, Please

T>RODUCERS should turn their attention to special pic-

tures for soldiers during this war crisis. Motion pic-

tures for the soldiers, according to those who have been

through the grind of camp training and trench warfare,

have done more to assuage homesickness, trench ailments

and the deadly suspense of the waiting from day to day

than any other war movement.

But they are fed up on scenes of carnage. Soldiers

—

and civilians, as well—have had about all the scenes of

blood and thunder that they can stand. At this time, when
we are face to face with a most serious condition, we need

more pictures of simple interest and humor. A soldier

cannot have too much comedy. They need it for the nec-

essary high light to their background of constant hardship

and danger. Even slapstick comedy has its place just now.

It might be a wonderful service for the country if the pro-

ducers would lay off the sob stuff and the war stuff and turn

us out just some natural, wholesome, genuinely funny

screen stories. We may not feel like laughing just now,

those of us who are bidding good-by to our loved ones and

those of us who are donning the khaki to go across—but we
need something besides the harrowing sort of screen fare

that the producers insist on dishing up.

83 SB

The Danger

T^HE motion picture theater is operated solely for profit.

Touch the exhibitor through the box-office values, and

you have struck at a tender point of his mental anatomy.

To do him justice, the exhibitor is usually as willing to

offer the public the better class of pictures, provided it will

pay him. The better pictures cost more money. He can

find plenty of cheap, flashy pictures for a cheap rental.

The picture theater is essentially democratic. Every

seat in the house has a stated price. Your dime will secure

for you the best seat in the place, if you are there in time

to get into it before the rush. You may rub elbows with a

millionaire or a laborer; but if you are a real picture fan,

you enjoy the picture just as much as they do. For if you

did not care for pictures, you would not separate yourself

from a dime to see them.

The chief danger of the pictures is that they are not

entirely good or entirely bad. A picture that may have

very bad points is apt to be balanced by an equal number
of good ones. There is a class of exhibitor who insists

that his patrons want "ginger" in their pictures. A bit of

"ginger" adds zest, perhaps, but not when it is merely

added to conceal filth.



Captivating Carmens
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UNDERWOOD AND UNDERWOOD

Valeska Suratt sticks her hands in her pockets,

puts an apple into her mouth, and prepares to

vamp a few bulls.

We've always wondered where the song writers of

the "popular" variety got their ideas, but now we
know. This picture of Helen Holmes, for in-

stance, might easily suggest something like "Oh,
Lucky Rose!"

INCE-TRIANGLE

Spanish ladies are supposed to have dangerous
temperaments, but we think we'd take a chance
on Olive Thomas when she puckers up her lips

like this—though, of course, she may be only
whistling the national air of sunny Spain. What
is the national air of Spain? Why, everybody

knows that the onions come from there

!



SHIRLEY MASON
Knows that in order to keep fit to work during these warm days, you've got to keep happy

—

modesty forbids us to say more.



Starlets

Leon Purdue, who plays with Gloria

Joy, has the distinction of being the

only little colored boy in the pictures.

Even when they're as young as Gloria Joy, they seem to

know that a bathing suit and a pose like this is a sure winner
every time.

Although Kittens Reichert is a full-fledged star, she

does not consider it undignified to play with dolls.

Kittens, you see, puts her children through a course

in the use of cosmetics, so that, if they ever get

into the pictures, they'll know all about it.

Helen Holmes has adopted this baby and is bringing it up
as her very own. Like its proud '

' parent, "this youngster
is decidedly up to date and insisted on being snapped in
these new spring model overalls. Baby Holmes is won-

dering what has become of the "pretty birdie."



How's the Luck?

MACK SENNETT-KEVSTONE

MACK SENNETT-KEYSTONE

Marie Prevost, in the background, looks on while Ethel Teare plays

with her catch. Ethel knows perfectly well that she can have him
if she wants him.

Some enterprising young fish [tried to

walk off with Maud George's boot, but she
caught him before he got away with it.

THANHOUSER

One look at Peggy Burke, and you have the answer to

"Why is a flying fish?" It would have to be a mighty
slow one to be willing to stay in the water while Peggy

was around.

June Caprice's near-catch has eaten all the bait and
hurried off to tell his friends something quite new in

the way of "star-fish—blond and very nifty."



Peggy Hyland and William Davidson, in "Persuasive Peggy.

They Missed It
By A. WALTER UTTING

THRICE Caesar brushed aside the crown
With which the Romans sought to don him,

And thrice the mighty one fought down
The honors that were thrust upon him.

He was the fluffy boy—some guy

!

Worth emulating, too. But, say,

Think you I'd be J. C. ? Not I

!

He never saw a picture play.

Young Alexander—he who sighed

Because more worlds he could not shatter-

Was quite some hero, true and tried;

But, after all, what does that matter?

He had his share of comes-an '-goes,

And while he lived, his life was gay;

But all too soon came Alex's close

—

He never saw a picture play.

I worship Shakespeare—who does not?

Old Horace has me genuflexing.

Who apes the Chaucer polyglot,

I argue, is quite too perplexing.

I grant the flimsy bay of Fame
To these—the lasting, broad-brimmed bay;

But this they lacked, with Time to blame

—

They never saw a picture play.

Now, get me right—I stretch my hands
To kindred folk beyond the waters;

Fair are the fields in other lands,

Fair are the sons, and fair the daughters.

But all of those whose names you've read

Are quite as dead as, were I they,

I, too, like them, would now be dead
And could not see a picture play.



A Study in Expressions

Billy Mason's expression means, "When in

doubt, and there's a cactus plant in the

vicinity, always stand," while Marcia
Moore's means that a girl doesn't always tell

all she knows.—Scene from "A Box of

Tricks." .

Gladys Hulette, "The Candy Girl," just

laughs, while her young friend's expression
means that what he thinks about girls

wouldn't bear telling.

MUTUAL

Of course a mere man, with nothing to do but take his clothes

off and put 'em on again, can't be expected to appreciate the

hardships undergone by "A Vanquished Flirt.
'

'

MUTUAL-HOHKHEIMER

Weary Willie's expression spells "Contentment"—he knows
there's not a knife made that he can't juggle. Jackie Saunders
is good to the

'

' boes '

' but she is frequently astonished at their

capacity.



Ben Turpin is so busy trying to learn how to raise "Poultry a la Mode" that he doesn't realize that, like most men
who try to be useful around the house, he has put his foot in it. However, he is in a fair way to learn that dough

is not so scarce as he thought it was.

STRAND-MUTUAL

Billie Rhodes believes that the best way
to make a man eat less is to feed him
yourself ; but we know lots of men who
wouldn't agree with her—for instance,
this one in "And In Walked Uncle."

VITAGRAPH

This ought to be a good opening for the now-you-see-it-now-you-
don't type of magician. For instance, what could be easier than
for such a person to take a plain loaf of bread, say "Hocus-pocus"
to it, and bring out a nice, roasted chicken? Anita Stewart, in

"The Glory of Yolanda," believes in it fully.



Solve the Food Problem

MUTUAL-STRAND

Always discourage "Third Parties" like this one in "Her Hero"—it will be a great saving.
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RED FEATHER

This picture, from '

' The War of the Tongs,
'

' might fur-

nish somebody with a bright idea. It would be a good
stunt to try Chinese eating for a while. The Chinese live

on next to nothing a year, and rice is very nourishing.

MUTUAL-STAR

Jackie Saunders, as "The Wildcat," wastes nothing.

June Caprice realizes that it is difficult to persuade youngsters that they gain nourishment from the food that goes

into their mouths, not from what they put on their faces.—Scene from "The Ragged Princess."



Bits From Here and There
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INCE-TRIANGLE

This photograph of William S. Hart was taken just before he started on his tour of the United States—not that this

had any connection with his going, of course.

Kathleen Clifford learning how to hit a nail (not her

own), under the eye of Stage Manager John Wyse.

Mary Miles Minter shows a staff artist how to do his

job. This was the most we could manage to get in

of the artist.

June Caprice, as "Patsy," must have had a rough

journey down, judging from the condition of her

clothes when she reached bottom. June believes

that woman's place is not in fluffy, ruffly gowns.

"Never walk downstairs when you can slide,"

says she, "and never dress up when you don't

have to." And she doesn't. What Miss Caprice

is wearing evidently started out to be over-alls,

but they'd hardly answer that description right

now. However, they're very becoming, which was
probably what they v/ere originally intended for.



Veta Searl Tells About a Cat-astrophe

TRIANGLE-YONKERS

Veta Searl looks very much like a little brown kitten herself, when she curls up in a suitcase; but Miss Searl, we
are sure, has "never scratched yet."

A fETA SEARL, a pocket edition of a pretty girl, wan-

dered into our editorial sanctum the other day for a

chat. Miss Searl frequently comes in, in her friendly lit-

tle fashion, and when she does, every young man in the

place drops whatever he may happen to be doing and devel-

ops an astounding zeal for delivering messages and finding

bits of business to be done near where she is sitting.

"Speaking of cats," began little Miss Veta on this par-

ticular day—of course, we weren't, but she may have been

thinking of some very dear friend at the time—"speaking

of cats, let me tell you about my experiences in acting for

my newest picture at the Triangle-Yonkers studio. During

the picture I was supposed to be married to a nice young

man, and instead of being old-fashioned and throwing the

proverbial rice and old shoes at the bride, the director de-

cided that the action demanded black cats instead, as the

story had to do with superstition.

Accordingly an ad was sent out

for all kinds of black cats to be

brought to the studio, the offer be-

ing that sixty cents would be

paid for each cat. The following

morning, bright and early, there

was a mob of youngsters outside

the door, each one with a protest-

ing black cat in his arms, and

Comparison

By DIXON MERRITT

He told of his loves of the stage,

Why they got him; 'twasn't beauty nor age

—

"Theda Bara I love

All the others above.

With Geraldine Farrar
Compare her

!

Geraldine—I admit she is Farrar;

But Theda—oh, Theda is Bara!"

some with two and three. Of course, the director asked no

questions, but welcomed the cats and fixed up accommoda-

tions for them. That afternoon the papers came out

announcing: 'Mrs. Smith's pet cat has been lost, strayed

or stolen. Finder please return to .' 'Mrs. Jones

misses her pet cat.' 'Mrs. Brown offers a reward for her

kitten, ' and so on. That town had been wiped as clean of

cats as though it had been struck by a hurricane.

"There was one darling little kitten that we were

crazy to use, but it was gray. So we took some

stove-black and painted it. Everything was all right

until that kitten started taking its morning bath—and

then it liked the taste of our stove-black so well that it

licked every bit off. For four days they kept those hun-

dred cats there in the studio, until we were ready to 'shoot'

the wedding scene, with everybody in the place kept busy

feeding them liver and milk. And

for those four days you didn't meet

one black cat on the streets of

Yonkers. I used to love cats, but

now, when I see one, I'm so

afraid it's one of those we used,

and that someone will yell 'Stop

thief!' if I'm seen talking to it,

that I let them all severely alone

and say nothing."



PALLAS-PARAMOUNT

GEORGE BEBAN
Who gives us one more reason to have a soft spot for our Italian allies, as he

appears in "A Roadside Impresario."



Two's Company—Three's a Regiment!

VICTOR

"It Happened in Room 7," but

our artist cut out Friend Wife, to

make this picture fit on the page.

MUTUAL

We don't know just which one
constitutes the "crowd" here

—

the kitten or the man behind the

hedge. At any rate, if
'

' Shorty-

Goes to College," Shorty Hamil-
ton ought to know better spots

than this one. We have never

gone to college, and—oh, well

!

UNIVERSAL

There was another man here, but

we cut him out, too, to boost
along '

'The Birth of Patriotism.
'

'

TRIANGLE-KAY BEE

Dorothy Dalton isn't accustomed to this, even when the other woman is Enid Markey, and if you know any-

thing about "The Female of the Species," you know it's going pretty hard with Harold Hickman.



Milady's Midsummer Millinery

Virginia Pearson's newest hat is of the type known as "garden"—tasty, expensive and hard to get.

Mae Marsh can afford to smile ; she knows that

any hat she wears will be becoming. Miss
Marsh likes her hats thin; they're cooler, and
one doesn't mind a bit of sun now and then,

anyway.
Anna Nilsson sees no reason why one can't com-

bine furs with a midsummer bonnet.



Why Walk?

MOROSCO

Kathlyn Williams believes in preparedness—therefore she is busy with her oil can, getting ready for a trip

into the country.

Ruth Roland designed this sedan of robin's-egg

blue herself.

Jackie Saunders is " in bad' ' with the traffic cop,

who finds it difficult to do his duty.

Violet Horner has to keep close watch on her car—it's inclined to be a "runabout."



FARIM

Jackie Saunders loves to work in

her war garden. It gives her a
chance to wear her nifty overalls.

"I like the tomatoes and rad-

AMERICAN

Anna Little confiding to

:

;

M*

:<*

ishes," says Jackie, "but the friend that you never can tn

nasty potatoes always Wink their these horrid chickens,

eyes at me."

Virginia Pearson tells Glen White '

' The
War Bride's Secret"—how to coax an

onion out of the cold ground.

AMERICAN-MUTUAL

"Don't be a slacker," says Mary Miles Minter. "Show your
arms when the enemy approaches—especially if it's a man."

Gladys Leslie, who has recently become '

gently, yc



CTTES

ur Orphan," finds that if you sit up with a cow and talk to it

:e it to give much more milk."

Violet De Biccari knows that she planted something,

somewhere, but she just can't remember where or

what.





FA RMERETTES

AMERICAN-MUTUAL

"Don't be a slacker," says Mary Miles Minter. "Show your
arms when the enemy approaches—especially if it's a man."

, « Violet De Biccari knows that she planted something,

"Gladys Leslie who has recently become An mateur Orphan," finds that if you sit up with a cow and talk to it somewhere, but she just can't remember where or

gently. y°u uce it to give much more milk'.* what.



4ctic£ in th 1 c t 11 r e s

By JOHN

JACKSONVILLE, without a job, with-

out money, on the first of January.

That's me.

I was not a hobo, but temporarily I

had joined the band of hoboes, cripples

and pretenders who spend the winter

months in the South, where they need

work but little to secure the neces-

saries of life. The Jacksonville Times-

Union maintains a free "Position

Wanted" column for all comers. From day to day I

scanned this column and tried for all the jobs it offered.

I was willing to be a dishwasher, waiter, Ford mechanic,

sewer digger or night watch ; but on arrival at the places

found long lines waiting and no chance of a job. I was

mighty glad to graft a chunk of bread from a yacht or a

plate of beans from a schooner's galley.

One Monday morning I glanced down the column, but

stopped further search after reading: "Wanted—One thou-

sand men for pictures. Apply next door to M Hotel."

I was there in two jumps and found about the entire

thousand already assembled. It was a motley crew. Some
of the men were just out of jail for freight jumping in New
Orleans, and some for other reasons. There were repre-

sentatives from every State in the Union in that crowd,

but I do not think that the States would point at any one of

them with pride. Near the door was a cripple, groaning

and trying to get to the door to have first chance because

of his misfortune; but no one paid any

attention to him. It was a survival of

•the fittest.

The manager was greeted with wild

cheers when he haughtily walked out

of the hotel and prepared to unlock

the door. It had a big plate of glass

in it, and as the crowd surged and

pushed in after him, there was a loud

crash, a thousand tinkles, and the job

hunters pushed through the place where the glass had been

and crowded around the manager expectantly. He gave us

an icy look.

"Outside!" he said. "No slips issued until every man-

jack is outside that door!"

When we were again in the street, we had orders to ad-

vance two at a time. The manager wrote down our names

and the name of the one to whom we were to report—and

the job was assured. When I had my slip, I went outside

to sit on the curb with the other bums

and talk about the war. We were all

sure the world was going to the dogs.

Vxfr-jkp _ .. v I am usually optimistic, but my empty

Y=T|r§ I B stomach had me going at a most pes-
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At eleven o'clock the mob was or-

ganized for business, and we started

for the outskirts of the city, escorted
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RUSSELL

by the night force of cops, who had

had their palms crossed with silver to

act in the scene. A general order was

given to pick up a brick andha/ei£
ready. I had three. When we came to

a corner and were halted to listen to

a talk from the camera man as to our

duties, we were told to drop the bricks,

and they hit the ground with a crash

like thunder. I wondered how the

Jacksonville roads committee would like the job of picking

them up again.

"Now, men," bellowed the assistant, "a man owns this

mill. He is your employer and has wronged you fright-

fully. Burn the building. There is a vat of kerosene over

there. Get ready. When you have set the old trap on fire,

go back and get your bricks and get ready for action."

There was a grand rush for the

Pfk -& kerosene, the cripple leaping and jump-
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*ng a "onS w 'tn ms crutch, about three

feet ahead of anybody else. With

flaming torches we went for the build-

ing and burned it with neatness and

, ,, f; dispatch. The mob was orderly and

vllvi's a-3
easily handled. We yelled with ex-
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citement and joy as a great mass of

flames began belching from the win-

dows, and then we rushed for the bricks. Everybody

was well behaved — we obeyed every order, and then

marched back to the office for our pay.

This was one. dollar per each. I never could tell you

what that dollar meant to me. The way we spent our day's

pay would be a story in itself. It was too precious to spend

for mere lodging, so, after investing in food that meant

quantity rather than quality, I hoarded the remainder of

my treasure and retired to my bedroom, which was a quiet,

grassy plot under a boardwalk. I was too tired to notice

the sand that sifted down as people walked over my cham-

ber and fell asleep quickly, reveling in the thought of an-

other day's work. It didn't take me long to dress the next

morning, either, and get my yellow slip.

This time we went out to the negro quarters—a narrow,

ill-smelling street, lined thickly on both sides with small,

two-roomed houses. This was to be the setting for our

next act. The director had numerous signs, bearing the

legends of "Smallpox," "Scarlet fever," and so forth,

placed about in conspicuous places. This worried a soup-

bespattered and rotund gentleman,

who addressed me as "Say, dere,

leader of de gang," and asked me
earnestly if he could be let off. He
said "he didn't want to ketch none o'

dem goimes. " The directions from

the assistant spared my answer. He
ordered us to look angry and hide in the

alleys and get a stick or a bottle to wave.



A grand shout of approval greeted

this announcement. A number of the

gentlemen produced bottles from their hip

pockets that made good weapons when

properly drained. This the owners pro-

ceeded to do. We all looked too happy,

and the assistant angrily ordered us to

look mad. A fat negress had issued forth

to the frail balcony in front of her home

to gaze at the picture. We amused her. She laughed

heartily and rocked in unison. The combined force broke

down the chair on which she sat. She plunged straight on

down through the floor of the balcony. I ask you—who

could remain angry while watching a portly colored woman
breaking the balcony off her own house? She rose up from

the ruins in majestic wrath, while the camera clicked, the

assistant swore, and we roared.

We went at it again and trained ourselves into an angry

mob. We pursued the hero and heroine to the queen's

taste, as they sped away to enter an auto, according to the

scenario as written. But just as the mob came up with

them, the police stretched a rope across the road, and above

the noise of pounding feet rose a half-laughing cry, "Kill

the cops!"

From time immemorial a crowd has been swayed by a

single word. No one knew why they

were ordered to kill the cops, but it

was a job to their taste, and they went

at it with a right good will. The long

tails of the uniforms were very con-

venient. With a tail in each hand and

a little forcible persuasion, they split

up the back in a lovely and satisfac-

tory fashion. The policemen were in

for it, and they used their clubs with

splendid effect. It ended in a draw, with three policemen

piled up against the fence, unconscious. We had lost only

one. The general opinion as we went back was enthusi-

astic. We seemed to feel that the fight had been "swell."

The assistant was weary, but tried us once more. This

time he explained that the scenario called for the complete

destruction of a building. We were to arm ourselves with

bricks again and bombard the building. This pleased us

all, for everybody likes to break things, if he doesn't have

to pay any damage later. There was mighty little glass or

furniture left after we got through the job. We enjoyed

this part of it immensely and were interested when the as-

sistant told us we were through for the day. We expected

another dollar, you see.

"Now, men," said the paymaster, when he was sur-

rounded by the mob waving their yel-

low slips, "we are not going to pay you

till to-morrow"

"Oh, yes, you are!" "Lynch

him!" "I gotta catch a freight out

to-night!" "They are trying to skin

us— skin game!" and similar out-

cries rather startled him. He had

been present at the police fight and
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knew what we could do in that

line.

"I haven't the money with me,

boys"—he began.

"Then we'll go to the office with

you," yelled the crowd, and seizing

him by the shoulders, the mob started

off for town. Somebody telephoned

ahead, and when we reached the hotel

with our yellow slips and our hostage, we found the police

waiting for us. Even the chief of police was there, talk-

ing to the manager.

"If you don't pay 'em, you won't have much left of

your paymaster," suggested the chief coldly.

And so they paid us. It took them until eight o'clock

to get rid of us all.

So ended my experience in the pictures. The next day

I got a regular job. But I learned a valuable lesson, and

I'll pass it on for the benefit of the public. Never try act-

ing in the pictures unless you have some capital to start

with. Mighty few men can keep happy and healthy on the

few dollars a week that I earned during my first and last

week in the pictures.

Death
By HARRY J. SMALLEY

'Neath the Southern Cross, on a sun-cursed isle, in the

heart of the tropic sea, we were cast alone, you and I, my
own, when our ship went down on the lee! Starvation

came, and I watched you die, and I buried you where you

lay ! Ah, it was to be—I was saved, you see, but I buried

my heart that day in the lonely grave by the coral strand

near the surge of the dashing spray

!

*****
But we met again and we loved once more, in a land

'neath the arctic sky, where we delved for gold in the

Klondike cold, as we dreamed of joys 'twould buy. So we
worked and we loved, and we made our plans,' but Ihe

Reaper grim said "No!"—and you wept forlorn o'er my
body torn by a blast in the mine, you know ! So I died,

sweetheart, with your hand in mine, in the land of the ice

and snow

!

*****
We met once more, and again we loved, and the skies

of our love were blue, till your dad grew stern while he

bade you spurn all the love that I held for you. You were

an heiress, your chauffeur I, but we laughed at the social

bar ! We eloped one day in the usual way, but before we

had traveled far, the machine was wrecked and we both

found death in the mass of the shattered car

!

Evolution? Well, hardly that! Nor is it a dream of

dope. The explanation is simple, quite; you'll understand,

I hope. These are but scenes from three new plays we are

making, Mr. Fan—the girl is a motion picture star, and I

am her leading man

!

m m
Scenario writer—I wonder where I can find an example

of a "bust" scene?

Movie director—Why don't you visit the opera?



A Film Fun Frappe

Don't ask us what William Farnum is saying to Gladys Brockwell, because we don't know. We thought that
just looking at this picture might help you to forget that it's eighty in the shade and—you know the rest.

We may have a nasty disposition, but our one satisfaction is that, despite this scene from "The Crucial Test,"
Kitty Gordon is probably just as uncomfortably warm as we are right now.



How to Keep Cool by Proxy

VITaGRAPH

Take a good look at this scene from "The Fathers of Men " Stop mopping your brow. Concentrate, now.
Don't you feel cooler? Aren't you just shivering? No? Well, we couldn't make it work on ourselves, either.

WHARTON

Just supposing that you were Doris Kenyon
and that this bit of

'

'The Great White Trail"

was a mountain of vanilla ice cream, and
that you had to eat your way out. Whew

!

This chap is probably trying to shoot a snow-
flake, to take it back with him and show the
folks in town there really is such an animal.
—Scene from "Human Driftwood."



Laugh and Keep Cool

KLEVER PICTURES

Victor Moore, in "Bungalowing," an amusing comedy with a universal appeal, falls for one of those "dollar-down-
and-dollar-when-you-can-catch-'em" schemes, and finds that life in the country isn't all the prospectus cracks it up

to be.

Hank Mann and Peggy Prevost, in a scene from "His Final Blowout." A stranger coming to town supplants Hank
in the affections of his girl, but Hank manages to turn the tables on him in a novel manner.



how, the audiences came to see the films unrolled, and told

their friends to come, too, and the regular theaters that

were not doing first-class work became lonelier and lonelier,

and many of them did not see the light till they had to put

their own lights out.

But the critics die hard. They have been driven from

trench to trench, but are still digging newer (if much shal-

lower) holes in the ground. The films became too good to

be ignored, but they could still be kept in a separate pen

and noticed under a subordinate heading among the dra-

matic news, and you could always smile a little disdain-

fully when they were mentioned.

Those who chose could soon say, "The movies? But

why not save up your money till you can go to THE
OPERA?" And not everyone replied, as did a little friend

of mine, "What foolishness! If it cost five dollars to go

to the movies and ten cents to go to the opera, you would

save up to go to the movies!"

And now—what's the answer?

Why, the critics (with honorable exceptions, of course)

have not had the brains to see that this is a new art, not

only in its mechanical but in its esthetic side. It is a com-

bination between the oldest dramatic art—pantomime

—

and literature. It is not the drama (so called), for that is

a mixture of pantomime or action and oratory. By using

the picture instead of human agency, this new art also ad-

mits of a whole new series of effects impossible to the

stage, and so involving a technique unknown in old dramas,

and only now in process of creation in the hands and the

brains of a new sort of artists.

I have made a partial list of these, but it is a growing

list and needs constant additions. Just for examples, let

me mention the close-ups that make small items and minor

actions a strong portion of the film plays; or the vista

scenes that in their rapid changes have made scene back-

grounds lifeless; or the transformations that make magic

real and the imagination a creator of realities instead of

dreams; or the throw-in scenes that put on the screen the

inner thoughts of a character.

But what is the use? It is in vain to preach to deaf

ears. An old story is permissible when it illustrates a

point. So let us recall the old countryman's remark after

a careful study of the kangaroo in the menagerie :
'

' H—1

!

There ain't no such animal !"

Of course, he was wrong; and the critics are wrong in

the same way. There is such an animal, but it is new to

the critics.

They expect its legs to be even, and they are uneven;

they expect it to run, and it jumps; it has a big, fat tail,

when they expected a bob; and its head is small, where

they expected—something else.

Meanwhile, in spite of the critical disquisitions that

the movies [are—only what they are, the makers of film

pictures and plays keep on giving an appreciative public a

form of entertainment, a kind of instruction, a vehicle for

causing emotions, a means of waking and satisfying the

imagination and arousing sympathies. And they keep their

hold on the people by charging them something less than a

week's wages for a two hours' recreation.

Still,
'

' what is the use of a baby, '

' unless we all en-

courage it to grow to its full power of development? And
we may respectfully ask these well-meaning friends, whether

constant fault-finding or perpetual detraction seems called

for toward a new and delightful art and one promising end-

less development. Hitch your wagon to a star, dear critic.

The one-hoss chaise is out of date.

N. LAZARNICK PHOTO

Jane and Katherine won first prize at the Automobile Fashion Show, at the Sheepshead Bay Speedway, in this Willys-

Knight eight-cylinder sporting touring car. The Lee kids got a $200 Liberty bond and the Willys-Knight Company
a blue ribbon.



Comments of a r e e a n c e
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By LINDA A

fN THREE of New York's Broadway

theaters, located within a stone's

throw of one another, there are being

shown at this writing three photoplays

widely different in character. These

three photoplays are interesting not alone

in themselves, but also because of the

patronage that each draws to its respec-

tive theater. One of the three is Ben-

jamin Chapin's Lincoln Cycle, a his-

torical, educational film, depicting
scenes in the life of Abraham Lincoln.

This photoplay is nightly packing the

theater. The audiences embrace not

only the typical "movie fan," but pro-

fessors, ministers, children and that

large class of people who like "fine" things, but who pre-

fer a quiet evening at home rather than to spend it seeing

Theda Bara '

' vamp. '

'

Across the street and downtown a few squares from the

theater showing the Lincoln Cycle is to be seen '

' Christus,
'

'

a photoplay portraying scenes in the life of Jesus of Naza-

reth. It is a film that at least could do none of us harm to

see, especially in this day of a world war, when it seems at

times as if the white race were doomed to bleed to death.

The story and the lesson of the Man of Peace, even if told

on the screen of a motion picture theater, might be well

heeded. But there are many vacant seats at the Criterion.

In between the theater showing the Lincoln Cycle and

the one showing "Christus" is a playhouse displaying a

film called "Redemption," with Evelyn Nesbit and her

son, Russell Thaw. The star, once associated with one of

the most shocking crimes in the history of New York City,

would no doubt never have been given a chance to demon-

strate whether she had a right to a measure of fame—possi-

bly would never have been seen on a motion picture screen

—

had it not been for the notoriety in which she was.once en-

veloped. But to this theater the crowds are flocking. Why?
-?-

A few words in detail as to these three pictures. First,

the Chapin film. In the seven years that I have been see-

ing motion pictures there have been few that I have cared

to see twice. I could count on the fingers of one hand

those I have witnessed, from choice, more than once. I

have no desire to be credited with the statement that there

have been only five really fine pictures since the photoplay

became an integral part of our modern, American, every-

day life, for we have had many splendid ones. I attended

the pre-view of the first part of the Lincoln Cycle some few

weeks ago and came from the theater with a sense of hav-

ing seen something very different from anything I had ever

seen on a screen before. I was so profoundly touched that

I wondered if I had been cherishing some mood which gave

such harmonious and complete response to the underlying

sentiment of the production. My second viewing of the

picture—seeing it "cold," as it were—convinces me that

GRIFFITH

Benjamin Chapin has done a great thing in giving the pub-

lic this photoplay, conceived and executed in a masterly way.

Mr. Chapin looks like Lincoln, and he knows his

Lincoln. I understand that he has given twenty years of

his life to the study of the martyred President. He has

written of Lincoln. He has acted Lincoln in a drama on

Lincoln's life that he himself wrote. He has transferred

to the screen, impressively and reverently, the life of the

man who, more than any of our great men, touches the

heart of every true American. For we all love Lincoln,

while we respect and honor Washington.

The scenes in the poor log-cabin home of the Lincolns

are touching in the extreme. The uncouth father, Tom
Lincoln—uncouth to look at, but with a big, gentle heart

—

the spiritual mother, and Abe as the boy, lovable and irre-

sistible, are as fine characterizations as have ever been seen

on the screen. Mr. Chapin has stamped his picture with

sincerity, dignity, humanness and simplicity. Even the

men in the audience were not ashamed of their tears. If

Mr. De Mille, Mr. Jesse Lasky and Miss Geraldine Farrar

understood a little of this abiding quality of simplicity

that goes with the truly great and cared to present history

truthfully, they could have made a great picture of even

the absurd photoplay, "Joan the Woman." Many pro-

ducers have much to learn from Mr. Chapin's Lincoln

Cycle. Some benevolent and patriotic citizen of means

should see that every child has an opportunity to view this

picture revealing the inner life of our greatest President,

for the picture will help to instill more genuine patriotism

than millions of yards of red, white and blue bunting and

waving banners.

«?-

Articles on '

' the Thaw case' ' have used up as much
printers' ink as they should—and more than they should.

From a psychological standpoint only, the case has its

points of interest. I attended the Globe Theater at the

initial presentation of
'

' Redemption. '

' The first thing that

interested me was the audience. Audiences always are in-

teresting, but this one was particularly so. One might

surely expect to see on such an occasion a rush for seats by

many that might be classed as among the
'

' undesirable,
'

'

but it was of vital interest that there were few of that class.

Plainly to be seen among the conglomerate audience were

thrifty housewives, the domestic suburbanite, long-haired

ministers and proper husbands with their as proper wives.

Outside at the box office stood a long line of people wait-

ing. I asked myself, Why this vogue of the Thaw? Miss

Nesbit, the former Mrs. Harry Thaw, has been seen in

vaudeville sufficiently to have had the edge taken off the

people's curiosity. She has been conspicuously before the

public on and off for over ten years. Tragedy and time

have placed their tax upon her beauty. As a dancer in

vaudeville she met with indifferent success. Therefore, it

is not entirely a morbid interest in her past notoriety, it is

not remaining beauty of face or form or peculiar talent

that brings the people. Miss Nesbit has been quietly



•working, and working hard. The thought came to me, Is

a sympathetic public, always ready to help the unfortunate,

trying to help her find herself and gain for herself a recog-

nized and well-earned place, where she may be judged on

merit alone? I should like to think so.

As a motion picture actress Miss Nesbit is most satis-

factory. Her work has repose and a surprising amount of

genuine suppressed emotion. In all the seven reels of the

picture she did absolutely nothing that was not in good

taste. Her little son, who appears with her in the film,

also has the fine poise of his mother—rather a remarkable

degree of it in a child so young. We wish Miss Nesbit had

had a better story. It was a long-drawn-out, weary tale,

comprising parts of her strange and tragic experiences.

Given a good story and a good director, Miss Nesbit will

hold her own with the best of the motion picture stars.

And isn't it strange that at the same moment of the

Thaw revival, and only a few steps from the crowded thea-

ter, is to be seen "Christus," telling the beautiful story of

the Leader of mankind, and to houses practically empty?

The picture is impressive. Beautiful reproductions from

the old masters are introduced in the story, and actual

places in the Holy Land where this Bible story is located

are shown in the film. All this should be of great interest.

To see the Baptism in the River Jordan and Christ walking

on the Sea of Galilee, and to know that one is really look-

ing upon living representations of these incidents, was to

me wprth the price of admission.

Whether we believe in the divinity of Jesus of Nazareth

or not matters little. We must all agree, if we have

studied His life, that He was at least the most scientific

man that ever trod the earth. It is always a delicate mat-

ter to portray, either on screen or stage, the life of heroes

such as our own Washington or Lincoln. I prefer to think,

the reason "Christus" is not better patronized is that the

subject is too sacred for the screen and the presentation to

some possibly seems irreverent. I prefer to think this

rather than to feel it is a matter of indifference on the part

of the public to the words and story of humanity's greatest

teacher of ethics.
-?-

All that Mary Pickford lacks in dramatic ability she

supplies by her winsome personality, and the one dominant

note of that personality has always been its appealingness

and purity. What we calmly accept from Miss Pickford,

we as calmly are ready to hang Theda Bara for. Never-

theless, it is rather distasteful and jarring to one's sense of

the niceness of things to see Miss Pickford in the role pro-

vided for her in "A Romance of the Redwoods." Of

course, we know she could visit, in a photoplay, 'most any

den of iniquity, and no matter how near the sin and de-

bauchery obtaining there, she would not be touched by it.

But, however innocent her "motion picture soul" may be,

it surely is not ignorant of the realities of life, and so we
wish she wouldn't be given stories in which she is asked to

fall in love with such, a worthless specimen of humanity as

is impersonated in the character portrayed by Elliott Dex-

ter. The authors of the scenario might at least have

dragged in the conventional and shown the would-be hero

in a scene or two where he did an act of heroism, a touch-

ing scene with a child or even a dumb animal—just some

little bit to show he had the makings of a man in him, no

matter how deeply buried his manhood might have been;

but the character has not one redeeming feature. Motion

picture heroines, even the most fragile and soulful, have

always apparently had a soft spot in their hearts for the

cave-man type. But when our virtuous heroines of the

screen presume, for no reason in God's world, to fall in

love with these motion picture representations of our abo-

riginal antecedents, we want to catch at least a glimpse of

the sparkle that 'tis said shines in the roughest diamond.

"A Romance of the Redwoods" certainly breathes a most

immoral atmosphere. Probably we should be thankful that

our motion picture audiences are not more analytical than

they are. But the Board of Censors might well be.

«?-

It must hurt those who knew and loved Ethel Barrymore

in the days when she played '

' Sunday, " " Captain Jinks of

the Horse Marines" and "Cousin Kate" to see her on the

screen. It surely hurts those of us who knew her only in

later years. Why does this maturing matron, with a fine

and growing family, want to be a motion picture actress?

It fills one with despair to view her on the screen. Seeing

her real self in "The 12 Pound Look" at the Empire Thea-

ter and her shadow self on the screen of the Rialto, as was

possible, revealed that success in the art of the stage does

not mean the same success as a motion picture star. Please,

Miss Barrymore, help us to keep the little place in our

hearts that you won by your fine work on the stage. Don't

kill even the memory of the good things you have done by

appearing in photoplays. They don't fit you, and you don't

fit them. If Charles Chaplin, young and at the height of

his success and essentially of the screen, can turn his back

on extravagantly profitable motion picture contracts and

go and fight for his country, surely Miss Barrymore should be

able to resist the lure of the remunerative motion picture. If

she would only let us see her oftener in the spoken drama and

seldomer on the screen, how much happier we all would be!

• -?-

Why does a scribe in the New York Times, in writing

of the boon the photoplay has been and is during the sum-

mer months to managers of theaters devoted to the spoken

drama, say that, after accepting $3,000 a week as rent dur-

ing these summer months, all that it is necessary to do

after the "movie horde" has departed in the fall is to

fumigate the theater? It has not been perceptible to me
that the two-dollar theater devoted to the housing of a

photoplay became any more smelly than when it sheltered

three or more acts of spoken drama. There have been

times when I have been uncomfortable and not altogether

happy seeing the legitimate drama in an expensive orches-

tra chair. And on these occasions I have often been sorry

that I did not bring either my smelling salts bottle or a

match and a stick of Chinese punk. But, after all, the

manager might well afford the expense of a proper fumiga-

tion when the offensive "movie horde" departs, after tak-

ing in $3,000 rent on the photoplay he so kindly domiciles

in his theater during the dull "dog day" season.



The official movie man (in a warm corner)—Aw, for heaven's sake register hate, some of you!

THE SPENDTHRIFT'S REGRET
NOW I wish I had the money I have wasted!

I can see, too late, how foolishly it went.

Oh, the few and fleeting pleasures I have tasted

Haven't been enough to pay for what I've spent.

" Spend your money like a prince," may sound alluring,

But a prince is pretty certain of his job.

There's no chance he'll have to stand what I'm enduring
With the florist and the tailor raising hob.

When a fellow gets his envelope, its showing
Makes him fondly dream he'll lay aside a bit;

But the next he knows he's at his foolish blowing
Like a drunken sailor in a lavish fit.

For an hour or more I've sat and idly pondered
On the goodly cash blown in for vanished joys.

How I wish I had the money I have squandered

!

I would do the town this evening with the boys!

—Walter G. Doty.

The Other Angle

"My fourth boy, Coonrod,—" began Mr. Gap
Johnson, of Rumpus Ridge, Ark.

"But, looky yur, Gap!" expostulated a friend.

"Don't you know your own family? Your fourth

boy is Runt."

"I'm counting from the other end of the line."

JUDGING FROM APPEARANCE
Near-sighted man (to hostess)—Ah, Mrs. Mareeau, what an exquisite

new fire-screen you have

!



Who's Who and Where

Whoever gets Marie Prevost's goat

gets a fortune as well. Marie raises

goats—not the common, backyard va-

riety, but real aristocrats all the way

from Persia.

-?-

Mary Pickford's latest gift from one

of her admirers is a comb sent by a

little girl, who formerly used it on a

kitten named after "Little Mary," and

which lost all of its nine lives before

it was two months old.

-5-

Fannie Ward and her company have

left the Lasky studio for the Mexican

border, in order to film scenes for Miss

Ward's next production, which is being

staged under the direction of George

Melford.

Arthur Ashley, who specializes in

villains, declares that he has been put

to death on the screen more times and

with a greater variety of violence than

any other actor. "Still," says he, "he

who dies and walks away may live to

die another day."
-?-

"The Naulahka," by Rudyard Kip-

ling, is to be put into a motion picture

feature by Pathe. Antonio Moreno

will play
'

' Nick Garvin,
'

' Warner Oland

will play the Rajah, and Helene Chad-

wick will be the "Kate." George Fitz-

maurice will direct the picture.

«?-

Hassard Short, the young English

actor who played with Laurette Taylor

in "Peg o' My Heart, " and with Emily

Stevens in
'

'The Unchastened Woman, '

'

is to support Norma Talmadge in
'

' The

Moth." Mr. Short has refused to ap-

pear in the pictures up to this time.

-5-

The kiddies at Universal City are

eating chocolate this season to prove

their patriotism. There are numerous

signs tacked on the walls, asking every-

one to save tinfoil for Red Cross pur-

poses, and chocolate comes wrapped in

the precious stuff. So the youngsters

are munching chocolate at every oppor-

tunity and defying parents to object.

-5-

Arrangements have been completed

between Julian Eltinge and Jesse L.

Lasky, whereby the well-known female

impersonator's name has been added

to the list of Famous Players-Lasky

stars. Mr. Eltinge is just plain "Bill"

to his friends, and he refuses to discuss

feminine fashions, even for publicity.

Dr. Ferdinand King, a New York City Physician and Medical Author says : "There can be

no strong, vigorous, iron men nor beautiful, healthy, rosy-cheeked women without Iron

—

Nuxated Iron taken three times per day after meals will increase the strength and endur-

ance of weak, nervous, run-down folks 100 per cent, in two weeks' time in many instances.

Avoid the old forms of metallic iron which may injure the teeth, corrode the stomach, and

thereby do more harm than good. Take only organic iron—Nuxated Iron." It is dispensed

by all good druggists.

Hotel Lenox
North Street, at Delaware Avenue

BUFFALO, N.Y.

A modern, fireproof and distinctive hotel of 250 all

outside rooms. Ideally located. Excels in equip-

ment, cuisine and service.

Operated on the
European Plan

$1.50 per Day and Up
C. A. MINER,
Managing Director

Write for complimentary "Guide of Buffalo and
Niagara Falls."

"Far from a Big City's Noise,
Close to a Big City's Business"

If You Can Draw
a little and want to draw more, you have an opportunity to

learn at small expense to yourself. Eugene Zimmerman has

an established reputation as a cartoonist. He has put some of

the tricks of his trade into a book,

"CARTOONS AND CARICATURES"
bound neatly in three-quarter morocco, which will be sent to

you prepaid on receipt of price, $1.00.

ZIM BOOK, BrunSw^kB
8
uiidu,s, 225 Fifth Ave., New York City
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$767 (SM3 For This Home
NO MONEY iN ADVANCE!

"Build to SUy-The HARRIS WAY/' and
be sure of the utmost possible in Quality, Economy
and Service. Profit directly by our 24 years experience
as the originatora of the " Direct-To-Yoa Home Building
Industry. "THE HARRIS WAY" has menta possessed
by no other home building method. It is the best, safest,
most sensible way to build your borne right—without wast-
ing a penny I

Your Home Sensibly Cut-To-Fit
Shipped Complete in One Car

The material uaed In all Harris Homes Is sensibly cut-to-fit
with absolute accuracy—you pay for no waste! Our mam-
moth material stations are centrally located for quick de-
liveries,no matter where you live, at lowest possible freight
cost.Your complete home shipped in one car—all at onetime.

Send I/s Vour Lumber Bills
Our SI0,000,000.00 buying power
givee Harris customers a big price ad-
vantage. We can—and do—undersell
otheral Proof? Send us your lumber
bills. Get our figures and compare
them Item for item.

CPfC $10,000 Plan Bookrntt of 100 Harris Homes
Wrltsfor latest edition of the famous
•10,000 Harris Home Book of Plane.
100 designs with descriptions, materi-
al specifications, prices, etc. Saves you $50 to $76 for
architect's plans right at the start. FREE on request.

Harris Brothers Co., Dept. DH- 263 , Chicago• m-rtfU

JUDGE HAS THE
LARGEST CIRCU-

LATION OF ANY
HUMOROUS
PERIODICAL

For Sale On
All News-stands

Ten Cents Weekly

iiimiimmmillin: n 11111:11 11 :: :;

'

DON'T YOU LIKE
My Eyelashes and Eyebrows?

You can have the same
r.ASIIM.I.N, a hair food, applied
once eacli day, will absolutely pro-
duce thick and long eyebrows and eye-

lashes. Easy to apply—sure in results.

Lasuoeen is anOrientalformula. Onebox
1 all you will need. Not sold at druggists.

Mailed on receipt of 25c coin and 2c postage.

LASIINEEN COMPANY, Dept. 25, Philadelphia

<bt>U 10 3>1UU WwCCKly ture plays in spare
time. Great demand. YOU can write them. We
show you how. Experience not necessary. Send for

free booklet of valuable information and special
Prile Offer. Chicago Photo-playright College, Box278-G18,Chl'go

111

POCKETEm
Illustrated Catalogue Included.

Send 6 Cents In Stamps

MAGIC CO., Sta., 5. 470 8th Avenue. NEW YORK

PHOTOPLAYS STORIES POEMS
WRITE FOR FREE COPY "Hints on Writine
and Selling Photoplays, Short Stories, Poems."

Atlai Publiihing Co., P-243 AtJM Bldg.. Cincinnati. 0.

He weighs one hundred and seventy-

five pounds and is as accomplished

with his fists as he is with his ankles.

-?-

George M. Cohan's second photoplay

is to be "Seven Keys to Baldpate,

"

which had a long run four years ago

on Broadway, at the Astor Theater, un-

der the direction of Cohan and Harris.

-?-

Captain Leslie T. Peacocke says that

Edward Jobson, who plays heavy (in

all senses of the word) character roles,

evidently eats a lot of "soldier food"

—it all goes right to the front.

-5-

Dustin Farnum has established the

long-distance smoke record, having

taken whiffs from the stem of a clay

pipe twenty-nine inches long. Dusty-

makes another record, in that he is the

first film star who doesn't use his

smoking implement as a vehicle for

blowing rings.

-?-

Za Su Pitts says there's nothing ex-

traordinary about her name and that

she got it in a very simple manner.

"My mother had two sisters, one called

Elizabeth and one Susan," says she.

"She took the 'Za' from the one, and

the 'Su' from the other, and so I was

christened. That's all."

•?•

Wallace Reid has learned to extract

weird noises from every conceivable

instrument, from a wash boiler to a

broom handle, and has now turned his

attention to the innocent saxophone.

The consensus of opinion is that he will

develop into a good saxophone player,

if the hearse doesn't beat him to it.

-?-

W. Somerset Maugham, the author

and dramatist, has been engaged by the

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation to

write especially for its photoplay pro-

ductions. The motion picture rights

to Mr. Maugham's play, "The Land of

Promise," have been obtained by the

producers and will be adapted for Billie

Burke by Mr. Maugham himself.

-?-

Roscoe ('
' Fatty'

'
) Arbuckle says he's

perfectly willing to go to the front if

his country needs him, but declares

that he is in doubt as to his practical

usefulness in the trenches on the firing

line. He does not think he would ex-

actly fit in such surroundings. How-

ever, he is certain he'd be very efficient

when it came to stopping bullets or

providing a human fortification behind

which his entire company could hide.

Mollie King declares that, despite a
common belief to the contrary, it is not

the motion picture star, but the aver-

age "fan" who is temperamental.
'

' Working for the camera is a matter-

of-fact business proposition," says she.
'

' There is no time for ' temperament'

or for anything else but work. The
theater-goer receives the benefit of the

finished motion picture. All the work

of star, director, author and technician

has gone out to the end of pleasing the

audience."

-5-

John R. Freuler, president of the

Mutual Film Corporation, prophesies

that along with milk, bread and pota-

toes, the price of motion pictures is

going up. "A general and decided

increase in admission prices for pic-

ture theaters all over America is to be

expected at once," says Mr. Freuler.

"All of the increasing industrial costs

and everything which affects the scale

of living affects the pictures very di-

rectly. The motion picture is sold to

the public too cheaply now. It is sure

to cost more."
-?-

Jackie Saunders's uncle, a wealthy

Philadelphian, living in London, has

offered her $100, 000 to quit the scjeen.

Miss Saunders had hard work gaining

the consent of her parents when she was

offered her first motion picture engage-

ment in 1911, and her uncle has always

been the irreconcilable member of the

family. He first offered her $25,000,

then $50, 000 to retire. Jackie says the

$100,000 is a terrible temptation, but

she thinks she can make that much by

her own hard work, and would rather

work than loaf. She is thinking seri-

ously of asking him to turn the money

over to the Red Cross.

-5-

A company of gunners from the an-

tipodes, who are fighting on the western

front, have named their trench "The

Louise Lovely Trench" and written to

tell her about it. The letter is written

on a piece of brown wrapping paper,

signed by every man in the company,

and placed in a homemade envelope.

In addition, they have called their

howitzer "Louise." "Yesterday we

opened fire with 'Louise, '
" the letter

goes on to say, "and bombarded the

bally enemy with her for' nineteen

hours.
'
' Miss Lovely keenly appreci-

ates the honor conferred upon her and

is making up a box to send to her

gunners.



"WALL-NUTS" "GOOD-NIGHT, NURSE"
By James Montgomery Flagg

Here's a
Suggestion

Can you think of a

better decoration
than these five jolly

girls from Judge?

Five brilliant paint-

ings by

James Montgomery Flagg

Mary Lane McMillan
Paul Stahr

in full colors, 9 x 12

inches, mounted on a

heavy mat, ready for

the frame, for

One Dollar
(25 cents apiece)

Just pin a bill, check,

money-order or stamps to

the coupon below, fill in

your name, and send it in

to-day to the Art Print

Department of

The Happy Medium

p. f.—8-ir

JUDGE ART PRINT DEPARTMENT
225 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Please send me the five pictures from Judge,

for which I enclose $1.00.

^i-ane'C^^Ts
Name...,

Address

.
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Send for Catalog telling all about how easy we make
it for yoa to wear and own a Genuine Diamond, fine

Watch, or other handsome Jewelry. There are over 2,000

Shotographic illustrations of Diamonds, Watches,
ewelry, etc.— Diamond Rings on credit terms as

low as $2.50 a month: Diamond La Vallieres as low as
$1 a month; Diamond Ear Screws, Studs, Scarf Pins at
$2 a month. All our Diamonds are characterized by
dazzling brilliancy and wide-spread effect, and are set in

solid gold and platinum. Solid gold Watches, ladies'

and men's, at $3.50 a month; Wrist Watches, $1.50 a
month, etc., etc. Whatever you select from our Catalog
will be sent, all shipping charges prepaid. You see
and examine the article right in your own hands.
If perfectly satisfied, pay one-fifth of the purchase price

and keep it, balance divided into eight equal amounts,
payable monthly. If not just what you wish, return at
our expense. You assume no risk, you are under no
obligations. SEND FOR CATALOG TODAY.

LOFTIS BROS.& CO., National Credit Jewelers isss

Dept. C930 108 N. State Street, Chicago, III,

Storeolo: Chicago: Pittsburgh: St. Louis; Omaha

You Can Have
Beautiful Eye-
brows and Lashes

by applying "Lash-Brow-lne" nightly.

It nourishes the eyebrows and lashes,

makins them long, thick and luxuri-

ant, adding wonderfully to your beauty,

charm and attractiveness. *'Lash-llrow-

ine" is a guaranteed pure and harmless
preparation, used successfully hy thousands.

Send 25c (coin) and we will mail you "Lash-
..row-ine" and our beauty booklet prepaid in

_ lain sealed cover. Iteware of worthless Imitations.

MAYBELT, i.AHOBATOniES. 4008-18 Indiana Are., CHICAGO

\\j C. SILVER ONLY-B
| G F\j N~j dT\\/C ^ou apparently see thru Clothes, Wood,3 \J TS Stone, any ob.iect. See Bones in Flesh.

MARVEL MFG. CO. Dept. 45, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Incorporate Your Business In Arizona
Least cost, Greatest advantages. Cost not affected by
.amount of capital. Transact business and keep books
-anywhere. Stock made full-paid and non-assessable by
using- our forms. Laws, blanks and directions free.

Special forms prepared without charg-e.

Stoddard Incorporating Company, Box 8N, Phoenix, Arizona

Branch Office: Van Nays Building, Los Angeles, California

Comics, Cartoons, Com-
)
mercial Newspaper and
Magazine Illustrating.

Pastel and Crayon Por-
traits BY MAIL OR LOCAL
CLASSES. Write for terms,
list of successful pupils.

ASSOCIATED AB.T STUDIOS, 2208 Flatiron Building, New York

$-01d Coins Wanted—

$

$4.25 EACH paid for U. S. Flying Eagle Cents dated 1856.

$2 to $500 EACH paid (or hundreds oi Coins dated before 1910.

Send TEN cents at once for our New Illustrated Coin Value

Book, size 4x7. It may mean your fortune. Get posted.

•CLARKE COIN CO., Box 26, LE ROY, N. Y.

WRITE FOR MONEY)
JlHtmdredi ofInexperienced people make BIG MONET -writing Photo-

UdUti Btorleu.Etol Socanjou I "We will accept jourideaeln A^Y form

ll-coricct FKKE_s.ll on cominUllon. Big reward*.
!
Make money. Write

todayforfulldetailfl. Writer'a Service, Dept, 1*8 Anl>am,N.I.

OUR READERS' COLUMN
|

This department belongs to the readers i
of Film Fun. Write us and tell us what \
you think about it. If we can help you, I
write and tell us so. If you like our maga- 1
zine, tell us about it. If you do not like 1
it, tell us anyway. We want to know i
just what you think about it. 1

Recently a friend recommended Film
Fun to me. I bought a copy and liked

it immensely. I think it a live little

magazine and am particularly inter-

ested in the pictorial layout, as it gives
one some idea of all the newest pic-

tures in a brief and attractive manner.
Good luck to Film Fun and its pub-
lishers! G. M., Syracuse.

«?-

Can you please tell me what Mae
Marsh is doing now? She is one of my
favorites, and I have followed her work
carefully since I first saw her in "The
Birth of a Nation." S. P. A., Buffalo.

Mae Marsh is now making pictures

for the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation,

in Fort Lee. Her first picture for this

company is to be released in September.

Allow me to congratulate you on the
last issue of Film Fun. From the ed-

itorial right through to the last page,

it was interesting, amusing and timely.

Can you tell me with what company
Theodore Roberts is playing, and where
I can write to him? L. J. N., Ken-
tucky.

Theodore Roberts is with the Lasky

Company. You can write to him in

care of Lasky, Hollywood, Cal.

-St
Film Fun is my favorite motion pic-

ture magazine, and I cannot tell you
how much I like it. If it will not in-

convenience you, I should be very
grateful if you would tell me the name
of Louise Glaum's newest picture. R.

O., Yonkers.

Louise Glaum's newest picture to

date is "A Strange Transgressor," re-

leased through the Triangle Film Com-
pany.

-5-

I buy Film Fun quite often and think

it is a nice magazine. I like the Read-
ers' Column especially. Will you please

tell me where I can send a letter to

Enid Bennett, and will you tell me how
old she is? I should also like to know
Marguerite Clark's age. E. K., Utah.

You can address Enid Bennett in care

of the Triangle Film Corporation, 1459

Broadway, New York City. Miss Ben-

nett is about twenty-two years old. As
for Marguerite Clark—reckoning in the

only way we can in the film game, we
should say that she is ten or there-

abouts.
-?-

We have been taking Film Fun for

several months, and we all look forward
to its coming. The children are par-

ticularly fond of it, and no one else in

the family gets a chance to read it un-
til they have gone carefully through
each page, looking for their favorites.

Our children are great picture fans, and
it is a pleasure to know that they can
go through Film Fun in search of pic-

tures they would like to see and that
they will find only clean, wholesome
photoplays recommended. If more
magazines stood for clean pictures, the
industry would grow even more quickly
than it is now doing. Mrs. B. L. D.,
New York.

-?-

I have been reading Film Fun for

quite a while, and always read it with
interest. It is nice to be able to read
bits about your favorites and to discuss
them with your friends. Will you
please tell me where I can write to

Florence La Badie, and whether she
would answer my letter? Do you think
she would send me a picture? F. T.,

Albany.

You can address Florence La Badii

at the Thanhouser Film Corporation,

New Rochelle, N. Y. If she is not too

busy, she will probably answer your

letter, and perhaps send you a photo-

graph if you ask her to.

I read Film Fun and cannot say
enough good things about it. I enjoy
the Readers' Column especially. I am
a great admirer of Mary Pickford and
of Mrs. Vernon Castle. I have been
going sixty-one miles to see Mrs. Cas-

tle in "Patria, " and I think I would
go one hundred miles to see Mary Pick-

ford. Will you please tell me whether
Mrs. Castle is separated from her hus-

band? I should like to know, in order

to settle an argument on the subject.

C. L., Oklahoma.

Most people are only too ready to be-

lieve all the slander they hear about

film folk. Vernon Castle has been in

France, doing brave work flying for the

Allies. He has been unable to be with

Mrs. Castle continuously, but we un-

derstand that the latter used up her last

vacation in going across to visit him,

and that she is quite satisfied with her

courageous husband.

-?-

I am sorry to trouble you, but Film
Fun has always been so kind about

answering my questions that I thought

you might let me ask one more. Can
you send me a photograph of Norma
Talmadge, and if not, can you tell me
where I can get one? Shall I write

directly to Miss Talmadge herself?

N. S. B., Philadelphia.

We should be very glad to send you

a photograph of Miss Talmadge, but,

unfortunately, all those which we have

on hand are kept for our own use and

reference. If you will write to Miss

Talmadge, in care of the Selznick Pic-

ture Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue,

New York, perhaps she will send you

one.



Triangle Players
Live Their Parts

Acting is but artificial expression. It is one thing to

mimic character—and quite another to create it. Triangle
Players are chosen because they have the living spark
ofproductive ability. They are the poets of the screen,

who carry imagination to the point of vivid reality and
live the life, the individuality, the joy and pathos in

TRIANGLE PLAYS
THE FOREMOST PRODUCTIONS

IN MOTION PICTURES

And Triangle Players are chosen for the parts they play.

They have an understanding of human nature. They are born
with the white flame of genius burning in their breasts, that

lifts them out of the commonplace — and gives them the
ability to take their audience with them.

Triangle Plays are apart from the usual
too. They are portrayals of passion and
tenderness, poverty and riches, love and
hate— all used as tools by the picture-

drama craftsman to teach a wholesome
lesson. Triangle Plays do this without
offense, and with cleanliness uppermost.

Look for Triangle Plays in your neighbor-
hood theatres.

Triangle Distributing Corporation
1457 Broadway New York



Columbia
Superiority is

measured by

Columbia
^Cone

HE RECORD played on the Columbia Grafonola is more than a record
-it is reality. Through the marvelous Columbia reproducer, every indi-

vidual musical pulsation—every modulation of every note comes back with
volume and warmth the same as the original itself.

The splendid resonance so essential to reproducing orchestral music; the
delicacy needed to carry the notes of whispering woodwinds and murmuring
strings; the ability to convey the living warmth that gives great voices their

personality—these make up the miraculous perfection of the Columbia repro-
ducer and Columbia TONE.

.

Clear, natural, brilliant, true—these words are hardly enough to describe
it. Only one word can truly tell all that "Columbia tone" implies—and that
single word is : life !

Look for the "music note" trade mark—
the mark of a genuine Columbia Grafonola.



FILM FUN
A n (I T he Magazine
Library and Sis Hopkin

f Fun. Judge's

Notice to Reader

When you finish read-

ing this magazine place

a pne cent stamp on this

notice, hand same to any

postal employe, and it

will be placed in the

hands of our soldiers or

sailors at the front.

PRICE 10 CENTS
SUBSCRIPTION $1.00 PER YEAR

SEPTEMBER

COPYRIGHT
BY LESLIE-JUDGE CO./ NEW YORK

IOI7,

WEE THREE

A MOVING PICTURE OF WAR



WOMAN, lovely woman, of every race and clime, in every variety
of costume—from the smile and the neat fitting suit of sunshine
of the belles of tropical Polynesia and Melanesia to the furs of the

| natives of the home of the Frost King—greet the reader on every page, in

1 hundreds of photographs never before reproduced, in

TOMENWOMEN
OFALL OFALL

NATIONS NATIONS

;.ESmb ; EDITED'"

. BY BY
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An interesting and splendid set of books for every man or woman who loves to study
human nature. The only standard work that describes the women of all races and nations

from studies made on the spot. Read a woman's description of the life of the veiled

ladies of the Harem ; of how the women of China, India and other remote parts of the

earth, make love, marry, keep house and treat their husbands. The vast collection of

photographs reproduced in these volumes show you exactly how they look.

The psychological characteristics of women are discussed ; their toilettes are depicted, and the fashions range

from the laces and frills of the Parisienne down to the next to nothing of the Fijian belle.

A standard, authoritative work, by such men as Prof. O. T. Mason, of the Smithsonian Institution; Mr. Arch-

ibald Colquhoun, Lady Ramsay, Lucy M. J. Garnett, and many others, who as the result of first-hand studies

have made WOMEN OF ALL NATIONS as interesting and readable as a story book.

A Picture Gallery of Women of All Lands

Customs of Love-Making and Marriage

A History of Woman
A Thrilling Library of Travel

The 4 sumptuous volumes are large quarto size (ll 3-8 x 1-4 inches), printed on superb paper and hands-omely

bound in cloth. Magnificently illustrated with hun-
dreds of photographs brought from every part of the

"" """"" '"""»"""""""" »'"»""'iiiiimm u i u i « i. mm.,,,,,,!,, iinmi , , n miiiiii »n|

J wor](j for this purpose and never before used. Among

BRUNSWICK SUBSCRIPTION CO. I H *he pictures *s a series of superb plates in color.

1116 Brunswick Building, New York City
J | $1.50 Down This "nique work is pub-

I enclose $1.50 first payment on one complete set of WOMEN OF |B ^-.'^^ ,» , lished by Cassell & Com-
ALL NATIONS. If satisfactory, I will remit you $1.00 a montft

| B $1.00 per Month ™nv limits nfTnnHnn
until the price, $15.50, has been paid. Otherwise, I will, within 5

| | Jt pany, limited, OI .L,Onaon,

days, ask for instructions for the return of the books at your ex- | jj the famous art publishers. The value of the work
pense, whereupon my $1.50 is to be refunded.

| j in years to come can hardly be exaggerated, for as

| jj civilization advances, the customs and costumes shown
Name

| | in this set will disappear.

Address I The supply available at this price and on these terms

I | is strictly limited.

Occupation 1 jg
'
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GAIL KANE

Day-dreaming—in blossom time—ot laurels, perhaps.
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For Decent Sunday Shows

T^HE Blue Laws of Connecticut no longer govern. After

300 years they are obsolete. Sunday observance

now-a-days means that a man may do what he likes.

Motion pictures and baseball have been main factors in

bringing about this state of affairs. In all good conscience

it becomes now the duty of all concerned to rebuild, in

worthier form, what has been torn down.

The ten commandments have hitherto been made the

basis for all laws that mankind honors. Probably they

always will be, although present day philosophers claim

that Christ's commandments, which all begin with "Thou
Shalt" have superseded the Mosaic law of " thou shalt not"

and produce a better type of citizen.

The Blue Laws, being man-made, were foredoomed to

failure. That they prevailed as long as they did is matter

for marvel. That even to this day they are to be found in

some form on the statute books of most of the states is an

instance of American indifference, for such laws have

always been honored in the breach, and always will be.

Whether or not the church erred in countenancing the

picture show must remain an unsettled question. It is

certain that angels and ministers of grace can't stop the

Sunday movie now. There is one thing, however, that can

be done to render it harmless. All problem plays, and all

plays having a sensuous appeal, should be eliminated from

Sunday programs. There will remain travel and adventure

pictures, patriotic plays, educational, industrial and news

films, and clean comedy. The salacious ought to be cen-

sored and forbidden altogether, but if such plays are

omitted from Sunday programs the managers of motion

picture theaters must soon be brought to the realization

that clean business is good business. What the public

demands persistently it always obtains. Everybody can

help to create this demand.

Open Bookings Win
/^\PEN booking seems to have become an established fact,

7^ after a year or more of discussion pro and con. It

means as much to the motion picture patron as to producer

and exhibitor. Under the plan no subscriber to an exchange

is under obligation to take any offering unless he believes it

will be popular with his audiences. This selective plan

must result in better scenarios, better staging of them, the

very best worlc the best actors are capable of and better pay

for everybody. It becomes a very plain case of the survival

of the fittest.

Getting Into the Game
THHAT the standard of excellence which will necessarily

result from open booking will make the picture game

hard for even the multi-millionaire to break into, and well-

nigh impossible for the average actor, goes without saying.

Quite a few studio stars we could name are drawing salaries

equal to that paid to the President of these United States. A
dramatic director that isn't worth at least a thousand dol-

lars a month isn't worth considering. Continuity writers

are paid anywhere from three thousand to seven thousand

dollars a year, or more. Publicity Directors are demand-

ing, and receiving, a wage commensurate with the work

they do and the responsibility for success or failure of a

picture which rests upon them. Members of the supporting

cast must have attractive contracts and steady work or they

will be encouraged to desert. All these total only a small

part of the cost of a production. But it is estimated that

ten million admissions a week are paid to movies, so a good

picture soon pays for itself and has in prospect after that a

long and profitable career. It is a good game, and getting

better, but there is no place in it for weaklings.

More and Better Comedies Conning

'
I 'HERE is no safer or surer way to cure an abuse than to

ridicule it. Film Fun doesn't claim all the credit for

some of the changes for the better that have lately come to

pass in the making of films, but it has helped. In the mat-

ter of the slap-stick, for instance, it has made frequent and

vigorous protest. The flying pie doesn't make comedy.

Trick stuff no longer mystifies. That there is no dearth of

material for fine, clean fun is proved by the Fairbanks

films, and its popularity is evidenced by the fact that these

films always run to capacity houses. The Drew comedies

of home life are also gaining great favor. All that

seems to be needed now is more of the same sort.

Smile—and Don't Forget

A FEW at a time, and silently, our soldier boys are set-

"^^ ting out on a long journey. Many of them may
never return. The fair thing for us who stay in the homes

they go to guard is to do our bit as cheerfully, wear our

brightest smiles when we bid them good-bye and God speed,

and after that remember and do the innumerable little

helpful things. There is no heroism involved in putting

a one-cent stamp in the place provided on the cover of this

magazine so it may go to the front with such good wishes

as it can convey to some brother on the fighting line.

Doing Our Bit

'C'lLM FUN hopes to demonstrate its faith that there's a

lurking laugh in the most serious of situations. Its"bit"

as a purveyor of good cheer will be carried through most

heartily, and in the spirit of that poet who added luster to

Ella Wheeler Wilcox's verses by amending her lines so that

they read

:

"Laugh, and the world laughs with you;
Weep, and the laugh is on you."



"Shoot!"

ARTCRAFT

A prize-winning exposure—the inimi-

table Doug Fairbanks, his authoress,

Anita Loos, and his director, John
Emerson.

ARTCRAFT

Elsie Ferguson, who is Artcraft's new-
est recruit, gets her first official

lessons in film technique from George

M. Cohan.
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ARTCRAFT

E. H. Sothern, having stood up before

the camera numerous times, turns it

on someone else in one of the sets of

a picture and proceeds to film a few
feet.

"It'sallin the dailygrind,"
says Eileen Percy, who, be-
sides being her charming
self, is Douglas Fairbanks's

leading lady.

MUTUAL

Gertrude Atherton, the well-known

novelist, having a look through the

camera which is to screen the first of

her novels, "Mrs. Balfame, " with

Nance O'Neil in the title role.



Wuxtry! All about Douglas Fairbanks—in a new role I



Writing About Myself
By DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
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We asked Douglas Fairbanks to write a story for FILM FUN : we thought our readers would like it ?

1 we are still of that opinion ; if you do not, tell him—it's his story. If you enjoy it, as we think you will,

a tell us, for other stories by favorite screen players are to follow.
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ARTCRAFT

"Over the bounding m-a-i-n"
—out for a holiday in the

"Optimist."

T^HE DAY had

been strenu-

ous. I had three

big fights with
Charley Gerrard,

exchanging real

and reel blows,

while cold-hearted

John Emerson, my
director, encour-

aged our pugilistic

demonstration.

The day was over

at last, and I de-

parted for Holly-

wood, withmy nice

bed in mind. Five

minutes after my
entrance and an abbreviated dinner, the telephone rang,

and I answered the call.

'
' Film Fun just telegraphed for a signed story. It must

leave to-night, in order to make the September issue, " cried

a voice I knew at the other end of the line.

I explained that working since early morning until sun-

down was rather tiring and pleaded for time.

"Sorry to disturb you," my tormentor continued, "but

you can't afford to neglect the demands of such a publica-

tion." And he went on to explain the

number 'of subscribers, the cumulative

value of each magazine, being read by at

least ten people, and continued along this

line of chatter until I could see nothing but

figures.

"Why don't you give them some dope

on the theory that motion pictures are still

in their infancy," was suggested for a

starter.

Motion pictures recently passed their

twenty-first
[
birthday. Do you know the

significance of the word '

' infancy' ' ?

"Well, how about this—we've only

scratched the surface of the industry?"

There you go again with old ideas. Al-

most every office boy, film director and

player some time has seriously discussed

this question. Nice evening, don't you

think?

An angry growl was the only response to

this. Then

—

"We've got to get down to cases and get this story off

right away. Yes, it's a darn nice evening, but what about

writing on types in the movies?"

Types? Do you mean the value of crepe hair and

make-up, or reviving that abused press story about going

down to the slums in quest of genuine types? You can't

get away with this line of newspaper copy any longer. The
people won't stand for it. Original material—that's what

they want.

"Then how about a human angle—say—oh, something

about your dog?"

Dog? You don't mean that studio mut?

"Well, you feed him every night."

But why tell the public these things? Do you see any-

thing unusual in feeding a homeless dog? Anybody that

would neglect this kind of an animal is All Wrong. I sup-

pose you would like to have me discuss my horse " Smiles,

"

and tell about my palatial new home, the new Mercer auto-

mobile, and how I spend my evenings. I'm just an ordi-

nary human being. I can't hold out much hope for your

story.

"You have my goat! I can't appreciate your attitude

at all—you, the most interesting and by far the most in-

telligent and congenial member of the film profession, re-

fusing a considerate request like this of Film Fun!"
The moan that followed was too much for me. I de-

cided to help out and said so.

ARTCRAFT

Don't you think the scenery lovely out here?

Percy, and
My leading lady, Eileen



ARTCRAFT

Trying to "Bull" Montana.

ARTCRAFT

Girls are a lot of trouble

"Fine, oh, fine!" gayly chortled that friendly voice.

"That gives me an idea—a story about the outdoor life you

really lead, the swimming pool, your sleeping hammock,

the tennis lawn, your out-

door gymnasium."

Just a minute. Did I

tell you the story of Bull

Montana and the buzzard?

He shot at a buzzard yes-

terday while on location

and was caught in the act

by a game warden. It was

a case of paying the fine,

$50, or seeing Bull thrown

in jail. We kept him out.

"That's the stuff! Some

more incidents of this kind,

and you'll have an excellent

story for Film Fun. How's

this—saving tinfoil for the

American Red Cross?

You've been doing that for months. And how did you ever

forget this—your interest in unfortunate people that hang

around the studios simply because you've somehow earned

a reputation for generosity? Don't stop me now while I

am going good. The watchman who said he enjoyed 'Wild

and Woolly' because there wasn't a hole in the entire film,

and you anticipating a rare, eloquent tribute; the personal

interest you take in the business end of the company
;
your

between-pictures vacations; or what about your yacht,

.'The Optimist,' or that wonderful trip to the snow-capped

mountains of Yosemite Valley, then the next week to Cata-

lina Island? Or what about having the mountain peak and

island named in your honor by a government official?

Seems to me that's the biggest thing of all."

My boy, my boy, what do the dear readers of Film Fun
care about all this? Or, if you think so well of these

ideas, why confine yourself to ancient history? Why not

tell them what I intend to do in the near future—what the

stars portend? I'm going after mountain lions before

they're all gone, my lad, don't forget that. It keeps me
thinking about it a good deal. Yes, as soon as possible

after this new picture, "Down to Earth," is done—not

later than next month.

* * * * •

That's all. One of my playmates thought you might

like to have it written down the way it actually happened.

The Disappearing "Extras"
By HARRY J. SMALLEY

Ten "extra" men I took with me to

film "The Haunted Mine." I sent one

back to get a shirt, and then there were
but nine! These nine I led up through

the rocks that crowned the mountain's

pate, where one of them fell off the trail

—which left me only eight ! One of the

eight so foolish was, it filled me with

surprise ; he tried to pet a rattlesnake

—

which left me seven guys! We came
across a grizzly bear, and one of those poor hicks mistook

it for a cow—and, well—that left me only six! One of the

six climbed on a rock, and then he took a dive (I guess it

made him dizzy)—anyway,

I had but five ! We let one

down into the shaft a hun-

dred feet or more; he's

down there yet (the cable

broke)—and now I had but

four ! One of the four got

hungry, chewed the moss

from off a tree (I hope he'd

led an upright life)—and

now I'd only three! A liz-

ard lay upon a log: "Let's

see what it will do!" an

"extra" said, and tickled it

—and then I had but two!

Our burro ate the dynamite;

an extra, just for fun, gave

it a kick, there came a crash

—and then I had but one ! And this guy said to me,

"Well, boss, when do we start to act?" I murdered him
and went back home—alone, and that's a fact!

Unnatural Enemies
The scene showed two

men meeting in front of a

cafe. One tried to pick a

fight with the other; being

unable to do so, he register-

ed disgust and walked away.

"Phaix, " said Pat to his

wife, "thim two don't ap-

pear to be friends."

"Oi should say not,"

his wife replied. "They
are not even friendly enough

to fight wid each other."

Doubtful
Zigg— How was that

feature you saw last night?

Zagg—ln a way it was

rather unique. One never
ARTCRAFT

knew how it was going to
Douglas Fairbanks> Jr>>

end, and one never found a handsome child, and
out. so like his father.

-Miss Percy, again.



A trip with Annette Kell-

ermann. — Scene from
"A Daughter of the

Gods."

SEEING THE WORLD
By A. WALTER VTTING

YEARS ago I sought to save
For a trip around the world;

Unto thrift became a slave,

Still to poverty was hurled;
Thought I'd never get a chance
To behold the foreign scenes;

Saw the cost of things advance
Up to and beyond my means.

Days were filled with dreams of lands
Rich in romance, charm and age,

Yet I'd never in my hands
Coin enough to buy a page

Of a book extolling these;

Years ago my hopes took wings

—

That I'd ever cross the seas,

Touring with the Cooks and Kings.

Now my v/ish has been fulfilled;

I have viewed the world. I've seen
Afric's lions being killed,

Ireland's maids on native green;
Nay, the entire universe
Came to me. I could not go;

But ten coppers from my purse
Took me to a movie show.

A visit to an Indian res-

ervation. William S.

Hart and Chief Brown
Beaver, in "The Apostle

of Vengeance. '

'

A cold stretch of country in "The Great White Trail.
SUBMARINE MOTION PICTURES

Under the water with "The Submarine Eye."



MUTUAL

This is the way Richard Bennett
looks at a wrinkle.

Their Superstitions
By KATHARINE H1LLIKER

npHEATRICAL folk without superstition are as rare as a penguin on
A Fifth Avenue or a made-in-Germany trade-mark. They are like

four-leaf clovers and three-horned cows and the Siamese Twins. Some
people even doubt their existence altogether. But their very scarcity acts

as emphasis to the power of the fat little God of Chance who holds sway
over their more credulous fellows in the realm of Make Believe. From
the prop boy up to the radiant star, these others yield allegiance, and their

devoirs are paid in an amazing variety of ways.

When stunning Kitty Gordon went house hunting last fall, she found in

the setting of Gramercy Park a studio seemingly designed for her alone.

It possessed the correct number of rooms, correctly arranged, and a de-

lightful park view thrown in. To all appearances it was everything to be

desired, and she signed her lease in a glow of content. But just as the

Morris chair was beginning to get on friendly terms with the chimney
corner and the cat had discovered an interesting mouse hole, Miss Gordon
found that she had inadvertently moved into Number Thirteen Gramercy
Park. Her plea to have the house number changed fell on deaf ears, and

her consequent evacuation was as sudden and complete as the German re-

treat before Paris. That it cost her a pretty penny to break her lease in

so exclusive a neighborhood weighed not a tittle in the balance, and she is

firmly convinced that only the dispatch with which she left Number Thir-

teen saved her and the cat and the Morris chair from hideous disaster.

Jere F. Looney, author of the World release, "The Brand of Satan," is

another who bums incense to Chance, and the casual visitor to his rooms
is apt to take his name seriously. Back in the days before success had
smiled so convincingly on him, he was, like the rest of the downtrodden
profession, occasionally out of a job. One day, when he and Mother Hub-
bard were in much the same plight, he learned of an opening with a big

representative company. On his way out to apply for the place, he picked

up a photograph which had fallen to the floor and set it upright on his

bureau. His trip to the studio netted him an excellent position, and he

was told to report for work the following morning. Back in his room,

with the prospect of a square meal only a week off, his elated gaze fell on

the photograph which he had rescued. Unwittingly he' had placed it on
the bureau UPSIDE DOWN ! And right there the Looney superstitions got

to work. Which accounts for the fact that all of his photographed friends,

be they male or female, may be [seen by the aforesaid visitor standing

on their heads in the

midst of the writer's

otherwise thoroughly respectable surroundings.

Not so long ago, when Viola Dana wore her hair pigtailed and inter-

preted mud pies instead of movie heroines, someone told her that redheads

were unlucky. Once her attention was called to the fact,, she discovered

ample proof of its truth. Since then, whenever a redhead has loomed

across her path, she has backed away rapidly with crossed fingers and

scanned the horizon for a white horse. But owing to the fact that auto-

mobiles are putting the horse out of commission, and that redheaded peo-

ple are increasing at an alarming rate, Miss Dana finds herself in desper:

ate straits now and then. The other afternoon, while speeding down

Riverside Drive on her way to a train, her chauffeur was held up by a

traffic cop. She noted with sinking heart that the enemy's locks were

Titian, and gazed wildly about for the much needed equine. Nothing

doing. The limb of the law delivered a windy lecture on unnecessary

celerity as applied to automobiles, and the lady missed her train. Who

Jere Looney turns his friends up- says redheads aren't unlucky?

side down. Why not call the turn? Then, again, some people take their superstitions seriously enough to

METRO

Viola Dana, in desperate straits, is

scouting for that white horse.



suffer for them. It is told of Rose Melville that on her opening night as

Sis Hopkins, she discovered at the last moment she had no pocket in which

to carry her beloved luck piece. With the call boy clamoring at her door,

she picked the coin up in desperation and squeezed it down into her slip-

per, then danced out onto the stage. The discomfort she suffered was lost

in her overwhelming success, and each night thereafter the luck piece in

her slipper was as much a part of her costume as the ridiculous ribbons

with which she decorated her hair.

'
' Whoever wears a wrinkle in his stocking

Is sure to meet with a disaster shocking!"

And this may account for the fact that Richard Bennett keeps not only

his own hosiery strongly moored and as smooth as newskin over his ankles,

but has been known to establish a censorship over the silken insteps of his

play-fellows. In fact, one sweet young thing in his company threatened

to paint her stockings on if he didn't quit glaring at them. Certain it is

that the collapse of one Boston supporter in the midst of a Richard Ben-

nett play would spread wilder consternation among the members of the

cast than would the most tempestuous Russian break. Which moves one

to ruminate darkly on the frailties of garters and the unreliability of

fasteners in general.

It is a safe bet that Mrs. Leslie Carter's rabbitfoot will be remembered

by the majority of those who have worked with her, for so convinced is

she of its peculiar guardian-angel and lucky-devil combination of qualities,

that she makes it one of the important equations in her scheme of things.

However, if, as Mrs. Carter believes, it has had anything to do with her

art, we might all with profit take to rabbitfooting.

On the other hand, Stuart Holmes, the good-looking Fox villain whose

business it is to make Theda Bara supremely miserable, does not stop at

one superstition. He has 'em in flocks, and he also has the courage of his

superstitions. When he found that he could not always remember to get

out on the right side of his bed in the mornings, and that such lapses were

followed by utterly disastrous days in which all of his villainies fell flat,

he determined on strenuous measures. Convinced that the left side of a

bed is as useless as two tails on a cat, he set himself to designing a bed

with no sides at all. As a result, his present sleeping couch is as round

as a round dining-room table, and the evil spirit of the left side is

This picture of Rose Melville

proves our story. Anyone can see

that her right foot hurts.

doubtless all mixed upon his locations.

I came across dainty Emmy Wehlen in the

Metro studio. "So!" said I. "What is your

pet superstition?" But she shook her head

sternly. "I have none—at all, "she denied.

"So foolish—supersteetions!" "What!" lex-

claimed, with the ardor of a specimen hunter.
'

' An actress without a superstition ! Come to

Continued in advertising section

There is no left side to a round bed; hence Stuart Holmes's contented look. He has baffled the evil one.



Some Good Things in Small Portions
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Jane and Katherine Lee proving that,

critics to the contrary notwithstand-

ing, there are some motion picture

stars who are above petty jealousies.

Also that barefoot dancing looks well

in a close-up.

Bobby Connelly, three-year-old Aida Horton and Helen Connelly,

Bobby's sister, waiting to see if they really did live happily ever after.

Miss Mabel Ballin is reading to them.

TRIANGLE

A scene from "In Slumberland," the entire cast of which was composed of Triangle

kiddies, with Thelma Salter as the star. It would seem they have yet to learn that

the fish that got away is the great catch.

Gloria Joy, Balboa's new-
est baby star, is only four

and a half years old.



MADGE KENNEDY
Has heard the films a callin' and, a popular and successful comedienne, she has deserted
the stage to make films for Goldwyn. Her first picture will be released early in September.

s ]



Comments of a F r e e a n c e

By LINDA A. GRIFFITH

The writer is well known in the moving picture world. She began her career as a mov-

ing picture actress with the Biograph Company when it was the pioneer in this field of

operation. She has since been prominently connected with the Kinemacolor and other

companies and more recently was the star in her striking sociological play "Charity."

A 7"ERY little publicity has been forthcoming regarding

the picture that D. W. Griffith has been at work upon

in France and England. Keen interest and speculation are

being shown as to just what interesting material he will

secure on the war fronts of Europe. If he brings us a film

of actual battles and stirring incidents of this great world

war, and then works into it a thrilling dramatic story such

as he gave us in "The Birth of a Nation," the motion pic-

ture public will have much to look forward to. With his

fine discrimination as to the dramatic values of motion

picture construction, his overkeen imagination and his

peculiar ability to make his artistry of universal appeal,

all classes may count on a photoplay that will be instruct-

ive from the historical and educational and enjoyable from

the dramatic standpoint.

TOO MUCH OF THE NUDE

Clara Kimball Young is a clever actress. Her admirers

are legion. Her beauty is of the character and quality

that transfers its full value to the screen. Therefore, we

ask, why does Miss Young resort to

the use of such photos of herself for

advertising purposes as those which

appear in the motion picture trade

papers? A woman of her standing in

the motion picture profession does

not have to consent to such vulgar

publicity. We like to see photos of

Miss Young. New York City has

some mighty clever photographers

who would give her better advice

than she is no doubt getting as to

her poses. If Miss Young and her

managers would look over the num-

berless attractive photos of Mrs.

Vernon Castle and Elsie Ferguson,

they would understand that it is un-.

necessary to revert to the salacious

in order to get the public's attention.

No doubt thousands of Miss Young's

admirers are young girls and youths,

and these semi -nude photos of her-

self are not her wisest choice, even

from a business standpoint.

CAMPBELL STUDIOS

LINDA

STAGE MASTERPIECES DISAPPOINT AS PHOTOPLAYS

About two years ago I saw a photoplay made from Clyde

Fitch's masterpiece, "The City." It so happened that I

was in San Francisco at the time, and the dramatic bill of

fare being rather meager in that far Western city, I went,

being very "play hungry," in keen anticipation of an en-

joyable and interesting evening. But I was doomed to

great disappointment. The strong, fine play of "The City"

was not the photoplay called "The City." All the meat

and strength of Clyde Fitch's greatest drama were carefully

eliminated from the screened version. The ending was

distorted so that the little sister, who in the drama is shot

by her brother and dies, lives in the photoplay version;

and the dope fiend half-brother, who in the play lives,

is in the photoplay killed. And everybody is happy in

the end.

That evening, when it was all over, I vowed my firm

intent never to see another photoplay adaptation of a drama

I liked. The reason I had gone to see plays "done over"

in photoplay form was principally because I had seen the

play, liked it, and knew it would make good screen mate-

rial. Why in the name of common sense do managers pay

enormous prices for an author's name and work, and then

distort his work so that it is not

recognizable on the screen? The
public goes to see something it is

familiar with, gets something it is

not familiar with, and is disap-

pointed.

All of which is a propos of Flor-

ence Reed in "To-day," a photo-

drama founded on a vital play of

modern American life that ran a

year or more in New York City.

Owing to my great admiration for

the star, I overlooked my former

resolution not to see plays I liked

when made into screen dramas.

Knowing Miss Reed could not fail

of being great in the part, and

having a vehicle that suited her

"to the ground," I felt that all

there could be for the spectator was

to sit back in an orchestra chair

and be happy. When I did see it,

I was happy, I enjoyed the pic-

ture, I was quite crazy about it

up to almost the finish— and then I wanted to go out

and die.

The scenario, acting, direction and photography were

all that one could ask. Miss Reed was beautiful to look

A. GRIFFITH



at. Her work throughout was charming and completely

satisfying. But the producers were tricksters and fooled

us. All our sorrows and joys in following the game of

life as interpreted by these clever artists in the photoplay

were taken from us, for in the end it all proved to be

merely a dream.

Are motion picture audiences mostly composed of chil-

dren and the weak-minded, so that when a strong, vital

drama is transferred to the screen, the tragic realities of

that drama must be made to be only a dream? Most of us

are well enough balanced and under sufficient self-control

not to go home and kill a relative, just because we may
have seen such a thing done on the screen.

SOME GOOD COMEDY
When Charles Chaplin donned an evening suit and sur-

rounded himself with a large number of props and pro-

ceeded to enact an entire picture by himself with the aid of

the props, and gave to the world his comedy, "1 A. M.,"

many of us were very sad, for we thought we had lost our

"Charles." I was so unhappy over it that I never gained

sufficient courage to see him in another picture, until the

loud chorus of praises that greeted "The Immigrant" fell

on my ears. And then I went to see it. Though a bit vul-

gar in spots, it is delightfully funny. Continuous laughter

greeted nearly every foot of the film. There is truly only

one Charles Chaplin, and a photocomedy such as "The Im-

migrant" shows how unique an actor and how clever a

comedian he is.

The story is well worked out and full of splendidly

acted comedy scenes. There is always such splendid team

work and exact dove-tailing of action in the Chaplin com-

edies. Possibly many people think Chaplin's work is easy,

it is so simply done it looks easy, but it is indeed the hard-

est kind of work. There are so few comedians. Of women
we can name one eccentric, Flora Finch. Mr. and Mrs.

Sidney Drew occupy a unique place in the motion picture

field. They stand absolutely alone in their line of work,

that of clever, clean domestic comedy. Many try it, but

few succeed. We also have "Fatty" Arbuckle, whose

avoirdupois has much to do with his funniness. Chaplin

is an actor first, last and always. I do not suppose the

public will ever accept him in serious roles, but he has

proven he can "put it over." His vogue is not due to

chance or a grotesque make-up. It is due to just such

beautifully acted scenes as those in the restaurant ordering

the dinner, the scenes with the piece of money, etc. These

scenes are timed and played on almost the fraction of a

second, and if anyone thinks it is easy to do, just try it. I

speak with knowledge of my own experience during the

years when I worked in pictures. After the number of

sad comedies motion picture audiences are asked to endure,

the genuine laughter that greeted "The Immigrant" falls

like sweet music on one's ears.

SUB-TITLES ARE NOT WHAT THE PUBLIC GOES
TO SEE

I have not read George Bronson Howard's "God's Man,

"

but they tell me it is a clever story. However, I saw the

Sherrill photoplay production of this book, with Robert

Warwick featured—or, pardon, starred! I wish I might

say as much for the photoplay version of the story as I

have heard people say about the book. It is really inviting

the public into a picture theater on false pretenses to give

them an evening mostly of sub-titles. I kept waiting and

hoping for one strong, dramatic sequence worked out to a

logical conclusion, but it wasn't there. "God's Man"
seemed to be a talkative sort of person. He talked alone

in "close-ups" and in groups in the background, and the

producer never once failed to give us a nice, long sub-title

of what they were talking about—which is not motion pic-

tures. I, for one (and others are with me, I know), would

prefer to sit at home and read "God's Man" asG. B. Howard

wrote it. One could be much happier spending a hot, humid

July night in one's room, coolly and thinly clad, with a

pitcher of iced Croton by one's side. It would be much,

much more comfortable than sitting in a stuffy theater with

perspiring humanity and reading wordy sub-titles, with a

few acted scenes in between. A motion picture that must

have a long, verbose sub-title to explain nearly every scene

is not a motion picture.

"LONE WOLF" WELL PLAYED

Herbert Brenon has given the world some motion pic-

ture masterpieces. Right off we can name "Neptune's

Daughter," "The Darling of the Gods, " and " War Brides.

"

After these first-water photoplays the screen adaptation of

Louis Joseph Vance's "The Lone Wolf" is disappointing.

The opening is the most interesting part of the story. The

best actor in the cast is the boy, Cornish Beck, as the Waif.

All of his scenes were tenderly and exquisitely played. I

had hoped the story would develop along sociological lines,

such as obtain in Francois Coppee's "The Guilty Man."
But it rapidly grew into cheap, conventional melodrama,

with everybody being a detective, and Hazel Dawn liv-

ing a Pearl White life of adventure a la "The Clutching

Hand." And in the end there were auto races, autos being

madly driven over open drawbridges and spectacularly

spilling their occupants into the water; a race and battle

in the air between two aeroplanes, with pistol shots charg-

ing the air; and in the end Keystone Comedy policemen.

However, the aeroplane scenes were remarkably well done.

But the boy and his friend who dies remain with us as the

one human part of the story. There were some character-

istic French sets and good photography.

"THE WARRIOR" A NEW DEPARTURE

Just a word before I close regarding a truly remarkable

film now on view at the Criterion Theater, New York.

This film, called "The Warrior," with Maciste, the hero

of Cabiria, is a new departure in feature photoplays. It

is produced on an enormous scale, ani with all the thrill-

ing adventures the hero has—for he "puts over" the most

terrific stunts—he plays them all for comedy. '

' The War-

rior" is the first comedy spectacle. The scenic effects are

wonderful. Beautiful views of the snow-clad Alps and real

Italian castles and public buildings make this a film that

no one should miss seeing.



Leslie-Judge Co.

Tittle—Are you still in the movies?

A Sorrow's Crown of Sorrow
By BURWELL HAMRICK

LET US CONSIDER the movie
ACTOR ON A HOT day.

HE PERSPIRETH much and
EVEN MORE MUCH than that.

HIS LABORS ARE twice what
THEY ARE ON A cool day.

THE SUN RISES early, and
HEATS UP THE lot.

THE LOCATION bus is ready,

TOO, AND BY 8 a. m. is headed
FOR A STILL hotter place.

BY NOON THE grease paint

THAT WAS IS no longer,

AND, VERILY, THE actor ap-

PLIES MORE many times.

THE SCRIPT DOES not call

FOR RECLINING in an easy

CHAIR IN THE shade of an
OAK, BUT, INSTEAD, we must
ALL DO THE fairbanks stuff

RIGHT OUT IN boiling sun.

NEXT WINTER WE will be
ALLOWED TO JUMP into the

ICY ARROYO AND stay there

UNTIL THE HERO has made up
HIS MIND TO rescue us.

THE QUESTION now is, who
WILL BE THE hero and make
THE DIRECTOR do winter

STUFF IN THE summertime?
ALAS, WE KNOW it can't be
DONE—SO WE movie actors

MUST SUFFER THAT you may
BE MADE happy.

MORE ACTION
Tattle—Not for a minute

!

The director wouldn't stand for it.

Reel Mean
The scene showed a miser counting his money and re-

fusing to give his wife enough to buy supper.

"That man is certainly stingy," iemarked a girl to her

father.

"Yes, " he replied; "he couldn't lose his step without

missing it."

* SB

A Hungry Actor

The scene showed the interior of an office. A man
glanced at his watch, and then started for lunch. In the

next scene he repeated the action.

"Gee," said a boy to his chum, "dat's a busy guy for

you ! Dat gink is either going out to eat, or else he is just

coming back. '

'

m m
Held in Suspense

A scene showed a man hanging from a rope suspended

from a tall building.

Mrs. Lanigan, in an aside to her husband, remarked,

"Phot would happen if thot rope broke?"

"Be jabers," was the reply, "if the rope broke, he'd

hov sense enough to lit go.

"

Time Flies

In one scene the crook had been sent to jail for a year.

In the tenth scene he was being released from prison.

"I say, pop," remarked a young boy to his father, "I

wonder if that year went as fast for him as it did for us?"



General charges often fail to fit in particular instances. What do you think about it? Here's Elsie Ferguson,

who is to make pictures for Artcraft, being welcomed by Director Maurice Tourneur on her arrival at the Fort

Lee studio for her first day before the camera.

Some
INCENSED SUPE

Studio Reci
By MICHAEL GROSS

e S

START with two hours spent in praying that the

man who picks the cast

Will walk over to you, saying, "Well, Jim, I've

reached you at last."

Now stir in lots of rehearsing, where you seem all feet

and hands,

And the chief—so mad he's cursing—bawls you out

from where he stands.

Pour in patience by the plateful, to take everybody's say;

And for all of this be grateful when they hand you five

a day.

DIRECTOR (a la supreme)

Take one sport shirt, colored loudly, and a tie that

seems to shout;

White duck trousers worn so proudly; season well with

slang throughout.

Add a megaphone for shocking supes who seem to be

afraid,

And some gentlemanly knocking for that film a rival

made.
Now, to make the dish a hummer, add a nifty racing car

And a Palm Beach home in summer; stir up well—and
there you are.

PROPS (well roasted)

Open with unthankful drudging, striking a big ballroom
set,

While directors stand unbudging—idle, while you moil
and sweat.

Add diffusers, limp and flappy, put up in a burning sun,

With the boss, profane and snappy, shouting how it

should be done.

Throw in constant, earnest toiling, but this fact be sure

to note:

When things fail to keep a-boiling, blame the prop man
—he's the goat.

COMEDIAN (a la gloom)

To an old suit, torn and ragged, add a pair of ancient

shoes,

Then a tile, with brim all jagged, and a bottle labeled

"booze."
Now throw in a scene at dinner, hero eating with his

knife;

You can make the scene a winner if he flirts with some-
one's wife.

Copper spies the sly flirtation, chases hobo forty miles,

Drags him off to near-by station ; serve—with side dish

of tired smiles.

LEADING LADY
Take a name like Gertrude Graceful, add a wealth of auburn hair,

Throw in pearly teeth—a face full—figure slim and skin so fair.

Temperament—add quite a measure ; vanity—a cup or two

;

Salary—a Croesus' treasure, if the tales you hear are true.

Now pour in press-agent fables, woven on some mystic loom

;

Add some diamonds, Russian sables. Talent? Why, there's no more room I



PARAMOUNT

Few are the things whose i

ing these days—but it's

that help to make "The
Girl" the stirring phi

PAMAMOUNT

If you think this a day of false alarms, just look at this picture of Jack Pickford
in "The Varmint."



ARMS

If fists are right, arms will take care of themselves
—as Charles Ray's did in "Sudden Jim."

'OX

A draft's a good thing in this weather

—if the arms be strong enough.





A CALL TO ARMS

If you think this a day of false alarms, just look at this picture of Jack Pickford
in "The Varmint."

If'Tsts are right, arms will take care of themselves

—as Charles Ray's did in "Sudden Jim.

A draft's a good thing in this weather

if the arms be strong enough.



Fashions for Idlers

TRIANOLE EVANS STUDIO, HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

Seena Owen's horse casts an appraising eye over

his mistress's riding outfit, cocked hat, black

jacket and checked breeches.

In a striped sport gown and a tight-fitting white

hat, Louise Glaum starts out to see whether there

still really are plenty of fish in the sea.

What more comfortable and
becoming for a midsummer
game of tennis than this

white Shetland sweater and
linen skirt worn by Gladys

Brockwell?

PARAMOUNT

The ideal idler's costume, worn by Vivian
Martin in "The Sunset Trail."

PARAMOUNT

Dainty and demure and as

cool looking as can be is

this white afternoon gown
worn by Billie Burke. The
trimming is tiny tucks and

bandings of real filet.



and Idol Styles

William Farnum's newest
sport coat—it's tan.

SENNETT-KEYSTONE

Hats are worn large and roomy,
according to Charlie Murray.

Montague Love dressed for his newest picture—"The End of a Perfect Scenario."



DORIS PAWN
Believes that in war times woman's place is in over-alls—it they're becoming.



Warriors — Reel and Real

ARTCRAFT.

The Lasky Home Guard received its colors from
no less a person than Mary Pickford. She is here

seen presenting them to Standard Bearer Wallace
Reid.

THANHOUSER

This chap is a stern and stalwart soldier under
other circumstances. Which goes to show that

even coffee, when properly administered with a
dash of Gladys Leslie smile, is an effective weap-

on for conquest.

Pearl White, a victorious reel warrior, who daily

fights a winning battle for fame and glory in the

film world.

Theda Bara and Major-General Liggett, com-
mander of the Department of the West, U. S. A.

,

photographed on the latter's visit to the Fox
studio. Courage ? Hasn't he proved he has all

that a hero needs?



Outside the Camera Line

Helen Holmes refuses to let anyone get her goat,
and manages to keep it pacified, despite the High

Cost of Living.

INCE-TRIANGLE

This newest addition to Dorothy Dalton's family
is young, but you can see by his expression that

he knows when he's got something good.

INCE-TRIANGLE

This ostrich doesn't even hide its head when it

spies Olive Thomas; perhaps it realizes that, in

her own fashion, Olive, too, is a bird.

UNIVERSAL

Grace Cunard's pet dog works on the principle that

most things worth having are worth begging
for.



Comedy Capers of the Month

No man is a hero to his cook, is the burden of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew's comedy, "Mr. Parker—Hero.'

'Music Hath Charms"—"Sometimes," adds Mr. Drew.
Iqoldwyn

'Baby Mine"—'Madge Kennedy, claimant.

KIEVER PICTURES

Sometimes something else besides wisdom comes out of the mouths of babes—as Victor Moore found in "Oh, Pop."



How Not To Be Photographed

If Taylor Holmes were a contributor, we might guess he is registering aspiration, inspiration, faith, hope,

doubt and acceptance.

FAMOUS PLAYERS

Of course, there are times when a thing like this is explainable, as, for instance,

in this scene between Owen Moore and Marguerite Courtot, in "The Kiss" ; but
we should say that as a general rule, and particularly if one happens to be a
married man, it is just as well to make sure that there are no camera men lurking
in the vicinity. We thought we'd better give this picture publicity, seeing that

in private life, the gentleman in question is Maty Pickford's husband.

Even though all the world
loves a lover, George
Fawcett is on record here

that there are times when
he should not be photo-

graphed.



A Few Suggestions on the Art of Kidding the Public

But his own criticism is that the possession of a brain, eyes, hair, teeth and a smile might be

more cleverly indicated.

SMALLWOOO

"A pleasant smile is

all right, but don't

forget it's a good
stunt to watch your
step as well," says

James Aubrey.

Even though your best girl is disappearing down the street with another fellow and
you have spent the last of your week's salary buying flowers for the ungrateful

creature, remember that sorrow may be registered in different ways than sitting

on the back of a passing automobile. This is particularly true if you are dressed

in your best clothes. Crane Wilbur—he always arrives, no matter how he travels;

but even he should avoid grieving his many admirers with such an expression.



The Princess appeals to Jack to save her from the Giant.

"JACK AND THE BEANSTALK"
A Kingdom of Children and a Giant Eight Feet, Six Inches Tall

/"MNDERELLA has come to life, and Jack and his Beanstalk are really^ with us. No longer does the youngster of to-day have to read in dry-

as-dust words how Cinderella went to the ball and lost her slipper, and how
Snow White found the Seven Little Dwarfs in the forest, and, best of all,

how young Jack climbed up the Beanstalk and slew the Giant single-handed.

"Dry as dust?" we hear some grown-up murmur. "Why, they were

wonderful words !
" Of course they were. But ' fess up now. Just once or

twice as you followed Jack's adventure, didn't you wonder a little whether

the Brothers Grimm really knew what they were talking about ? Didn't

you wish you could make sure that Cinderella's pumpkin truly turned into

a coach that disappeared at exactly twelve o'clock ? And weren't there

perhaps only six instead of seven dwarfs in Snow White's forest ? And, as

for Jack—your favorite story of them all

—

did Jack really get away from the

Giant without being hurt—and could a hen lay 200 eggs of real gold ?

No such questions bother little Miss Up-to-Date. She doesn't have to

wonder about it, because she knows these things really happened. For

young America—yes, and for young France and Switzerland and Japan too,

it's a day of seeing them—and everybody knows that
'

' Seeing's believing.

"

That's what comes of being young these wonderful days. Too late for

you ? Not at all. Do you know what's the matter with you these warm
days ? Heat ? You've tried taking off your hat and coat and that didn't

help much, did it ? It's years, that's what ails you, and now is your time

to get rid of them—to find the answer to all those questions that have been

bothering you for so long.

" First aisle to the right " says the usher as you come into the theatre,

but what he's really saying is
'

' Check your years right here.
'

' Of course,

you don't know it at the time, but later, when with Jack you search for the

enchanted forest, you understand the language better. For it all comes

back to you. You see the magic beans, and once again you shiver in your

boots for fear Jack will refuse to take them in exchange for his cow.

You experience the delicious uncertainty you did when, in the long-ago

the Giant first said so you could understand it, " Fi-Fi-Fo-Fum—I smell

the blood of an Englishman, " and with Jack

ydu hid in the Giant's castle, waiting to

steal the hen that laid the golden eggs. You,

too, fall in love with the beautiful princess.

And, though you know that she and Jack are

going to live happy ever after, still, you

can't help feeling a tiny bit worried, just as

you used to, while Jack is climbing up and

down so fearlessly.

All too quickly it is over.
'

' Beautiful

photography," you hear some unimagi-

native voice behind you.
'

' Wonderful

direction and exquisite settings," says an-

other. And, " Great kids, Francis Carpen-

ter, as Jack, anil Virginia Lee Corbin, as the

Princess," comes still a third. But you

have no patience with such technicalities.

Direction, acting, photography ? Of course

not. It was "Jack and the Beanstalk"

—

perfect and complete. And as you go back

up the aisle, somehow, you don't put on all

those years you left off. For you've really

seen Jack, and know that what you used to

read is true. With Peter Pan you believe

in fairies—and to believe in fairies is to be

young.

" Fi-Fi-Fo-Fum—I smell the blood
of an Englishman, '

' muttered the

Giant.



Their Superstitions

<Continued from a previous page.)

my arms! You belong in the Metro

Museum, not the Metro studio!" She

looked a bit startled, and I went on

confidentially, "Of course, this super-

stition stuff is absolute rot. It couldn't

hurt a flea"— "Oooooh!" cried Miss

Wehlen. "Don't boast like that! Knock

on wood ! ! Queeck ! !
!

"

Kitty Gordon regarded her landlord

thusly when he scoffed at superstitions.

-?-

Getting Down to Details

The scene showed a powder mill be-

ing blown up. Two Irishmen were

very excited over it.

"If any men were blown up, how
would they bury thim?" asked one.

"Phaix," was the reply, "it

wouldn't take a long toime to collect

the remints. '

'

«->

Heard in a Studio

Two heads are better than one,

He told the miss,

When deciding the question

Of whom to kiss.

-?-

A Society Bud
An interior of a country school

-

house was shown. A man enters and

engages the teacher in conversation,

after which she dismisses the class,

with the exception of one little girl.

"Why is that girl kept in?" asked

a boy of his small sister.

"Why," was the answer, "she is to

act as a chaperon. '

'

-3-

Henn—Why do you liken motion

picture plays to matrimony?

Peck—Because there's too many un-

necessary scenes.

You Can Tell The People Who
Have Iron In Their Blood—

Strong, Healthy, Vigorous Folks

Doctor Says Ordinary Nuxated Iron Will

Make Nervous Rundown People 100%
Stronger in Two Weeks' Time

in Many Cases.

NEW YORK, N. Y—"One glance is enough to

tell which people have iron in their blood." said

Dr. E. Sauer, a Boston physician who has studied

widely both in this country and in great European
medical institutions, in a recent discourse. "They
are the ones that do and dare. The others are in

the weakling class. Sleepless nights spent worry-

ing over supposed ailments, constant dosing with
habit forming drugs and narcotics for nervous

weakness, stomach, liver or kidney disease and
useless attempts to brace up with strong coffee or

other stimulants are what keep them suffering and
vainly longing to be strong. Their real trouble is

lack of iron in the blood. Without iron the blood

has no power to change food into living tissue and
therefore, nothing you eat does you any good ; you
don't get the strength out of it. The moment iron

is supplied the multitude of dangerous symptoms
disappear. I have seen dozens of nervous, rundown
people who were ailing all the time, double and
even triple their strength and endurance and en-

tirely get rid of every sign of dyspepsia, liver and
other trouble in from ten to fourteen days' time

simply by taking iron in the proper form. And
this, after they had in some cases been doctoring

for months without any benefit.

"If you are not strong or well you owe it to your-

self to make the following test : See how long you
can work or how far you can walk without becom-

ing tired. Next take two five-grain tablets of or-

dinary nuxated iron three times per day after meals

for two weeks. Then test your strength again and
see for yourself how much you have gained. There
is nothing like good old iron to put color in your
cheeks and sound, healthy flesh on your bones.

But you must take iron in a form that can be easily

absorbed and assimilated like nuxated iron if you
want it to do you any good, otherwise it may prove
worse than useless."

NOTE— Nuxated Iron, recommended above by Dr. E
Saner, is one of the newer organic iron compounds. Un-
like the older inorganic iron products, it is easily assim-
ilated, does not injure the teeth, make them black, nor
upset the stomach ; on the contrary, it is a most potent
remedy, in nearly all forms of indigestion, as well aB for
nervous, run-down conditions. The manufacturers have
such ereat confidence in Nuxated Iron that they offer to
forfeit S100.00 to any Charitable Institution it they can-
not take any man or woman under 60 who lacks iron
and increase their strength 100 per cent, or over in (our
weeks' time, provided they have no serious organic
trouble. They also offer to refund your money if it does
not at least double your strength and endurance in ten
days' time. It is dispensed by all good druggists.

Hotel Lenox
North Street, at Delaware Avenue

BUFFALO, N.Y.

A modern, fireproof and distinctive hotel of 250 all

outside rooms. Ideally located. Excels in equip-
ment, cuisine and service.

Operated on the
European Plan

$1.50 per Day and Up
C. A. MINER,
Managing Director

Write for complimentary "Guide of Buffalo and
Niagara Falls."

"Far from a Big City's Noise,
Close to a Big City's Business"

>
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JUDGE HAS THE LARGEST CIRCULA-
TION OF ANY HUMOROUS PERIODICAL

Ten Cents
For Sale On All News-stands

Weekly

ON
CREDIT

Beautiful Diamonds Sent on Approval* No Money Down
Order any diamond from our catalog:; we will send it all charges paid. After *

you have made a thorough examination and are satisfied as to the quality and
i

[
value, pay 20 per cent of the price and only 10 per cent per month thereafter. If
not satisfactory,return it at our expense. Don't pay a cent until you are satisfied.
Certificate furnished guaranteeing the quality of every diamond. Exchangeable

any time for any other article at on annual increase in value of 7 1-2 per cent more
than you paid. Own a genuine Diamond. Send for our free Catalog De Luxe
No. 46A t» W. SWERT & CO., Inc.. 2 & 4 Maiden Lane, New York City I



?n CREDIT m
ONDS *

WATCHES

,-.T>

Send for Free Catalog
There are over 2000 illustrations of I

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, etc.

Whatever you select will be sent all

shipping charges prepaid. You see
and examine the article right in your
own hands. If satisfied, pay one-fifth
of purchase price and keep it, balance
divided into eight equal amounts, pay-
able monthly. Our Catalog shows all

the new watches—15, 17, 19, 21. 23 Jew-
els, adjusted. Guaranteed by the factory
andfurthergTjaranteed byus. Watches
that will pass railroad inspection as
low as S2.50 a month. Send for Catalog.

Loftis Solitaire Diamond
Cluster Rings
14 Karat solid gold:
Diamonds set
in Platinum^

98—$125
Looks like a*

96—$10OW $350 single

<_B»Lookslikea\kBtone.$2597 tT^S^ $300 singleMoown.$12.ag
Looks likf&*Btone f2 fa Month.
>S2f

OS 'n?iipown,$10
stone. ijis » Month-vi

,

down, i,m°^3y~TEe-T. ftiB 7.

S.^0 a^fcaBSI I Diamond Clus-
r,m

; .-^ ter wag designed especial-
ly for those who desire a

large showy ring for the least money,
as it has the exact appearance of a

Solitaire that would cost three or four times as much.
National Credit Jewelers, I stores in
Oepl. D930 108 H. Stale St. I Leading

MBROS&CQ.iow CHICAGO, ILL.
| cities

92-S50
Looks like 3
$150 single

k stone. $10 down j

$5 a Month.

I0FTIS

DONT YOU LIKE
My Eyelashes and Eyebrows?

You can have the same
LASIINEEN, a hair food, applied
once each day, will absolutely pro-
duce thick and long eyebrows and eye-

lashes. Easy to apply—sure in results.

jLashneen is anOrlentalformula. One)x>x
all you will need. Not sold at druggists.

_ led on recei pt of 25c coi n and 2c postage.

tASHNFIN < OMPANY, l)<-pt. 25, Philadelphia

DR. JACK'S FOOT RELIEF

ed and aching feet.

BOON TO SOLDIERS
//Wa I A wholesome medicated cosmet
gjfcj tight shoes comfortable

Makos
Indorsed by

women everywhere.

Large sample by mail, 25c.

DTI. JACK'S MKDICAt CO.
Dept. B, South Norwalk, Conn.

Incorporate Your Business In Ariiona
Least coat, Greatest advantages. Cost not affected by
amount of capital. Transact business and keep books
anywhere. Stock made full-paid and non-assessable by
using; our forms. Laws, blanks and directions free.
Special forms prepared without charge.

Stoddard Incorporating Company, Box 8N, Phoenix, Arizona

Branch Office : Van Nuys Building, Los Angeles, California

$-01d Coins Wanted—

$

$4.25 EACH paid for U. S. Flying Eagle Cents dated 1856.

$2 to $500 EACH paid for hundreds of Coins dated before 1910

Send TEN cents at once for our New Illustrate') Coin Value
Book, size 4x7. It may mean your fortune. Get posted.

CLARKE COIN CO., Box 26, LE ROY, N. Y.

Comics, cartoons, com-
mercial, newspaper and
magazine Illustrating,
Pastel and Crayon Por-
traits. By Mail or Local
Classes. 10 LESSONS
FREE.WriteforArtBook

ASSOCIATED ART STUDIOS, 51 A Flatiron Building, New York

Who's Who and Where

Norma Talmadge's hobby is odd and

exquisite old fans, and she uses them
in her pictures whenever possible.

-5-

Mack Sennett, creator of two-reel

comedies of the slapstick variety, has

completed arrangements with Para-

mount whereby he is to produce exclu-

sively for that concern in the future.

-5-

Helen Holmes is spending what little

spare time she gets in watching the

progress of that big Utah ranch where

she intends one day to just be a prosaic

farmer without stunts or dangerous

doings.

-?-

Geraldine Farrar has signed a con-

tract with Goldwyn Pictures Corpora-

tion. She will begin work with her

new company next spring, and the

rights to several productions for her

use have already been acquired.

-?-

Frank E. Woods has been engaged as

general manager of productions of the

Lasky Company, under Director Gen-

eral Cecil De Mille. Mr. Woods is the

author of the original scenario of "The
Birth of a Nation" and was former

general manager for D. W. Griffith.

-?-

Alice Mann is Roscoe Arbuckle's new
leading lady. She makes her debut in

Paramount-Arbuckle comedies in "His
Wedding Night." Miss Mann has ap-

peared in Vitagraph productions and in

Lawrence Simon comedies. She also

played with Billie Reeves under Lubin.

-J-

Thomas H. Ince announces that he

expects to build anew studio, in which

will be produced the pictures under Mr.

Ince's new affiliation with Paramount.

Charles Ray and Enid Bennett, who
made their way to stardom under Ince,

will henceforth appear in pictures re-

leased through Paramount.

-5-

Earle Williams is studying aviation,

with a view toward joining the aviation

reserve corps if he is called for service.

He has been a frequent visitor to the

aviation field at Mineola, Long Island,

and has a thorough technical knowledge

of aeroplane construction. If called,

he will provide his own battleplane.

Two important stage successes have

been purchased by the Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation as vehicles for Billie

Burke. The first of these is "Th
Runaway," in which Miss Burk
starred on the stage under the manage-

ment of Charles Frohman a few years

ago. The second play is "Arms and

the Girl."

-?-

When Chester Conklin recites Shake-

speare's famous line, he paraphrases it,

" To bean or not to bean. " Conklin is

in private life a farmer. He owns one

of the largest and most scientific bean

ranches or farms in Southern Califor-

nia. Thousands of Uncle Sam's Jackies

eat Chester Conklin beans, for most of

his output goes to the navy.

-?-

"Roping Her Romeo" is the first

Paramount- Sennett comedy. It features

Polly Moran, Ben Turpin, and Slim

Summerville. '

'A Bedroom Blunder, '

'

featuring Charles Murray, Wayland

Trask and Mary Thurman is the second

Paramount-Sennett comedy. "The Pull-

man Bride" is the third Paramount-

Sennett comedy. The men featured

are Chester Conklin and Mack Swain.

Goldwyn Distributing Corporation

announces that it has closed a contract

to release and distribute eight two-reel

Marie Dressier comedies, to be made
by Miss Dressler's own company under

an exclusive agreement with Goldwyn.

Miss Dressier has already been working

on these comedies for several weeks

and will follow the same principle as

the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, by

always keeping months ahead of release

with finished production. 30
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"WALL-NUTS'* "GOOD-NIGHT, NURSE"
By James Montgomery Flagg

Here's a
Suggestion

Can you think of a

better decoration
than these five jolly

girls from Judge?

Five brilliant paint-

ings by

James Montgomery Flagg

Mary Lane McMillan
Paul Stahr

in full colors, 9 x 12

inches, mounted on a

heavy mat, ready for

the frame, for

One Dollar
(25 cents apiece)

Just pin a bill, check,

money-order or stamps to

the coupon below, fill in

your name, and send it in

to-day to the Art Print

Department of

The Happy Medium

F. F.-9-17

JUDGE ART PRINT DEPARTMENT
225 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Please send me the five pictures from Judge,

for which I enclose $1.00.



I
If You Can

Draw
| a LITTLE and want to draw

|
MORE, you have an opportunity

| to learn at small expense to your-

| self. Eugene Zimmerman has an

J
established reputation as a car-

| toonist. He put some of the tricks

I of his trade into a book,

1 "CARTOONS AND
| CARICATURES"
1 bound neatly in three-quarter mo-

| rocco, which will be sent to you

| prepaid on receipt of price, $1.00.

ZIM BOOK
F. F. 9, Brunswick Building

| 225 Fifth Avenue, New York City
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You Can Have
Beautiful Eye-
brows and Lashes

».V
applying*' Ijasb-Brow-ine" nightly.

It nourishes the eyebrows and lashes,
maliins them long, thick and luxuri-

ant, adding wonderfully to your beauty.
Charm and attractiveness. "Lash-Brow-
ne" is a guaranteed pure and harmless

preparation, used successfully by thousands.
Send 25c (coinl and we will mail you "Lash-

Brow-lne" and our beauty booklet prepaid in

plain sealed cover. Ucware of worthless Imitations.

MAYBEM, LAHORATOKIES, 400K-1H Indlann Ave., CHICAGO
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NEW SCIENTIFIC WONDER

F% i^w You apparently see thru Clothes, Wood,
13 \J T ^) Stone, any object. See Bones in Flesh.

MARVEL MFG. CO. Dept. 45, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Pay asYouWish
Wear a genuine Liacnniteior 10 full days.
Put it to every diamond teBt. If you can
tali it from a diamond send it back at our
expense. If you decide to buy pay only

i

a few cents a month. Write for catalog.

Set In Solid Gold
Lachnite Gems keep their dazzling' fire
forever. Cutby diamond cutters. Stand
diamond tests—fire—acid and cut glass.
Write" today fornew jewelry book—free.

. HAROLD LACHMAN CO.
P«ptl 1680.12 N. Michigan Av„ Chlcapo I

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
A toilet preparation of merit.
Helps to eradicate dandruff.
For Restoring Color and

Beauty to Gray and Faded Hair.
50e. and SI.00 at drutrcists.

$50 to $100 Weekly™~^
time. Great demand. YOU can write them. We
show you how. Experience not necessary. Send for
free booklet of valuable information and special

Chicago Photo-playrlght College, Box278-G19,Chl'go

gum
Illustrated Catalogue Included.

Send 6 Cents.In Stamps

MAGIC CO., Sla. 5. 470 8th Avenue.. NEW YORK

OUR READERS' COLUMN
I

This department belongs to the readers t

of Film Fun. Write us and tell us what I

you think about it. If we can help you, I
write and tell us so. If you like our maga- 1

zine, tell us about it. If you do not like
|

it, tell us anyway. We want to know 1
just what you think about it.

Film Fun is very proud to be the

recipient of the following letter:

Inclosed please find check in pay-

ment of a year's subscription respec-

tively of Bessie Love, at 1259 St. An-
drews Place, Los Angeles, and the

Mabel Condon Exchange. It may in-

terest you to know that Bessie Love
especially requested a subscription to

your magazine for the sentimental rea-

son that your publication was the first

to give space to a Bessie Love photo-

graph. Considering the present popu-
larity of Miss Love and her photo-

graphs, this, it seems to me, was rather

a scoop on your part. Your recent

other courtesies to Miss Love are being
fully appreciated by her, and a copy of

Film Fun is always to be found in her
home and her dressing-room. To in-

sure its regular and early receipt, how-
ever, she prefers to be on your sub-

scription list. With pleasure I convey
to you the sincere best wishes of Bessie

Love and yours very truly, Mabel Con-
don, Los Angeles.

-5-

I have just finished reading the latest

issue of Film Fun, and I enjoyed it

ever so much. I thought the picture of

Grace Cunard very pretty and thank you
for putting it in. I can, am, and will

boost Film Fun to the highest point

possible. Thank you very much for

answering my last questions. Hoping
to have my curiosity satisfied about the

ones below, I am, sincerely, J. D. S.,

Trenton, Tex.

The answers to your questions are as

follows: (1) As far as we have been

able to find out, the Flora Finch Com-

pany does not have its own studio and

very possibly rents one either in New
York or in the Fort Lee, N. J., neigh-

borhood. (2) Mary Fuller made only

one picture for the Lasky Film Corpo-

ration, and since then has appeared in

"The Public Be Damned," which was

released by the Public Rights Film Cor-

poration. (3) As far as we know,

Margaret Gibson is still with the Chris-

tie Comedy Company. She played in
'

' He Fell on the Beach, '

' which was re-

leased by that company on June 25th.

(4) Yes, Mollie King played in Pathe's

"Kick In." (5) "The Road o' Strife"

was a series made by Lubin in 1915,

commencing April 5th. This series

was in fifteen one-reel episodes, each

episode supposed to be complete in

itself.

I have been reading your magazine.
Film Fun, for some time, but I have
never found out what company Mary
Miles Minter plays with. If it is no
trouble to you, will you please send me
the name of the company? B. H.,
Chesham, N. H.

Mary Miles Minter is with the

Mutual-American Film Corporatio

Santa Barbara, Cal.

.,

I am twelve years old and think your
magazine is fine. You know a lot about
motion pictures, so will you please tell

me the address of the William Fox
Company? Hoping to hear from you
soon in answer to the favor I asked of
you, yours very truly, B. P., Independ-
ence, Mo.

The Fox Film Corporation is at 126

West Forty-sixth Street, New York City.

«?-

We're printing this letter just to show

that even Film Fun sometimes makes
mistakes and has to apologize for them,

and we think it's good discipline for

us to eat humble pie, thus doing our bit

by helping to conserve the food supply.

Besides, we like to do something now
and then for our contributors.

Dear Miss or Mrs.—I accept your
apology, because there is nothing else

I can do with it. Lets you and me play
it never happened, huh? I compromised
on the drink by absorbing two cream
puffs and a sundae, which is proper
dissipation for a pote. Goodness ! Is

everybody on Film Fun a lady except
Mr. Judge and Mr. Leslie? I suppose,

as the magazine grows and you have to

have an "Answer Man," he, too, will

be a lady! Now, about this "over-
stocked" alibi of yours. I'm going to

call your bluff on that. Hereafter, when
my stuff comes to you, and it looks

good, just retain it (if you are over-

stocked) until you are understocked.
Nothing annoys a pote so much as hav-
ing his stuff come back. You will

usually find my efforts original, if

somewhat uncouth, and I am going to

give you my best. Regards to the rest

of Film Fun's wimmin folks. Sin-

cerely, Harry J. Smalley.

«?-

Film Fun is our great friend here.

We read it over and over. What has

become of Mrs. Garrigan? Why doesn't

she lay down the law any more? We
sure do miss her and would like to hear

from her soon. The Boys of the Six-

teenth Company, Jefferson Barracks,

Mo.

Dear boys—We are glad you like us,

and gladder still that you told us about

it. We don't know what has happened
to Mrs. Garrigan. Perhaps, like the

rest of us, the extreme heat has dried

up her fountains of speech for a while,

We'll ask Mr. James G. Gabelle abou
her.
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"EMPTY!"
THIS IS A VOLUNTEER MOVEMENT

The space for this advertisement is given
free by the Leslie-Judge Company. The
services of those who manage the fund
are donated. Every cent collected goes
into the purchase of tobacco comfort for
our soldiers and sailors. Do your parti

MAIL COUPON AND
CONTRIBUTION NOW!

Gun Smoke
Everywhere-

But not a whiff of TOBACCO SMOKE
to cheer a fellow up!"

THE English "Tommies" have their pipes kept

filled by the folks at home.
The French "Poilus" never want for a smoke

—

their friends are "on the job."
The "Anzaes" have all the tobacco they can use sent

them by their loved ones.

And now the time has come for Americans to send
little packages of happiness to our "Sammies" in
the trenches and our "Jackies" with the fleet.

These lads are defending our lives and fortunes.
We must show them our appreciation.

Besides facing the foe, our boys must experience homesickness, lone-

liness, dreary hours in the trenches, uncomfortable days in torpedo-boat

destroyers. Tobacco cheers them ; home and friends loom up in the

fragrant puffs. Help us to give the boys at the front the smoke" they
crave and need. Even if you object to tobacco personally, think of those

whom it comforts and let your contributions come without delay

!

Keeps a Fighting Man
Happy for a Week

—

Sends a Month's Supply off

Tobacco—ACT

!

$1
Each quarter buys a package of tobacco
and cigarettes worth 45 cents, enough
to make one of your defenders happy
for a week. One dollar makes him and
his trench mates glad for a month.
Those who can afford it should adopt a
soldier and keep him supplied with to-

bacco for the duration of the war. One
dollar a month does it. Small and large
contributions solicited.

A War Souvenir lor You
A feature of this fund is that in each
package is enclosed a post card ad-
dressed to the donor. If it is possible

for the soldier or sailor receiving the
tobacco to mail you this post card
receipt, it will be a war souvenir you
will treasure forever.

Hurry Up With YOUR "Smokes"
Dive into your purse. Out comes a
quarter, half-dollar, a note. Mail it

at once—currency, stamps, check or
money order. The quicker it comes,
the quicker our boys will have their

smokes. A similar fund in England
has sent over four million packages
to soldiers and sailors. Here is one
way to do your bit—mail the coupon!

WHAT THE SECRETARY OF WAR SA YS:

"The War Department approves of their enterprise

(that of those who take part in raising the "Our Boys
in France Tobacco Fund") and thanks them in behalf

of many a homesick soldier and sailor who will be

cheered not merely by the kindly gifts themselves, but

still more by the spirit of cordial and homely sym-
pathy which inspires them."

NEWTON D. BAKER, Secretary of War

"OUR BOYS IN FRANCE
TOBACCO FUND"

25 West 44th Street New York City

Depository:—Irving National Bank, N. Y.

Illl Hill! N

"OUR BOYS IN FRANCE TOBACCO FUND"
25 West 44th Street, New York

GENTLEMEN:
I want to do my part to cheer up the American soldiers who are fight-

ing my battle in France. If tobacco will do it—I'm for tobacco.

(Check Below How You Desire To Contribute)

I send you herewith my contribution towards the
purchase of tobacco for American soldiers. This does not obligate me to
contribute more.

I enclose Si.00. I will adopt a soldier and send you $1.00 a month tc
supply him with "smokes" for the duration of the war.

NAME

ADDRESS.
Film Fun, September, 1917 m



Become a Millionaire of Mental and!

Physical Wealth—Instead of a Pauper?
CONSCIOUS

To Possess Only Sufficient Energy and Vitality to Carry You
Through Each Day—to be Normal in Health Only Under the
Most Favorable Conditions—Is No More Prosperity Than Hav-
ing Only Enough Money From Day to Day to Meet Current
Expenses ! GreatRESERVE Health, Great RESERVE Energy,
Are What We Must Acquire If We Are to Successfully Overcome Every Adverse
Condition and Thus Enjoy the Benefit of Liv-

ing a Whole Life, a Complete Life, a Superior
Life. You Can Become a Millionaire in Men-
tal and Physical Wealth — Free From the
Pangs of Health-and-Mind Poverty.

How much wealth of mind and
body do you possess?—If you are

not a millionaire in Brain Power
and Bodily Power—with ability,

alertness, confidence, ambition, energy, vital-

ity and health to spare—you are living an inferior

life, an empty life, an inefficient life! Only if you
are a mental and physical giant, able to abuse yourself

without flinching—only if you are miles ahead of other men
in thought-power and action-power—only if you are always grasp-

ing your opportunities—only if you never get tired of thinking or work-

ing—are }
?ou what you ought to be and can become, easily and quickly.

Are You a Victim of Self-Deception?
Most people say, and think, they feel fine when they
are actually only half alive, half awake, half as en-
ergetic, half as successful as they could be.

Health to some individuals means freedom from dis-
tress and freedom from disease. Health to others means
a wealth of living power, a superabundance of physi-
ological power, a superabundance of physical power,
and a superabundance of personal power.
There are two distinct advantages that a person
gains through a superabundance of living power.
One is—absolute freedom from weakness and ineffi-

ciency and ill condition,—the other is—the conscious-
ness of superabundance of power which gives the
personalityconfidence— self-reliance—aggressiveness,
just as the possession of any unusually valuable
characteristic gives the person self-reliance and the
means of success.

What Conscious Evolution Is
The body is composed of billions of cells. When ill-

ness or any other unnatural condition prevails, we
must look to the cells for relief. When we lack en-
ergy and power, when we are listless, when we
haven't smashing, driving power back of our
thoughts and actions, when we must force ourselves
to meet our daily business and social obligations,
when we are sick or ailing, or when, for any reason,
weare not enjoying a fully healthy and happy life,

it is simply because certain cells are weak and in-

active or totally dead. They haven't the power to
run the human engine as nature intended. These
facts and many ol hers were discovered by Alois 1'.

Swoboda and resulted in his marvelous new system
of Conscious Evolution which develops every cell in

the brain and body to its maximum capacity of pos-
itive qualities. Conscious Evolution thus improves
on nature. In other words, it harnesses nature, and
makes it continue the evolution and organization
and upbuilding of your cells and life, and thus, not
only restores to normal those who are below normal,
but it continues their advancement and evolution,
and makes them better than nature alone could make
them without guidance and without harnessing.

ConsciouB Evolution is to the body and its life what
cultivation is to corn. Corn that is left to nature
without cultivation is xsu&h infericr tc corn that is

cultivated by man. Cultivated corn is wonderfully
superior to uncultivated corn, and cultivated cells

and cultivated energies of personality are equally
superior to uncultivated cells and energies.

What Conscious Evolution Does
Regardless of how alive you may believe you are, re-

gardless of how active, energetic and alert you may

consider yourself, regardless of how successful and
developed in evavy department of personality and
body you may think yourself, regardless of how
healthy, wealthy and successful you may be, you
cannot afford in justice to yourself, to miss the ener-
gizing and greater life creating influence of Con-
scious Evolution.
You may think yourself strong, brainy, energetic,
vigorous, highly vitalized, exhuberantly healthy and
successful, but you have not attained one-half of
what is possible for you. You are, in reality, living
an inferior life. Conscious Evolution can prove it to
you. Conscious Evolution can make of you a giant,
psychologically and personally.

Conscious Evolution gives energy and vitality to
spare, self-reliance to spare, health power to spare,
thinking power to spare. Conscious Evolution de-
velops gigantic cell power. Conscious Evolution
makes the body, brain and personality fatigue proof.
It creates reserve health, reserve energy, reserve vi-

tality and reserve mentality.

Do Not Deprive Yourself
The difference between your cells highly evolution-
ized and your cells in the present condition is as the
difference between real life and moderate life.

To deprive yourself/if the privileges and benefits of Con-
scious Evolution, is to practice fraud on yourself, to impose
on yourself. If Conscious Evolution were not such a genu-
ine reality, such a genuine power for your good of every
type, it would not be possible for me to guarantee it as I do.
Conscious Evolution is guaranteed because it can be guar-
anteed—because it produces better results for my pupils
than I promise. You nre not capable of realizing before-
hand what Conscious Evolution actually will create for
you, and which you will realize through experience.

A Startling Book—FREE
If you think you are totally well, if you feel only a little be-
low par, or if you have resigned yourself to your (ate after
many yeari' suffering and ninny experiences with medi-
cines, then by all means let Swoboda send you his new copy-
righted book on Health, strength, efficiency. Head what his
system is, what it has already accomplished, You will be
intensely interested in every page, in every sentence, in
every word. You will realize that Conscious Evolution
solves the problem of continual youth, that old age the bug
bear can be swept aside.

Tear out the coupon on this page, write your name and ad-
dress on it, or write a Letter or even a postal card, and mall
to A lois P. Swoboda, 2056 Aeolian Halt, New York. Even if

you gain but one suggestion out of the 60 pages In S
boda's book, you will have been repaid a thousandfold
for bavingrread it. 1 urge you by all meansnot to de-
lay; not to say, "I'll do it later," hut to send the
coupon or a letter or postal NOW, while the mat
ter is on your mind, Remember the hook is ab-
solutely tree there is no charge or ohliga-
linn now or later. Write Now.

What Others

Have to Say
"I am more than pleased with my

results. I have seen your advertise-
ments for fifteen or twenty years, I

am now just beginning to figure out
what 1 have missed and lost by wait-
ing until now to take this course."

"Can't describe the satisfaction I

feel."

"Worth more than athousand dol-
lars to me in increased mental and
physical capacity."

"I have been enabled by your sys-
tem to do work of mental character
previously impossible for me."

"I was very skeptical, now am
phased with results; have gained 17

pounds."

**The very first lessons began to
work magic, In my gratitude. I am
telling my croaking and complain-
ing friends, 'Try Swoboda.'"

" Words cannot explain the new
life it imparts to both body and
brain."

" It reduced rny weight 29 pounds,
increased my chest expansion 5 inch-
es, reduced my waist inches."

"1 have heard your system highly
recommended for years, but I did
not realize the effectiveness of it
until I tried it. I am glad indeed
that I am now taking it."

"I think your system is wonderful.
I thought 1 was in the best of physi-
cal health before 1 wrote for your
course, but 1 can now note the great-
est improvement even in this short
time. I cannot recommend your sys-
tem too highly. Do not. hesitate to
refer to me."

"You know more about the human
body than any man with whom I
have ever come in contact person-
ally or otherwise."

A Few of Swoboda's
Prominent Pupils

F. W. Vanderbilt

Alfred I. Du Pont

Simon Guggenheim

W. G. Rockefeller. Jr.

Charles Evans Hughes

Frank A. Vanderlip

W. R. Hearst

Charles F. Swift

Woodrow Wilson

Howard Gould

Oscar Strauss

A. W. Armour
Maxine Elliott

Anna Held

•
//

/
send

free

n if ^^sA
/Name.

Please

me your
copyrighted book,

"CONSCIOUS EVO-
LUTION."

Address.

City State

Mail to ALOIS P. SWOBODA
2056 Aeolian Hall New York City
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THE HUN AT PLAY
THE Bodies were bored. To be shut r.p for three months in a |

deserted chateau in the heart of Normandy was no small hard- |
ship for five Prussian officers accustomed to the gayeties of Ber-

j

lin. To be sure, during their enforced stay, they had found entertain- !

ment in acts of vandalism, after the manner of their kind. Mutilated j

family portraits, priceless Flemish tapestries cut to ribbons, fine old |

mirrors cracked by pistol bullets, and the hacked and broken furni- |

ture that littered the spacious apartments of the chateau, all bore |

eloquent testimony to the favorite pastime of the Hun. But even
j

this sport for the moment had palled. Outside the rain descended §
in torrents. As the brandy and liqueur passed from hand to hand,

suddenly the Captain has an inspiration. A soldier is despatched §

to a nearby city. In the evening lie returns with five handsome §
girls. How the table is laid and the fun grows fast and furious as |
the champagne flows ; how in an access of alcoholic patriotism toasts I

are proposed by the chivalrous Prussians reflecting on the bravery of |
the men and the virtue of the women of France; what happens to §
the Baron at the hands of one of the girls—a patriot even if ajille I

dejoic— is told as only Maupassant could tell it in the story Mademoi- |

setle Fiji found in this superb Verdun Edition of

The Complete Works of
f

Guy de Maupassant
The First and Only Adequately

Illustrated American Edition

IT is a remarkable fact that, without ex-

ception, editions of Maupassant here-

tofore accessible to the American reading

public have contained illustrations not only

crude in execution but, in their relation to

the text, nothing less but grotesque cari-

catures.

This was a grave injustice to the author,

as well as a reflection on the great body of

American artists, which includes many of

the world's most distinguished illustrators.

The frontispiece illustrations for the 17 volumes
of the Verdun Edition of Guy de Maupassant
have been specially made by the talented Ameri-
can artist J. E. Allen, and they will add immes-
urably to the enjoyment of this Complete Collec-

tion of the author's works by their graphic inter-

pretation of the various characters and types
found in his stories.

A SPECIALLY LOW BEFORE-PUB-
LICATION PRICE

while the Verdun Edition is going through the
press, will be named, confidentially, to those
whose applications reach us in advance of publi-

cation. Applicants for sets after that date will

have to pay a higher price. To get the advantage
of this low price Sign and Mail Coupon To-Day.

YOU ASSUME NO OBLIGATION
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BRUNSWICK SUBSCRIPTION CO.
|

Brunswick Building, N'ew York City. |

Without obligation on my part, pleasesend full
|

particulars, with special tiefore-publication
|

price and terms, of the Verdun Ed ition of the
|

Complete Works of Guy de Maupassant, 17
|

volumes, cloth. If quotations are satfsfactory
|

I will notify you promptly to reserve a set for e

me for delivery when published. Otherwise,
|

I waive all right to the special price quoted.
|

Name |

Address §

City State |

Occupation !
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Over 350 Novels, Stories,

Poems
(^UY de MAUPASSANT ob-
^^ served life with a miraculous

completeness and told what he saw

with an intensity of feeling and with

a precision which leaves the reader

delighted and amazed. He was the

most exact transcriber of life in liter-

ature. His novels and stories, all of

which will appear in the Verdun Edi-

tion, leave the impression of the clear-

est, frankest, most solid reality ; as if

each phase of life in every stratum of

society had been detached piece by
J

piece, stripped of all conventional

complexity, and so presented to the
|

reader. His was the incomparable

gift of understanding life, which is

the heritage only of the greatest

geniuses.

In comparison with his novels and

stories all others appear artificial and

labored. Maupassant does not preach,

argue, concern himself with morals,

and has no social prejudices. He
describes nothing that he lias not seen

and shows men and women just as he

found them. His language is so

simple and strong that it conveys the

exact picture of the thing seen. His

choice of subjects is always redeemed

by an exquisite irony and art.
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The Best English Translation

Complete—Literal—Unexpurgated

WHILE the eyes of the whole world
are centered on our gallant ally,

France, and her heroic struggle against

a ruthless invader; with the ghastly pic-

ture before us of the brutal atrocities

committed by an inhuman foe on her
civilian population, her women and
young girls; while the smoke still rises

from her destroyed cities and profaned

temples, and the crash and thunder of

her guns is heard from Calais to the

Vosges as she hurls defiance at her

treacherous enemy— nothing could be
more timely than the publication of this

Complete Collection of the works of

France's most gifted son, Guy de Mau-
passant, in whom realism reached its

culminating point and the short story

the perfection of its art, and whose
stories of the Franco-Prussian War, told

with relentless realism, will be read now
with a new interest and a fuller appreci-

ation of their verity in the light of cur-

rent events. But if such stories as Boule

de Suif, Madame Scuvage, and Mademoi-
selle Fiji first raised Maupassant to the

highest pinnacle of literary fame, that

position was rendered secure for all time

by his other matchless series of novels

and stories covering the widest range of

human emotion and experience in vthich

every kind of character, good or bad, yielded ma-

terial for his art. Literally translated, all these

will appear in the Verdun Edition which will be

published soon in a form unapproached by any
previous edition ever offered on this side of the

Atlantic.

M--



LITTLE MARY McALLISTER

The most necessary qualification for a patient is to be patient, and, no matter what quali-

fications he may lack, Little Mary McAllister's dog " Bobo " is that, and serves as a satisfac-

tory outlet for his mistress' desire to do her bit.
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Does Your Money Pay This Bill?

TT ISN'T what you spend, but what you get for your money,

that makes happiness in this life. The costliness of

worthless things was never more in evidence than in some

of the films that are thrust upon us—technically almost

perfect, but from a mental and moral viewpoint about as

wholesome as morphine.

The thing you absolutely cannot afford is to fail to get

value received for your outlay, be it much or little. Ten

million admissions to motion pictures a week amount to a

tidy sum, and the people who pay it are guilty of inexcus-

able waste and thriftlessness if they tolerate shows that

they do not enjoy.

Just as soon as the movie fan makes a convincing dem-

onstration of his disapproval, the production of these futile

films will cease, and probably not before. He can be

heard, any time one likes to listen in the theater, express-

ing his likes and dislikes. He ought to go a step further

than this, and get up and leave the playhouse and demand

his money back at the box office, when a plot that is an

affront to ordinary intelligence or an offense against good

taste is the offering.

The manager is on the job; he will know when you

leave, and it will not be long thereafter until he knows

why, and then he will apply the necessary remedy.

As long as bad films are tolerated, they will be manu-

factured, and the worst result is a spreading mental

disorder.

The man who pays the bills has the last word to say, in

this as in every other business.

See to it that you get your money's worth

It Isn't Fair

/^ERTAIN abuses tolerated in connection with the motion^ picture business can only be explained by admitting

re-incarnation as a fact.

The pirates of the Spanish Main seem to have come to

life again, and their doings make the cutthroat, walk-the-

plank methods of Captain Kidd and his merry crew seem

clean and honorable by comparison; for the victims are

usually helpless young girls, whose main fault seems to

be that they are ambitious.

These girls come to New York by the scores of hun-

dreds, determined to win fame and much money in motion

pictures. They believe they can do this.

In most cases they have only a little money and very

few friends wiser than themselves. Sooner or later each

receives a card of invitation, signed with an unfamiliar

name, but bearing every evidence of good taste and sincerity.

It informs the ambitious one that the writer has learned

she is open for an engagement in the pictures, and if this

is so will she please call. She does call, and is met with a
cordiality that might arouse suspicion in a star, but which
pleases the innocent one.

Very adroitly she is put in possession of the informa-

tion that she is needed in the work, but three or four

weeks' training is absolutely necessary to prepare her,

even though she may have acted for years on the stage.

And the charge will be $50.

Usually, if she seems reluctant, an assistant is called

into conference, and presently a special price of $25 is

agreed to.

If it may be surmised from the conversation that a

larger sum can be obtained, the aspirant for stellar roles is

told that stock may be purchased in the corporation, in

amounts anywhere from $100 to $1,000, and an investor

will receive enormous dividends, and the necessary prep-

aration for screen success without tuition. A contract is

guaranteed to each investor.

Everybody in filmdom knows of the existence of these

concerns, of which there are several that vary but little in

their plan of operation. They all carry regular ads in the

daily papers. It is from responses to these advertisements

that addresses are obtained.

One concern charges an enrollment fee of $5, a dollar

each for a course of twenty lessons, and confers a diploma

when these have been completed. Then the new actress is

advised to have a strip of film made, just to show how well

she screens.

The charge for this is only $25. She is assured this is

essential to success. The near-riot that often ensues when
a young woman shows up with her strip of film and de-

mands the star part which has been guaranteed her, and

which she believes she has earned and paid for, would be

very funny if it were not in very many cases so tragic.

This very thing would happen oftener than it does, but

for the fact that studios and managers are safeguarded

against all visitors.

Let every victim of a swindling advertisement report

the fact to the Postmaster-General, Washington, D. C.

Preparedness

TT IS our pleasant duty to remind you there's just about
* time enough, if Thanksgiving tokens are sent now, for

them to reach the soldier lads "somewhere in France" in

time to make it a holiday for them. And it is none too

soon for the Christmas packet, but bear in mind that trans-

portation facilities- are overtaxed. Save space all you can.

Money gifts will bless the recipient, and if expended in

France will afford a needed help in time of trouble. Actors

know better than any other class of landsmen what a home-
less Christmas means, and always co-operate cheerfully.

Every one of us should do his bit.



« Business Before Pleasure"

Alexander Carr as Morris Perlmutter, Clara Joel as Rita

Sismondi, the vampire, and Barney Bernard as Abe
Potash.

nPHERE have been recently many plays and stories

dealing with the motion picture industry, but at

no time has there been anything so hilariously funny as

the comedy, "Business Before Pleasure," which bids

fair to have a record run in New York. The following

are a few of the funniest and most characteristic bits

of the dialogue:

"I don't care if it's moving pictures or a theater,

Mr. Blanchard; if you want people to have a good time,

you got to pretty near break their hearts.
'

'

"Quit your swearing! What you think this gentle-

man is? An actor?"

"Every business experience is experience for the

moving picture business. People is going into moving

pictures out of all kinds of business, from soap and per-

fumery to delicatessen. Everybody nowadays has got

two businesses—his regular business and the moving

picture business. What is there to the moving picture

business, anyhow? A couple of cameras, some electric

lights, a few hundred dollars secondhand furniture, and

right away you can start manufacturing!"

"Don't you know what a vampire is?" "Sure! A
fellow that gives a decision like five strikes and out."

"You are thinking of a empire, not a vampire."

"Nobody would ever trust a vampire who was hap-

pily married on the side."

"There she is, gentlemen! For six hundred and

fifty dollars a week, a regular Kipling vampire !"

"Regular or not regular, for six hundred and fifty

dollars she could kipple somewhere else."

Morris—Seemingly moving pictures have went to your head, Abe. Such behavior is only good for fifty feet in a

five-reel fillum, but in business it lands you in bankruptcy.



CLARA KIMBALL VOUNG FILM CORP. WHITE PHOTO

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
Seems to prove that people who say " Follow your nose and you'll get there," know what

they're talking about—for hers has led her straight to success.



A Backward Glance—Twenty Years In the Pictures

By CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG

TTEREDITY always helps or hinders. Acting runs in my
* * family, and so it has always been easy for me. I be-

gan my stage career when I was only four years old. My
father likes to tell people how at that age I made a great

hit in "Ten Nights in a Barroom," singing "Father, dear

father, come home with me now, the clock in the steeple

strikes one." That was more than twenty years ago.

Many actresses do not like to tell how old they are; I am
proud of being the oldest actress in the pictures.

And father and I have played together ever since my
beginning. In "Magda, " which we are just finishing, he

takes the part of Magda's father, but people need not pity

me for the curse is only make-believe. We're great pals.

One great big factor in such success as I have won, I am sure

is my inherited talent and the training he has given me.

He has been on the stage all his life, too, but acting is

a family failing which goes much further back. Although

my father is the first to win recognition in America, in

England our people for generations have been stage folks.

Most noted of them all, and my own really-truly great-

grand-aunt, is Sarah Scott Siddons. I knew the fact, but

never cared or thought much about it, until our director in

Vitagraph in the old days, William Ranous, used to say,

when he thought I deserved a bit of praise, "Oh, you Clara

Siddons! You can't help but be great, if you'll only work!"

My father, Edward Marshall Kimball.

II miiilimiiiiiii linn.:

I was seven years old when this picture was made.

I didn't have much of a chance not to work in those

days. We all worked. We had to. It would make too

long a story to tell all that I have done in pictures since

that beginning, although I should like to say how I have

hated some of it. No, I don't mean good and bad charac-

ters. To an actress that has no meaning; she knows she

has to play both sorts of women with equal ardor and

earnestness. But trifling, silly, inconsistent women and

illogical plots are weary work and hard to put one's

heart into, and I'm glad to feel that I am done with them

forever. Great plays—nothing else—and a contract run-

ning four years, under which I must finish at least eight

plays each year. That means much work, but also much
money.

Notwithstanding the drudgery, I do not hesitate one

minute to advise any girl or woman who is a type, and who
has health, ambition and a little above average courage and

endurance, to go into the pictures if she wants to. If she

is sincere about it, she will be able to get in somewhere,

although it will not be easy. Hard work is inevitable, and

endurance will be needed after her first success to develop

her best points and make a name for herself. Dogged,

long-continued effort is the price of success in the pictures.

I work hard every day. I rise about seven-thirty and

am usually at the studio by nine. From then until the

light fails us in the late afternoon I am right there.

Even if I am not working, I like to supervise all that goes

on. We usually film all my scenes in a play one after the



other as fast as my director will allow; then I am free to

see about my dresses, my hats, my boots, and, oh ! lots of

nice, pretty things it is necessary to provide.

New costumes have to be created for every play. These

I study out, just as I learn the lines. Then I consult with

my director, and after we have decided how to dress the

part, I go into executive session with my costumers and

milliners. Fittings often require half a day at a time,

sometimes longer, and it is weary work, and yet I thor-

oughly enjoy it. I think every woman loves pretty clothes,

but I often think that an actress is especially lucky,

because she is obliged to have the best, newest and most

beautiful things. Nobody knows how much it helps me to

really and truly become, for the time being, the character

I have dreamed and planned these costumes for. It takes

time, and costs enormously, but it is worth while.

Then there is the photographer. He has to have a day

or so for each new play. Film Fun folks and all of the

people who like my work expect this. I enjoy the results

when they are good, but posing is anything but easy,

comfortable work, and tires me more than my scenes.

Even when I pick up a book or a magazine by way of

recreation, I am on the lookout for a plot. Hundreds of

manuscripts we return unread, because we do not con-

sider original scenarios; our plays are all adapted from

stage successes, books or short stories. We have to read

hundreds before we find one that meets all our requirements.

In closing, shall I tell you how happy I am just now
over having won, at last, what I have always wanted—the

right to make only the pictures I want to, in exactly the

way I wish? After "Magda" is finished, we do "The Mar-

ionettes,
'

' and then '

' Shirley Kaye, '

' here at New Rochelle.

Then we go to the West Indies to stage a play called "The
Savage Woman," which requires a tropic setting, and

after that to California for an indefinite stay.

( This is the second in a series of stories written for Film

Fun by screen favorites. One will appear each month. Olive

Thomas, who has never worked outside of New York before

this trip to the great West to film "Broadway, Arizona," has

promised us a story when she gets back from her trip. In the

November Film Fun. Watch for it.

)

Theda Bara Valeska Suratt Olga Petrova

Theda, Valeska and Olga

Apologies to F. GREGORY HARTSWICK By CHARLOTTE R. MISH

VALESKA and Theda and Olga one day
Met, and they smiled together.

Left home their daggers and went out to play,

Out in the sweet June weather.

Discarded their earrings and put on some gowns
(Not a camera was there for this scene !)

And there wasn't a trace of those murderous frowns

We're accustomed to see on the screen

From Theda,
Valeska
Or Olga.

Valeska and Theda and Olga confessed

(Without a reporter around !)

This simple good time and the way they were dressed

Just suited them down to the ground.

"But now we must haste to our arduous labors,

As, fully attired in a comb,
We've four men to kill before six with our sabers!"

Then sadly departed for home
Did Theda,
Valeska
And Olga.



VITAGRAPH

Henry H. Bliss, the winner in the
essay contest conducted by the Great-
er Vitagraph Company, on "How
America Should Prepare,

'

' receiving
a thousand dollars in one-dollar bills.

The judges in the contest were
Hudson Maxim, the inventor; Alan
R. Hawley, president of the Aero
Club of America; and Albert E.

Smith, president of Vitagraph.

A Fir9t Aid to Sanity

That is how a returned soldier designated the little theaters back of the

trenches. To a certain extent this will be true in our own land. The Na-
tional War Work Council of the Y. M. C. A. has perfected plans and already

has arrangements nearly completed for providing movie shows for the soldiers

in training at the 343 United States cantonments, camps and posts. Eight

million feet of film each week will be furnished—real entertainment, true as

the camera, such as red-blooded men would select for themselves if a choice

were open to them. Warren Dunham Foster, of the Community Motion Pic-

ture Bureau, who will supply these films, and who has taken very special care

in his choice of subjects, has this to say: "The men don't want sob stuff.

They will not be bored with pictures of mother, home and heaven, nor will

they want to see soldiers depicted as specially heroic or patriotic. We will

give them romance, real war photographs and farces."

Already many of these theaters are in operation. Civilians are not per-

mitted to attend the performances.

A Helpful Hint

The wont of the motion picture organizations throughout the United States

was very effective in bringing about the successful over-subscription of the

Liberty Loan. Women and men of the motion picture companies worked
with unbounded zeal and achieved telling results. These organizations can
give more effective aid in the future than they have already given, because

there will be more time to work out a definite plan of campaign. The details

regarding sale of the next issue will soon be announced. Think carefully

about the matter and be ready.

The beautiful open-air theater on Rosemary Farm, Huntington, Long Island, where a stupendous pageant, under
the direction of the American Red Cross Bureau of Motion Pictures, is to be staged on October 5th. The pag-

eant is to be filmed and will be usedthroughout the country to stimulate interest in the work of the Red Cross.



Hitting the Trail
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Mabel Taliaferro and her entire company spent two weeks at Saranac Lake, for the purpose of filming some scenes
for

'

' The Jury of Fate.
'

'

Dorothy Dalton has found
an excellent bit of loca-

tion for "Wild Winship's
Widow," up among the

mountains about Los Angeles, and triumphantly surveys her company there-

from.

ARTCRAFT

Algeria was transplanted to

Fort Lee for a while, where
a village was built for

Elsie Ferguson's first pic-

ture, "Barbary Sheep."

8IGNAL-MUTUAL

Since Helen Holmes started working there, Los Angeles has become accustomed to all sorts of thrills, and railroad
wrecks are part of its daily diet. This picture shows Miss Holmes and her company starting work on the new

serial, "The Lost Express."



A Convertible Village

This elaborate Dutch village was constructed at Culver City, Cal., for the production of "Wooden Shoes," in which
Bessie Barriscale was the star. Its cost would have been prohibitive, even for a movie set, were it not that such a

structure is convertible.
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Hung with vines, moss and streamers, and aided

by a clever arrangement of lights, it became a

fairy village for "In Slumberland. " A whole
barge-load of rose petals was tipped into the water.

TRIANGLE

Abanding all these disguises with the facility of

a lightning-change artist, shorn of its eerie

beauty, our village emerges as an Irish setting

for Bessie Love's "Wee Lady Betty."



Photoplays Pass the Reviewing Stand

The stupendous production of "Cleopatra," in

which Theda Bara stars, is said to have cost

$500,000, and 15,000 peo-

ple and 2,000 horses were
used. Roman palaces, the

Roman Forum, the Barge on
the Nile, the Pyramids, the

Sphinx and all other scenes

incidental to the life story

of Cleopatra were perfectly

reproduced.

No star could be better suited to his part than is

Sessue Hayakawa to that of "Hushimura Togo,"
in the photoplay of that name. The artistic set-

tings and the Japanese atmosphere achieved
throughout make this a truly remarkable release.

ARTCRAFT NORMA TALMADGE FILM CO.

Elsie Ferguson makes her initial appearance in motion pic-

tures in "Barbary Sheep," taken from the novel by Robert

Hichens. A sumptuous Oriental setting contributes much
to the popularity of this play.

Norma Talmadge and Eugene O'Brien, in "The
Moth." Miss Talmadge plays the role of a
social butterfly suddenly brought to a realization

of the perilous course she has been steering.



On Their Way to the Front

"The Conqueror, " with William Farnum as the star, picturizing the heroic life and times of General Sam Hous-
ton, the Liberator of Texas, was photographed in California, Texas and Mexico. Sioux Indians, Texas rangers

and U. S. cavalrymen appear in the production.

Tom Powers and Rubye De Remer, in

a characteristic bit from "The Auc-
tion Block," by Rex Beach.

Jane Cowl's first photoplay for Goldwyn is
'

' The
Spreading Dawn," based on Basil King's Sat-

urday Evening Post story. Aside from looking
her customary beautiful self, Miss Cowl does
some fine acting. The entire production
measures up to the Goldwyn standard of

excellence. METRO

Walter Miller with
Emily Stevens in

"The Slacker."



FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN
Has been in his day a wrestler, a bicycle racer, an artist's model and a student ot sculp*

ture. All of which goes to prove that a motion picture idol isn't made in a day.



Comments of a Free Lance
By LINDA A. GRIFFITH
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The writer is well known in the moving picture world. She began her career as a mov-

1 ing picture actress with the Biograph Company when it was the pioneer in this field of

1 operation. She has since been prominently connected with the Kinemacolor and other

1 companies and more recently was the star in her striking sociological play "Charity."

CAMPBELL STUDIOS

LINDA A.

BATTLE FRONT FILMS THRILL
CROWDED HOUSES

/"\NE OF the most interesting mo-
^^ tion picture openings I ever

attended took place at the Forty-

fourth Street Theater, New York

City, on August 8th, when the first

and only official Italian war films to

reach America were shown there.

Had the pictures been dull and

stupid, the unique crowd of first

nighters that filled the theater would

have been well worth the price of

admission to see. It was something

new in the way of a first night.

There were no dress suits noticeable,

a few Palm Beach ones; but every

true Italian there—and there were

many—had his coat off, revealing a

bright pink or blue shirt, with a few

striped ones interspersed. Whether

suspenders or belts were a neces-

sary part of the costume mattered little. Even the

musicians in their Palm Beach suits left off their coats,

and the occupants of the boxes were also in their shirt

sleeves. Our men, suffering in their dark woolen suits,

might well envy the simplicity and naturalness of this one

of our Allies, which has not too much false pride to be

comfortable. Even if the night be hot and humid, and a

close theater be not the happiest choice of a place to spend

an August evening, a visit to this theater to see these Ital-

ian war films is well worth the effort. The views which

make up this film, called "The Italian Battlefront, " and

which were photographed by the cinemographic division of

the Italian army, under the direction of the Italian General

Staff, are in three parts:

1st, Italy's warfare in the Adamello, at the top of the

snow-clad Alps.

2d, The battle of Gorizia, showing the capture of the

supposedly impregnable Austrian fortress.

3d, Italy's warfare in the sky and on the sea.

These films make us realize the tremendous part Italy

is playing in this World War. No one could help but be

thrilled by the wonderful scene showing the courage,

strength and endurance of Italy's brave men—it seemed

there were thousands of them—in hauling a six-inch gun

up the precipitous mountainsides, through soft, deep snow,

GRIFFITH

to the top of the peak, thousands of

feet above the level of the sea. It

was not as we had been accustomed

to think of "sunny Italy," hereto-

fore more often associated with

laughing skies and vine-clad hills and

a people light of heart.

CAN'T WE CHANGE THIS CIGAR
SIGN?

Why does the motion picture

actor, when he portrays an American

business man, lawyer, financier, po-

lice official, public official or editor,

invariably smoke a big, black cigar

as a mark of identification? Quite

as proverbial as the screen doctor

with his goatee and little black bag is

the screen business man with his

cigar. I have visited business men in

their offices, bankers, lawyers and

real-estate men, and I cannot recall a

single instance where I was ushered

into the presence of one who was smoking. And I have

observed gentlemen conferring in their offices, with no

women present, and never were they indulging in tobacco.

Is it a lack of repose that makes the motion picture actor

eternally puff? I have seen photoplays where every man
in a scene "puffed" until it got on one's nerves. Business

men of responsibility (as movie actors always are) have

other things on their minds than the fragrant Havana.

Cannot a motion picture actor play a scene, open a book,

read, go to the telephone, talk business or even think un-

less he smokes? No actor who has genuine repose, the

first essential of fine acting, needs the help of a cigar or a

cigarette to
'

' get by' ' when he portrays the man of business.

SPY PICTURES OVERDONE
As I entered the lobby of the Globe Theater to see Wil-

liam Fox's production of "The Spy," I was handed a large,

bright yellow sheet, containing rather startling information

regarding the picture. It embraced reprints from the New
York Times, telling about Germany's sending many secret

agents here and of American residents in Europe being in

her service, all of which was set off with a headline cap-

tion in very large black letters, saying "A Box Office

Riot." It may turn out to be that sort of a riot, for it is

not so hard just to make money; but I hardly think there



will be any riots inside the theater when "The Spy" is

shown. Mr. Fox is past grand master in the art of sensa-

tional advertising. Naturally everyone will want to see

his motion picture expose of how the Kaiser operates and

secures inside information, all of which is supposed to be

shown in this photoplay by George Bronson Howard. Some-

how it seems to me that a combination including such fine

figures as William Fox, manufacturer, George Bronson

Howard, author, Richard Stanton, director, and Dustin

Farnum, screen star, might have collaborated on a "spy"

story that could have given us at least one thrill and a

small measure of novelty. But "The Spy" has the same
hackneyed, conventional plot, with the lady spy and the

gentleman spy, each serving a different country. They
meet and fall in love and are "discovered," and later the

gentleman spy refuses to disclose the whereabouts of the

little book containing the names of Germany's secret agents

in America, which he has secured by "cracking" a big safe

in about the same time he could crack a walnut. Both

spies are tortured by being suspended in air and stretched.

Still the gentleman spy won't tell. Lady spy is brought in

to see her lover tortured—all of which has never been done

before ! After far too many feet of film showing Mr. Far-

num 's torture, with revolting "close-ups" of his agonized

face, heavily vaselined to give the appearance of perspir-

ing blood, and scenes of the girl's agony, and their agony

together, the gentleman spy makes his final refusal to give

up the book of addresses which he has secured for his coun-

try. Then they are both taken out and shot. True, he

served his country and gave his life in so doing. But can

we never have a change? Can we not have a story of self-

sacrifice for one's native land with a spiritual note such as

the story of Edith Cavell? Must we always have the lady

spy and the gentleman spy serving nations at war, and must

they always meet on board ship and fall madly in love with

each other on the first moonlight night? Cannot some pro-

ducer give us a photoplay worthy of the awful conflict going

on across the ocean, instead of the cheap, banal stuff that

has been given us on the war subject since time immemorial?

t

,
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' WHERE MOVING PICTURES EXCEL

A cable dispatch to the New York World says that plays

in England may have to be staged without scenery. The

motion picture manufacturers may well stop and consider

that while they have their own troubles, they have many
things to be grateful for. This is one of them. Should

the demand on the railroads for transport facilities in this

country also be too heavily taxed during the war, there is

a possibility of our having spoken drama without scenery.

But the motion picture reels of celluloid, done up in neat

little tins, containing the scenic beauties of our own and

other lands, magnificent ballrooms or poverty-stricken

hovels, as backgrounds, can very easily be shipped to the

far corners of the earth with no appreciable tax on the

capacity of any railroad, mail or transport service. The

native of Borneo can see the ohotoplays with the exact
'

' sets' ' that we see in the theaters on Broadway And even

aside from the war, imagine ever shipping scenery for a

play to Borneo or Samburan

!

THE TARDY THEATER CURTAIN
A note in the daily papers said that the Shuberts gave

warning that the curtain would rise at 8:15 sharp, Western

Union time, on Wilton Lackaye's presentation of "The In-

ner Man," at the Lyric Theater, New York, and that dur-

ing the prologue no person would be seated, even if he

brought his own campstool. Therefore I had an earlier

dinner hour than usual and hastened to the theater to be on

time. With my wrist watch conveniently at hand, I took

note of the time. Eight-fifteen came and 8:15 went.

Eight-twenty came and 8:20 went, and 8:30 arrived before

the curtain went up, and then and thereafter any person

with a check for a seat was seated. Why make these

statements and then utterly disregard them? It is not fair

to those who make the extra effort to be on time. The
photoplay advertised to begin at a certain hour begins at

that hour. Cannot our theaters presenting drama learn a

simple lesson from their humble rival, the motion picture

playhouse, and stop this most annoying practice of adver-

tising a time at which the curtain is supposed to rise, and

then having the play begin anywhere from a quarter to a

half hour later?

THE NEWS IN PICTURES

The decision handed down by Supreme Court Justice

Ordway, when he granted an injunction against a news film

depicting Mrs. Grace Humiston, who so skillfully solved

the Ruth Cruger mystery, was satisfying even if somewhat

of a surprise. Mrs. Humiston's modesty in not wanting to

appear in a film is much to be admired. In her case the

decision is just. As Justice Ordway concludes, Mrs.

Humiston is " not the commander of an army, a visiting

ambassador or even a public official, but a private citizen

entitled to be protected in her right of privacy." All well

and good. But this same judge goes on to mention a sim-

ilar case recently decided by the Supreme Court of the

United States, where the ruling was that "it cannot be put

out of view that the exhibition of moving pictures is a

business pure and simple, originated and conducted for

profit, like other spectacles, not to be regarded, nor in-

tended to be regarded by the Ohio Constitution, we think,

as part of the press of the country or as organs of public

opinion.
'

' From this I infer that newspapers are not con-

ducted for profit. I know I pay my pennies when I buy

them, which, of course, is the very smallest part of the

profit of a newspaper. There are newspapers that receive

such enormous sums for advertising that in columns remote

from the advertising pages a dramatic critic cannot even

give an honest opinion.

Has Justice Ordway ever seen the educational films that

have been shown all over the world? I wish I might have

had the wonderful help that school children of to-day can

receive from the animal and plant life studies shown on the

screen. I had only my dry little text-book of zoology and

botany. The motion pictures beat them to death. It costs

a cent or two to buy an evening paper with pictures and

captions of "Our Boys" marching down Fifth Avenue, and

it costs ten cents or a quarter to see the same picture only

larger and animated with similar captions on the screen of



a motion picture theater. We get some fine music and

other films for our quarter, of course, but the "profit"

part is surely vague, and as to the difference in news value,

it is hard to get the justice's viewpoint.

THE RIVAL OF THE STAGE

True, many years rolled by and the newspapers had no

rival in the distribution of the news, but all this is very

different now. However, there is plenty of room for both,

only let a distinction be drawn between cheap, sensational

film producers and the reputable ones. There are even

newspapers more or less
'

' yellow.
'

' The screens of motion

picture theaters flashed the picture of Miss Ruth Cruger,

in a humble effort to help solve her mysterious disappear-

ance. I do not know whether there was a charge made for

this service or not, but I hardly think so. But as through

life the innocent must suffer for those who do wrong, so

reputable motion picture companies must pay the price

along with those who in the quest for the almighty dollar

are willing to commercialize events and circumstances in

people's lives that are sacred to them. It is high time

motion picture people ceased talking about money. Aside

from any other issue, Mrs. Humiston, engaged in doing a

fine, big, noble work, surely cannot afford to have the pub-

lic think—as it has been educated to think in other cases

by some unscrupulous motion picture people—that she re-

ceived possibly ten thousand dollars for the film taken of

her.

A HOPKINS-BRENON CONTROVERSY

When learned gentlemen producers of the drama conde-

scend to a tour or a detour, such as not a few of them take,

through a motion picture studio, there is usually one result.

When the hurried visit is concluded, they write, for the

edification of all, a brilliant article full of wise observa-

tions and clever suggestions for the improvement of the

motion picture that we poor "movie" people, who have

spent as many years studying and working out the possi-

bilities of the photoplay as these interlopers spend weeks,

are supposed to know nothing about. Mr. Arthur Hopkins,

who sojourned in "movie-land" for five short months, tells

us startling things about the motion picture in an article

in the New York Times of July 29th. I could fill much
more space than I have in answering Mr. Hopkins's foolish

statements, but Mr. Herbert Brenon has made a very able

reply in an article in the Dramatic Mirror of recent date,

quite to the satisfaction of all of us.

If Mr. Hopkins thinks he was the first director to have

used a black velvet drop for a background in a scene, he is

much mistaken. This "experiment, " which he states was

a "complete success," was used in a photoplay version of

the old English morality play, "Everyman." As I played

"Everyman" and as the year was 1912, the facts are quite

clear in my mind. Back in 1908 D. W. Griffith held many
a long discussion with me as to whether he could '

' cut off

people's legs" and have just their "top parts" play scenes.

The "close-up" was invented by him. Really, this is such

an old story that even Mr. Hopkins should have known it.

And just a word about "settings," where Mr. Hopkins says

"the greatest improvement could be made. I know of no

stage setting that, from beauty of ensemble or detail, can

be in any way compared with the magnificent Babylonian

scenes and those of the Holy Land in Mr. Griffith's photo-

play, "Intolerance." The stage has yet a long way to go

to catch up with the motion picture as far as such settings

are concerned. I doubt very much if it ever can reach the

motion picture. "The Wanderer," a magnificent specta-

cle, shows how far in the matter of "sets" the stage must

advance before it can achieve the art of a photoplay pro-

duction such as "Intolerance."

There have been and there still are being shown in

some pictures
'

' parlor sets,
'

' where the over-generous prop-

erty man puts on every piece of furniture and decorates the

mantel with every ornament he can dig up in the property

room. But why put all motion pictures in the same class?

The stage, such a mature child as compared with the

movies, occasionally shows the same bad taste in the mat-

ter of sets.
,

Recently I saw Wilton Lackaye's new play,

"The Inner Man." One act took place in a room in tne

home of a philanthropist who gave two hundred thousand

dollars a year to charity. For a reception room in a man-

sion, it certainly was cheap, ugly and in very bad taste.

Aside from all this, how can the stage ever hope to com-

pare with the movies in the matter of "sets," when the

latter have the whole world to choose from for their stage

settings—the forests, mountains, rivers and deserts? When
logs are transported by boat from the far North to southern

California, and then hauled up a steep mountain, there to

be built into a cabin, to get the genuine mountain scenery

for a background, what is there left to say ? This is only

one instance. Mighty clever lighting and dull, soft tones

would be necessary for a similar stage setting to approxi-

mate the beauty and reality of the natural scenery repro-

duced in the photoplay.

The Rival Movies

By TUDOR JENKS

SMITH and Jones ran rival movies in a Western town,

And Smith's receipts kept rising up, while Jones's

still ran down.
No matter what the features, results remained the same,
Until Jones went to Smith's reel shop, and there he learned

the game.
For Jones had run the pictures just the way they were sent

in;

He ran them as the numbers came, with the first one to

begin.

But Smith was wise to women's ways and how they read a

book:

He put the last reel on at first and let them have a look

To know how stories ended before they did begin.

So, knowing human nature, he raked the money in.

There is a rule for womenfolk on which you can depend:
They all begin a story by reading the wrong end.

A Reel Drawback

Friend—What makes you think she hasn't nerve enough

to be a picture actress?

Director—Because when she asked me for a position,

she registered fear.



TWINKLE, TWIN
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TRIANGLE-KEYSTONE

Being a full-fledged leading lady, Baby
Spofford appears to be contemplating a

strike for a raise.

"Do Children Count?" says Essanay. Which i:

Of course they do, particularly Mary McAlister,

featured in that series.



^ LITTLE STAR

Jane and Katherine Lee, two of the best known
youngsters on the screen. The Lees, being wise, are

starting early on their Thanksgiving dinner.

iALBOA WITZEL PHOTO

Bobby Holman proves that "Never too old to start" ought
to read "Never too young," these days. Twenty-two

months isn't too young, anyway," says Bobby.
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The Eternal Feminine in Transitory Fashions

TRIANGLE-KEYSTONE

"Woman's glory—my
hat!" says Ora Carew.

f
'•

TKIAM,G1.#

"And ye shall walk in silk at-

tire, and siller hae to spare,
'

'

promises Susanna Blamire. So
Alma Reuben thought she'd

try it.

'

' Costly thy habit as thy purse

can buy," said Shakespeare.

So Peggy Hyland selected this

gown for "Persuasive Peggy,"
her first Mayfair release.

ARTCRAFT

Mary Pickford, as she
appears in her newest
release, "Rebecca of

Sunnybrook Farm . '

'

'

' It matters not what
Mary wears, nor how
she wears it; she is

still America's sweet-

heart.
'

' — Film Fun.

HORSLEY-DAVID

"Loveliness needs not the foreign aid of
ornament, but is, when unadorn'd, adorn'd
the most," said Thomson; but he hadn't
seen Margarita Fischer's newest creation.

"How sublime a thing it is to suffer and
be strong,

'

' said Bryant. But raiment like

this Louise Glaum wears in "Idolaters"

ought to make heroism easy.



Beauty—Skin Deep and Otherwise

These days it doesn't seem to be so much a ques-

tion of how many clothes one wears as where one
wears 'em. For instance, Shirley Mason, in her

party frock, looks dainty and demure, and yet

McCLURE

"If I were to come to a party in this," says Shir-

ley, "I'd probably be mobbed. And if you think

it cheap to dress a part like this, just inquire into

the price of furs."

TRIANGLE

Bessie Love revels in outdoor life. In her playtime
costume, '

' shattering our sorry scheme of things en-

tire, " she doesn't appear to own ten of the eighteen

years credited to her. But just watch the leopard

change its spots

TRIANGLE

Behold ! Miss Love, all that convention-

ality demands, more dignified, decidedly

less comfortable, back to the serious and
humdrum business of being a regular

Young Lady.



PARAMOUNT

VIVIAN MARTIN
Despite that carefree smile, has been working steadily through the summer months.
Whether or not that work has been worth whil you will have an opportunity to judge in

her forthcoming releases, "The Sunset Trail," "The Trouble Buster," "Lolly Entangled"
and " The Fair Barbarian."



"All the World Loves a Lover"

PARAMOUNT

Try this in your home. It will

safeguard you from having some
person read your newspaper over

your shoulder, and serves equally

well as a love scene between Bil-

lie Burke and Thomas Meigham
in

'
' The Mysterious Miss Terry.

"

GENERAL

All heroes belong to the An-
cient Order of Handholders. No
love scene is complete without
one clutch at least. Witness
Rodney La Rock and Marguerite
Clayton in' 'The Rainbow Box."

No, Webster Campbell and Lu-
cile Heyer aren't running away
with the bank's money. Lucile

is going into the hands of a re-

ceiver—for the filming of "Dis-
counters of Money."
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8ELZNICK

Eva Tanguay in this scene from
"The Wild Girl," her first

Selznick play, soon to be releas-

ed, seems to be preparing a warm
reception for Stuart Holmes.

Lillian Walker's dimple makes her at-

tractive enough in any attire. One of

the many charming scenes in the first

Ogden Pictures release, "The Lust
of the Ages."

EMPIRE ALL STAR

When a man lets a woman carve
the festive fowl, as David Powell
is permitting Ann Murdock to

do, it's a sure sign nothing can
save him.



GAUMONT

A Hindu priest, one of

the interesting types

Mr. Van der Veer
found in Trinidad, B.

W. I.

In Search of Types
T^HIERE once, in the "legitimate" drama, a sign reading, "This

is a forest," and a small plant marked, "This is a tree,"

served as a satisfactory setting for one of Shakespeare's plays, the-

atrical producers of to-day leave no stone unturned to reproduce in

exact detail the settings required for the action of their dramas,

even to the smallest detail. Such, too, has been the history of the

motion picture industry. In the early days of film production, when
motion pictures were made for the five- and ten-cent houses and for

the type of person who frequented those houses, a setting was repro-

duced more or less—usually less—faithfully, wherever the conven-

ience of the director or the company was best suited. Motion

pictures were a "cheap" amusement, and so they were done in a

"cheap" way. But with the advent of the higher-class theater,

devoted exclusively to the display of first-run feature photoplays at a

twenty-five-cent, fifty-cent, one-dollar and sometimes even two-dollar

admission fee, has come the more refined, more intelligent type of

"fan." For them pictures must have at least a fair semblance of

truth, and "faking" no longer "goes." Motion picture producers

have come to realize this, and count the expense of sending entire com-

panies of players to Saranac, Florida, Mexico and other points well

worth while, if the result is a truthful, logical setting. The Gaumont
Pictures are doing great work in the field of obtaining authentic types

and settings. Their photographers have been to all points of the

civilized and uncivilized world, bringing back with them many in-

teresting and valuable pictures. The pictures on this page are a

fair specimen of what Willard Van der Veer, a well-known cinema-

tographer, has brought with him on his return to America after an

extended trip through the West Indies.

A front view of the
same priest. Great
interest in Mr. Van
der Veer's work was
displayed in Trinidad.

.AUMONT

A mystified and inquiring youngster of Trinidad,

examining the camera.

GAUMONT

Another photograph showing an East Indian beg-

gar in conversation with the operator.



towns and neighboring coun-

try, are almost uncanny in their

portrayal of the force of the

advance.

For the first time the Ital-

ian camera men also have ob

tained motion pictures of an

actual sea battle, from the

deck of one of the fighting ships. The destruction of an

Austrian submarine is pictured in detail, from the deck of

the small destroyer, which not only follows the chase, but

sends home the shots that sink the enemy craft.

With such detail is each scene shown that army and

navy officers declare these pictures to be the most wonder-

ful portrayal of modern warfare the camera has ever

caught, especially in the scenes illustrating the Italian

methods of "camouflage" and aerial observation, the cam-

era being taken aloft in a monster Italian balloon.

Figuratively Speaking

A play of stage life was in progress, showing flashes of

the chorus girls in the dressing-room.

"The man who picked out the girls for that part had a

great head for figures," remarked Kriss.

"Yes," replied Kross" "he certainly was a good mathe-

matician."

Poor Consolation

Friend—Do you get your scenarios back in a hurry?

Writer—Yes, unless I send them to the studios in Cali-

fornia; then they take longer.

This photograph shows the transportation of
heavy guns across chasms by aerial ropeway.

A Staggering Assertion

The scene showed a tipsy

man staggering up the street.

"Be jabers, " an Irishman

remarked to his wife, "that

man looks as if he had been

torpedoed widout warning."

At the Movies

The first time that they ever meet,
Each gazes in surprise,

For he is strong, and she is sweet,

And both have wondrous eyes.

While he is seen to gasp for breath,

She gives her heart a clutch.

'Tis plain these two will love till death !

(I like that very much!)

But trouble intervenes straightway;

The villain soon appears.

His hair is slightly tinged with gray
A bit above the ears.

He holds her father's I. O. U.,

And, rotten to the core,

He claims the girl. They always do!
(I like that even more !)

Of course, they have an awful time;
The villain's schemes are vile.

He will not stop at any crime,

And, oh, that fiendish smile

!

But virtue wins the day, depend,
For vice is bound to fall

!

A hug ! A kiss ! A sigh ! The end

!

(I like that best of all!)
—Harold Seton.

ACT 1 ACT Z ACT 3
ACT

ACT S Crve*»*eT

How the average vampire-photoplay is costumed.



TAGRAPH

Mary Anderson finds that there

are one or two small things women
cannot do as well as men, despite

their frequent boasts to the con-

trary.

Doing Her Bit

It happened in Levy's, in Los Angeles.

I had finished my meal, and the waiter

had departed for the check. The con-

ersation of the two ladies at an adjacent

table was wafted to my idle ears.

They—the ladies, not the ears

—

were very pretty, vivacious and

smartly gowned. Said one

:

'

' Done my bit? Goodness, my
dear, I should say I have ! I've

knit socks and sweaters, dis-

charged my German maid and

hired a French one, adopted a

Belgian orphan, donated to the

Red Cross, bought a lot of Liberty

Bonds, cut down on my meals to

conserve food, and made hubby

forget his frankfurters and sauer-

kraut! I've done lots! And you?"
'
'Well,

'

' said the other, "I, too,

have pulled off most of the stunts

you mention—and then some more

some! Gracious! Let's see. I've

married two Canadians, an Eng-

lishman, three Frenchmen, a Rus-

sian—and flirted with a Jap.

"

The waiter had returned and

was standing at my elbow. I gazed

at him and gasped. "The Queen

of Reno?"

"Nix!" he whispered. "That is Miss Apryle Maye, leading lady at

the Reelo studio. Ain't she a p"

I faded out

!

-Harry J. Smallev-

Idols—But Not Idlers

Robert Warwick and Bud Fisher are in training at Plattsburg. Tom For-

man and Walter Long (the Bottle Imp) are in the Coast Artillery at the Pre-

sidio. Bryant Washburn; Wallace Reid and Irving Cummings are doing their

bit under the selective draft. From Universal City more than forty—props,

camera men, actors and directors—have answered the call. These are our

"own folks," and it will be of interest to their friends and admirers to know
something of the conditions they will meet when they get to France.

Facilities for feeding our soldiers both at the front and in the rear, includ-

ing the most advanced trenches, are astonishingly perfected, and very seldom,

is there any complaint as to quantity or quality of food. Arrangements for

receiving and sending mail, even for the men under fire, are almost as effi-

cient as those in cities during peace times, and unremitting effort is made to-

supply the dugouts as well as headquarters with papers, magazines and books.

At regular and frequent intervals men in the advance line are brought

back beyond the reach of fire for rest and change—four or five days being the

usual rest period. In these rest camps behind the firing line there are organ-

ized arrangements for sports, games, amateur theatricals and other amuse-

ments. Without this relaxation the tension of trench life would be intolerable.

Bachelor Wisdom
The scene showed a chorus girl making up and registering temper.

"A woman isn't like wine," remarked an old bachelor to his married

friend.

"No, indeed," was the rejoinder; "they never grow mellow with age.
"

A Fruitless Effort

Very pretty movie miss, sitting in the park;

Along comes a chappie, out for a lark.

Said he, "Little girl, you certainly are a peach!"
She answered politely, "But far out of your reach."

WORLD PHOTO BV WHITE

It's all right to have thousands of people in love with you, but when it comes to

autographing that many photographs each week, Ethel Clayton admits it's

no soft job.



WHY there is no excuse for

old age at forty!
As You Grow Older in Years You Can Become Younger
in Body, Younger in Spirit, Younger in Ambition, Younger

in Every Characteristic That Gives Greater Earning and
Living Power, Greater Thought Power, Greater Pleasure-

Obtaining Power and Greater Health-Promoting Power

Of CONSCIOUS ^

By W. W. WASHBURN

7HE number of years a man has lived

does not tell how old or young he is.

A man is as old or as young as his

energy, his vitality, his capacity for work
and play, his resist-

ing power against
disease and fatigue.

A man is only as old or
as young as his mem-
ory power, will power,
sustained-thought pow-
er, personality power,
concentration power and
brain power. He is only
as old or as young as his
digestive power, his
heart power, his lung
power, his kidney pow-
er, his liver power. Age
is measured by the age
of our cells, tissues and
organs, and not by the
calendar!

Cultivate the
Cells

A Remarkable
Personality

Swoboda, himself, is per-
haps the most perfect ex-
ample of what Conscious
Evolution can accomplish.
As Swoboda gaini in years.

he grows younger in enthu-
siasm, younser in vitality,

younger in health; he is be-

coming stronger, more ener-
getic, more confident, more
dominant and moi'e alive by
capitalizing his creative pow-
ers through Conscious Evolu-
tion. What Swoboda is

accomplishing for himself,
you too can accomplish—
every individual can accom-
plish, for every individual is

governed by the same laws
and principles, and every
individual has it within him-
self to make use of these laws
and principles. Swoboda's
mind and body are so alert

and so active that in his
presence one feels completely
overpowered. His personality
dominates everything with
which it comes in contact;
yet Swoboda is real!—there is

absolutely nothing mysterious
ahout him. He knows not
what fatigue is—he is a tire-

less worker. He delights in
making sick people well and
weak people strong. He loves
his work because he feels he
is of benefit to humanity

—

making a better, more vital,

more potent race of men and
women.

Everybody knows that
the body and brain are
made up of millions of
tiny cells. We can be no
younger than those cells
are young. We can be
no more efficient in any
way than those cells are
efficient. We can be no
more energetic than the
combined energy of
those cells.

By conscious cultiva-
tion of these cells, it is

as natural as the law of
gravity that we become

more efflcient^more alive, more energetic, more am-
bitious, more enthusiastic, more youthful. By con-
sciously developing the cells in our stomachs, we
must improve our digestion. By consciously devel-
oping the cells in the heart, we must increase its

strength in exact pro-
portion. By consciously
developing the brain
cells, the result can oniy
be multiplied brain
power — and so with
every organ in the body.
What we are and what

we are capable of ac-
complishing depends en-
tirely and absolutely on
the degree of develop-
ment of our cells. They
are the sole controlling
factors in us. We are
only as young and as
great and a* powerful as
they are.

There Is No
Fraud Like

Self-Deception
You may think you are

young, strong, brainy,
energetic, happy, yet
when compared with
other men or women, you
are old, weak, dull, list-

less and unhappy. You
do not know .what you
are capable of accom-
plishing because you
have not begun to devel-
op the real vital powers
within you. The truth

is you are only a dwarf in health and mind when
you can easily become a giant through conscious
development of every cell, tissue and organ of
your body and brain. By accelerating the develop-
ment of the powers within you, you can actually
become younger, as you grow older—yes, younger
in every way that will contribute to your health,
happiness and prosperity.

Conscious Evolution

—

The Secret

Swoboda proves that Conscious Evolution gives
energy and vitality to spare, digestive power to

spare, self-reliance to spare, and gives many other
desirable characteristics to spare. He proves that
Conscious Evolution makes people disease-proof,
fatigue-proof. He maintains that to possess suffi-

cient vitality and energy and to keep the body in
normal health under the most favorable conditions
is no more health prosperity than to have only
enough money from day to day to meet current ex-
penses. Great reserve health, great reserve energy
is what we must acquire if we are to successfully
nullify the ravages of time, and to easily overcome
every adverse condition and thus enjoy the benefit
of our health power and the advantage of our
energy.

Beware of Health Poverty

As Swoboda says, " There are individuals who
seek work only when their last cent is gone. Like-
wise, individuals live from minute to minute and
from day to day, seeking health and energy only
as they need them badly."

Conscious Evolution is for them— for everyone.
It is a simple scientific and practical system by
means of which every part of the brain and body is

energized, strengthened, awakened, so that we be-

come possessed of a super health and mentality

—

the Swoboda kind of health and mentality. Con-
scious Evolution makes for good fortune by devel-
oping the resources and the ability and power of
personality.

Strange as it may seem, this revolutionary
method of consciously awakening and developing
weakened and lifeless cells requires no drugs, med-
icines or apparatus of any kind. It does not re-

quire dieting, deep breathing, excessive exercising,

cold baths, electricity or massage. It takes only a
few minutes a day, yet so startling is the effect of
Swoboda's system that you begin to feel younger,
renewed, revitalized, re-energized after the first

day.

Swoboda Has Over 260,000
Followers

!

25,000 in New Tfork
14,000 in Chicago
15,000 in Philadelphia
7,000 in Boston
5,000 in Pittsburgh
4,000 in St. Louis
800 in Cleveland

1,200 in Cincinnati

2,000 in Los Angeles
1,000 in Washington

D. C.

25,000 in England
162,000 in other places

Total—262,000 Men and Women
Conscious Evolution has followers all over

the world, in all countries of the globe. Swo-

boda has followers in the Fiji Islands, in Java,

in New Zealand, in Australia, in the Philippines,

in China, in Japan, in Brazil, in Argentina, in

Bolivia, and in all of the Southern and Central

American countries as well as in Canada and

Mexico.

AN AMAZING BOOK FOR YOU
Swoboda has published for distribution a re-

markable book which explains his system of Con-
scious Evolution and what it has already done.
Write for this book—not because Conscious Evolu-
tion has meant so much to 200,000 other men and
women, not because there is scarcely a prominent
family in the country that hasn't at least one
member a pupil of Swoboda, including Chas. E.
Hughes, Rockefeller, the Vanderbilts, the Goulds,
the Huntingtons, the Armours, the Cudahys, the
Swifts—but write for the book because it means so
much to YOU in multiplied living power, earning
power and resisting power. It is a big book filled
from cover to cover with the vital facts about
yourself and how you can acquire the degree of
perfection in body and mind that you so much
desire. It exposes the dangers of excessive deep
breathing, excessive exercise, and excessive mus-
cular development.

Regardless of how you may feel, of how efficient
you may think you are—regardless of how active,
energetic and alert you may consider yourself

—

regardless of how happy, how contented you may
pride yourself on being—regardless of how healthy,
wealthy or successful you may be, you cannot
afford, in justice to yourself, to miss the interesting
and instructive secrets explained for the first time
in this startling new book.
A mere reading: of "Conscious Evolution" will so fill

you with enthusiasm and ambition, that you will not rest
until you have yourself acquired the Swoboda kind of
health and energy by cultivating* and revitalizing in-
tensely every cell, tissue and organ in your own system.
Tear out the coupon on this page, write your name and
address on it or write a letter or a postal card and mail it

today. Even if you gain but one suggestion out of the 60
pages you will have been repnid a thousandfold for hav-
ing read it. I urge you by all means not to delay, not to
say "I'll do itlater." but to send NOW, while the matter
is on your mind. Remember, the book is absolutely free
for you to keep—there is no charge or obligation now or
lat.r. Write NOW. Address

ALOIS P. SWOBODA
2066 Aeolian Building New York City

Beware of individuals pretending to be my
agents or representatives. All such are impostors
and frauds.—SWOBODA.

ALOIS P. SWOBODA
2066 Aeolian Building, New York City

Please send me your free copyrighted book,
"Conscious Evolution."

Name

Address

City State
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W"*»Our Great Special!
Loftis Perfection
Diamond Ring

The Most Popular Solitaire Dia-

mond Ring. Each Diamond is

specially selected by our dia-
mond experts, and is skilful-
ly mounted in our famous Cased in Handsome Ring Box

Loftis "Perfection" 14k solid gold 6-pronsr ring,
possessingevery line ofdelicategrace and beauty
tfC Down, $2.50 a Month, tfl C Down, $7.60 a Month,
J«l buys a $25 Ring. 4>I«J buys a $75 Ring.

CO Down, $4.00 a Month, COfl Down, $10.00a Month,
$0 buys a $40 Ring. $'U buys a $100 Ring.

tin Down, $5.00 a Month,
*iu

r

tf25 Down, $12.60 a Month,
buys a $50 Ring. #*«' buys a $125 Ring.

Send for Free Catalog
There are over 2000 illustrations of Diamonds,Watches,

Jewelry, etc. Whatever you select will be sent, all ship-
ping charges prepaid. YOU SEE AND EXAMINE THE
ARTICLE RIGHT IN YOUR OWN HANDS. If satis-

fied, pay one-fifth of purchase price and keep it, bal-
ance divided into eight equal amounts, payable monthly.
Our Catalog shows all the new watches— 16, 17, 19, 21

and 23 Jewels, adjusted. Guaranteed by the factory
and further guaranteed by us. Watches that will pass
railroad inspection as low as $2.50 a month.
g~* i f#^ All through the year there are gift occasions,
\J.E.Hij such as weddings, anniversaries, birthdays,
parting gifts, and the Great Gift Season now approach-
ing. There is no need for you to make trifling presents in

order to pay all cash. You can open a charge account
with us and make handsome, "worth-while" gifts with
very little ready money. Send for Catalog today.

The National Credit Jewelers
OEPT. E-930 108 H. STATE ST., CHICAGO

BROS & CO. 1858 STORES IN LEADING CITIES

very uiut: reauv iiiuih

I0FTIS
-The "LOVER'S KNOT" Switch-

WAVY
HUMAN HAIR

Double Bwitch tot
dressing either sty*

lish or simple coif*

fures by showing or
hiding the curls.

SELECT QUALITY
Length 20 inches

—

Weight 2 1-4 oun-
ces. Price, $2.95
Postpaid. Greys ex-
tra. Send sample.

HONEY BACK IF
NOT SATISFIED

Write for "VOGUE COIFFURES," our FREE CATALOG ofGUARANTEED HAIR GOODS
Transformations, Switches, Curls, Wigs, Pompadours, Waves, etc.

TOUPEES AND WIGS FOR MEN

FRANCES ROBERTS GO,

You Can Have
Beautiful Eye-
brows and Lashes

applying "Lash-Brow-lne" nightly,
nourishes the eyebrows and lashes,

making: them long, thick and luxuri-
ant, adding wonderfully to your beauty,
charm and attractiveness. "Lash-Itrow-

iiu -"' is a guaranteed pure and harmless
preparation, used successfully by thousands.

Send 25c (coin- and we will mail you "Lash-
Brow-lne" and our beauty booklet prepaid in

plain sealed enver. Beware of worthless Imitations.
MAYBETJ, LABORATORIES, 4QOH-1N Indiana Ave., CHICAGO

$—Old Coins Wanted—

$

$4.25 EACH paid for U. S. Flying Eaele Cents dated 1856.
$2 to $500 EACH paid for hundreds of Coins dated before 1910.
Send TEN cents at once for our New Illustrated Coin Value
Book, size 4x7. It may mean your fortune. Get posted.

CLARKE COIN CO., Box 26, LE ROY, N. Y.

LESLIE'S WEEKLY HAS THE
BEST WAR PICTURES FIRST

For sale on all news-stands

Ten Cents Every Week

(WRITE FOR MONEYf
Eandrtdiofltiexperlaiiced people make BIG HONEY -writing Photo- r

pl»ji,Btorl«i,EtoI Bocanyoul We will accept jour ideaa in ANT form I
—correctFREE—Mil on commlBBlon. Birj rewards 1 Make money.Write ft
WtodAjforfulldetaili. Writer** Service, Dept, 28 Aabnrn,N.T. j

Who's Who and Where

Billie Burke, Paramount star, after

a two years' absence from the foot-

lights, is returning to the stage in a
new play by Clare Kummer.

-?•

Thomas H. Ince has taken over the

former Biograph studios in Los Angeles
for the production of photoplays which
he is to produce through Artcraft and
Paramount.

-?-

The motion picture rights to Samuel
Merwin's novel, "Anthony the Abso-

lute,
'

' have been sold to the Universal

Film Company, and the story will

shortly come to life on the screen.

-?-

Charles Ray's first picture for Para-

mount is called "The Son of His

Father' ' and was picturized from Ridge-

well Cullem's story of the same name.

Vola Vale supports Mr. Ray in this

picture.

"*"

The Balboa Company has guaranteed

a position to every one of its employees

lost by draft or enlistment. "Your job

will be here awaiting you when you
come back," said the officers of the

company when bidding the boys good-

by.

«?-

The exterior scenes in "Tom Saw-

yer," Jack Pickford's and Louise Huff's

newest production, were taken in the

very locality where Tom lived seventy

years ago. The entire Pickford-Huff

company went to Hannibal, Mo. , where

Mark Twain lived as a boy.

-?-

George Ade's new crop of "Fables in

Slang,
'

' which have appeared in maga-

zines during the last year, have been

made into screen material by Essanay

and are twenty-five to fifty minutes in

length. The first release is the fable

of
'

' The Twelve Cylinder Speed of the

Leisure Class."

"?-

Arthur S. Roche is said to be writing

the scenario of a motion picture play

for Houdini, the man who can escape

from a time-locked safe and for whom
handcuffs and like restraints are with-

out terror. With Mr. Roche to write

and Houdini to act, the result should

be a real thriller.

«?-

Twenty O. Henry tales have already

been done in two-reel length, and the

O. Henry stories sufficiently elaborate

to permit of presentation in four-reel

length are to follow. These include

"A Municipal Report" and "The De-

feat of the City." Another series of

two-reel O. Henry stories is also

planned.

-?-

Mme. Alia Nazimova's first Metro
picture is a seven-reel production called

"A Rose-Bush of a Thousand Years,"

written by Mabel Wagnalls. It was
published originally in Current Opinion

and was adapted for the screen by Ethel

Browning Miller. George D. Baker
directed the picture.

-?-
'

Emily Stevens is to postpone her an-

nual New York engagement and tour of

the country in a stage production until

early in 1918, for the purpose of con-

tinuing in Super-Feature pictures for

Metro. Miss Stevens will for the next

six months appear only in special pro-

ductions de luxe for Metro, under the

supervision of Maxwell Karger.

**•

George Vere Hobart, the author of

"Experience," and joint author with

Edna Ferber of "Our Mrs. McChes-

ney, " has been engaged to prepare ex-

clusive screen material for the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation. Mr. Ho-

bart will devote the greater portion of

his time to this work and is engaged in

writing a photoplay for Sessue Haya-

kawa.
«?-

All future Rex Beach pictures, made

from the stories and novels of this fa-

mous author, are to be distributed and

controlled by the Goldwyn Distributing

Corporation, under a contract signed

by Samuel Goldfish, president of Gold-

wyn; Benjamin B. Hampton, president

of the Rex Beach Film Corporation, and

Rex Beach himself. "The Auction

Block,
'

' the latest completed Rex Beach

picture, was six months in the making.

-t-

Rather than try to duplicate Fifth

Avenue or Broadway in the backyard

of a Los Angeles film studio, Douglas

Fairbanks took his company on a 3, 500-

mile journey to secure the real goods

for three scenes of his new picture. He

was accompanied by twenty persons,

and the entire trip took two weeks, al-

lowing him three days in New York

and a stop-over in New Orleans. The

trip was tremendously expensive, but

the result was the desired realism.
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I OUR READERS' COLUMN
|

1 This department belongs to the readers 1

1 of Film Fun. Write us and tell us what a

i you think about it. If we can help you, |

1 write and tell us so. If you like our maga- |

1 zine. tell us about it. If you do not like |

I it, tell us anyway. We want to know j

1 just what you think about it. §

E. M. G., Wilmington, Del.—Thank

you. Glad you like our magazine.

Pearl White is now starring in "The

Fatal Ring," and prior to her work in

this serial starred in "Pearl of the

Army," another serial. Preceding this

was '
' May Blossom,

'

' a five-part Gold

Rooster play, and "The Iron Claw,"

a serial. Creighton Hale is in "The

Seven Pearls," a serial in which he

is starred with Mollie King. The last

record we have been able to find

of Eugene Strong shows that he ap-

peared as Robert Clayton, the artist,

in
'

' The Crimson Stain Mystery,
'

' made

by Consolidated Film Corporation.

Film Fun has received a letter from

Japan, which we take great pleasure in

quoting:

Dear Sirs—I beg to inform you that

please write me the following letter on
your Readers' Column of Film Fun.
I am a reader of Film Fun, and I be-

lieve it is the best magazine to comfort

me—my only friendly reading. I can-

not find such a fine, amusing magazine
in my country. I enjoy the Readers'

Column especially, therefore I am anx-

iously awaiting the following number
of Film Fun. I hope to exchange the

letter or the picture card with any read-

er. Yours faithfully, Tadaki Kondo,
Yusenji Copper Mine, Nomigum, Ishi-

kawaken, Japan.

We are also in receipt of the follow-

ing postcard

:

I am one of the most Japanese read-

ers of the Film Fun. I like the Film
Fun very much. I hope to exchange
motion picture postcards, books and
many other things with the Film Fun's
readers. Please exchange with great

favor. Do you know Miss Grace Dar-

mond? She is a skillful motion pic-

ture actress. Most admirers of the

Kinema. Remember ! Miss Grace
Darmond in the Astra Corp. Yasuhiko
Mabuchi, No. 4Yagenbori, Nihonbashi,

Tokio, Japan.

E. W. H., Alabama.—We are sorry,

too, that you did not become a regular

Film Fun fan sooner, and hope that

you will keep your promise not to miss

another issue. Both William S. Hart

and Thomas H. Ince have left the Tri-

angle Company and are now making

pictures for Artcraft. Mr. Hart's new-

est picture is called "The Narrow

Trail" and is to be released October

2/bu Can TefLTfiePeopfe WAo
Dt/aPeJron in27ieir33IbocC

Doctor Says Ordinary Nuxated Iron Will

Make Nervous Rundown People 100%
Stronger in Two Weeks' Time

in Many Cases.

NEW YORK, N. Y—"One glance is enough to

tell which people have iron in their blood," said

Dr. E. Sauer, a Boston physician who has studied

widely both in this country and in Great European

medical institutions, in a recent discourse. "They
are the ones that do and dare. The others are in

the weakling class. Sleepless nights spent worry-

ing over supposed ailments, constant dosing with

habit forming drugs and narcotics for nervous

weakness, stomach, liver or kidney disease and
useless attempts to brace up with strong coffee or

other stimulants are what keep them suffering and
vainly longing to be strong. Their real trouble is

lack of iron in the blood. Without iron the blood

has no power to change food into living tissue and
therefore, nothing you eat does you any good ; you
don't get the strength out of it. The moment iron

is supplied the multitude of dangerous symptoms
disappear. I have seen dozens of nervous, rundown
people who were ailing all the time, double and
even triple their strength and endurance and en-

tirely get rid of every sign of dyspepsia, liver and
other trouble in from ten to fourteen days' time I

simply by taking iron in the proper form. And
this, after they had in some cases been doctoring
for months without any benefit.

"If you are not strong or well you owe it to your-
self to make the following test : See how long you
can work or how far you can walk without becom-
ing tired. Next take two five-grain tablets of or-

dinary nuxated iron three times per day after meals
for two weeks. Then test your strength again and
see for yourself how much you have gained. There
is nothing like good old iron to put color in your
cheeks and sound, healthy flesh on your bones.

But you must take iron in a form that can be easily

absorbed and assimilated like nuxated iron if you
want it to do you any good, otherwise it may prove

worse than useless."

NOTE — Nuxated Iron, recommended above by Dr. E
Saner, is one of the newer organic iron compounds. Un-
like the older inorgranie iron products, it is easily assim-
ilated, does not injure the teeth, make them black, nor
upset the stomach ; on the contrary, it is a most potent
remedy, in nearly all forms of indigestion, as well as for
nervous, run-down conditions. The Manufacturers have
Buch great confidence in Nuxated Iron that they offer to
forfeit $100.00 to any charitable institution if they can-
not take any man or woman under 60 who lacks iron
and increase their strength 100 per cent, or over in four
weeks' time, provided they have no serious organic
trouble. They also offer to refund your money if it does
not at least double your strength and endurance In ten
days' time. It is dispensed in this city by all good
druggists.
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(Hotel Lenox)
| North Street, at Delaware Avenue

BUFFALO, N.Y. |

A modern, fireproof and distinctive hotel of 250 all 1
outside rooms. Ideally located. Excels in equip- s
ment, cuisine and service. g

Operated on the %
European Plan %

$1.50 per Day and Up I

C. A. MINER,
Managing Director . g

Write for complimentary "Guide of Buffalo and 1
Niagara Falls."

"Far from a Big City's Noise, j|
Close to a Big City's Business" s
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JUDGE HAS THE LARGEST CIRCULA-
TION OF ANY HUMOROUS PERIODICAL

Ten Cents
For Sale On All News-stands

Weekly

ON
CREDIT

Beautiful Diamonds Sent on Approval. No Money Down
j
Orderany diamond from our catalog; we will send itall charges paid. After*
you have made a thorough examination and are satisfied as to the quality and
value, pay 20 per cent of the price and only 10 per cent per month thereafter. If

,

not satisfactory,return it at our expense. Don't pay a cent until you are satisfied.
1 Certificate furnished guaranteeing the quality of every diamond. Exchangeable

any time for any other article at on annual increase in value of 7 1-2 per cent more
than you paid. Own a genuine Diamond. Send for our free Catalog De Luxe

" 46A L. W. SWEET & CO., Inc., 2 & 4 Maiden Lane, New York City I



CleanintfFluid

JWthout injury to the most
k

delicate fabric or color
Removes Grease Spots

15*25« 50^ Bottles-All Druggists

Shoes made with F. B. & C." white and fancy colored kid, are cleaned with Carbona Cleaning FJuijL

NEW SCIENTIFIC WONDER

y* ^\\f G? You apparently see thru Clothes, Wood.^5^J Y 5J Stone, any object
MARVEL MFG. CO. Oept.

See Bones in Flesh.

45, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

DON'T YOU LIKE
My Eyelashes and Eyebrows?

You can have the same
LASMM I N, a hair food, applied
once each day, will absolutely pro-
duce thick and long eyebrows and eye-
lashes. Easy to apply—sure in results.

LashDeen is an Orlentalformula. Onehox
s all you will need. Not sold at druggists,
"led on receipt of 25c coin and 2c postage.

LAS1INEEN COMPANY, l)<-pt. 25, Philadelphia

Incorporate Your Business In Arizona
Least cost. Greatest advantages. Cost not affected by
amount of capital. Transact business and keep boobs
anywhere. Stock made full-paid and non-assessable by
us i iit;- our forms, laws, blanks and directions free.
Special forms prepared without charge.

Stoddard Incorporating Company, Box 8N, Phoenix, Arizona

Branch Office: Van Nays Building, Los Angeles. California

n feifi.ni
31

MAGIC CO., Sta. 5,

POCKET"JRICK
Illustrated Catalogue Included.

Send 6 Cents In Stamps

470 8th Avenue., NEW YORK

Folding DOUBLE X-RAY

With this Doable
X-RAY you can app-

arently Bee thru clotb or wood. See bones in the
body, makes the flesb look transparent. A optical
illusion. By mail 10 cts. three for 25 els. Postpaid

Ardee Co. Box 211 Stamford Conn.

Ventriloquist Outfit
Consists of imported "Talk-a-phone"
(which fits into the mouth,) Our Vent-
riloquist DOLL -face nearly life size,-

with mouth that opens and shuts. Also
ART of Ventriloquism. Throw your
VOICE in a trunk, into the cellar or any
where. Give a show. Have lots of fun.
All the above Outfit by mail fA ntc
ARDEE Novelty Co. *v *'la
Box 10 STAMFORD CONN.

Gft&bT>

Comics, cartoons, com-
mercial, newspaper and
magazine Illustrating,
Pastel and Crayon Por-
traits. By Mail or Local
Classes. 10 LESSONS
FREE.WriteforArtBook

ASSOCIATED ART STUDIOS, 51 A Flatlron Building, New York

$50 to $100 Weekly Writing moving pic-
ture plays in spare

time. Great demand. YOU can write them. We
show you how. Experience not necessary. Send for
free booklet of valuable information and special
Prize Otter. Chicago Plioto-playriirht College, Box 278-G20,Chi'go

If You Can Draw
a little and want t'o draw more, you have an opportunity to

learn at small expense to yourself. Eugene Zimmerman has

an established reputation as a cartoonist. He has put some of

the tricks of his trade into a book,

"CARTOONS AND CARICATURES"

bound neatly in three-quarter morocco, which will be sent to

you prepaid on receipt of price, $1.00.

ZIM BOOK, Brun^ck Bunding, 225 Fifth Ave., New York City

15th. Mr. Ince's productions for Tri-

angle were filmed in Culver City, Cal.,

but he has taken over the former Bio-

graph studios in Los Angeles for the

production of the plays he is to release

through Artcraft. Charles Chaplin has
been making pictures for Mutual Film
Corporation. His latest release up to

the time of going to press was "The
Adventurer. '

'

-?-

B. H., Elkin, N. C—We are very
glad that you like us, and extremely

sorry that you have any complaints to

register. We play no favorites but

use all of them just as often as

possible. Of course, we cannot use

them all every month. We have

recently used pictures of Mrs. Cas-

tle, Violet Mersereau and Ann Mur-
dock, and no doubt you have already

noticed the full-page portrait of Vivian

Martin in this issue. We are glad you
liked the picture of Grace Cunard in

the July number. We like her, too.

You can write to Ann Murdock in care

of the Mutual Film Corporation, 220

South Sta-tie Street, Chicago, 111. Billie

Rhodes is with the Christie Film Cor-

poration, Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood,

Cal. Mary Fuller can be reached at 49

West Forty-fourth Street, New York
City. If they are not too busy, no

doubt they will answer your letters, and

perhaps send you photographs. Thank
you very much for your kind wishes.

We are always glad to hear from our

readers.
-?-

M. K., St. Paul, Minn.—Very glad

you find us of interest. We will try to

use a nice picture of Billie Burke in

the near future.

Film un {/
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"EMPTY!"
THIS IS A VOLUNTEER MOVEMENT

The space for this advertisement is given
free by the Leslie-Judge Company. The
services of those who manage the fund
are donated. Every cent collected goes
into the purchase of tobacco comfort for
our soldiers and sailors. Do your part!

MAIL COUPON AND
CONTRIBUTION NOW.'

Gun Smoke
Everywhere™
i not a whiff of TOBACCO SMOKE

to cheer a fellow up!"

~^HE English "Tommies" have their pipes kept
filled by the folks at home.
The French "Poilus" never want for a smoke

—

their friends are "on the job."
The "Anzacs" have all the tobacco they can use sent

them by their loved ones.

And now the time has come for Americans to send
little packages of happiness to our "Sammies" in
the trenches and our "Jackies" with the fleet.
These lads are defending our lives and fortunes.
We must show them our appreciation.

Besides facing- the foe, our boys must experience homesickness, lone-

liness, dreary hours in the trenches, uncomfortable days in torpedo-boat
destroyers. Tobacco cheers them ; home and friends loom up in the

fragrant puffs. Help us to give the boys at the front the smoke" they
crave and need. Even if you object to tobacco personally, think of those

whom it comforts and let your contributions come without delay!

Keeps a Fighting Man
Happy for a Week

—

Sends a Month's Supply of
Tobacco—ACT I$1

Each quarter buys a package of tobacco
and cigarettes worth 45 cents, enough
to make one of your defenders happy
for a week. One dollar makes him and
his trench mates glad for a month.
Those who can afford it should adopt a
soldier and keep him supplied with to-

bacco for the duration of the war. One
dollar a month does it. Small and large

contributions solicited.

A War Souvenir for You

A feature of this fund is that in each
package is enclosed a prst card ad-
dressed to the donor. If it is possible

for the soldier or sailor receiving the
tobacco to mail you this pest card
receipt, it will be a war souvenir you
will treasure forever.

Hurry Up With YOUR "Smokes"
Dive into your purse. Out comes a
quarter, half-dollar, a note. Mail it

at once—currency, stamps, check or

money order. The quicker it comes,
the quicker our boys will have their

smokes. A similar fund in England
has sent over four million packages
to soldiers and sailors. Here is one
way to do your bit—mail the coupon!

WHAT THE SECRETARY OF WAR SAYS:

"The War Department approves of their enterprise (that of those v>ho take

part in raising the "Our Boys in France Tobacco Fund") and thanks them, in

behalf of many a homesick soldier and sailor who will be cheered not merely

by the kindly gifts themselves, but still more by the spirit of cordial and homely

sympathy which inspires them.
,,

NEWTON D. BAKER, Secretary of War

"OUR BOYS IN FRANCE
TOBACCO FUND"

25 West 44th Street
Depository:—Irving National Bank, N. Y.

New York City

"OUR BOYS IN FRANCE TOBACCO FUND"
25 West 44th Street, New York

GENTLEMEN:— I want to domypart to cheer
up the American soldiers who are fiprhling my
I >; 1 1 1 ie in France. If tobacco will do it—I'm for
tobacco.

(Check Below How You Desire To Contribute)

I send yon herewith my contri-
bution towards the purchase of tobacco for Amer-
ican soldiers. This does not obligate me to con-
tribute more.

I enclose $1.00. I will adopt a soldier and send
you Si.00 a month to supply him with "smokes"
for the duration of the war.

NAME.

1 ADDRESS.

Hi
Film Fun, October, 1917
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If
you can tell a Lachnite

fromaDiamond-Send itBack
YES, we'll send you one of these exquisite man-made gems

and you can wear it for ten full days at our expense. Put it to every
diamond test you ever heard about—fire—acid—diamond file. Compare its bril-

liance with the brilliance of a mined diamond. Notice how it is cut—by world-renowned
diamond cutters. Test it in every way. Wear it everywhere you go. Then, after ten days— if you are
able to tell which is your Lachnite and which is your diamond— or, if any of your friends have been
able to tell the difference— send the Lachnite back to us. The trial does not cost you a penny. If

you decide to buy the Lachnite, pay only the rock-bottom price, and if you wish, at a rate of a few cents
a day. Our new jewelry book (sent free) tells about our generous terms. Send the coupon for it today.

Pay as You Wish Set in Solid Gold
Do not decide to buy a genuine Lachnite Gem
until you have worn it for ten days. Wear it

everywhere you go. Wear it on the same finger

with your diamond—and let your friends see it.

Then, if you wish, you may pay for it at the rate of
only a few cents a day. Terms as low as 3V?, cents

a day— without interest. Your credit is good.

Lachnite Gems are mounted only in solid gold-

To hold these splendid jewels we have secured
the latest and newest ideas in solid gold settings.

In our new catalog you will see illustrated rings

by the score for both men and women— bracelets,

LaVallieres, stick pins, cuff links— all the new-
est jewelry—made of solid gold.

Send Coupon for Our New Catalog
Put your name and address in the coupon or on a post-card and get our new jewelry book. It shows
handsome illustrations of newest solid gold mountings from which you have to choose. Too— it tells

the interesting istory of how Lachnites are made—and why their brilliance is guaranteed to wear forever.

Send the coupon for it today—you "will be under no obligation.

Harold Lachman Company, Dept. 1597 12 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago

31 Hit tilt 1MI TZL

Harold Lachman Co., Dept. 1597
12 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

Please send me, absolutely free and pre-
paid, your new Jewelry Book and full partic-
ulars of the free trial, easy payment plan.
I assume no obligation.

H I Mil mi III! ID
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^ Notice to Reader (
When you finish

leading this magazine,
place a one cent stamp
alongside of tlii'- no-
tice, hand to an y postal

employee, and it will
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To Win This War We Must

Jail German Spies

WILL YOU GIVE A DOLLAR TO HELP
PUT THEM ALL IN JAIL?

If you can't go to the trenches, serve at home, and stand by

the man at the front.

Telegraph, write or bring us reports of German activities in

your district.

Aid in patriotic work by enrolling and serving as a regular mem-
ber of the American Defense Society. Only Americans need

apply for membership. Our service card will explain how you

can serve your country at home.

ADVISORY BOARD
HON. DAVID JAYNE HILL,

Ex-Ambassador to Germany

HON. ROBERT BACON,
Ex-Ambassador to France

HON. PERRY BELMONT,
Vice-President, Navy league

HON. CHARLES J. BONAPARTE,
Ex-Attorney-General, U. S.

JOHN GRIER HIBBEN, LL.D.,
President, Princeton University

HENRY B. JOY,
President, Lincoln Highway Association

HUDSON MAXIM,
Member Naval Advisory Board

HON. THEODORE ROOSEVELT,
Ex-President of the United States

YOUR DOLLAR IS NEEDED

film Fun—11-17

I PIN A DOLLAR BILL TO THIS COUPON AND MAIL TODAY
Make Checks Payable to ROBERT APPLETON, Treasurer

I AMERICAN DEFENSE SOCIETY

J 303 Fifth Avenue, New York

m Please enroll me as a regular member, and send me the Society's

button, service instruction card, and certificate of membership.

j| NAME

g Street Address

U City and State Date 1917

The American Defense Society ac-

knowledges with grateful thanks the

Patriotism of the Leslie-Judge Com-
pany in contributing this advertising

space.

You Need
Your Country

liiianiE
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THE THREE FATES

Of olden days wouldn't stack up so very large next to these three. J. Stuart Blackton,

Thomas H. Ince and David Wark Griffith, who got into the motion picture game while

it was in its infancy and helped to mold it into what it is to-day—the fifth largest indus-

try in the United States.
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E D I O R
Be a War Santa Claus

"LTERE'S your chance to help make Christmas for our

boys in France—we know you want to.

Hitherto the belief has prevailed that the loneliest folks

on earth at Christmastime have been the players. Home-
less, most of them, "living in a trunk" the whole year

round—and a traveling trunk, at that. The few who had

homes claimed they were worse off than the rest, because,

being condemned to wander, they could not foregather with

their own round the festive board under their rightful roof-

tree. You may have heard some of them tell how desolate

it was. Or perhaps you have laughed at their stories of

devices resorted to for cheating Old Man Gloom out of his

prey. They have a gift, these make-believe people, of

searching out the cheerful viewpoint from which to con-

template these lonesome holidays, after they are over.

While they are happening, there is nothing very joyful

about them.

But this year a lonelier lot must make what shift they

can for Christmas good cheer—our own soldier boys,
'

' some-

where in France"; and Judge, to help out, has planned a

trench Christmas—a good-will package that will contain

"smokes" and "sweets" and as many of the little con-

veniences as can be crammed into these "Comfort Kits,

"

which are a real marvel in the number of necessaries they

contain in space so limited as to be a delight to the trans-

portation managers. Unpacking them is likely to be as

much pleasure to the boys over there as the surprises in

their Christmas stockings long ago. Not so very long ago,

at that, for some of the first draft aren't much past twenty-

one, and for some of them it may be "Curtain" before

another Christmas comes.

Film folks have been more than generous in their con-

tributions to the cause. They haven't waited for Oppor-

tunity to knock ; they have gone out to meet and welcome

it every time. We could wreathe this page with pictures,

postage-stamp size, of those we know about who have given

liberally of time, thought, money and toil in promoting the

Liberty Loans, in aid of recruiting, in benefit performances

of every sort and in private charities, not to mention the

many of their number actually in the service. We're proud

to know them.

This is just one more chance to go on with the good

work. Every dollar you can spare buys two kits—for two

boys. And just now is the best possible time to make re-

mittance—one dollar, two dollars, five dollars or ten or

whatever you can contribute.

This trei-ich Christmas plan is conducted with the active

co-operation of the American Defense Society, composed

of some of America's foremost citizens, including Colonel

Roosevelt, Dr. David Jayne Hill, Robert Bacon and Perry

Belmont, vice-president of the Navy League. The cost of

packing, shipping and distributing has already been do-

nated. The fifty cents of each contributor will be used for

the purchase of the kit, with no expense, no commission

and no profit to anyone. Contents include medicated talcum

powder, chewing gum, lime drops, matches, cigarettes, to-

bacco, playing cards, pencil, stationery and the like. And*

in each package, if you so desire, you can have inclosed a

personal card. Each package will contain a postal ad-

dressed to the donor, so that the recipient may send his

thanks direct to the one who helped to make his holiday

happier.

Checks should be made payable to Judge's Trench

Christmas Fund, and addressed to "Leslie-Judge Company
225 Fifth Avenue, New York City."

Put some "pep" in the action. Now go

!

El Dorado *

HPHE SAME spirit which moved the Argonauts back in

the forty-nines animates many an adventurer into the

motion picture game to-day.

And the tales which tempted many a staid and sober

citizen to join the gold rush were not much more highly

colored than the things they tell nowadays about fortunes

to be made in pictures. Moreover, as in the bygone time,

there are mighty men of the profession whose millions, or

near-millions, have been acquired as quickly and often in

as spectacular a way as were the fortunes from the Corn-

stock lode.

But, as it also frequently happened in the long ago, the

bonanza kings are conspicuous against a background of

bonanza failures. It was estimated that for ev>ery dollar

of gold that came out of the mines, twenty dollars.iat least,

went into them; and between those times and these the

difference is only in degree, not in kind.

Probably every dollar gained in pictures represents at

least a hundred dollars' outlay. There is money in the en-

terprise, which is growing rapidly in importance—a filmed

course of study for use in common schools is a recent proj-

ect of interest—but investment should be made with cau-

tion.and good judgment.

The glamour of the Cooper-Hewitt must be withstood

by the man who would make a worth-while clean-up in the

pictures.

They Turn to the Right

HPHE INSTANCES are very rare where crime has been

inspired by motion pictures, and the great good which

accrues is coming to be recognized. Educational films are

gaining popular favor, and the day is not far distant when

a complete course of study can be followed in films. Let

us bespeak for it fair consideration. The Gary system has

had more opposition than it ought to have met with.



Let the Women Fight ?

Many a Woman Has Brought Down a Man, So Why Couldn't She Bring Down the Kaiser ?

By OLIVE THOMAS

"You do!" they chorused, and they let me enlist. Of

MANGLE

"Myself—and one of my
dependents. '

'

HPHECONSCRIP-
* TION busi-

ness may be fair,

but why send all

the good - looking

boys and leave the

girls at home?

Most women would

rather be shot than

be old maids. Why
not give them a

c h a n c e—e q u a 1

chances with the

men, I mean? This

thought occurred

to me—I mean the

thought about
being an old maid—while I was recruiting men in Los An-

geles several months ago. Right then and there I decided

I was an impostor to be shouting about patriotism and

doing nothing myself. So up I fox-trotted to the recruit-

ing man and said:

"Hey, Cap! I'm of age, a voter and a fighter, so why
not let me in on the European merry-merry?"

He roared. The men around him roared.

"Boys, this levity is not in harmony with the uniforms

you wear and the bloody business you are getting into. I

may be a fluff, but give me a half hour with Mr. Bill

Hohenzollern, and he wouldn't have enough mustache left

to wad a toothbrush. I can box, I've studied jiu-jitsu, I've

danced with a sprained ankle, and I've traveled for miles

with no other baggage than a vanity case and a box of

chocolates. Do I qualify, boys?"

course, I was never called. It was the old story of dis-

crimination against women. I saw the recruiting officer

not long ago and asked him why I was not summoned. He
giggled like a schoolgirl and said he heard that the govern-

ment had been looking all over for a guy named Thomas

Olive; evidently I had transposed my name. Ridiculous!

I may not know much about the position of a gun, but at

least I know the order of my own name.

"No taxation without representation" is about all I re-

member of school history. That, and '

' I regret I have but

one life to give for my country." Well, we've got the rep.

now; why shouldn't we give up the taxes and the lives?

Oh, I know mother didn't raise her girl to be a soldier,

but neither did she bring up her boy for that purpose. The

Kaiser has upset the plans of all the mothers of the world,

so why shouldn't we upset his? Many a woman has brought

down her man, so why couldn't she bring down the Kaiser?

I've yet to see the German that could outwit a Yankee girl.

It can't be did, Hans, it can't be did

!

Now that I've submitted my big scheme for overcoming

the submarine peril and saving the world for democracy, I

suppose a lot of the supercilious boys will say, "List to the

fighting fillum freak! She couldn't fight a teddy bear!"

They would never say it to my face, though. I know lots

of women that are wonderful fighters in their own sphere

—the home. Then there are such girls as Joan of Arc,

Sylvia Pankhurst, Carrie Nation and others whose names I

couldn't mention without severing friendly relations.

I admit a girl couldn't stand the tramping as well as

the men. She ought to be in the conveyance sections

—

cavalry or aviation. I think women will make better fliers

than men. I know I would, and one of my friends agreed,

"In the signal corps

a sub-deb may be-

come a sub-chaser.

"

"No wonder he smiles!
Behold the decoration at

his bosom!"

"Loading up on powder,
ready to meet the enemy

face to face.
'

'

'

' I prefer bayonets
to knitting nee-

dles."



TRIANGLE INCE PHOTO
'

' I think women would
be best in the cavalry
or aviation corps.

"

saying that right now I could

go up in the air without be-

ing provoked or propelled.

Some people insist that

women are too frail to stand

the nervous wrack of fire,

shot and shell. They said

that we couldn't stand the

exertion of dropping a ballot

into the box, but out here in

California, where girls talk

about revenue bills just like

milliner bills, I haven't no-

ticed any dropping at the

polls. Take us picture ac-

tresses; we have to work all

day, sometimes far into the

night, performing all sorts of

stunts. We might just as

well be chasing German boys

back to Berlin or loading up

on powder ready to meet the

enemy face to face. As it is,

we do our "bits" by knitting

crazy scarfs, or raising rad-

ishes in a flower basket, or

saving catsup corks for life

preservers. I like thrill and

action. I prefer popping

shells to popping corn, bayo-

nets to knitting needles. And I haven't any dependents

—except two Chinese poodles.

As for wearing the uniform, it would be just as ladylike

as the things we now don. All the fashions are military,

anyway. I heard a militia boy say the other day that he

saluted his own grandmother on the street, thinking she

was a colonel

!

Quite seriously, though, you know a number of women
have banded together in different sections of the country,

for the purpose of training. Even if

they never go to the trenches, the ex-

perience will be ripping. It corresponds

to the daily work of the studio, inasmuch

as it is out of doors, requires punctuality,

a great deal of physical exercise and

strict adherence to the rules of the simple

life. During the filming of my last

play, I had to get up at five bells in the

morning. Fancy that, Hedda! Instead

of picking at a grape fruit and sipping a

dainty cup of coffee, I encored slices of

toast, ham and eggs and regular soldiers'

rations. I could have eaten black bread

and corn husks.

That is what outdoor life, regular

hours and physical exercise does for a per-

son. That is why I think military train-

ing is not only practical but advisable for

women.

"Props" Soliloquizes

Waitaminute cantcha!

I'm a comin'

!

Darn it

!

Everybody wunts me at once

!

When I die

I'll bet they'll

Make me prop man
To the Devil.

But say,

I drather festoon firebrands

And live coals

Around Hades than

To work fer one uv these

Rock topped directors

!

Say

That guy don't know enuf

To put butter on

His wheat cakes

!

Yisterday he wanted

A Ford

In a Spanish-American war scene

!

What!

It'd looked like a

Shoe Horn

At Belshazzar's Feast

What!

Say I'm gittendamtired

Bein' horsed around by a lotta

Apple Knockers.

I'm a comin'

!

Cantchawaitaminute

!

I bet if that guy

Was in my place

He'd be lookin' fer a job

Groomin' goats,

In ten minutes

!

Aw, shut up,

I'm a comin'.

TRIANGLE

"I enlisted in the California coast artillery, but they wouldn't call me."



The Seven Ages of Curls

PARALTA

BESSIE BARRISCALE
The experienced actress. "When
in doubt, try curls,

'

' is her con-

stant advice to aspiring young
things.

PARAMOUNT

VIVIAN MARTIN
The ingenue—whose special

job it is to shake her curls rogu-

ishly in the hero's face.

RUTH EVERDALE
The kiddie. She is wise who culti-

vates her curls early. She cannot

attain prominence without them.

IRIANuLE-INCE

ENID BENNETT
The sweet young star. Through
five reels she grows to woman-
hood, suffers and marries, all

with the indispensable curl.

MARY PICKFORD
The originator. It's easier to start

things than to finish 'em, and she sad-

ly visualizes an endless procession

of sincere flatterers—imitators.

JUANITA HANSON
The lead. In between reels she can
pose for "Her-per-ine grew this,

and—" advertisements.

AMERICAN-MUTUAL

MARY MILES MINTER
Miss Sweet Sixteen—one of

our best known stars. Be-
hold the curls

!



New Pictures That Will Probably

ARTCRAFT

William S. Hart's first appearance
in Artcraft pictures is in "The
Narrow Trail, " written by the star

himself. "The Narrow Trail"
presents Hart as Ice Harding, an
outlaw of the plains. A romance
between Ice and the daughter of a
divekeeper of the Barbary Coast
forms the basis of the story.

Hart's horse, Fritz, appears for the
last time on the screen in this pic-

ture. In one scene Fritz narrowly
escaped death, whereupon Hart de-

cided to retire his horse, of whom
he is very fond.

Emmy Wehlen, in
'

'The Out-
sider," by Louis Joseph
Vance, is a shopgirl who
tires of poverty and decides
to become an adventuress.

Aided by chance—and a
rainstorm—she obtains her
wish, as well as a wealthy
husband (Herbert Heyes).

EMPIRE MUTUAL

Ann Murdock, as the little French
heroine in "The Beautiful Adven-
ture,

'

' runs away with the man she
loves on the morning set for her
wedding to the man of her parents'
choice, fleeing to her grand-
mother's home in the country.
Grandmother naturally accepts
them as bride and groom, and
being the old-fashioned type of
grand dame, she cannot sympathize
with modern ways. Thus begins
the beautiful adventure. David
Powell supports Miss Murdock in

the role of Andre.

A scene from "Scandal," by Cosmo Hamilton—the first of the eight pictures in which Constance
Talmadge is to star during the coming year. "The worst spoiled girl in America," and how she is

brought to a realization of the true values of life—that is the story.



Be Shown in Trench Theatres

A screen copy of the painting, "Milton Dictating
' Paradise Lost' to His Daughters," in "Conscience."
Gladys Brockwell plays Ruth Somers, to whom Con-

science comes on the eve of her marriage.

EMPIRE-MUTUAL

Julia Sanderson makes her initial appearance on the
screen in "The Runaway," as Alice Avery, the or-

phaned daughter of an artistic mother and father.

Norman Trevor, is Danforth, her artistic lover.

MUTUAL

Juliet Day, in "The Rainbow Girl," her first screen

vehicle, is Mary Beth, a poor but optimistic little

girl, who sells a song for a poor musician (George
Fisher), and wins a lover in the bargain.

Antonio Moreno, in the "Angel Factory," plays a
wealthy young man who conducts a settlement house.
Helene Chadwick is the girl of the slums, whom he

uplifts and afterwards learns to love.

Peggy Hyland, in
'

' Persuasive Peggy,
'

' tells how she

has built her house of happiness, with Love as the

keystone. Miss Hyland is charming in the role of

a young bride who goes on her honeymoon alone.

BALBOA

Mabel Van Buren, Helen Marie Osborne and Mollie

McConnell, in a "Little Mary Sunshine" feature.

Mrs. McConnell is the widow of Will McConnell, the

first editor of the New York Telegraph.



Romeo and Juliet—in Clay!

"Romeo, Romeo,
Wherefore art thou, Romeo?"

"VTOT LONG ago the editors of Film Fun received an in-

^ vitation to view a projection of "Helena Smith Day-

ton's Clay Folks in 'Romeo and Juliet.'" Now, to a

worker on a film magazine, a projection is an everyday

and often a twice-a-day affair, the novelty soon wears off,

and one learns to believe that there really is nothing new
under the sun—or the camera.

But there is, for this "Romeo and Juliet" was some-

thing absolutely new. True, Juliet leaned from her bal-

cony, and Romeo made love to her ardently while the moon
looked on, and the cruel Montagues and Capulets ruined

the lives of the lovers; but everything—balcony, moon,
Montagues, Capulets, Romeo and lovely Juliet herself

—

was fashioned of clay

!

When the immensity of the thing had dawned upon us,

we hustled over to the studio to find out how the wheels

want round.

"There are no wheels, " smiled Mrs. Dayton, "and no

strings. The principle is known as ' stop action. ' The fig-

ures are modeled in soft clay, placed in position, and photo-

graphed. Then I raise an arm a tiny bit or give a slight

twist to the head of one of the figurines, and the camera

again records. Then another bit, and so it goes until the

entire action is accomplished. When reeled off, the effect

is as though the figure had made a complete movement.

The difficult thing at first was to determine just how much
to move an arm or a head, to avoid an appearance of

jerkiness. I used to make the change too great, but am
learning to overcome that now.

'

' It took one week to animate ' Romeo and Juliet. ' The
cast was all assembled and the sets made before we started

work. The pose of the figures is altered sixteen times to

each foot of film. The entire picture is one thousand feet

in length. I can do about one hundred feet a day. It is

tedious work, but fascinating. The figures are so like

humans—you never know just what they are going to do

nor how they'll look. Sometimes a minor character with

"When Romeo piped the little queen,

He went completely off his bean."

'

' They plight their troth by the light of the moon
And agree to be married the following noon."

whom I take no pains at all shines right out and runs away
with all the honors."

The Educational Films will release the Clay Folks,

probably one picture a month. "I can do two if desired,

but that's rather a strain, for in the ballroom scene in

'Romeo and Juliet' there are thirty figurines, each one of

which must be moved for each picture." Mrs. Dayton

longs to do "Carmen," on account of the bull fight. "I

think a clay bull would be a scream," she laughed; "and

I shall probably do the Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam next,

because I can put in some camels. Can't you just see

them humping along?"

Mrs. Dayton writes the clever jingles which sub-title her

pictures.

"And when will Film Fun be out?" she smiled.

"About November 1st. We'll send you a copy."

"Don't do that," she laughed. "I shall go right down

to the news-stand and buy up the entire edition.
'

'



ANTONIO MORENO
Looks as though he's trying to pose as Billiken. Billiken, you know, is the lucky god of

Things-as-they-ought-to-be. That's the reason. Cut this out, try it in your sitting room, and
see what happens.



omments of a F r e e a n c e
By LINDA A. GRIFFITH (MRS. DAVID W. GRIFFITH)
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The writer is well known in the moving picture world. She began her career as a mov- |

ing picture actress with the Biograph Company when it was the pioneer in this field of 1

| operation. She has since been prominently connected with the Kinemacolor and other 1

1 companies and more recently was the star in her striking sociological play "Charity."
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"THE CONQUEROR" NOT ANOTHER
SYSTEM"

'HONOR

«rpHE CONQUEROR," in which William Fox presents

William Farnum, has all the ingredients of the pop-

ular photoplay. Romance of the big outdoors, melodrama,

a "regular" love story, adventure, animals, children and a

happy ending— what more could anyone ask? R. A.

Walsh, the director, from whom, since his production of

"The Honor System," big things in the movie line have

come to be expected, has done as well as anyone could with

the story. "The Conqueror" is not another "Honor Sys-

tem," but that is not Mr. Walsh's fault. All the pleasant
'

' Walsh' ' touches are there, particularly his clever and ar-

tistic introduction of characters. There are beautiful

photographic effects and well-acted scenes in the picture.

The characters, however, seem to take no note of the pass-

ing of time. Years roll by, but they never seem to touch

the persons in the play. Particularly was this true of the

very pretty Jewel Carmen. She be-

gan as a child, and after the years

had passed which we were never told

of, but knew must have passed (for

the achievements of Sam Houston

could not have been accomplished

overnight), she was still a child in

looks and in mind. "The Con-

queror" suggests this original method

of construction: Take a number of

pretty pieces of cloth cut from one's

best frocks and sew nicely and neatly

together. But frocks cut and put to-

gether in this fashion, as with photo-

plays, seldom result in very good-

looking completed garments.

THE SOLACE OF THE MOVIES

It is to be hoped that the rumor

that the price of admission to motion

picture shows is to [be increased is

merely rumor. The decision at

Washington to exempt from the war

tax popular plays and amusements is

surely most wise. With prices for the bare necessities of

life soaring daily, with the hardships that must come

to all before this war ends, what a wicked thing it would

be to raise the entrance fee to the movie theater ! More

than ever before will the great mass of the American peo-

ple need something to make them at intervals forget their

CAMPBELL STUDIOS

LINDA

worries and soften a bit their sorrows. Nothing can fill

this need as the motion picture can.

"A MAN'S MAN" IS A PERFECT LADY
It is rather difficult to give a fair criticism of the Par-

alta Plays, Inc., first offering, "A Man's Man," by Peter

B. Kyne, in which J. Warren Kerrigan makes his debut as

an independent star. This difficulty is largely due to the

unfortunate way in which the photoplay was presented.

The projection was very bad, at times out of focus and

foggy. This finally resulted in one projection machine

being used instead of two, as is the custom, thereby neces-

sitating pauses between reels. It was apparent that there

had been no music arranged for the picture. The one

piano to which the reels unwound was so out of keeping

that it was distracting. Any fine points that may have

been in the picture were thus lost. We have come to ac-

cept, as a matter of course, perfect musical accompani-

ments to the movies. The method

of presenting them at the Strand and

Rialto theaters, New York, and mo-

tion picture theaters all over the

country, is to have perfect orchestral

music always in harmony with the

subject matter of the film story.

This bad showing of "A Man's Man"
disclosed the large part that proper

music plays in heightening or lessen-

ing the artistic touches of a photo-

play. Music has often brought a

thrill, a laugh or a tear at a "situ-

ation" that, without the music, would

have had very little, if any, appeal to

the emotions. Of course, one does

not expect an orchestra of forty pieces

at a private showing of a picture, al-

though it has been done. Better by

far no music than the kind that is so

distracting that it ^becomes hard to

follow the thread of the story.

It is to be regretted that J. War-

ren Kerrigan makes his debut in

"A Man's Man." Romance of a dainty, pretty quality

is easily portrayed by Mr. Kerrigan, but never the red-

blooded kind that Mr. Kyne writes about. Although I

have not read "A Man's Man," I have read other stories

of Mr. Kyne's and am familiar with his type of man. As
to the kind of man "A Man's Man" is, one does not need

A. GRIFFITH



to read the story to ascertain this. I should say that Mr.

Kerrigan's portrayal of a man's man was more that of a
'

' perfect lady.
'

' He seems mostly concerned over his be-

coming millinery and the proper nonchalant effect of the

cuffs of his soft silk shirt. He wore the most startling

Panama and soft velour hat, with the cutest little bow tied

"just so" and placed at the proper angle. I kept looking

for "red blood" to manifest itself somewhere, but through

all the eight reels I was doomed to disappointment. Lois

Wilson, in support of Mr. Kerrigan, was pretty and dainty.

ELSIE FERGUSON'S TRIUMPH
If the movie fans feel as I do about it, they would get

down on their knees and welcome with open arms and

hearts Miss Elsie Ferguson. In "Barbary Sheep," an

adaptation from the novel of Robert Hichens, the Artcraft

Pictures Corporation presents, as a motion picture star,

Elsie Ferguson. Whether the peculiar charm of Miss Fer-

guson as a stage star could be transferred to the screen was

doubtful, for Miss Ferguson has that delicate beauty and

dainty personality that doesn't always "get over" on the

screen. But one could not ask for more than Miss Fergu-

son gives to the screen in "Barbary Sheep." She has

beauty, charm, refinement and knows how to walk, talk

and act as a lady should. And she does know how to wear

clothes! Maurice Tourneur deserves great credit for this

beautiful production. It was so satisfying. The only part

that j arred was the opening scene, meant for
'

' atmosphere,
'

'

of the street procession before an all too obvious
'

' back

drop." The apparent artificiality of the scene brought to

the picture no suggestion of Algerian environment. The

story is slight, being hardly more than a fragment of

"Bella Donna." The photography is splendid and the cast

perfect. Lumsden Hare as Sir Claude Wyverne and Pedro

De Cordoba as Benchaalal giving excellent performances,

besides being perfect types of the characters they repre

sented. The introduction, during the picture, of the Bed

ouin love song was a very pretty touch. But most of all

"Barbary Sheep" brings to the screen a welcome, refresh

ing personality in Elsie Ferguson.

DON'T BLAME THE MOVIES TOO MUCH
Three little girls, the oldest twelve, were arrested in

New York City on a recent evening for having stolen a

hand bag containing money. When telling about their

method of committing the theft, one of the girls, accord-

ing to the police report, said that they had learned the

trick at. the "motion pictures" and had practiced it for

some time, using the proceeds to see more motion pictures

and learn more modern methods. Truly alarming admis-

sions from children of such tender years ! But guilty as

many motion picture producers must plead to the wrong of

showing so clearly in their films how to "put crime over,

"

is it just for the movies to be blamed for every naughty

thing that every naughty child does? It is human nature

always to seek some thing or some person to blame for our

misdeeds—children or grown-ups, it matters not. "The
devil tempted me," said Eve. No one ever seems to plead

guilty and come right out, in a straightforward manner,

and say, "I did it because I wanted to," which, after all,

is why we do nearly everything in life that we do do. The

inclination surely is there, and the one particular thing

that sets it in operation may be this or may be that. Just

now it is the movies, for all the youngsters attend them.

Many mothers are not interested in what their children see,

as long as they can get them out of the house for a few

hours in the busy afternoon. Years ago, when all small

boys read dime novels and there were no movies, there

were naughty boys. The naughty things they did then

were no doubt blamed on the "Adventures of Jack Shep-

ard. " Now children no longer read in yellow-covered

books the wild and thrilling experiences of their bandit

heroes. Instead, they go to the movies and see them on

the screen. So why blame the movies? Blame it on

human nature. If the movie passes away (which let us

hope it never will do) and a new form of popular enter-

tainment appears to take its place, there will be something

new upon which we can lay the blame for our wrong

doings. But never on our own dear selves

!

A POPULAR MISAPPREHENSION CORRECTED

Just as every man believes he can edit a newspaper,

notwithstanding the fact that he doesn't know the differ-

ence between "six point type" and an "italic shooting

stick,
'

' so every man thinks he can produce motion pic-

tures. It matters not that all his previous training may
have been confined to a tailor shop, the carpenter's bench,

a bank or a playwright's desk. Why this is so is hard to

understand, but it is nevertheless true. Even a bricklayer

must serve his apprenticeship at laying bricks before he

can become a skillful mason. A man who owns and runs

a shoe factory and makes a success of it has got to know

something about each one of the fifty-nine and more com-

ponent parts that are necessary to the making of one pair

of shoes. This he doesn't learn overnight. The success-

ful shoe manufacturer has often begun at the workman's

bench and given many years to the study of the different

angles of his business. So with all business if one would

be successful. It is only in the proper editing of a news-

paper and the production of motion pictures and selection

of motion picture stars that the idea seems to prevail that

there is nothing to learn and no time needed to gain ex-

perience. If a man has once written a play that was seen

on the dramatic stage, he then feels that he can give the

world something new and startling in the form of motion

picture entertainment.

HOW THE MOVING PICTURE IS MADE
There is a vast difference between even the writing of

a clever play and the writing of a good, strong motion pic-

ture scenario. The very first things the newcomer must

learn are the peculiar limitations and vast possibilities of

the camera. A play is rehearsed and little changes made

each day as the rehearsals continue. But each day one is

looking at the thing in the form it is eventually to be seen.

That is, the audience will hear the voices and actually see

the person in the flesh as at the rehearsal of the play.

How different in the motion picture studio ! A five-reel



scenario, with its three or four hundred scenes, is ready

for production. Rehearsals are in order. The voice is

used and speeches uttered as at the rehearsal of the spoken

drama. But just here is where the director who is a raw

recruit, especially from the theater, is apt to be misled as

to values. He must never forget for a moment that that

voice is a negligible quantity as far as the finished product

is concerned, and that only a photographic representation

of the actor is seen. Here is one place where long and

conscientious study of that sensitive instrument, the mo-

tion picture camera, is necessary. With the proper under-

standing of the camera and a careful study of the star's

head, profile, three-quarters or full face, the wise director

need only let his star be seen at her best. It would take

more space than I am allotted to point out the things pe-

culiar to virion picture production that must first be

learned if ons would be a successful producer. From the

inception of the story, the writing of the scenario, the se-

lection of the cast, the selection of the star, photography,

development of film, cutting of film, splicing and sub-

titling—it is some long job, all of which needs to be thor-

oughly understood. To do it well, it were wisest to take

off one's coat, roll up one's shirt sleeves, and go to it ! Be

a super if necessary. The top of the motion picture ladder

of success has a few men who so began in the movies.

Many atrocities in motion picture production and some

very fine things can be attributed to those who have entered

the motion picture arena by way of the stage door. The

atrocities result in a measure from a feeling of superiority

and over-developed ego on the part of the playwright, di-

rectors and star from the spoken drama. They are always

going to revolutionize the picture business and set hereto-

fore unattained standards in motion picture production. It

were better they attained the standards first, and then did

their talking.

"POLLY OF THE CIRCUS"

All of which brings me to "Polly of the Circus," the

first Goldwyn release. I wish to quote their own modest

announcement of what they propose to do and the place

they presume to fill in the motion picture industry. This

is the statement: "Goldwyn, with its organization of spe-

cialists, contributes a production that establishes a new

and hitherto unattained standard in motion pictures."

Ridiculous! Of course, on closer analysis, it doesn't seem

so ridiculous, for it emanates from a company whose ad-

visory board is composed, with the exception of Samuel

Goldfish, of a number of persons who have had no experi-

ence whatever in the production or exploitation of motion

pictures. For months and months we have read glowing

accounts of the big things being done in the Goldwyn

studios, so naturally both the movie fan and the casual

motion picture public expected something out of the ordi-

nary in Goldwyn releases. In the course of time came

"Polly of the Circus," with Mae Marsh, and if any honest

critic can say it is other than the most ordinary junk, I

want to meet him. The picture is ordinary from every

standpoint. The photography is not up to standard, and

the telling of the story does not show the finest continuity.

Why, the elephant had a far better introduction than Mae
Marsh—the same Mae Marsh who, under the careful,

watchful eye of D. W. Griffith, gave, in "The Birth of a

Nation" and "Intolerance," bits of acting that showed

genius. In an interview in the New York Telegraph some
time ago, Mae Marsh was asked what she most feared in

appearing under a new management, and she answered:

"That people will say I cannot act without Mr. Griffith."

The poor child's fears were not ungrounded. Who, not

even Goldwyn themselves, never having seen Miss Marsh
before, on seeing her as "Polly," would offer her a fortune

a week for her services?

There was also another press story about work in the

studio having to be suspended for several days, while they

were producing " Polly, " as Miss Marsh's elusive person-

ality had taken flight, and a pause of a few days was nec-

essary for its return. As far as I can judge from this, her

first Goldwyn release, her elusive personality took flight

before it ever was seen at all. A few feet of Miss Marsh's

death scene in "The Birth of a Nation" is worth her entire

performance in " Polly of the Circus." Miss Marsh has

also gained a few pounds. Her face seemed fuller. Flesh

to Miss Marsh would be more than fatal, for first, last and

always she is the half-starved waif type, and there is where

physically she made her strong appeal. The one bit of

real acting in the whole picture is the scene where the

clown and the child are together after the mother's death.

Another touching bit was where the two small boys part,

one running off to join the circus, and the other, true to

life, remaining behind. The captions were the most in-

teresting part of the picture, but what else would one ex-

pect from the number of literary lights enrolled under the

Goldwyn banner?

"Lord, Douglas, Thou Hast Leapt"

Some actors climb the ladder Fame
And curse its weary rounds,

But Fairbanks reached the top of same
By giddy leaps and bounds.

Not his to clamber, strive and toil,

Till life had lost its flavor;

He simply rubbed his joints with oil

And vaulted into favor.

Such acrobatic enterprise

Could not but bring renown

;

A chap like that was bound to rise

—

You couldn't keep him down!

No obstacles subdued his heart.

Why should he heed or fear 'em,

When he could take a running start

And crook his knees and clear 'em?

Now, perched upon the apogee
Of public adulation,

He makes a jest of gravity

And laughs at gravitation.

And if he ever falls from thence
And busts his spinal column,

'Twill be by losing common sense . -1

And turning stiff and solemn!
—W. E. Nesom.



Greetings From Our Friends

"Dear Film Fun—Do you like beans?
Here I am on my three-hundred-acre
bean ranch. Dad is just about to start

the tractor. Yours, Chester Conklin.
'

'

YORKE-METRO

"We've joined the Union—nothing to do till to-

morrow. Are we down-hearted? NO ! Fred
Balshofer, Dick Spencer and Harold Lockwood. '

'

TRIANGLE

"Dear Film
Fun— Here's

a picture of

me, taken
when I used

to play in

comedies.
Thought i t

might inter-

est you. Best
wishes. Lou-
ise Glaum."

%,§>*

ARTCRAFT
'

' Dear Editor—These are real squaws.

We had a bully time at Cheyenne,
Wyo., during the Frontier Days' Cele-

bration.—Douglas Fairbanks."

—

|

"On the beach at Santa Barbara. Talking over
old times with Henry King, but we've just been
rudely interrupted. Sincerely, Ruth Roland. '

'

YORKE-METRO

"Thought I'd better cook this

forty-inch one before it grew
too big for me. Yours, Fred
J. Balshofer."

"Dear Film Fun—Water, water
everywhere, but nary a fish in

sight. Odd, isn't it? Best

wishes. Rose Melville."

" 'In my harem'—how do you
like my new costume? I de-

signed it myself. Sincerely,

Clara Kimball Young." «



GATHER Y

PARAMOUNT

We've always said that window dressing was an
art, and here's the proof—Louise Huff under-

stands it perfectly.

PARAMOUNT

Myrtle Stedman is a believer in the

personal equation. She is touring the

country, visiting picture houses, sing-

ing and talking to her audiences.

Edna Goodrich is the particular idol of

milliners and modistes. She recently

spent thirty-seven thousand dollars for

fifteen gowns and as many hats.

All isn't smoky that hails from Pittsburgh.

Witness Elda Millar, who is co-featured with
Wilfred Lucas at the Triangle studios in

Yonkers.

Alice Joyce registering

'The Alabaster Box,

PARAMOUNT

Ann Pennington of the

in the mic



ROSEBUDS

Nature Wonderful?" for

the mercury mounting.

ka

HS^fe*
1
In ^Lz^ l^k.
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EMPIRE MUTUAL

Ann Murdock, one of the stars, is helping to

present on the screen the Charles Frohman
successes.

Texas Guinan, a recent recruit from
musical comedy—where they learn

early that it isn't only the voice that

takes the silence out of drama.

is." You will note the curl

her forehead.

"To nurse or not to nurse"—seems to be the

question uppermost in the female mind now.
Judging from appearances, we should recom-

mend Ruth Roland.

When Greek meets Greek, it's sup-

posed to be an important occasion.

Judge, then, what it is when Norma
Talmadge dons a Grecian costume.
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We've always said that window dressing was an
art, and here's the proof—Louise Huff under-

stands it perfectly.

Myrtle Stedman is a believer in the
personal equation. She is touring the
country, visiting picture houses, sing-

ing and talking to her audiences.

Ann Murdock, one of the stars, is helping to

present on the screen the Charles Frohman
successes.

VITAGRAPH

Alice Joyce registering "Isn't Nature Wonderful?" for

'The Alabaster Box," with the mercury mounting.

TRIANQU

Texas Guinan, a recent recruit from
musical comedy—where they learn

early that it isn't only the voice that

takes the silence out of drama.

Edna Goodrich is the particular idol of
milliners and modistes. She recently
spent thirty-seven thousand dollars for

fifteen gowns and as many hats
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PARAMOUNT "FolllO »l

Ann Pennington of the * »es. You will note the curl

in the middle of her forehead.

BALBOA « .-

"To nurse or not to nurse"—seems to be the

question uppermost in the female mind now.

Judging from appearances, we should recom-

mend Ruth Roland.

MLZNIOK

When Greek meets Greek, it's sup-

posed to be an important occasion.

Judge, then, what it is when Norma
Talmadge dons a Grecian costume.



Mermaids and Merrymen

ARTCBAFT

Homer Rodeheaver, Douglas Fairbanks and Billy Sunday played ball in Los Angeles. Proceeds of the game, over

five thousand dollars, will buy athletic equipment for soldiers in camp.

CHRISTIE

Betty Compson in a "water,
water everywhere except on

my bathing suit" pose.

FUN ART FILMS

Ray and Gordcn Dooley, to be featured in

two-reel comedies by Fun Art Films, Inc.,

in which Clara Kimball Young holds a con-

trolling interest.

PARAMOUNT

Roscoe ("Fatty") Arbuckle

believes in encouraging
home talent.



VIOLA DANA
Of the soulful eyes, is just four feet eleven inches high, and her weight is ninety-six pounds.
Which goes to prove that quality, not quantity, is the important thing. Miss Dana made her

first big hit on the stage in the title role of " The Poor Little Rich Girl."



How To Be a Moving Picture Actress— In One Lesson
By BERNAD1NE HILTY

You will likely draw
a size 44 to drape
around your perfect

32 figure.

THIRST gaze at yourself in the

mirror for a month or two.

Smile, frown, vamp, look wist-

ful, look soulful. Rage, tear

your hair, and get a good idea

how you look in action.

If you have already done

this, you have no doubt de-

cided whether you want to

be a Pickford or a Theda

Bara.

Now get down to actual

work. Go to the studio of your

choice. You will find a small

office, marked "Employment

Department." Step right in,

if you can get in; usually you

have to elbow in. Once in,

you will see a very small win-

dow, and all your ideas about

interviewing a handsome
manager over a mahogany

desk will vanish. All you

can see of the man at the window is half of his face.

After you stand in line about an hour, you get to the

window. Speak right up to this effect : "I would like to

apply for a position." This friendly little man at the

window won't say a word; he will shove a paper out to

you. This has on it a list of questions for you to answer.

In answering these, let your imagination run riot. If you

are too fat or too short or too tall, fix it up to suit yourself.

To the questions,
'

' Do you dance, swim, dive, ride, drive,

canoe, play tennis, golf and cards?" write boldly, "Yes,

indeed." To the question, "Wardrobe?" stop at nothing.

Say, "Complete in every detail." Have a wonderful time

making out this slip, as it will never be looked at again.

After you have done this, leave. You are blocking the

way for a thousand others.

Go out to that studio every morning at eight. Someone

may fall dead who was hired the night before. Perhaps

after a week or two, if you are lucky, your chance will

come. You will get this summons: "Bring attire for Rus-

sian winter scene and be made up at seven-thirty."

Run down-town and get some wild shades of make-up,

lemon-yellow preferred. Get some powder about No. 15,

and some black dope for the eyes. Spend the evening

making up and posing before themirror. In the morning

rush out to. the studio. The man at the window will

give you a little slip which will give you entrance to the

stages.

Step right in; don't be afraid. Ask everyone you see

where the dressing-rooms are. Someone may tell you. It

may look like a Chinese puzzle to find them. After you

open a few of the stars' dressing-rooms and get kicked out,

someone may lead you to them. When you finally arrive,

don't be bashful; walk right in. Everyone will be in some

stage of undress, putting on and taking off clothes.

On one side of this room you will find a long shelf,

about a foot wide, and a long bench in front of it. This

bench will be crowded to the limit. Shove right in ; that

is the way they got in. The conversation will be some-

thing new and novel. If Billy Sunday could hear, it would

form the nucleus of some great sermons. If there is any-

thing new in slang you want to cultivate, simply absorb all

you wish.

Grab a few inches of the shelf and start your make-up.

Take your nice yellow stick and smear it all over your

face. Use great care. Remember you want to make a hit

with the director. After the yellow ooze is smooth, lay on

about an inch of powder. Then do your eyes. It is better

to have your eyes than your mouth. You can adjust your

mouth on the run.

Light a candle and get the black goo all oozy, then take

an orangewood stick and swab your lashes. Make them

stand out like awnings. About that time the door will

burst open; all the semi-nudes will scream and jump be-

hind everyone else. The assistant director will yell:

"Everyone on the stage
!"

Wrap yourself up in furs and look Russianish and dash

out. You will find the stage nice and warm, not over a

hundred and ten in the shade, and no shade. Some studios

have glass tops; this directs the rays of the sun and burns

holes in your head.

After you stand for several hours and your eyelashes

are running around your ears and your lips are dripping

off your chin, the assistant yells: "Half hour for lunch!"

You make a bee line for the lunchroom and eat a dollar's

worth. As you are getting three dollars for the day's

work, that is a good percentage.

.

Rush back to the

dressing - room and

get your eyelashes

back up on your

eyes again ; also put

on a new set of lips.

Dash up to the stage

again and stand in

the sun for two or

three more hours.

Then the assistant

will yell at you:
'

' Everybody walk
through this scene,

talking to each
other, and don't look

this way ! '

' Your

heart beats fast.

Now for the pic-

ture ! You walk
through a few feet

The back is for the stage

hands only.



of space to the other side—assistant yells: "That's all

for to-day ! '

'

If fate is with you, the assistant director will say :

'

' We
have a few scenes to-morrow. How do you wear an even-

ing gown?" You say: "Oh, beautifully!' 'Come back

in the morning. Be made up at eight.

"

To yourself you say :

'

' Aha ! All this bunk about pic-

tures being hard to get into is a fake. Why, here I am
already chosen!"

That night buy several movie magazines and imagine

yourself soon on the cover.

The next morning hurry out to the studio and get your

ticket of entrance. You will feel very professional, not

having to ask where the dressing-room is. Get made up;

dash up to the wardrobe-room for your gown. There will

be a bunch ahead of you. The wardrobe woman throws

you an evening gown. You look at it. "Oh, it is too

large!" you say. "Put it on and don't talk to me. " You
sign a book for the gown; this keeps you from stealing

this swell creation.

You go back to the dressing-room. The sight that

meets you would be a riot filmed. Everyone is in the

midst of putting on the gown they drew. The fat girls

struggle with a size 34, and when they get it on, they keep

their fronts to the camera ; the back view is for the stage

hands only.

You will likely draw a size 44 to drape on your perfect

32 figure. However, this is not your fault. Make the

best of it. Of course, you won't look like the lead. The

yell comes: "All on the stage!" You sneak out in the

misfit. When the director sees you, he is discouraged.

"Keep that funny-looking person out of this scene," he

says.

Finally you are run into the back of a mob scene. The

day is ended. You say sweetly to the assistant director:

"Shall I come to-morrow?" He says: "No; we won't

need you any more. The director don't like the way you

look in your clothes.
'

'

You are through with that studio for life. The

thing to do is

to try another

studio. After
several years
you may get

"Ground Per-

mission,"
which means

that you can get

in the gate and

bounce the di-

rector for a

day's work.

Have pa-

tience; that is

the sure road to

success. You

Everyone will be in some stage of

undress. Don't be bashful—walk da Y s work
right in. every month. .

Sammy Speaks

Pa goes to the movies
To see the pretty girls.

He likes real shows best,

With girls that you can really

See.

But shadows are all right, especially

Audrey Munson's.

Ma goes to see the styles

In hats

And gowns
And shoes.

We know when there is a Mrs. Castle

Film • *

At the Palace,

Because we have waffles for supper,

And ma calls pa '

' sweetheart.
'

'

Then she takes him to the picture

And hints

About a new gown like the one with the

Peacock feathers.

Sis goes to see Jack Lockwood,
The handsome hero.

She dotes on him.
But she is so jealous of his leading lady

That she doesn't enjoy herself

A bit.

Brother doesn't like movies.

When you ask him to go, he starts talking

About the shows at Harvard
And the girl he took Thanksgiving Night,

And of her hair

—

Her golden hair

!

And her eyes

—

Oh, boy, her eyes

!

And he forgets all about the original subject

Under discussion.

Our minister says movies are educational, so he goes

A lot.

But he usually feels especially studious

When there is a Theda Bara film

Running.

Me?
I like ol' Charlie Chaplin.

I like him best because of his

Feet.
—Eleanor Chase.

Not an Advertisement!

Whenever Doug commences

To race o'er hills and dales,

We marvel at the fences

And walls that Fairbanks scales

!

—Harold Seton.

At the Movies

She had found the sun quite dazzling,

All within was dark and still;

Shortly after she was seated,

Boyish shrieks rose sharp and shriU

"I sincerely beg your pardon !"

Whispered Miss Clarissa Craig

—

She had tried to pin her bonnet

To her nearest neighbor's leg!
• -Del! Miltimore.
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AMERICAN-MUTUAL

The disguise of Lucius, the jobless

actor, and Sam, the tramp, in

"Charity Castle," was so good that

we haven't been able to get their

real names. Their liberty consists

of the fact that they're away from
"society drahma" and don't have
to eat with their little fingers point-

ed daintily outward.
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Reading from left to right: The
bold, bad villain Bruce Smith, the

champion fisherman of the motion
picture industry; 450 pounds of
barracuda— count 'em—450; and
the second-story-lookingman is Sec-

retary E. D. Horkheimer, of Balboa
Studio. The only members not at

liberty are the fish.

GENERAL

Thomas R. Mills, alias "Soapy the

Bum," in the O. Henry story,

"The Cop and the Anthem." Some
stunt—to look like a bum on a

motion picture actor's salary.

VITAGRAPH

The movies are going in so strong-

ly for realism that they even smear
local color over the actors. In

reality this is Evart Overton, one
of our best (young) heroes.

PARAMOUNT

Here we see Walter Long getting

a running start before prohibition

goes through and motion picture

companies give up using the real

thing.



Daughters of Freedo m

Gladys Brockwell showing
her fitness to lead a woman's
battalion against the bold,

bad men. We are not quite

sure just what the qualifica-

tions will be, but it is appar-

ent that Gladys has got 'em.

It looks as though the pho-

tographer had Anna Luther
pose in this costume with a
little bear just to test our
spelling, but we refuse ab-

solutely !

"Down with the skirt; let

(T)Ruth be unconfined!"
smiles Ruth Roland. She
believes that women should

be given the right to show
their equality with men.

HORKHEIMEfi-PARAMOUNT

Eva Tangay, of the overall

squad—"All right! Make
me take 'em off if you dare!"

Cathleea Clifford consider-

ing whether she'll be Presi-

dent or just a plain senator.

MUTUAL

Needed—A new line of slang

!

"Swell skirt" no longer de-

scribes Helen Holmes.



It's Your Duty To Keep

VITAGRAPH

Larry Semon, in an amusing scene from "Slips

and Slackers.
'

' Upon learning that married men
are exempt from military service, Larry drags the

first woman he finds to the altar and joins the

ranks of the benedicts. The lady in question sets

him to work scrubbing floors. Finally, peeling

onions proves the last straw, and Larry rushes

away to enlist.

PAMAMOUNT

Victor Moore, in " In Bed—In Bad, '

' though in

perfect health, is told by his friends how bad he
is looking. Each one sends in a doctor to fix him
up, and each doctor makes a different diagnosis

of the case. After a final consultation they decide
to operate. Vic is told that he hasn't been get-

ting enough exercise, so proceeds to take it—on
the doctors.

.

'Member that fresh kid next door
who wouldn't let you play with her
kitty or her doll nor nothin' that

she had? That's what happened
to Mildred Manning in this scene
from "Mary Jane's Pa." Marc
MacDermott plays the father.

GOLDWYN
'

' Tillie the Scrub Lady, '

' who
is, of course, Marie Dressier,

saves the life of a young
Frenchman, then prevents the

explosion of a munitions fac-

tory by catching the bomb
in her arms. When she finds,

however, that hand kissing

and other demonstrations are

only the French manner of

saying "Thank you," she
throws the bomb out again.

'ATHE WITZEL PHOTO

Toto, for many years the principal

clown in the New York Hippo-
drome, now on the West coast with
the Rolin Comedy company. Toto
was one of the highest priced

clowns on the stage before he an-

swered the call of the films.



Cheerful — Here's How!

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew, in "The Patriot,"

have done something distinctly worth while, be-

sides being hilariously funny. At a masquerade,

garbed as Uncle Sam and Miss Columbia, they

become so enthusiastic over food conservation

that they dedicate themselves to Hooverizing.

Returning home, Miranda is converted to the

cause, and one of the funniest things in the pic-

ture is where Miranda serves two chops for din-

ner, with the remark that what is left over will

do for next day's luncheon.

HORKHEIMER-MUTUAL

Eddie Saunders, brother of Jackie Saunders, is

coming to the front as a comedian. He is fea-

tured with the baby star, Gloria Joy, in the pro-

duction, "SallieO."

MUTUAL-STRAND

"Some Nurse" is the first of the new series of one-reel comedies star-

ring Billie Rhodes. Rival suitors for the fair damsel's favor have both

feigned injury in automobile mishaps to gain her sympathy. They are

carried to the same hospital room. The doctor suspects. The girl is

certain. Whereupon radical treatment begins.

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT

The action of "A Bedroom Blunder"
centers around a lost diamond necklace,

two married couples and switched hotel

rooms. Mary Thurman is the star, and
the funny situations are endless.
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Christmas ™Over There"
You would like to make Christmas merrier for an American soldier boy in

France, wouldn't you ?

Well, you can!
You would like to send him a personal gift and get his acknowledgment,

wouldn't you ?

You can, thanks to—

Judge's

Trench

Christinas
For American Boys Abroad

A plan, authorized by the

United States Government, en-

dorsed by the United States Army
and assisted by the

American Defense Society

which makes it possible for you to

send a Christmas kit containing

one dollar's worth of articles se-

lected by experts—practical com-
forts and little luxuries— to an

American soldier abroad for fifty
cents, exactly half what it would
cost retail.

'Keep Them Happy.'

THE KIT WILL CONTAIN :

1 box of Antiseptic Powder
1 pk. Playing Cards

1 pk. Cigarettes

1 pk. Smoking Tobacco
2 boxes Matches

1 pk. Licorice Chewing Cum
1 pk. Pepsin Chewing Cum
1 pk. Lime Tablets
1 pk. Candy Mints
1 Pencil, Stationery and Envelopes
1 Tube of Toothpaste

Because of the generosity of the manufacturers, you can send two gifts for the

price one would cost in the stores.

And the present is personal. In each package the donor may place

his personal card and each package will contain a reply postal so that the

soldier whom you gave a happier holiday can thank you for it.

/ Judge's

^ Trench
^ Christmas

/** c/o Leslie-

/ Judge Co.

/ 225 Fifth Ave.

/ New York

Inclosed find $

for Judge's Trench Christmas.

Checks should be made payable to

Judge's Trench Christmas Fund
and addressed care of

Leslie-Judge Co., 225 Fifth Ave., New York

Tear off this cou-

pon and send

it in TODAY
Name.

Address.

Ill



Why Tolerate Old Age?
Old age is a sign of cell deterioration—there is no excuse for

cell deterioration at any age. I can prove to you that old age
at 30 is a disgrace, old age at 40 is a crime, old age at 50 is

a nightmare, old age at 60 is a horrible state, old age at 70
is pitiful, that old age at 80 is the result of ordinary living.

NO MATTER how young you are

in years, if you are beginning
to feel old in body—no matter
how old you are in years, if you

do not feel young in body—if you are not

superior to other men regardless of your
age or theirs—I know that 1 can easily,

quickly and positively prove to you that

you are living an inferior life—that you
are not realizing half the joys and benefits

of living in full—that you are getting in-

finitely less than your full share of life

and pleasure, that you are militating

against your own earning power, your
success—that you are only half as well as

you should be, half as vigorous as you can
be, half as ambitious as you may be and
only half as well developed as you ought
to be, in mind and body.

I can prove to you that old age at any
age is impossible when the cells are con-

sciously cultivated so that they maintain
their activity, energy and thoroughly alive

condition.

There Is No Fraud Like Self-

Deception

If you are not entirely successful every
day of your life—if you are at times dom-
inated by others—if you are afraid of

anything or anybody, if you are listless

—

if you are beginning to have aches and
pains in your stomach or liver or heart or

kidneys—you are deceiving yourself un-
less you admit that you are beginning to

grow old.

Unless your body in every department,
including the mind, is capable of with-
standing abuse without distress, you have
no real youth, you have no real physical

and mental power; you have but negative

health—you are well by mere accident. I

can prove to you that the Swoboda charac-

ter of health youth and vitality will en-

able you to enjoy conditions that now dis-

tress you. I can prove to you that I can
revitalize, regenerate and restore every
part of your body to its normal state, that

I can create in you the type of mental and
physical super-efficiency that you never
before dreamed was possible to you. I

can prove to you that I will do this with-

out use of drugs, medicines or dieting,

without weights, exercises or apparatus,

without violent forms of exercise, without
massaging or electricity or cold baths or

forced deep breathing—in fact, without
making you do anything you do not like

and without making you give up anything
you do like. Moreover, I can prove to

you that I can make you feel stronger,

CONSCIOUS

more vig-

orous, ener-

getic, happier
and more contented

after the first five

minutes.

Youth and Health to

Spare

I do not merely promise you youth,

health and energy to spare— I guarantee
it. I know what Conscious Evolution will

do for you because over 260,000 men and
women of all ages from 17 to 97 have
practiced Conscious Evolution and the re-

ports are simply astounding. There is no
excuse for you to accept old age or ill

health. There is no excuse for you to ac-

cept an inferior condition of vitality, en-

ergy, health, memory and will power.
There is no excuse for you to be easily

tired, run-down, weakened. There is no
excuse for you to grow old.

The Swoboda system of Conscious Evo-
lution is no experiment. I am giving it

successfully to pupils all over the world.
I have among my pupils doctors, lawyers,

members of cabinet, ambassadors, gov-
ernors, physicians, business and profes-

sional men, farmers and mechanics, labor-

ers and almost an equal number of women.
These people invested in themselves and
are making the most of their every op-

portunity.

My New Copyrighted Book Is

Free

It explains the SWOBODA SYSTEM OF
CONSCIOUS EVOLUTION and the human/

body as it has never been explained be-

fore. It will startle, educate, and enlighten

you.

My book is not a dry treatise on anat-

omy and physiology. It tells in a highly
interesting and simple manner just what
you have always wanted to know about
yourself.

You will cherish this book for having
given you the first real understanding of
your body and mind. It shows how you
may be able to obtain a superior life; it

explains how you may make use of natu-
ral laws for your own advantage.

My book will give you a better under-
standing of yourself than you could obtain
from a college course. The information
which it imparts cannot be obtained else-

where at any price. It shows the unlim-
ited possibilities for you through conscious
evolution of your cells; it explains my
discoveries and what they are doing for

men and women. Thousands have ad-

vanced themselves in every way through a
better realization and conscious use of the

principles which I have discovered and
which I disclose in my book. It also ex-

plains the DANGERS OF EXERCISE and
of EXCESSIVE DEEP BREATHING.

Unless you already know all about the
SWOBODA SYSTEM OF CONSCIOUS
EVOLUTION for men and women, you
should lose no time in securing my free

book. It will give you information which
you will value, because it will open new
avenues through which you may become
successful in satisfying your most intense

desire.

I offer my System on a basis which
makes it impossible for you to lose a sin-

gle penny. My guarantee is startling,

specific, positive and fraud-proof. /
Make up your mind to at least /^

learn the facts concerning the /
SWOBODA SYSTEM OF •
CONSCIOUS EVOLUTION S ALOIS P.

for men and women. r SWOBODA
/2071 Berkeley Bldg.

New York Ci*

S Please send me
2071 Berkeley Bldg. S your free copyright-
., „ . „.. S ed book. "Conscious
New York City f Evolution."

y^
f Address

City State



Unless you—and other readers

—

generously respond to this anneal,
many little children of New York
slums are going to look in vain for
tokens of Christmas Day.

In many homes we know of there is
barely enough food to sustain life,

no winter clothing, no fuel, and in
some cases the entire support of the
family devolves upon the children
for whom this appeal is made.

Will You Send Help For
These Families NOW?

Whatever your contribution—$1. $5,
$100 or more—it will be used solely
for relieving the distress of the poor
and for providing a real Merry
Christmas. Address your contribu-
tion now to:

The New York Association
for Improving the Condition

of the Poor
Room 250, 105 East 22d St., New York

j*> Is it qonnafcx? a
Morrq Chrijtnruw
for uf Kidf ?"

Hundreds of New York tenement
kiddies are depending solely on the

warmth of new friendships for
gifts and necessities^ this year.

Will you make a
Merry Xmas for at

least one of them?

Ak
H,
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Ventriloquist Outfit
Consists of imported "Talk-a-pnone"
(which fits into the mouth.) Our Vent-
riloquist DOLL -face nearly life size,-

with mouth that opens and shuts. Also
ART of "Ventriloquism. Throw your
VOICE in atrunk, into the cellar or any
where. Give a show. Have lots of fun.
All the above Outfit by mail 1ft /»#«
ARDEE Novelty CO. av *"la
Box 10 STAMFORD CONN.

Learn NOW
at home in spare time by our new in-

struction method, Commercial Art,

Cartooning, Illust rating, Designing.

Delightful, fascinat-

ing work in big de-
mand. $50 paid for I

one drawing. Hand-
some free booklet ex-

plains everything. Write for it—
now. Get our special FREli OUT*
FIT OFFER at once.

Washington School of Art, 1286 H St. N.W., Washington, D.C.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
A toilet preparation of merit.
Helps to eradicate dandruff.

For Restoring Color and
Beauty to Gray and Faded Hair.

60c. and SI.00 at druggists.

$-01d Coins Wanted—

$

$4.25 EACH paid lor U. S. Flying Eagle Cents dated 1856.

$2 to $500 EACH paid lor hundreds of Coins dated before 1910.

Send TEN cents at once for our New Illustrated Coin Value
Book, size 4x7. It may mean your fortune. Get posted.

CLARKE COIN CO., Box 26, LE ROY, N. Y.

$50 to $100 Weekly Writing moving pic-
ture plays in spare

time. Great demand. YOU can write them. We
show you how. Experience not necessary. Send for
free booklet of valuable information and special

Chlcngro Photii -playrhrhl College, Hoi 278-G21,Chl'goPi-lie Offer

SEE LESLIE'S WEEKLY FOR THE
BEST WAR PICTURES FIRST

Who's Who and Where

For aale on all newa-atanda

Ten CenU Every Week

Miss Lela Sue Campbell, of

Brinkley, Ark., a winner in a

contest designed to secure eli-

gible stellar material for

Filmdom. Out of thirty-eight

thousand contestants she was
selected as one of a dozen who
will be given an opportunity

to develop their talents.

Vola Vale, who has the only woman's

role in Charles Ray's first Paramount-

Ince picture,
'

' The Son of His Father,
'

'

has been engaged by Thomas H. Ince

to play opposite William S. Hart in an

Artcraft production.

«?-

Leo Nomis, a Paramount player, has

received a commission as first lieuten-

ant in the United States Army Aviation

Corps. Out of a class of twenty-seven

Nomis was the only one to pass suc-

cessfully all the severe tests and was

the only one accepted by the govern-

ment.

«*-

Neta Evans, the English actress, is

journeying from Copenhagen, Den-

mark, to Hollywood, Cal. , to become a

member of the Lasky stock company

and will appear in Paramount pictures

in the near future. Miss Evans achieved

no small fame with the Pathe and Gau-

mont companies in Paris, and also

worked in films in Berlin and Copen-

hagen.

-J-

The Strand, one of New York's

largest and most pretentious motion

picture theaters, has realized so strongly

the necessity of good music for the

ZJ.

Between the acts

Douglas Fairbanks
has put over a real "best seller"—

"LAUGH and LIVE"
Not a book of jokes but a de-
lightful message for everybody

Springfield Union says:

"If this great inspirational book does not
develop into the finest sort of best seller,
the American public is losing its taste for
good literature."

All Bookstores $1.00 Net
BKITTON PUBLISHING CO.. New York

LEGAL NOTICE.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGE-
ment, etc., required by Act of Congress of August

nth, 1912. Film Fun and the Magazine of Fun:
Judge's Library & Sis Hopkins' Own Book Com-
bined, published monthly at New York, N. Y., fo:

October 1st, 1917.

State of New York
County of New York

56.

Before me, a Notary Public in and for the State
and county aforesaid, personally appeared Reuben
P. Sleicher, who, having been duly sworn accord
ing to law, deposes and says that he is the Business
Manager of Film Fun and the Magazine of Fun
Judge's Library and Sis Hopkins' Own Book Com
bined and that the following is, to the best of hi*
knowledge and belief, a true statement of the own
ership, management, etc., of the aforesaid publics
tion for the date shown in the above caption,
quired by the Act of August 24th, 1914, embodied in
section 443, Postal Laws and Regulations, to wit
1.—That the names and addresses of the publisher
editor, managing editor, and the business manager
are: Publisher, Leslie-Judge Company, 225 5th Ave.
New York, N. Y.; Editor, Jessie Niles Burness
225 5th Ave., New York, N. Y.; Managing Editor
James A. Waldrqn, 225 5th Ave., New York, N. Y.
Business Manager, Reuben P. Sleicher, 225 5th Ave.
New York, N. Y. 2.—That the owner is, and stock
holders owning or holding 1 per cent, or more o
total amount of stock, are : Owner, Leslie-Judge
Company, 2*5 5th Ave., New York, N. Y.; Stock
holders, John A. Sleicher, 225 5th Ave., New York
N. Y„ Anthony N. Brady Estate, 54 Wall St., New
York, N. Y. 8.—That the known bondholders
mortgagees, and other security holders owning or
holdingl percent, or more of total amount of bonds
mortgages or other securities, are: John A. Sleicher
225 5th Ave., New York, N. Y.; Mary Peckhan
Sleicher, 710 Madison Ave., Albany, N. Y.; Reuben
P. Sleicher, 225 5th Ave., New York, N. Y.; City
Real Estate Company, 176 Broadway, New York
N. Y.; Anthony N. Brady Estate, 54 Wall Street
New York, N. Y. 4.—That the two paragraphs nexl
above, giving the names of the owners, stockholder!
and security holders, contain not only the list

stockholders and security holders as they appear
upon the books of the company, but also, in cases
where the stockholder or security holder appears
upon the books of the company as trustee or in any
other fiduciary relation, the name of the person or
corporation for whom such trustee is acting,
given; also that the said two paragraphs contain
statements embracing affiant's full knowledge anc
belief as to the circumstances and conditions under
which stockholders and security holders who do no
appear upon the books of the company as trustees
hold stock and securities in a capacity other than
that of a bonaflde owner; and this affiant has no
reason to believe that any other person, associa

tion or corporation has any interest direct or indi
rect in the said stock, bonds or other securities

than as so stated by him. REUBEN P. SLEICHER
(Signature of the Business Manager.)

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 25th day
of September, 1917. A. E. ROLLAUER, Notary
Public, Queens County No. 962; Certificate filed

in New York County No. 201; New York County
Register's No. 9165; Commission Expires March Both
1919.



PETROVA-the Magnificent

BY special arrangement with Ma^

dame Petrova, the famous Polish

actress, who is now starring in her

own personally supervised Petrova

Pictures, her plays will appear in story

form from month to month in The

Ladies' World.

This favorite magazine will also publish

a series of short articles by Madame
Petrova on the art of dramatic express

sion. The Ladies' World is primarily a

periodical for the home, but its McClure
editors know that the woman in the

home likes to let her fancy roam into the

fascinating world of the drama.

Hence, The Ladies' World publishes

each month carefully selected stories and

photographs of famous stars and their

plays. Madame Petrova is splendidly

representative of the high type of stage

and screen personalities the reader meets

through The Ladies' World.

Ten
Cents THE LADIES' WORLD All

Newsstands

NEW YORK CITY
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Be Most Popular
in Your Town!

Don't be a "wall flower"!
Don't sit idly by while
others enjoy themselves

!

Don't be neglected' You
can become the most pop-
ular person in your set

!

You can bring sunshine
and pleasure into your life!

LearnMusk
AT HOME!
Remarkable new method
—no teacher needed. No
trick music—you play any
instrument by note. Pi-
ano, violin, organ, 'cello,
banjo, cornet, harp, mandolin,
piccolo, trombone, flute, clar-
inet, saxaphone, ukelele, R-ui-
tar — or sig-ht singing-. Over
200,000 successful students
have learned to play by our
methods BY MAIL!

Lessons
FREE!

Special introductory of-
fer. No charge for lessons. Only cost is for sheet
music and postage, about 12!^ cents a week. Be-
ginners or advanced pupils. 19 years' success. Write
today for Si-page free book. Address

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
3211 Brunswick Bids. New York

BIG WONDER PACKAGE
With it can be made, 1 Great North
Pole Game (size 18x11) ; 1 Big Roll
Stage Money : 1 Game Authors (48
Cards); 1 Cribbage Board; 1 Checker
Board and Men; 1 Pack Pinochle
cards (48 cards). 27 other Games, 19
Lessons in Magic, 1 Set of Domi-
noes, 27 Authograph Verses, 12 Mon-
ey Making Secrets, Wireless Tele-

. graph Code, 25 Pictures of Pretty
PGirls, 2 Puzzles, 100 Conundrums,
85 definitions of Flowers. "1 A_

All the above, with large catalog forlUO
Pike Nov. Co., Box 8 , South Norwalk,Conn.

Big Wonder Packrge
oIGAMESr
With above outfit

Can be made Checker]
and Chess Board andl
Men. Nine Men Mor-
ris and Fox & Geese
Board and Men. Cribbage Board. Pack of Pinochle!
Cards, (48 cards) Authors,(48 cards) 13 other parlos
Games. 20 lessons in Magic. 12 Money Making secr-
ets. 16 classy pictures of women, etc. 10 cts. by
mail. CROWN Nov. Co. Desk 1 1 Stamford Conn.

MEW SCIENTIFIC WONDER

U #\%#g You apparently see thru Clothes, Wood,
15 \J ^^ Stone, any obiect. See Bones in Flesh.

MARVEL MFG. CO. Dept. 46, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Folding DOUBLE X-RAY

With this Doable
X-RAY you can app-

arently see thru cloth or wood, See bones in the
body, makes the flesh look transparent. A optical
Illusion. By mail 10 cts. three for 25 cts. Postpaid

ArdeeCo. Box 211 Stamford Conn.

photoplay that one of its recent pro-

grams included such elaborate compo-

sitions as Bach's "Fugue in G Minor"
(For Organ), Beethoven's "Leonora

Overture," and Grieg's "Peer Gynte

Suite 1."

«?-

Through arrangement with the Cen-

tral Organization of the *Boy Scouts of

America, Troop No. 100, from the up-

per West Side of New York City, ap-

pears in support of Ann Pennington in

"The Boy Scout." This troop is one

of the star organizations of the Boy
Scouts, having distinguished itself both

in drilling and in community service.

Grace Darmond, of "Shielding Shad-

ow" fame, has the distinction of being

the first star to appear in a photoplay

done in natural colors. The name of

this picture is "The Gulf Between,"

and it was made by the Technicolor

Company, in Jacksonville, Fla. Miss

Darmond is now at the head of her own
company and has completed a war pic-

ture, "When Duty Calls."

-J-

It's too bad, boys, but Louise Huff

has a sure-enough sweetheart, who
won't give her up to anyone else. This

is a copy of a letter Louise received

from her admirer: "Dear Miss Louise

Huff, Your my sweetheart, if you

won't wait for me until i grow up i

will be mad. You cant get married to

anione else or I wont have you be my
sweetheart animore. i want to go to

school where you go in the varmint,

please tell me rite away, i love you.

good by.—Jimmy williams 10 years

old Cranford, n. j."

-?-

Motion picture service for all army

camps has been thoroughly organized

for the period of war by the War Work
Council of the Young Men's Christian

Association, at the instigation of the

President and the Department of War.

The arrangement calls for one audito-

rium for showing films for each five

thousand men, or in some instances for

each three thousand men. Last spring

the service was in operation in about

ninety camps, big and little, all the

way from Rockland, Me., to San Diego,

wherever young men were training for

the army and navy, for aviation work

and for ambulance service, for engi-

neering duties and for coast defense.

At the present time the number of

these exhibition places is computed to

be nearly three hundred.

DIAMONDS
V^JL^/A
ohCREDIT

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
DIAMOND RINGS

\ Down, $2.50 a Month,
I buys a S25 Ring.
$10 Down, S5 a Month,
buys a $50 Ring.
i$15Down,$7.50Month,
'buys a $76 Ring.
$20 Down, $10 Month,
buys a $100 Ring.

Any style 14-karat solid gold mounting. All the latest
styles and designs are shown in our handsome Catalog.

Cased in Handsome Ring Bu

Send for Christmas Catalog
There are over 2,000 illustrations of Diamonds, Watches,
Jewelry.etc. Whatever you select will be sent.all shipping
charges prepaid. You see and examine the article right
in your own hands. If satisfied, pay one-fifth of purchase
price and keep imbalance divided into eight equal amounts,
payable monthly. Every article is specially selected and
priced direct to you. There is no need for you to make
trifling presents in order to pay all cash. You can open a
charge account with us and make handsome, valuable
and lasting gifts with very little ready money.

Watch Prices "Down to Bed Rock"
Ol Jewel Watches CO.50m̂ That Pass Railroad Inspection «P sfcn mouth
Our Catalog illustrates and describes all the new models
—15, 17, 19, 21, 23 Jewels, adjusted to temperature, isochr
romsm and positions. Our watches are guaranteed by
the factory and further guaranteed by us. We make all
necessary repairs, barring accident, free of charge, for
a period of three years from date of purchase.

The National Credit Jewelers
Dept. P930, 108 N. State Street

Mm rockurn-™ .. Chicago, ill.•» BKUi&U). 1858 STORES IN LEAOINC CITIES

IPFTIS

You Can Have
Beautiful Eye-
brows and Lashes

by applying "Lash-Brow-ine" nightly.
It nourishes the eyebrows and lashes.

making: them long, thick and luxuri-
ant, adding wonderfully to your beauty,
charm and attractiveness. *'tash-Hrow-

Ine" is a guaranteed pure and harmless
preparation, used successfully by thousands.

Send 50c (coin) and. we will mail you "Lash-
Brow-ine" and our beauty booklet prepaid in

plain sealed cover. Beware of worthless Imltationg.
MATREU, LAitOKATOKIES, 4008-18 Indiana Ave., CHICAGO

2M RED, WHITE AND BLUE
ENAMELED AMERICAN

FLAG BUTTONS!
Without obligating you in any way and at absolutely no cost to you,

solely for gaining wider circulation for our world-famous" Diamond, Watch
and Jewelry Catalog—we will mail you this 244-page Book and one of

these beautiful enameled American Flag Buttons free, if you mention this

magazine. Positively no "rtrings" to this offer.

1 DP FCC P. CHWC MmAhuHwi for Oilman**, Watchei anil J.wA/
• iI\E.OO <X DMnOjiZ CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Short Story Writers
MMf**m+m%*mmt W There is atremendous demand
WW €mmMfL"U 1 for short Btories, photo plays,

magazine and newspaper ar-
ticles. 24,868 publications Buy short stories. $3,000.00
a year is a email income lor a writer. You can be successful.
Jack London said so. He and other threat writers have*
endorsed our course. Learn at home during your spare time.

Write Todayfor FreeBook^t̂ ^b
ê
'
ou
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b
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It,
also gives details of the special introductory offer that la

leing- made for a limited time. Don't Jose this opportunity.
Hoosier lostihjte. Short Story Dcpl.. Peptic, Fort Wayne, Ind.

Incorporate Your Business In Arizona
Least cost, Greatest advantag-es. Cost not affected by-
amount of capital. Transact business and keep books
anywhere. Stock made full-paid and non-assessable by
using our forms. Laws, blanks and directions free.
Special forms prepared without charge.

Stoddard Incorporating Company, Box 8N, Phoenix, Arizona
Branch Office: Van Nays Building, Los Angeles, California

GfttJUfc

Comics, cartoons, com-
mercial, newspaper and
magazine Illustrating,
Paste] and Crayon Por-
traits. By Mail or Local
Classes. 10 LESSONS
FREE.WriteforArtBook

ASSOCIATED ART STUDIOS, 51 A Flattron Building, New York



OUR READERS' COLUMN
This department belongs to the readers

of Film Fun. Write us and tell us what
you think about it. If we can help you,
write and tell us so. If you like our maga-
zine, tell us about it. If you do not like

it, tell us anyway. We want to know
just what you think about it.

E. J. B., New York.—You can write

to Miss Enid Bennett at the Thomas H.

Ince studio, Los Angeles, Cal. Mr.
Ince has taken over the old Biograph
studios there for the production of his

pictures.

C. D., Trenton, Tex.—According to

the latest records we have, William
Parke, Jr.'s, address is 15 Church
Street, New Rochelle, N. Y. If you
intend writing to him, it would be well

to place "Please Forward" on the en-

velope, as screen players move about a

great deal.

We are very happy to print the fol-

lowing: "Dear Editor— I am renewing
my subscription to Film Fun. I tell

you frankly I would not be without it.

It is without equal. I mean this sin-

cerely and ask you to accept my thanks

by printing this letter in Film Fun.
A sincere subscriber, Laura A. Ray-
mond, Rock Falls, Iowa."

E. P., Bronxville, N. Y.—The cost

of photographic material is high now.
That perhaps accounts for the fact that

you did not receive the picture. You
might try writing to Anita Stewart at

the Vitagraph studio, East Fifteenth

Street, Flatbush, Brooklyn, N. Y., and
place "Please Forward" on the envel-

ope. You can address Gladden James
in care of the Screen Club, 117 West
Forty-fifth Street, New York. Most of

the screen players are very generous
about sending out pictures, so perhaps
he will.

Film Fun is in receipt of the follow-

ing letter: "Dear Sir or Madam—Ever
since, once upon a time, you published

a snapshot of my Chinese cook, Jim, he
confiscates as personal property every

copy of your magazine that comes to

my home. He's a good cook, but a
rascal when it comes to entertaining

pictures. He believes they are all pub-

lished for his personal amusement.
For all of the above reasons, I respect-

fully ask that you send your magazine
to me, in exchange for the inclosed

check, care of the American Film studio

at Santa Barbara. With the best of

good wishes for the continued success

of your interesting publication, I re-

main, sincerely, William F. Russell."

L. E. P., Louisville, Ky.—Thank you
for your interest in Film Fun and for

the suggestions.
'

' The Land of Prom-
ise" is Billie Burke's third picture for

Paramount, "Mysterious Miss Terry"
being the first, and "Arms and the

Girl" the second. The picture Jane
and Katherine Lee are now making for

Fox had not yet been named up to the

time of going to press. Their last pic-

City Physicians Explain Why They Prescribe

Nuxated Iron to Make Beautiful, Healthy

Women and Strong, Iron Men
NOW BEING USED BY OVER THREE MILLION PEOPLE ANNUALLY

Quickly transforms the flabby flesh, toneless tissues, and pallid cheeks of weak, anaemic

men and women into a perfect glow of health and beauty—Often increases the

strength of delicate, nervous, run-down folks 100 per cent, in two weeks' time.

IT
is conservatively estimated that over three
million people annually in this country alone
are taking Nuxated Iron. Such astonishing- re-

sults have been reported from its use both by doctors
and laymen, that a number of physicians in vari-

ous parts of the country have been asked to ex-
plain why they prescribe it so extensively, and
why it apparently produces so much better results
than were obtained from the old forms of inorgan-
ic iron.
Extracts from some of the letters received are

given below:

D r . Ferdinand
King, a New York
physician and
Medical Author,
says: "There can
be no strong iron
men without iron."
Pallor means

anaemia.
Anaemia means

iron deficiency.
The skin of anae-
mic men and
women is pale. The
flesh flabby. The
muscles lack tone,
the brain fags and
the memory fails

and they often be-
come weak, nerv-
ous, irritable, despondent and melancholy. When
the iron goes from the blood of women, the roses
go from their cheeks. In Lhe most common foods
of America, the starches, sugars, table syrups,
candies, polished rice, white bread, soda crackers,
biscuits, macaroni, spaghelti, tapioca, sago, farina,
degcrminated cornmeal, no longer is iron to be
found. Refining processes have removed the iron
of Mother Earth from these impoverished foods, and
silly methods of home cookery, by throwing down
the waste-pipe the water in which our vegetables
are cooked are responsible for another grave loss.

Therefore, if you wish to get the most strength
out of what you
eat, you must sup-
ply the iron defi-

ciency in your food
by using some form
of organic iron,
just as you would
use salt when
your food has
not enough salt.

Dr. E. Sauer, a
Boston Physician
who has studied
both in this coun-
try and in great
European Medical
institutions says:
"As I have said a
hundred times
over, organic iron
is the greatest of all
strength builders.

"If people would
only take Nuxated
Iron when they
feel weak or run-
down, instead of
dosing themselves with habit-forming drugs, stim-
ulants and alcoholic beverages I am convinced that
in this way they could ward off disease, preventing
it becoming organic in thousands of cases and
thereby the lives of thousands might be saved who
now die every year from pneumonia, grippe, kid-
ney, liver, heart trouble and other dangerous mal-

adies. The real and true cause which started their
diseases was nothing more nor less than a weak-
ened condition brought on by lack of iron in the
blood."

Iron is absolutely necessary to enable your blood
to change food into living tissue. Without it, no
majtter how much or what you eat, your food
merely passes through you without doing you any
good. You don't get the strength out of it, and as
a consequence you become weak, pale and sickly-
looking, just like a plant trying to grow in a soil

deficient in iron.
If you are not strong or well you owe it to your-

self to make the following test : See how long you
can work or how far you can walk without becom-
ing tired. Next take two five-grain tablets of or-
dinary Nuxated Iron three times per day after
meals for two weeks. Then test your strength
again and see for yourself how much you have
gained. I have seen dozens of nervous, run-down
people who were ailing all the while double their
strength and endurance and entirely rid them-
selves of all symptoms of dyspepsia, liver and other
troubles in from ten to fourteen days' time, simply
by taking iron in the proper form. And this, alter
they had in some cases been doctoring for months
without obtaining any benefit. But don't take the
old forms of reduced iron, iron acetate, or tincture
of iron simply to save a few cents. The iron de-
manded by Mother Nature for the red coloring
matter in the blood of her children is, alas! not
that kind of iron. You must take iron in a form
that can be easily absorbed and assimilated to do
you any good, otherwise it may prove worse than
useless. Many an athlete and prize-fighter has
won the day simply because he knew the secret of
great strength and endurance and filled his blood
with iron before he went into the affray, while
many another has
gone down in in-
glorious defeat sim-
ply for the lack of
iron."
Dr. Schuyler C.

Jaques, Visiting
Surgeon, St. Eliza-
beth's Hospital,
New York City,
said: "I have never
before given out
any medical infor-
mation or advice
for publication, as I

ordinarily do not
believe in it. But
in case of Nuxated
Iron I feel I would
be remiss in my
duty not to men-
tion it. I have taken it myself and given it to my
patients with most surprising and satisfactory re-
sults. And those who wish quickly to increase their
strength, power and endurance will find it a most
remarkable and wonderfully effective remedy."
NOTE—Nuxated Iron, which is prescribed and recom-

mended above by physicians in such a great variety of
cases, is not a patent medicine nor secret remedy, but one
which is well known to druggists and whose iron consti-
tuents are widely prescribed by eminent physicians
everywhere. Unlike the older inorg'anie iron products, it
is easily assimilated, does not injure the teeth, make
them black, nor upset the stomach ; on the contrary, it is
a most potent remedy, in nearly all forms of indigestion,
as well as for nervous, run-down conditions. The Manu-
facturers have such great confidence in Nuxated Iron that
they offer to forfeit 8100.00 to any charitable institution
if they cannot take any man or woman under 60 who
lacks iron and increase their strength 100 per cent, or over
in Tour weeks' time, provided they have no serious or-
ganic trouble. They also offer to refund your money if it
does not at least double your strength and endurance in
ten days' time. It is dispensed by all good druggists.

IF YOU CAN DRAW
a LITTLE and want to draw MORE, you have an opportunity to learn at small
expense to yourself. Eugene Zimmerman has an established reputation as a
cartoonist. He put some of the tricks of his trade into a book,

"CARTOONS AND CARICATURES"
bound neatly in three-quarter morocco, which will be sent to you prepaid on
receipt of price, $1.00.

ZIM BOOK, Brunswick Biiidi„B, 225 Fifth Ave., New York City
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Hotel Lenox
North Street, at Delaware Avenue

BUFFALO, N.Y.

A modern, fireproof and distinctive hotel of 250 all

outside rooms. Ideally located. Excels in equip-
ment, cuisine and service.

Operated on the
European Plan

$1.50 per Day and Up
C. A. MINER,
Managing Director

Write for complimentary "Guide of Buffalo and
Niagara Falls."

"Far from a Big City's Noise,
Close to a Big City's Business"
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wr^o CleaningFluid

^Without injury tothemosP
k

delicate fabric or color
Removes Grease Spots

15<25< 5CK Bottles-All Druggists

Shoes made with "F. B. & C." white and fancy colored kid, are cleaned with Carbpna Cleaning Fluid.

Buy
Today

EIGHT MONTHS TO PAY
Buy "Sweet" Diamonds and Jewelry at cash prices on

credit terms. WE TRUST YOU—no security—no red

tape. "Sweet" Diamonds are superior quality, perfect cut,

blue-white. Each GUARANTEED lor QUALITY and
VALUE. We accept "Sweet" Diamonds in exchange,
at full price PLUS 7y2% annual increase.

PAY ONLY 20% DOWN, 10% MONTHLY.
Anything you select from our DeLuxe Catalog N0.46B

sent AT OUR EXPENSE. You see before you buy.
Over one thousand gifts, Diamonds, Rings, Pins, Laval-
lieres, Watches, Silverware, Cameras, Phonographs, French
Ivory Toilet Ware and Cut Glass. Send for your FREE
copy today. _. _

L. W- SWEET & COMPANY. Inc.
Dept. 46 B, 2 and 4 Maiden lane New York City

DONT YOU LIKE
My Eyelashes and Eyebrows?

You can have the same
LASIIM I N, a hair food, applied

once each day, will absolutely pro*

duce thick and long eyebrows and eye-

lashes. Easy to apply—lure in results.

Lashneen is an rien tal formula. Onebox
is all you will need. Hot sold at druggists.

Mailed on receipt of 25c coin and 2c postage.

LASIINEEN COMPANY. Dept 25. Philadelphia

U rKl'fll W'̂
msm

Illustrated Catalogue Included.
Send 6 Cents In Stamps

MAGIC CO., Sta. 5, 470 8th Avenue., NEW YORK

BIG KNOCKOUT
P« /»lrono Contains bare
MTdtndyc. legged Dancing
Scotchman 8 in. high. One Mystic
X-Ray , (see the bones.) Roll Stage
Money. New Coin Trick. Illustra-

ted booklets on How to Pitch and
Ventriloquism. Pack of Hot Air
cards for Loverg, 10 cts. by mail.
Ardee Co. Desk 1 1 Stamford Conn.

WRITE FOR MONEY
. Hundreds efInexperienced people make BIG MONET vrltiog Ph-*-
Ipley, Stories, Eto I So eon you 1 We will accept jour ideas In ANT f

L

_*orrootPREK—sell on commission. BigrewerdBl Make monoj.p

me today for full details. Writer's Service, Dept, 2SAnbnrn,]
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ture was "Two Little Imps." Film
Fun is placed on the news-stands the

first of each month, except when the
first falls on a Sunday or a Monday, in

which case it is put on the stands the
Saturday preceding.

'

' Rebecca of Sun-
nybrook Farm" was released September
3d. We do not know about Franklyn
Farnum being of French parentage.
Mr. Farnum himself, we believe, was
born in Maine.

M. B., Baltimore, Md.—Pearl White
is with the Pathe Exchange, 25 West
Forty-fifth Street, New York. She has
been working in the serial, "The Fatal

Ring." William S. Hart is now mak-
ing pictures for Artcraft, under the di-

rection of Thomas H. Ince. You can
address him at the "William S. Hart
Studio," Hollywood, Cal. Mr. Hart's
latest release up to the time of going
to press was "The Narrow Trail."

J. S. D., Trenton, Tex.—Sorry we
have no records on Margaret Gibson's
newest pictures. We do not know of

any serials in which Kathlyn Williams
appeared except "The Adventures of

Kathlyn." She was with the Selig

Company for some time and appeared
in some of their big productions, in-

cluding "The Spoilers" and "The
Ne'er-Do-Well." Since her connection

with the Morosco and Lasky Paramount
Companies, she has not appeared in

any serials. Ruth Roland is with the

Balboa Producing Company, located at

Long Beach, Cal. In the next Lois

Weber picture, she is not in the cast,

although, according to the Universal

Film Manufacturing Company, there

may be a production in the future which
will include her in the cast. Clara

Kimball Young is at the head of her

own producing company, the Clara

Kimball Young Company, with offices

in Aeolian Hall, New York City. She
has been using the old Thanhouser
studios in New Rochelle for the filming

of her pictures.
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Film Fun
Magazine of Fun, Judge's Library and

Sis Hopkins' Own Book Combined.
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No. 344—NOVEMBER, 1917

Single Copies, 10 Cents

Subscription by the Year, $1.00
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NEW YORK CITY.
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THE HUN AT PLAY
THE Boches were bored. To be shut up for three months in a

deserted chateau in the heart of Normandy was no small hard-

ship for five Prussian officers accustomed to the gayeties of Ber-

lin. To be sure, during their enforced stay, they had found entertain-

ment in acts of vandalism, after the manner of their kind. Mutilated

family portraits, priceless Flemish tapestries cut to ribbons, fine old

mirrors cracked by pistol bullets, and the hacked and broken furni-

ture that littered the spacious apartments of the chateau, all bore

eloquent testimony to the favorite pastime of the Hun. But even

this sport for the moment had palled. Outside the rain descended

in torrents. As the brandy and liqueur passed from hand to hand,

suddenly the Captain has an inspiration. A soldier is despatched

to a nearby city. In the evening he returns with five handsome
girls. How the table is laid and the fun grows fast and furious as

the champagne flows; how in an access of alcoholic patriotism toasts

are proposed by the chivalrous Prussians reflecting on the bravery of

the men and the virtue of the women of France; what happens to

the Baron at the hands of one of the girls—a patriot even if nfille

dejoic— is told as only Maupassant could tell it in the story Mademoi-
selle Fiji found in this superb Verdun Edition of

The Complete Works of

Guy de Maupassant
The First and Only Adequately

Illustrated American Edition

IT is a remarkable fact that, without ex-
ception, editions of Maupassant here-

tofore accessible to the American reading-

public have contained illustrations not only
crude in execution but, in their relation to

the text, nothing less but grotesque cari-

catures.

This was a grave injustice to the author,

as well as a reflection on the great body of

American artists, which includes many of

the world's most distinguished illustrators,
j

The frontispiece illustrations for the 17 volumes
of the Verdun Edition of Guy de Maupassant
have been specially made by the talented Ameri-
can artist J. E. Allen, and they will add immes-
urably to the enjoyment of this Complete Collec-
tion of the author's works by their graphic inter-

pretation of the various characters and types
found in his stories.

A SPECIALLY LOW BEFORE-PUB-
LICATION PRICE

while the Verdun Edition is going through the
press, will be named, confidentially, to those
whose applications reach us in advance of publi-
cation. Applicants for sets after that date will
have to pay a higher price. To get the advantage
of this low price Sign and Mail Coupon To-Day.

YOU ASSUME NO OBLIGATION
lllllll!UlllltlllllllUllllllllll1!llllll!lllllli:illllt!!lll!tllllllUlllllUIIII!t!Ullllltlllllll!lllllinilllUllllllllllUmilllUlll]llimlllllllll[|

BRUNSWICK SUBSCRIPTION CO. F.F. 11-17 1
Brunswick Buildingt New York City,

Without obligation on my part, pleasesend full
|

particulars, with special before-publication |
price and terms, of the Verdun Edition of the

|
Complete Works of Guy de Maupassant, 17

|
volumes, cloth. If quotations are satisfactory

|
I will notify you promptly to reserve a set for

|
me for delivery when published. Otherwise,

|
I waive all right to the special price quoted. g

I Name

.

g Address .

1 City .State.

= Occupation
9mmiimimiimiiimiimiimiiiiimiiimiiimiiiimiiimiiiimiiiimiiiimiiimiiiimiiiiimiiiimiiiim minimi

Over 350 Novels, Stories,

Poems
(^UY de MAUPASSANT ob-
^"^ served life with a miraculous

completeness and told what he saw

with an intensity of feeling and with

a precision which leaves the reader

delighted and amazed. He was the

most exact transcriber of life in liter-

ature. His novels and stories, all of

which will appear in the Verdun Edi-

tion, leave the impression of the clear-

est, frankest, most solid reality ; as if

each phase of life in every stratum of

society had been detached piece by
piece, stripped of all conventional

complexity, and so presented to the

reader. His was the incomparable

gift of understanding life, which is

the heritage only of the greatest

geniuses.

In comparison with his novels and
stories all others appear artificial and
labored. Maupassant does not preach,

argue, concern himself with morals,

and has no social prejudices. He
describes nothing that he has not seen

and shows men and women just as he

found them. His language is so

simple and strong that it conveys the

exact picture of the thing seen. His

choice of subjects is always redeemed
by an exquisite irony and art.

IIDIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllll

The Best English Translation

Complete—Literal—Unexpurgated
WHILE the eyes of the whole world

are centered on our gallant ally,

France, and her heroic struggle against

a ruthless invader; with* the ghastly pic-

ture before us of the brutal atrocities

committed by an inhuman foe on her
civilian population, her women and
young girls; while the smoke still rises

from her destroyed cities and profaned
temples, and the crash and thunder of

her guns is 'heard from Calais to the

Vosges as she hurls defiance at her
treacherous enemy— nothing could be
more timely than the publication of this

Complete Collection of the works of

France's most gifted son, Guy de Mau-
passant, in whom realism reached its

culminating point and the short story

the perfection of its art, and whose
stories of the Franco-Prussian War, told

with relentless realism, will be read now
with a new interest and a fuller appreci-

ation of their verity in the light of cur-

rent events. But if such stories as Boiile

de Suif, Madame Sauvage, and Mademoi-
selle Fiji first raised Maupassant to the

highest pinnacle of literary fame, that

position was rendered secure for all time
by his other matchless series of novels

and stories covering the widest range of

human emotion and experience, in which
every kind of character, good or bad, yielded ma-
terial for his art. Literally translated, all these

will appear in the Verdun Edition which will be
published soon in a form unapproached by any
previous edition ever offered on this side of the

Atlantic.



Solid Gold
Mountings

Compare It with a Diamond
To quickly introduce into every locality our beautiful TIFNITE GEMS, we will absolutely

and positively send them out FREE and on trial for 10 days' wear. In appearance and by
every test, these wonderful gems are so much like a diamond that even an expert can hardly

tell the difference. But only 10,000 will be shipped on this plan. To take
advantage of it, you must act quickly.

Send the coupon NOW! Send no money. Tell us which ring you
prefer. We'll send it at once. After you see the beautiful, dazzling gem
and the handsome solid gold mounting—after you have carefully made an
examination and decided that you have a wonderful bargain and want to
keep it, you can pay for it in such small easy payments that you will hardly
miss the money. If you can tell a TIFNITE GEM from a genuine diamond
—if, for any reason at all you do not wish to keep it, return it at our expense.

Remarkable New Discovery
The closest thing to a diamond ever discovered. In appearance a

TIFNITE and a diamond are as alike as two peas. TIFNITE GEMS have
the wonderful pure white color of diamonds of the first water, the dazzling
fire, brilliancy, cut and polish. Stand every diamond test—fire, acid and
diamond file. Mountings are exclusively fashioned in latest designs

—

and guaranteed solid gold.

Send No Money
Just send coupon. Send no references, no money, no

obligation to you in any way! You run no risk. The
coupon brings you any of the exquisitely beautiful rings shown and de-
scribed here for 10 days' wear free. Be sure to enclose strip of paper
showing exact finger measurement as explained above.

~W Mail This Coupon

Flat Belcher Ring
No. 1. Solid gold mount-

ing. Eight claw design with
flat wide band. Almost a
carat, guaranteed genuine
Tifnite Gem. Price $12.50;
only $3.50 upon arrival, bal-
ance $3 per month. Can be
returned at our expense
within 10 days.

Ladies' Ring
No. 2. Solid gold mount-

ing. Has a guaranteed gen-
uine Tifnite Gem almost a
carat in size. Price $12.60;
only $3.50 upon arrival.
Balance $3.00 per month.
Can be returned at our ex-
pense within 10 days.

Tooth Belcher Ring
No. 3. Solid gold,six-prong

tooth mounting. Guaran-
teed genuine Tifnite Gem
almost a carat in size. Price
$12.50; only $3.50 upon ar-
rival. Balance $3.00 per
month. Can be returhed at
our expense within 10 days.

_ * ring, cut a strip of
heavy paper so that the ends exactly meet when
drawn tightly around the second joint of finger on
which you want to wear the ring. Be careful that the
measuring paper fits snugly without overlapping, and
measure at the second joint. Send the strip of paper
to us with order coupon.

Mail This Coupon
THE TIFNITE GEM CO. \

Rand McNally Bldg., Dept. 270 Chicago. 111. 1

Send me Ring No on 10 days' approval.
(In ordering ring, be sure to enclose size as describee! above)

If satisfactory, I agree to pay $3.50 on arrival, and
balance at rate of $3.00 per month. If not satisfactory,
I will return same within ten days at your expense.

Send now and get a TIFNITE GEM on this liberal
offer. Wear it for 10 days on trial. Every one set in latest style

solid gold mountings. Decide then whether you want to keep it

or not. Send for yours now—today—sure. Send no money.

% The Tifnite Gem Company
* Rand McNallv BM«. Dent. Z70 ChicaRand McNally Bldg., Dept. 270 Chicago, 111.

Name

Address

.
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WOMAN, lovely woman, of every race and clime, in every variety
of costume—from the smile and the neat fitting suit of sunshine
of the belles of tropical Polynesia and Melanesia to the furs of the

natives of the home of the Frost King—greet the reader on every page, in
hundreds of photographs never before reproduced, in

TOMEPOMEN
OFALL OF ALL

NATrONS NATIONS!

WOMEhkALL NATIONS

WOMEN WOMEN

OFALL OFAUl

HAT10N5NAJIQN5I

TAJOYCE tAJOYd
MA; &. M_A. IV

TOTHOMK NJKTHbWi

"^N^l

An interesting and splendid set of books for every man or woman who loves to study
human nature. The only standard work that describes the women of all races and nations

from studies made on the spot. Read a woman's description of the life of the veiled

ladies of the Harem ; of how the women of China, India and other remote parts of the

earth, make love, marry, keep house and treat their husbands. The vast collection of

photographs reproduced in these volumes show you exactly how they look.

The psychological characteristics of women are discussed ; their toilettes are depicted, and the fashions range

from the laces and frills of the Parisienne down to the next to nothing of the Fijian belle.

A standard, authoritative work, by such men as Prof. O. T. Mason, of the Smithsonian Institution; Mr. Arch-

ibald Colquhoun, Lady Ramsay, Lucy M. J. Garnett, and many others, who as the result of first-hand studies

have made WOMEN OF ALL NATIONS as interesting and readable as a story book.

A Picture Gallery of Women of All Lands

Customs of Love-Making and Marriage

A History of Woman
A Thrilling Library of Travel

The 4 sumptuous volumes are large quarto size (ll 3-8 x
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BRUNSWICK SUBSCRIPTION CO.
1116 Brunswick Building, New York City

I enclose $1.50 first payment on one complete set of WOMEN OF
ALL NATIONS. If satisfactory, I will remit you $1.00 a month
until the price, $15.50, lias been paid. Otherwise, I will, within 5

clays, ask for instructions for the return of the books at your ex-

pense, whereupon my $1.50 is to be refunded.

Name

Address . .'.

Occupation
F. F.—12-17

1-4 inches), printed on superb paper and handsomely
bound in cloth. Magnificently illustrated with hun-
dreds of photographs brought from every part of the

world for this purpose and never before used. Among
the pictures is a series of superb plates in color.

$1.50 Down This unique work is pub-

rfi>-B r\ir\ n/i .i lished bv Cassell & Com-
$1.00 per Month pany> Limitedj of London>
the famous art publishers. The value of the work
in years to come can hardly be exaggerated, for as

civilization advances, the customs and costumes shown
in this set will disappear.

The supply available at this price and on these terms §§

is strictly limited. m

M"
; '
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fll}ar$ Cbristmas!

Mary Pickford has done her Christmas shopping early, and the war orphans of France are to have some of

the happiness that belongs to them on Christmas Day. It all happened this way. The stage settings for " Little

Mary's " play, " A Poor Little Rich Girl," include one with a big Christmas tree equipped with candles, tinsel

decorations, and a hundred different kinds of toys. Mary conceived the idea of sending these toys to the little

French orphans. Not only that, but she issued invitations asking all the studio folk to send in more dolls and toys

and things they had at home. Mary Pickford's tree party was an entire success, and the boxes and bundles, enough

to stack a toy shop for a Christmas rush, have been shipped to France to be distributed by Santa Claus.



Film Fun
ED I TO R I- ML- s

"God Bless Us Everyone"
"1 1 7ITH all. the good will in the world, Film Fun gives

its friends a Christmas greeting in the words of Tiny

Tim, for' they seenrmore appropriate than the usual salu-

tation. It cannot be a Merry Christmas this year, but we
can be a little bit glad that this old, old fashion has still its

hold on all hearts at nearly all times. We can still love

and /remember, and we can loosen up the pursestrings to

the limit, willingly, and go bail for-Old Santa in his trou-

ble.' The "Christmas Sermon" says, you know, that our

duty to our neighbor is to make him happy, if we may.

Who Ought To Pay the War Tax on Films?

TF PRODUCERS and exhibitors-'adhere to their agreement

to impose this tax ort patrons of motion picture thea-

ters^ it, is Film Fun's belief they will be emulating that

unfortunate who killed the goose 'that laid the golden eggs.

The ten million admissions paid every week to motion pic-

ture theaters throughout the country do not represent that

many individuals. Fans attencrihree or four performances

a week, and it will work a hardship on one provider, taking

the whole family, to pay this. The recreation fund is the

first to be scaled down when economy becomes the watch-

word, and everybody who hopes to see the picture place in

every neighborhood continue to be the able rival of the cor-

ner saloon that it has become will regret and resist any

procedure that jeopardizes it. Meanwhile, the sense of

justice in mankind demands, in view of the fabulous for-

tunes made or in the making from motion pictures, that

they who reap the reward should pay this tax. If we don't

want to see the little picture places closed, we will not lay

this extra weight on shoulders already overburdened.

In certain instances the advance seems to indicate that

managers have seized upon this opportunity to swell the

contents of their own coffers, making Uncle Sam party to

the procedure. Charging 60 cents for a ticket which hith-

erto was priced at 50 cents nets 5 cents to the theater in

addition to the 10 per cent, exacted for the war tax. On
an audience of 1,000 people that would be $50. Most thea-

ters run five shows every day, and most of the men who

have decreed this imposition do not need the money. This

law can be changed ; we think it ought to be.

It is about time for somebody to unsheathe the sword or

sharpen up the trusty battle-ax for use on whoever is re-

sponsible for a certain class of plays of which we are hav-

ing too many. They serve no good purpose and are in-

finitely more harmful than anything white slavery has yet

accomplished. The original seven plots seem to have been
reduced to two. Of* late a scenario seems to gain favor

with producers only if it deals with war or the degradation

,of a woman. It is morbid, -it is stupid, and we speak for

a lot of people who are clean-mindedly above it, and only

endure because they must, not having foreknowledge. Of
plays reviewed within a month, eight have this abomina-
tion for a central theme. The staging of each is so much
like all the rest that it has occurred to us to suggest, in the

interest of war economy, that a stock scene be filmed, with

a composite heroine. Such a stock reel could be loaned

from one studio to another for use in forthcoming plays,

and it would be a protection to those who honor American
womanhood and think that vice in satin charmeuse has no

more claim on bur consideration than vice in cheap finery,

for they could know what was coming in time to get up
and go home. This would seem more like fair play;

Another way out would be for stars to refuse such parts.

This can be done. If you doubt it, go see the "Spreading

Dawn," or "Persuasive Peggy," or "The Man-hater," or

"Bab's Burglar." And don't hesitate to get up and go

home when vicious films are shown.

If we must confine our scenarios to screen versions of

stage successes or "best sellers," why not revive "Shore

Acres" or film "Caleb West," or "Tom Grogan, " or "Ad-
ventures of Captain Horn"? In all these real men and

women handle man-sized adventures in vigorous, reason-

able, human fashion. It is high time for the "reel" hero-

ine unable to protect herself to make way for a real woman,

who will wreck the pretty studio and "muss up" the

tempter.

A Man Should Have No Cause To Fear His
Friends

OCANDAL mongers are like moths—their mission in life

*"* is to destroy; and the fine fabric of a hard-won repu-

tation is exactly to their taste. They've been busy lately

from coast to coast, spreading "they say" tales, and Film

Fun wants to put all the punch it is capable of in dealing

them this blow—there's nothing to it. The mischievous

story has no foundation in fact. And it is to the everlast-

ing shame of the story tellers that the principals concerned

have gone on serenely all the while the storm was raging,

doing good work and co-operating splendidly in the national

undertakings which most of us are inclined to take in an

easy way.
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Willie's dream after seeing Douglas Fairbanks's play, "The Man From Painted Post



Comments of a r e e a n c e

By LINDA A. GRIFFITH (MRS. DAVID W. GRIFFITH)
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The writer is well known in the moving picture world. She began her career as a mov- I

ing picture actress with the Biograph Company when it was the pioneer in this field ot 1

operation. She has since been prominently connected with the Kinemacolor and other I

companies and more recently was the star in her striking sociological play "Charity."

PICTURES WITH WORTH-WHILE IDEAS

T^HERE should be more photoplays like
'

' Fools for Luck, '

'

* presented by "Perfection Pictures," with Taylor

Holmes as the star. Why we have so few pictures present-

ing worth-while ideas is hard to understand. The public

is eager and hungry for photoplays of this character. The

eternal romance of youth becomes a bit wearisome when

one is fed up on it three hundred and sixty-five days a

year. The most thrilling stunts of the cave-man type of

motion picture actor pall on one in time. A steady diet

of pictures showing the alluring wiles of the siren and the

vampire eventually gives one a sense of nausea. But the

photoplay presenting some truth, in a well-developed se-

quence, is always keenly appreciated and enjoyed, whether

by a low- or high-brow audience. This type of photoplay

is far too seldom seen.

There have been many motion pictures showing un-

truths illogically developed—too much muck-raking, too

many pictures depicting what a rotter the rich man is and

what a paragon of virtue the poor. The multi- or once-

millionaire, as far as the movie is concerned, is nearly al-

ways shown as a close-fisted, penny-hoarding, flinty-hearted

individual. Anyone who reads the daily papers knows how

very untrue this is, and that there is no more charitable

individual than the American man of wealth, who in most

instances has worked for and honestly

earned success. Few are born with a

golden spoon. Of course, the fixed

idea that poverty means virtue and

wealth means vice obtains in other ex-

pressions of art than the movie; but

the movie has been especially guilty,

and as it reaches a bigger and more

cosmopolitan audience than the novel

or the two-dollar spoken drama, it has

more need to stick to the truth.

Samuel Butler, in "The Way of

All Flesh," uncovers this generally

accepted falsity. When the poor young

minister asks the charming Oxonian,

"And do you mean to tell me that the

poor are not better than the rich?" and

receives as answer,
'

' No, good heavens,

no!" the poor young minister is left

gasping, as if a blasphemy had been

uttered. I recall with some amusement

a picture in which I worked, produced campbell studios

some six years ago by the Biograph LINDA A.
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Company, called "Gold Is Not All." For the purposes of

the picture we needed a handsome estate, and one was very

kindly loaned us by a very wealthy family. They showed

us every courtesy and even arranged for us a tea party on

their lawns. When the picture was finished, they were

invited to a projection, to which they gladly came. As
the different scenes were unreeled, there were shown all the

pictures taken on their beautiful estate, and every vice that

could possibly be given to a rich person had been laid upon

them. The husband had been guilty of infidelity, and only

misery and discontent seemed to prevail in this home of

wealth. Then the scenes flashed to the home of the poor

little washerwoman, with her kiddies at her knee, and

there—and there only—was found peace and happiness.

When the projection was finished, the man who owned the

estate where we had taken the scenes was indignant. In

very clear and emphatic language he gave us to understand

that his home was a happy one—a very happy one. He
didn't care to have the film go about the country picturing

it as the habitat of misery and immorality. He certainly

had every right to be indignant.

A few more words about "Fools for Luck." Here is a

photoplay that everyone should see. Superstition is all too

common. Every one of us knows some person who still

believes that if he breaks a mirror, he will have bad luck

for seven years. Many labor under

the delusion that those who succeed in

life are merely lucky. There may be

a few such, but nearly everyone who
succeeds does so because of applica-

tion, hard, earnest work, patience

and perseverance. This is all well

developed in "Fools for Luck."

Taylor Holmes gives a thoroughly sin-

cere and effective performance of the

part of Philander. The ending of the

picture was well put. It was a caption

which said: "What do you think of

luck, anyway?"

One scene is so charmingly acted

in this picture that I must mention it

—the one between Philander and the

barkeep, where Philander tells his sor-

rowful story and the barkeep tells his

—a splendid bit of acting on the part

of both men.

MACISTE STILL VERY MUCH ALIVE
GRIFFITH Those of us who have come to



know and love Ernesto Pagani, the Maciste of that great

and wonderful photoplay,
'

' The Warrior, '

' and the hero of

the preceding
'

' Cabiria,
'

' are very happy to hear that the

report of his death in battle was unfounded. We hope

that his luck holds and that before very long we shall see

this much beloved hero in another film.

CHARMING MADGE KENNEDY

Madge Kennedy came, film-acted and conquered. Al-

ways one of the most charming and capable of our young

actresses of the stage, I hoped she would be equally charm-

ing and capable as a movie actress. For her first picture

she did remarkably well. When she understands better

how to make her comedy points register stronger, and her

director gives her more close-ups, movie come-

diennes will need to watch out. She has eyes

shaped and colored just for the screen—wonder-

ful eyes. She has also grace and womanly charm.

Madge Kennedy will go far if she is properly

handled. Goldwyn should give her every oppor-

tunity in the way of good screen stories and good

direction. "Baby Mine" was inter-

esting and well done. Five reels of

refined comedy is the very hardest thing

to "put over" on the screen. The last

two reels of "Baby Mine" dragged a

bit; the comedy situations suffered

by being too frequently broken by

lengthy conversational sub-titles. Fu-

ture releases of this clever comedienne

will be looked forward to with great

interest.

REEL MONEY
From Los Angeles comes word that

"Charlie Chaplin, who has been amus-

ing the public for years with his antics

on the screen, to-day amused himself

by signing a contract with the First

National Exhibitors' Circuit, whereby

the comedian receives $1,000,000 for a

series of eight two-reel pictures."

Well, perhaps—maybe—but

ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL MOVIE
PLAY

Potash and Perlmutter have gone

into the movies ! I wonder if the

layman realizes how terribly close this

play of "Business before Pleasure" touches the naked truth

regarding many film companies that have come and gone.

It touches truth so closely as to be almost uncanny in some

of the scenes. Most of us will go to see ''Potash and Perl-

mutter" to laugh, but some few will remain to wipe away

a tear. The vampire and the backer ! How true it all is,

even to the "vamp" turning out to be the finest character

of all those concerned, directly or indirectly, with the

movie play ! The insistence of the female relatives on ap-

pearing before the camera was a delightful bit of satire.

It has often happened. The "tag" of the play after Abe

GENERAL ENTERPRISES, INC.

Ernesto Pagani, giant player

of Maciste in
'

' The Warrior. '

'

and Mawruss have decided the movies are not for them,

and that they will go back into the business they know, the

"Cloak and Suit," can surely be appreciated by anyone on

the "inside." Speaking of the motion picture industry,

Abe (or is it Mawruss?) says: "Moving pictures isn't a

business; it is a dissipation
!"' Some of the movie6 seen

on the screen prove that to be so. One doesn't even have

to be "in the know" to understand that the word "dissipa-

tion" as applied to the methods and maneuvers of some
motion picture companies is the most expressive word that

could have been chosen out of all the dictionaries and

books of synonyms.

ROSEMARY PAGEANT TO BE SEEN IN MOTION
PICTURES

To have seen the National Red Cross Pag-

eant, held at the Rosemary Open Air Theater,

West Neck, Huntington, Long Island, is some-

thing to be grateful for. The day

was perfect; the setting, on one of

the most beautiful estates of Long

Island, gave a background of love-

liness seldom equaled. The actors

and actresses who so graciously

gave of their time and services pre-

sented a program of unusual interest

and beauty. And there, as always to

be seen, were the motion picture cam-

eras, eight or ten of them, taking

both "close-up" and "long-shot"

views. Those who were unable, there-

fore, to see the original presentation

of the pageant can see it on the

screens of motion picture theaters

throughout the country, and by pay-

ing the small admission fee thereby

add their bit to the National Red Cross

Fund.

WHAT'S THE USE?

According to the New York Times,

Margaret Mayo, a Goldwyn official, at-

tributes the "low estate''" of the motion

picture to the negligence of the au-

thor. She states that "an author of a

play thinks no more about it once he

has disposed of the film rights to his

work. If it is being produced as a

play, he attends all rehearsals and sits up nights to re-

write scenes; but the disposal of the picture rights he re-

gards as merely a quick business deal and a bit of easy

money, and he never goes near the studio to see what is

being done with his story." I know of more than one

playwright who would have been more than willing to at-

tend all rehearsals and actual taking of scenes of his play

when it was made into a movie, to whom this privilege

was denied. And I have seen authors weep when, the film

completed, they saw it on the screen for the first time.

No, I would not say that authors are such indifferent indi-



viduals. I believe they care for something more than the

cash they are to receive for the film rights to their plays or

books. But perhaps some authors are justified in being

indifferent after seeing what some film companies (who

have barred the door to them during the filming of their

play) have done to their work. Authors seldom begin the

movie game by being indifferent. It is usually a slow

growth. The feeling comes only, after much vain hoping

that the motion picture version of their play will be a con-

scientious and truthful adaptation. Poor author ! He is

gradually forced to conclude, "What's the use?"

GIVE US A REAL "CLEOPATRA"!

The announcement from the Fox office as to the authen-

ticity of the scenes in the photoplay, "Cleopatra," is that

"the photoplay conforms as closely to historical facts as

the technique of the movies permits." What the "tech-

nique of the movies" may or may not "permit" is no ex-

cuse for misrepresenting history. If it were, then the

movie as a historical record would be of no value. The

history of Egypt's famous Queen is not so vague as is the

history of her romance with Marc Anthony. Romances as

they drift down through the centuries, especially when they

make good subject matter for poets, acquire so many "high

lights" that the truth naturally is much distorted.

Horace and Sardou and Shakespeare have put into

charming verse the story of Anthony and Cleopatra. When
we study the times and life of the famed Egyptian Queen,

we realize how much they need the softening influence of

the poet's language put into drama form. It is through

the songs of great poets and dramatists that most of us

know the story of Cleopatra. If this movie version showed

only one thing, it was that this photoplay, minus the beau-

tiful lines of Shakespeare and excepting the magnificent

spectacular effects, is merely an expose of concentrated,

revolting sensuality and viciousness. Occasions like these

make us realize what wonderful things words are, and

what a wonderful thing the human voice is. No photoplay

ever drove home that truth to me as does this Fox presen-

tation of "Cleopatra." How I missed the lovely lines

where Cleopatra says, as she applies the asp to her bosom,

"I have immortal longings in me!" Either give us the

Sardou or Shakespeare version, with some of their poetic

language as captions, or a big, historical film depicting

life as it was lived in those two great ancient empires of

Rome and Egypt.

What a tremendous picture it would make ! In the be-

ginning something of Cleopatra's ancestry should be shown,

for in reality she was only Egyptian by birth. By ances-

try and descent she was Greek. She was born into an at-

mosphere of licentiousness and crime and should not be

too much blamed for her strange history. And Anthony,

the Roman, living in Rome in moderate circumstances,

rather an austere life compared with the Oriental beauty,

magnificence and enormous wealth of the life of the Egyp-

tian Queen—no small wonder it all appealed to him! I

agree with Guglielmo Ferrero in that Anthony fell as much
in love with luxurious Egypt as he ever did with the fasci-

nating Cleopatra. Possibly no small part of his dream was

to annex this rich empire to the Roman. It was a game
that was being played between those two great countries in

those ancient times—a great political game. There was

small place in it, and that only in the latter part of the

lives of Anthony and Cleopatra, for the passion of love.

Even the end does not prove a very great love, for Cleopatra

does not kill herself for grief when she hears of Anthony's

death, but because of pride and vanity. She dies to cheat

Emperor Augustus Caesar of his desire to have her adorn

his triumphal procession. There is an original encaustic

of Cleopatra receiving her death from the bite of an asp.

It was discovered in the ruins of Hadrian's villa and is

believed to be the picture painted for the Emperor Augustus

Caesar to adorn his triumph, B. C. 29, the Queen herself

having escaped that degradation by suicide. Neither in

this portrait nor others on coins is shown the countenance

of a Venus. Cleopatra had not a fine, sensuous beauty,

but a fleshy face and a powerful aquiline nose. She was a

woman on in years, ambitious, imperious, clever, viva-

cious and a conversational artist.

Miss Bara's portrayal savored strongly of Broadway.

It savored strongly of what I imagine the notorious dancer

known as "Little Egypt" of a former generation might

have been. Miss Bara was, as far as can be proved, quite

correctly unclothed. As far as acting is concerned her

death scene showed a pitiful lack of ability to express any

strong dramatic feeling. I understand that many women
sewed for days in making her costumes. A great deal of

Miss Bara's work consisted in changing them.

The scene on the barge where Cleopatra goes to meet

Anthony was very well handled, as were the battle scenes

and those showing the fleet in the harbor. All the spec-

tacular part deserves commendation for faithful reproduc-

tion and was enthusiastically received. I am told that

originally there were twenty-three reels, which were taken

in nine weeks. This is "going some" for big stuff like

Cleopatra. Some time I hope an ambitious producer will

take the time and money necessary to a faithful reproduc-

tion of this great drama of Rome and Egypt of nearly two

thousand years ago.

A Mystery Solved

Two movie theaters nearly "rub elbows" in the town

of Clinton, Mo. Before the Rex stood this poster:

MARGUERITE CLARK
in

"SILKS AND SATIN,"

while near it flaunted the Opera House sign

:

MARY PICKFORD
in

"RAGS."

A workman, very pickled, stood balanced on his heels

as he studied the two. A frown drew his brows down, he

nodded solemnly, and as he rocked away he was heard to

mutter:

"And then people wonders why us Socialists is!"



Christinas Entertainment

Charles Kent and Myrlis Morgan, in "The Du-
plicity of Hargreaves, " one of the O. Henry
series which is being so well presented on the

screen.
N

Mary Miles Minter, as "Charity," in "Charity Castle," intro-

duces her house guests, Bill the Burglar, Sam the Tramp and
Lucius the Jobless Actor, to the Ogre. Spottiswoode Aitken's
clever work as the "actor" adds much to this delightful play.



T ISTEN! The great secret is

"""' about to be revealed. The
identity of Bobby Bumps is at last

discovered. Earl Hurd, the crea-

tor of that now famous cartoon

character, is shy, and he is wily

;

but the truth, the whole truth and

nothing but the truth has at last

been wrung from him. The in-

terviewer tracked him to his studio

lair and at the point of a trusty

22-caliber fountain pen made the

man confess.

It seems that, a few years ago

and somewhat prior to the time

when J. R. Bray, the dean of mo-

tion picture cartoonists, was mak-

ing his first experiments in the

animating of drawn figures, there

occurred an event of great mo-

ment in the Hurd family—which

was no less than the appearance

on the scene of Earl Hurd, Jr.

Now there is nothing startling in

such an occurrence; indeed, it

happens in the best regulated fam-

ilies. But the sequel is yet to be

told.

Earl Junior grew, as juniors

will, in body and mind and energy.

Especially in energy. It wasn't

£4

| How Bobby Bumps |

I Came to Be f

long before a Harlem flat was too

small to hold him, and his parents

were forced to take a country

house on Long Island. Whatever

that boy thought of, he carried

out, and what he could invent

would fill tomes.

Now, most families keep a rec-

ord—a neat little book, a slender

volume, as the publishers of verse

say—of all the cute sayings and

cunning acts of their first born.

So did the Hurds; but by the time

that Earl Junior had passed the

"Ah-goo!" stage, they were pant-

ing breathlessly in the rear, ink-

bespattered and disheveled, in-

quiring of each other: "What was

that he said?" and "Wait, my
dear; just see what he's doing

now!"

Well, of course, a man can't

dance attendance on his son and

earn a living at the same time

—

or so people have always hereto-

fore thought—and Mr. Hurd had

almost concluded to give up the

hopeless pursuit, when one even-

ing, the 'object" of their thoughts

and care being quiescent for the

night, his mother and father took

PARAMOUNT-BRAY

When Junior looks like this, Senior

knows he is in for a busy day.

PARAMOUNT-BRAY
Bobby, like an able general, always plans carefully for his next offensive.



Running Back the Reel Twenty Years
By RICHARD R. NEHLS
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Richard R. Nehls, manager of the American Film Company, has been in the film busi-

ness from the time that it was considered merely a by-line of the mail-order houses. He is

one of the few men who know the motion picture industry from every angle. He is now
preparing an interesting series of articles which will contain much interesting data that has

never appeared in print. Mr. Nehls wrote this short article for FILM FUN for this, its

"Auld Lang Syne" Number.

T^HE TWENTIETH anniversary of the founding of the

film industry and your query as to its status twenty

years ago have brought back to me many amusing memo-

ries of the days when motion pictures were first introduced.

There were no film magnates then, unless you count the

owners of the mail-order houses among the film magnates,

for they were the first in control of the motion picture in-

dustry. They let it slip through their fingers, because they

did not see the future values in it.

Few people associate the motion pictures with the mail-

order houses, but, just the same, they introduced motion

pictures to the world. The first films I ever sold were sold

in the stereopticon department of a mail-order house.

Those were the days of the traveling operator and lec-

turer, usually a combination of the two. He wore a high

silk hat, a Prince Albert coat, and generally bore a com-

fortable wad of tobacco in his left cheek. He gave his

shows in the town hall and usually preceded them by send-

ing a batch of notices of the show to the postmaster and

the principal of the school, asking them to tack these no-

tices up in the school, the post office and the drug stores of

the town.

The motion picture films were sold in connection with

the magic-laniern slides and consisted of small strips of

film, four or five feet long. Only the simplest of subjects

were used—a donkey kicking his feet or a horse eating

hay. The motion of the picture was the sensation. After

showing the lantern slides for a quarter of an hour, the

operator would switch over to the motion picture film and

turn it around and around until he was tired, and then go

back to the slides. The marvel was that the picture moved

!

We sold the complete outfit. There was the stereopti-

con, the motion picture head for thi film, the slides, the

gas-making outfit, the arc lamp and all the accessories.

The operator had to be a resourceful chap, for where

the town hall did not boast of an electric light, he had to

supply a substitute with an outfit that produced a literal

limelight from a block of lime and a combination of oxy-

gen and hydrogen gas. If his blocks of lime happened to

slake on him, as they sometimes did, the operator had to

run out and get a block of lime somewhere and whittle it

down to size.

These short strips of film delighted the audiences.

They would pay again and again to see the donkey kick or

the horse eat hay. The showmen reaped small forlunes

from them and acted on the principle that money must be
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made while the sun shone, for none of them looked upon

the motion picture as more than a transitory amusement

that would flicker out when the stereopticon craze died down.

Then a few enterprising men discovered the money that

was being made with the short film. A machine called the
'

' optigraph' ' was brought out, and by means of this longer

films could be easily shown. Pictures with any continuity

of plot were unthought of. You may remember the furore

the film of the Empire Express caused when it was shown.

Hundreds packed the houses to see the picture of a train

flying swiftly across the screen. It was considered a

marvel.

Anything that had action was considered good stuff.

One of the first film men made a specialty of fire scenes.

His camera man watched the fire alarms almost as closely

as did the fire department. The camera was only a rod or

two behind the engine when it dashed down the street, and

these fire films had a wonderful vogue. About this time

production on a small scale was begun. One of the first

studios was in Chicago.

I recall one of the first producers. He had been a

baker. He made his own pictures in his backyard and

dried the film in long rows on the clothesline, and he made
so much money that he went into the business on a huge

scale. His returns began to come in so fast that others

jumped in. They hired anybody they could find who could

be persuaded to come and act for two or three dollars a

day. A regular actor or actress would have scorned any

reference to the "movies." I recall one or two of them

who berated a producer soundly for proposing such a thing,

who only two years ago were pulling every string they

could work to see their names in electric letters over a

Broadway motion picture house.

Ethics were nil in those days. Some of the very men
who are now vigorously prosecuting film pirates to-day

were the worst offenders in the early days. Film scenes

were like the air—it was good to take all you could get.

They sowed the seed themselves, and they are now reaping

an abundant harvest.

The picture show of those days was easy enough to put

on. One could start in business for $200. All the exhib-

itor did was to rent a cheap store room, darken the win-

dows with black curtains, put in a dozen or two of cheap

kitchen chairs and hang up a white curtain for the picture

to be shown against.

The first operators of those days have made name and



fortune since. One of the first was Arthur McMillan, who
believed in the future, even in those days, and who planned

for a universal machine from the first. Other operators

used to laugh at him for his visions, but he kept on with

his experiments until he perfected the American projecto-.

scope—a little machine that weighs less than twenty pounds

and that can be operated in any parlor, from any electric-

light switch and by any operator. His dream came true,

like the dreams of several of those who had faith in the

ultimate success of the motion picture.

The men of the early days made their money and pulled

out. It came in so fast that leaks of hundreds of dollars

weekly in the offices and studios did not worry them. One

of the early magnates, when told of a waste amounting to

hundreds of dollars that could be easily avoided, waved his

hand wearily.

"Aw, what's the use?" he said. "It'd be like trying

to save a couple buckets of water out of the Chicago lake."

FOX

To Jane and
Kather i n e

Lee, known as

the Fox "Baby
Grands," life

of late has
been one re-

cruiting sta-

tion, Liberty

Bond booth,

bazaar and
parade after the other, besides plenty of hard work at

the studio. Their newest release is "The Trouble
Makers. '

' The Lee kids are never at a loss for a bit

of mischief or something to say. Recently, while at

an art studio waiting to pose for some pictures, they
danced a little and sang a few verses for a famous
English actress now in New York. "My dear chil-

dren," exclaimed the actress enthusiastically, "if
you were in London, you would make a big hit!"
Katherine smiled. "I did make a big hit in Lon-

don," she replied. "I was born there."

The progress has been almost miraculous in twenty

years. It is the youngest industry in the field, but prac-

tically the most influential, for its effects are felt in every

line of industrial business.

Twenty years ago I thought I was doing well to sell a

strip of motion picture four feet long.

Last week, from our office in Chicago, we sent out one

million and a half feet of finished film, to every corner of

the earth.

All in twenty years.

All They Ask From Santa

By MICHAEL GROSS

THE MOVIE FAN
Dear Santa:

If you want to make me happy, keep me feeling fit and
snappy,

And enjoying every movie quite a lot,

Tell scenario inspectors and the studio directors

To make sure that every picture has a plot.

Say that racing death's decision, then a fast express collision,

Faked-up trenches and a close-up of the dead,

While they may be very thrilling, still you'll always find

I'm willing

To accept a one-reel story in their stead.

THE SLAPSTICK COMEDIAN
Dear Santa:

There is just one little favor you can do for this here shaver,

And the deed will save my life, without a doubt.

Oh, please lay a strict embargo, from the coast clear to

Chicago,

On the stuff that every bakery turns out

—

On the mushy pies of custard, and the eclairs stuffed with
mustard,

And the charlotte russes flying out through space

!

Send them off to starving Flanders ; feed them to the geese
and ganders;

But don't make me stop more of them with my face.

THE SERIAL HEROINE
Dear Santa

:

Only one small boon I'm craving, and my life you will be
saving,

If you grant this thing I'm asking you to do.

Tell each forty-reel film writer to please go a little lighter

On the stunts he makes his heroine go through.

I have walked on trolley wires, jumped from roofs, been
trapped in fires;

Forty-seven Bengal tigers I have nursed.

I have been on sinking liners, led a gang of striking miners

;

But now tell them that my motto's "Safety First."

THE DIRECTOR
Dear Santa:

There are just three gifts to please me, and a spasm of joy

would seize me,
If on Christmas morning they became a fact.

First, of course, I want the story, neither tame nor yet too

gory;

Then I want a "modest" actor—who can act;

Third, I want a leading lady, be her name Hortense or Sadie,

Who has never heard of "temperament" nor "art."

With these three I'm almost certain I'd make good right to

the curtain

—

Come on, Santa, be a sport and have a heart!

\



Sylphie 9
s Ambition

Bv TOM P. MORGAN

<<TF YOU don't object, Mr. Sellins, I'd like to sorter give
1 you a friendly tip," cautiously whispered the land-

lord of the Petunia tavern. "When you go into the dining -

.room, if a hefty waitress looks at you in a way that makes

you pretty sure she is contemplating dropping pizon in

your coffee, if I was you I wouldn't pay any special atten-

tion. It'll be Sylphie, registering scorn. Or if the same

young lady comes toward you, weaving and wabbling like

a duck that has been bibbing too long at the sparkling wine,

it's Sylphie again, sweeping into some gilded banquet hall.

"While I am not an en-

emy of progress, as a general

rule, I'll own up that I am
opposed to these here mov-

ing pictures. They have

come within an ace of ruin-

ing me. It was bad enough,

thinks I to myself, when

every young drummer that

stopped here thought he had

to wear a little caterpillar

mustache and walk like his

feet was blistered. The sight

of 'em kept me so snappish

that I couldn't hardly be civil

to sensible guests. But it

was still worse when Max-

ine, the slim waitress, who
will never see thirty again if

she lives to be a hundred

years old, got to thinking that

she was another little Mary Pickwick, and went skipping

all through the house, tra-la-lee. I couldn't say a word,

either, as young ladies that will consent to wait table in

this locality, are as scarce as hens' teeth and are always in

such a high fever that they will flop up in the treetops at

the slightest provocation.

"But now that Sylphie, who weighs as mu.;h as a behe-

O n 1 y as a
sacrifice t o

his art does
this dog per-

mit himself

to be photo-

graphed i n
so undigni-

fied a posi-

tion with'
George

Walsh.

™5KU
ARTCRAFT

These prize-win-

ning beauties 1 -^5

play with no less

a personage than

Mary Pickford in SF
"The Little Prin- l^- '•'•

cess.
'

'
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PARAMOUNT

It is possible to be a good mother and a
wage-earner at the same time. Witness
this female of the canine species, who plays
with Tyrone Power and Frances Burnham

in "Lorelei of the Sea."

This little fellow plays quite a role in "The
Trouble Buster" with Vivian Martin.

moth of Holy Writ, figgeratively speaking, has got the no-

tion that she is a vampire and works at it all over the place,

my cup of trouble is full and running over into the saucer.

And I can't open my head, neither, for Sylphie was for

quite a spell a waitress on a boarding car for a railroad

construction gang and don't take kindly to criticism, to

say the least about it. So I s'pose all I can do is to imitate

a man in a cyclone cellar and just wait till the clouds roll

by."



Twelve Laps in the Lead

,'
'The woman pays' ' is the bur-

den of Louise Glaum's photo-

plays—and so she does, for

negligees like this one.

FOX WITZEL
A designing designer—Enid
Markey in this costume.
She plays the princess in

"The Yankee Way."

Winifred Allen wears this gown
of rich fabric. Her recent play

;

"For Valour," is a patriotic

drama of Canadian locale. Many
real war heroes who have return-

ed from the fighting front take
part in the thrilling war scenes.

PETROVA PICTURE CO.

We doubt whether Moses could have had the
heart to word the tenth commandment as he did,

if he had seen this fur coat worn by Olga
Petrova.

PATHE

Fanny Ward offers a sugges-
tion for the wardrobe of a
lady of uncertain temper.
How's that? Easily ruffled

!

\



Dainty Marguerite Clark's
gowns as a "Sub-Deb"
make one wonder what's

coming when she is a re-

gular debutante.

Kathleen Clifford's fur is useful as well as de-

cidedly ornamental and serves to completely

cover her left arm, which was in a splint when
this photograph was made, as a result of stag-

ing a thrilling scene for her new serial.



Having Lovely Times

Tokens of remembrance and messages of good will re-

ceived last month. No. 1. Wallace Reid, behind the

scenes, leading "Joan of Arc" quartet. 2. Corinne Grif-

fith, ."I designed this myself." 3. "Two Runaways,"
Ethel Clayton and Norma Talmadge. 4. Dorothy Morrel,
"Working in pictures, just now at Klamath Falls. " 5. Mon-

roe Salisbury, Pathe player, "Raising citrus fruits is a good
side line." 6. Vol a Vale. 7. William Russell, "Farm-
ing out here is fashionable, and I like style." 8. Ser-

geant Willard Vander Veer, camera man, "Hurry up with
that sweater!" 9. "Call this shooting the shoots!" A
scene from '

' Pasquale,
'

' Director Lloyd at right.



Making Snapshots For You

No. 10. "First Aid" to William Duncan, Carol Hol-

lowaythe smiling sympathizer. (Mabel Condon took this.

)

11. "We looks toward you"—the five who play in "The
Fighting Trail," Joe Ryan, William Duncan, Carol Hollo-

way, George Holt and Walter Rogers. 12. Barbara Sabine,

"I'm four now and hope to be a star soon." 13. Crane

Wilbur, "I won this bet from Juanita Hansen, and she paid
up like a little man." 14. "Hope you like this. Yours,
Theda Bara. " 15. Dodo Newton, "I'm eight and hope to

make pictures my lifework." 16. Lorna Volare, "I
am supporting Norma Talmadge in 'The Moth.' " (Lorna
is five.) 17. Paul Willis, "Gardening is great."



MUTUAL- STRANO

Gloria Joy, in a Christmas special performance, is

showing her little friends how a roast pig should be
prepared. Gloria is only five, so her choice of a live

: natural.

Billie Rhoades does fast and clever work in "Her Dog
Gone Dog. '

' The dog is even more diabolical than the

picture indicates.

PARAMOUNT -SENNETT

Pretty maids, in "A Bedroom Blunder, " Hooverizing the silk supply.

By artistic contrivance they are able to make material sufficient for

one costume serve for nine.
GENERAL FILM CO.

Carleton King, star in the O. Henry
photoplay "The Indian Summer of

Dry Valley Johnson."

FUN-ARTS FILMS

Gordon Dooley and Edward Kimball, in "A
Rag, a Bone and a Hank of Hair," the first

two-reel comedy released by these newcomers
to the realm of film fun.

Not a parcel-post elopement—merely Eddie Lyons, Lee
Moran and Caroline Vaughn, in "A Fire Escape Finish."
Never a dull instant in this film, for "thrillers" enliven

the action from start to finish.



Mistaken Identity

«fVBRIEN," said

STRAND-ltfUTOAL

"Grumpy" is the name to which
Billie Rhodes's bulldog answers,

but in reality Grumpy is a quiet,

self-supporting actor.

the chief to

me, his best detective

man, '

' I understand

he's back in town

—

that scoundrel, 'Hand-

some Dan' ! He's
wanted for 'most

everything in ev'ry

State and town ;

'twould be a feather

in your cap if you

could run him down
! '

'

So I went forth

into the night, amid

the lights and din, to

seek this villain,
'

' Handsome Dan,
'

' ar-

rest and bring him in.

In a cafe at length I

found a gay, a festive

man, who answered

the description of that

divil, "Handsome
Dan."

"Hello, there,

Dan!" says I to him; and "Hello, cop!" says he. "I'm

pleased to meet you, officer; come have a seat with me."

"How did you know," says I to him, "I was a cop?" says I.

He answered, '

' Sure, I saw your feet ; that is the reason why

!

But listen, cop; I have reformed, although it's rather late.

For one long year I've been a crook, but now I'm going

straight. I've broken ev'ry law of man, an awful cuss was I,

and twenty million folks to-day would love to see me die!

"I left my wife last April, and I blew a safe in May. I've

been in twenty-seven jails, but each time got away. I've

practiced ev'ry villainy and never shed a tear! But all is

past, and I will be quite different next year."

And then he paused, and I arose and got the handcuffs out-

In walks the chief and looks at me, and at me does he shout,

"O'Brien, sure that 'Handsome Dan' they caught this after-

noon!" Says I to him, "Then tell me, chief, who is this gay

gossoon?"

The chief, sure, take3 a look at him, and then his hand he

shook. Says he, '"Tis Danny Sullivan, the motion picture

crook. Sure, ev'rybody hates the lad that sees a picture show;

the greatest villain on the screen—my nephew, it is so!"

Says I to him, "But what the"—then Danny says, '"Tis

true—every word that I have said, O'Brien, now to you ! No
more I'll be a villain, for I signed with Blank to-day a con-

tract, sure, to play the leads, and that is why I say I'll be a

diff'rent sort of man, for hero roles I'll act upon the screen,

O'Brien, sure, next year, and that's a fact!"
—Harry J. Smalley.

It's Foolhardy

By CHARLOTTE R. MTSH

He will read the
'

' leaders' ' aloud,

And if I weren't too pliggety proud
To talk to a stranger,

I'd tell him there's danger
In acting so rash in a crowd

!
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Iron is Greatest of all Strength

Builders, Says Doctor
A Secret of the Great Endurance and Powers of Athletes

Ordinary Nuxated Iron Will Make Deli-

cate, Nervous, Run-down People 100

Per Cent. Stronger in Two Weeks'

Time in Many Cases.

NEW YORK, N. Y—Most people foolishly seem
to think they are going to get renewed health and
strength from some stimulating medicine, secret

nostrum or narcotic drug, said Dr. E. Sauer, a Bos-

ton Physician who has studied widely both in this

country and in Great European Medical Institu-

tions when, as a matter of fact, real and true

strength can only come from the food you eat.

But people often fail to get the strength out of their

food because they haven't enough iron in their

blood to enable it to change food into living mat-

ter. From their weakened, nervouscondition they

know something is wrong but they can't tell what
so they generally commence doctoring for stomach,

liver or kidney trouble or symptoms of some other

ailment caused by lack of iron in the blood. Thic

thing may go on for years, while the patient suf-

fers untold agony. If you are not strong or well,

you owe it to yourself to make the following test'

See how long you can work or how far you can

walk without becoming tired. Next take two five-

grain tablets of ordinary nuxated iron three times

per day after meals for two weeks. Then test your

strength again and see for yourself how much you

have gained. I have seen dozens of nervous, run-

down people who were ailing all the while, double
their strength and endurance and entirely get rid

of all symptoms of dyspepsia, liver and other trou-

bles in from ten to fourteen days' time simply by
taking iron in the proper form. And this after

they had in some cases been doctoring for months
without obtaining any benefit. But don't take the

old forms of reduced iron, iron acetate or tincture

of iron simply to save a few cents. You must take

iron in a form that can be easily absorbed and assim-

ilated like nuxated iron if you want it to do you
any good, otherwise it may prove worse than use-

less. Many an athlete or prize-fighter has won the

day simply because he knew the secret of great

strength and endurance and filled his blood with
iron before he went into the affray, while many
another has gone down to inglorious defeat simply

for the lack of iron.

NOTE—Nuxatecl Iron, recommended above by Dr.
E. Sauer, is one of the new.r organic iron compounds.
Unlike the older inorgranic iron products, it is easily
assimilated, does not injure the teeth, make them
black, nor upset the stomach; on the contrary, it is a
most potent remedy, in nearly all forms of indigestion.
as well as for nervous, run-down conditions. The Manu-
facturers have such irreat confidence in Nuxated Iron that
they offer to forfeit $100.00 to any charitable institution
if they cannot take any man or woman under 60 who
lacks iron and increase their strength 100 per cent, or over
in four weeks' time, provided they have no serious or-
ganic trouble. They also offer to refund your money if it
does not at least double your strength and endurance In
ten days' time. It is dispensed by all good druggists.

MOVIE ACTING!
A fascinating profession that pays big. Would you

like to know if you are adapted to this work i Send 10c.

for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or Key to

Moving Acting Aptitude and find whether or not

you are suited to take up Movie Acting. Instructive and

valuable. Send dime or stamps today. Interesting, Illus-

trated Booklet on Movie Acting included FREE !

Film Information Bureau, Sta. H, Jackson, Mich.

DON'T YOU LIKE
My Eyelashes and Eyebrows?

You can have the same
LASIIMIN, a hair food, applied
once each day, will absolutely pro-
duce thick and long eyebrows and eye-
lashes. Easy to apply— sure in resulls.

Lashneen is an Orientalformula. One box
is all you will need. Not sold at druggists.

Mailed on receipt of 25c coin and 2c postage.

IiASHNKl-W rOMPANT. l)i-pt. 25, Philadelphia

How to Sell Goods in

South America
is clearly told by a sales manager of 25 years' expe-
rience. W. E. Aughinbaugh, in "Selling Latin
America." Read about how to influence sales, bill,

collect, etc., in this $2,870,000,000 market. Sent
postpaid for $2. Circular of information free.

Small, Maynard &Co., 16 Beacon St., Boston, Mass.

BIG KNOCKOUT
Do (*\i flnt> Contains bare
* avnayCi legged Dancing
Scotchman 8 in, high. One Mystic
X-Ray, (see the bones.) Roll Stage
Money. JJew Coin Trick. Illustra-
ted booklets on How to Pitch and
Ventriloquism. Pack of Hot Air
cards for Loveri, 10 cts. by mail.
Ardee Co. Desk 1 1 Stamford Conn

CleanintfFluid^^r-^>

\Mthout injury tothe most
k

delicate fabric or color
Removes Grease Spots

15< 25< 50< Bottles-All Druggists

Shoes made with F. B. & C. *' white and fancy colored kid, are cleaned with Carbona Cleaning Fluid.
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| OUR READERS' COLUMN
|

| This department belongs to the readers 1

| of Film Fun. Write us and tell us what I
| you think about it. If we can help you, |
|

write and tell us so. If you like our maga- |
1 zine, tell us about it. If you do not like I

1 it, tell us anyway. We want to know |

|
just what you think about it.
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O. E. L., Philadelphia, Pa.—Thank
you for the suggestions. Sorry we can-
not find the portrait to which you refer.

M. F., Mishawaka, Ind. — Thank
you. All the photographs we have of
Mary Pickford are for our own use.

You can write to her, care of Artcraft
Pictures, Hollywood, Cal.

N. W. R., Indianapolis, Ind.—"The
Crimson Dove" was a World picture,

featuring Carlyle Blackwell and June
Elvidge. "The Cold Deck" was made
and sold on the State Rights plan before
William S. Hart went with Artcraft.

H. R. C, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Irving
Cummings played with Virginia Pear-
son in "Royal Romance. " Miss Pear-

son is still with the Fox Film Corpora-
tion, 126 West Forty-sixth Street, New
York. "Barbary Sheep" was filmed in

Fort Lee, N. J. Thank you very much.

G. A. L., New York. — Mme. Pet-

rova's first picture under her own ban-
ner is

'

' Daughter of Destiny.
'

' Thomas
Holding plays in this with her. Clara
Kimball Young has been working on
"Shirley Kaye." She is to release her
pictures through the Select Pictures
Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue, New
York.

R. B., Brooklyn, N. Y.—Bessie Love
began her screen career with the Tri-

angle-Fine Arts Company. We do not
make a practice of sending out photo-

graphs, as all those which we have on
hand are for our own use. Miss Love
can be addressed in care of the Pathe
Exchange, Inc., 25 West Forty-fifth

Street, New York.

V. L. F., Brooklyn, N. Y.—You are

entirely welcome. Of course, we are

willing to "bear the burden," and feel

that, although your money must have
gone astray in the mails, you are en-

titled to receive Film Fun. Our policy

is to be fair, believing that, as you say,

it always pays. We are always glad to

have matters of this sort brought to

our attention. Thank you.

F. J., Detroit, Mich.—Supplement-

ing our letter of October 11th, the lat-

est records we can get show that Tom
Moore was with the Select Pictures Cor-

poration, 729 Seventh Avenue, New
York. We have no recent information

of Harry Meyers. A few months ago

the productions in which he appeared

were released through the Pathe Ex-
change, 25 West Forty-fifth Street, New
York. At that time he was at Jackson-

ville, Fla. Possibly both could be

reached in care of the Screen Club,

New York City.



Who's Who and Where
Jack Pickford has secured Katharine

MacDonald, sister of Mary MacLaren,

as his new leading lady. Miss Mac-

Donald is considered one of the most

beautiful girls on the screen to-day.

-?-

Vitagraph is to release another big

outdoor serial, bearing the title "Venge-

ance and the Woman," and starring

William Duncan and Carol Halloway.

The serial is to be in fifteen episodes

of two reels each.

-?-

The first feature film to be produced

in El Paso by an El Paso moving pic-

ture company was completed recently.

The film was made by the Pasograph

Company. All the scenes were taken

in or near El Paso.

-?-

Eugene Corrie's real name is Gino

Liserani, which he used while employed

with the Ambrosia Film Company in

Italy, and later under D. W. Griffith's

direction. He thought it would be

too confusing for American use and

changed it.

«*•

A certain actor who knows how it

feels is planning the organization of an

insurance company to protect actors

against alimony fiends. He says if he

can carry out his plans, he will have

the biggest, richest insurance company

in the world.
-?-

Viola Dana has left New York for the

Metro West Coast studios. Her first

production in the Hollywood establish-

ment is "The Winding Trail," calling

for a Western setting. Miss Dana was
presented with a loving cup by the

New York company on her departure.

«?-

Albert Capellani, the well-known

French director, has been signed by
Metro Pictures Corporation. Mr. Cap-

ellani has served in the present war and
came to America when he received a
discharge because of injuries, as the

war has badly affected the motion pic-

ture business in France.
-s.

Julian Eltinge has announced his in-

tention of discarding skirts after two
years more, during which he will work
in motion pictures. Then he plans

entering the operatic or concert field.

He hopes also to make a picture in

which he will be the masculine hero

throughout.

Tone is the great criterion by which to judge any musical

instrument. The violin of a Paganini is worthy the

master's bow— it has the master tone. Its exact duplicate,

lacking this magic quality, is but a shell of varnished wood.

Judge the Columbia Grafonola by its tone. Hear the record

played upon it respond with a richer warmth, a sweeter

resonance, a truer feeling. This wonderful tone is the

result of the perfected detail of Columbia construction

—

the generous-sized reproducer, the smooth, correctly

shaped tone-arm, the distinctive Columbia tone-leaves that

control the volume of sound.

Consider the vital importance of tone. It is the thing

which, in the end, will enable the Columbia—and only

the Columbia Grafonola— to satisfy completely your long-

ing for music that is faithfully, beautifully reproduced.

Look for the "music-note" trade mark— the mark of a genuine Columbia Grafonola

olumbia
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The "Letters of a Self-Made Failure"
ran serially for ten weeks in Leslie's and were quoted by more than 200 pub-

lications. If you sit in "the driver's seat," or merely plod along beside the

wagon, whether you are a success or think yourself a failure, you will find

this book full of hope, help and the right kind of inspiration.

If you believe that it is more important to know why ten thousand fail

rather than why one man succeeds, read this book. The Letters are written

in epigrammatic style with a touch of irresistible humor, and they impart a

system of quaint philosophy that will appeal to everyone regardless of age,

sex or station. Price $1.00.

225 Fifth Avenue

LESLIE-JUDGE COMPANY
Dept. F-12 New York City
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Xmas Gifts
BUY TODAY

Eight Months
To Pay

Buy "Sweet" Dia-
monds and Jewelry
ON CREDIT at CASH
PRICES. WE TRUST
YOU — NO SECUR-ITY—NO RED
TAPE. " Sweet

"

Diamonds are supe-
rior quality, perfect
cut, blue-white. Each
gem GUARANTEED
fo. QUALITY and
VALUE. We accept
"'Siveet" Diamonds
in exchange, at full
price PLUS 7%&
yearly increase.

Pay Only 20%
Down,

10% Monthly
Anything you select
from our DeLuxe
Catalog 46B sent on
approral AT OUR
EXPENSE. You see
before you buy. Over
one thousand gifts.
Diamonds, Rings,
Pins, La Vallieres,
Watches, Silverware,
French Ivory Toilet
Ware, Cut Glass;
also Cameras and
Phonographs. Send
tor your FREE Copy
No. 46B TODAY.
L.W. SWEET &
COMPANY, Inc.
2 & 4 Maiden Lane

—

46B—New York City

No. 153. Tiffany Belcher.
1 fine diamond, $15.00

No. 155. Cluster 7 diamonds.
Platinum set ring. 840.00

No. 156. Tiffany Rine.
1 fine diamond, $50.00

No.. 158. Platinum Filigree
Ring. 1 fine diamond, S150. 00

No. 159. Platinum Set Cluster.
7 fine diamonds. $75.00

No. 160. Cold Filled
Watch Bracelet. .Sttyei

or Gilt dial, $20.00

Big Wonder Package
of GAMES!
With above outfit

can be made Checker]
and Chess Board andi
Men. Nine Men Mor-,
ris and Pox & Geese !

Board and Men. Cribbage Board. Pack of Pinochld
Cards, (48 cards) Authors,(48 cards) 13 other parlor
Games. 20 lessons in Magic. 12 Money Making secr-
ets.lQ classy pictures of women, etc. 10 cts. by
mail. CROWN Nov. Co. Desk 1 1 Stamford Conn.

Folding DOUBLE X-RAY

With this X-Ray
youcan apparently

«ee thru cloth or wood. See bones in the body, makes
the flesh look transparent. Lots of fun. 10 cts. by
mail. The ARDEE Co., Box 211, Stamford, Conn.

PHOTOPLAYS WANTED
Big prices paid. You can write them. We show
you how. Rex Publishers, Box 175, C-10, Chicago.

WRITE FOR MONEY
j\ EtmiKdl •flneijwlMieea purplo m«k« BIG MONET vrltuig Photo.

|]pl»jl Storlei.Etol BoeAajou! W.wlll accept yonrldMUJln ANY form

1—corroetFBEl—.til on eommiMlon. Blcnmrdl 1 M.k. mon.j.WriU
jutodnjforfulldatilli. Writor'a Service, I), pt. 28 Aabnrn,H.T.

Clara Kimball Young will take her

entire company to Porto Rico and other

islands of the West Indies immediately

after the holidays, for the filming of

"The Savage Woman," and after com-

pleting it will proceed to California.

«+•

Judge Willis Brown, of the Chicago

Juvenile Court, has written an original

play, entitled "The Spirit of '17," in

which Jack Pickford will have the stel-

lar role. There are also to be two in-

stead of one "Tom Sawyer" pictures.

The first will follow the lines of the

original story, while the second will

take up in logical sequence further ad-

ventures of Tom.

«?-

General Lester, in command of the

national camp at Yonkers, extended

cordial co-operation to Miss Rita Jolivet

and her directors in the making of
'

' Lest We Forget.
'

' A detachment of

three hundred troops was furnished for

service in constructing the trenches for

the battle scenes. These troops worked

under the supervision of an American

officer thoroughly familiar with the

elaborate trench system employed by

the Allies. The work was pronounced
perfect when inspected by an officer of

the French army who had just arrived

at an American port. The port author-

ities gave Miss Jolivet permission to use

the port facilities at Quarantine Station,

in lower New York Bay, for filming

the other scenes of the drama. The
French High Commissioner in Wash-

ington, M. Tardieu, made available

the transatlantic steamship Espagne for

the photographing of shipboard scenes.

in:-. .in::.

Film Fun
Magazine of Fun, Judge's Library and

Sis Hopkins' Own Book Combined.

No. 345—DECEMBER, 1917

Single Copies, 10 C^nts
Subscription by the Year, $1.00

Published monthly by
LESLIE-JUDGE COMPANY, PUBLISHERS

NEW YORK CITY.
John A. Sleicher, President.

Reuben P. Sleicher, Secretary.
A. E. Rollauer, Treasurer.

Grant Hamilton, Art Director.
Jessie Nile. Burness, Editor.

JI5 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Copyright, 1917, by Leslie-Judge Company,
Publisher!.

Title registered as a trade-mark.

Entered at the post-office at New York as
second-class matter.

"OTHERS"
The late General Booth's message to his Offi-

cers all over the world: " OTHERS "

There are num-
bers of poor folk

in all oar big

cities who de-

pend upon

The
Salvation

Army
for assistance

during the long

Winter months.

Will

You Help

Us

Help "Others"
less fortunate

than yourself?

Send Your Gift to Commander Evangeline Booth

120 West Fourteenth Street, New York City
Or Commissioner Estill, 108 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago

LEARN
MUSIC* HOME

MUSIC LESSONS FREE
Become most popular person In your set I

LEARN TO PLAY BY NOTE:—Piano, Organ,
I Violin, Banjo, Mandolin, Trombone, Fiute,
Guitar, Ukelele, Saxophone, Clarinet. Piccolo,

I Cornet, Harp, 'Cello, ortosing. Special Limi-
I ted offer of free weekly lessons. You pay only
for music and postage, only 12 J -2 cents a
week, Noextraa. Beerinneraoradvsncedpuplls.
Everythingillustrated, plain, simple, systematic.

I Free lectures each week. 19 years r success.
I WRITE POSTAL TODAY for Free Booklet. Over
| 2U0, 000 successful pupils all over the country.

U. 3. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
3212 Brunswick Bldg., New York

VoiceThrower
Learn to throw your voice into
a trunk, under the bed, out in
the hall or anywhere. Lots ofFUN fooling che Teacher, the
Janitor, Policeman, or Friends.

The Ventrilo
,

is a little instrument that fits
into the mouth out of sight Boys
-Is can use it. NEVER FAILS!
_ page book on Ventriloquism
with the VENTRILO for § AC!

_ Royal Novelty Co. V :
iW

Dept. 45 SO. NORWALK, CONN.

Incorporate Your Business In Arizona
Least cost, Greatest advantages. Cost not affected by
amount of capital. Transact business and keep books
anywhere. Stock made full-paid and non-assessable by
using- our forms. Laws, blanks and directions free.
Special forms prepared without charge.
Stoddard Incorporating Company, Box 8N, Phoenix, Arizona
Branch Office: Van Noyt Building, Los Angeles, California

$50 to $100 Weekly ffi«ayrft&
time. Great demand. YOU can write them. We
show you how. Experience not necessary. Send for
free booklet of valuable information and special
PrlKe Offer

Chicago Photo-playrli-ht Collece. Itoj •278-S22,rbi ,

(to

Comics, cartoons, com-
mercial, newspaper and
magazine Illustrating,
Pastel and Crayon Por-
traits. By Mail or Local
Classes. 10 LESSONS
F REE. WriteforArt Book

ASSOCIATED ART STUDIOS, 51 A Flotiron Building. New York

LB 20



'WALL-NUTS" "GOOD-NIGHT, NURSE -

By James Montgomery Flagg

Here's a
Suggestion

Can you think of a

better decoration
than these five jolly

girls from Judge?

Five brilliant paint-

ings by

James Montgomery Flagg

Mary Lane McMillan
Paul Stahr

in full colors, 9 x 12

inches, mounted on a

heavy mat, ready for

the frame, for

One Dollar
(25 cents apiece)

Just pin a bill, check,

money-order or stamps to

the coupon below, fill in

your name, and send it in

to-day to the Art Print

Department of

The Happy Medium

F. F.-H-17

JUDGE ART PRINT DEPARTMENT
225 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Please send me the five pictures from Judge,

foi which I enclose $1.00.

"^cAfillaa



flelpthis sick soldier

He is one of thousands who
have broken down with Tu-
berculosis in our Army or
have been refused admission

to the Army because of Tu'
berculosis.

War always increases

Tuberculosis

Red Cross Christmas Seals are sold

in your community to protect you
and your family from Tuberculosis

and to provide proper care for your
soldier boys who break down with
this disease.

Youmust buy three times

as many this year.

Put Red Cross Seals on all yout
holiday mail and packages. Buy a
lot and resell some to your friends

who might otherwise neglect it.

Buy
RED

CROSS
§ j

Xmas
Seals

today!

You Can Have
Beautiful Eye-
brows and Lashes

applying**T/ash-Brow-ine,*nightly.

,It nourishes the eyebrows and lasln

malting them long, thick and luxn

ant, adding wonderfully to your beauty :

charm and attractiveness. "Lash-Bro
~

ine" is a guaranteed pure and harml
preparation, used successfully by thou=ani

mtl 50c (coin) and we will mail yon "Lash-

Brow-ine" and our beauty booklet prepaid in

plain scaled cover. Beware of worthless Imitations.

HAYBETX LAK01UTOBIES, 400K-1H Indiana Ave., CHICAGO

uilSML
MAGIC CO., Sta. 5, 470 8«i Avenue, NEW YORK

$-01d Coins Wanted—

$

$4.25 EACH paid lor U. S. Flying Eaele Cents dated 1856.

$2 to $500 EACH paid for hundreds of Coins dated before 1910.

Send TEN cents at once for our New Illustrated Coin Value

Book, size 4x7. It may mean your fortune. Get posted.

CLARKE COIN CO., Box 26 , LE ROY, N. V.

SEE LESLIE'S WEEKLY FOR THE
BEST WAR PICTURES FIRST

For tale on all new-ttandt

Ten Cents EveTy w'ek

Studio Directory
For the convenience of our readers

who may desire the addresses of film

companies, we give the principal ones

below. The first is the business office

;

(s) indicates a studio; at times both

may be at one address.

American Film Mfg. Co., 82J7 Broadway, Chica-
go, 111. Santa Barbara, Cal. (s).

Artcraft Pictures Corporation (Mary Pickford,
Douglas Fairbanks, etal.). 485 Fifth Avenue,
New York City. Hollywood, Cal. (s).

Balboa Amusement Producing Co., Long
Beach, Cal. (s).

Brenon, Herbert, Prod., 729 Seventh Ave., New
York City. Hudson Heights, N. J. (s).

Christie Film Corp., Main and Washington
Sts., Los Angeles, Cal.

Cosmofotofilm Co., Candler Building, New
York City.

Clara Kimball Young Company, Aeolian Hall,
New York City.

Edison, Thomas, Inc., 2826 Decatur Ave., New
York City. (s).

Educational Films Corporation. 729 Seventh
Ave., New York City.

Empire All Star Corporation, 220 S. State St.,

Chicago, III. Myrtle Ave., Glendale,L.I.(s).
Essanay Film Mfg. Co., 133S Argyle St., Chica-

go, 111. (s).

Famous Players - Lasky Film Company, 485
Fifth Avenue, New York City. 128 W. 56th
Street, New York City. (s). *

Fox Film Corporation, ISO West 4flth St., New
York City. 1401 Western Ave., Los Ange-
les, Cal. (s). Fort Lee, N. J. (s).

Gaumont Company, 110 West 40th Street, New
York City. Flushing, N. Y. (s). Jackson-
ville, Fla. (s).

Goldwyn Film Corp., 16 E. 42d St., New York
City. Fort Lee, N. J. (s).

General Film Company, 440 Fourth Ave., New
York City.

Horsley Studio, Main and Washington, Los
Angeles, Cal.

Kalem Company, 325 West JSd St., New York
City. 251 W. 19th St., New York City. (s).

1425 Fleming St., Hollywood, Cal. (,s). Tal-
lyrand Ave., Jacksonville, Fla. (s). Glen-
dale, Cal. (s).

Keystone Film Co., 1712 Allesandro St., Los
Angeles, Cal.

Kleine, George, 166 N. State St., Chicago.
Metro Pictures Corp., 1476 Broadway, New

York City. Rolfe Photoplay Co. and Colum-
bia Pictures Corp., 8 West 61st St., New
York City, (s); Popular Plays and Players,
Fort Lee, N. J. (s). Quality Pictures Corp.,
Metro Office. Yorke Film Co., Hollywood.
Cal. (s).

Morosco Photoplay Company, 485 Fifth Ave.,
New York City. 201 Occidental Blvd., Los
Angeles, Cal. (s).

Moss, B. S., 729 Seventh Ave., New York City.
Mayfair Pictures Corp., 10 Wall St., New York

City. 515 W. 54th Street, New York City.(s).

Mutual Film Corp., Consumers Building, Chi-
cago.

Paramount Pictures Corporation, 71 W. 28d
St., New York City. 485 Fifth Ave., New
York City.

Peralta Plays, Inc., 729 Seventh Ave., New York
City. Los Angeles, Cal. (s).

Pathe Exchange, 25 West 45 th St., New York
City. Jersey City, N. J. (.<=).

Petrova Pictures, 25 W. 44th St., New York
City. 807 W. 176th St., New York City. (s).

Powell, Frank, Traduction Co., Times Building,
New York City.

Rothacker Film Mfg. Co., 1339 Diversey Park-
way, Chicago, 111. (s).

Selig Polyscope Co., Garland BIdg., Chicago,
Western and Irving Park Blvd., Chicago.(s).
3800 Mission Road, Los Angeles, Cal. (s).

Select Pictures Corp., 729 Seventh Ave:, New
York City. 807 East 176th Street. New
York City, (s).

Signal Film Corp., 4560 Pasadena Ave., Los An-
geles, Cal. (s).

Talmadge, Norma, 7.29 Seventh Ave., New York
City. 318 East 48th Street, New York
City. (s).

Thanhouser Film Corp., New Rochelle, N. Y.
(s). Jacksonville, Fla. (s).

Triangle Company, 1457 Broadway, New York
City. Culver City, Cal. (s).

Universal Film Mfg. Co., 1600 Broadway, New
York Citv. Universal City. Cal. (s). Coy-
etsville, N. J. (s).

Vitagraph Company of America, 1600 Broad-
way, New York City. E. 15th Street and
Locust Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. (s). Holly-
wood, Cal. (s).

Vogue Comedy Co.,GowerSt. and Santa, Moni-
ca BIdg., Hollywood, Cal.

World Film Corp., ISO West 46th St., New York
City. Fort Lee, N. J. (s). •»

'CHRISTMAS GIFTS
rFR0M OUR CATALOG
The easiest, most convenient way

;o make handsome, "worth-while"
I presents is to send for our Catalog
I make your selections in the quiet of
I yourown home, and haveeverything
| charged in one account. By this
I plan you can make very little ready
1 money supply all your gift needs.

The Handsome
Solid Gold La Valliere
No. 925, here shown, is our big lead-
er. Four beautiful, perfect cut
Genuine Diamonds,
£OCTerm«;$S Down,
«P<£9 $2.50 a Month

I0FTIS
BROS & COLO'S

Send for Free Catalog
There are over 2.000 illustrations of

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, etc.
Whatever you select will be sent, all
shipping charges prepaid. You see
and examine the article right in
your own hands. If satisfied, pay
one-fifth of purchase price and keep
it; balance divided into eight equal
amounts, payable monthly. »Our
Catalog shows all the new watches
—15,17, 19, 21, 23 Jewels, adjusted.
Guaranteed by the factory and fur-
ther guaranteed by us. Watches
that pass railroad inspection as
low as $2.60 a month. Every article
in our Catalog is specially selected
and priced direct to you.

National Credit Jewelers
DEPT.0930 108 N.STATE ST.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Stores In Leading Cities

BIG WONDER PACKAGE
With it can be made, 1 Great North

„, .,
Pole Game (size 18x11) ; 1 Big Roll

1 ^EUaBr i * Stage Money; 1 Game Authors (48
Cards) ; 1 Cribbage Board; 1 Checker
Board and Men; 1 Pack Pinochle
cards (48 cards). 27 other Games, 19
lessons in Magic, 1 Set of Domi-
noes, 27 Authograph Verses, 12 Mon-
ey Making Secrets, Wireless Tele-
graph Code, 25 Pictures of Pretty
'Girls, 2 Puzzles, 100 Conundrums,
85 definitions of Flowers. "I f\n

All the above, with large catalog for J.UG
Pike Nov. Co., Box 8 , South Norwalk,Conn.

Ventriloquist Outfit
.. ./Consists of imported "Talkra-pnone"^ (which fits into the mouth.) Our Vent-

riloquist DOLL -face nearly life size,-

with month that opens and shuts. Also
ART of Ventriloquism. Throw your
VOICE in a trunk, into the cellar or any
where. Give a show. Have lots of fun.
All the above Outfit by mail ffl f*fcARDEE Novelty Co. *v vla

Box 10 STAMFORD CONN.

NEW SCIENTIFIC WONDER

. SILVER ON

QJT%\#C You apparently see thru Clothes, Wood,Dv T w Stone, any obiect. See Bones in Flesh.

MARVEL MFG. CO. Dept. 46, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

PH0T0PLAYWRIGHTS, AUTHORS
We have influence with leading producers. Let us
market your plays on commission. Accepted in
any form. Inquire SUPERIOR PHOTOPLAY CO.,
Dept. L, 1482 Broadway, New York.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG
We write music and guarantee publisher's accept-
ance. Submit poems on war, love or any subject.

CHESTER MUSIC CO., 1039 Wilson Ave. Salt* 168, Chicago
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THE HUN AT PLAY
:

The First and Only Adequately

Illustrated American Edition

IT is a remarkable fact that, without ex-
ception, editions of Maupassant here-

tofore accessible to the American reading-

public have contained illustrations not only
crude in execution but. in their relation to

the text, nothing less but grotesque cari-

catures.

This was a grave injustice to the author,

as well as a reflection on the great body of

American artists, which includes many of

the world's most distinguished illustrators.

The frontispiece illustrations for the 17 volumes
of the Verdun Edition of Guy de Maupassant
have been specially made by the talented Ameri-
can artist J. E. Allen, and they will add immes-
urably to the enjoyment of this Complete Collec-
tion of the author's works by their graphic inter-

pretation of the various characters and types
found in his stories.

A SPECIALLY LOW BEFORE-PUB-
LICATION PRICE

while the Verdun Edition is going through the
press, will be named, confidentially, to those
whose applications reach us in advance of publi-
cation. Applicants for sets after that date will
have to pay a higher price. To get the advantage
of this low price Sign and Mail Coupon To-Day.

YOU ASSUME NO OBLIGATION
iiiii!uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiuimuiiiimiiiiiiiiii]iiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiuiiiiiiiwrm!iirmTm.miiiii!tiiimm[iiiiiiiiiiiimiiiuiii:iimti|

BRUNSWICK SUBSCRIPTION CO. F.F.U-lll
Brunswick Building, New York City. =

Without obligation on my part, pleasesend full
|

particulars, with special before-publication
|

price and terms, of the Verdun Ed it ion of the
|

Complete Works of Guy de Maupassant, 17
|

volumes, cloth. If quotations are satfsfactory |
I will notify you promptly to reserve a set for

|me for delivery when published. Otherwise, |

I waive all right to the special price quoted. 1

Name.

1 Address

,

| City

e Occupation.

.State.
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THE Bodies were bored. To be shut up for three months in a

deserted chateau in the heart of Normandy was no small hard-

ship for five Prussian officers accustomed to the gayeties of Ber-

lin. To be sure, during their enforced stay, they had found entertain-

ment in acts of vandalism, after the manner of their kind. Mutilated

family portraits, priceless Flemish tapestries cut to ribbons, fine old

mirrors cracked by pistol bullets, and the hacked and broken furni-

ture that littered the spacious apartments of the chateau, all bore

eloquent testimony to the favorite pastime of the Hun. But even

this sport for the moment had palled. Outside the rain descended

in torrents. As the brandy and liqueur passed from hand to hand,

suddenly the Captain has an inspiration. A soldier is despatched

to a nearby city. In the evening he returns with five handsome
girls. How the table is laid and the fun grows fast and furious as

the champagne flows ; how in an access of alcoholic patriotism toasts

are proposed by the chivalrous Prussians reflecting on the bravery of

the men and the virtue of the women of France; what happens to

the Baron at the hands of one of the girls—a patriot even if aji/le

dejoie— is told as only Maupassant could tell it in the story Mademoi-
selle Fiji found in this superb Verdun Edition of

The Complete Works of

Guy de Maupassant
The Best English Translation

Complete—Literal—Unexpurgated
WHILE the eyes of the whole world

are centered on our gallant ally,

France, and her heroic struggle against

a ruthless invader; with the ghastly pic-

ture before us of the brutal atrocities

committed by an inhuman foe on her
civilian population, her women and
young girls; while the smoke still rises

from her destroyed cities and profaned
temples, and the crash and thunder of

her guns is heard from Calais to the

Vosges as she hurls defiance at her
treacherous enemy— nothing could be
more timely than the publication of this

Complete Collection of the works of

France's most gifted son, Guy de Mau-
passant, in whom realism reached its

culminating point and the short story

the perfection of its art, and whose
stories of the Franco-Prussian War, told

with relentless realism, will be read now
with a new interest and a fuller appreci-

ation of their verity in the light of cur-

rent events. But if such stories as Boule
de Suif, Madame Sauvage, and Mademoi-
selle Fiji urst raised Maupassant to the

highest pinnacle of literary fame, that

position was rendered secure for all time
by his other matchless series of novels

and stories covering the widest range of

human emotion and experience in which
every kind of character, good or bad, yielded ma-
terial for his art. Literally translated, all these

will appear in the Verdun Edition which will be
published soon in a form unapproached by any
previous edition ever offered on this side of the

Atlantic.
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Over 350 Novels, Stories,

Poems
(^UY de MAUPASSANT ob-
^^ served life with a miraculous

completeness and told what he saw

with an intensity of feeling and with

a precision which leaves the reader

delighted and amazed. He was the

most exact transcriber of life in liter-

ature. His novels and stories, all of

which will appear in the Verdun Edi-

tion, leave the impression of the clear-

est, frankest, most solid reality ; as if

each phase of life in every stratum of

society had been detached piece by

piece, stripped of all conventional

complexity, and so presented to the

reader. His was the incomparable

gift of understanding life, which is

the heritage only of the greatest

geniuses.

In comparison with his novels and
stories all others appear artificial and
labored. Maupassant does not preach,

argue, concern himself with morals,

and has no social prejudices. He
describes nothing that he has not seen

and shows men and women just as he

found them. His language is so

simple and strong that it conveys the

exact picture of the thing seen. His

choice of subjects is always redeemed
by an exquisite irony and art.
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